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PREFACE 

THERE is a lack of critical commentaries in the English language 

on the Gospel of Mark, and especially of commentaries based on 

the more recent criticism of the sources, and of the history con- 

tained in the book. Commentaries corresponding to those of 

Meyer, Weiss, and Holtzmann, not in ability, but in critical 

method and results, are wanting. This volume is an attempt to 

supply this lack. This criticism is based on the evident inter- 

dependence of the Synoptical Gospels, unmistakable proof of 

which is found in the accumulated verbal resemblances of the 

three books. ‘The generally accepted solution of this Synoptical 

problem makes Mark the principal source of Matthew and Luke, 

his account being supplemented and modified by material taken 

from the Hebrew Zogia of Matthew. This critical result is 

accepted by many English and American scholars, but no com- 

mentary based on it has appeared among us. A modification of 

this theory makes the Zogza the older source, which Mark uses 

to a limited extent, the principal source of his information being 

the Apostle Peter. A few passages in which this dependence is 

probable have been noted and discussed. The critical theme of 

this volume is thus the interrelation of the Synoptics. 

In carrying out this plan, the relations of the Synoptical 

Gospels, their harmonies and divergences, and especially their 

interdependence, have been made a special study, and, where 

the fourth Gospel is parallel to Mark, their relation has been 

discussed. 

Trees ¥ 



vi PREFACE 

An important part of the critical question is the historicity of 

the miracles. This doubt—for the question has grown into a 

widespread doubt—I have attempted to meet on the general 

ground of the credibility of the narrative as contemporaneous. 

history, and of the verisimilitude of the miracles. 

But after all, since the result of criticism has been to establish 

the historicity of the Synoptical accounts of the ministry of our 

Lord, the main attempt has been to interpret him in the light 

of this history. I have not attempted to make this book a 

thesaurus of opinions, though the more recent critical literature 

has been cited and discussed. Nor have I sought to collect 

curious information of any kind for its own sake; but, by his- 

torical and literary methods, I have endeavored to arrive at 

the meanings of the life of Jesus as here set forth. It is recog- 

nized that this account is supplemented, and valuable additions. 

made to it, by the other Gospels. But the use of it as the 

principal source of the other Synoptical accounts gives it an 

importance which it is hard to overestimate. What it has to 

say, therefore, about the life and character of the founder of 

Christianity, it has been the main endeavor of this volume to 

set forth. Other things have been used, but not for their own. 

sake. Everything has been pressed into this service. 

The volume contains, besides the Notes, an Introduction, 

stating the Synoptical problem, a discussion of the character- 

istics of Mark, and an analysis of events; a statement of the 

Person and Principles of Jesus in Mark; a discussion of the Gos- 

pels in the second century; a review of Recent Literature ; and 

a statement of the Sources of the Text. There are also Notes on 

Special Subjects scattered through the book. 

E. P. GOULD: 

PHILADELPHIA, January, 1896. 

See ee” 
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PmCOUMMENTARY .ON..THE GOSPEL 

OF MARK 

INTRODUCTION 

THE main question in a study of any one of the Synoptical 

Gospels is its relation to the others. This is especially true of the 

questions belonging to Introduction. If writings are independent, 

the matter of their origin can be considered separately ; but where 

an analysis shows intimate relations between them, the question 

must be discussed with reference to this relation. Now, our study 

of the Synoptical Gospels shows both interdependence and inde- 

pendence. There are two parts of the story where the indepen- 

dence amounts to divergence. In the account of the early life of 

Jesus given by Matthew and Luke, Bethlehem is in Matthew not 

only the birthplace of our Lord, but also the residence of his 

parents. Nazareth is introduced only as the place to which they 

turned aside after their return from Egypt, because Judza was 

rendered unsafe for them by the succession of Archelaus. But in 

Luke, Nazareth is their residence, from which they go to Bethle- 

hem only on account of the Roman census, and to which they 

return after the presentation in the Temple. And these marks of 

independent origin are found in the entire story of the infancy in 

Matthew and Luke. And in the account of the events from the 

resurrection to the ascension, Matthew and Mark, omitting the 

closing verses of the latter, make the scene of Jesus’ appearance 

to his disciples to be Galilee; whereas Luke places them all in 

the vicinity of Jerusalem, and on the day of the resurrection. In 

fact, one of the great arguments for the omission of the closing 

verses of Mark is that the scheme of appearances is that of Luke, 

and plainly out of gear with that of the previous part of Mark. 

Evidently, here, then, in the beginning and end of the Gospel 
ix 



x INTRODUCTION 

narrative, the Gospels are quite independent of each other. And 

in the body of the history, containing the account of our Lord’s 

public ministry, there are not wanting evidences of the same inde- 

pendence. The general arrangement of events is the same, but 

individua] events are scattered through this general scheme with 

a decided independence. Luke distributes discourses which 

Matthew collects into connected discourse, ¢.g. the parts of the 

Sermon on the Mount. And single events, such as the call of 

Peter, Andrew, James, and John, are given with differences of 

detail, which show marked independence. But, after all, the 

general impression made in this body of the narrative is that of 

interdependence. One of the most striking features of this is 

the selection of events and discourses out of the great body of 

material open to writers. The matter peculiar to either of the 

Gospels is very small, compared to the common material, and yet 

the whole is very small, compared with all that Jesus said and did. 

There is some individuality shown in this selection, especially of 

the discourses of our Lord, but it is not considerable. And we 

have noticed already the similarity in the general arrangement of 

events. We can imagine that in the interval of a generation 

between the close of our Lord’s life and the appearance of the 

Gospels, the oral tradition, which was for the time the chief source 

of knowledge of that life, may have acquired something like a 

fixed form in both these particulars. And so we may use the 

oral tradition, perhaps, to account for these items in the general 

account of interdependence. But when we come to the verbal 

resemblances existing between the Synoptical Gospels, our depen- 

dence on this solution of the Synoptical problem ceases. It is 

enough to say in this connection, that the oral tradition must 

have been in Aramaic, the language of Palestine, while these 

resemblances are in Greek Gospels, and verbal resemblances dis- 

appear in translation. But it is unnecessary to introduce this 

consideration even, in the face of such striking resemblances as 

these. Oral tradition does not tend to fix language to this extent. 

This verbal similarity is found in the Synoptics, wherever they give 

parallel accounts of the same event. Good examples of it are the 

accounts of the call of Peter, Andrew, James, and John, Mt. 4°” 

Mk. 11; and of the healing of the demoniac in the synagogue, 
Mk. 17% Lk. 4°", The effect of this verbal resemblance is very 

- 
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INTRODUCTION xi 

much enhanced, of course, when the words common to two or 

more accounts of the same thing are themselves uncommon words. 

E.g. the words tpwroxaGedpias and mpwroxdoias in Mt. 23°, and 

the parallel passage, Lk. 11%; Mk. 12”, and the parallel passage, 

Lk. 20%; and in a similar connection in Lk. 14”8; do not occur 

elsewhere outside of ecclesiastical writers. éxoAdBwoe, Mk. 13”, 
and the parallel passage, Mt. 24”, is a rare Greek word, and is 
used in these passages, moreover, in an unusual sense. réparta, 
Mk. 13”, and the parallel passage, Mt. 24”, does not occur else- 

where in the Synoptics. dypumvetre, Mk. 13%, and the parallel 

passage, Lk. 21%, does not occur elsewhere in the Synoptics, and 

only twice in the N.T. éuBdrrw and tpvBdAiov, Mk. 14”, and the 

parallel passage, Mt. 26%, are not found elsewhere in the N.T. 

These verbal resemblances can be explained only by the interde- 

pendence of the written accounts. Either the Gospels are drawn 

from each other, or from some common written source. 

These phenomena of the Synoptical Gospels have given rise to 

a most protracted and intricate discussion, in which various the- 

ories, ¢.g. of original writings from which our Gospels were drawn, 

and of the priority of one Gospel or another, from which the rest 

were drawn, have been presented and thoroughly sifted. Fortu- 

nately, we are at the end of this sifting process, for the most part, 

and are in possession of its results. Tradition and internal evi- 

dence have concurred in giving us two such sources, one of which 

is the translation into Greek of Matthew’s Zogza, or discourses of 

our Lord, and the other our present Gospel of Mark. There is 

ample evidence that the Zogia cannot be our present Gospel of 

Matthew, and on the other hand, there is no evidence that there 

is any original Mark, distinct from our second Gospel. Papias, 

writing about 130 to 140 A.D., says that Matthew wrote his Logia 

in Hebrew, and each man interpreted them as he was able. _Ire- 

nus, Panteenus, and Origen all testify to the same, and in fact, 

there is no early tradition of Matthew’s writing which does not 

record also its Hebrew character. It is also against the identifi- 

cation of the Zogia with our present Matthew, that the latter 

contains matter that does not come under the head of Logia. It 

is, moreover, dependent in its narrative portions on Mark, which 

is scarcely within the range of possibility, if it was itself the work 

of an eye witness. Papias tells us also that Mark, having become 
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Peter’s interpreter, wrote down accurately all that he remembered, 
not however in order, both of the words and deeds of Christ. 

And tradition is consistent also in regard to this dependence of 

Mark on Peter. Moreover, this account agrees with the character 

of the second Gospel. It bears evident marks of the eye-witness 

in its vividness, and in the presence of those descriptive touches 

which reproduce for us not only the event, but the scene and 
surroundings as well. 

Is there any evidence that Mark’s Gospel was in part a compila- 

tion? Did he draw upon the Zogza in his account of discourse 

and conversation? Does not the supposition of the entire inde- 

pendence of Mark imply two sources of the Synoptical narrative 

in certain cases, in which the matter of the different Gospels would 

suggest only one? In the parables, ¢e.g., we have a larger group in 

Matthew, and a smaller group in Mark. And of course, if Mark is 

independent here, as elsewhere, this supposes two sources. But 

the parables themselves, by their homogeneousness, would suggest 

rather one source, from which both drew. Moreover, Mark’s state- 

ment that Jesus used many such parables, in this connection, is 

another hint of a longer account containing more parables, from 

which he made selections. And the one parable peculiar to him- 

self would show that this was a third source, independent of either 

Matthew or Mark. Turning now to the parable of the Wicked 

Husbandmen, Mk. 12'”, we find Mark supplemented by Matthew 

in the same way. Mark says that Jesus spoke to them in parables, 

and proceeds to cite one parable, while Matthew gives us three 

parables in the course of the same controversy; that is, Mark 

implies in the plural wapaPodais, a source giving more abundant 

material than he uses, and Matthew apparently gives us that more 

abundant material. Moreover, the traditional source of Mark’s 

Gospel is unfavorable to the production of long discourse. And 

accordingly, we find only one example of such discourse in this 

Gospel, the eschatological discourse in ch. 13. Whereas, we find 

frequent examples of such discourse in Matthew and Luke, and it 

is a natural inference that it is characteristic of the Zogia from 

which they both drew. It seems probable, therefore, that this 

one discourse in which Mark follows their example comes from 

the written Zogia, and not from his transcription of Peter’s oral 

discourse. 
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INDIVIDUALITY OF THIS GOSPEL. ANALYSIS OF EVENTS 

Mark has a way of his own of handling his material. Whatever 

may be his reason, the fact is, that he dwells on the active life of 

our Lord, the period from the beginning of the Galilean ministry 

to the close of his natural life. The introduction to this career, 

including the ministry of John the Baptist, the baptism and the 

temptation, he narrates with characteristic brevity. But it is not 

brevity for the sake of brevity ; it comes from a careful exclusion 

of everything not bearing directly on his purpose. The work of 

John the Baptist is introduced as the beginning of the glad tidings 

about Jesus Christ, and the material is selected which bears on 

this special purpose. The baptism is told as the inauguration of 

Christ into his office, and only the baptism, the descent of the 

Spirit, and the voice from heaven are narrated. And the tempta- 

tion is merely noted in passing. All of these things have a value 

of their own, but they are evidently regarded by the writer as in- 

troductory to his theme, the active ministry of Jesus, and are 

abbreviated accordingly. 

But beginning with the Galilean ministry, our Gospel is as full 

in its narrative of separate events as either Matthew or Luke. He 

omits events and discourses, but what he does tell he tells as fully 

as they. Inthe matter of discourse, especially, still more of pro- 

longed discourse, this Gospel is resolutely either brief or silent. 

As regards the general distribution of material, there is an earlier 

group of narratives, in which Matthew and Luke are parallel to 

each other; another further along, in which Matthew and Mark 

are parallel; and then a third, in which Luke stands alone. 

But what Mark tells in this period he narrates with pictorial 

fulness. 

When we come, however, to the account of the resurrection, 

and of the appearances to the disciples after the resurrection, this 

Gospel returns to its policy of brevity regarding what precedes 

and follows the period of the public ministry. These appearances 

are to the disciples alone, they are mainly mere appearances, and 

Mark gives merely the announcement of the resurrection to the 

women by the angels, and closes with this. This, instead of being 

strange, and requiring explanation, is quite in accordance with the 

character of Mark disclosed in the narration of the early events. 
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Those were introductory, these are supplementary of the subject, 

and both are treated therefore with the same conciseness. 

We have discovered a like parsimony in the choice of material 

for this main theme, the public ministry. But this is for the sake, 

evidently, of sharpness of impression, and, for this purpose, Mark 

joins with it an effective grouping of his matter. He is not telling 
a number of disconnected stories of our Lord’s work, but the 

one story of his public ministry, and he selects and groups his 

material in order to show the progress of events, their division 

into separate periods, and their culmination in the final catastrophe. 

The first period is one of immediate popularity, and of a corre- 

sponding reserve. The effect of Jesus’ miracles in spreading his 

fame, and in drawing a multitude after him, is emphasized, and at 

the same time Jesus withdraws from the multitude, and forbids 

the spreading of the report of his miracles. We are not told 

about the subjects of his teaching, but of its impression, and its 

effect in increasing his popularity. 

The second period, beginning with Jesus’ return from his first 

tour in Galilee to Capernaum, is marked by the contrast between 

this continued popularity and the growing opposition of the Phari- 

sees. We are shown ina series of rapid sketches the causes of 

this opposition in the revolutionary character of Jesus’ ministry, 

and his quiet disregard of Pharisaic traditions and customs. He 

calls a publican to the inner circle of his disciples, and eats with 

publicans and sinners; he decries formal fastings, heals on the 

Sabbath, defends eating with unwashed hands, and denounces all 

traditionalism. ‘There can be no doubt that this rapid succession 

of events, all of the same character, is intended to produce the 

effect described, and to show us how, early in the ministry of 

Jesus, he was forced into opposition to the ruling sect, and so the 

way was prepared for the end. But the picture has lights as well 

as shadows, and the mixture with these conflicts of other events, 

such as the appointment of the twelve, the sending of them on a 

separate mission, the teaching in parables, and sundry miracles, 

produces the biographical effect. 
But at last this short ministry in Galilee comes to an end, and 

is followed by a period in which Jesus journeys with his disciples 

into the Gentile territory about Galilee, and there prepares them 

for his death at the hands of his enemies. There is added to this 
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the confession of his Messianic claim, the story of his Transfigu- 

ration, a few miracles in the strange places where these travels 

take him; but the characteristic mark of the whole period is 

this secret conference with his disciples about the crisis in his 

life. 
The succeeding period, beginning with his final departure from 

Galilee, and ending with his entry into Jerusalem, is one into 

which Matthew and Luke have put much of their characteristic 

material, and in which Mark is unusually brief. And the matter 

selected by him is of an unusually mixed kind. It begins with 

one of those disputes between him and the Pharisees which mark 

these last days. It proceeds with various conversations and in- 

structions, in which different aspects of the kingdom of God are 

shown ; it gives a strange picture of the impression of fear pro- 

duced on Jesus’ disciples by his manner on the road to Jerusalem ; 

and it tells of one miracle at Jerusalem. In brief, this is a period 
of waiting, in which the events themselves, and the turn given to 

them, foreshadow and prepare for the final crisis. Then comes 

the last week, with its story of the final conflicts between Jesus 

and the authorities at Jerusalem, of his trial and death. The 

entry into Jerusalem is evidently intended to be his announcement 

of himself as the Messiah, and the cleansing of the Temple a 

manifestation of his authority. This authority is immediately 

challenged by the Sanhedrim, and in the parable of the Wicked 

Husbandmen, Jesus makes his charge against them. Then they 

ply him with their legal puzzles, attempting to discredit his teach- 

ing, and their discomfiture only hastens the end. 

This brief analysis will show the principle on which Mark 

selects his material and groups it. Both contribute to the one 

object of sharpness of impression. The different periods are 

marked off, and the effect is not blurred by the introduction of 

confusing or voluminous detail. The life of Jesus has not made 

on him the effect of mere wonder which he seeks to reproduce in 

disconnected stories, but of a swift march of events toward a 

tragic end, and he marks off the stages of this progress. 

But Mark’s effectiveness as a story-teller is due not only to his 

selection and grouping of material, but also to his pictorial fulness. 

He gives us the scene of events more frequently than the other 

writers, whether in the house, or by the sea, or on the road. On 
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one occasion, this vividness, where he tells of the green grass on 

which the five thousand reclined, gives us an invaluable mark of 

time, telling us what we should not know from the other Synop- 

tics, that there was a Passover during the Galilean ministry. He 

tells us of the multitudes about Jesus, and gives us a lively de- 

scription of the way in which they ran about as he entered one 

village after another, bringing the sick to him on their pallets. 

He tells us of the astonishment and fear of the disciples, as Jesus 

went before them to Jerusalem. His style lends itself to the same 

purpose. He uses the imperfect, the still more effective 7 with 

the participle, and the historical present. But he does it all in 

the rapid and effective way characteristic of him. It is by a 

stroke here, and a bit of color there, that the effect is produced. 

ACCOUNT OF MARK 

The places in which Mark’s name occurs in the N.T. are 

Acts: x2", 13° 8, 15%; Coli.4, 2 Tim. 4",)Philem-t bem 

From these we learn that he was the son of Mary, to whose house 

Peter went after his release from imprisonment, and cousin of 

Barnabas. His original Hebrew name was John, and to this was 

appended a Roman surname Mark. Peter includes him in the 

salutation of his first epistle, and calls him his son (in the faith). 
He makes his first appearance in the history as the companion of 

Barnabas and Saul, whom they took back to Antioch with them 

on their return from Jerusalem, where they had been to carry the 

offerings of the churches on the occasion of a famine. And when 

they start, immediately after, on their first missionary journey, 

Mark accompanies them, but only to turn back again after the 

completion of their mission to Cyprus. Then, at the beginning 

of their second missionary tour, he becomes the source of conten- 

tion to his superiors, Barnabas wishing to take his cousin along 

with them again, and Paul refusing his company on account of his 

previous defection. But in the epistle to the Colossians he 

appears again as the assistant of Paul, being mentioned by him as 

one who sends greetings to that church. And in 2 Tim., Paul 

writes Timothy to bring Mark with him as one who is useful to 

him in the ministry. Again, in the epistle to Philemon he is with 

Paul, and is included in the salutations of that letter. 
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DESTINATION OF THE GOSPEL. TIME OF ITS WRITING. PLACE 

Mark was evidently written for Gentile readers, as it contains 

explanations of Hebrew terms and customs.’ Tradition says that 

it was written after the death of Peter and Paul. ‘There is one 

decisive mark of time in the Gospel itself. In the eschatological 

discourse attention is called to the sign given by Jesus of the time 

of the destruction of Jerusalem, which leads us to infer that the 

Gospel was written before that time, but when the event was im- 

pending. This would fix the time as about 70 A.p. ‘Tradition 

says also that it was written at Rome. And there is a certain sup- 

port given to this by the use of Latin words peculiar to this 

Gospel.” 

1 £.g. the explanatory ris TaAvAatas after Na¢apéer; the translation of Boavepyés ; 
of Tadvéd, covx; the explanation of xowwais xepot aS=avinrois; the translation of 
"Edad; the statement of the Jewish custom of ceremonial washing; of the Sad- 
ducees’ denial of the resurrection; of the custom of killing the Paschal lamb on 
the first day of the feast; the translation of ToAyo@a, and of ’EAwi, ’EAwi, Aapa 
caBaxOavei; and the explanation of rapacxevy aS = tpocaBBarov. 

2 F. 2. epaBartov, Lat. grabatus, where the other Synoptists use xAivy, KAcvidcov ; 
omexovAatwp, Lat. speculator; xevrvpiwv, Lat. centurion, 
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iiaie eek SON-AND: PRINCIPLES ©F JESUS 

IN MARK’S GOSPEL 

MatTTHEWw begins his account of Jesus’ public ministry, as Mk. 

does, with the statement that Jesus came into Galilee after the 

imprisonment of John, and began to proclaim the good news of 

the coming kingdom, accompanying this with miracles of healing. 

But he follows this immediately with the Sermon on the Mount, 

which serves as a basis for all the subsequent teaching, and gives 

us as the subject of that teaching the Kingdom of God. Lk. 

introduces this in another place, giving first some of the detached 

sayings, and so preparing the way for the connected discourse, 

instead of making the connected discourse an introduction to the 

detached sayings. But the effect of the discourse, and its relation 

to the teaching as a whole, are the same. Mk., on the other 

hand, gives only detached sayings, unrelated to any central group 

of teachings, and in his gospel, therefore, we have to study out 

the problem of our Lord’s life and teaching after a different 

fashion. 

He appears in the first place as a herald of the kingdom, taking 

up the work of John. Then he calls four men into personal 

association with himself. His first Sabbath in Capernaum is a 

memorable one. It is evident that he is regarded as a teacher, 

for he is asked to preach in the synagogue, and his hearers are 

impressed with the note of authority in his teaching, so different 

from the manner of the Scribes, the recognized authorities. But 

they are still more impressed with a miracle performed by him, 

and as soon as the law allows, they bring all the sick of the city to 

_ him, and the whole town is in an uproar. The two things together 

stamp him as a prophet, making a decided advance on the char- 
acter of teacher, in which he appears at first. But so far as he is 

recognized at all, the popular voice after this accords to him these 

two titles, rabbi and prophet. 
=e xix 



XX THE PERSON AND PRINCIPLES OF JESUS. 

But Jesus evidently sees elements of danger in this popular 

uprising. ‘The emphasis is on the wrong side of their lack, and 

of his power. If his message had reached them, and they had 

clamored to hear more of that, and especially had shown any 

disposition to follow his teaching, he might have stayed to preach, 

instead of going out to pray. But he did not wish to pose as a 

miracle-worker, and to have the inference “‘ Messiah ”’ follow from 

that in the popular imagination. And so he retires to pray, he 

refuses the clamorous call to return, and when a man whom he has 

healed disobeys his command to keep it silent, he retires into the 

wilderness to escape the inevitable effect of this publicity. 

Now Mk.’s method begins to appear. Jesus does not lay down 

a programme of the Messianic kingdom in a set discourse, but the 

principles regulating his activity are slowly evolved by the occa- 

sions of his life. And after the same fashion Jesus himself begins 

to appear on the canvas—a herald of the kingdom of God, a 

teacher, a prophet, a miracle-worker, who represses and depre- 

cates the impetuous desire of the multitude to emphasize the 

miracle-worker rather than the prophet. ‘This is the picture so 

far, and it is full of promise and suggestion. 

Then in connection with another miracle, Jesus claims the 

power as the Son of Man to forgive sins. The way it happened 

was this: the man’s disease was occasioned by some vice, and 

Jesus announces the cure therefore as a forgiveness of the sins 

which had caused it. Then, this being challenged by the Scribes 

as blasphemy, he adduces the cure itself as an example of the 

power which he had to remove the evils caused by sin. Here is 

another step forward, for here is a real, but veiled claim of a 

Messianic title, and the authority coupled with it is that of for- 

giveness, which forgiveness consists in the removal of the various 

ills of mankind wrought by sin. The Messianic claim is there, 

but it is veiled, for we do not find that the people understood him 

to make the claim, though after this he uses the title familiarly. 

And the title chosen, Son of Man, is such as to show that Jesus 

emphasized that side of his work which allied and identified him 

with man. 

This intimation that his work has to do with sin, as a physician 

has to do with disease, is repeated when he calls the tax-gatherer 

into the circle of his disciples, and defends himself by the state- 
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ment that he came to call not righteous men, but sinners. And 

when they charge him with collusion with Satan in his expulsion 

of demons, his answer is substantially that his attitude is opposi- 

tion to Satan, and that his power to cast out demons can have 

been obtained only as the result of a conflict, in which he had 

overmastered Satan. Here, as in the case of the paralytic, this 

aspect of his work as a conflict with sin comes out in connection 

with his cures, and this is really the only chance that he has to 

present it, as he has had as yet very little opportunity to deal with 

sin as sin, only in its occasional intrusion into other than the moral 

sphere. But he deals with it as already master of the situation. 

He can despoil Satan of his instruments, because he has already 

met him and bound him. He can deal with sin in others victori- 

ously, because he has met and mastered it in himself. 

But meantime, another element in the situation is making itself 

felt. In dealing with the people, Jesus has to contend against a 

sudden and superficial popularity, and is able only to cure their 

diseases, not to cope with their sins. But the necessary and 

unavoidable conspicuousness of his work bring him under the 

notice of their leaders, and here he encounters active opposition. 

It develops only gradually. It is evident that the Scribes and 

Pharisees are watching him at first, as it is always possible that 

religious enthusiasm may play into the hands of the religious 

authorities. But the elements of opposition accumulate at every 

step. The first is the evident lack of sympathy or affiliation with 

them, and Jesus’ association with men at the other end of the 

social and ecclesiastical scale, the despised people whose igno- 

rance of the law made them dangerous company for the scrupu- 

lous Pharisee, with the remote and insignificant Galilean, and even 

finally, the hated servant of a foreign government, the Jewish 

collector of Roman tribute. Jesus’ answer, that, as a physician, 

his business is with the sick rather than the well, is complete, but 

like all such answers, it only increased the irritation. The next 

question is more vital, as it has to do not with themselves, but 

with their system. Pharisaic Judaism was the climax and reductio 

ad absurdum of religious formalism. For ethics it substituted 

casuistry, for principles rules, for insight authority, for worship 

forms, for the word of God tradition, for spirituality the most 

absolute and intricate externalism. Jesus did not seek to break 
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with it, but it was inevitable that the break should come. The 

law prescribed an annual fast, but they had multiplied this into 

two a week, whereas, it is recorded of Jesus that he came eating 

and drinking, and himself called attention to this characteristic. 

When he is challenged about this practice of his disciples, he 

shows that fasting, like everything else that has a proper place in 

religion, is a matter of principle, and not of rule. Men are not to 

fast on set days, but on fit occasions. And in general, he shows 

the absurdity of attempting to piece out the old with the new, or 

to pour his new wine into their old wine-skins. The next place 

where they made a stand against Jesus’ innovating views was in 

the matter of their absurd Sabbatarianism. That it was absurd, 

the occasions of their attack show ; first, plucking ears of corn to 

eat on the spot, and secondly, healing. These things, forsooth, 

were expressly forbidden on the Sabbath. In answer, Jesus does 

not attempt to meet them on the ground of casuistry, but, as 

usual, lays down principles. First, the Sabbath was made for 

man, and not man for the Sabbath; and secondly, to refuse to 

confer a benefit in case of need is to inflict a positive injury, on 

the Sabbath as well as any other day. 

Here the narrative pauses, and passes over to other matter. 

But it is evident that Mk. has grouped this material for a purpose. 

He wishes to show how, with one occasion after another, the 

teaching of our Lord acquired substance and shape, and encoun- 

tered a sharp and well-defined opposition. And how boldly and 

greatly the figure of Jesus himself begins to stand out. How it is 

becoming evident that sanity, breadth, insight, ethical and spiritual 

quality, are in this man not relative, but absolute. And as he 

faces the gathering storm, how steadfast he is, and regardless of 

everything but truth. 

It needs only a little reading between the lines to see how the 

next events come in. The evidence is accumulating that our 

Lord’s own career is to last not very long, and that he must have 

followers, successors, to whom he can commit his work, and that 

these must be men whose close attendance on himself will famil- 

iarize them with his message. Hence the twelve are appointed. 

And it is expressly stated that his family had started out to restrain 

him, at the time when he pointed out that his real family were the 

disciples who did the will of-God. His own family was not to be 
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classed among his enemies, but it is evident that they sought to 
protect him against what they considered his own extravagance. 

And the parables also grew out of the immediate situation. 

They are the first direct statement of the nature of the kingdom 

of God. The postponement of the subject, and the veiled pre- 

sentation of it, both show it to be a matter that Jesus approached 

with extreme caution. But what he treated with so much reserve 

in the presence of the others, he explained frankly to his disciples. 

This means that the time had come when the situation, even 

among the disciples, needed clearing up. They were not repelled 

by his differences with the Pharisees; the indications are rather 

that they were in sympathy with him. But their difficulty, which 

the parables were intended to meet, came from their sharing the 

national expectation, that the kingdom was to be set up by a “our 

de force, an expectation which Jesus’ methods and delay, if not 

defeat, discouraged. This is the immediate occasion of the para- 

bles. But their immense importance appears from the fact that 

they are the only direct statement of the nature of the kingdom, 

which otherwise we should have to gather from side-lights and 

inferences. The kingdom is seed; it is subject to all the vicissi- 

tudes of seed sown broadcast into all kinds of soil; it is neverthe- 

less sure of success because it is native to the soil; humanity as 

such is hospitable to it, and its small beginnings do not interfere 

with ultimate greatness. 

The next event requiring special notice is Jesus’ visit to Naza- 

reth, where he encounters his first rejection. Other places have 

known only the greatness of his public life, Nazareth, unfortu- 

nately, knows the obscurity of his private life, and they reject his 

greatness as spurious. Here, therefore, he finds even his miracles 

impossible, whéreas in other places, cut off from everything else, 

he does find a place for these. Jesus marvelled at their unbelief, 

and no wonder. It was here that this perfect life had matured, 

grown into an unmatched beauty and power, and yet they had 

missed it all because it lacked outward greatness. But one is 

reminded by this episode of a singular fact in our Lord’s life — 

that he appears largely as a miracle-worker. It was not a role 

that he coveted, but, for the most part, it was all that he could do. 

We have some record of the way in which he dealt with the other 

and larger half of human ill and need. We have the story of 
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Matthew and Zacchzeus, and the sinful woman, and the rich young 

man, and Peter ; we know that he was the friend of publicans and 

sinners. But, for the most part, he was shut out from all this, and 

shut up to physical healings. Even here, he found a unique field 

for the display of his greatness. His possession of a divine power 

he shared with other men, but his divine use of that power is 

his own; he shares it with no one. But if he had had an equal 

chance to show us the other side of his power, what a story there 

might have been. 

But the time has now come for Jesus to try his disciples in the 

work. ‘They have heard his message and seen his miracles, and 

he sends them out to carry forward both the preaching and the 

healing. His instructions to them are, briefly, to pay no attention 

to outfit nor entertainment, but to be occupied solely with their 

ministry. 

On Jesus’ return to Capernaum, the opposition to him comes to 

ahead. His enemies are there on the watch for him, and in that 

apparently careless and unscrupulous life they soon find their 

opportunity. To be sure, it seems only a slight thing that the dis- 

ciples should be eating with unwashed hands. But to those men 

it meant liability to every defilement mentioned in the law. It is 

their opportunity, but then it is Jesus’ opportunity too. It gives 

him his chance to strike at traditionalism and ceremonialism, the 

twin foes of spiritual religion. Over against tradition, he sets the 

word of God, — against the idea that a thing is true because it is 

handed down, he posits the word of God, which becomes more 

true as humanity grows. And against ceremonialism, the idea 

that man’s spirit can be reached for either good or evil from the 

outside, he puts the eternal truth, that it is reached and affected 

only from within, by things akin to itself. 

This really marks the end of Jesus’ work in Galilee. It has 

resulted in proving the inaccessibility of the people to his spiritual 

work, in the unsympathetic attitude of his family, in his total 

rejection at Nazareth, and in active hostility on the part of the 

religious leaders. But his work with his disciples is not ended, 

and he accordingly departs with them to Syrophcenicia. Here, 

he desired to keep his presence unknown, as his work was not 

with Gentiles, but Jews. But the extraordinary faith of the Syro- 

phoenician woman overcame his scruples, so that he healed her 
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daughter. This confinement of his work on earth to his own 

nation, while evidently announcing the broadest universalism, is 

easily explained. He was laying foundations, and the human 

material for that, such as it was, existed in only one nation. 

On the occasion of only a brief return to Galilee, during this 

Wanderjahr, the Pharisees make another attack on him, demand- 

ing a sign from heaven. They want something plainly and indis- 

putably of heavenly origin, not open to the suspicion of collusion 

with Satan, nor of originating in the lower air, and plainly nothing 

more nor less than an attestation by God of our Lord’s claim. 

Something merely a sign, not complicated with other characters 

and purposes which might obscure the plain issue, was their 

demand. Jesus refused it. He would do his work, including 

cures and miracles, and let that tell his story, but a mere sign he 

refused to give. We must pause again to notice Mk.’s method, 

and to say now that it bears all the appearance of being the 

method of Jesus himself. He meets questions as they arise, 

instead of projecting discourse from himself. But the wisdom 

and completeness of his answer anticipates the controversies of 

Christendom. This question of signs, ¢.g., of external evidence, 

our Lord answers by refusing a sign, and he emphasizes it by his 

allusion to the generation which had seen Aim. He was his own 

sign, and needed no other. The question belonged to that age, 

but no age nor any other man has arrived at the wisdom of the 

answer. 
We are coming now to the close of Jesus’ ministry, and his 

method has not yet led him to any declaration of himself nor of 

his mission. It would almost seem as if he had no consciousness 

of a mission of any definite sort, so content has he been to let 

things merely happen, great as has been his use of these happen- 

ings. But now the time has come, not for him to declare himself, 

but to bring the thought of men about him into expression. And 

first of all, his own disciples. He asks them what men say about 

him, — what they call him. They say briefly, a prophet. Then 

he asks them if that is all they have to say. Vo, Simon Peter 

says; we call you the Messiah. The value of this is in the fact, 

that it is not their assent to his claim, but their estimate of his 

greatness. They, as Jews, had inherited an idea, an expectation 

of a man in whom human greatness was to culminate. As far as 
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Jesus’ activity went, the answer of the people was enough. But 

the feeling of the disciples was, it may describe his activity, but is 

inadequate to describe his own greatness. The race has culmi- 

nated in him, and he is therefore the Messiah whom we are to 

expect. 

There are two things noticeable here: first, the title itself, and 

then the manner of its assumption. It is no wonder that Jesus 
was dissatisfied with the title prophet, when his real title was king, 

king of men. And when we examine what he says in elucidation 

of this claim, we find that there are just two things which he 

emphasizes as involved in this, viz. love and obedience. Careless 

of everything else, he proposes to himself just this, to conquer for 

himself the love and obedience of all men everywhere and in all 

things. There is no lack of definiteness nor adequacy in this. 

And yet, though Jesus is very explicit in this, we are altogether 

missing the point, as usual. We are very busy organizing his 

church, devising the ways and means of his worship, defining his 

person, and meantime the world, the flesh, and the devil are 

dictating terms not only to government and society, but to the 

church. ‘They are well satisfied to have the church scatter its 

fire, instead of concentrating its energy upon doing the will of its 

Lord, and getting that will done. But besides the title, and of 

almost equal importance with it, is the manner of its assumption. 

Jesus waits for men to give it tohim. This does not mean any 

lowering of his claims, any disposition to meet men half-way, and 

accept some compromise with them. It means just the opposite 

of this, the most absolute and apparently extravagant claim that 

he could make. It means mastery, not from without, but from 

within, —a mastery of convictions, affections, and will, and from 

that centre controlling the whole of life. He will have, not the 

enforced obedience of men who would throw off the yoke if they 

could, or any part of it, but the self-devotion and homage of those 

who come voluntarily to him, — the unforced mastery of man over 

man. By this means, and in this sense, he will rule the world. 

To be sure, since it is included in his programme that he is to die 

and still be king, that rule is to be exercised from heaven, that 

centre from which the network of law and self-enforcing order 

overspreads the world. But that universal law leaves one domain 

free, and within the sphere of human action it exercises no com- 
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pulsions but those which leave the spirit free. And yet within 

that province, it is meant that God shall exercise absolute control. 
This is the meaning of our Lord’s words in the light of all that 

he said and did, and of all that has happened since. But at 

present, he has said only that he is king, —the Messianic king, 

and he has said it to men sure to misunderstand it if he leaves it 

in its present unconditional form. Hence he immediately puts 

over against it the prediction of his own fate. He is to be 

rejected and put to death. Their idea of the Messianic king was 
that through him righteousness was to be victorious. God had 

been holding off for his own wise purposes, not asserting himself, 

but in the times of the Messiah, he was to intervene with his 

almightiness, and sin was to be put down, and righteousness 

established. And this power to put down all enemies was to be 

lodged in the Messiah. This was the Jewish Messianic pro- 

gramme. We have seen already that Jesus, in all probability, did 

not, at any time before his death, predict his violent death and 

his resurrection with any definiteness. The utter dismay of the 

disciples over the actual event, their hopelessness between the 

death and the resurrection, and their failure to accept the fact of 

the resurrection, make such a prediction psychologically impos- 

sible. But it is equally evident that he did make statements 

which, in the light of the later events, they saw implied and 

involved those events. And this means Jesus’ repudiation of the 

Jewish Messianic programme. His enemies were not to be in his 

power, but he in theirs. God was not to intervene in his behalf, 

nor was his own divine power to be used in this way. 

But Jesus is not satisfied with the statement about himself, 

which might make it appear that his fate was unique, and that his 

case stood by itself. But he goes on to state that any one who 

wishes to follow him must deny himself and take his life in his 

hands in the same way. In his kingdom, to save is to lose, and 

the only way to save is to lose. Instead of getting God on his 

side so that he is saved from the ordinary mishaps of life, the 

disciple only multiplies indefinitely the chances of mishap without 

adding anything to the safeguards. Any one can see that if 

righteousness was to become a spiritual power in the world, it 

could only be by such a sacrifice of safety. A padded and steel- 

clad righteousness protects the person, but its power to propagate 
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is gone. And as we have seen, the Transfiguration itself was not 
a revelation of the glory that was covered up and concealed by 

this human weakness of our Lord, but of the glory of the sacrifice 

itself. It is as much as to say that gentleness, self-effacement, 

and weakness, instead of power, are in themselves glorious, and 

are to be crowned. 

But the disciples themselves give Jesus an opportunity to define 

himself still further. They were disputing who among their num- 

ber was greatest. He does not deny that there is such a thing, 

nor that it is to be coveted, but it is the greatness of humility and 

service. In the world, greatness is the power to make others 

tributary to yourself, but in the kingdom of God, the greatness 

even of the king is service, the power to contribute to the com- 

mon weal. 

At last, then, Jesus has declared himself. He is the divinely 

appointed king of men, and as such demands obedience, and 

finds greatness in service. But the obedience is to be voluntary 

and unenforced, and his own road to kingship is through repudia- 

tion and death. This absolute self-effacement is, moreover, the 

principle of the kingdom, and required of all its members. 

From this, he passes over again to more incidental matters. 

John brings to his attention the case of a man whom they had 

caught casting out demons in his name, but who had not attached 

himself to the circle of disciples. Jesus’ reply is, virtually, that 

they ought to have inferred from his casting out the demons that 

he really belonged with them, instead of from his not associating 

with them that he had no right to cast out the demons. This 

shows that whatever exclusiveness has grown up since then among 

his followers did not originate with Jesus. He did not organize a 

society, though his principles justify the later organization; but 

those principles exclude a hierarchy. 

With the beginning of Jesus’ ministry in Judzea, begins a series 

of discourses occasioned by the attempt of the Pharisees to put his 

authority as a teacher to the test, and, if possible, to discredit it. 

In general, the questions propounded were either in dispute be- 

tween the different schools, or the standing puzzles of the school- 

men. It is significant, as showing that Mk.’s development of 

Jesus’ position in occasional, rather than set, discourse, is the 

method of Jesus himself, that some of his most important teach- 
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ing is occasioned by these questions. And it shows his position 

as a teacher that these answers are final, revealing in every case 

the principles involved. His treatment of divorce is one of the 

safeguards of civilization. His answer to the question about pay- 

ing tribute to the Roman government shows that citizenship in 

the kingdom of God does not conflict with citizenship in the 

State. The one, as the other, is based on fundamental facts. 

Their question is an inference from their political conception of 

the kingdom of God. His answer is a corollary from his spiritual 

conception. His answer to the Sadducees about the resurrection 

not only puts that question to rest, but establishes the right to 

argue from fundamental conceptions of God, the right of reason 

in matters of faith. In what he says about the two great com- 

mands, he establishes fundamental principles and sentiments in- 

stead of rules, in control of life. But more than this, he selects 

the one principle that does contain in itself all righteousness, and 

which still condemns the essential parts of life. And still more, 

he shows the final and conclusive reason why the kingdom is 

spiritual. Outward conduct can be controlled by civil authority, 

but love is capable of only inward enforcement. 

Meantime, other things have been happening by which his posi- 

tion is still further defined. The scene with the rich young man 

whose wealth alone kept him from following our Lord leads him 

to say that his difficulty is not peculiar to him, but belongs to his 

class. The difficulty that all men have in accepting the principle 

of the kingdom becomes, in the case of wealth, a human impossi- 

bility to be overcome only by God. This means only that the 

principle of the kingdom is self-sacrifice and love, and that the 

acquisition and possession of wealth, on the other hand, tend 

almost certainly to selfishness. 

Christ’s entry into Jerusalem is his public claim of the Messianic 

kingship. This is followed immediately by his one act of author- 

ity, the cleansing of the temple. But the power is only that of a 

masterful personality, — the power of a prophet or righteous man. 

But he not only claims authority for himself, he denies the author- 

ity of the constituted authorities to judge his claim. He puts 

them to the test, as they have put him, by putting them a ques- 

tion in regard to John the Baptist, which will show whether they 

can judge such a case or not. The question of authority in 
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the kingdom of God is a question of fitness, of ability to do the 
thing. 

Jesus has one more word to say to his disciples. It is the pre- 

diction of the destruction of the temple, city, and nation, and the 

transfer of the kingdom from them to others. He sees that their 

rejection of a spiritual Messiah, and their insistence on political 

independence and greatness, will certainly lead to destruction. 

That, moreover, will be a coming of the Son of Man in clouds, 

clothed with power. Not that that will be the beginning of his 

reign, for he is to be seated at the right hand of power, and to 

come in the clouds, immediately. But this is to be his first great 

appearance as the arbiter of human affairs. The overthrow of 

the nation will come directly, as for the divine side of it, not by 

force, but by the inevitable operation of cause and effect, from 

the denial of his principle of a spiritual kingdom. And so, by the 

operation of the same inexorable law working in human affairs, his 

principles are to be everywhere vindicated. And at the same 

time, the spiritual power accumulated in his life and death are to 

be wielded by him in the spiritual sphere, until finally, in the 

exercise of both powers, his kingdom becomes universal. 

Two things remain to be spoken of: the death of Jesus, and 

his enshrinement of that in a memorial rite. The way has been 

opening ever since that time for a right understanding of that 

event, and yet even now one needs to weigh his words to speak 

with even partial truth about it, let alone adequacy. In the first 

place, then, looked at simply as a matter governed by the ordinary 

conditions of human life, it was natural and necessary. Nothing 

else could come of the opposition that he encountered from the 

religious and civil authority. There were two ways of escape 

morally possible to any other man, but not to him. One was to 

compromise in some way with the authorities, or to make some 

alliance with the people, that should neutralize the opposition of 

the Sanhedrim. His insight, his grasp of principles, his mastery 

of the situation, his influence with the people, might have given 

him political power, to which his instinct for righteousness would 

have given the last touch of greatness. But that was the way of 

compromise, which was demanded at every turn of the perplexing 

situation. And that admits us to one secret of the uniqueness of 

Jesus’ death. It was entirely for righteousness’ sake. The oppo- 
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sition to him was purely on that account, unmixed with any other 

oppositions or repugnances, growing out of the ordinary weakness 

or disagreeableness of men. But Jesus died because his righteous- 

ness was uncompromising and absolute, not because its manner 

was hard and obtrusive. Another way of escape was by the use 

of his supernatural power. Both friends and enemies saw this. 

The Jews did not expect deliverance, except supernaturally, and 

the hope of the people was that Jesus, who evidently possessed 

this power, would use it in the appointed way. And the Jews 

taunted him, because at the last moment his power had forsaken 

him. But Jesus died because he would do his work as a man, 

and under the ordinary conditions and limitations of humanity. 

In other words, Jesus’ death crowned the complete self-surren- 

der of his life. All of us know that just here is where ordinary 

righteousness is lacking. It is righteousness with a saving clause. 

We follow it just so far as it does not involve a complete sacrifice 

of self-interest. Some draw the line in one place, and some in 

another, but everybody somewhere. Jesus seeing more clearly 

than any other the sacrifice involved, undertook the task of abso- 

lute righteousness, and carried it out to the end. And he would 

accept no immunity, wield no power, and exercise no self-defence, 

that would mar the completeness of that ideal. 

But he was, nevertheless, king. He did not propose to himself 

simply to be righteous, in which case men mgh¢ have let him 

alone. He proposed to establish this complete, and principled, 

and radical righteousness in the world as its supreme law. Men 

felt in his first words the note of authority, and he did not attempt 

in any way to disguise the uncompromising nature of his demand. 

He told them that if any one would follow him, he must deny 

himself as he did. And in his own life, he showed them how, at 

every turn, the acceptance of this principle involved the hostility, 

not of the vicious and degraded, but that opposition of the con- 

stituted authorities, and of the higher class, which means loss of 

caste. 

But we must not think of Jesus’ death as simply sacrifice to a 

principle. He died primarily because he loved men supremely. 

He was the Son of Man, whose life was bound up with the life of 

the world, who was identified with humanity. Here was where the 

danger came of abating any of the demand that he made upon 
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men, since in the law which he sought to enforce is the only true 

life of man, and any abatement meant something less than his 

highest good. Nay, more, it meant the admission somewhere of 

the opposite principle to sap and undermine the whole fabric, 

and the danger also of abating any of the rigor of his demand 

upon himself, since his own righteousness was the foundation of 

his authority, and loss of power here meant loss of power to confer 

this highest good. 

And here is where the bitterness of his death came in. Here 

was a man who loved men supremely, to whom any evil or lack 

of men was known so surely and felt so deeply, and to whom in 

his own death was revealed the whole depth and bitterness of that 

human ill which was to find its only cure in him. 

And, finally, it is this self-surrendering love which makes the 

cross to-day the very seat and secret of his power. For love is 

Lord of life, and love culminated here. It is the constraint and 

inspiration of his love that makes him king of men. A clear- 

sighted and far-seeing love which chose for himself the thorn- 

crowned road to power and kingship, and that leads men over the 

same long and hard way to ultimate and complete good. 

And, as we have said, he enshrines this death in a memorial 

rite. He bids men take the bread, which is his body, and the 

cup, which is his blood, and find in them the food and drink of 

their souls. It is in his death that he wishes especially to be 

remembered. But, above all, it is in his death that he wishes to 

be understood, and to have himself brought intimately into the 

life of men, until the things that made him die have become tke 

material and substance of man’s spiritual life. 



mie GOSPEES IN THE SECOND CENTURY 

THE reason that this subject is given a large place in N.T. 

Introduction is the fact that prominent and influential literature 

will leave its traces upon other writings just as soon as that litera- 

ture has time to circulate, and so the later literature becomes a 

witness to the earlier. Especially is that the case with what is 

called Scripture. Scripture is a court of appeal in regard to 

religious matters to which other writers on the same subject 

necessarily refer, and that a thing is written, that is, a part of 

Scripture, establishes its authority. In turn, other religious litera- 

ture becomes thereby a test by which we may determine whether 

any particular writing which claims to be Scripture is put in that 

category at any period, or is extant even. For instance, if we 

found Paul’s writings generally accepted as Scripture, and, at the 

same time, lack of reference to Galatians, it would raise doubts 

about that epistle. However, Scripture is not in a class by itself 

in this matter ; it presents only an extreme case of a general fact 

which applies to all prominent and influential literature. The 

question whether the Gospels were in existence early in the sec- 

ond century —a really vital question —is one to be answered by 

the second-century literature. Considering the unique position 

of Jesus in Christianity, no writings of any account telling the 

story of his life are going to be ignored, —and this entirely apart 

from the question whether they are classed as Scripture. But 

there is another still more vital question, whether the Jesus of the 

Synoptical Gospels is a true, historical figure. Now, supposing 

that we found no special reverence attached to the Gospels them- 

selves, and yet nothing else quoted in the earliest succeeding 

Christian literature in regard to him, the inference would be con- 

clusive that these were regarded at the time as the only standard 

books on the subject, which would go far toward establishing the 

historical character of the writings themselves and of the person- 
3 Xxxili 
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age presented in them. But, on the other hand, supposing that 

this earliest succeeding literature quoted from other, extra-canon- 

ical sources freely and without apology, and yet the historical 

figure remained unchanged, the additional matter, whether meagre 

or abundant, being almost entirely in keeping with the account in 

the canonical Gospels, the historicity is more triumphantly estab- 

lished by the corroborative testimony than by the absence of other 

witness. In fact, this state of things in the second-century litera- 

ture would be the most favorable possible for historicity. And 

the historical character of these Gospels —not whether they are 

the only Gospels, nor even whether they are Scripture —is the 

main question in Apologetics. 

What, then, is the relation of the second-century literature to 

the Synoptical Gospels? We have, in the first place, two epistles 

bearing the name of Clement of Rome. The second of these is 

wrongly attributed to Clement, but belongs to the same period. 

In the genuine epistle, then, the O.T. is quoted frequently and at 

great length. But the N.T. quotations are very few and meagre. 

With one exception, too, the writers are not mentioned. The 

words of our Lord are quoted as his, but not the writer who 

reports them. In one case, 1 Cor. is quoted as St. Paul’s, but 

this stands alone.’ The quotations from the Gospels are only two, 

and these are so inexact as to make it doubtful whether the writer 

had before him at the time our present Gospels.” 

In the spurious writing, the number of quotations from the 

Gospel history is considerably greater, and the comparison with 

the amount of O.T. matter much more favorable. But, on the © 

other hand, the mixed origin and uncertain character of these 

citations are equally noticeable. Four of them are quoted with 

considerable exactness.* Five are quoted ad sensum, but so as 

to indicate that the passages in our Gospels were in the writer’s 

mind, but were cited by him from memory.* But three, which 

Lightfoot assigns to the Gospel of the Egyptians(?), contain 

strange matter. In one, our Lord says, “If you are gathered 

1 Par. XLVII. 
2 Par. XIII. Mt. 57 61471. 2 Lk, 631. 36-38; XLVI. Mt. 2624 186 Mk. 1421 942 Lk, 2222 

171. 2, 

3 II. Mt. 913 Mk. 217; III. Mk. 1239; VI. Mt. 624 Lk. 1618 Mt. 1626 Mk. 836, 
4 TIT. Mt. 1082 Lk. 128; IV. Mt. 721; VIII. Lk. 1610-0; IX, Mt. 1259; XIII. 

Lk. 682. 35, : 
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with me in my bosom, and do not my commands, I will cast you 

out, and say to you, Depart from me, I know you not whence you 

are, workers of lawlessness.’’* In another, after Jesus’ statement, 

“You will be as lambs in the midst of wolves,” Peter says, “ If 

then the wolves scatter the lambs?” and Jesus answers, “ Let 

not the lambs fear the wolves after their death. And you, fear 

not those who kill you, and can do nothing to you, but fear him 

who, after you die, has power over soul and body to cast into the 

Gehenna of fire.”* Then, as to the coming of the kingdom, he 

says that it will be “whenever the two (things) are one, and the 

outside as the inside, and the male with the female, neither male 

nor female.” ® 

In the seven epistles of Ignatius, quotations are infrequent, but 

the N.T. is treated quite as generously as the O.T. There are, 

however, only three unimportant passages from the Gospels, but, 

in these, the language is significantly preserved. But, in a fourth, 

our Lord’s language, “ Handle me, and see. For a spirit hath not 

flesh and bones, as you see me have,” becomes, “ Handle me, and 

see that I am not a bodiless spirit” —dauonov. This use of 

datmovoy is foreign to the N.T. vocabulary.° 

The Epistle of Polycarp, belonging to the same period, bristles 

with quotations, mostly from the N.T. Of these, however, only 

five are from the Gospels. Of these, four preserve the language 

so as to show undisputed acquaintance with our Gospels, and 

without mixture of matter derived from other sources.® The fifth 

presents such a resemblance to the mixed quotation in Ep. of 

Clem. XIII. as to suggest a common extra-canonical source.’ 

In the Teaching of the Apostles, which belongs apparently to the 

very beginning of the century, there are sixteen quotations from 

the Synoptics.’ In these, the words of our Lord are quoted quite 

exactly, the supplementary matter attached to them being evi- 

dently the writer’s own reflections. But the title, which gives the 

1Iv. aN: & XII. 
4 Eph. XIV. Mt. 1238; Smyrn. I. Mt. 315; VI. Mt. 192; Poly. II. Mt. rol6, 
5 Smyrn. III. 
6 II, Mt. 53-10; V. Mk. 985; VII. Mt. 618 2641 Mk. 1438; XII. Mt. 544, 
TIL. Mt. 71-2 Lk. 63-38, 
81, Mt. 2237. 89 544. 46 Lk, 627. 28. 32. 33.35 Mt, 539-42 Lk, 629.30 Mt, 526; III. Mt. 59; 

VII. Mt. 2819; VIII. Mt. 6°. 918 Lk. 1124; IX. Mt. 76; X. Mt. 2481; XII. Mt. 219 
Mk. 119 Lk k, 1588? XIII. Mt. 1010; XVI. Mt. 2518 Lk. 1235. 40 Mt, 24l0. 24.30 Lk, 2112 
Mt, 2418. 30 
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authority of the apostles to an inferior and frequently trivial writing 

of the second century, is an instructive commentary on the way in 

which great names may be misused for pious purposes. 

The Epistle of Barnabas — not, however, the companion of Paul, 

and possibly no Barnabas at all — is rich again in O.T. quotations, 

but poor in N.T. sayings, there being only four quoted from the 

Synoptics.? 

The Shepherd of Hermas contains infrequent reflections of 

scriptural language rather than quotations. The one quotation, 

therefore, of the language of Mk. in regard to the difficulty 

obstructing a rich man’s entrance into the kingdom, is the more 

noteworthy.” 

Justin Martyr is rich in quotations, which are not scattered, as 

in the other writers of this period, but collected mostly in a group 

in the first Apology, for the purpose of showing for apologetic 

purposes what our Lord’s teaching was. ‘The variations from the 

synoptical accounts would be more difficult to deal with, if we did 

not find the same freedom of quotation in the passages from the 

O.T. As it is, we have to find a common cause, and that is to be 

found in Justin’s idiosyncrasy, which makes him more than usually 

independent and individual in his handling of quotations. /.g. he 

quotes our Lord thus: “If ye love them that love you, what new 

thing do you? For even fornicators do this.”® ‘This same “new 

thing’ appears again just below in regard to lending with hope of 

return, and coupled with a like inexactness in regard to the sinners 

who do the same thing. Again, “ Whosoever shall be angry is in 

danger of the fire.”’* This is quoted quite out of its connection, - 

and in the original, he who is angry is liable only to the judgment 

(of the local tribunal which tries minor offences), while only he 

who calls his brother a fool is liable to the Gehenna of fire. In 

the great commandment he makes our Lord require the worship 

of God alone, instead of love, and in this, and other places, 

he calls attention to God as the Creator, a pure interpolation.* 

Another singular variation is in his quotation in regard to those 

who claim association with Christ, but whom he has to turn away 

as disobedient. He has mixed together here sayings from Mt. 

11V. Mt. 2214; V. Mt. 918; VI. Mt. 2016? XII. Mt. 2249, 3 x Apol. ch. 15. 
2 XX. Mk. 1023. 24, ‘ 41 Apol. ch. 16. 
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and Lk., and made the men say, “ Did we not eat and drink in 

thy name?” instead of “in thy presence?’’? On the whole, it is 

remarkable that with all this variation in form Justin quotes only 

two extra-canonical sayings of our Lord. As for the peculiarities 

of these sayings, the combination of the different accounts in the 

Synoptics, a habit of free quotation, an evident eye for the point 

of a saying, which allows freedom of detail — in other words, the 

strong individuality of the writer —will account for these phe- 

nomena. But, on the other hand, Justin introduces several extra- 

canonical incidents. These are the birth of Jesus in a cave,’ the 

miraculous fire in the Jordan at the baptism,* and the statement in 

regard to his work as a carpenter, that he made plows and yokes.* 

These can be traced directly to their sources in uncanonical 

Gospels. The birth in a cave we find in the Protevangelium of 

James, and the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy ;° the fire in the 

Jordan in the Gospel according to the Hebrews; and the plows 

and yokes in the Gospel of Thomas.® This settles the fact that 

Justin used such writings. By parity of reasoning, if we trace the 

sayings, in spite of certain difficulties, to the Synoptics as the main 

source, these incidents are to be credited to uncanonical Gospels. 

Moreover, he quotes the Acts of Pilate in confirmation of the 

miracles, evidently referring to the testimony of those healed by 

Jesus at the time of his trial before Pilate.’ On the whole then, 

the testimony is conclusive, that Justin used the Synoptics, but 

also other Gospels. 
Athenagoras, in his Apology, makes two quotations from Mt.,° 

and two in which he combines Mt. and Lk.’ It has been doubted 

whether these are quotations, but the freedom of quotation is 

slight, certainly not greater than the N.T. writers use in quoting 

from the O.T. 
In the fragments preserved to us from Papias, the statements in 

regard to Mk.’s Gospel and the Zogéa of Mt. are the most impor- 

tant, and they occupy the same rank among the second-century wit- 

nesses to the canonical Gospels.” We should not expect to find 

1 Apol. ch. 16. 3 Dial. with Trypho, ch, 88. 
2 Dial. with Trypho, ch. 78. 4 Dial. with Trypho, ch. 89. 
5 Protev. of Jas. par. 18,19; Arab. Gos. of Inf. par. 2, 3. 

6 Gos. Thos. par. 13. 9 Mt. 54 45 Lk. 627-28 Mt. 546 Lk, 692. 4 3 A 
7 Apol. ch. 48; Acts of Pil.ch.6,7,8. 10 Euseb. CA. His. Il, 
8 Mt. 528 Mt. 199. 
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much in the way of quotation, as he says expressly that he prefers 

the oral testimony of men who had associated with the disciples to 

anything that he could get from the books.’ But he does make 

one quotation from Mk.’ He is one writer who gives us distinctly 

strange, apocryphal matter in regard to Jesus’ life and teachings, 

the general absence of which is so noteworthy and important in 

this second-century literature.’ 

In Tatian, a heretical writer of the last part of the century, 

before the discovery of the Diatessaron, there was little contribut- 

ing to our subject. The only complete work of his, at that time, 

an oration to the Greeks, contains several quotations from J., but 

none from the Synoptics. But, in a few fragments preserved in 

other writings, we find two quotations from the Synoptics.* The 

Diatessaron of Tatian, however, a compilation of the four Gospels 

made some time in the third quarter of the century, is one of the 

most important of the recent discoveries. It was partly known 

before through a commentary of Ephrem the Syrian. The only 

important omissions are the genealogies of our Lord in Mt. and 

Lk., and the account of the woman taken in adultery from J. 8. 

The genealogies were omitted, not as a matter of evidence, but of 

opinion. The Appendix to Mk. is inserted, but this is not impor- 

tant, as we already have the testimony of the versions to its exist- 

ence in the early part of the century, and the real question of its 

authorship remains untouched. But the real value of the Dia- 

tessaron is in the fact, established at last, that it was compiled 

from the four canonical Gospels, and from no other source. The 

importance of this is unmistakable. 

In the Clementine Homilies, an Ebionite production of the 

latter part of the century, falsely ascribed to Clement of Rome, 

there are over seventy quotations from the Synoptics, and thirteen 

either entirely strange, or very considerably modifying the synop- 

tical account. Our Lord is represented as exhorting his disciples to 

become good money-changers, which obtains a significant meaning 

from the mixed quality ascribed to the Scriptures in the Homilies, 

making it necessary to discriminate carefully between the good 

1 Ferm. de vir illust, 18; Eus. III. 39; Georg. Hamartolus, Chron. 
2 Mk. 1038. 39, 
8 Tren. Her. V. 33, 3, 4; Cramer, Catena ad Acta S, S. Apos. p. 12 sq. 
4 Clem. Alex. III. 12, 86; Mt. 619 Lk. 2035, 
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and bad, between the genuine and counterfeit coin of Scriptures.! 

In the same connection occurs several times a serious modification 

of the text in which our Lord charges the Sadducees with not 

knowing the Scriptures nor the power of God, where, for “the 

Scriptures ’’ is substituted “the true things of Scripture,” distin- 

guished from the false.’ In the account of the Syrophcenician 

woman, her name is given as Justa, and the account of the con- 

versation is paraphrased.” But this is a part of the romancing of 

this work, and does not need to be treated seriously. Several 

times the saying, “The tempter is the wicked one,” is attributed 

to our Lord.2 The idea of the money-changers is extended into 

this saying: “It is thine, O man, to prove my words, as silver and 

money are proved among the exchangers.’’* The blessing which 

Jesus pronounces on the faithful servant is changed to a blessing 

on “the man whom the Lord shall appoint to the ministry of his 

fellow-servants.”° His prediction that many shall come from the 

east and west, and recline with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the 

kingdom of God, is changed to ‘‘ many will come from the east, 

west, north, and south, and will recline on the bosom of Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob.”® ‘Gold and silver, and the luxury of this 
world,” are added to the things promised to Jesus by Satan in the 

temptation.’ Different parts are run together in the saying about 

false teachers, so that it reads: “‘ Many will come to me in sheep’s 

clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.”’* So also Justin, 

Afol. i. ch. 16. And Satan is made to promise to “send apostles 

from among his subjects to deceive.”*® As an offset to the state- 

ment that stumbling-blocks must come, but woe to him through 

whom they come, Jesus says that “good things must come, and 

blessed is he through whom they come.’’® And then we have the 

entirely strange exhortation, “ Give no pretext to the evil one,” ” 

and this enlargement of the idea of the pvornpiov in our Lord’s 

remarks on his parabolic teaching, “ Keep the mysteries for me 

and the sons of my house.” " 
The apocryphal Gospels are of interest, not because they con- 

tain important matter, most of it being quite trivial and impossible, 

but because they are the only writings outside of the canonical 

111. ch. 51; III. ch. 50; XVIII. ch. 20. 6 VIII. ch. 4. 9 XII. ch. 29. 
2 11. ch. Io. 2) 2) cher: 7 VIII. ch. 21. 10 XIX. ch. 2. 
3 III, ch, 55. 5 III. ch. 60, 8 XI. ch. 35. 11 XIX. ch. 20. 
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Gospels which carry that name. Their date is very uncertain, but 

one of them, the lately discovered Gospel of Peter, is assigned a 

place in the second century. The Protevangelium of James, the 

Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, the Gospel according to the He- 

brews, and the Gospel of Thomas contain the apocryphal matter 

of Justin, whether they are the source of it or not; and the Acts 

of Pilate are quoted by Justin by name.’ Now, it is evident all 

through this second-century literature that the writers had and 

used other sources of information, in regard to the Gospel history, 

outside of the canonical Gospels, and Lk. himself speaks of many 

such accounts. ‘The interest that attaches to these apocryphal 

Gospels, therefore, is that they are the only literary remains of 

this kind that have come down to us. What are they therefore ? 

They are mostly incredible accounts of the birth and infancy of 

Jesus himself, of his mother, of Joseph, of the trial of our Lord 

before Pilate, of his descent into Hades, and finally a docetic 

account of his death. The only extra-canonical matter in the 

second-century literature which can be traced to them is what 

relates to the infancy, the private life, and the baptism of Jesus, 

and possibly the rehearsal of the miracles in the Acts of Pilate. 

The unwritten sayings, and unfamiliar forms cf the written sayings, 

are not to be found in them. While there are, therefore, extra- 

canonical sources quoted by the second-century writers, these 

Gospels can figure only slightly among these sources. 

The earliest attempt at a canon, or authoritative list of N.T. 

writings, did not come from an orthodox source, but was pub- 

lished by Marcion, a Gnostic heretic of the latter half of the cen- 

tury. He declared war against Judaism, and, since he believed 

the original apostles to be Judaistic in their tendency, he rejected 

them, and, with them, all the extant N.T. writings, except ten 

epistles of Paul (omitting the pastoral epistles) and a Gospel.’ 

What this Gospel was, we have to gather from Tertullian, who 

wrote at length against him, and this question has been one of the 

most debated critical problems, opinion wavering between a muti- 

lated Lk., and an earlier Gospel on which Lk. was based. Either 

theory makes Marcion a witness for Lk.’s Gospel, and certainly no 

1 See paragraph on Justin Martyr. 
2 Tertullian vs, Marcion V. 21, IV. 2, 3. 
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other theory is possible in view of the Pauline universalism that 

characterizes this Gospel. 

When we come to the close of the century, we are at last in the 

presence of a canon, not the same as our present canon, nor a 

definitely settled list, but still a selection of Christian literature 

regarded as Scripture, and put on the same footing as the O.T. 

Among the witnesses to this is the canon of Muratori. This was 

discovered in Milan during the seventeenth century ; the manu- 

script belongs to the eighth or ninth century, and the writing 

claims for itself a second-century date. Though this latter date is 

in dispute, it is probable if we make it late in the century. Unfor- 

tunately, there is a gap at the very beginning, so that Lk. is the 

first Gospel mentioned. But as the mention begins with the title, 

“Third book of the Gospel according to Lk.,”’ it becomes a wit- 

ness to the four Gospels, and to an acceptance of these among 

the rest as authoritative. 

What, then, is the conclusion of the whole matter? Clement 

makes two quotations, the canonical source of which is doubtful. 

Pseudo-Clement gives twelve, — nine of them canonical but free, 

and three extra-canonical ; Ignatius, four, — one of them probably 

uncanonical; Polycarp, five, —four canonical but free, and one 

probably extra-canonical ; the Didache, sixteen, quite canonical ; 

Pseudo-Barnabas, four, canonical ; Shepherd of Hermas, one, nor- 

mal; the rest mere reflections of Scripture. Justin quotes largely 

but freely, and introduces incidents from apocryphal sources, one 

of which, the Acts of Pilate, he cites by name as authority for the 

miracles of our Lord; Athenagoras, four, quoted freely ; Papias, 

one from Mk., with distinctly apocryphal matter. The Clementine 

Homilies give us canonical and uncanonical matter in the propor- 

tion of about seventy to thirteen. One of these, about good 

money-changers, is a distinct addition to the probable sayings of 

our Lord. Finally, we have the testimony of Papias to the com- 

position of Mk., and of the Zogza, the probable witness of Marcion 

to Lk., the more than probable testimony of the Canon of Mura- 

tori to the canonical Gospels, and the Diatessaron of Tatian, with 

its unmistakable use of the four Gospels as the exclusive source of 

information about the Gospel history. The conclusions are inevi- 

table : first, that the second-century literature certainly uses extra- 

canonical sources of information about our Lord, and does it freely 
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and without apology ; secondly, that the four Gospels were the main 

stream to which the rest was tributary, — the standard writings on 

the subject ; thirdly, they were not Scripture in the sense which we 

attach to that word,—they were not separated from other writ- 

ings by any such line; fourthly, that the amount and importance 

of extra-canonical matter is after all small. Substantially, the 

Jesus of the second-century literature is the Jesus of the Gospels. 

This fact is, as we have seen, the most important and favorable 

result to be obtained, more important in every way than the 

attempted exclusion of extra-canonical sources. The unrestricted 

use of extra-canonical sources, without any important change of 

the record or of the historical figure, is an ideal result. 



RECENT CRITICAL, LITERATURE 

WuarT we may call the newer criticism of the Gospels accepts 

the historical character of those writings as being substantially 

contemporaneous history. It receives our present Gospel of 

Mk., and the Zogia of Mt., both of them coming from the inner 

circle of the disciples, as the basis of our Synoptical Gospels. 

Criticism thus confines itself at present— and this may be taken 

as an ultimate position—to the details of these documents, and 

has ceased to attack, or even to minimize, the historicity of the 

documents themselves. But there is one reservation which some 

of the critics feel themselves justified in making as one of the 

axioms, —the accepted data of historical criticism, — the axiom, 

namely, that miracles do not happen. How plausible this position 

is becomes evident when we consider how universally, and as a 

matter of course, we apply it outside of the Biblical history. And, 

in general, we can say with perfect confidence that the grounds 

on which it rests are such as to establish the @ przor7 improbability 

of any miracle, and to justify historical criticism in scrutinizing 

with extreme care any story of supernatural happenings. If we 

ask, then, in this matter, for an ultimate result, an accepted con- 

clusion, we shall not find it. But, on the other hand, the acknowl- 

edged historicity of the Gospels, we believe, carries with it a 

strong presumption of the verity of the miraculous element in 

their story. And when we add to this the verisimilitude of these 

miracles, we are convinced that the inherent improbability is, in 

the case of these miracles, quite overcome. It is a modification 

of this adverse criticism when the miracles are reduced, as they 

are by some critics, to those cures which can be explained by the 

extraordinary action of Jesus’ unique personality on the minds of 

men, and the reaction of this on their bodies. 

This review of the literature is confined to the writers repre- 

senting conspicuously this newer criticism. This is done with 
xiii 
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more confidence because they are, for the most part, trustworthy 

exegetical guides, and in this department, as in that of criticism, 

give a largely antiquarian or historical interest to the preceding 

literature. 

The first of these is Meyer, whose commentary on the entire 

N.T.—that part of it written by himself, including everything 

from Mt. to the pastoral epistles— being easily first among com- 

mentaries. He had the exegetical faculty beyond all other com- 

mentators, so that you can omit any other in studying a book, but 

Meyer no scholar can omit. He represents the school of which 

we are speaking, accepting the history, criticising the details with 

combined freedom and caution, and, as for miracles, accepting 

the general fact while criticising single cases. 

The next is Weiss, the posthumous editor of Meyer, with a 

commentary of his own on Mk. and its Synoptical parallels, a Zz/e 

of our Lord, an Introduction to the N. T., and a Biblical Theology 

of the N. T. Like Meyer, he is a conservative critic, but far 

behind Meyer in the keenness and sureness of his exegetical 

sense. In his treatment of the Gospels especially, we have to 

deal with idiosyncracies of opinion that make one forget the real 

value of his contribution to biblical learning. At the very outset, 

he denies that our Lord’s teachings form an independent, and 

especially a superior, source of Christian doctrine. This is not of 

so much consequence, but the reason for it betrays a singular lack 

of discernment, and involves a far-reaching and destructive theory 

of the Gospels. It is that the source of both these and the other 

N.T. writings is apostolic, and that therefore you cannot expect 

any different view of the Gospel in the one and the other. This 

is to forget several essential things. First, the act of reporting is 

distinct from that of original presentation ; and my ability to keep 

myself out of a report is a test of my fitness. Just how far it is 

done has to be decided in each case; and there are decisive 

proofs that the Synoptical writers have made a considerable suc- 

cess of it. In the first place, while the Synoptics are not inde- 

pendent, there are two distinct sources of their account, viz. Mk.’s 

apostolic authority and the Zogza of Mt. But the unity of the 

matter drawn from these sources—the impress of one strongly 

differentiated and individual personality upon it all—is the most 

marked impression left by the three accounts. Furthermore, the 
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person and teaching of our Lord in them make a distinct type, 

with individual characteristics that make them stand out as clearly 

as the figure of St. Paul. To take one instance of the way in 

which the apostolic source has reported teaching different from 

the apostolic teaching about the same, — it taught the immediate- 

ness of the second visible coming of our Lord, but it does not 

report him as teaching the same. Another example of the way in 

which the Christ of the apostolic source is differentiated from its 

representation of the same thing in other persons is its story of 

his miracles compared with the morals of the apostolic miracles. 

Again, Weiss maintains that Jesus upheld the entire Jewish law, — 

ceremonial and moral alike, — but without the traditions of the 

Pharisees. It is enough to say, in reply to this, that Jesus abol- 

ished the distinction between clean and unclean, and denied the 

possibility of external defilement of the inner man. But the diffi- 

culty lies deeper. It involves forgetfulness of the conflict between 

priest and prophet in the O.T. itself, and of the impossibility that 

any man should maintain both sides of an irrepressible conflict. 

It represents our Lord, of all men that ever lived, as unable to 

distinguish between things that differ. Finally, Weiss asserts that 

it was the intention of Jesus to set up a political kingdom in 

Judzea in accordance with the national expectation, and in fulfil- 

ment of the natural and obvious meaning of the prophecies ; only, 

it was to be a righteous kingdom ; —it required as the indispen- 

sable condition the conversion of the nation, and it was to be 

established as the voluntary act of the people, not by violence. 

The point is, however, that the kingdom was to come by a Divine 

tour de force. The form which it ultimately took, involving the 

final overthrow of the national hope, was due to the final refusal 

of the people to repent. Here is a place in which definitions and 

discriminations are absolutely necessary. If by a political king- 

dom is meant an enforced rule, —and this is the only meaning 

that accorded with the national expectation, — then Jesus did not 

intend nor expect any such kingdom. All that he says implies a 

spiritual kingdom, with worldly power arrayed against it, and no 

Divine power to meet this hostile power on its own ground. All 

the subsequent history is of such a spiritual kingdom, and what 

our Lord says implies that this was not an afterthought, but the 

permanent policy of God in ruling his kingdom. 
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As for the miracles, Weiss admits them, and does not attempt 

any reasoned discrimination among them. But he does show his 

sense of the strength of the unbelief in the supernatural by insist- 

ing on leaving a way of escape to the naturalistic explanation of 

at least some of them, lest the unbelief in the miraculous involve 

the whole history in a common ruin. 

Beyschlag, in his Leden Fesu, is another example of the same 

school, which combines acceptance of the apostolic source and 

historical character of the Synoptical accounts with free critical 

handling of the details. He modifies the theory of Meyer and 

Weiss, and before them Weisse, in regard to the origin of the 

Synoptics, by relegating our Mk., as well as Mt. and Lk., to the 

rank of secondary documents, and making the sources of all three 

to be an original Mk., and the Zogza of Mt. But this does not 

materially alter the general conclusion. His work does not show 

the abundant learning of Weiss, and it is not so carefully orthodox, 

but it is more sympathetic; it has a finer historical sense and a 

sounder judgment. Its point of view is expressed in the author’s 

repeated statement that the Jesus of our faith is identical with the 

Jesus of history, and is not a product of Aberglaube. Beyschlag’s 

theory of miracles includes the most of those performed by our 

Lord, but omits those in which the law of cause and effect is 

manifestly broken, such as the miracle of the loaves and fishes. 

The cures of our Lord he traces to his marvellous personality, its 

power over other men’s spiritual natures, and the well-known reac- 

tion of a powerfully moved mind on the bodily condition. But 

where the process and connection of events is plainly lacking, and 

there is only a word, — a command, — he rejects the miracle as a 

violation of natural law; that is, to him, as to the ordinary unbe- 

liever in the supernatural, the miraculous, in the sense of the 

inexplicable, does not happen. The difference is that the ordi- 

nary anti-supernaturalist proceeds from this denial to a disbelief 

in religion generally, and especially in Jesus. Beyschlag, by 

explaining the miracles, putting them in the ordinary sequence 

of nature, defends the historicity of the Gospels even from the 

point of view of the anti-supernaturalist. The particular sequence 

in our Lord’s miracles — the reaction of mind on body —is com- 

mon enough, only in Jesus’ unique personality it is raised to the 

ath degree. 
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Holtzmann, in his Commentary on the Synoptical Gospels, and 

in his Introduction, is the clearest and cleverest of the exponents 

of this now accepted theory of the Synoptical Gospels. It would 

be hard to find a more transparent or convincing piece of critical 

work than his discussion of the Synoptical problem in the Intro- 

duction to his commentary. He wavers somewhat in his consid- 

eration of the question whether our Mk. is the original Mk., but is 

decided in his statement that the two are for substance identical, 

and that for all practical purposes, it is our Mk. which may be 

taken as the basis of Mt. and Lk. These Gospels were formed by 

the combination of Mk. with the Zogza. This Mk.-hypothesis he 

characterizes strongly, but justifiably, as no longer hypothesis, but 

established and accepted critical fact. Moreover, he regards both 

of these sources as historical, and all the Synoptical Gospels, there- 

fore, as having a historical basis. They are not historical in their 

purpose, since what we may call their apologetic aim is evident in 

all three. They are intended to represent Jesus as the Messiah, 

and to show that his death, so far from defeating his purpose and 

disproving his claim, was foreseen by him, and included in his 

purpose. But the events and teachings used in this showing are, 

substantially, facts. The miracles Holtzmann rejects, however ; 

and, while the obvious reason for this is his acceptance of the 

critical assumption that miracles do not happen, and are therefore 

to be set aside simply as miracles, nevertheless, his showing up of 

them as echoes of O.T. miracle-stories is very clever, although 

fallacious. That a writer of his unusual clearness and judgment 

should not see the contradiction between the general historicity 

of these books and the spuriousness of the miracles is wonderful. 

And that the absolute verisimilitude of the miracles should escape 

him is even stranger still. But that Holtzmann, with his evident 

skepticism, and his absolute and unqualified rejection of mere 

traditionalism, should accept the general historicity of the Synop- 

tics, is the most noticeable element in the whole situation. 

It would be unfair to close this review of the literature which 

combines criticism and faith without mentioning an admirable 

American contribution to it by Dr. Orello Cone.’ He says that 

the total result of criticism is, “that the divine doctrine of Jesus 

1 Gospel Criticism, G, P. Putnam's Sons. 
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stands forth clearly defined, and of his personality there emerge not 

only ‘a few ineffaceable lineaments which could belong only to a 

figure unique in grace and majesty,’ but the figure itself emerges 

in its majesty and grace.” Fora balanced statement of the pre- 

dominance of the Jewish outlook in Mt., and of the Pauline uni- 

versalism in Lk., which, however, does not prevent either writer 

from introducing material which shows the true middle ground of 

fact, we can commend this book. And this is only a sample of the 

careful and judicious spirit characterizing the whole. His estimate 

of the legendary and dogmatic element in the Gospels is exagger- 

ated, to say the least, but his acceptance of their historical kernel 

is hearty and important. 

Of a very different sort is the commentary of Dr. James Mori- 

son, to which the present writer has had frequent recourse, and 

gladly acknowledges indebtedness. ‘There is an abundance of 

helpful information in it, especially in regard to the various Eng- 

lish translations. And his summarizing of different views is, in 

many passages, exhaustive, and his archeological information 

extensive. But, while his exegetical sense is sometimes fine, it 

is far from that on the whole. In his criticism of the text, he is 

free, and his textual conclusions agree with those of the estab- 

lished critical texts in the main. But in the higher criticism, he 

seems to lack judgment and fairness. He is as well informed in 

this as in other departments. But when, after a long review of 

the literature in regard to the Synoptical problem, he concludes 

that all the theories are alike baseless, and that there is really no 

problem there; that the resemblances are not uncommon, nor 

such as may not be accounted for mostly by the growing fixity of 

the oral tradition, his case becomes hopeless. And his conclusion, 

after a minute examination of the last twelve verses of ch. 16, that 

the omission is probably due to an accidental omission in some 

early copy, and that the “whole fabric of opposition and doubt 

must, as biblical criticism advances, crumble into dust,” is 

amazing. 

In view of the universal discarding of this critical theory of the 

Synoptics by English commentators, it is well to call attention to 

the cumulative nature of the proof. The phenomena of verbal 

resemblance, on which the traditional view of independence goes 

to pieces, are not isolated, but prolonged and repeated. And the 
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same is true of the verbal peculiarities of the last twelve verses, 

which many English textual critics reject, but which English com- 

mentaries defend with unanimity and spirit... Dr. Morison thinks 

that he answers this objection by citing with each case a paral- 

lel instance from some other author. But the real question is 

whether he can match the accumulation of these in the same 

space elsewhere. 

1] should note one exception, —a commentary by Dr. W. N. Clarke, published 
in Philadelphia by the American Baptist Pub. Soc., who shows here the admirable 
judgment characteristic of his general work, 
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PRES TEXE 

oe 

Tue text followed in this commentary is not either of the critical 

texts, the author preferring to choose in each case between the 

several texts on the strength of the evidence. His authority for 

the texts has been Scrivener’s edition of the text of Stephens, with 

the various readings of Beza, Elzevir, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tre- 

gelles, Westcott and Hort, and the Revised Version, Cambridge, 

1887. The text of Treg. is based too entirely on the older authori- 

ties for independent use, while that of the Revisers is too conserva- 

tive to satisfy a critical judgment. Either the text of Tischendorf’s 

edition, or of WH., would be satisfactory, but an independent text, 

based on both, but following neither without exception, seems still 

better. The authority for the sources is Tischendorf’s magnum 

opus, the Editio Major of his eighth edition. 
An analysis of the various readings adopted shows something like 

650 variations from the Tex. Rec., and in these the several sources 

appear as follows: 
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It changes somewhat the proportions of the above statement, that in C, 
about three chapters are wanting, in L 32 verses, in F 86 verses, in G 19 verses, 
in H 19 verses, in N some 7 chapters, in P all but fragments, T¢ the same, in 
X the first 6 chapters, and in I nearly 3 chapters. The Theb. version is also 
in fragments only. 

From this analysis, it appears that substantially the critical text 

of to-day, as it appears in Tisch. and WH., is that of § and B, the 

two oldest mss. of the N.T., both of which belong to the fourth 

century. It is, moreover, strongly supported by C and D of the 

fifth and sixth centuries, by L of the eighth, and A of the ninth 

century. The only first-rate authority that can be excepted from 

this convergent testimony is A of the fifth century. The testi- 

mony of the versions is to the same effect, the older versions 

furnishing strong support to the readings of these oldest mss. 

The Old-Latin version, ¢.g., concurs with them twice as frequently 

as the Vulgate, and the Peshito, the oldest Syriac version, twice as 

frequently as the later versions in the same language. And one 

of the strong supports of these readings is the Memphitic, which 

is of about the same age as these oldest Latin and Syriac versions. 

As far as the material now in hand goes, then, it points strongly to 

the conclusion of the textual critics that the oldest texts extant 

are comparatively pure. If & and B stood by themselves, we 

might say that possibly they had been more open than usual to 

corrupting influences, and that a purer form of the text was to be 

found in some later text of a purer strain. But, as a matter of 

fact, as we get back towards the fourth century, we find the text 

converging towards the form of these oldest extant sources, which 

shows conclusively that they belong in the main current of the 

text, and not in some side-stream more or less impure. A, which 

stands nearest to ¥ and B in point of time, furnishes us with a 

convenient comparison. Here is a text different from the combi- 

nation & B, and very much nearer the later texts. Does this 

represent the main stream, and & B the divergence, or the 

reverse? The fact that, as we go back, the text converges 

towards & B, and not towards A, proves conclusively that the 

older mss. are comparatively pure. We have, in the oldest ver- 

sions, and in the Fathers, some traces of the state of the text in 

the first two centuries, and these confirm the type of text found 

in 8 B. There is a distinct type of text in these and in their 

cognates which lacks the smaothness and orthodoxy of the later 
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texts: e.g. the omission of Kal vyoreda in 9” is contrary to second- 

century and later orthodoxy ; and, to take a more important case, 

the omission of 16°”, with its account of the resurrection and 

ascension, subtracts not from the creed, but from confirmations 

of the creed. The onward movement of the text is toward 

smoothness and conformity, the later text supplying here and 

there the apparent deficiencies of the earlier type. Now, as we 

get still further back, going from the fourth century to the third 

and second, we find the reverse movement toward a certain rough- 

ness and non-conformity still kept up, which shows still further, 

and more strongly, that the great textual critics have not been 

lacking in critical judgment in giving to & B and their cognates 

the preference naturally due to the oldest known type of text. 

THE PRINCIPAL MSS. AND VERSIONS 

Necessarily, the information in regard to the sources of the text 

possible in a volume like this is very slight. The student is 

referred to the Prolegomena of Tischendorf’s Eaito Major, 

edited by Dr. C. R. Gregory, and to Scrivener’s Introduction 

to Zhe Criticism of the N. T., London, 1894. 

Unceials 

8 = Codex Sinatticus, discovered by Tischendorf in the convent of St. Catha- 

rine, Mt. Sinai, 1859, and now at St. Petersburg. A manuscript of 

the fourth century. 

B =Codex Vaticanus, in the Vatican Library at Rome, where it seems to 

have been brought very soon after the founding of the Library in 1448. 

Also of the fourth century, and slightly older than x. 

A =Codex Alexandrinus, in the British Museum from its foundation in 1753. 

Brought from Constantinople, in 1628, as a present from the patriarch 

Cyril Lucar to Charles I. Belongs to the fifth century. 

C =Codex Ephraemi, in the Royal Library of Paris. Brought from the East 

by the Medici family in the sixteenth century, and into France by 

Catharine de Medici. <A valuable palimpsest of the fifth century. 

D =Codex Bezae, a Greeco-Latin manuscript of the Gospels and Acts, pre- 

sented to the University Library at Cambridge by the reformer Theo- 

dore Beza in1581. Previously in the monastery of St. Irenzeus, Lyons. 

Belongs to the sixth century. A singularly corrupt text, but bearing 

important witness to the accepted critical text. The corruptions are 

largely interpolations, and the text on which these are inlaid contains 

abundant confirmation of the purer form of the text. 
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L =Codex Regius, in the Royal Library at Paris. Belongs to the eighth 

century. Contains the four Gospels, with some omissions. Those in 

Mk. are 1016-30 52-20, Though of this late date, it is so evidently a 

copy of an early manuscript that it acquires great value in the criticism 

of the text. 

A =Codex Sangallensis of the four Gospels, in the great monastery of St. Gall, 

Switzerland, where it probably originated. It is evidently, like L, a 

copy of an old manuscript, and of great critical value. 

Other uncials of less importance are : 

= Codex Basiliensis, of the eighth century. 

= “ Borelli, of the ninth century. 

= “ Wolf A, of the tenth century. 

— ae « _B, of the ninth century. 

= “ Cyprius, of the ninth century. 

= “ Campianus, of the ninth century. 

= “ Purpureus, of the sixth century. 

Guelpherbytanus A, of the sixth century. 

= “ Vaticanus 354, of the tenth century. 

= fragment of Lectionary, containing in Mk. only 11-3 123>-37, 

= Codex Nanianus I. 

= “ Mosquensis, of the eleventh century. 

= “ Monacensis, of the tenth century. 

= “ Tischendorfianus, of the ninth century. 
= “ Petropolitianus, of the ninth century. HEX doo Ae AO 

lI 

Curstves 

1 = Codex Basiliensis, of the tenth century. 

13= “ Regius 50, of the twelfth century. 

226i “379, of the eleventh century. 

Bievicesh « 14, of the eleventh century, called “The Queen of the 

Cursives.” 

69 = Codex Leicestrensis, of the fourteenth century. 

10o2= “  LBibliothecae Mediceae. 

209 An unnamed, valuable manuscript. 

346 = Codex Ambrosianus 23, of the twelfth century. 

; Versions 
Latin : 

Vetus, or tala. This version itself belongs to the very beginning of the second 

century, though there are no copies earlier than the fourth century. 

Vulgate, the Latin version of Jerome, made in the latter part of the fourth 

century. 
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The Egyptian versions are: 

. Memphitic, or Bohairic, in the dialect of Lower Egypt, and belonging to 

the second century. 

. Thebaic, or Sahidic, in the dialect of Upper Egypt; belonging also to the 

second century. Extant only in fragments. 

The Syriac versions are : 

. Peshito, of the second century. 

. Harclean, which contains itself a statement of its date= 508. Value 

largely due to Thomas of Harkel, from whom it derives its name, and 

who collated it with the aid of three Greek mss. These marginal 

additions give this value. 

. Jerusalem Syriac, a lectionary of the sixth century. 
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The Fathers are quoted in the manner usual in critical commentaries 

ABBREVIATIONS 

(Amb., Aug., Chrys., Jer., Orig., etc.). 

Egyptt. . 

Memph. . 

Theb. . 

Aeth. 

Latt. . 

Keats Viet... 

Vulg. . 

Syrr. . 

iBeshies 

Harcl. 

Elier.) 

AV. 

RV. : 

RV. marg. . 

Tisch. 

direow. 

\itistsig Mc 

Beng. . 

DemaWere 

Meyers 

Bib. Dic. 

Thay.-Grm. Zex. . 

Win. . 

ivi 

Egyptian Versions, 

Memphitic. 

Thebaic. 

Ethiopic Version. 

Latin Versions. 

Vetus Latina. 

Vulgate. 

Syriac Versions. 

Peshito. 

Harclean. 

Jerusalem Lectionary. 

Authorised Version. 

Revised Version. 

Revised Version arg. 

Tischendorf. 

Tregelles. 

Westcott and Hort. 

Bengel. 

De Wette. 

Meyer. 

Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible 

(1st or 2d edition). 

Thayer’s Grimm. 

Winer’s Grammar of N. T. Greek. 





mak, GOSPEL OF MAKK 

BEGINNING OF THE GLAD TIDINGS 

1.1-8. Beginning of the glad tidings concerning Jesus tn 

the authoritative proclamation of John the Baptist. Prophe- 

cites of this preliminary work in the Old Testament, the 

appearance of John, his proclamation of repentance, his bap- 

tism, and his announcement of the coming One mightter 
than he. 

It is evident that the key to this paragraph is found in this 

announcement of the One mightier than John. Who and what 

the man was who made it, the general character of his mission to 

the nation, into the course of which it was introduced, and the 

way in which it fulfilled prophecy in regard to the preparation for 

the Messianic advent, we are told of course, but the theme itself 

is the announcement. That is the beginning of the good news 

about Jesus which is the title of the section. There are two 

renderings of our EV. which obscure this intention of the para- 

graph, viz., the translation gospel for eiayyediov, v.', and preach 

for xnpvoow, v.*7. The technical meaning which both these words 
have acquired in our language renders them frequently unfit to 

translate the Greek words, but especially in this passage, the 

character of which is such as to make a close adherence to the 

specific meaning of the original words quite necessary. The state- 

ment is, that with the proclamation, xnpvocew, of the coming One 

by John began the glad tidings, etayyédvov, concerning Jesus. 

Furthermore, it is stated that this beginning is in accordance with 

prophecy, which foretold the sending of a messenger, dyyeAos, to 

prepare the way of the Lord. The prophecy is further identified 

with the event by the description of the messenger in the second 

part of the prophecy as @ voice crying in the wilderness, corre- 

sponding to the statement about John that he made his appearance 
I 
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in the wilderness. The general work of John is shown to consist 

in his baptism of the crowds (including mostly the people of 

Judaea) who came to him, his proclamation being that of a bap- 

tism of repentance for remission of sins. That is, he performed a 

rite of outward purification, and explained that it meant an inward 

purification looking to the forgiveness of sins. This message 
would be understood by the people to foreshadow the coming of 

the expected deliverer, since repentance was the acknowledged 

condition of national deliverance, and this public call to it would 

naturally therefore create expectation of his advent. As for John’s 

appearance, his wilderness life and food and his rough dress 

recall Elijah, as they are evidently intended to do, the item about 

the 4ather girdle reproducing the language of the LXX.in regard 

to Elijah’s dress (2 K. 18). It is obviously the picture of a man 

who has revolted from the evil world and prefers hardness to the 

unclean associations of its comforts. It is a significant commen- 

tary on the manners of the place and time that they should lead 

to such revolt not in Greece or Rome, but in Judaea. It is such 

a man as this, who in the midst of his own great work of impress- 

ing on the nation his sense of its sin, and issuing to it the old 

prophetic cry, Wash you, make you clean, interjects the beginning 

of the evangel, the first news that the Messiah is actually at hand. 

This announcement takes the form of a comparison between him- 

self and the personage announced by him. There comes one 

stronger than he, with whom he is not to be compared. So far, 

the announcement is in line with Jewish expectation, but there is 

an absence of the material, and an emphasis of the spiritual ele- 

ment in what follows, which does not spring from Jewish Messian- 

ism, and would not have led to John’s later doubt. It is a 

comparison between his baptism and that of Jesus, making the 

latter to be the spiritual reality, of which John’s was merely the 

ritual expression. It was to be a baptism in the Holy Spirit, 

the element of spiritual purification, while John’s baptism was in 

the material element of water, which could only represent that 

purification in a figure. 

1. This verse is a title or heading of the paragraph in regard to 
the work of John the Baptist.’ That work, but especially the 

1 Hence the absence of the article before "Apxn. Win. Ig. 1. a. 
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announcement of the coming of the one mightier than he, is the 
beginning of the evayyéAuov, the good news about Jesus Christ. 
evayyeAiov. — This word, which in the later Greek means glad 

tidings, is in the N.T. restricted to the good news about Jesus, or 
of the kingdom which he came to establish, or of the salvation 
accomplished by him. It is under this last head, that it comes to 
have the technical sense of the scheme of truth relating to him 
and to his saving work, which has come to be so associated with 
the word gospel as to render that a misleading translation in a 
passage like this. This word is also associated with the written 
accounts of our Lord’s life, the Gospels, which is also confusing 
here. 

Inocod Xpicrod.— This gen. may be either subj. or obj., the 
good news brought by him, or that concerning him. Here it is 
evidently the latter, as John is the bearer of the evayyéduov. 
"Inoots is the personal name of our Lord (Mt. 1”). It is a 
descriptive name, as the passage in Mt. indicates, meaning 
Saviour. It is used once in the N.T. as the Greek form of 
Joshua (Heb. 4°).2 Xpicrot — the official title of Jesus, denoting 
him as the Messiah, the Anointed. ‘The word itself is of frequent 
occurrence in the O.T., where it is applied to kings as anointed 
of God. But as a title of the coming King, the hope of the 
Jewish nation, it does not occur. It is first used of him in the 
Book of Enoch 48” 52‘, about the close of the second century 
B.c.,* and afterwards frequently in the uncanonical literature. It 
appears from this literature, that the general national expectation 
of deliverance and greatness characteristic of the O.T. period had 
at this time taken the definite shape of an expected deliverer in 
the Davidic line. And the N.T. furnishes abundant evidence that 
this expectation was common at the coming of Jesus, and during 
his life. The title Xpuords became a personal name later, and the 
absence of the art. would indicate that this is the use here. 

viod Tod @cov — Son of God. RV. puts this into the text, and 
omits it in the margin, which seems a good statement of the 
critical evidence. This term, Son of God, like the title Messiah, 
is applied to the Messianic King in the uncanonical Jewish litera- 
ture. But its use is purely theocratic and official, corresponding 

1In Homer, it means a reward given to the bearer of good news; in Attic 
Greek, a thank-offering for the same. The LXX form of the word seems to be 
Sages Thay.-Grm, Lex. : 

"Ingovs is the Greek form of the Heb. pwn, pv), or according to a still later 

form, m3)". The first two mean Whose help is Fehovah. The last means simply 

help, or deliverer, and it is probably this later form to which this use is to be 
referred. 

3 On this book, see Schiirer, V. Zg. Div. II., Vol. III. § 32, V.2. On the Messi- 
anic hope of the people in the time immediately preceding the life of Jesus, see 
Schiirer II. II. § 29; and on the name Messiah, see II. II. 29,3. The Heb. form is 
mwo, Chald, xpyn, Messiah. 
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to the O.T. use to denote any one whose office specially represents 
God among men, such as kings and judges (see J. 10”). Its use 
to denote the relation to God springing from the miraculous con- 
ception is confined to Lk. 1”, and its application to Jesus’ meta- 
physical relation to God is not found in the Synoptics. The term 
is applied by Jesus to himself in his discourse without any expla- 
nation, whereas it would require explanation if it was intended to 
convey any other meaning than the historical sense with which the 
people were familiar. It is applied to him in the theophany at 
the baptism, where the aor. evddxynoa, meaning J came to take 
pleasure in thee, limits the title and statement to his historical 
manifestation, his earthly life. It is used by Peter in his confes- 
sion, where its association with the title Christ, or Messiah, — thou 
art the Christ, the Son of the hving God,—also indicates the 
theocratic sense. In the question of the High Priest at the trial 
of Jesus, whether he is the Christ, the Son of God, the same collo- 
cation involves the same conclusion. In fact, there is nowhere in 
the Synoptics any indication that the title is used so as to involve 
any departure from the current theocratic sense ; and indications, 
such as the above, are not wanting, that the title does retain its 
common meaning at the time. When we get outside of these 
historical books, we come upon the metaphysical sonship as pos- 
sibly the prevalent meaning of the term. Sox of God means here, 
then, that the Messianic kingdom is a theocracy, in which God is 
the real ruler, and the Messianic king represents God. Only, with 
the new meaning that the life and teaching of Jesus had put into 
all these current phrases, it would signify to a Christian writer that 
this representation was real, and not merely official, that in Christ 
the ideal of the theocratic king had been realized, a prince who 
really represented the mind and spirit of God, and established the 
Divine law among men after the Divine method. 

viod rod Geod T. R. AEFGHKM etc. and Versions generally. viod Ocod 
RV. Treg. WH., marg. 88 BDL 102. Omit Tisch. WH. RV. marg. x * 28, 
255. Omission confirmed also by passages in Iren. Epiph. Orig. Victorin. 

2. év trols spopyrats. — There is no doubt that this is a correction 
of the original, to meet the difficulty of ascribing the double quo- 
tation from Malachi and Isaiah to Isaiah alone. The reading of 
all the critical texts is év ro ‘Hoaia to rpodyry. 

év t@ ‘Hoaia te rpodyry Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDL A 33 Latt. 
Memph. Pesh. Hier. Harcl. marg. 

This quotation is intended to prove from prophecy that the 
good news about Christ had its appointed beginning in the procla- 
mation of a forerunner who was thus to prepare the way for him. 
The first part is from Mal. 3', the second from Is. 40%. In the 
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original, the passage from Mal. reads, Behold, J send my messenger 
who shall prepare the way before me. Jehovah is the speaker, 
and he is not addressing some one else, whose way is to be pre- 
pared by God’s messenger; but he declares that he is coming 
himself to his temple to purge it of the profanations of the priests, 
and that he sends his messenger to prepare the way for him. 
Moreover, the messenger is the prophet himself, my messenger 
being in the Heb. ‘>xp2, Ja/achi, the traditional name of the 
prophet. The prophecy has thus a distinct historical sense. The 
evil of Malachi’s time, as is evident from the entire prophecy, was 
this abuse of their office by the priests, and the prophet announces 
that God is coming to do away with this abuse, and the prophecy 
is to announce this coming, and make ready for it. Here, it is 
adapted to Messianic use by the change of my and me to thy and 
thee, and is applied to the mission of the forerunner to prepare the 
way for the Messiah. ‘This Messianic use of a passage having 
another primary sense is the rule, and not the exception, in Messi- 
anic prophecy. The principle underlying it is, that the Messianic 
kingdom founded by Jesus is the real culmination of Jewish his- 
tory, and that its prophecies of near events somehow all point 
forward also to him. And especially, in this case, the underlying 
fact is that the Jewish nation is a theocracy, and that the crises in 
its history are due to a Divine appearance and intervention; a 
coming of God, moreover, for which way is made by his messen- 
gers the prophets. This common feature being shared by the 
culminating intervention, gives the Messianic turn to the original 
prophecy. 

éurpoobéy cov is omitted by Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. It is supported by 
few good authorities, and is an evident emendation. The quotation is a 
free translation from the Heb. The LXX.reads “Ido étaroaré\\w Tov 
dyyeddv pov, kal ériBréVerac 65d rpd mpogwmov yov. The form in which 
it is quoted by Mk. is also that of the other places in which it is cited in the 
N.T. (Mt. 111° Lk. 727), pointing to some common Greek source, not the 
LXX. with which the evangelists had become familiar. See Toy, Quofa- 
tions in NV.T., p. 31. 

3. dwvy Boavros év rH éepjnuw— The voice of one crying in the 
wilderness. This passage is quoted directly from the LXX. of 
Is. 40%! Here, as in the quotation from Mal., the coming to be 
prepared for is that of God to his people. The purpose of his 
coming is to deliver his people from their captivity in Babylon by 
the hand of Cyrus.? It is the note of deliverance which is com- 
mon to this with the Messianic advent and intervention, and the 
preparation for this by the prophetic message is shared by this 
with the passage from Mal. 

1 airod is substituted for rod @cod nuay after tpiBous. 
a Sée iss 4125 4314 4476-454 461. 2 471-15 4820, 
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év Ty €pjuw in the Heb. belongs with érouudcare. See Is. 40%, RV. 
But it is evident that Mk. intends to join it with Bo@yros, as this makes the 
prophecy anticipate the appearance of John in the wilderness. 

Kvpiov — the Lord, stands for Jehovah, or Yahweh, in the origi- 
nal, this being the LXX.rendering of that name of God. But it is 
probable that Mk. understands it to refer to Jesus, this being one 
of his familiar titles. In this way, the passage becomes more 
directly adapted to his purpose, making the advent, and the mis- 
sion of the forerunner both figure in prophecy. 

4. In this verse, the art. should be inserted before Barrifuv, 
without any doubt. Whether xai should be dropped before 
Knpvoowv, on the other hand, admits of much doubt. If it is 
dropped, the passage reads, John the Baptizer came preaching. 
If it is retained, it reads, John came, who baptized and preached, 
RV. On the whole, the reading without xai is preferable. 

6 Barrlfwy Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 33, Memph. kal knptcowv 
Treg. (kal) Tisch. RV. s ADLP A, Verss. generally. Omit cat WH. Treg. 
marg. B. 33, 73, 102. 

In order to get at the right connection of this verse, we must 
read it as if the preceding quotations were omitted — Beginning 
of the good news of Jesus Christ... John came, etc. éyévero— 
there came, or appeared. ‘The verb is used to denote the appear- 
ance of a person on the stage of history. The wilderness in which 
he made his appearance is the wilderness of Judaea, on the south- 
ern banks of the Jordan, just before it empties into the Dead Sea. 
Knpvoowv — proclaiming. ‘The word means to exercise the office 
of a herald, to proclaim officially, and with authority. John is not 
represented as preaching, taking baptism for his text, but as mak- 
ing public proclamation, calling men to his baptism." 

Barticpa petavoias—a baptism of repentance. ‘This rite of 
immersion in water signified the complete inward purification of 
the subject. It took up into a symbolical rite the figurative wash- 
ings of such passages as Is. 17° 4* Jer. 4* Ez. 36” Zech. 13} Ps. 51°. 
Outwardly, it had its counterpart in the Levitical washings of the 
law (Ex. 294 Lev. 14%9 15% #10. 13.16. 21.22.27 76%.38 715 etc.) But its 

use by John was quite unique.?  peravotas — of repentance. The 
gen. denotes the significance of the rite, the inward act of which 
it is the outward sign and pledge. The word denotes primarily a 
change of mind, such as comes from an afterthought. A person 

1 This word is one of several, such as catayyéAdw, evayyedicerGar, having different 
shades of meaning, but all translated Zreach in the EV., whenever sacred matters 
are spoken of. 

2 The question of the outward form of this rite has been discussed so thoroughly 
that it is unnecessary to go over it again in this place. In this passage, the indica- 
tions corresponding to the common usage of the word itself are the river, the 
immersion into the river, the going up out of the water, but especially, the entire- 
ness and completeness of wetavorz, which is expressed by the rite- 
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does something from failure to consider certain things necessary to 
wise action, and when afterwards these neglected things come to 
him, there comes the corresponding change of attitude and pur- 
pose. It denotes in the N.T. a change, arising from such recon- 
sideration, from a life of sin to rectitude and holiness. Such a call 
to repentance was not unexpected by the Jews, who believed that 
it was the sin of the nation which delayed the coming of the Mes- 
sianic King. ‘The call to repentance therefore, by one wearing the 
prophetic appearance and authority, would signify to the nation 
that the deliverer was at hand, and that they must prepare for his 
coming. eis ddeow apaptidy — for remission of sins. This states 
the purpose of the baptism of repentance. It is the repentance 
evidently which is the real cause of the remission, repentance 
being the normal and constant Scriptural condition of forgive- 
ness.'_ Baptism is related to the repentance as the outward act 
in which this inward change finds formal expression. Baptism is 
an act of profession, and is related to repentance as the declara- 
tion of forgiveness is to forgiveness itself. It is contended some- 
times (so Meyer and Weiss) that this is an anticipation of the 
significance of Christian baptism, in which the forgiveness of sins 
was first realized. But surely, if this was a baptism of repentance, 
it would result in forgiveness, since repentance and forgiveness are 
necessarily connected. 

5. mavres should be removed from its position after €Sarri€ovro, 
so as to follow ‘TepocoAvpirat, and the verse reads, ... and all the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem, and were baptized... . 

‘Tepocoduplra: mavres kal €Bamrlfovro Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 
28, 33, 102, Latt. Memph. etc. 

waca...mavres—all. These words are to be taken rhetori- 
cally. We know that John’s severity must have turned many away 
(Mt. 37” Lk. 37"). And the leaders of the people did not 
believe in him (Mk. 117). But the Aads, the people, all recog- 
nized John as a prophet (Mk. 11°). This general outpouring was 
to be expected from the nature of John’s proclamation, since a 
prophetic call to national repentance would be hailed as a call to 
national deliverance. é&ooAoyovjevor — confessing.” This con- 
fession of sins gave reality to the baptism, making it a baptism of 
repentance. 

6. tpixas Kapiov—camel’s hair. Since it says camel’s hair, 
and not sz or fur, we are to understand probably a coarse cloth 

1On the relation of repentance to forgiveness, see Is. 116-18 Ez. 3314-°0 Hos, 14 
Amos 510-15 Jon. 3, In fact, the whole burden of prophecy is, that the nation Is 
afflicted because of its sins, but that it needs only to repent. 

2 In its compound form, this is a Biblical word. ‘The later language, Win. says, 

loves compound verbs which bring out something implied in the principal verb, 

16. 4. B. 6. The preposition here denotes that what is hidden comes ext in confes- 

sion. 
5 
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made of the hair. There are examples moreover of the cloth, but 
not of the skin, being used in this way. lovyny deppativnyv —a 
leather girdle. Yhis is selected to describe Elijah’s general 
appearance in 2 K. 1% And it is a distinguishing mark of 
coarse dress, the girdle gathering in the loose robe about the 
waist being generally a place for luxury and display in dress. 
There is some reason to suppose, too, that the description, Aazry 
man, may refer to Elijah’s dress, which would be another corre- 
spondence. So RV. marg. kai éxOwy axpidas Kal médAL ayptov — 
and was eating locusts and wild honey. 

€oOwy Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BL* A 33. 

This food was wilderness food, and corresponds to the coarse 
dress. ‘Together, they represent the spirit of the man, his con- 
tempt of ease and luxury, his revolt against a sinful generation, 
everything which caused him to dwell apart from men, and to 
contemn their manners. Locusts were an article of food espe- 
cially allowed by the Levitical Law, and they are still eaten, pre- 
pared in various ways, by Eastern peoples. By wz/d honey may 
be meant that made by wild bees, and deposited in hollow trees, 
and other places in the woods ; but as a matter of fact, the term 
péAt ayptov seems to be applied generally to the sweet sap of 
certain trees.” 

7. éxnpvace —he was proclaiming. ‘The translation preached 
is especially out of place here, since what follows is not the general 
subject of the Baptist’s preaching, but only that particular an- 
nouncement of the coming of the Messiah which has led the 
writer to say that the proclamation by John in the wilderness was 
the beginning of the good news about Jesus Christ. He was mak- 
ing proclamation by virtue of his office as kypug, the herald of the 
Messianic King. ‘The whole work of the Baptist in this Gospel is 
treated as this dpxi evayyeAdov, a peculiarity which is obscured in 
our version. 

éxhpuoce continues the impfs. Hv évdeduuévos and €cOwy, denoting John’s 
habit of life and speech in the wilderness. 

6 ioxvporepds pov? —he that ts mightier than I (RV.). This 
description of the coming one is common to all the Synoptics, 
but in Mt. and Lk. it is introduced between the statement of 
John’s baptism and that of Jesus’ baptism in such a way as to 
show more distinctly than in Mk.’s account that in these different 
baptisms is contained the point of the tcxvpdrepos. Jesus is might- 
ier than John by reason of his baptizing in the Holy Spirit. Mk.’s 
order shows this also, but not so distinctly. déricw pou — after 

1 é¢6(é)wv is in the same construction as évédeduuévos, was clothed ...and was 
eating. éc8wy is a poetic form of the participle. 

2 See Meyer's Note. 
8 The art, indicates the definite person had in mind. 
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me.’ ov ovK eipi ixavos—of whom I am not fit. ... This is a 
rhetorical statement of John’s depreciation of himself by the side 
of the coming one. He was not fit to tie his shoes. 

ixavés denotes any kind of sufficiency or fitness. /7¢ is a good transla- 
tion in this case. 

iuavra T. Urodnuatwv — the thong of the sandals. The sandals 
protected the soles only, and were bound to the feet by a thong. 
Kvwas. — This apparently superfluous addition about stooping serves 
to heighten the impression of the menial character of the act. 

8. éyw é€Bartica voat.—T baptized you with water. 

Omit pév after éyw Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL 33, 69, 124, Lat. Vet. 
mss. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. etc. Omit év before téa7te Tisch. Treg. arg. 
WH. x BH A 16, 33, 56, 58, 258, Vulg. etc. 

Without the prep. the element vdar. becomes the instrument with which 
the act is performed. See Win. 31. 7. d. 

év IIvevtpare “Ayio —in Holy Spirit. We are not to look for 
Christian terms, nor Christian uses of terms, in John’s teaching. 
The line that divides them in this matter of the Holy Spirit is 
fine, but distinguishable. In the Jewish conception, personality is 
ascribed to the Holy Spirit only figuratively. In the Christian 
use, on the other hand, the impersonal sense is the figurative one, 
¢.g. where it speaks of a pouring out of the Holy Spirit (Tit. 3° 
Acts 218), But the Spirit of God, or of Yahweh, or the Spirit of 
holiness, figures more or less largely in the O.T. as the animating 
power in the universe, as the inspiration of the prophet, the sol- 
dier, the king, and even the workman. And the possession of this 
Spirit by all men is prophesied as one of the marks of Israel’s 
golden age. See Job 26% 33* Ps. 104™ Is. 421 61' Mi. 3° Jud. 3” 
6% Is: £17 Joel 2" Is: 597 Ex. 31°... John’s reference to the Holy 
Spirit, the wp mm, would not therefore be strange to his Jewish 
hearers. The absence of the art. indicates that the Spirit is 
regarded here as an element, a pervading presence, like the air, 
in the ocean of which we are submerged. ‘The epithet AoZy would 
not in itself suggest moral quality, as it denoted what is invested 
with awe or reverence, and only secondarily and rarely, moral 
purity. But in the connection, since the Spirit is regarded here 
as the purifying element, it is evidently holiness in the moral 
sense that is predicated of it. The contrast between the work of 
the Baptist, and that of the Messiah, amounts to this, that the 
mightier one who is to follow John will do the real work of which 
the Baptist is able to perform only the sign. Water cleanses only 
the body, and represents figuratively the inward cleansing of the 
man. But the Holy Spirit is the element in which man is cleansed 

1 On the use of the adverb as a preposition, see Thay.-Grm. Zex.; Win. 54. 6. 
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inwardly and really, and it is this real baptism which the coming 
one was to perform. So far as it is given us in the Gospels, John’s 
annunciation of the Messiah includes only the spiritual side of his 
anticipated work, and thus corresponds with the historical fact. 
But John’s later doubt could have arisen probably only from the 
failure of Jesus to carry out the kingly part of the Jewish Messianic 
expectation. See Mt. 117”. And it would be quite improbable 
that John would be so far separated from his time as to expect a 
purely spiritual Messiah. 

In this paragraph, the signs of Mk.’s use of the Logia are not wanting. 
In the first place, O.T. citations are not common in Mk., but are quite 
characteristic of the Logia. And especially, the first part of the double 
quotation is, in Mk. 12% Lk. 727, taken unquestionably from that source. 
The somewhat clumsy junction of the two passages is due apparently to 
bringing together what was separated in the original source. And Mt. 3!” 
Lk. 3!7 show signs of being connected with what precedes in the original 
source. Mk. omits this, but gives what precedes with the identity of 
language that shows a common source for all three. For the verbal 
resemblance, implying the interdependence of the Synoptics, cf. Mk. 1% 
Mt. 3° Lk. 34, especially the change of rod Geod judy, LXX, to adrod in 
them all (Mk. 14 Lk. 33 Mk. 15-6 Mt. 345.6 Mk. 17-8 Mt. 311 Lk. 318). 

THE BAPTISM OF JESUS 

9-11. Jesus ts baptized by John. The Holy Spirit descends 

upon him, and the voice from heaven attests his Divine 
miSStON. 

Among the rest, Jesus comes to John’s baptism. As he comes 

up out of the water, the Spirit descends on him in the form of 

a dove, preparing him for the work into which baptism has inau- 

gurated him and signifying the gentleness of his reign; and a 

voice out of heaven proclaims him to be the Messianic Son of 

God who has won the special Divine favor. 

With this paragraph begins the story of Jesus’ life, but as it 

treats of events preceding his public ministry, the story of the 

baptism and of the temptation conforms to Mk.’s plan outside of 

that ministry, and is given briefly. /Z.g. Mk. does not consider 

it necessary to explain the evident difficulty attending the baptism 

of Jesus, as Mt. does, but gives only the fact. The visible form 

taken by the Spirit in its descent upon Jesus is evidently intended 

to be, like the voice, a theophany, attesting his mission. But the 

Spirit itself is intended to prepare him for his work, and so 

descends upon him now at the beginning of that work ; cf. v.”. 
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9. Kal éyevero MADev ' — ev exeivats tals pyepars —in those days. 
This is a general designation of time, and denotes here the period 
of John’s ministry. Naapér rs TadtAaias — Wazareth of Galilee. 
The explanatory r7s TaAtAadas is for the information of the unin- 
formed, and is a sign therefore, that this Gospel was written for 
Gentile readers. ‘This is the only place in Mk. where Nazareth is 
mentioned, though Jesus is called a Nazarene in several places 
(1* 10" 16° 14”). It was the home of Jesus during his private 
life. 

According to Lk, 17° 24-9. 5! 416, this was owing to the previous residence 
of his parents in Nazareth. Mt., however, tells us that they took up their 
abode there after their return from Egypt, because they were turned aside 
from Bethlehem by the succession of Archelaus to his father’s throne, 
which made Judzea no longer a safe place for them (278). 

Nazareth was in the interior about midway between the Lake 
of Galilee and the Mediterranean. It is at present a town of 
about 5000 inhabitants, going by the name of En Nazira.” 

eis tov lopdavnv —into the Jordan. ‘The prep. here coincides 
with the proper meaning of the verb, indicating that the form of 
the rite was immersion into the stream. ‘The prep. éx in the next 
verse, — going up owt of the water, — implies the same. 

10. kal et6ts — And immediately? avaBaivwv éx — going up out 
of. 

éx (instead of a6) Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BDL 13, 28, 33, 69, 124. 

oxlopevovs Tors ovtpavois — the heavens opening, not opened. 

The pres. part. denotes action in its progress, not completed 
action. 

ws Teplotepav — as a dove. Lk. 3” says that this resemblance 
was in bodily shape. And the language itself implies that. The 
dove was the emblem of guilelessness (Mt. 10"). It was not a 
bird of prey. The appearance accords with the gentleness of 
Christ’s reign. The descent of the Spirit was moreover a real 
event, while the appearance was only a vision. It was not merely 
a sign that here was a person endued with the Spirit, but a special 
influence beginning at the time, and preparing him for his new 
work. It was like the descent of the Spirit at Pentecost, prepar- 
ing the disciples for their new work. Neither event implied in any 
way that the Spirit was not present in their lives before.® And 

1 This circumlocution for the simple verb is a translation of the Heb. } 7»), and 

is foreign to the Greek idiom. The absence of a conj. between the two verbs is 
aiso a solecism. 

2 See Bib. Dic. On the form of the Greek name, see Thay.-Grm, Lex. 
3 This adverb is one of the marks of the style of this Gaspel. It is used by Mk. 

nearly twice as often as by Mt. and Lk. together. «us is substituted for ed@ews in 
the critical texts in most of these passages in Mk. See Thay.-Grm., Lex, 

4 See Burton, V.7:. Moods and Tenses, 125. 
5 On this office of the Spirit, ef, Is, 117. 
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we find in all the Synoptics mention that Jesus began his ministry 
under the impulsions of the Spirit. See Mt. 12% Mk. 1”? Lk. 4) * #8, 
This descent of the Spirit is moreover indicative of the meaning 
of our Lord’s baptism. It has already been indicated that the 
real baptism, of which that in the water is only the sign, is a bap- 
tism in the Holy Spirit, and it is this which is signified by the 
baptism of Jesus, but without the accompanying repentance which 
belongs to the baptism of the rest of the people. 

ll. kat pwviy (€yeveto) — And a voice (came). 

Omit éyévero Tisch. (WH.) x D ff.?. 

Xd ef 6 vids pov 6 ayarntés — Thou art my beloved Son. This 
is one of the passages in the Synoptics which indicate that the 
Synoptical use of vids (rod @eod) applied to Jesus, conforms to 
current Jewish usage, omitting the metaphysical Sonship, and 
including only the theocratic, or figurative meaning of the word. 
The aor. evddxnoa, J came to take pleasure, denotes the historical 
process by which God came to take pleasure in Jesus during his 
earthly life, not the eternal delight of the Father in the Son. The 
title here would denote one, therefore, who has been received 
into special love and favor by God, as Paul calls Timothy his son 
(1 Tim. 1’). It accords with Lk.’s statement, that Jesus grew in 
favor with God and man (Lk. 2”).!  év col evddxnoa — in thee I 
came to take pleasure. 

év cot (instead of év @) Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.x BDLP 1, 13, 22, 33, 
69, Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

THE TEMPTATION 

12,13. Jesus retires into the wilderness, where he remains 

forty days, tempted by Satan, and attended by angels. 

Immediately after the baptism, Jesus is impelled by the Spirit 

who has taken possession of him into the wilderness. He remains 

there forty days, surrounded by the wild beasts, attended by 

angels, and tempted by Satan. 

It is especially the story of the temptation, in the period pre- 

ceding the public ministry, which is abbreviated by Mk. He 

gives us simply the fact of the temptation, the place, the wild- 

erness, the time, forty days, and the descriptive touch, that he 

was with the wild beasts. 

12. Kat eifis — And immediately, viz., after the baptism. This 
event, with its accompaniments, is of the nature of an inaugural 

1 On this use of the aor., see Win. 40, 2; Burton, N.7, Moods and Tenses, 55. 
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act. And it is followed immediately by his retirement into the 
wilderness. ‘The time, the circumstances, and the nature of the 
temptations, all point to the probability that this retirement was 
for the purpose of meditation upon the work into which he had 
been inaugurated. Moreover, the Ivedua, che Spirit, connects this 
with the account of the baptism. He begins now immediately to 
act under the impulsions of the Spirit which he has just received. 
éxBddda — thrusts him out. Mt. and Lk. both use the milder 
dyew, to lead, to describe this. tiv épnuov — the wilderness. This 
is the same general region in which the baptism took place. But, 
inasmuch as it was from the wilderness into the wilderness, and 
Mk. adds that he was with the wild beasts, it must mean that he 
penetrated still further into its solitudes. 

13. Kai qv év tH epyuw tecoepaxovta qyépas— And he was in 
the wilderness forty days. This period is given by both Mk. and 
Lk. as that of the temptation, though Mt. and Lk. both give us 
the three special temptations following the forty days. Mt. makes 
these the only temptations. etpaouevos — tempted. Used here 
of an actual solicitation to evil. 

The proper meaning of eipd fev is Zo try, in the sense both of attempt 
and ¢est. It is through the latter meaning that it comes to be applied to 
the test of character, whether by trial, or by solicitation to evil. 

Sarava — Satan.1 The name is Hebrew, but the personage 
does not figure much in O.T. narrative or discourse (1 Chr. 21° 
Zech, 3°? Job x*° 29), In the N.T., he is represented, in 
accordance with current Jewish ideas, as the ruler of a kingdom 
of evil, having subjects and emissaries in the shape of demons, 
corresponding to the angels who act as God’s messengers. His 
special function is to tempt men to evil. pera t&v Onpiwy — with 
the wild beasts. The desert of Judea is in parts wild and un- 
tamed, and abounds in beasts of the same description, such as 
the leopard, the bear, the wild boar, and the jackal. T his descrip- 
tive touch, in which, just as with a word, the wildness and solitari- 

ness of the scene are brought before us, and equally, the omission 

of details of the temptation, are characteristics of Mk. The omis- 

sion accords with the plan of his Gospel, but, also, with a certain 

objective quality belonging to it. See Introduction. dinkovovy — 

were ministering? This ministry, like the temptations, is rep- 

resented in Mt. as taking place after the forty days. In our 

account, it is evidently an offset to the presence of the wild beasts. 

The visible things figuring in the scene were these beasts, but 

there were invisible presences as well, and these were minister- 

ing to him. Mk. does not tell us what the ministrations were. 

(Nor Mt.) 

1A Heb. word, meaning the Adversary. ; 
2 The impf. describes the act as taking place during his stay in the wilderness. 
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The historicity of the account of the temptation is attacked with some 
plausibility. There are certain things about it on which a just historical 
criticism throws some doubt. ‘There is a concreteness about the appear- 
ance of Satan, and of the angels, an air of visibility even, an impression of 
actual transportation through the air, and the introduction of a typical 
number (forty),! which can, however, easily be eliminated without touch- 
ing the essential history. ‘The account which has been preserved is evi- 
dently the pictorial and concrete story of what really took place within the 
soul of Jesus. But the temptations themselves, just because they represent 
the actual temptations of his later life, are a portrait, and not an imagina- 
tive picture. Holtzmann, in his Note on the passage, gives an admirable 
statement of the way in which the story corresponds to the real temptations 
of Jesus’ life. But his argument that some one made up this story from 
those falls to the ground. It implies that some one understood that life 
better than any contemporary did understand it. 

BEGINNING OF JESUS’ MINISTRY 

14-20. After John’s tmprisonment, Jesus goes to Galilee, 
where he begins his ministry with the proclamation of the 
kingdom of God. 

After the imprisonment of John, Jesus departs into Galilee, 

where he begins his ministry with the proclamation of the good 

news of the kingdom of God, announcing the completion of the 

time for it. He finds Peter, Andrew, James, and John fishing in 

the lake of Galilee, and calls them to follow him and become 

fishers of men. 

The order of events in the Synoptics is as follows: 

MATTHEW. MARK. LUKE, 

Delivering up of John 
(mere mention). 

Departure into Galilee. 

Change of residence 

from Nazareth to Ca- 

Delivering up of John 

(mere mention). 

Departure into Galilee. 

Delivering up of John 
(account), 319 20, 

Departure into Galilee. 

Beginning of teaching. 

Rejection at Nazareth. 

pernaum. Coming to Capernaum. 
First miracles. 

Beginning of Jesus’ Beginning of Jesus’ General teaching in syn- 

teaching. teaching. agogues in Galilee. 

Call of first disciples. Call of first disciples. Call of first disciples. 

The general order of events is the same. ‘The evident intention 

of all is to connect the beginning of Jesus’ ministry with the close 

1 Moses was in the mount forty days and forty nights (Ex. 2418,-3428), Elijah was 
in the wilderness forty days and forty nights (1 K. 198), and the Christophanies after 
the resurrection covered a period of forty days (Acts 1°), 
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of John’s work, though this is more evident in Mt. and Mk. than 

in Lk. They also mark at the beginning that it is a Galilean 

ministry. Mt. and Mk. tell us that it was the good news of the 

kingdom of God which was proclaimed by Jesus. Lk. also brings 

this in incidentally. He also introduces the rejection at Nazareth, 

evidently to account for the removal to Capernaum, and inserts 

the first miracles and a tour of preaching in Galilee before the call 

of the first disciples. 

14. Mera d€ 7O rapadobnvat tév “Iwavyvnyv — And after the deliv- 
ering up of John. Mt. and Mk. assume this as a well known fact. 
Lk. tells the story of it (3°). The others tell it later (Mk. 6"). 
eis tHv TadtAatav — into Galilee. The connection of events is lost 
here in the brevity of the narrative. We are not told whether 
Jesus came into Galilee because of the imprisonment of John, 
and being there, began his ministry ; or whether he began his 
ministry because John’s ministry was ended, and chose Galilee as 
the scene for it. But, inasmuch as Jesus is represented by the 
Synoptics as continuing his work in Galilee until the end, it is 
evidently the latter. It is the demands of his work that take him 
to Galilee, and John’s imprisonment is the occasion of his begin- 
ning his work, and only indirectly of his coming to Galilee. More- 
over, they do not tell us why Galilee became the scene of his 
ministry. But the reason is evident. It was not the headquar- 
ters of Judaism ; and events showed that Jesus’ work would have 
been impossible in the stronghold of that unsympathetic faith. 
The fourth gospel tells of a preliminary work of eight months in 
Judzea, but the Synoptics are not only silent about it, but exclude 
it by their evident intention to represent this as the beginning of 
Jesus’ work. 

Galilee, Heb. bs, circle, was originally the name of only a small circuit 

in one of the tribes inhabiting the northern section of Palestine. But in 
the time of our Lord, it had come to be applied to the Roman province 
including the whole territory of the four northern tribes. It was inhabited 
by a mixed population of Jews and Gentiles. See Jos. 207 21°71 K. gi? 
PAS 

TO evayyéeAtov Tov Ocov— glad tidings of God. 

Omit 77s Baowdelas before Tod Geod Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BL. 1, 28, 33, 
69, 209, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. 

The glad tidings of God is here the glad tidings from God, who 
is the author and sender of the message (subj. gen.). The good 
news itself, as the next verse shows, is that of the kingdom. 

15. The words, xal \éywv, and saying, at the beginning of this 
verse, are to be omitted. 
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Omit kat \éywv Tisch. WH. (kai Aéywr) & one ms. of Lat. Vet., Orig. 
The insertion of kai Aéywy is caused probably by the interpolation of 77s 
Bacwdelas in the preceding verse. The two go together. 

merAnpwtat 6 Katpos — the time has been filled up, or completed. 
Fulfilled, EV. is etymologically correct, but misleading, on account 
of its technical use to denote the accomplishment of expectation, 
promise, or prophecy. What is denoted here is the filling up of 
the time appointed for the coming of the Kingdom. This idea 
of an appointment of times, as well as of events, is thoroughly 
Jewish, referring all things to God. But to Jesus, who read the 
signs of the times (Mt. 16°), the language signified not only a 
theology, but a philosophy of events. The time revealed itself to 
him as ripe for the event. 
nyyke y Bacireia Tod Ocot — The kingdom of God has come 

near. ‘This message assumes evidently the existence of the idea 
of a kingdom of God among the Jews as a familiar thought. The 
announcement is, that this expected kingdom is at hand. Jesus 
does not announce a new fact, nor does he enter here upon any 
exposition of the nature of the kingdom, such as belonged to his 
later teaching, but simply announces the expected kingdom. He 
does not enter into the question of the difference between his 
spiritual kingdom, and the earthly kingdom of Jewish expectation. 
It is enough for his present purpose to announce it as a kingdom 
of God, and so to prepare the way for his call to repentance. 

This announcement has to be located first, in the life and teaching of 
Jesus; secondly, in its relation to John’s message; and thirdly, in current 

Jewish thought. In Jesus’ own thought it is central; the kingdom of God 

is the subject of his teaching, and his object is to revolutionize the current 

idea; but that necessary change comes later. And moreover, in its con- 

nection with his later activity, it constitutes the announcement that the_ 

object of that was the establishment of the kingdom of God, and not 

merely the instruction of the people as to its nature. He was in his earthly 

work prophet, but also king. In its relation to John’s message, this 

announcement of Jesus was the continuation and development of that, 

repeating his call to repentance, but substituting for his announcement of 

the coming One, that of the coming Kingdom. This is in accordance with 

Jesus’ impersonal manner of treating his work. In its relation to current 

Jewish thought, this announcement fulfilled national expectations. This is 

evident from the reception given to Jesus by the nation, and from the 

uncanonical Jewish literature. This literature shows that the idea of 

Jewish deliverance and greatness, started in the prophetic books of the 

O.T., had not been allowed to lapse, but had gradually taken shape in the 

idea of a universal kingdom ruled by God himself, with the Messiah as his 

earthly vice-gerent, having Palestine as its centre and Jerusalem as its 

capital, and including in itself the righteous dead, who had been raised to 

’ 
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share its glories. And the attitude of the people during the life of Jesus 

shows that this had become at this time a subject of fervid popular hope 
and expectation. 

peravoeire — vepent. This is a continuation of John’s message. 
Kai morevere €v To edayyeAtw— and believe in the good news, is, 
however, a distinct addition to that message. The evayyedtov, 
good news, is that the expected kingdom is at hand. Our word 
gospel, with its acquired meaning, is again singularly out of place 
here, as it inevitably obscures this obvious reference to the evayye- 
dvov Tod Meov just mentioned. muorevere, believe, is another word 
that has to be evacuated of its theological sense. It is purely and 
simply belief of the message brought by Jesus, that the kingdom 
of God is at hand. [If a crisis is coming, and men are to be pre- 
pared for it, the first requisite is, that they believe in its coming.’ 

16. Kat rapaywv rapa— And going along by? 

Kal rapdywyr, instead of repiraray Se, is the reading of Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. 8 BDL 13, 33, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Memph. Harcl. marg. etc. 

tyv Oaraccay THs TadwrXaias—sea of Galilee. This lake was 
the scene of Jesus’ ministry. On its NW. shore were the towns 
of Capernaum, Magdala, Chorazin, and Bethsaida, referred to by 
Jesus himself as the district in which his mighty works were done. 
And its eastern shore, being uninhabited, was the place to which 
he used to retire to escape the multitudes. It was a lake 12 
miles long, and 6 miles wide at the place of greatest width. The 
Jordan river enters it about 20 miles from its source. The use of 
@dXAacoa in its name is uncommon in Greek. 

In Lk., it is called commonly 7 Aluvn the lake; once, Lk. 5}, the dake 
of Gennesareth, from the district on its W. shore. J. 211, calls it she sea of 
Tiberias, from the principal city on its shore. The Heb. name is 3) 3) 

or n)739 sea of Chinnereth, or Chinneroth. See Nu. 3411 Jos. 1377 128, 

Siuwva kat "Avdpéav tov ddeApov Tod Sipwvos, aupiBadrdovras 
év TH Oardoon — Simon and Andrew the brother of Simon casting 
a net in the sea. 

(rod) Stuwvos instead of atrod, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x» BAE*LM 
I, 69, Lat. Vet. (a) Memph. A number of other texts read_avrod rod 
Tiuwvos. dudiBddrdovras without auglBrnoTpor, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BE* FGHKLSUV. 

The repetition of the noun X¢uwvos in a case like this is charac- 
teristic of Mk. dudiBAnorpov is a thing thrown round another, 

1 The regular construction after muorevew is the simple dat. In the N.T. we find 
this, but also eis with acc. and émi with acc. or dat. This construction with év is 
found only here, and in John 3}. 

2 The common construction after mapdywv is the simple dat. This repetition of 
mapa is not found elsewhere. 
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as anet about fish, clothes about a person. Hence dudiBaddovtas, 
used absolutely here, and suggesting the au@iBAnortpov, the ned, as 
it certainly does, means to throw the net about the fish.! 

17. dedte dricow pou— Come after me. Following is in the 
N.T. a figurative expression for discipleship, especially for that 
which involved personal attendance upon Jesus. This use of 
Jollow belongs to a general use by which it is applied to any per- 
sonal attendance, as of a soldier. dAvets avOpurwv — fishers of 
men, cf. Jer. 16°. ‘This is the first instance of the use of para- 
bolic language, so common in the discourse of Jesus. The para- 
ble is not necessarily drawn out into a story, ora stated comparison : 
it may be expressed in a word as here. In it, Jesus simply brings 
together things of the outer and inner world, expressing the 
unfamiliar in the terms of the common and familiar. The effec- 
tiveness of it depends on the general likeness of the two worlds. 

18. Kai ev0is apévres ta Séxtva— And immediately having left 
their nets. 

evOvs, instead of evééws, Tisch. WH. 8 L 33. Omit a’rGy after 7a dixrva 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL, some mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

This immediate following is due probably to a previous ac- 
quaintance with Jesus and his teaching. They had been attracted 
to him before, and so were prepared to heed this apparently abrupt 
call to become his personal followers. John 1*-* tells us that they 
became disciples a year before this, during the ministry of John 
the Baptist. 

19. Kai rpoBas dA’yov — And having gone forward a little. 

Omit éxetOev thence, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BDL 1, 28, 118, 124, 131, 
209, Lat. Vet. (some mss.) Memph. Pesh. etc. 

"TaxwBov — James —the O.T. Jacob. He is named commonly 
before John, implying that he was the older brother. ZeBedavov— 
Zebedee. Known only as the father of his two sons, and men- 
tioned only in connection with the present event (Mt. 47). The 
mother was Salome.® kai airois — who also, EV., gives the sense 
of these words. They express the identity of the occupation of 
these two with that of Peter and Andrew. They were also in 
their fishermen’s boat, though they were mending their nets, in- 
stead of casting them. xataptiZovras — mendings 

1 Thay.-Grm. Zex. explains the word as meaning fo throw adout, first in one 
place, and then in another. 

2 Acire iS a plural imperative, formed from the adv. Seipo. The use of the adv. 
as a prep., dmiow pov, is a sign of the Hellenistic Greek of the N.T, (Win. 54, 6). 

3 Cf. Mt. 2756 with Mk. 1549. 
4 Karaprige_y means in general to put in complete order, and may be applied 

either to the original fitting out, or to. repairs, 
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20. Kai eis éxddecvev aitrovs — And immediately he called them. 
The immediateness here attaches to the call itself, in the former 
case to the response. He called them immediately, z.e., without 
any preliminary or preparatory act on his part. 

evs is here again substituted for ev@éws. In brief it is so substituted in 
most of the cases where it is used in Mk. It is unnecessary to cite the 
authorities in each case. 

arnrOov éxicw pov — they went away after him. ‘This is a very 
good illustration of the way in which this act of following acquires 
its figurative meaning, and in which also the original and figurative 
meanings may be combined. Here the outward act was going 
away after Jesus, but the meaning of it was following in the sense 
of discipleship. 

The accounts of this call in the Synoptics furnish a good example of the 

varying relations of these gospels. Between Mt. 4'*” and Mk., there is 

the close verbal resemblance which can be explained only by their interde- 

pendence. Lk., on the other hand, presents a different version, evidently 

from an independent source, and it differs from the others just as we should 

expect independent accounts of the same event to differ. The points of 

difference in Lk.’s account are: (a) he found the boats empty; (4) the 

fishermen belonging to both were washing their nets; (c) the different 

occasion of the promise about catching men, which is in this case addressed 

to Peter alone; (@) the introduction of the discourse to the multitude 

from the boat, and of the miraculous draught of fishes, which can be 

brought into the account of Mt. and Mk., but not in the connection given 

by Lk.; (¢) he makes the whole a single event in which all four men 

participated, while Mt. and Mk. give two calls addressed successively and 

independently to the men in each boat. 

THE FIRST MIRACLE 

21-28. Healing of a demontac in the synagogue at 

Capernaum. 

Jesus comes to Capernaum, and teaches in the Synagogue in 

such a way as to impress the people with the authority of his 

utterance, and with the marked difference in this respect between 

himself and the Scribes. The impression is deepened by his 

authority over demons displayed in healing a demoniac in the 

synagogue, and his fame travels over the surrounding country. 

This is the first miracle recorded in Mk. and Lk. And it is 

significant that the miracle selected, the casting out of demons, 
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is the representative miracle in Mk.’ The scene is in the Syna- 

gogue at Capernaum. This is another beginning, the synagogue 

being the chosen place for Jesus’ teaching in the early part of his 

ministry. The journey through Galilee, which immediately fol- 

lowed this event, is described as a preaching tour in the syna- 

gogues. The synagogue is again the scene in 3', and in 6%. After 

that it drops out, and probably this means that the freedom of the 

synagogue was allowed him only at first. The effect of the mira- 

cle on the people, and Jesus’ refusal to follow up this effect, his 

evident desire to avoid the notoriety accompanying it, are begin- 

nings of a more important character. They show us at the very 

outset the kind of success which he had, and the estimate which 

he placed upon it. And we also get the impression which Jesus’ 

teaching made upon the people from the very start, in which it is 

expressly contrasted with that of the Scribes. He was without 

outward authority, while they were the acknowledged teachers of 

the nation ; and yet the impression which his teaching made and 

theirs failed to make, was that of authority. Holtzmann remarks 

that the sketchiness peculiar to Mk.’s opening verses ends here, 

and gives place in this account to greater amplitude of narration. 

21. Kai ecicropevovra cis Kagdapvaovp— And they enter into 
Capernaum. 

Kadapvaovu Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BD 33, 69, Latt. Memph. WH. 
App. p. 160, say that Kasepyaovu is a distinctly Syrian corruption of the 
name. Kadgapvaovy is substituted by Tisch. Treg. WH. in every place in 
which the name occurs. 

Mk. does not tell us that Capernaum became the residence of 
Jesus at this time. He does not even tell of his leaving Nazareth, 
though he has implied, v. 9, that that was his home at the time of 
the baptism. See Mt. 4% Lk. 4’**. Mt. and Lk. have very much 
more the appearance of ordered narration, locating what is intro- 
duced into the narrative. Capernaum is on the NW. shore of the 
Lake of Galilee, though there is a dispute as to its more exact 
location. It does not appear in the O.T. 

The general opinion identifies Capernaum with Tell Hum, about three 
miles S. of the place where the river enters the lake. Some three miles 
further S., is Khan Minyeh, the site defended by Dr. Robinson. The only 
considerable ruins are at Tell Hum. 

1 See v.39 67; cf. Mt. 10! Lk. gl 
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Kai et6ds trois caB8Baow!— And immediately on the Sabbath. 
Immediately on his coming into Capernaum, on the first Sabbath, 
he began his teaching in the synagogue. édidacker eis THY TvVayw- 
yiv?— he was teaching in the synagogue. 

Omit eloeNOav, having entered, before els Thy cvvaywynyv Tisch. (Treg.) 
WH. marg. x CL 28, 69, 346, Memph. (2 edd.) Pesh. etc. The external 
evidence is not conclusive, but elseNPay seems to be an emendation of a 
form of expression characteristic of Mk.; cf. v.39 (Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.). 
The construction é6ldackey els is very nearly equivalent to the dat. of indir. 
obj., and denotes the direction of the act. See Thay.-Grm. Zezx., eis, I, A, 
Bos 

The provision of the synagogue service, which made it available 
for Jesus’ purpose, and caused him to choose that as one of his 
means of obtaining access to the people, was the freedom of its 
service. The performance of public worship or instruction was 
not committed to any officials, but to any one selected for the 
purpose by the dpyicvvaywyos, the ruler of the synagogue. For an 
example of the way in which Jesus connected this teaching with 
the Scripture reading, see Lk. 4°”. 

The synagogue was the formal assembly in Jewish towns, or in the 

Jewish quarters of the Gentile cities, for instruction in the law. No 

provision for such an institution was made in the law itself, and it dates 

probably from the exile. The service consisted of prayer, reading of Scrip- 

ture, and exposition by any rabbi, or other person present and competent 

to teach. There was a body of elders, generally the civic authorities in 

Jewish towns, who had charge of the general affairs of the synagogue. 

The special officers were an dpxicuvdywyos, or synagogue ruler, who had 

charge of the synagogue worship, appointing readers and exhorters; the 

alms-receivers; and the vrypéra:, whose chief function was to bring forth 

the Scriptures for public worship, and to return them to their place, but 

who, in general, were the subordinate functionaries, the beadles of the 

congregation. 

22. Kat éferAjocovro — And they were astonished. A strong 
descriptive word for amazement, meaning strictly Zo strike a person 
out of his senses by some strong feeling, such as fear, wonder, or 
even joy. ddayy— aching (RV.) not doctrine (AV.). The 
reason given for their astonishment concerned the manner of his 
teaching, not its substance. ¢éd/dacxev— he was reaching, not he 
taught (EV.). os égovoiav éxwv—as having authority (RV.). 

1 Heb. nav, a rest-day. This dat. plur. of the third declension is frequent in 

the N.T., not in the Sept. The plural is used frequently in the N.T. for a single 
Sabbath, a use either corresponding to the plur. of festivals, ra éyxaivia etc., OF 
coming from the emphatic Chald. form x72w. 

2 This use of cuvvaywyy to denote an assembly, or the place of assemblage, 
belongs to the N.T. In the Gr., it denotes the act of assembling. 
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What this authority was, the contrast with the Scribes indicates. 
They had, and constantly cited, external authority for their teach- 
ing. They said, Rabdi—says this. His authority then, which 
they did not have, was internal, proceeding from vision. The diffi- 
culty with the Scribes, and with men of their class, is that they 
carry external authority into the realm of intuitive truth. 

ot ypapparets — the Scribes... These were the men with whom 
Jesus had his chief controversy. They were the authors of the 
tradition, which he claimed made void the word of God. 7°". 
The Pharisees were the party of adherents to this traditional law, 
whom they gathered about themselves. ‘Their function was that 
of interpreters and expounders of the law, and especially the decis- 
ion of difficult cases under its different commands. ‘They sought 
in this way to apply such a general law as the Sabbath, e.g. to all 
possible cases that could arise under it, in such a way as to safe- 
guard it against possible violation. ‘They were ignorant of the 
modern historical interpretation, and of Jesus’ spiritual exposition, 
and they systematized the allegorical method. To this body of 
casuistry and essentially false interpretation they gave an authority 
equal to that of Scripture, and even superior to it. The conse- 
quence was that they built up a system, in which the spiritual ele- 
ment of the O.T. was minimized, and the external, formal, 
positive element was emphasized. See Schiirer on Scribism, II. 
i 25. 

23. Kai et6ts — And immediately. 

Insert ed#ds between Kat and jv Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL 1, 33, 
131, 209, Memph. etc. 

ev0is — immediately, here and in v.”, shows the rapid sequence 
of events after he entered Capernaum. He was no sooner in the 
city than he entered the synagogue, and no sooner in the syna- 
gogue than this demoniac appeared. 

év mvevpate dxabaptw —in an unclean spirit. ‘The prep. is used 
to denote possession by the evil spirit, in the same way as év Xpioro, 
in Christ, év Wvevpare ‘Ayiv, in the Holy Spirit, denote the intimate 
connection between the Christian and Christ, or the Holy Spirit. 
The two beings are conceived as somehow ensphering each other, 
and sometimes one, sometimes the other, is said to enclose the 
being identified with it. The demon, e.g., is said to be in the 
man, or the man in the demon. In this case, the man is said to 
be in the unclean spirit, and v. 27, the unclean spirit is said to 

1 In the Gr., ypaumarevs denotes a clerk or recorder, and is applied to an official 
class whose general function corresponds to that of the clerks of judicial and repre- 
sentative bodies. Among the Jews, it meant a deffered man, one acquainted with 
the sacred writings. They are called also youcxoi, Zawyers, or men versed in the 
law; vouodidacxado, teachers of the law, iepoypapmartecs, because they dealt with 

the sacred writings; and Rabbis, 2reat ones. 
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come out of him. vetpa dxdfaprov is used interchangeably with 
Satoviov, demon (AV. devil), to designate these spirits.! Beelze- 
bul is their chief, or Satan. See 3”, 

The reality of demoniacal possession is a matter of doubt. The serious 

argument against it is, that the phenomena are mostly natural, not super- 

natural. It was the unscientific habit of the ancient mind to account for 

abnormal and uncanny things, such as lunacy and epilepsy, supernaturally. 

And in such cases, outside of the Bible, we accept the facts, but ascribe 

them to natural causes. Another serious difficulty is that lunacy and 

epilepsy are common in the East, as elsewhere, and yet, unless these are 

cases, we do not find Jesus healing these disorders as such, but only cases 

of demoniacal possession in which these were symptoms. The dilemma is 

very curious. Outside the N.T., no demoniacal possession, but only lunacy 

and epilepsy; in the N.T., no cases of lunacy and epilepsy proper, but only 

demoniacal possession. See, however, Weiss, Life of Fesus, iil. 6. 

24. Kal dvéxpate— and he cried out? ("Ea)ri yiv xal cor; — 
What to us and to thee, literally. What have we in common 
which gives you the right to interfere with us ? 

Omit “Ea Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x* BD 157, Latt. Pesh. Memph. 
etc. 

HAGes drrokeoat Yuas;— aid you come to destroy us? The demons 
were afraid that Jesus was not only going to cast them out, but to 
remand them to the torments of Gehenna. See Mt. 8” Lk. 8%. 
oda oe tis ek — 1 know thee who thou art. The change from the 
plural jpitv, 40 ws, to the sing. oida, 7 know, simply brings us back 
to the person speaking for himself, whereas in the 7utv, the demon 
speaks for his class. The question is, what have we demons to 
do with you? The statement of the demoniac, 7 know shee, is 
inspired by the demon, and is so explained in v.™. 

otdauev is substituted for ofda by Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. marg. x LA 
Memph. etc. A probable emendation to make this agree with the plur. 
pty. 

6 aytos Tod Ocod — the holy one of God. The one consecrated 
to God, and employed in his service. See J.10%. It gives here 
the reason why the demon feared that a part of Jesus’ mission 
(Aes) was to dismiss them to their place. 

25. Kal éreriuyoer aire 6 “Inoodts, pywOnt. — And Jesus charged 
him sharply, Be still.4 

Omit Aéywr, saying, T. (WH.) & A*. It is inserted apparently to get 
over the roughness of ézerluncey alone. 

1 This use of rvedua belongs to Biblical Greek. 
2 The first aor. is ‘‘rare and late.’’ Sec. aor. avécpayov common. 
8 The only other place in which this term is applied to Jesus is John 65 

(Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.). 
4 For other examples of this meaning of émriugv, see Mk. 839 312 Mt. 1216, 

6 Es 
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pipwOnre — literally, d¢ muzzled.’ Its metaphorical use to denote 
putting to silence in other ways belongs to later Greek. 

26. ocrapagav — having convulsed him. It is used in medical 
writers of the convulsive action of the stomach in retching. And 
it is evidently in this secondary sense of convudsing that the word 
is used here, not of actual ¢earing or lacerating. gwvjcav povyn 
peyadAn — having cried with a great cry. 

Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL 33, etc. gwvfAcav instead of xpaéav. 

27. dote ovlyteiv aditovs —so that they discussed. 

avrovs, instead of mpds avrovs (éauvrovs) Tisch. WH.» B and mss. of 
Lat. Vet. 

avinreiv — to discuss, or question” Ti éote todvro; didaxn Kawy 
kat’ eovoiay* Kal Tots mvevact, etc.—Whatis this? A new teach- 
ing according to authority. And he commands, etc. 

didax7 Karvy Kar’ éfovclay is the reading of Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL 
33, 102. 

The critical texts which adopt the above reading, with the 
exception of Tisch., punctuate differently. They connect xar’ 
éfovotav with what follows, so that it reads, a new ‘teaching; with 
authority he commands even the unclean spirits. But according to 
v.”, this new element of authority resides in the teaching itself, 
so that xar’ éfovoiav belongs more naturally with d&dax7 Kawwy. 
This new, authoritative teaching makes the first ground of their 
astonishment. And in addition to this, not a part of it, is their 
astonishment at the submission of the spirits to his command. 

28. «ifs, immediately. ‘This is the third instance of this word 
in this short paragraph. Lk., in spite of his general verbal resem- 
blance to Mk., omits it in every case. Here it shows the imme- 
diateness of the fame which followed such exhibitions of authority. 
mavtaxod eis OAnv THv TEpixwpov — everywhere, into all the neigh- 
borhood$ 

Insert ravraxod Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. s BCL 69, Lat. Vet. (some 
mss.), Memph. 

THs TadtAa/as is partitive gen., denoting the part of Galilee that 
lay about Capernaum. 

Lk. is parallel to Mk. here (43!-87), and the minute verbal resemblance 
again shows obvious interdependence. The secondary character of Lk.’s 
account appears unmistakably in the report of the popular discussion that 
followed the miracle. 

1 For instances of the literal meaning, see I Cor. 99 1 Tim. 518. 
2 This is a Biblical meaning. In Greek, it is restricted to its proper sense, fo 

search together. ‘The N.T. meaning is a legitimate derivation from that. 
he proper ending of adv. of place with verbs of motion is o, not ov. The 

N.T. Greek does not observe this distinction, but invariably uses the ending ov. 
our confusion of where and whither. The use of 7 wepixwpos with y7 understood 
is Biblical. 
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A POPULAR UPRISING 

29-34. Healing of Peters wife's mother, followed by a 
popular uprising, bringing all the sick of the city to him, at 

the close of the legal Sabbath. 

This story is a continuation of the account of this first Sabbath 

in Capernaum. The miracle in the synagogue is followed by the 

healing at Peter’s house, and at evening, the whole population, 

who have been restrained only by their fear of breaking the Sab- 

bath, gather at the house, bringing all their sick to him. 

29. Kai ei6is— And immediately. The characteristic use of 
this word continues in this paragraph. See v.%. It is omitted in 
the parallel accounts. The whole series, taken together, shows 
how straight events marched from his first appearance in Caper- 
naum to the climax of v.*. These two, v.” and ”, show more 
particularly the immediateness with which the miracle at Peter’s 
house succeeded that in the synagogue. One miracle follows 
another, until finally the whole city bring their sick to him. é&eA- 
Govres Gov — having gone out, they came. 

éz\Odvres #AOov Tisch. WH. ¢x¢. RV. ¢x¢. 8 ACL TAIL Vulg. Memph. 
Pesh. Harcl. txt. eNO av HOev, having gone out, he came, Treg. WH. marg. 
RV. marg. BD 1, 22, 69, 124, 131, 209, 346, Lat. Vet. 2 mss. of Vulg. Harcl. 
marg. 

HrAVov — they came. The subj. remains the same as in v.”, viz. 
Jesus and his disciples, whose call to follow him is given in v.'*” 
But, since Simon and Andrew are mentioned, the writer adds 
James and John specifically, in order to avoid the possible infer- 
ence that only Simon and Andrew are meant. The touch of the 
eyewitness, Peter, is seen here. 

Holtzmann, by coupling this with Jesus’ instruction to his disciples (6°), 
that they should stay in any house that they entered, infers that Peter’s 
house became Jesus’ residence. But that injunction does not apply here, 
as it belongs to Jesus’ instructions about their conduct when they entered 
a town for only a short stay during a missionary journey. 

30. xaréxetro mupéccovca — was lying prostrate with a fever. 
The language is descriptive, the prep. in xaréxecro denoting the 
prostration of disease, and the part. the fire of fever. The imperf. 
denotes that this was her state at the time. 

31. nyepev — raised her, i.e. he made her sit up.’ Kat adic 
avtyv 6 muperos —and the fever left her. 

Omit ed@éws Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL 1, 28, 33, 118, 131, 209, 
Memph. etc. 

1 The vb. in Greek means to vouse, not to raise. 
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Sinkover avrois —she served, or waited on them. This is added 
to show the reality and completeness of her recovery. 

32. "Oias dé yevonevns — And evening having come. The Jew- 
ish day closed at evening, and as this was the Sabbath, this 
became the signal for the people, who had been restrained before 
by the strict Rabbinical interpretation of the Sabbath law, to 
bring their sick to him.’ Mk. adds dre €du 6 Atos, when the sun 
sez, in order to make it more definite that the day was closed, oyia 
being a general term including time before sunset, whereas the 
day closed with the going down of the sun. It is significant that 
Mt., who does not mention the Sabbath, omits also the sunset. 

Tovs datpmovilopevovs — those possessed with demons, not devils, 
AV. &aBodos is the word for devil, and it is never applied to the 
evil spirits, though they are represented as subjects of the devil ; 
cf. on v.%. In the Gospels, demoniacs are placed in a class by 
themselves, separate from those afflicted with ordinary diseases. 
In this case, the people brought demoniacs especially, because it 
was the healing of a demoniac that had so excited them. 

daluwy is not a word of bad omen in Greek. In the earlier language, it 
is used interchangeably with @eds, though more commonly it denotes the 
abstract notion of deity. In the later language, it denotes inferior deities, 
beings between God and man. 

33. nv GAn W TOdLs emiovvnypevn — all the city was gathered§ 
It was all the sick that were brought, and all the city that gath- 
ered at the door. The miracle in the synagogue caused a popu- 
lar uprising. 

34. moAXovs kakds éxovtas . . . Satpovia zrokAa — many sick, and 
many demons. It is held by most (Meyer, Weiss, Holtzmann, and 
others) that the #amy here is in contrast with the @/ of v.*. But 
it does not mean necessarily that it was only many, out of the all 
who were brought to him, who were healed. It may mean equally 
well that the number included in the all was not few but many. 
Many sick is not necessarily the same as many of the sick. ‘The 
latter requires the partitive gen. for its exact expression. Sucha 
partial healing would not be inexplicable, since the condition of 
faith required by Jesus might not be present in all cases. But the 
explanation is unnecessary. 

Mt. 816 says that they brought many demoniacs, and he cast out the 
demons, and healed all the sick. Lk. says that all who had sick persons 
brought them, and he healed them, laying his hand on each one; and that 
demons went out of many. In Lk.’s account certainly, it is not intended 
to contrast the cure of many demoniacs with that of all the sick. 

1 See Lk. 1314. 
2 RV. text retains devils, marg. demons. American Revisers substitute demons 

in text in all passages where Sainwyv, Sawoviov, OF SatmoviGouzac OCCUTS. 
3 The double compound émovyynyuéryn is not found in classical Greek, though 

the simple compound gvvdéyev is common. ém adds to the word the idea of 
gathering upon or towards some point. 
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Kat ovk nrc AaAcly Ta Oarpovia, OTe yOetcay aitov'— And he aid 
not suffer the demons to speak, because they knew him. dadéiv is 
used in the N.T. with a direct obj., but not with or. Where the 
words follow, they are introduced with A¢ywr, saying; cf. Mt. 23' 
Mk. 6” Lk. 24. Where oru is used, without any intervening word, 
it is causal.2, The demons are said to speak, instead of the man, 
because the knowledge of Jesus is attributable to the demon, and 
not to the man. The man is represented as inhabited by an alien 
spirit, who used his organs of speech. 

Xpicrdv elvac— so be the Christ, after Fiecav airév, they knew him, 
(WH.) RV. marg. x¢ BCGLM 1, 28, 33, 69, 124, mss. of Lat. Vet. and 
Vulg. Memph. Harcl. etc. Omitted by Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. text, x* 
ADEFKSUV Latt. Pesh. etc. Probable insertion from Lk. 4%. 

This knowledge is one of the arguments for the supernaturalism of these 

cases, and one of the difficulties in the way of the naturalistic explanation 

of them. And it is not to be set aside lightly. But the reflections of the 

evangelists are to be distinguished from their statement of facts. And a 

supernatural cause once posited naturally gathers supernatural phenomena. 

JESUS’ POLICY OF SILENCE 

35-45. Jesus makes a tour of Galilee, preaching and heal- 

ing. Cure of a leper. 

After the popular uprising following Jesus’ first day’s ministry in 

Capernaum, he withdraws to a solitary place to pray. His disci- 

ples beseech him to return to take advantage of his popularity, 

but Jesus refuses, saying that he came out to proclaim the king- 

dom elsewhere. In pursuance of the same policy, he enjoins 

silence on a leper whom he heals during this tour of Galilee, and 

the man’s disobedience forces him to retire from the towns and 

synagogues to uninhabited places, whither the people follow him. 

This section is of first-rate importance in this narrative of the 

beginning of Jesus’ ministry. He appears at the beginning as a 

miracle worker, and maintains that character consistently to the 

end of the Galilean ministry. But here, at the very beginning, he 

is represented as maintaining whatever secrecy is possible about 

his miracles, and avoiding the notoriety attaching to them. And 

1 Fue is a rare form of the impf. of adinu:, from adiw, with the augment on the 

prep. See Win. 14. 3. b. ; 

2 Thay.-Grm. Lex. explains this as equivalent to mepi tovrou or, concerning this, 

that. But it supposes a difficulty requiring an explanation, whereas the causal 

sense of dr leaves nothing to explain, 
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the only account of a miracle in this first missionary journey is 
that of one in which disobedience to this injunction of secrecy 

made it impossible for him to continue his work in the towns, so 

that he was forced to retire into solitary places. ‘The reason for 

this secrecy about what was nevertheless a prominent feature of 

his work is to be found in the fact that he sought from men a faith 

which was hindered, not helped, by external signs. 

The miracles lent themselves also to false, outward conceptions 

of himself and his work. And evidently they had their raison 

d’étre in themselves, and not in any effect which they were 

intended to produce. ‘They are primarily works of benevolence, 

not of supernaturalism. 

35. mpwi evvvxa Aiav —in the morning, a great while before day. 
RV. Literally, very much at night. 

évvuxa, instead of évvvxor, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL 1, 28, 33, 131, 
209, etc. 

mpwt denotes the last watch of the night from three to six, and 
évvuxa Aiav, the part of this watch which reached back very much 
ipto the night. épyuov rorov —a solitary place. The story points 
ty some place of this kind near Capernaum. smpoonvxero — he was 
praying. The imperf. denotes what he was doing when Simon and 
the rest pursued and found him. We are not told the subjects of 
Jesus’ prayers, except in Gethsemane. But the occasions are sig- 
nificant. The only other in Mt. and Mk. is after the miracle of 
feeding the 5000, where the fourth Gospel explains the urgency of 
Jesus to get rid of both disciples and multitude by the statement 
that they are about to force him to be a king. Lk. adds to these 
three, which are all of which we have an account in Mt. and Mk., 
several others of less significance. But he gives one of the same 
character. After the healing of the leper, Jesus is represented in 
that Gospel as not only retreating before the sudden access of his 
popularity, but as praying. One of these cases might not be 
enough to warrant the conclusion, but taken together they indi- 
cate that Jesus was praying that he might not be ensnared by this 
popularity, or in any way induced to accept the ways of ease 
instead of duty. 

36. Karediwgey aitrov— pursued him closely. See Liddell and 
Scott, Gr. Lex. The EV., followed after, is inadequate. xara, as 
in our expression, 40 hunt down, gives the idea of hard, persistent 
search. The word occurs only here in the N.T. kat of per’ avrod 

1 Zyyvxos is properly an adj. meaning xocturnal. ‘This is the only place where it 
occurs in the N,T-, and its adverbial use is quite late, 
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—and those with him. Andrew, James, and John are meant. 
BEE) Vir: 

37. Kai etpov airov cal Xéyovow — And they found him and say. 

evpov avrov kal, instead of edpdvres abréy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BL 
one ms. of Lat. Vet. Memph. etc. 

ore wavtes Cytovai oe — that all are seeking for thee All the 
people of Capernaum, which he has just left, are meant. The 
disciples bring him the news that the excitement of the previous 
day is not abated, and are anxious evidently that he should not 
fail to follow up so notable a success. 

38. “Aywuev dAdaxod — let us go elsewhere? 

a\daxod, elsewhere, is inserted by Tisch. dregs WH.RV: 87 BG a4 
Memph. etc. 2 

€xouevas KwporoAes — neighboring towns. The noun denotes 
something between a village and a city, approximating a city in 
size, but unwalled.® 

eis ToUTO yap €&nADov — for for this did I come out. The context 
shows plainly that he refers to his coming out of Capernaum, 
which has been mentioned just before, v.*. Not out of heaven, 
an expression and idea which belong to the fourth Gospel, and are 
not found in the Synoptics. Moreover, the purpose to preach to 
other towns than Capernaum is singularly inapposite as a state- 
ment of the object of his coming into the world. It is commensu- 
rate with his leaving Capernaum, but not with his leaving heaven. 
He did not wish to confine himself to one place, and his coming 
out as he did, early, would enable him to escape the importunity 
of the people, who sought to confine him to this. 

39. Kai 7Abev Kypioowy eis Tas cvvaywyas atrav eis OAnY THY 
TadtAatav— And he came, preaching to their synagogues, into all 
Galilee, and casting out demons. 

HOev els, instead of Hv év, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.’ BL Memph. The 
construction with this reading is not without difficulty, especially the use of 
els with xnptoowv, to denote those to whom the proclamation is made. 
And probably, this original form of the text was changed to avoid this 
roughness. But, while the Lexicons consider it necessary to explain this 
use of els, they admit it. This leaves the second eds with éAnv ryv Tanc- 
Aalay to depend on 7AGev. 

Kal Ta Satpovia €xBdAXwv — and casting out the demons. Before, 
vv.” this miracle is separated from the rest. Here it is men- 
tioned by itself without the rest in such a way as to represent 

1 ge, thee, turns this into direct discourse. An incongruous blending of direct 
and indirect discourse, more or less common in N.T., as in other Greek. 

2 On this termination, ov instead of o, see footnote on rayraxod v.28, This 
word does not occur elsewhere in N.T. 

3 xwuomodcs does not occur elsewhere in N.T. It belongs to the later Greek. 
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them. Although it is the only miracle mentioned, it was evidently 
not the only one performed. It is selected as the great and rep- 
resentative miracle. And it is not improbable that it was, so to 
speak, our Lord’s favorite miracle, because here the physical and 
spiritual parts of his work coincided." 

40. Aérpos —a leper. The reason for introducing this one mir- 
acle, among the many belonging to this journey, is told inv.*. It 
turned him aside from his original purpose of visiting the neighbor- 
ing towns, and forced him into retirement. zapaxaA@v airov Kal 
yovuretav, A€ywv ato — beseeching him and kneeling, saying to 
him 

Omit atrdy after yovurerGv, Tisch. WH. L 1, 209, some mss. of Lat, 
Vet. Vulg. etc. Omit kal yovurerGv avrov Treg. marg. (Treg.) RV. marg. 
(WH.) BDGT 124, some mss. of Lat. Vet. etc. Omit xal before \éywr 
Tisch. WH. x* B 69* Memph. etc. 

With this reading, A€ywv, saying, is not co-ordinate with zapa- 
xad@v and yovurer@y, but subordinate to them. éay O&Ays Siva- 
ca.—if thou wilt, thou canst. He does not doubt the ability, 
but the willingness of Jesus. This willingness is the point that 
all petition seeks to carry, the doubt that it seeks to remove. 
xaOaptca.—cleanse. Leprosy was not only a repulsive and dan- 
gerous disease, but it made a man unclean ceremonially, so that 
lepers were cut off from intercourse with their fellows, and assigned 
a place by themselves outside the gates.2 It was a part of Jesus’ 
disregard of the merely ceremonial part of the law that he allowed 
these unclean persons to approach him. It did not accord with 
his nature to obtrude this disregard, but he had no scruples when- 
ever the law interfered with higher things. 

41. Kai ordayyvicbeis, exteivas tHv xelpa— And having been 
moved with compassion he stretched out his hand+ 

Kal, instead of ‘O dé Incofs, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD mss. of Lat. 
Vet. Memph. etc. 

nwato avtov — he touched him. The touch, or laying on of the 
hand, was the natural symbolical action accompanying the cure, 
being the sign of any benediction, common to Jews and Chris- 
tians.° 

42. Kal evOvs arndOev . . . 7 Aerpa— And immediately the leprosy 
departed. 

Omit efrévros atrod before evOds Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 16, 60, 
102, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. etc. 

1 See 311. 15. 22. 67. 13, 2 yovureray belongs to later Greek. 
3 See Lev. 1345- 45, 
4 The meaning and form of omdayxyvigouar are late. omAayxvevw is the proper 

form, and its meaning is to eat the inwards of a victim after sacrifice, or to obtain 
auguries from them. The meaning compassionate comes from the Heb., which 
regarded the ozAdyyva, the inwards, as the seat of pity and tenderness, 

5 See rol6 Acts 818 917 138 r Tim. 414 2 Tim, 16, 
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ev6is denotes the immediateness, and so the miraculousness of 
the cure. Mt. tells of twelve cures, in two of which he specifies 
immediateness ; Mk. of thirteen, in six of which he describes the 
cure as immediate ; and Lk. of fourteen, in seven of which he 
uses the word zapaypjya, on the spot. This includes only the 
cases in which either this word or e’@vs is used. There are 
others, in which such a phrase as from that hour is used. And 
not only the immediateness, but the completeness, of the cure is 
frequently dwelt upon.’ 
= 437 éuBpysnodpevos — AV. he strattly charged him. RV. strictly 
charged him. Either of these is an inadequate translation. The 
N.T. meaning of the word is / de angry, but the difficulty is to 
find any cause for anger Weiss finds it in the fact that the man 
had broken the wholesome law forbidding persons with this dan- 
gerous disease from coming into contact with their fellows, and 
attributes Jesus’ urgency to get rid of him to the same cause. 
Consistently with this, he supposes that the cure was only gradual, 
and that the leper was still liable to infect others when he left 
Jesus. Mk.’s story becomes secondary of course, as it is plainly 
inconsistent with this hypothesis. Weiss thinks that Mk. introduces 
this word inadvertently, as it shows plainly a different version of 
the whole affair. The original account he finds in Mt. 8**. But 
it is Mk. himself who betrays this by his inadvertent éuBpiunodpe- 
vos. Verily, this is to hang much ona small peg. If anywhere, 
Mk. shows here the indubitable marks of originality. And how 
much more probable is his account of Jesus’ urgency to get rid of 
the man than Weiss’s, who lays it to the danger of infection, and 
so to an imperfect cure. Mk., on the other hand, attributes it to 
our Lord’s dread of the notoriety caused by his miracles. Weiss’s 
whole theory of the gradualness of Jesus’ cures, and of his regard 
for the Levitical law, of which this makes a part, is unsupported. 
But neither is Meyer’s explanation, that he foresaw the man’s dis- 
obedience, quite probable. It puts its finger on the source of the 
trouble, but it mistakes in making it foresight on the part of Jesus. 
Our Lord is vexed at the whole situation of which the man makes 
a part, at the clamor over the mere externals of his work, and this 
is expressed in some sharp word, with which he accompanies the 
thrusting of him out of the house (or synagogue). It may be 
translated, having spoken sternly to him? It does not denote the 
tone with which Jesus spoke the words given here, as the action of 
the verb and participle are apparently distinct. But it denotes some 
utterance accompanying the é¢BaAev, and partaking of its spirit. 

1 See 151. 44 212 Mt, 1218 Mk. 529 Mt. 932-83 Mk. 785, 
2See Mt. 939 Mk. 145 J. 1158-38 for the other instances of N.T. use of word. 

Of these, Mt. 939 shares the ambiguity of this passage. The original meaning is 
to snort, which certainly makes room for it to denote an expression of feeling, as 
well as the feeling itself. 
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e€<Bakev — AV. sent him away. RV. sent him out. Both in- 
adequate again. Zhrust, or put him out, conveys the idea. This. 
as well as éuSpisnoapevos, indicates the urgency of Jesus’ action. 
He wishes to repress the natural, but misguided, impulse of the 
leper to stay and contribute to the adulation and excitement 
gathering about Jesus. 

44, “Opa, pndevi pndev eimns — Take heed lest you say anything 
to anybody.’ The reason for this prohibition is not the urgency 
of his performance of the legal requirements, with which nothing 
must be allowed to interfere, but the danger in which Jesus stood 
of just the results which followed his disobedience. His spread- 
ing the story prevented Jesus’ work in public, and forced him into 
retirement, and so Jesus forbade his telling it. And the words in 
which he warned him off this dangerous ground are made as sharp 
as possible. ceavroy detfov ro teped kal mpooéveyxe — show thyself 
to the priest, and offer? is paptipiov avtois — for a testimony to 
them. ‘These words are to be connected with deifov and imeveyxe 
— show thyself to the priest, and make the prescribed offering, for 
a testimony to them. Take this official way, authorized and pre- 
scribed by the law, of testifying to your cure. ‘This case, taken by 
itself, would be one of subservience to the law. And Weiss makes 
it the text of a discourse on Jesus’ strict conformity to the law, 
ceremonial as well as moral.* But this is an evident overstate- 
ment, to say the least. Jesus’ general position is that of a Jew, 
conforming himself, as any sane man would, to Jewish law and 
custom. And yet, sometimes he acts as if there was no such law. 
But in both observance and non-observance, he acts simply as a 
rational spirit, bound by definite principles, but conforming to 
fixed rules only so far as they do not interfere with the principles. 
Take, e.g., what he says about the higher law in its relation to the 
Sabbath, and about the principle of fasting. In this very case, 
his touch of the leper made him unclean, so that his action com- 
bined both observance and non-observance. And in his discourse 
about eating with unwashed hands, he abrogates the distinction 
between clean and unclean. No, to judge of his action here in 
a large way, it is apparent that Jesus would not have encouraged 
the man to disregard the law, and might very likely have bidden 
him observe it, just as he would himself. But this insistence on it 
can scarcely be attributed to Jesus’ anxiety or scrupulosity about 
ceremonial law. But the provision for official announcement of 
the cure to a single person in Jerusalem, by taking the place of 
publishing it abroad in Galilee, gave Jesus an opportunity to sup- 

1 See Win. 56, 2, 4, 8. On the double negative, nothing to nobody, see Win. 
55,9, 

2 The prescribed ceremonial and offerings for the cleansing of a leper are found 
in Lev. 14. 

8 Life of Fesus, 11. ch, 11. 
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piement his prohibition with a reminder of what the law provided 
in such cases. 

45. ypato knpvocey TorXG Kal diadynuilew Tov Adyov — began to 
publish much (extensively) and to spread abroad the event. tov 
Aoyov — is the object of both verbs. péaro — calls attention to 
the beginning of this action. He no sooner went out than he 
began to publish the affair. ore pnxére aitov divacbat— so that 
he was no longer able. An inability arising from the condition 
and principles of Jesus’ work. «is roAw — into a city. Jesus was 
on a tour, going about from place to place, and eis zoAw has 
therefore the proper meaning of the anarthrous noun. é7’ épypors 
Toros —in Solitary, uninhabited places. ravrobev— from all sides. 

mwavrobev, instead of ravraxddev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDL, etc. 
I, 33, etc. én’ épjuos Tisch. Treg. WH. BL A 28, 124. 

The command not to tell the story of the cure was not confined 

to this case, but was so frequent as to justify us in saying that it 

was the custom of Jesus. And this account gives the result of 

disobedience to it in an extreme case. It made a turning-point 

in the history of this mission, producing a change in our Lord’s 

plans, which is apparently the reason for introducing it here. 

But why should Jesus try to preserve this secrecy about his 

miracles? Evidently, his thought about them was different from 

the ordinary thought of the Church, as it was different from that 

of his own time. But the reason is very simple. The miracles 

were sure to be treated as external signs, whereas Jesus relied on 

internal signs. As external, moreover, exhibitions of a supernatu- 

ral power, they confirmed the people in their expectation of a 

national, worldly Messiah, and raised in them just the false hopes 

which Jesus was seeking to allay. And finally, by the excitement 

which they created, they interfered with the quiet methods of 

Jesus’ spiritual work. 

THE MIRACLES OF JESUS 

Holtzmann rationalizes this miracle by explaining xafapica, the 

cleansing of the leper, as a removal of his ceremonial uncleanness 

by Jesus. The man was cured already before he came to our 

Lord, and he wishes Jesus to pronounce him clean, in order to 

save him the journey to Jerusalem. He admits that the evange- 

lists do not mean this, but intend to tell the story of a miraculous 

cure. But he contends that this simply shows how the story of 
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natural events grew into supernatural form in their hands. Un- 

fortunately for his hypothesis, he accepts the theory of the Synop- 

tical Gospels which traces them to apostolic sources, and especially 

makes Mk. the rehearser of Peter’s story. This does not give 

the required time for myths to grow. ‘This first-hand testimony is 

the starting-point in establishing the credibility of the miracles. 

Then, they stand or fall with the historicity of the whole account 

of Jesus, which is not generally denied. One of the first princi- 

ples of a true criticism is, that any attempt to patch out a story 

with unreal details will betray itself by the incongruities of the 

addition. But you cannot separate the miracles from the rest of 

the story in this way. They are part of the texture of the story. 

Especially, they have a uniqueness which belongs to the character 

of Jesus, and to the principles of his action, and which makes 

invention an impossibility. A scheme of miracles which rigor- 

ously excludes everything but works of beneficence — all mira- 

cles of personal preservation, of punishment, of mere thaumaturgy, 

never occurred to any one but Jesus. The moment we go forward 

or back from him in Jewish history we find all these. And yet, 

the same generation tells us the story of Ananias and Sapphira, 

and of Elymas the Sorcerer, and, with entire unconsciousness of 

the difference, the story of Jesus’ miracles. His miracles are 

signs, not because of their power, but because of this divine unique- 

ness of their spirit. Jesus’ reticence about them, his endeavor to 

push them into the background, is another feature of this unique- 

ness. It is a revelation in action of his deep spirituality, the story 

of which is told by his contemporaries with evident unconscious- 

ness of its significance. In fact, the grounds of Jesus’ solitary 

greatness are to be found in the miracles, as in the rest of the life, 

and in the teaching, and they are of the same kind. 

THE PERIOD OF CONFLICT 

With the second chapter begins the period of conflict in the life of 

our Lord. It is apparent in the preceding chapter that Jesus is not 

at all satisfied with the situation created by his sudden popularity, 

regarding it as a serious hindrance to his work. But now, instead 

of the superficial enthusiasm of the people, he has to encounter 

the growing opposition of their leaders; At first, this is aroused 
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by his extraordinary claims, then by his revolutionary act in call- 

ing Levi, the tax-gatherer, to become his personal disciple, and 

finally by his revolutionary teaching in regard to fasting and Sab- 

bath observance. Mk. produces this impression as plainly by his 

selection of events as if he had given this section the title Period 

of Conflict. Lk. gives the same grouping, while Mt. distributes 

these events. 

THE CHARGE OF BLASPHEMY 

Il. 1-12. Jesus’ return to Capernaum. Healing of a 
paralytic. Jesus announces the cure as a forgiveness of 
the sins which have produced the disease. The Scribes 

protest against this blasphemy. Jesus defends his claim to 

forgive sins, and proves tt in this case by the cure. 

Immediately after the return of Jesus to Capernaum, the crowd 

gathers again in such numbers as to prevent access to him. But 

four men bringing to him a paralytic, not to be turned back, gain 

access to the roof of the house in which he was, tear up the roof, 

and let the paralytic down. In healing him Jesus says, 7hy sins 

are forgiven, meaning the sins that have produced the disease. 

The Scribes, who make their first appearance here, protest against 

this as blasphemy. Jesus meets their charge by showing that 

forgiveness is here only another name for cure. But he asserts 

his right to forgive sins, and proves it by the cure. 

1. Kai ciceX Ov rarw . . . nKovobn — And having entered again 
... tt was heard. 

elceXOav, instead of ela@Oev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BD8 L 28, 33, 
124, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. etc. Omit cai before 7xovc@n Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. & BL 28, 33, 124, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. etc. 

madw — again. See 17. It isa peculiarity of Mk. that he notes 
the recurrence of scenes and places in his narrative. Lk. uses this 
word only twice, and Mt. uses it almost entirely to denote the 
different parts of discourse, not the recurrence of the same, or 
similar occasions. &’ juepav— after (some) days.’ év oiky — 
in the house, or at home. 

év ofkq, instead of els otkov, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL 33, 67, most mss. 
of Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

1 See. Win. 47, I. 64, 5. 
2 The prep. with the anarthrous noun constitutes a phrase. 
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2. kal cvvnxOnoav rodAoi — and many were gathered together. 

Omit ev@éws Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. & BL 33, mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. 
Memph. Tesh. 

WOTE PNKETL XwpEiv pynde TA pos THV Bipav—so that not even 
the parts towards the door (on the outside) would hold them any 
longer. Not only was the house too small for the crowd, but not 
even outside, near the door, was there room for them.! kai €AaAet 
— and he was speaking. ‘The imperf. denotes what he was doing 
when the bearers of the paralytic came. AV. preached. RV. 
spake. tov hoyov — the word. The word of the Gospel, or glad 
tidings of the kingdom of God, with the accompanying call to 
repentance. See 122 

3. mapaduTiKov — a paralytic3 
4. Kai pr duvapevor tpocevéyxac — And as (they saw that) they 

were unable to bring him to him. jm» shows that their inability is 
not viewed simply as a fact, but in their view of it, as it influenced 
their minds.‘ 

mpoceveyKct, instead of mpoceyyioat, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. marg. 
s BL 33, 63, 72 marg. 253, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Harcl. etc. 

dmectéyacav tHv oTéynv— they unroofed the roof. Uncovered, 
EV., does not render the paronomasia of the Greek.’ éfopvéavres 
— having dug it out. This describes the process of unroofing. 
It would imply probably some sort of thatched roof. yad@ou tov 
xpaBarrov — they let down the pallet. The noun denotes any 
slight bed, such as might be used to carry the sick about the 
streets, a stretcher® Gmov—where(on). 

drrov, instead of é¢’ 6 Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL two mss. Lat. Vet. 
The roofs of Eastern houses were flat. Access to the roof would be easy 

by an outside stairway or ladder. The description, moreover, implies that 
this house had only one story, according with what we know of the humble 
position and means of Jesus and his followers. 

5. tThv miotw airav— their faith. That is, the faith of the 
paralytic and his friends. ‘That it was their faith, and not simply 
his faith, would show several things. First, that faith is not the 
psychological explanation of the cure, through the reaction of the 
mind on the body, in which case, the faith of the others would 

1 ywpecy is transitive and has ra mpos thy Ovpay for its subject. On the repetition 
of the negative, see Win. 55,9, 6. On ee construction of cre with uy and the 
inf. — always so in N.T. —see Win. 55, 2 

2 For other instances of this use of « 0 ee to denote in a general way the subject 
of Christian teaching, see 414-38 Lk. 12. 

3 This word belongs to Biblical Greek. ‘The Greeks said mapadcAumevos. 
4 See Win. 55, 5,2, B 
5 This is the only case of the use of this verb in the N.T. 
6 yad@or Commonly means #o slacken, or relax, and fo let down, when this 

involves slackening. xpdBarrov is a late Greek word copied from the Latin graba- 
tus. The Greeks said oxiusovs. : 

0 ee ee 
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have nothing to do with it, — but the spiritual condition of the 
miracle. ‘This is also shown by the cure of demoniacs. Secondly, 
that Jesus meant here by the forgiveness of the man’s sins only 
this removal of the physical consequences of some sin affecting 
the nervous organization. The removal of the spiritual penalty 
would be conditioned on the faith of the man himself. However, 
this is simply the reflection of the writer on the facts. And it is 
in the narration of facts, that the value of contemporaneous witness 
appears. In the historical judgment of the Gospels, this distinc- 
tion between facts and reflections has frequently to be remem- 
bered. Texvov, dpievrai gov ai apapriat — Child (EV. Son), thy 
sins are forgiven. 

aglevrat, instead of adpéwvra:, Tisch. Treg. WH. & B 28, mss. of Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Pesh. Harcl. 

6. tv ypappatéwv — of the Scribes.' This is the first encoun- 
ter of Jesus with the formalists and dogmatists of his time. So 
also in Mt. and Lk. And the matter in controversy, the extraor- 
dinary claims of Jesus, was sure to become an issue between them. 
The opposition to Jesus is easily explained. daroyouevor ev tals 
Kapdiats — debating tn their hearts. xapdia, in the N.T., does not 
denote, like our word hearé, the seat of the affections, but the 
inner man generally, and more specifically, the mind. This cor- 
responds to the Homeric use, the common Greek use being like 
ours. 

7. Ti ovros ovtw AaXrel; BAaohypet.— Why does this one speak 
thus ? he blasphemes. 

Bracdnue?, instead of BAacdnutas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BDL miss. 
of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

Bracdypetv is used of any speech derogatory to the Divine 
majesty. The generic sense of the word is ¢jurtous speech, among 
men, s/ander. In this case, the supposed blasphemy consists in 
the assumption of the Divine prerogative. «i py eis 6 Oeos; except 
one, God? This is a good example of the ill usage that good 
principles receive at the hands of men who deal only with rules 
and formulas. As a general proposition, this statement of the 
Scribes is undeniable. The difficulty is, that they ignored the 
possibility of a man’s speaking for God, and the fact that they had 
before them one in whom this power was lodged preéminently.” 

8. To rvevpate aitov—in his spirit. This is contrasted with 
the knowledge acquired through the senses, e.g. in this case, by 
hearing what was said. Without their saying anything, he knew 
inwardly, intuitively, what was going on in their minds. Jesus 
knew generally their intellectual attitude, and their position towards 

1 See on 122, 2 In J. 2023, Jesus extends this power to his disciples. 
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any attempt to live according to the spirit, instead of the letter of 
things, and the mere look of their faces would put him on the 
track of their thoughts. XAé€ye: airots — says to them. 

Aéyer, instead of elev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL 33, mess. of Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. 

9. Ti éorw eixorwtepov; Which ts easter? Jesus does not make 
the contrast here between healing and forgiving, but between say- 
ing Je forgiven and be healed. ‘The two things would be them- 
selves coincident, and the difference therefore would be only 
between two ways of saying the same thing. ‘The disease being a 
consequence of the man’s sin, the cure would be a remission of 
penalty. “Adievrai gov ai ayapriat — Thy sins are forgiven. 

*Aglevrat, instead of ’Adpéwvrar, Tisch. Treg. WH. & B 28, mss. of Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Pesh. Harcl. ov instead of co, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
BEFGHKL, etc. taye, instead of mepurdre, Tisch. s LW¢ A, and uraye 
els Tov olkdy cov, D 33, mss. of Lat. Vet. A difficult case to decide, as 
mepimarec may be taken from Mt. and Lk., and umaye from v. II. 

10. iva dé eidnte — but that ye may know. Here was an oppor- 
tunity to put his power to a practical test. Asa general thing, the 
power to forgive sins admits of no such test, but only of those 
finer inward tests by which a change of spiritual condition and 
relation becomes known. But here the forgiveness was manifested 
in an outward change, making itself known in cure, as the sin had 
discovered itself in disease. éfovciav — authority, or right. This 
is the proper meaning, rather than power, and it evidently fits 
this case. 

6 vids Tod avOpwrov— the Son of Man. This is a Messianic 
title, the use of which is to be traced to the Messianic interpre- 
tation of Dan. 7”. In the post-canonical Jewish literature, it 
appears several times in the Book of Enoch.’ It is the favorite 
title applied by Jesus to himself in the Synoptical Gospels, Son of 
God being used by Jesus himself only in the fourth Gospel.? In 
the passage in Dan., the prophet sees in vision a fifth power suc- 
ceeding the four great world-powers, only this is in his vision like 
a son of man, while the preceding powers have been represented 
as beasts. And in the interpretation that follows (see especially 
v.82") this power is said to be the kingdom of the saints of the 
Most High. But later, when the hopes of the people were concen- 
trated finally on a Messianic king, this passage was given Messi- 

1 cixomwrepov is a late word, and is used in the N.T. only in this phrase, eixo- 
mutepov éott. The Greek word for which of two is métepov. i means Strictly what, 
not which. 

2 For passages, see Thay.-Grm. Zex. Fora discussion of the date of the alle- 
gories in which the Messianic portion of the book occurs, see Schiirer, V.Zg. II. 
III. 32. 2. Schiirer, on the whole, favors the pre-Christian date. 

3 Son alone is used by Jesus in Mt. 1127 2197 2819, referring to the Divine Son- 
ship in the theocratic sense. 
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anic interpretation, and Son of Man came to be a Messianic title, 
though not so distinctive, nor so commonly accepted, as the name 
Messiah. The choice of it by Jesus was partly for this reason. 
To have called himself plainly the Messiah would have precipi- 
tated a crisis, forcing the people to decide prematurely on his 
claim. And it is evident from the doubt of the people, not only 
about what he was, but in regard to this very point, what he him- 
self claimed to be, that the title used by him familiarly was inde- 
cisive. However, there can be little doubt, that the reason for 
the choice of the name Son of Man lay deeper than this, and is to 
be found in the significance of the name itself, aside from its his- 
toric sense. Everywhere, Jesus uses the Messianic phraseology 
of his time, but rarely limits himself to its current meaning. This 
name, Son of Man, was to the Jews a Messianic title, only that and 
nothing more. But Jesus fastens upon it because it identified him 
with humanity, and owing to the generic use of the word Man in 
it, with the whole of humanity. His chosen title, as well as his 
life, showed that his great desire was to impress on us his brother- 
hood with man. 

ért THS yns— upon the earth. Contrasted with the power of 
God to forgive sins in heaven. Of course, the power to forgive 
sins, involved in the mere cure of diseases resulting from them, is 
in itself small. But the significance of these words lies in the 
unity of our Lord’s work implied in them. As the redeemer and 
deliverer of mankind, he is appointed to cope with the whole power 
of evil among men, to strike at its roots, as well as its twigs and 
branches, and at its effects, as well as its causes. And the whole 
is so far the one power trusted to him, that one part becomes the 
sign of the other. 

1l. col Xéyw —This is to be connected with iva eidyre, the clause 
A€yee To Tapadv7iKo being parenthetical. This is what he says in 
order to put his power to forgive sins to a test. €yetpe, dpov — 
arise, take up. 

Omit kal before &pov Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCD8'L 13, 28, 33, mss. 
of Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

12. Kai yyép6y, xal evOds dpas.. . e&pAOev Eurrporbev — And he 
arose, and immediately having taken... went out before. 

kal evOvs, instead of ev@éws, kal Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. » BC*L 33, 
Memph. éumpocéer, instead of évavriov, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. 8 BL 187 
mars. 

The éurpooGev ravtwv, before all, is introduced to show the pub- 
licity attending Jesus’ proof of his power. There was a great crowd 

1 éye(pw is transitive, and the active is used here in the sense of the passive or 
middle. On the meaning of the verb, see on 181 footnote. In the passive or mid- 
dle, in the sense peculiar to the N.T., the meaning is ¢o rise from a reclining 
position, j 
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of people, Jesus had performed his miracle in distinct answer to a 
challenge of his authority, and the cure was therefore purposely 
public. It contrasts therefore with Jesus’ ordinary reserve in the 
performance of his miracles, and with his depreciation of their 
testimony to his mission. And one significance of the event lies 
in this indication of his varying method, and of his power to in- 
clude all the facts in the broad range of his action. e&¢orac0ar — 
were amazed.’ do€alew tov @cov — glorified God? cidapev — we 
saw. 

eldapuev, instead of efdouev, Tisch. Treg. WH. CD. The unusual form 
determines the probability of this reading. 

CONSORTING WITH SINNERS 

13-17. The call of Levi the tax-gatherer. Jesus answers 

the charge of consorting with this and other obnoxious classes, 

many of whom had eaten with him. 

This is the second cause of offence. The scene changes from 

the house to the shore of the lake, where Jesus finds Levi, a tax- 

gatherer, at the customs station. He calls this representative of a 

despised class into the inner circle of his disciples, and follows 

this up by entertaining at his house many of the same, and of the 

class of open sinners generally. Again it is the scribes who attack 

him for this open association with outcasts. Jesus answers that he 

is a physician, and his business is with the sick. 

13. rapa tyv Oaracocav — to the side of the sea. This differs 
from repirarety rapa, which denotes motion dy she side of, whereas 
this is motion Zo ¢he side of. madw—again. The only previous 
event at the lakeside had been the call of the four disciples, 1'° sq. 
The week following, Jesus had gone on a tour through Galilee ; and 
now, on his return, he resorts to his usual place again. Caper- 
naum and the shore of the lake were the scenes of his ministry. 
NPXETO Tpos avTov, Kat edidacKeyv — resorted to him, and he was 
teaching them. ‘The impfts. here denote the acts in their progress, 
the gradual gathering of the crowd, and Jesus’ discourse as they 
came and went.’ 

1In Greek, éfiornuc means fo displace or alter, and sometimes by itself, but 
generally with pevav, or rod dpoveiv, to put one beside himself, to derange. In the 
N.T., it is used always in the sense of amaze, or be amazed, except 371 2 Cor. 518, 
where the stronger meaning, fo be distraught, reappears. 

2 Sofagecy means properly fo think, to have an opinion. To praise, or glorify, 
is the only N.T. use. 3 cidamev is sec. aor., With the vowel of the first aor. 

4 See note on Mk.’s use of madcv, v.4 
5 Note the difference from the aor, ¢£7A@e which denotes the momentary past act. 
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14. Acvety tov tod “AAdaiov— Levi, the son of Alpheus. So 
Lk. 5”. In Mt. 9°, however, where the same event is told in 
almost identical language, Ma@atov, Matthew, is substituted for 
Levi. The two are to be identified, therefore, as different names 
of the same person. 

Alphzeus is also the name of the father of James the less. But as Mat- 
thew and James are not associated in any list of the apostles, there is no 
sufficient reason for identifying this Alphzeus with the other. 

€xt TO TeAwviov, Not 7” che toll-house, but near tt. See Thay.- 
Grm. Zex. teAwvov denotes the place in which the customs were 
collected. It is a late Greek word.’ “AxodovOer po. — follow me. 
This is the common language of Jesus in summoning disciples to 
personal attendance on himself, which is evidently the meaning 
here. The apparent abruptness of the call, and the immediate- 
ness with which it is answered, are relieved of their strangeness by 
the fact that Jesus had now been teaching long enough to call the 
attention of men to himself, so that the summons probably brought 
to a crisis and decision thoughts already in Levi’s mind. 

15. Kat yiverat xataxeicGa— And it comes to pass that he is 
reclining (at table). 

ylverac instead of éyévero, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BL 33. Omit év 7@ 
before xataxeio0a:— Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BL 13, 33, 69, 102, 124, 
Memph. 

KaraxeioOat aitov év TH oikia aitod — he was reclining at table 
tn his house. Meyer, Holtzmann, and others say that this was the 
house of Jesus. This is contrary to the statement of Lk., who says 
expressly that Levi made him a great feast at his house. But the 
recurrence of the pronoun airov ... airod makes it reasonably 
certain that they refer to the same person. Mt. does not insert 
any pronoun after r7 oixéa, and that makes his language point in 
the same direction. And the fact that Mt. and Mk. use different 
language, which nevertheless points to the same conclusion, makes 
that conclusion doubly certain. The connection between this 
event and the call of Levi is thus simply that both show Jesus’ 
revolutionary attitude towards the despised classes of his time. 

TeAGvat — tax-gatherers. The name pud/icans, given them in our Eng- 
lish Bible, comes from the Latin pud/icanz, but in English it has become 
practically obsolete in that sense. Moreover, the Latin pud/icani does not 
apply to the whole class of tax-gatherers, but only to the Roman knights to 
whom the taxes were farmed out in the first instance. 

1 The repetition of the somewhat peculiar émi 7d teAdviov in Mt. and Lk, is a 
strong sign of the interdependence of the Synoptics. _ 

2 yivetat kataKxeicOar, tt comes to pass, that, is a periphrase not unknown to the 
Greek, but its frequent recurrence in the Synoptics is probably due to Hebrew 
usage. : 
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apaptwroi — sinners; i.e. here, those guilty of crimes against 
society and law, the degraded and vicious class.’ 

ovvavexevto — were reclining at table with? 
paOnrats — disciples. The common word used to describe the 

followers of Jesus, corresponding to the title é:dacxaXos applied to 
him. It is significant, that the names ¢eacher and pupil are chosen 
by Jesus and the disciples to describe the relations between them. 
It is probable, according to the best text, that the last two clauses 
of this verse are to be separated, so that the verse ends with 
moAAoi.® ‘The statement is, that there were many of this class of 
open sinners. Jt does not denote the number present, which 
would be superfluous, but the number of the class. Holtzmann 
calls attention to the situation of Capernaum on the borders of 
the territory of Herod as the cause of the number of tax-gatherers, 
as this made it an important customs station. of ypap. tov Papic. 
— the Scribes of the Pharisees. ‘The Pharisees were the sect that 
adhered not only to the Law, but to the rabbinical interpretation of 
the Law, which gradually formed a traditional code by the side 
of the written Law. Their scribes, therefore, would be the rabbis 
of the party that specially believed in the rabbis. Morison is 
right in calling them the arch-inquisitors, the genus inquisitor 
being the Pharisees. 

In the N.T., the use of wa@yral is confined to the Gospels and Acts. In 
the Gospels, it is applied to the twelve, who formed the inner circle of 
disciples, as well as the larger group outside. In the Acts, it is the general 
name for Christians, the official title afost/es being given to the twelve. 

nKoAovGovy instead of 7xoAovOnoay, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL mss. of 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

16. Kai #xoXovfovv aire kal (ot) ypappatets Tov Papicaiwr, Kat 
idovres dre eoOier (HoOev) pera TOV apapTwAdy Kal TeAwvav, eAeyov 
tots pabytais avrov, “Ori pera Tav TeAwVaV Kal duaptwrdv éoOie ; 
(xai wive.)—And there followed him also (the) Scribes of the 
Pharisees, and having seen that he eats with the sinners and tax- 
gatherers, they said to his disciples, Why does he eat (and drink) 
with the tax-gatherers and sinners ? 

kat ypauparets Trav Papicalwy, cal lddvres instead of kal of ypauparets 
kal of Papicata, iddvres, Tisch. 8 L A 33. Trav Papicaiwy is the reading 
also of Treg. WH. RV. ¢x¢. Insert kal before idévres also Treg. 671 éoOlet, 
instead of avrév écBiovra, WH. RV. B 33, mss. of Lat. Vet. Pesh. Memph. 
some edd, 8rt HoGtev Tisch. Treg. 8 DL mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. edd. 
Harcl. auaptwrOv kal redXwvGv, instead of the reverse order, Treg. WH. 
RV. BDL 33, mss. of Lat. Vet. and of Vulg., Memph. edd. Omit ri before 

1 The word apaprwaoi is rare in Greek writers. 
2 The double compound ovvavéxcerwto is found, outside of Biblical Greek, only 

in Byzantine and ecclesiastical writers. avaxeiua itself belongs to later Greek, the 
earlier writers using xetuac and xaraxetuar. See Thay.-Grm. Lex. 

3 The insertion of cai before iSovres in v.16 makes it necessary to connect jjxo- 
AovOouy With édreyor, instead of with jaav. 
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é7e Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BL 33, 108, 246.* Omit xal miver (Treg. 
marg.) WH. RV. marg. 8 BD mss. of Lat. Vet. ete. 

ote. . . €oOier (Kai river) — why does he eat (and drink) ...2} 
This charge of eating with tax-gatherers and sinners was fitted to 
discredit Jesus’ claim to be a rabbi, or teacher. For the Scribes 
and their followers would not even associate with the common 
people for fear of ceremonial defilement; much less with the 
vicious class, to eat with whom was an especial abomination. The 
tax-gatherers were classed with sinners, that is, with the vile and 
degraded, not only by the Jews, but all over the Roman Empire. 
The secret of this was, that the taxes were collected, not by the 
paid agents of the government, but by officers who themselves 
paid the government for the privilege, and then reimbursed them- 
selves by extortion and fraud. They let it out to others, and these 
to still a third class, who were selected generally from the inhabi- 
tants of the province, because their knowledge of the people would 
expedite the work. This last is the class called reAGva in N.T., 
and the unpatriotic nature of their employment was added to its 
extortionate methods, placing them under a double ban. 

17. ot icxvovres — they that are strong. EV. whole. The con- 
trast expressed figuratively by strong and sick is given literally in 
the latter part of the verse in the terms sghfeous and sinners. 
Jesus justifies his conduct in associating with sinners, from the 
point of view of the Pharisees themselves. Admitting them to 
be righteous and the publicans to be sinners, his office of physi- 
cian put him under obligation to the sick rather than the strong. 
But he shows elsewhere that he does not admit this distinction. 
The Pharisees were extortionate as well as the publicans; they 
devoured widows’ houses ; but they added to their wickedness by 
assuming a cloak of respectability, and thanking God that they 
were not as other men. ‘The publicans, on the other hand, had 
the grace of honesty, and by their acknowledgment of sin, ful- 
filled the first condition of cure. 

GAXG apaptwrovs — but sinners. 
Omit eis wetdvoiav, unto repentance, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABDKL 

mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. Harcl. etc. 

This omission leaves xaAéoat to be explained. It means Zo 
invite OY summon; but to what? The answer is to be found by 
following out the terms of the figure. As a physician, Jesus sum- 
mons sick souls to be cured. Or, dropping this figure, as a 
Saviour, he summons sinners to be saved. Owing to the blind- 
ness of men, the ordinary relation between them is reversed. 
Instead of the sick summoning the physician, it is here the physi- 
cian who has to call the sick. 

1 $7 is here the indirect interrogative, taking the place of the direct,a usage 
unknown to earlier Greek, but occurring a few times in the Sept. and N.T. 
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NONCONFORMITY IN MATTER OF FASTING 

18-22. /esus answers the complaint of the Pharisees and 

of the disciples of John that his disciples do not fast. 

The third ground of complaint is the failure of the disciples, 

under the influence of the free spirit of Jesus, to observe the fre- 

quent fasts prescribed by the Pharisees as a part of their formal- 

ism, and by the disciples of John as a part of their asceticism. 

Jesus’ answer is divided into two parts. The first shows the 

incongruousness of fasting at a time when joy, and not sorrow, 

was the ruling feeling of the disciples, v.'**. The second shows 

the incongruousness of such observances as fasting with the new 

dispensation set up by our Lord. It is the incongruity of new 

and old. 

18. of pabyrat Tod “Iwavvov kai of Papicaior — the disciples of John 
and the Pharisees. 

oi Papicator, instead of rSv Papicatwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCD 
mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Harcl. ¢xv. etc. 

noav vnotevovtes — were fasting.’ Fasting, as a religious observ- 
ance, was presciibed in the Law only once in the year, on the 
great day of atonement. But the traditional code of the rabbis 
had multiplied this indefinitely. Twice in the week was the boast 
of the Pharisee. And the importance attached to this empty 
piece of religiosity made it a part of the formal religion of the 
period. «ai épxovrat— and they come, viz. the disciples of John 
and the Pharisees. 

Mt. g!# names only the former. Lk. 5%3 makes this a part of the pre- 
ceding controversy with the Pharisees and Scribes, in which they call atten- 
tion to the practice of the disciples of John and of the Pharisees. 

ot pabynrat Tov Papiocaiwy — the disciples of the Pharisees. 

Insert uabnral before rSv Papioalwy Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BC* 
L 33, mss. of Lat. Vet. Harcl. marg. 

The disciples of the Pharisees is a singular expression, much as 
if one should speak of the disciples of the Platonists. The Phari- 
sees were themselves disciples of the Scribes, or Rabbis. ‘The dis- 
ciples of John and of the Pharisees were at one in regard to the 

1 3, with the part. is a stronger form of expressing the idea of the impf. than 
the tense. It is characteristic of Mk., and belongs to the picturesqueness of his 
style. : 
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act of fasting, but not in the spirit of the act. The Pharisees 
fasted in a formal, self-righteous spirit, and the teaching of John 
was directed against this spirit. So far as the fasting of his dis- 
ciples reflected the teaching of John and his spirit, it would be a 
part of the asceticism, the mortification of the body, characteristic 
of him. 

19. viol +r. vunpgavos'—sons of the bridechamber. A Hebra- 
istic form of expression by which vios, with the genitive of a thing, 
denotes a person who stands in intimate relation of some kind to 
that thing. The sons of the bridechamber were friends of the 
bridegroom, whose duty it was to provide for the nuptials what- 
ever was necessary. The principle contained in this analogy is 
that fasting is not a matter of prescription, but of fitness. If you 
set times for fasting, the circumstances of the set time may be 
such as to produce joy, instead of sorrow, and so make your fast- 
ing out of place. Fasting, z.e., is an expression of feeling, and is 
out of place unless the feeling is there which it is intended to 
express. But it is a matter, not only of feeling, but of fitness. If 
the circumstances of the time are such as to make sorrow the fit 
feeling, then it is a fit time for fasting also. ov dwwavta vyorevew 
— they cannot fast. This is said, of course, not of the outward 
act, which is possible at any time ; but of fasting in the only sense 
in which it becomes a religious act, or the expression of the feel- 
ing to which it 1s appropriated. It is as much as to say, in a time 
of gladness it is impossible to mourn. 

20. arap6y am aitdv 6 vuudios —It is evident here that Jesus, 
still keeping to the figure, points forward to the time when he 
shall be taken away from the disciples, and then, he declares, will 
be the time for them to fast. This is the first time that he has 
prophesied of his taking away, but we can see that even as a pre- 
monition it is not premature, because of the revolutionary charac- 
ter of his teaching. He had already brought on himself the charge 
of blasphemy, consorted with publicans, one of whom he had intro- 
duced into the immediate circle of his disciples, and shown his 
indifference to the strict law of fasting. And he knew that there 
was much more of the same kind in reserve. drav— whenever. 
The expression leaves the time of the taking away indefinite. 
ev éxeivyn TH Nuepa—in that day. Days and that day in this verse 
are simply a case of oratio variata, both denoting in a general way 
a period of time. 

év éxelvy TH Huépa instead of the plural, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCD 
KL mss. of Lat. Vet. Pesh. Harcl. etc. 

wre ’ 

21. ovdels ée7iBAnya fdxous dyvadou éripamrre Ert iudtiov Tadatov * 
2 On , ” \ , qe > a \ \ A A ei 5€ p17}, alper TO TANPwpa az’ atTov TO KaLvov TOD TaAalod — 70 one 

1 yyudey is a Biblical word. 
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sews a patch of undressed cloth on an old garment, otherwise the 
new filling of the old takes from it. 

Omit kai before oddels Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCKLS A 1. 13, 33, 69, 
mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. Vulg. Pesh. Harcl. etc. iudriov madatdy, instead 
of dat., Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL 33. adm’ avrod, instead of avrod, 
Tisch. WH. RV. BL, also A 33. 

The RV. translates else that which should fill it up taketh from 
it, the new from the old. But this seems to require a repetition 
of the prep. azo before rod waXaiov. 7d Katvov Tod waAdaiod is in 
apposition with 7d 7Ajpwpa, so that it would read literally, he ji//- 
ing takes from tt, the new of the old, The substitution of wnfulled 
for mew is necessary to make the parable an exact fit. It is the 
shrinking of the undressed cloth that strains and tears the old cloth 
to which it is sewed. 

22. Kai ovdels BadrAe olvovy vedv eis aGoKOvs TadaLovs* Ei O€ LH, 
pnge 6 otvos Tovs daKovs, Kal 6 olvos aoAAvTat Kal ot acKol — and no 
one puts new wine into old skins; else the wine will burst the skins, 

and the wine ts destroyed, and the skins. 

pnéec instead of pjoce, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL 33, mss. of Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Omit 6 veds after 6 oivos, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* DL 13, 
69, 242, 258, 301, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. etc. daédduTa, kal 
oi doxol, instead of éxxetrat, kal of doxol dmoNodyTa, after 6 ofvos, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. BL. Memph. Omit the clause d\\a .. . BAnréov Tisch. 
(Treg. WH.) D mss. of Lat. Vet. Omit Bdnréov only (Treg.) WH. RV. 
x* B. The omission is more in Mk.’s manner, and it looks as if the clause 
was borrowed from Lk., where it is undoubted. 

The substitution of skims for dottles, AV., is necessary to make 

the parable tell its story. The skins rot with age, and the new 

wine, as it ferments, bursts them. 

These analogies, among the homeliest and aptest used by our 

Lord, are a further answer to the question why his disciples do 

not fast. For this is evidently the part of the question which it is 

intended that he should answer, not why the disciples of John do 

fast.' Nor is it simply a repetition of the preceding, showing the 

incongruity of fasting at this time under another figure.’ But it 

generalizes, showing the incongruity of the class of things with 

which fasting belongs with the new life of Christianity. The gen- 

eral teaching is that the new teachings and the old forms do not 

belong together. But this is expressed in the two parables in dif- 

ferent ways. In the first, it is the unfitness of piecing out the old 

religion with the new, like anew patch on an old garment. In the 

1So Weiss. j 2 So Morison. 
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second, it is the unwisdom of putting the new religion into the old 

forms. The whole is an anticipation of St. Paul’s teaching that 

Christianity is not a mere extension of Judaism, and that Jewish 

laws are not binding upon Christians. Dr. Morison sees in the 

figures employed by Jesus only an expression of the incongruity 

of fasting at a time better adapted to feasting. But this would be 

simply a repetition of the preceding teaching contained in the 

figure of the wedding, and not so apt an expression of it either. 

The principle of this interpretation is a good one, that it is well to 

seek in each parable the single point of comparison, and there 

stop. Here the single idea is that of incongruity. But surely the 

figure of the wedding has brought out not simply the idea of 

incongruity, but the special unfitness of this particular act. And 

it is no violation, therefore, of the rule of interpretation to make 

these other comparisons not merely suggest the general idea of 

incongruity, but show also the special incongruity involved. In 

the figure of the wedding, it is the incongruity of fasting and 

joy that is pointed out ; in these figures, it is the incongruity of 

new and old. The old religion attempted to regulate conduct by 

rules and forms, the new by principles and motives, and these are 

foreign, the one to the other. It is not fasting to which objec- 

tion is taken, but fasting according to rule, instead of its inherent 

principle. As a piece of legalism, or asceticism, in which fasting 

per se becomes of moral obligation, it is incongruous with the 

free spirit of Christianity. 

ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE SABBATH 

23-28. Jesus defends his disciples for plucking ears of 

grain on the Sabbath. 

The fourth ground of complaint is the violation of the law of 

the Sabbath. Jesus and his disciples are going through the grain- 

fields on the Sabbath, and the disciples, careless of the strict Sab- 

batism of the Pharisees, pluck the ears of grain and eat them. 

Evidently there was the usual crowd following him, and the Phar- 

isees attack this act as unlawful. In the first part of his reply, 

Jesus argues from an analogous case the admissibility of infringing 

the law to satisfy hunger. In the second part, he shows the nature 
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of the law itself, that it is the servant of man, and not man the ser- 

vant of the law, involving the lordship of the Son of Man over 

the law. 

23. oropiuwyv — sown fields. xnpkavto 6d0v rotety TiAAOVTES — 
began, as they went, to pluck, EV. ‘This is the translation natu- 
rally suggested by the context, as it prepares the way for Jesus’ 
explanation of their conduct by the parallel case of David. But 
the phrase 6d0v zoetv does not mean /o make way in the sense of 
merely going along or advancing, but to make a road. ‘The middle, 
however, has the former sense. Moreover, this translation makes 
the participle, instead of the verb, express the principal thought. 
On the other hand, the translation, 70 make a road by plucking the 
ears, besides making Jesus’ answer quite unintelligible, presents 
an absurd way of making a road. You can make a path by 
plucking the stalks of grain, but you would make little headway, 
if you picked only the ears or heads of the grain. There are two 
ways of explaining this. We can take 600v zovety in its proper 
sense, but make the participle denote merely concomitant action, 
not the means or method. They began to break a path (by tread- 
ing down or plucking up the stalks of grain that obstructed their 
path), meanwhile plucking and eating the ears that grew on them. 
Or we can minimize the difficulties in the way of the ordinary 
interpretation, without doing much violence to the laws of speech. 
Surely, in a language so careless of nice distinctions as the N.T. 
Greek, it is not difficult to suppose that an active may be substi- 
tuted for the middle. And there seems to be no doubt that the 
active is used in this sense in Judg. 17:8. And as for making the 
principal and subordinate clauses exchange places, in this case 
the peculiarity is not so great. TZhey began to go along, plucking 
the ears is not so very different from they began, going along, to 
pluck. 

24. 0 otk ékeor.— what ts not lawful. The Sabbath law is 
meant, which forbids work on that day. The casuistry of the 
rabbinical interpreter found here its most fruitful field in drawing 
the line between work and not-work, and managed to get in its 
most ingenious and absurd refinements. But the great difficulty, 
as with all their work, is that they managed so to miss the very 
spirit and object of the law, that they made its observance largely 
a burden, instead of a privilege. Whenever they speak of that 
which is lawful, or unlawful, their standard is not simply the writ- 
ten law, but this traditional interpretation of it. In the same way, 
we can conceive of men now accepting the Bible as their stand- 
ard, and yet admitting to an equal authority an interpretation of 
it contained in creed or confession, and really referring to this 
when they use the terms, Bzb/ical or unbibhical. 

25. Kai Aéyer— And he says. 
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Omit avrés Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL 33, 69, mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. 
Memph. etc. Aéyet, says, instead of €deyev, sazd, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
CL 33, 69, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. etc. 

26. oikov tod Mcov— the house of God is a generic term that 
would apply either to the tent or tabernacle in which the Jews at 
first worshipped, or to the later temple. Here, of course, the 
former. It was called the house of God, because in a sense God 
dwelt there, manifesting his presence in the inner shrine, the Holy 
of Holies. 

emi "ABidbap dpxvepéws — in the high-priesthood of Abiathar. 

Omit rod before dpxtepéws Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. BLT etc. 

In the account of this in 1 Saml. 211, sqq., Abimelech was 
high-priest, and Abiathar, his son, does not become high-priest 
until the reign of David. See ch. 22%. To be sure, other 
passages in the O.T. make the same confusion of names, making 
Abimelech, the son of Abiathar, high-priest in David’s time. But 
this does not explain our difficulty ; it only shows that there is the 
same difficulty in the O.T. account. Nor does it relieve it to 
suppose that this means simply that the event took place during 
the lifetime of Abiathar, not during the high-priesthood. For the 
transaction took place between David and the high-priest, and the 
object of introducing the name would be to show in whose high- 
priesthood it took place, not simply in whose lifetime. The impro- 
priety would be the same as if one were to speak of something 
that took place between the Bishop of Durham and some other 
person in the time of Bishop Westcott, when, as a matter of fact, 
Lightfoot was bishop, and it was only during the lifetime of Bishop 
Westcott. And the phrase itself means strictly, during the high- 
priesthood of Abiathar. If such disagreement were uncommon, it 
would be worth while to try somewhat anxiously to remove this 
difficulty ; but, as a matter of fact, discrepancies of this unimpor- 
tant kind are not at all uncommon in the Scriptures. 

Tovs aptous THs mpoberews — the bread of setting forth. It isa 
translation of the Hebrew, nue an? dread of the face, or pres- 
ence, given to twelve loaves of bread set in two rows on the table 
in the holy place of the tabernacle, or temple, and renewed by 
the priests every Sabbath. S. Lev. 24°°. The Greek name, taken 
from the Sept., denotes the dread set forth before God. ‘The 
Hebrew name, about which there has been naturally much curi- 
ous writing, seems to mean that the bread, in some way, symbol- 
ized God’s presence. ods iepeis — the priests. 

tous lepe?s, instead of rots tepedo., Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. BL. 

Tovs tepets is the subject of dayeiv. The priests were allowed 
to eat the bread after it had been replaced by fresh loaves. In 
this case, there was no other bread, and when David and his hun- 
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gry men appeared, it became a case of physical need against rit- 
ual law. Jesus cites it as a case decided by a competent authority 
and accepted by the people, showing the superiority of natural 
law to positive enactment, the same principle involved in the 
alleged illegal action of his disciples. And he evidently upholds 
the correctness of the principle, and not simply the authority of 
this precedent. 

27. 70 caBBarov dia Tov avOpwrov — the Sabbath was made on 
account of man, not man on account of the Sabbath. This is 
introduced to show the supremacy of man over the Sabbath. The 
statement that the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath follows 
directly from this. If the law antedates man, having its seat in 
God, as the moral law does, it becomes a part of the moral con- 
stitution of things, resident in God, to which man is subservient. 
But if it is something devised by God for the uses of man, then 
the subserviency belongs to the law, and man can adapt it to his 
uses, and set it aside, or modify it, whenever it interferes with his 
good. The law of the Sabbath, if not moral, is either natural or 
positive. Regarded as natural law, the principle involved is that 
of rest, and this places it in the same category as the law of day 
and night. As positive, it is a matter simply of enactment, and 
not of principle. And in both aspects it is liable to exceptions. 
It is only moral law which is lord of man, and so inviolable. 

28. xvpios—the noun is emphatic from its position. «ai rod 
oa Batov— also of the Sabbath, as well as of other things belong- 
ing to the life of man. ‘This lordship, as we have seen, is true of 
everything else except moral law. Of that he would be adminis- 
trator and interpreter, but not Lord. He would be ruler under 
the supreme law, but without the power to modify or set aside, as 
in the case of that which is made for man. 

Weiss, Life of Jesus, contends that Jesus did not here, nor in fact any- 

where, assume an attitude of independence towards the Jewish Law, but 

only towards the current traditional interpretation of it. But surely, the 

statement that the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath, 

puts the Sabbath law in a separate class, and subordinates it to the moral 

law. Whereas, the O.T. throughout, not only makes the Sabbath a matter 

of moral obligation, but of the highest moral obligation. Judaism is a 

system of rules, Christianity of principles. And so far forth as the Sabbath 

is a rule, that is, so far as it is Jewish, Jesus does abrogate it in these words. 

Weiss confuses matters by neglecting this distinction. 

This early statement of Jesus’ lordship, and its use of the term 
Son of Man as his official title, is a good specimen of the way in 
which he tacitly assumed his Messianic character under this title, 
while the doubt in which the whole nation stood of his claim shows 
that he was not understood to make it formally. 
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THE PERIOD OF CONFLICT CONTINUED 

The third chapter continues the account of the Period of Con- 

flict. It contains matter, however, which belongs to the period, 

but not to the conflict. It shows us Jesus attended by larger 

crowds than ever, drawn by the report of his deeds from the 

whole country, as far south as Jerusalem, and as far north as 

Tyre and Sidon. The growth of hostility against him is thus 

shown to be accompanied by an access of popularity with the 

people. The combination of these two features seems to his 

family to make the situation so dangerous, and his own action so 

unwise, that they think him distraught and seek to restrain him. 

In the midst of this is introduced the account of the appointment 

of the apostles, evidently in the connection, as assistants to him in 

his increasing work. ‘The occasions of conflict are, first, the heal- 

ing of a man with a palsied arm on the Sabbath, causing a renewal 

of the Sabbath controversy, and secondly, the charge of the Scribes 

that he casts out demons through Beelzebul, and that he himself 

is possessed by that prince of the demons. He himself brings on 

the controversy about the Sabbath by his question whether the 

Sabbath is a day for good or evil deeds, for killing or healing. 

And the charge of collusion with the devil he meets with the ques- 

tion whether Satan casts out Satan. 

HEALING ON THE SABBATH 

1-6. Jesus heals a withered hand in the synagogue on the 

Sabbath, and stirs up fresh opposition against himself. 

The fifth offence of Jesus against the current Judaism is a case 

of healing on the Sabbath. It belongs evidently to a period 

when the freedom of Jesus’ treatment of this sacred day had 

created considerable notoriety, for his enemies are on the watch 

for him to give them a fresh charge against him. ‘The scene is 

the synagogue, and the case is that of a man with a withered hand. 

Jesus himself is the challenger this time, as he calls the man out 

into their midst, and meets their scruple with the question, whether 

it is allowable to confer the good of healing, or to inflict the injury 

of refusing to heal. 
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1. wddw cis owaywynv — again into the synagogue." 

Omit tiv before cuvaywyyjv Tisch. Treg. (Treg.) WH. 8 B. The art is 
an apparent emendation. 

The zadwv, again, keeps up the connection with preceding visits 
to the synagogue, after the manner of Mk. See 17%. ée&ypappe- 
vnv THv xetpa — the hand withered. ‘The article is the possessive 
article. The participle, e€ypappévyy instead of the adjective, 
denotes a process, and not simply a state, and hence, an effect 
produced by disease, and not an original defect. 

2. rapetnpovy — they were watching. The imperfect denotes 
the act in its progress. There is no subject expressed here, but it 
is easily supplied from our knowledge of the class who insisted on 
these rigors of Sabbath observance. And v.° tells us that it was 
the Pharisees who went out and conspired with the Herodians 
against him. 

3. THY xEtpa Exovre Enpav (or Thy Enpav yetpa €xovre Tisch.), Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. & BCL A 33, one ms. of Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. etc. 

3. "Eyeipe® eis TO wecov — Arise (and come) into the midst. yelp 
*Eyeipe instead of "Evyerpar, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 ABCDL A ete. 

This is a pregnant construction. The action begins with éyeupe 
and ends with eis 76 pécoy ; but between these, there is an inter- 
mediate act, of coming or stepping. By this act, Jesus challenged 
the attention of the carpers to the miracle that he is about to per- 
form. Not as a miracle, however, but as a case involving the 
principle in dispute between himself and them in regard to healing 
on the Sabbath. 

4. "Efeore ayaforoujoar*— Js it allowable to do good? ayabo- 
moujoat, and its contrasted verb kaxoroujoar, may mean to do good 
or evil, either in the sense of s7gh¢ and wrong, or of benefit and 
tmjury. ‘The connection here points to the latter meaning. 

Mt. says that the Pharisees began by asking him if it was lawful to heal 
on the Sabbath; Lk., that he knew their thoughts, and so asked them the 
question about doing good and evil. Both are attempts to explain the 
apparent abruptness of Jesus’ question. 

This question of Jesus not only suggests the general principle 
that makes healing permissible on the Sabbath, but is aimed 

1 The omission of the art. is probably due to the fact that eis cvvaywyyv had 
passed into a phrase, like eis otkov, or our fo church. 

2 Lk. 68 says ¢he right hand. Dr. Morison contends that this is the reason for 
the use of the art. But evidently, the art. is insufficient for this discrimination, as 
the other use, allowing it to apply to either hand, is so much more obvious. 

3 On the use of éyecpe, see on 21, 
4 ayaorojoa is a Biblical word, evepyerety is the Greek word, or ed movety 

kakomrocety iS a good Greek word, 
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directly at the specious distinction made by the Scribes. They 
admitted no healing, except where life was in danger, on that day. 
The point of Jesus’ answer is found in the substitution of the posi- 
tive for the negative in the second part of the contrast. They 
regarded the not healing as simply an omission of éyaboroujoat ; 
Jesus treats it as a positive xaxorornoat. Not to do good toa per- 
son needing it is the same as to do him evil; to withhold a good 
is to inflict an injury. But he deals more directly and boldly with 
their fallacy in the second part of the question, showing that not 
to heal is in any case to be classed with killing. The case in 
which life is in danger is not therefore a case by itself, but includes 
in itself a principle applicable to all cases of sickness. To weaken 
life is not the same thing in degree as to end life, but of the same 
kind notwithstanding, and therefore morally in the same class. 
The principle is analogous to that stated in the Sermon on the 
Mount, where Jesus shows that the law against murder is directed 
equally against any manifestation of anger. In all these discus- 
sions, beginning with 2”, Jesus appears as the emancipator of 
the human spirit, revealing principles, instead of rules, as the guide 
of human conduct, and so delivering all men possessed of his 
spirit from the fetters of conventional morality. 

5. éovwrov — they kept silence. This is a case in which the 
imperfect denotes the continuance of a previous state. per’ dpyjs 
— Anger is legitimate in the absence of the personal element. 
Anger caused by wrong done to me, and seeking to retaliate on 
the person doing it, is clearly wrong. But anger against wrong 
simply as wrong, and without evil design or wish against the per- 
petrator, is a sign of moral health. ovAAvrovpevos — The preposi- 
tion in composition may denote merely the inwardness of the act, 
as in ovvotda, £0 be conscious, t.e. to have inward knowledge ; or it 
may denote what is shared with others, as the same word ovvoida 
may mean “0 know with others, to be privy to. Probably it is the 
latter here, denoting the sympathetic character of his grief. He 
was grieved because they hurt themselves. éri 77 twpdce Tips 
xapodias — at the hardness of their heart. The expression does not 
denote, as with us, the callousness of their feelings, but the unsus- 
ceptibility of their minds. They were hardened by previous con- 
ceptions against his new truth. The collocation of anger and 
sympathetic grief excited by the same act is significant of the 
nature of Christ’s anger, showing how compatible it was with 
goodwill. dmexareoraOn ' — it was restored. 

amekateotaOn instead of dmoxatecrdOy, Tisch. Treg. WH. & ABL etc. 
Omit cov after ryv xetpa Tisch. (Treg.) WH. marg. BEMSUV T II”, 1206, 
etc. Doubtful. Omit vychys &s 7 An Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABC* D 
etc. mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. etc. 

1 On the double augment, see Win. 12, 7 a. 
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6. «iOis — The immediateness of this act is noted by Mk. only, 
and is quite characteristic of his style, hitting off a situation with 
a word. The immediateness is here a sign of the violence of the 
feeling excited against Jesus. To estimate their fanatical zeal, we 
must remember that they valued the Sabbath far beyond any mere 
morality, and reacted with corresponding violence against any sup- 
posed violation of its sacredness. Fanaticism is always busy and 
eager over the mere outworks of religion. 

tov “Hpwotavay— the Herodians. The adherents of Herod 
Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee. The Pharisees were zealous patriots, 
and as such were generally opposed to any foreign yoke. But 
here was an opportunity to use the foreign power against a com- 
mon enemy. The common opinion ascribed Messianic preten- 
sions to Jesus, and on more than one occasion attempted to force 
him to play the role according to the popular conception of the 
Messiah. This would be the argument by which the Pharisees 
excited the temporal power against him, as they did finally at 
Jerusalem. ‘The preceding paragraphs have given us a view of 
Jesus in his work of undermining one after another of the Phari- 
saic positions, and this conspiracy is the natural result. 

ovpBovrov éroinoay (or edidovv) '— they took counsel. 

érolnoay, instead of érolovy, Tisch. 8 C A 238 etc. édldovv, Treg. WH. 
BL 13, 28, 69, etc. 

GROWTH OF POPULARITY 

7-12. Jesus departs to the sea of Galilee, followed by a 

great multitude. 

The narrative of opposition is interrupted here, and we are 

introduced to a scene of another kind. The multitude about 

Jesus heretofore has been from Galilee, with a sprinkling of hos- 

tile Scribes and Pharisees (from Jerusalem?). But now we see it 

swelled by people from Judza, and from the Gentile districts both 

north and south. It is an eager crowd, moreover, who fall upon 

him and threaten to crush him in their attempt to obtain his heal- 

ing touch, so that Jesus has to procure a boat to be in attendance 

on him. The meaning of it all is, that the period of conflict 

does not signify a loss of popularity, but rather that the great 

access of favor with the people swells the tide of opposition. 

7. avexdpnoeyv — withdrew. The verb is used of such retire- 
ment from public view as would be natural in such a position of 

1 gupBovAcoy belongs to later Greek. 

itt 
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danger as Jesus found himself in. Mt. uses the same verb, 12”. 
It does not seem probable, in these circumstances, that he would 
choose the part of the lake near to Capernaum which was the 
scene of his usual work, because it was a place of resort. This 
time, he was seeking retirement, and he would find it in some 
more secluded part of the lake. 

8. The last clause of v.’ should be included in this verse. As 
it stands in the T.R., the first statement, with #xoAovOyoer as its 
verb, goes as far as zépay tov ‘Iopdavov ; the second, with 7Aov as 
its verb, begins with ot rept Tupov. But with the omission of ot 
before wepi Tvpov, we can make the break where we please. Tisch. 
makes it at the end of v.’, transferring 7xoAovOynoev to the end of 
the verse. But this separates Judza and Jerusalem in an unwar- 
rantable way. Most probably, the first statement is about Galilee, 
the district near at hand, and the second includes all the remote 
districts beginning with Judzea. Those from the neighboring 
Galilee are represented as following him, and those from the 
remote districts as coming to him. Read, And a great multitude 
rom Galilee followed. And from Judea, and from Jerusalem, 
and from Idumea, and beyond Jordan, and about Tyre and Sidon, 
a great multitude, hearing what things he 1s doing, came to him. 

HKodovOncev, instead of 7AKodovOncay, Treg. WH. ABGL T etc. mss. of 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. 7Kxodov@noav Tisch. s CEFK etc. mss. of Lat. Vet. This 
verb is transferred to the end of v. 7 after rs "Iovdalas by Tisch. WH. 
marg.* C A 238 Lat. Vet. Vulg. Placed after 77s Tadcdalas by Treg. 
ABL T etc. Memph. Syrr. After ‘Iepoco\vuwv by WH. 235, 271. The 
separation of Judeea and Jerusalem caused by the transfer is clearly against 
it. Omit a’r@ after 7xoAovOnoev Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCL Memph. 
etc. Omit of before wep! Tupov Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x *2"4 ¢ BCL A mss. 
of Lat. Vet. Pesh. etc. dxovovres instead of dxovcavtes Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s B A 1, 13, 69, etc. mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. roce?, instead 
of érole, Treg. WH. BL. Internally probable. 

Idumza is the Greek name for Edom, a district situated E. of 
the Jordan, between Southern Palestine and Arabia. Tyre and 
Sidon were the two great cities of Syro-Phcenicia on the Mediter- 
ranean Sea, NW. of Galilee. 

9. cime—he told, i.e. he gave orders. mpoocxaptepy — should 
be in constant attendance. The verb expresses this idea of assidu- 
ous waiting. It was rendered necessary by the crowd, which was 
in danger of crushing him. 

10. wore éximixrew aité —so that they were falling upon him. 
Not in a hostile sense, but the verb is a strong word, like zpoo- 
kaptepy and 6A/Bwouw, and is intended to bring before us vividly 
the turbulent eagerness and excitement of the crowd. aywvrar — 
touch him. They believed that there was some virtue in his touch, 
and that it made no difference whether he touched them, or they 
him. See 6%. paorvyas — scourges, a strong figurative term for 
diseases. 

8 
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ll. ra wvevpara Ta dxabapta — The unclean spirits are here put 
by metonymy for the men possessed by them, because the action 
is directed by them. d6rav eGewpovv'— whenever they beheld him. 

€Oewpovv, mpooémimrov, . . . expatov, instead of the singular, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. x ABCDL etc. Aéyovres, instead of Aéyovra, Tisch. WH. 
marg. * DK 61, 69 etc. 

mpocemirtov Kai expaloyv — would fall down before him and cry 
out. The impf. denotes repeated action. “Ori ob? —6 vids row 
@cod — the Son of God. ‘This title was a Messianic title, denoting 
theocratic sonship, and there is nothing here to indicate that it is 
used in any other than this common sense. The onus probandi 
is not on those who deny the use of the term in the Synoptical 
Gospels, of metaphysical sonship, but on those who claim this use. 
Unless it was accompanied by language pointing out the meta- 
physical sonship, no Jew would have understood it. 

APPOINTMENT OF THE TWELVE 

13-19. Jesus goes up into the mountain, and chooses the 

twelve. 

The appointment of the twelve is put in different connections 

in the Synoptics. But in them all, the connection is such as to 

point to the growth of our Lord’s work as the occasion of the 

appointment. They are to aid him in his work of proclaiming 

the kingdom, and of healing. But after all, the other purpose 

named, the association with himself, is the one most in evidence 

in the subsequent history. 

13. 7d dpos — the mountain, t.e. the one in the neighborhood. 
ovs 7OeAev aitos— whom he himself wished. The pronoun is 
emphatic, the form of the verb being enough to indicate the per- 
son. Those who came to Jesus at this time came not of their 
own accord, but in accordance with his desire. 

14. ézoince Swdexa—he appointed twelve. This use of the 
verb comes under the head of making one something, — king or 
priest, for instance. Only here, that to which they were appointed 
is expressed, not as an office, but as the purpose of the appoint- 
ment. This purpose is expressed under two heads, the first being 

1 jrav €Gedpovy is a rare construction. Generally, érav is used with conditions 
belonging to the future, or with general conditions belonging to any time, and is 
construed with the subjunctive. The indefiniteness in the time of past conditions 
expressed in our -ever is denoted by -more. 

2 On this use of dr to introduce direct quotation, see on 114, 
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association with himself, and the second, to act as his messengers 
in the work of proclaiming the good news of the kingdom and of 
healing the sick. Apparently, the former was the only one fully 
carried out during our Lord’s life, the second becoming their work 
when they were made necessarily independent of him by his 
death. And in accordance with this, the name generally given in 
the Gospels is dscip/es, and afterward, in the Acts and Epistles, 
they are called afosiles. 

ovs Kal drocréXous wvduatev, whom he also named apostles, is inserted 
after érolnoe Sd5exa by WH. RV. marg. 8 BC* A 13, 28, 69, 124, 238, 346, 
Memph. Harcl. merg. Tisch. thinks it has been copied from Lk. 61%. But 
on the whole, considering the strength of the testimony for it, it seems at 
least equally possible that Lk. found it in the original Mk. 

knpvocewv — to herald, or here, where it is used absolutely, 7 
act as heralds. The word conveys the idea of authority, a herald 
being an official who makes public proclamation of weighty 
affairs. The proclamation which they were to make was the com- 
ing of the kingdom of God. 

15. dye eovoiav éxBdddrAcw — fo have power to cast out. This 
is in the same construction as xypvcoev, and denotes one of 
the objects of sending them forth. 

Omit eparevery Tas vdcous, kal, to heal diseases, and, Tisch. Treg. (Treg. 
marg.) WH. RV. 8 BC* L A Memph. 

With this omission, the casting out of demons is taken as the 
representative miracle. So frequently.’ 

16. kat éreOyxe. 

Kal érolycev rods 5hdexa, and he appointed the twelve, is inserted before 
kal éré@nxe by Tisch. WH. RV. marg. x BC* A. 

kal éré$yxe interrupts the structure of the sentence, which is 
resumed in the next verse. The names that follow are in apposi- 
tion with rots SuSexa in the inserted clause, and the enumeration 
is interrupted to give the descriptive names assigned to some of 
them by Jesus. 
Ilérpov — Peter. Mt. gives the only explanation of this name 

given to Simon, in ch. 16:18. But neither in this passage nor in 
that, is there any definite indication that it was at either time 
that the name was given him. J. 1**, however, assigns the giving 
of the name to a time much earlier than either, immediately after 
the Baptism. Térpov means a rock. The masculine form, instead 
of Ilérpa, is due to its being appropriated as the name of a man. 

17. kai "IdkwBov—This resumes the structure of v.™, as if v." 
read Sipwva & ereOnxe. 

Boavepyés. This is a modified form of the Heb. Yin 35. 2) 
properly means ¢wmult or uproar, of any kind, and ¢hunder. as a 

1 See on 139, 
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secondary meaning, is not improbable, though we have no example 
of it in Hebrew literature. The name probably describes a fiery, 
vehement temperament, rather than a thunderous eloquence, or a 
senorous speech. The little that is told us about the disciples 
makes it impossible to follow out these hints about their character 
and temperament. These four, Peter, James and John, and 
Andrew, always stand first in these lists of the twelve, and among 
them, Peter is always first. Mt. calls him zp@ros. But Mt. and 
Lk. put Andrew into the second place, evidently to associate him 
with his brother. Mk.’s order is the order of their rank, Peter, 
James, and John being the three disciples chosen by Jesus to 
attend him on special occasions, ¢.g. the Transfiguration, the rais- 
ing of the daughter of Jairus, and the scene in the garden of 
Gethsemane. 

18. ®{Aurrov — Philip heads the second group in all the Gos- 
pels, as Peter the first. The name is a Greek name. We hear 
nothing more about him in the Synoptics, though he is mentioned 
several times in the fourth Gospel. 
Bap$oAopuatov — This name does not occur in the Gospels out- 

side of these lists, and elsewhere only in Acts 1%. And in the 
passage in Acts, Bartholomew’s name is associated, as it is here, 
with those of Philip and Thomas. In the fourth Gospel, on the 
other hand, we find that Nathanael is associated with Philip and 
Thomas, as Bartholomew is in the Synoptics and the Acts. In J. 
1°, Nathanael is the one whom Philip introduces to Jesus, while 
in J. 21°, Nathanael’s name is associated with Thomas. This, 
together with the fact that so important a personage as Nathanael 
appears to be in J. is not mentioned in the list of the twelve, has 
led to the quite reasonable supposition that the two are to be 
identified. In that case, Bartholomew, which means Son of 
Tolmai, would be a patronymic, and Nathanael would be the real 
name. 

Ma66atov — On the identification of this disciple with Levi the 
publican, see on 2“. He is not mentioned after this, except in 
Acts 1%. @wyav—This disciple, who is a mere name in the 
Synoptics and the Acts, becomes a personage in the fourth Gos- 
pel. J. 118 145 20%. This group of four is the same in all 
three Synoptics, but in Mt., Thomas precedes Matthew. 

*laxwBov tov tov "AXAdaiov — This James is probably the same as 
"TaxwBos 6 pixpos, James the little, the son of Mary and Clopas. 
See 15“ 16' J. 19%. The supposition, however, that in this pas- 
sage from J., Mapéa 7 rod KAwza is in apposition with 7 pyrnp 
avrov, and that thus the brothers of our Lord were his cousins 
and included in the list of apostles, is decisively negatived, first, 
by its giving us two sisters having the same name, Mary ; secondly, 
by the fact, that in Lk. 2’, Jesus is called the firstborn son of 
Mary, implying that there were other sons; thirdly, by Acts 1™, 
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in which the brothers of our Lord are distinguished from the apos- 
tles; and finally, by J. 7° which states distinctly, that at the Feast 
of ‘Tabernacles, six months before the death of Jesus, his brothers 
did not believe in him. 
@addaiov — This must be the same as Lebbzus, Mt. 103 (AV. 

Tisch.), and Jude the son of James, Lk. 61°, 
tov Kavavatov — the Zealot. 

Kavavatoy, instead of Kavavirny, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCDL A 33, 
Latt. Memph. (Pesh.) etc. 

If this name meant an inhabitant of Cana, it would be Kavaiov. 
Probably, it comes from the Heb. 833, Chald. jx2p, with the termi- 

nation atos which denotes a party (Papicaios, Saddovxatos), and is 
the same as ZyAwrns zealot, the name given to him in Lk. 6”. 
This was the name of a party of fanatic nationalists among the 
Jews, leaders of the national revolt against the foreign yoke. 

19. *Ioxapuitnv — Heb., ntap wx, Man of Kerioth. Judas is 
designated thus as an inhabitant of Kerioth, a village of Judea. 
trapcowxey — delivered up. The word for betrayal is rpocdwxer. 

There can be no doubt what significance Mk. means to give to 

the appointment of the twelve. It is preceded and followed in 

his account by the gathering of the importunate crowds about our 

Lord. And the connection points plainly to the conclusion that 

Jesus appoints them to be his helpers in the work thus growing on 

his hands. This is indicated in the purpose, “hat he may send 

them forth to preach, and to heal, that is, to share in the work 

which has been described before as done by him.’ But we do 

not find that much of this active work was done by them during 

Jesus’ lifetime. The purpose which was more fully carried out 

was that of permanent association with himself, expressed in the 

words, chat they may be with him. Instead of the fluctuating 

attendance on his person of the ordinary disciples, he desired for 

these twelve such constant association that they could afterwards 

be his witnesses, and carry forward his work. Mt. 9*—10* gives 

the same general reason, but the immediate occasion is a mission- 

ary tour made by Jesus through Galilee, in which he is impressed 

by the greatness of the spiritual harvest, and the small number 

of laborers. Lk. 6’ places the concourse of people after the 

appointment of the twelve. The inclusion of Judas in the num- 

ber of the apostles is a certain indication that he was at the time 

1 See 134, 
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a genuine disciple. In his case, as in that of all the apostles, 

there was a failure to understand our Lord’s purely spiritual pro- 

gramme, but the personal equation, the faith in Christ himself, 

overcame this doubt at first. Later, the doubt predominated in 

the case of Judas, and even in the rest of the apostles it led to 

the temporary desertion of the ten, and to the denial of Peter. 

CHARGE OF DIABOLISM 

20-35. Jesus, at home again, 1s met by the opposition 

of the Scribes, and by the attempt on the part of his 

Jamily to restrain him. 

It is evident that there is both a logical and a chronological 

relation between this attitude of our Lord’s family and this new 

phase of the opposition of the Scribes. The logical relation is 

found in the language of the two. His family said, he zs deside 

himself; the Scribes said, he zs possessed by the devil himself. 

The close juxtaposition of these in the narrative shows that Mk. 

had this logical relation in his mind. On the other hand, the 

interruption of the story of his family’s attempt to restrain him by 

the introduction of the other account, and the resumption of the 

former in v.*!, is not explained so well by any other assumption 

as that there was really such an interval between the family’s 

original purpose and their arrival on the scene of action, which 

was filled up by the controversy with the Scribes. Jesus makes 

this opposition the occasion of teaching, of which it is easy to 

miss the point, and which has been badly misunderstood. In 

regard to the charge that he is in collusion with Satan in casting 

out demons, his point fully stated would be, that such collusion is 

possible up to the point where it involves an actual arraying of 

Satan against himself. And Jesus turns their charge against them- 

selves by his counter-claim that his whole action is hostile to 

Satan, making such collusion impossible. And this is the acumen 

of his statement about the sin against the Holy Ghost. In the 

case of the Scribes, their charge had been very close to that sin, 

when they said that the Spirit in Jesus was the Devil instead of 

the Holy Spirit, involving a complete upsetting of all moral values, 

and a stupendous and well-nigh irrecoverable moral blindness in 
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themselves. That is, their whole error lay in their failure to value 

the moral element in Jesus’ works. It is not implied at all that 

his family was in sympathy with the Scribes, their apprehension 

being simply that his mind was unsettled, and that he needed to 

be put under restraint. This lack of sympathy with him on the 

part of his human family led Jesus to point out the higher reality 

of spiritual relationship and association. 

20. épxetac— comes. eis otkoy is here probably the colloquial 
anarthrous phrase, equivalent to our home. ‘The gathering of the 
Scribes from Jerusalem and the visit of his family would probably 
both of them be at Capernaum, and this points to his own house 
as the one meant here, RV. margin. 

€pxeTat instead of €pxovra, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BT mss. of Lat. Vet. etc. 

Kai ovvépxerat radw (6) oxAos — And (the) crowd gathers again. 

6 before xAos Tr. (WH.) RV. s ABDL' A 209, 300, Memph.e44, 
The article is rather favored by Mk.’s habit of correlating persons and 
things with previous mentions of the same in his account. 

maw —again. This refers to 2'*, and denotes a repetition of 
what occurred then in the same place. py divacGar pnd — not 
able even. 

pnde, instead of wre, Treg. WH. RV. ABKLU A 28, 33 etc. 

wore pi.) 
21. of rap’ aitov — his family. v.",which is evidently a resump- 

tion of this part of the narrative, says Azs mother and his brothers. 
Literally, this phrase would denote those descended from him, but 
it has come to have this modification of its strict meaning. 
Kpatnoa.— to lay hold of him, to get possession of him. They 
wanted to protect Jesus against his own madness. For they said 
that he is beside himself, e&éarn.” axovoavres has for its object the 
preceding statement. Jesus’ permitting the multitude to gather 
about him in this tumultuous way and to engross him so entirely, 
seemed to them an unwarranted absorption in an entirely visionary 
work. This absence of prudence and of care of himself seemed 
to them misplaced. 

Weiss, with some show of reason, makes the subject of €\eyo» the persons 
from whom the family received their account. But the more natural sub- 
ject is the same as that of é£#N6ov, unless a different one is pointed out. 
And it is just as probable that the family inferred the é&¢o77 from what they 
heard, as that it made a part of the report. 

1 Where the inf. is used with Sore, the N.T. invariably employs the neg. u7, even 
when the result is stated as a fact. See Win. 55, 2d. 2 See on 212, 
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Kai of ypapparets ot ard ‘TepocoAvpwv KxataBavtres— And the 
Scribes who came down from Jerusalem. 

This delegation is introduced here with the article, as if it had been 
mentioned before. But the article may be taken as meaning the Scribes 
who were present, and oi xaraBdayres as an incidental statement of the 
reason of their presence. This slight change of meaning would be indi- 
cated by a comma, — and the Scribes, who came down from Ferusalem. 

22. KaraBavres —It was down from Jerusalem, which was 
situated on high land, to most other parts of the country. This is 
the first mention of the presence of Scribes from Jerusalem, and 
it is an indication of an increased activity and hostility of the 
religious leaders against Jesus. 

BeedleBovA exec — he has Beelzebul, This is a modification of 
a Heb. name, and is one of their names for Satan! One is said 
to have a demon, or here, the prince of demons, as he is said to 
have a disease, that is, to be afflicted with it. 

The particular form of this charge, that he is possessed, not 
with an ordinary demon, but with the devil himself, is in order to 
account for his power over demons, as representing their prince. 
But we may suppose that they took a malicious pleasure in making 
his an exaggerated case. év T@ dpxovtTt Tov Sapoviwy —in the 
prince of the demons. ‘The preposition has the same force as in 
the phrases 77 Christ, in the Holy Spirit. It is a local designation 
of intimate union, as if the two were so absorbed in each other, 
that they dwelt, one in the other. The charge is, that Jesus cast 
out demons by virtue of this connection with their prince. It is 
not merely an attempt to explain these miracles, so as to do away 
with the effect of them, but a distinct charge on the strength of 
them. They said, “zs man ts in collusion with the devil. It is 
evident all through his course, but this assumed miracle is distinct 

proof of it. How else does this insignificant person coming among 
us without any credentials, get this extraordinary power over 
demons, unless there is some connection between him and their 
ruler. The devil has power to order them round, and has author- 
ized this man to act for him, and so further the dangerous delusion 
about himself which ts spreading among the people. ‘There is no 
connection between the attitude of the religious leaders, and of 
Jesus’ own family here. Rather, the hostility of the Scribes was 
one of the dangers of the situation, to which Jesus himself seemed 
rashly indifferent, and which led his family to seek to restrain him. 

Mt. 1222-23 and Lk. 113* give us a more immediate occasion for this 
charge in their account of the casting out of a demon at this time. In this 
Gospel, the connection is general, the charge being occasioned by Jesus’ 
frequent performance of this most prominent of all his miracles. 

1 The Heb. is byar bya, Saar being a rabbinical form of ban. The whole means 
god of filth. 
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23. €vy wapaBoAats—A parable is an analogy. It assumes a 
likeness between higher and lower things, such that what is true 
in one department holds good in another. It serves the purpose 
not only of illustration and of figurative statement, but also of 
proof. Here the apologetic purpose is evident. The analogy 
may be drawn out into a story, or description, as in most of Jesus’ 
parables, but this is not essential. In this case, Jesus begins with 
an abstract statement of his position, and then gives several 
analogous cases proving the general principle. 

Satravas Zatava éxfadAev— Satan is the Heb. name of the 
devil, the prince of the demons. It means the Adversary, and 
except in this passage, and Lk. 22°, the name is written with the 
article.' Jesus shows the fallacy of the scribes’ position by call- 
ing their attention to one essential element in his casting out of 
demons, which makes it impossible to account for it in their way. 
And that is, that his action toward the demons is hostile action. 
To be sure, his ordering them round, in itself considered, may 
be merely an exercise of the power which their ruler exercises 
over them. But when his authority is exercised, not for them, but 
against them, and against everything for which they and their 
ruler stand, he must be representing, not some friendly power, 
but a distinctly hostile force. ‘They are so identified with their 
ruler, that what he does to them he does virtually to himself, and 
he does not cast himself out from one of his principal vantage 
points, possessing a special strategic value for his cause. 

24. kal av Bacireia ef éavtiv pepicOy — And if a kingdom is 
divided against itself. This is the analogy which lies nearest at 
hand. Indeed, it may be called the generic statement of the pre- 
ceding principle. Satan and his subjects constitute a kingdom, 
and what is true of any kingdom is applicable to them. There is 
no difference between human kingdoms and this kingdom of evil 
spirits, which would invalidate this common truth. In the form in 
which this analogy is stated, it contains the reason why it is 
morally impossible for Satan to cast out Satan. It is, that such 
division leads to destruction. The condition is here a general 
one, not confined to any time. 

25. The second analogy is that of a house. The word is used 
by metonymy for the family inhabiting a house. Here, too, divis- 
ion ends in destruction. ov dvvycera.— will not be able. The 
form of the conditional statement in this case belongs to the 
future, and not to a general condition. 

duvioerat, instead of Svvara, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCL A mss. of 
Lat. Vet. and of Vulg. dvvara: is an evident emendation, to correspond to 
We 

1 See on 118, 
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26. xai ci 6 Saravas aviary ep Eavrov, éuepicOn Kai od Suvarat 
orjnvat— And if Satan arose against himself, he was divided and 
cannot stand. 

éueploOn, kal instead of kal weuépiorat, Tisch. s* C* A mss. of Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. Kal éueplodn Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8° BL, kat éuepic6n is a probable 
emendation to bring the aorists avéory and éueploOn together, instead of 
éueplo On and the pres. ov duvarat. orfvat, instead of crabjvat, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. » BCL. 

This verse applies the principle to the case in hand, and the 
form of conditional statement corresponds. It states the condi- 
tion as belonging to past time, and says of an event actually past, 
if it was of such a character. In the conclusion, the aor. states 
what was involved, the pres. what zs involved. 

27. ov dvvarat ovdels eis THY OiKiay TOD icxvpod eiceAOwy Ta oKEvH 
avTov dupraca.— no one can enter into the strong man’s house, 
and plunder his tools. 

els Tv oiklay Tov laxupod eloeMOdv TA oKEvVH avTod, instead of Ta oKe’y 
Tov loxupov elceNOwv els THY oiklav avrod, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 
33, Memph. Pesh. 

In what precedes, Jesus has simply taken the negative attitude 
towards their charge that he is in collusion with Satan, showing 
that that isimpossible. But in this verse he shows what is the real 
relation to Satan involved in his casting out demons. What it 
does mean is conflict with Satan, and victory over him. This 
also is stated in the form of an analogy, that no one can enter a 
strong man’s house, and despoil his tools, except he first bind the 
strong man. oxevy is here not possessions or goods, but utensils, 
and denotes the demons as Satan’s instruments, or tools. What 
Jesus says is not simply an inference from his casting out of 
demons, though that is the proof of it to others. But this victory 
over Satan is a part of his self-consciousness. He knows that he 
has met Satan here on his own stamping ground, where he has 
been accustomed to take advantage of the weakness of men for 
their undoing ; moreover, that Satan has approached him on this 
same side of his human weakness, and for once, has met his mas- 
ter. Instead of mastering, he has been himself mastered, and the 
mastery has been followed up by crippling; he has been bound. 
Here we come upon one of the deepest truths of Jesus’ life, that 
the real basis of his power, which is a spiritual power, is to be 
found in his own righteousness under difficulties, and those diffi- 
culties the same which are inherent in human nature, and due to 
the exposure of that nature to a subtle and victorious power of 
evil which had so far dominated the world. 

1 avéory and éuepicOy are aorist, and it preserves the flavor of the original better 
to translate them as simple pasts, avose, and was divided, instead of perfects. 
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28. “Auiv— Verily." This has the effect of solemn emphasis. 
mavta apeOycerar . . . Ta auaptywata— all sins shall be forgiven. 
The statement that all the sins of men shall be forgiven is not to 
be taken of individual sins, but of classes, or kinds of sin. ai 
Praodnpia — the blasphemies. This word means primarily znjur7- 
ous Speech, and, as applied to God, speech derogatory to his Divine 
majesty. dca dv Braodypyowow — Literally, whatsoever things 
they blasphemously utter? 

ai before BXacdnulac Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCEFGHL A Memph. 
etc. doa, instead of dcas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDE* GH A etc. 

Blasphemy is not here regarded as that into which all sins may 
be resolved,® but it adds to the general term szs, the special class 
to which the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit belongs. 

29. cis To Ivevpa 16 “Aywov — against the Holy Spirit’ What is 
meant by the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit? The difficulty 
on one side, has been the consideration of this question without 
reference to the case in hand, and on the other hand, so superfi- 
cial an explanation of this case as to leave what Jesus says about 
the enormity of the sin involved practically unexplained. Plainly, 
the Holy Spirit is not to be considered here in his independent 
action, but as the inward source of Jesus’ acts. What Jesus says 
is occasioned by their charge that he had an evil spirit ; that is, 
that the power acting in him was not good, but bad. Now, the 
Holy Spirit is the Divine power to which the acts of Jesus are 
attributed. The Spirit is represented as descending on him at his 
baptism, and driving him into the wilderness, and Jesus is said to 
have begun his ministry in Galilee in the power of the Spirit. 
Especially, Jesus ascribes his expulsion of evil spirits to the Holy 
Spirit. Hence, a distinction is to be made between his other acts, 
and those which manifestly reveal the Holy Spirit in him, and 
between slander directed against him personally, as he appears in 
his common acts, and that which is aimed at those acts in which 
the Spirit is manifest. Just so far as there is in the man who 
utters the slander any recognition, however vague, of this agency, 
or so far as there is in the person against whom it is directed so 
manifest a revelation of the Spirit as should lead to this recogni- 
tion, so far, there is danger, to say the least, of this blasphemy 

1*Aujv is the Heb. particle of affirmation from }2x, 40 be firm, sure. Its proper 

place is at the end of the sentence, and disconnected with it, like our 4men, This 
adverbial use of it, placed at the beginning of the sentence, belongs to the report 
of our Lord’s discourses in the Gospels. Elsewhere in the N.T. it is used after 
the Heb. fashion. 

2 6ca is the cognate acc. after BAacdnurjoworv, and independent of both BAacdy- 
pioc and duaptiuata. See Col. 314, where a is used in the same way. 

83 See Morison’s singular note. : 
4In this use of a preposition after BAacdynurjon, there is a return to the earlier 

construction, for-which the N.T. employs the simple acc, 
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against the Holy Spirit. Moreover, this act of driving out evil 
spirits was the act in which the holiness of the Spirit operating in 
Jesus specially appeared. It is not in the power shown in the 
miracles that the operation of the Holy Spirit is most evident, 
but in their moral quality. ‘There is the moral uniqueness about 
the miracles of Jesus which appears in the rest of his life, only 
there, it is, if anything, most conspicuous. And this quality 
appears specially where he not only cures the bodily diseases of 
men, but frees them from an evil spirit which deranges their inner 
life. ‘To call that evil, instead of good, and especially to ascribe 
it to the very prince of evil, is the blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit. ‘The only alleviation of it is the failure to recognize fully 
these facts. otk eye dpeow eis rov aidva — hath never Sorgive- 
ness,’ GAA evoxos éorw aiwviov auapryparos — but ts guilty of an 
elernal sin, 

auapryuaros, instead of xploews, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL A 28, 33 
(C* D 13, 69, 346, duaprias), Latt. Memph. 

An eternal sin may be one subjecting the person to an eternal 
punishment, eternal in its consequences, that is.’ But certainly it 
is equally allowable to suppose that it describes the sin itself as 
eternal, accounting for the impossibility of the forgiveness by the 
permanence of the sin, — endless consequences attached to end- 
less sin, ‘This is the philosophy of endless punishment. Sin 
reacts on the nature, an act passes into a state, and the state 
continues. ‘That is, eternal punishment is not a measure of 
God’s resentment against a single sin, which is so enormous 
that the resentment never abates. It is the result of the effect of 
any sin, or course of sin in fixing the sinful state beyond recovery. 
This is more accordant with the inwardness of Jesus’ ordinary 
view of things. 

30. mvedua dxabaprov éxee— he has anunclean spirit. ‘The report 
of their saying above is, Ae hath Beelzebul, and it is changed here 
in order to make the contrast between mvedua dxabaprov and Ivedpa 
“Aywov, the Holy Spirit. 

31. Kal pxovrae  peyrynp abrod cal of ddeAdol abrov, cal ew 
orikovres . . . KaAdovvres abrov—and there came his mother and 
his brothers, and standing outside . . . calling him, 

Kat @py(ovrac), instead of “Epyovra ob», Treg. WH. RV. (Tisch. Kat 
épxerac) § BCDGL A 1, 13, 28, 69, 118, 124, 209, Latt. Memph, Pesh. etc. 
» uhrnp abrod Kat ol ddepol abrod, instead of ol ddeA\pol kal » wHrnp adrod, 
‘Tisch, ‘Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDGL A Latt. Memph. Pesh. orxovres, instead 
of éor Gres, Visch. Treg. WH. BC A 28. kadovvres, instead of dwvodvres, 
Tisch. ‘Treg. WH. RV. & BCL 1, 13, 28, 69, 118, 124, etc. 

1 Literally, Zath not forgiveness forever, The Heb, form of the universal nega- 
tive, joining the negative with the verb, instead of with the adverb, 

2So Meyer, Weiss, Holtazmann, ete, 
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Though the resumptive ovy is omitted, it is plain that this is a 
resumption of what is said about his family coming out to restrain 
him inv... The preliminary statement is put there, in order to 
connect eéAGov with its cause in the tumultuous gathering of the 
people. ‘Then it is interrupted by the story of the dispute with 
the Scribes, because that event precedes in the order of time. It 
is this unsympathetic attitude of his family in this visit which gives 
force to what Jesus says about his true family. On the brothers 
of Jesus, see on v.*. ddeAdod is used sometimes to denote less 
intimate relationship, but it is not at all common, and aside from 
usage, the supposition that the adeAdoi of Jesus were anything else 
than brothers is quite against the evidence. The names of these 
brothers are given in Mt. 13° as James, Joseph, Simeon, and Jude. 
kal €£w otynKovtes — and standing outside. Evidently on account 
of the crowd surrounding the house.' 

32. wept aitov— around him? kai r€éyovow aitw— and they 
say to him. 

kal Néyouoxr, instead of elroy dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 13, 
69, 124, 346, mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. Harcl. marg. 

7 pyTNp Gov Kal of ddeApoi gov kal ai adeAdal vou — “hy mother, 
and thy brothers, and thy ststers. 

kal al ddedpal cov —Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. marg. ADEFHMSUV I 
22, 124, 238, 299, 433, mss. of Lat. Vet. Harcl. marg. Omitted probably 
to accord with v.-*, and with Mt. and Lk. 

33. Kal droxpiHeis ® Aeyer — And answering, he says. 

dmoxpiHels Néyer, instead of drexplOn, Aéywr, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BCL A Vulg. Memph. Harcl. kal ol ddeXgol nou, and my brothers, instead of 
n, or, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCGL A 1, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

Jesus does not wish, in this question, to deny or underrate the 
human relations. But he feels with a strength, not common among 
men, the Divine relation and the human relations to which this 
gives rise. Moreover, the present errand of his family has made 
him feel that they come short of the real connection which alone 
gives worth to the family relation. 

34. rovs rept airov KaOnuevovs — those seated around him. v. 
has stated that the crowd was seated about him. But evidently 
from what follows, this was made up in this case of his disciples. 

35. tov @cod — Mt. 12™ says rod warpds pov Tod ey ovpava, which 
defines more closely the nature and reason of this relation. It is 
a common relation to the heavenly Father, and not to an earthly 

32 

1 See v.%, and especially Lk. 819. 
2 With the acc., repé is used locally, with the gen., of subject matter — around a 

person or thing, and adou? a subject. 
3 The Greeks used the middle, instead of the pass. of amoxpivw, in the sense of 

answer, This use is peculiar to N.T. Greek. 
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father, that is at the basis of the kinship acknowledged by him. 
Moreover, the relation to God is of the moral kind, shown by doing 
His will. It is due to a new nature begotten in the man by God, 
but it shows itself in obedience. Jesus’ own relation to God, 
making it his meat and drink to do his will, is the uppermost and 
central thing in his life, and those who share with him this relation 
come nearest to him. Spiritual kinship surpasses the accidents of 
birth. 

os dv ToLnon — whoever does. 

Omit yap, for, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. B mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. ‘yap is 
an emendation. Omit pou, my, after ddehp7 Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. ABD 
LA mss. of Lat. Vet. 

The order of Mk. here, connecting this paragraph with the teaching in 
parables which follows, is also the order of Mt., and the latter marks this as 
a chronological order by the use of 71 avrod Nekciseas 1246, and év TH éxelvyn 
nuépg, 13. On the other hand, Lk. 1137 connects this attack of the Phari- 
sees with Jesus’ denunciation of them by another definite chronological 
mark, év 6¢7@ AaAjoa. And Mt. puts this denunciation among the events of 
the passion week, and fixes it there by his introductory Tére. This is a spec- 
imen of the disagreement of the Evangelists in their attempts to give chro- 
nological sequence to their narratives. Dr. Gardiner, Harmony, p 70, 
explains this by the supposition that such expressions as &r avrod Neer 
and év r@ Aadfoa may be used by the Evangelist to indicate that an event 
took place, not necessarily in the midst of that particular discourse, but 
simply of some discourse or other; that is, while he was talking, instead of 
walking, or healing or something. This isa good example of the ingenui- 
ties and curiosities of harmonizing interpretation. Such use of language 
by the Evangelists would discredit them equally with the inconsistencies 
that it is intended to remove. 

THE PARABLES OF JESUS 

Iv. With one exception, the prophetic discourse of ch. 13, 

the parables are the only connected discourse in Mk. And it is 

the only specimen of teaching without any statement of the cir- 

cumstances in which it originated. Indeed, it follows from what 

Jesus says about the object of his teaching in parables, that it 

would be without any such ground in events or questions, as would 

furnish a key to the meaning of the parable. Like all our Lord’s 

teaching, it grew out of the conditions of the time, but the con- 

nection is not indicated, except as one reads the riddle of the 

parable itself. And in this way, it serves his purpose of “veiling 

the truth, except to the initiated. But when one understands the 

pvaotnptov, the secret of the kingdom, the occasion is obvious. 

That secret, not known at the time by any one but Jesus, and not 

to be communicated to outsiders, was that the kingdom is a seed 
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which grows, and not an authority to be externally set up and 

enforced. The occasion is thus the hindrances to the work of 

Jesus, the opposition of the rulers, the dulness and superficiality 

of the multitude, and the question even of the disciples, why he 

does not brush these obstacles away and set up the Messianic 

kingdom. 

THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER 

1-9. Jesus comes again to the shore of the lake, where 

he is followed by the usual multitude, whom he teaches 

Srom a boat in parables. 

1. zaA\w—again connects this with the events by the shore of 
the lake, 3’ sq.; cf. 2% 1". Kal cvvayerat zpos aitov dxAos 7A&loTos 
—and there gathers to him a very great multitude. 

auvdyerat, instead of cvv7xOn, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 13, 28, 
69, 124. mdetoros instead of rodvs, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A. 

The great multitude repeats the scene of the previous gathering 
at the shore of the lake, and the boat is apparently the boat which 
he ordered the disciples to have in readiness for him at that 
time; 24"+*; 

els mAotov éuBdvrTa (omit 7d), having entered a boat, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s BCKLM 1, 33, 118, 131, 209 etc. 

mpos THv Oadacoay ext THs yns Noav — were towards the sea upon 
the land. 

noayv, instead of nv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 33, mss. of Lat. Vet. 

Lk. 8'~* gives a different setting to the parable. According to 
him, it was spoken during a journey in the cities and villages of 
Galilee. 

2. edidarxev— he was teaching. The impf. describes the act in 
its progress. év wapaBovalts —7n parables? Here we have the 
parable drawn out into a story. év r7 dudayy airod —in his teach- 
ing. The word denotes the act of teaching, not the doctrine, or 
thing taught. dxovere — hear, or “isten. It calls attention to what 
follows, after a manner common to our Lord. 

3. 6 oretpwv — the sower, not a sower? 

1 Mt. gives the same mark of the size of the multitude in this case. But it is 
one of the characteristic marks of this Gospel to a the crowds that fol- 
icyd Jesus by some graphic touch. See 183 22 37. 20 

2See 373, note. 
8 This is the generic use of the article, an individual being taken to represent 

the class. See Win. 18,1 
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4. § wiv—some. oréppua, seed is understood.' apa rHv 6dov — 
by the side of the road. We are not to think here of a wide road, 
with a fence or wall separating it from the field, but of a path 
traversing the unenclosed fields. ‘The unproductiveness is due of 
course to the hardness of the trodden soil. Jesus adds that the 
birds devoured the seed, and this is due to its lying on the surface 
without penetrating it. 

Omit Tod ovpavod, of heaven, after Ta wére.va, the birds, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s ABCL A mss. of Lat. Vet. and of Vulg. etc. 

5. Kai d\Ao — and other? 

kai GXo, instead of dAdo de, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC(D)L A two 
mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. etc. 

TO TeTpades — the rocky ground, not stony. A place where the 
rock came up near the surface, leaving room for only thin soil 
overlying it, is meant. 

kal evOis eavérerXe — ana’ it came up immediately. The thin 
soil had two effects ; first, the grain came up quickly, because it 
lay near the surface, and was more exposed to the generous 
influence of the sun and rain ; and secondly, it was scorched and 
withered by the sun, because there was no \room for the roots to 
penetrate. 

6. Kai dre 6 7Atos avéerecAev — and when the sun arose. 

This reading, instead of 7Xlov 6€ dvarel\ayros, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
BCDL A mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

exavpaticOn — was scorched$ 
7. «is tas axavOas —7.e. among the seeds of thorns or briers, 

which afterwards came up, avéByoav, and choked the grain. 
8. kal ak\Aa—and others; oméppara is understood, the word 

being taken individually, instead of collectively, as in the other 
parts of the parable. 

adda, others, instead of &dXo, other, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. » *andeb 
BCL 28, 33, 124, one ms. of Lat. Vet. Memph. etc. 

ed{Sov kdprov—gave fruit. Probably, in this case, as in v.’, 
this means the grain itself, and not the stalks, but in this case, the 
participles dvafaivovra and aigdvovra must agree with adda, and 
not with xaprov. The reading avéavopnevov favored by T Tr. forces 
the agreement with kaprov. That of WH. RV. avgéavoueva, forces 
the agreement with dAAa. The internal evidence thus confirms the 
latter reading ; cf. xaprodopotow v.”. 

avéiavduevor, instead of avédvovra, Tisch. Treg. ADL A 238. avgavdueva 
WH. RV. & B. 

1 On this use of the relative in antithetical statements, see Win. 17, I 4. 
2 The proper correlative of 6 név is 6 88 8 This verb belongs to later Greek. 
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cis Tpiaxovta — up to thirty, denoting the degree of fruitfulness. 

els rpidkovra, instead of év tpidkovra, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 
28 etc. els é&jxovra, and els éxarov Tisch. Treg. WH. marg. RV. C* A 
28 etc. év with the last two WH. BLEFGKMUV II etc. 

/ 9. )Kat edeyev, Os exer Wra axovewv, dxoverw— And he said, LHe 
who hath ears to hear, let him hear. This is a familiar expression 
of our Lord’s used by him to call attention to what is especially 
worth hearing. Ye who have ears, prepare to use them now. 

Omit a’rots, fo them, after @eyev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.» ABCDL A 
Latt. Memph. Syrr. etc. os @xe, instead of 6 €xwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
NBE* DIA: 

10-25. Explanation of the parable. 

10) kat dre éyévero Kata povas'—And when he came to be alone, 
i.e. after the departure of the crowd, which, however, followed 
probably the telling of the other parables. ‘This is certainly so, if 
we adopt the reading ras wapafodas at the end of the verse. 

oi wept avtov —The disciples generally, as distinguished from the 
multitude on the one hand, and the twelve on the other. Dis-_ 

er 

Kal ére, instead of “Ore dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A Latt. 
Memph. etc. 7pwrwy, instead of jparycay, Treg. WH. RV. ABL A 33. 
jpwrovy, Tisch. 8 C. Tas mapaBodds, instead of Sing., Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s BCL A one ms. of Lat. Vet. mss. of Vulg. Memph. some edd. 

41) ‘Yuiv 8é8orar 75 pvotipiov— Zo you has been given the 
mystery. ‘The mystery has been put into your hands. 

Omit yvdvat, to know, after 5é50Ta, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCKL 
one ms. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. some edd. etc. 

A mystery in the N.T,is. not something hard to understand, 

but something 
Greek mysteries. The secret of the Kingdom of God set forth in 

these parables is the fact of its only partial success in this early 

stage. This fact seemed to those outside, not possessed of the 

secret of the kingdom, to be inconsistent with its nature as a 

heavenly kingdom. They thought, when God really set out to 

establish his Kingdom,-its.success would be speedy and _ sure. 

Supernatural powers would supersede natural processes, and every- 

thing would yield to them. The mystery, the hidden thing, set 
eee tt 

1 The separation of xataydvas into Kata povas is simply a matter of interpreta- 

tion, pas is to be supplied with pévas. 

9 
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forth by Jesus, in this group of parables, is that the kingdom 
belongs to living, growing things, and is subject thus to the 
same laws as grain, leaven, mustard seed, and the like. Gradual- 
ness therefore belongs to its nature. 

éxetvois S€ Tors €£w—Zo those outsiders. The EV. translates 
trois ¢£w by them who are without. And we need to add some- 
thing to this to indicate the presence of the demonstrative. ‘This 
can be done by emphasizing the word ¢hem (¢hose), or by trans- 
lating tots €w outsiders. Jesus has in mind probably the multi- 
tude just gone from them, whom he points out in éxeivous, and 
describes by rois em; cf. Mt. 13", where éxecvors alone is used. 
‘The connection with +. BaotXedas 7. Meod in the preceding clause 
indicates that it is the kingdom of God outside of which he places 
them. Those inside the kingdom know its secrets, those outside 
do not know them. 1a wavta— all things. It is defined by the 
context as all things pertaining to the mystery of the kingdom. 

év wapaBorats—in parables. Instead of being stated in terms 
belonging to itself, the mystery of the kingdom isso stated in 
terms belonging to another realm, as to veil it. The parable, 7.e. 
by itself, without its key. If the truth is stated first abstractly, 
and then in terms of the analogy, the two help to the understand- 
ing of each other by showing that the phenomenon is not special, 
but common, a general fact belonging to the related realms of 
matter and spirit. But without this key, the parable remains a 
riddle, which is one of its meanings. 

12. iva BAérovtes BA€rwor, Kal py Owoi— in_order that. seeing, 
they may see, and not perceive. It is evident that idwou expresses 
a more inward and real sight than BAérwou. The idea is expressed 
thus, 72 order that in the act of seeing, there may be merely out 
ward seeing and not perception. The contrast.is.more exactly 
expressed by the difference between dxovwor and cvndcr, hearing 
and understanding. parote émiotpapwsw xal apeby avtois —lest 
perchance they may turn, and_tt be forgiven them. aeby is used 
impersonally. in 

Omit ra duaprnuata, their sins, after dpeb7 Tisch. Treg. ¢x¢z. WH. RV. 
& BCL 1, 22, 118, 209, 251, 340,* one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

The whole verse is a translation of Is. 6°, adapted freely from 
the Sept. It takes these phrases dxoy daxovoere k. ov pi) CUVATE, 
x. B€rovtes BACPovoew k. ov pH ldnte and pyroTe erioTpafwow k. 
idgouat avrovs out of their connection and pieces them together. 

In explaining this difficult passage, it is to be noticed, first, that 
the difference between the form of the quotation in Mk. and Lk. 
on the one hand, and Mt. on the other, corresponds.to a like 
difference between the original Hebrew and the LXX. In the 
Hebrew, God says to his prophet, ‘‘Go, . . . make the heart of 
this people fat and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes, lest 
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they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand 
with their heart, and turn again and be healed.” ‘That is, God _is 
represented as sending his prophet to harden the heart-of the 
people by his prophetic message, as if Rubinstein should have 
been told to deaden people’s musical sense by his playing, or 
Bishop Brooks to stifle their religious sense by his preaching. In 
the LXX,, on the contrary, the hardening is the cause, not the 
purpose. The people will not hear the prophet’s message because 
“their heart is hardened, and they have shut their eyes. So in Mt., 
following the LXX., Jesus speaks to them in parables because their 
heart is waxed_gross, and their ears dull of hearing. “And espe- 
cially, the obnoxious pyrore éxtatpafwow xk. idcopat adrovs is in- 
cluded in the result of their own conduct, and not in the Divine 
purpose. Mk. and Lk., however, follow the original in making 
the failure to hear and see to be the purpose of the.parable. But 
Lk. omits the obnoxious pyzore eriotpepwow x. dpeOy airois. And 
yet, there_is_no doubt, from the identity of language, that. Mk., 
and following him, Lk., quote from the LXX., while. modifying it. 
for.some reason. ‘That reason would seem to be, that. Mk. had 
in_mind_the form in which Jesus quotes the passage, andthat.this 
was conformed to some Targum, preserving the spirit of the 
original. This confirms what is otherwise probable, that Mk., 
rather than Mt., preserves the original form of Jesus’ saying.’ But 
while Mk., and according to the above, Jesus himself, conforms to 
the original Hebrew, he does not preserve the irony which is the 
‘saving element of the passage in Isaiah. It is only ironically that 
God commands the prophet to harden the people by his pungent 
preaching, because he sees that this will be the inevitable result. 
Whereas, it is evidently in all seriousness, that Jesus describes this 
as the result of the parable. The parable is evidently regarded by 
Jesus_as_a form of teaching intended to veil the truth.conveyed, 
and adapted, therefore, to esoteric teaching. Moreover, the teach- 
ing is esoteric ; it concerns the mysteries of the kingdom of God, 
not the ordinary facts in regard to it, but certain things intended 
not. for. the.common ear, but only for the disciples. And the ~ 
parable does so veil the meaning that it has to be explained even 
to them. There is a key to each of the parables, some funda- 
mental analogy, which is necessary to its explanation. In the 

en 

would have the irony of the original ; but apptied ‘to the parables, 
it is to be taken seriously. This makes all p 
come to the obnoxious pyrore eriatpapwow Kk. apeOy adrois. There 
the irony_reappears, for it would evidently be only ironically, and 
not.earnestly, that Jesus would say of any of his teaching, that it 
was intended to prevent the forgiveness and conversion of the 
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people. It makes the proper climax to the original passage, but 
is out of place in Jesus’ use of it. But, after the mechanical 
fashion, which often marks the reporting of discourse, Mk., re- 
-membering only that Jesus used this quotation, reproduced the 
passage as he found it in the original, without omitting its irrelevant 
clauses. Mt., on the other hand, quoting from the LXX., without 
the modification introduced by Mk., has not involved himself in 
the same difficulty, but has not reproduced for us what Jesus said. 
Lk., seeing the difficulty involved in Mk.’s report, has omitted the 
obnoxious clause, giving us probably the genuine form of the quo- 
tation. Our Lord’s. statement, then, is simply this, that the mys- 
tery of the kingdom, or its secret, is not intended for those outside 
of it, and that therefore he uses in conveying it to his disciples 
the contrivance of the parable, so that outsiders who-haye not the 
clue may hear without hearing. . 

13. ovx oldare xtA. ‘This is treated by some of the critics and 
commentators as a question, and by others as a statement. Of 
course, the original text contained no intimation in which of these 
two ways it is to be taken, and there is little choice in the mean- 
ings obtained. Taken as a statement, the succeeding question is 
an inference from the fact that they do not know this parable. As 
a question, it already expresses surprise at the fact that they do not 
know this parable, and then follows the inference. Kai rs zacas 
Tas tapaBoAas yvwoerOe ;— and how will you know all the parables? 
The argument is from the similarity of the parables. This is not 
an unusual instance, but a good example of its class. The lack 
of perception shown in this case would extend to all similar cases. 

14. rov Adyov o7eipe. tov Adyov is emphatic, and contains the 
key to the parable. He is speaking of the sowing of the word, and 
pointing out the analogies between this.and the sowing of seed. 
~ 15. ovro dé eiow of tapa tHv 6d0v—And these are they along 
the road. ‘The-seed and the soil are here confounded. ‘The seed 
is the word, the soil is the mind of the hearer. The exact state- 
ment would be, ¢hese are the readin. 

€pxerat 6 Yaravas — Satan comes... One would say naturally that 
the birds in the parable were merely a part of the picture, and 
had no counterpart in the spiritual fact represented by it. One 
“main principle in the interpretation of the parables is that only 
the one truth represented in the comparison is to be seized upon, 
and the details are to be treated as mere incidents, on the ground 
that things in the spiritual and material worlds correspond only in 
generals. And it is evident that Jesus generally treated the para- 
bles with this largeness and sobriety. But in this case, an oppor- 

_tunity is given Jesus to introduce into his account of obstructions 
to the fruitfulness of the seed the agency of that kingdom of evil 
which complicates the whole problem ‘The primary result of 
sowing on this hard soil is that the seed remains on the surface, 
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the secondary result is, that itis snatched away from.the mind by 
the influences represented by Satan.1 The road, or path, repre- 
sents those whose spirits are impervious to the truth, into whom 
it finds no entrance at all. 

Tov Adyov Tov écrappévoy év avTots (els a’ToUs), the word which has been 
sown in them. év avrots, instead of év rats xapdlats, in their hearts, T. 8 
CL A Memph. Harcl. marg. els avrovs, Treg. WH. RV.B 1, 13, 28, 69, 118, 
209. 

16. dpoiws —in like manner, —by virtue of the same general 
resemblance. ot . . . o7etpouevo.— There is the same confusion 
of seed and soil as in the preceding case. «iOis pera yapas—=This 
“corresponds to the ev@is éefavereare of the parable, and denotes one 
side of the resemblance, the superficial readiness with which they 
receive. the word. They have been attracted by the pleasant 
things, and have not stopped to count the.pains and oppositions 
that constitute the other side of the kingdom in this evil world. 

17. pilev—\root., The_analogy is so close, that the various 
terms belonging to the physical process and material have become 
familiar designations of the corresponding spiritual facts, such as 
seed, soil, root, fruit, and the like. Root denotes the hold which 
the truth has upon the spirit, securing its permanence. The 
absence of it designates the superficiality of this.class of hearers. 
mpookatpo.— transient. This describes the ‘merely temporar 
effect of the word upon them, owing to their superficiality. | @Ac- 
Yews ) Suwypov — afuiction or persecution. We may suppose that 
this is not an exhaustive statement of the things destructive of the 
truth in the superficial hearer, that it simply represents them by 
the one thing operative in that early period of conflict. Only 
deeply rooted discipleship can withstand persecution. «ids 
“oxavoarilovrac — immediately they stumble. Immediateness is 
characteristic-of.this class on both sides. They receive the word 
immediately, and fall away immediately. Haste and supericiatity 
go together. They do not wait to see if there is any other side to~ 
religion than the glad side, nor, on the other hand, whether afflic- 
tion is a_sufficient reason for giving it up. oxavdadiLovrar — is 
found only in the N.T., and means 7/0 cause to fall or stumble, and 
in the pass., fo fall or stumble. It is the opposite of /o stand, The 
translation of the AV., they are offended, gives a wrong idea of the 
word. RV. they stumble. 

18. kai d\\o. — and others. 

Kal &dXor, instead of cal otro, and these, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x* BC* 
DL A mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

ot ometpopevol cis Tas axavOas — those sown among the 
thorns. The confusion of seed and soil is repeated here. ot rov 
Adyov adxovocayTes — who heard the word. 

1 See 373, note. 
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dkovoartes instead of dxovovtes, hear, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCDL A 
13, 69, 124, 346, Memph. Pesh. 

19. ai péprmvar— the cares. Literally, the distractions. ‘They 
are the things that divide the.unity-ofthe-spirit, drawing it off differ- 
ent ways. Tov aidvos — the age. EV. world. There is only one 
passage, Heb. 1°, in which there is any call to render this word 
world instead of age. Here it means the present evil time. It is 
contrasted with the aidy peAXAwv, the coming time, in which good, 
instead of evil, will predominate. 

Omit Tovrou, ¢his, after rod aldvos Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL A 1, 
102, mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. etc. 

dratn Tov tAovTov — deceit of wealth, the power which-it-has-to 
deceive men with its enticements, representing itself _as the great 
good. ra Acura — not other things, but the remaining things. The 
article renders it definite. ‘The other things of the same character 
as wealth are meant. RI ay TNS compound represents 
the completeness of the process, choke utterly. dxapmos — unfrurt-— 
ful. The test of genuine appropriation of the truth is, that it 
produces effects of life and character corresponding to itself. 
The.characteristic of this class of hearers is prepossession of the _ 
soil by alien things, which have not been weeded out. The warn- 

st_ wealth 1 Ay the araty T. mAovTov iS characteristic_of our 
Lord’s teaching. 

20. Kai €xetvot — and those. 

éxetvot instead of otro, these, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A Pesh. 

We have three different pronouns, or adjectives, used in point- 
ing out the various classes of hearers. ovro, then ovro. dpolws, 
indicating a general resemblance ; then dAdo, denoting a specific 
difference ; and finally exetvo., denoting contrast with all that pre- 
cede. sot eee were sowm. The part. in the other 
cases has been present, denoting the general fact about seed sown 
iff such places. The aor. here confines it to the particular case of 
the parable. oirwes —differs from the simple relative in that it 
generalizes the statement ; whoever,.orsuch as. mapadéxovrat — 
Always, in the N.T., this denotes a favorable reception, 70 accept, 
the opposite-of-weect. xaprodopotow — bear fruit. ‘This is what 
distinguishes.the.good. soil from all others. What ‘is planted i in it 
bears fruit; truth becomes.virtue in that soil. It does not denote 
the labors or success of this.class of laborers in propagating truth. 
Our Lord distinguishes between this kind of fruit and the obedi- 
ence which is the real test of discipleship, in Mt. 77°. év rptdxovra 

1 Guumviyovor belongs to later Greek. 
2 See 10%*%, But this depreciation of wealth is specially a trait af Lk.’s Gos- 

pel. See 620. 24 yo15-21 769-12. 19-31_ 
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— literally zx thirty. The preposition denotes the number as that 
in which the fruit-bearing is accomplished. 

The choice between év and €» is a matter of interpretation, not of text, 
as the original had neither breathings nor accents. But all the accented 
uncials give év, also 1, 33, 69, 124, Syrr.; so Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. Latt. 
Memph. read év. Before the other numerals, WH. bracket é, on account 
of its omission by BC*. éy gives the better construction, and is the prob- 
able reading, as the neuter €v has nothing with which to agree. 

GENERAL REFLECTIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF THE 

PARABLE 

Jesus is led on by the necessity of fruitfulness emphasized in 
the parable to present this under another analogy, of giving light. 

And this leads him to speak still further of the provision against 

hiding, or secrecy, in the Divine economy. Finally, to enforce 

what he has said of the way in which men treat the word, he 

enjoins on them to consider what they hear. It will be seen that 

there is a certain appositeness in the connection of these detached 

sayings. But in the case of the statement about secrecy, another 

connection is possible, at least. 

21-25. 21. xai édeyey airois — And he said to them. This indi- 
cates a change of subject. Myrv differs from 7, in strengthening 
the negative answer implied. Zhe damp does not come at all, does 
it? td 7. podiuv— under the peck measure. Xvxvia— lamp- 
stand? It corresponds to Avxvos, damp, in the preceding part of 
the statement. 

Mt. introduces this proverb in the Sermon on the Mount, 5+” 
with the meaning, Zhe light that ts in you ts not meant to be hidden, 
but to shine forth in good deeds in the sight of men. And here, it 
is probably put into connection with the preceding statement 
about fruit-bearing, in order to enforce anew, under another figure, 
the fact that the ultimate end of truth in man is to come out into 
manifestation as virtue. Truth considered as seed, bears fruit ; 
considered as light, it shines, but the one fact expressed in both 
figures is that it results in character and conduct. 

22. ob ydp éori te KpuTrov, éav py iva havepwOy — for there is 
nothing hidden, except that it may be manifested. 

Omit the relative 6 before éav ui, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCKL A 
I, 13, 28, 33, 69, 209. D 49, mss. of Lat. Vet. dd’ tva, but that. 

1 The word jodv0s comes from the Latin »zodius, which denotes a peck measure. 
EV. bushel. 

2 Avyvia is a later Greek form for Auxveiov. 
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The ultimate end of the hiding is manifesting This is a case of 
the argumentum a minori. Even what is hidden is hidden only 
for the purpose of ultimate manifestation, and how much more is 
this true of anything that is in its nature light, instead of dark. 
xpurtov is emphatic. The progress of all knowledge is the mani- 
festation of this principle. The earth is full of secrets, hidden 
treasures and forces, but they have been hidden away, only in 
order that man may bring them forth out of their hiding, and en- 
rich his life with them. 

ovde eyevero adroxpudov — nor did it become hidden away. This 
‘differs from the former by the difference between éyevero and éori. 
It points to the act of hiding, as that does to the state. Both are 
for the same purpose. God has secrets, mysteries, but they are 
not permanent secrets, only held in reserve for future revelation. 

This statement about hiding for the sake of revealing is con- 
nected immediately by yap with the preceding statement about 
hiding the light. But it would seem more natural to connect it 
with the pvornptov, the secret of the kingdom, the preservation of 
which is said to be the object of the parable. With this addition, 
the statement about secret things becomes complete. It is only 
temporarily that the secret is kept by the parable. Ultimately, it 
becomes a means of revealing that which it temporarily hides. 
And this brings it under the great law stated by Jesus. 

24. Kal édeyey aitois —and he said to them. See note on v.”. 
BAémere ti axovere — Consider what you hear. Not beware what 
you hear, be on your guard against hearing anything prejudicial 
to others. This meaning has been given to the words, because of 
a misunderstanding of the proverb which follows, which has been 
taken to mean here, as in Mt. 7”, that men will treat you as you 
treat them. But this leaves the whole thing without any connec- 
tion with the rest of the discourse, utterly irrelevant. Whereas it 
is evident that dxovérw and dxovere go together. And v.” is con- 
nected with this by yao. Some meaning must be found for this, 
therefore, that will justify this connection. ‘The meaning Consider 
what you hear is apposite to the connection with a parable which 
shows the consequences of inconsiderate hearing. 

év © péTpw petpetre, petpynOnoerar tuiv—in what measure you 
measure it will be measured to you. As we have seen, the mean- 
ing of this familiar proverb in Mt. 7” does not fit here. In this 
passage, it means, Whatever measure you use yourself will be the 
one in which truth will be measured out to you. If a man accus- 
toms himself to small measures of truth, small measures will be 
dealt out to him, and wice versa. Kai rpooteOnoerat ipiv—and 
it shall be increased to you. This is commonly interpreted to 
mean that not only the same, but a larger measure will be dealt out 
to them. But this is inconsistent with the statement that in what 
measure they measure it will be measured to them. zpooreOyoerat 
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as well as perpyOycera is modified by ev & mérpw perpeire. Ln 
what measure you measure tt shall be measured and increased to 
you. The measure and increase of their knowledge will both be 
proportioned to their own measures. Whatever they present will 
be filled. 

Omit rots dxovove.y, who hear, after tuiv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL 
A 102, etc. Latt. Memph. 

25. os yap éxee—/for he who hath. 

éxet, instead of av xn (who, instead of whoever), Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BCL A 13, 28, 69. 

This again is a general proverb, applicable to many things, 
made to do duty in this high and homely discourse. It means in 
this connection, /f a@ man has a well-stored mind, he will be 
continually adding to that store, and on the contrary, small knowtl- 
edge tends to decrease. However, this does not apply to mental 
ability, but to the use that one makes of his ability, or, as it stands 
here, to the attentiveness with which he hears. It all depends on 
the principle that knowledge is a series of successive steps, in 
which each step depends on the preceding. On the other hand, 
if a man does not acquire knowledge, the disuse of his faculties 
implied in that will render them unfit for use. 

PARABLE OF THE LAND PRODUCING BY ITSELF 

It is significant that this most fundamental of all the parables is 

given by Mk. alone, who omits so many given by the other evan- 

gelists. It is fundamental, because it contains the truth about the 

adaptation of seed and soil, which underlies all these analogies 

drawn from the growth of the seed. 

26-29. 26. «s dvOpwros Ban. The omission of éd&y renders the 
construction difficult, which probably accounts for its introduc- 
tion by some copyist. Two constructions are possible ; either 
Gs dvOpwros ds Bade; OF ws Cay avOpwros Bday. The omission 
of éay in the original is probably a slip. 

Omit éav after as, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD# L A 13, 28, 33, 69, 
118, 124, one ms. of Vulg. Memph. 

tov ordpov— the seed; the generic use of the article. 
27. xabevdy K. yeionta vixra x. nucpav— sleeps and wakes dur- 

ing night and day. The acc. differs from the gen. in such desig- 
nations of time by denoting duration, instead of periods of time 
at which the action occurs. The statement connects the two 
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verbs, instead of separating them, and putting each with its appro- 
priate time. PAacrd kal pnkivnta'— sprouts and grows. ws ok 
oldev avtés —atros 1s emphatic ; how, Ze knows not. ‘This does 
not exclude the processes of cultivation, but refers to the power of 
growth in the plant itself, beyond the reach or knowledge of the 
sower. 

28. aitoudrn 7 yn°— the earth of itself. The absence of the 
connective yap gives force to the statement by the abruptness of 
its introduction. 

Omit yap, for, before 7 yf, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x ABCL, ete. 
Memph.*4* Harcl. 

This statement, that the land bears fruit of itself, is the fact 

underlying all these analogies of seed and soil. The land contains 

in itself the elements needed for the nourishment and growth of 

the plant, and hence the great thing for man to do is to bring 

together these mutually adapted things, the seed and the soil. 

And in the spiritual realm, there is the same adaptation of the 

truth to the spirit of man. The mind of man is related to the 

truth as the soil to the seed. There may be minor differences of 

soil, as set forth in the Parable of the Sower, but the prime fact is 

this generic fitness. All the trust of man in the greatness and 

prevalence of the truth is warranted by this fact alone. The mind 

is adapted to the truth, as the eye to the light. ‘This single fact 

creates the confidence shown by Jesus in the ultimate establish- 

ment of his kingdom, in spite of the obstacles which obstruct its 

progress. mparov xdptov, eirey oTaxvy, elrev tANpNS ottos*— first 

blade, then ear, then full grain. 

eirev, instead of efra, Tisch. WH. 8* B* LA. ipzs ciros, nom. instead 
of acc., Tisch. Treg. BD Memph. (C* 271 read mw) jpes atrov. 

xoprov—literally, grass, z.e. the part of the grain which is like 
grass, before the grain heads out. 

29. Grav d€ rapadot 6 Kapros— but whenever the fruit permits. 

mapaéot, instead of rapadg, Tisch. Treg. WH. s* BD A. 

1 BAaora is subj. from the form BAagraw. pyxvvyyntac means literally to dengthen. 
It is used only here in N.T., and Is. 4414 in the O.T. In both cases, it is used 
of the growth of plants, an unfamiliar use of the word. 

2 airouaty occurs only twice in the N.T. On its adverbial use, see Win. 54, 2. 
3 The nom. makes this statement independent of the preceding structure, and 

so calls attention to it. 
4 So Thay.-Grm. Lex. Meyer, Weiss. The intrans. meaning, presents itself, is 

not attested. -sapadoi is an irregular form of the sec. aor. subj., instead of rapaéa. 

ea 
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eis arooré\Aa 1o Spéravov—immediately he sends forth the 
sickle. Sickle is here put by metonymy for the reapers. Imme- 
diately serves to mark vividly the time when man’s inaction ceases. 
No sooner does the fruit allow, than he puts in the sickle. 

TEACHING OF THE PARABLE 

The meaning of the parable is, that direct agencies, human or 

divine, are employed only at the beginning and end of the proc- 

ess of establishing the kingdom of God. At the beginning, there 

is the sowing of the seed, the dissemination of the word among 

men. And at the end, there is the gathering of the fruit, of men 

in whom the processes of spiritual growth have reached comple- 

tion, into his kingdom. During the intervening time, the result is 

left to the moral and spiritual self-action of humanity, which of 

itself acts vitally upon the word, turning it into truth of character 

and conduct. The emphasis of the parable is thus laid on the 

avtouatn 9 yn Kaptopope., the earth of itself bears fruit. So Meyer. 

Weiss and Holtzmann and others maintain that the parable is only 

an adaptation of the Parable of the Tares, with the tares left out, 

and the note of gradual growth introduced, in order to introduce 

this element into the parabolic teaching. But this is to omit the 

very point of the parable, the reason for the inactivity during the 

intermediate period, which is found in the self-activity of the soil, 

the human spirit. Moreover, this is one of the places where, 

even more than usual, our Lord lays bare the voofs, the essential 

principles of things. Morison also shows an equal ability to miss 

the mark, in his statement, that it is the seed which acts avroudrn. 

It is not the seed which fructifies the earth, but the earth which 

fructifies the seed. 

PARABLE OF THE MUSTARD SEED 

There is one lesson of the analogy of the growth from seed 

sown in the earth which remains to be shown. And the Parable 

of the Mustard Seed is introduced to teach this—that the small 

beginning and gradual growth is not inconsistent with a great 

result. 
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30-34. 30. Tas dporwowmev THY BactrEiay TOU Oeor, 7 ev Tit avrany 
rapaBorA7y Odpuev;'— How shall we liken the kingdom of God, or in 
what parable shall we set it forth, or place it? 

IIés, instead of Tu, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A two mss. Lat. Vet. 
Harcl. marg. év tlw adriy mapaBodF OGuev, instead of rola mapaBodq 
mapapdhwyev altyy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* L A Memph. Harcl. 
marg. 

31. ws Kdxkw owarews —as to a grain of mustard? 6s, drav 
. + + 5 BLKPOTEpoy OV TavTwY TOY OTEpuaTwY ... , Kal Orav onapy® 
— which, whenever tt 1s sown upon the earth, being (1s) smaller 
than all the seeds upon the earth; and whenever tt ts sown, etc. 

puxpérepoy dv (omit éo7l), Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A (L +») two 
mss. Lat. Vet. puxpdrepby éoti D* M etc. 

petlov mavtwv Tov Aaxdvwv — greater than all the garden-herbs, 
or vegetables. 

petfov, instead of welfwr, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 ABCELV 33. 

This comparison is intended to denote the superiority of this 
plant to others of the class Adyava to which it belongs, which have 
no woody fibre, like trees and shrubs, so that it even passes over 
into the latter class, making great branches under which the birds 
can find shade. And this is contrasted with the unusual smallness 
of the seed. Mk.and Lk. say directly that it becomes a devdpov.* 

aote SivacGat i776 THY oKiav adTod Ta TETELVA TOD OvpavOd KaTaTK)- 
vovv — so that the birds of heaven can lodge (tent, or camp down) 
under its shades. 

This is a different account from that given in Mt. and Lk., 
where the birds are said to lodge in the branches. Here its great- 
ness is described by saying that it affords shade for the birds. 
The parable means that the kingdom is like growing things in 
having small beginnings and a great ending. 

1 The subj. in these verbs is the subj. of deliberative questions, in which the 
questioner consults another about the matter in hand. See Win. 414, 4. 

2 This retains in the answer the construction of the question; supplying the 
omitted word, it would read, ws xéxxw oivamews opowwoonev, 2S to a grain of mustard 
seed we will liken it. 

8 There is a double anacoluthon here; first, the neuter, as if the antecedent 
were ozépua; and secondly, the participle, instead of the indicative. The whole 
sentence is thrown into confusion by this, so that a literal translation would read, 
which, whenever it ts sown, being less than all seeds, and whenever it ts sown, comes 
up, etc. 
z 4 See Hackett, ///ustrations of Scripture, p. 131. 
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COMMON FEATURES OF THE PARABLES 

In order to understand the significance of this group of para- 

bles, we have to learn not only their separate meanings, but their 

common features. They have a mystery of the kingdom to un- 

fold, namely, the gradualness of its establishment, in opposition 

to the prevalent notion of its immediate setting up by a Divine, 

supernatural power. And they give one common reason for this, 

that the kingdom belongs to the class of things that grow subject 

to natural laws, not to those that are set up full-grown by external 

force. More particularly, the Parable of the Sower shows that the 

present slow growth is due to the differences of soil; that is, of 

spirit in the hearers. It is a matter of the Word and of hearers 

of the Word, and the result is largely influenced by the different 

classes of hearers. The Parable of the Ground Producing by 

Itself shows that the growth depends on forces hidden in the soil 

itself, that is, on the adaptation of the spirit to the truth, and that 

this common fitness underlies all differences of soil. The mind 

of man and the word of God are at bottom adapted to each 

other. The Parable of the Mustard Seed shows that small begin- 

nings belong to the nature of the kingdom, but not less, large and 

complete results. 

33. Kai rotavrats mapafoAats rodAais €AdAe adrois Tt. AOyov— 
and with many such parables he spoke to them the word. That is, 
the mystery of the kingdom which he was teaching them on this 
occasion. He did not confine himself to parables on other sub- 
jects and occasions. 

kaOus Advvavto dxovew!—as they were able to hear. This modi- 
fication of the statement that he spoke to them in parables, does 
not mean that he spoke to them in such parables as they were 
able to hear, not going beyond that limit; but that he spoke to 
them in parables, as being the form of speech to which they were 
able to listen. He was not restricted by their only partial ability to 
hear to some parables, instead of others, but to parables in general, 
instead of some other mode of address. The mystery of the king- 
dom itself they were not able to hear, except in this veiled form. 

34. rots iSiois waOnrais — to his own disciples. 

rots lSlous wabnrats, instead of rots ua@nrats avrov, Tisch. Treg. marg. 
WH. RV. 8 BCL A. 

1 The earlier classical form of xa@és is xa@é OF xa@d. See Thay.-Grm. Lex, 
Win. 2, I, d, e. 
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THE STILLING OF THE STORM ON THE LAKE 

35-41. Jesus and his disciples cross to the eastern side of 

the lake, and are overtaken by one of the sudden storms pro- 

duced by the situation of this inland sea, which Jesus stills 

with a word. 

35. éxeivy tT. Huepa— that day, viz. the day on which Jesus 
uttered the parables. Mt. connects this stilling of the storm with 
the healing of Peter’s mother-in-law, and the gathering of the mul- 
titude about him at that time. Cf. Mt. 8, and Mk. 1%. How- 
ever, the mark of time in Mt. is not definite enough to create 
positive disagreement. Lk. says simply on one of the days. éwias' 
—evening. It is either the time between three and six, or that 
between six and dark. Probably the former is meant here, as the 
latter time would not allow for the events that follow. AveAOwyev 
eis TO repay >— Let us cross over to the other side. Jesus’ frequent 
crossing to the other side of the lake was due to its unpopulated 
condition, and to the comparative ignorance of himself there, 
giving him an escape from the wearing ministries to the crowd on 
the populous west shore, and also frequently from his enemies. 

36. zapadapBavovow avrov us nv év tT. TAOIw— they take him 
along as he was in the boat. This refers evidently to the boat 
from which Jesus taught the multitude, v.".. The explanations of 
the parables, therefore, v.’? sq.*, must have been made at some 
other time. It seems, according to this statement, that the dis- 
ciples dismissed the multitudes without Jesus leaving the boat, and 
then, without further delay or preparation, took him along in the 
boat where he had remained all the time. Mt. makes the dif- 
ferent statement, that Jesus embarked in the boat, and his disci- 
ples followed him. 

Kat G\Aa rAota Av pet avtov — And other boats were with him. 

Omit 6¢ after d\Aa, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* LA Latt.etc. dota, instead 
of mAordpia, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDKM A 1, 13, 33, 69, etc. 

per avtov, with him, settles the fact, that the other boats were 
in their company. Jesus was followed about from place to place, 
not only by the twelve regularly and by appointment associated 
with him, but by other disciples more or less intimately attached 
to his person. These would follow him in boats across the lake. 
Mk., with his usual eye for a picture, adds this to complete the 
scene, and to be carried in the mind when the story of the storm 
is reached. 

1 6yias is used as an adjective only, outside of Biblical Greek. It means Jafe, 
2 Ac- in S€A@wpev, like our word over, refers to the space to be passed through or 

over in reaching the point designated. - 
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37. aiAay—a storm marked by frequent great gusts of wind. 
Mt. uses ceucpos, which means properly earthquake, but denoting 
here the turbulence of the storm. 

kal Ta KUYpata éréBadrev'— and the waves were beating into the 
boat. eis —into, not against. wore nbn yeuilecOa +. rroLov — so 
that already the boat was filling. Not full, AV. The verb is 
present, and denotes the act in its progress, not its completion. 

Hon yeulferPar 7d mrotov, instead of avrd Hdn yeulferda:, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. x* BCDL A most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

This repetition of the noun, instead of the pronoun, is quite in 
Mk.’s style. 

38. Kal aitos nv ev TH Tpvyvy— And he was in the stern. The 
pronoun is emphatic. 

év TH mpvury, instead of émi, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDL A etc. 

This sleep is noticeable, because it shows the fatigue of Jesus 
after his day’s work, and his unconsciousness of the violent storm. 
Avédoxade — Teacher, not Master, by which the word is persistently 
mistranslated inthe EV. The title used by the disciples was prob- 
ably Rabbi. ov pede cor; carest thou not? This question im- 
plies that they thought of Jesus as waking sufficiently to know what 
was going on, but going off to sleep again regardless of their fate. 

39. émetiunoe — he rebuked. The verb contains in itself not only 
the notion of chiding, but also of restraint by that means. Proba- 
bly, all that Jesus said was Suza, repi/woo, so that the chiding 
would be expressed in the tones of his voice. zediuwoo — be 
silent, be muzzled. Cf. 1 Cor. 9°, TR. The latter is not only a 
strong word in itself, but the perf. imp. strengthens the command, 
like our have done with it. It means not only de sé#//, but stay so.” 
éxomacey — ceased, This again is a descriptive word, denoting 
not only ceasing, but the ceasing of a tired person. yaAyjvn peyaAy 
—a great calm, contrasted with the great storm. Cf. v.”. 

40. Ti derol éore; ovzw eyere tictw ;—Why are you fearful ? 
have you not yet faith? The lack of faith is in himself, in his 
power and disposition to care for them, and, as implied in the 
ov7w, after so many attestations of both. Their appeal to him 
while he was asleep had not been the calm invocation of a trusted 
power, but the frightened reproach of those whose faith is defeated 
by danger. 

ovrw, instead of ovrw; ms ovx, Treg. WH. RV. BDL A, most mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

41. époByOnoav poBov péyav— they were frightened a great 
Jright2 The subject is the disciples, who alone are mentioned 

1 On this intransitive use of BdAAw and its compounds, see Win. 38, I. 
2 See Win. 43, 4. 3 See Win. 32, 2. 
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here. Mt., on the contrary, says oi dvOpwra. Tis doa— who then, a 
question inspired by what they had seen. 671 — that. But the conj. 
is causal, denoting the reason of their fright, and of the question 
that is forced from them. kai 6 aveuos x. 9 OdAacca — even the 
wind and the sea. Not only diseases and demons, but the ele- 
ments themselves. Their wonder in this case took the form of 
fear, corresponding to the feeling with which they regarded the 
power of the elements against which Jesus matched himself. éza- 
xove.— obeys him. ‘The wind and the sea are looked at collectively 
here, as making one great whole. 

vmaxovel, instead of Yraxovoverv, Tisch. Treg. WH. s* BCL A 1, 13, 28, 
69, etc. 

Weiss and Beyschlag rationalize this miracle after the same 
general fashion. The rebuke of the disciples grows into a rebuke 
of the elements, and the confidence of Jesus in his Father’s deliv- 
erance into an assertion of his own power to still the waves. 
Holtzmann adds to this the presence in the narrative of O.T. 
material, which has been used in building up the account. Weiss 
is not so rationalistic in this as the others, as he is contending only 
against the notion that Jesus performs the miracles himself, instead 
of the Father. The command given to the elements, he thinks, 
would be an assumption of power over them by Jesus himself. 
But any more so than the commands given to the demons? He 
acts throughout as God’s agent, but such an agent can order about 
demons and storms. Holtzmann is prepossessed against miracles 
in general; Beyschlag against miracles in the sphere of inanimate 
nature, where spirit does not act upon spirit. But the apostolic 
source of the narrative renders this rationalizing futile. The 
general fact of the miracles is established by this, and by their 
absolute uniqueness, conforming them to the unique quality of 
Jesus’ whole life in the moral sphere. This leaves room to exclude 
individual miracles for special reasons, or even to discriminate 
among kinds of miracles, as Beyschlag does. But Beyschlag’s 
principle excludes, ¢.g. the miracle of feeding the multitude, the 
best attested of all the miracles. And there is no other special 
improbability about this miracle of stilling the storm—on the 
contrary, a certain congruousness, a manifestation of the fact that 
the power resident in nature is in the last analysis spiritual, and 
that Jesus was the Agent of that Power. 

RELATION OF THE SYNOPTICAL ACCOUNTS 

V. All of the Synoptics agree in correlating the three miracles 

narrated in this chapter. And Mk. and Lk. agree in general in 

the relation of these to events preceding and following. But 
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Mt. places them in an entirely different connection. According 

to him, the occasion of Jesus’ crossing to the other side was the 

gathering of the multitude about him owing to the miracles 

accompanying the healing of Peter’s mother-in-law. And the 

parables are said to be delivered on a day following, not preced- 

ing, the sending forth of the twelve, and removed from these 

events by a considerable interval. According to our account, the 

evident intention is to connect Jesus’ departure with the failure of 

Jesus’ mission to the Galileans marked by the veiled teaching of 

the parables. The recurrence of the same language in various 

places marks the interdependence of the Synoptics, as also the 

correlation of the events. But Mk.’s fulness of detail, in which 

he is followed to some extent by Lk., is characteristic. 

HEALING OF THE GERGESENE DEMONIAC 

1-20. Jesus crosses the lake into Decapolis on the south- 

eastern shore, and heals a man said to be possessed of a host 

of demons. The demons, driven out of the man, enter with 

Jesus’ permission into a herd of swine, and the maddened 
beasts rush into the lake and are drowned. 

1. cis THY xvpav Tov Tepacnvav — into the country of the Gera- 
senes. Vadapyvar is the probable reading in Mt., and Tepyeonvay 
in Lk. The country of the Gadarenes designates the district gen- 
erally by the name of a principal city. Tepyernvév is probably 
derived from the name of the town in whose immediate vicinity 
the event occurred, which must have been on the shore of the 
lake. Tepaonvév is more difficult to dispose of, as Gerasa is too 
far away to be the scene of the incident, or even to become a 
familiar designation of the general locality. And the similarity of 
name indicates that it has been confused with the nearer Gergesa.! 

Tepacnvay, instead of Tadapnvay, Tisch. Treg. 8* BD Latt. Tepyeonvadv 
Treg. marg. WH. RV. x° LU A 1, 28, 33, 118, 131, 209, Memph. Harcl. 
marg. Internal, as well as external, evidence favors Tepacnvay. 

2. é&dovros avrod — The TR. gives the proper construction of 
the part., putting it in agreement with aire after iryvrnoev. This 
improper use of the gen. absolute is a specimen of the inaccuracy 
of Mk. in dealing with the part., like the puxpdrepov ov of 47. The 

‘1 See Thompson, Land and Book, Bib. Dic. 
Io 
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TR. is an evident correction of this mistake by some copyist. 
Mt.’s repetition of the inaccuracy is one of the proofs of the 
interdependence of the Synoptics. Mt. 8%, Critical Text. 

éfehOdvTos avrod, instead of é&eAOdvTs adT@, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BCL A 1, 13, 33, 69, 118, 124, 131, 209, 346, two mess. Lat. Vet. (Memph. 
Syrr.). vmyvrycev, instead of dmnvrncev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDGL 
A 1, 13, 28, 69, etc. 

€x TOv pyvnweiwy — out of the tombs. ‘These were natural or 
artificial excavations in the rocks, frequently cut laterally in the 
hills, and often left uncovered, which, like other caves, would be 
resorts for wild men and beasts. é€v avevpat. adxafaptw —in an 
unclean spirit. 

3. pvypaow. This, like pyvnpecwy, v.”, means properly monuments. 
Tombs is a Biblical meaning. ‘This adds to the previous statement 
that the man came from the tombs, that he had his home there. 

pvjuacwy, instead of uvnuelos, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCL ATI etc. 

ovde advo ovKETL ovdels EdvVaTo — literally, and not even with a 
chain could no one no longer bind him. The RV. manages, by an 
ingenious arrangement of the negatives, to hide their barbarism. 
But the original couples them together without any mitigation of 
their effect. The TR. evidently omits ovxers to get over this 
roughness. 

ove, instead of ovre, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL A 33, etc. advice, 
instead of advceo.v, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BC* L 33, two mss. Lat. Vet. 
ovxére before ovdels Tisch. Treg, WH. RV. x BC* DL A 13, 28, 69, 124, 
346, Lat. Vet. (most mss.) Vulg. 

4. da 70 atirov roAAdkts rédats Kal advoeor Sedéo bar — on account 
of his having been bound often with fetters and chains The perf. 
inf. here, and in deoraoOae and ovyrerpipOa is used to denote the 
relation of these past acts to the present inability.2 édats kat 
dAvoeot — bonds for the feet and other parts of the body. d:e- 
orac$a. x. ovvretpipbar — rent asunder, and crushed together. 
Breaking by pulling, and by the opposite motion of crushing, are 
denoted severally. 

kal ovdeis toyvev adtov dapaoa — and no one had strength to tame 
him. The statement of reasons for their inability to bind him 
ends with ovvrerpi¢@at, and this introduces another independent 
statement. 

5. €v Trois pvnpacw kK. ev Tois dpear—in the tombs and in the 
mountains. Probably, these are specific and general designations 
of place —in the tombs and in other parts of the hills. tw xpawv 
kK. katakortTwy — he was crying and cutting. ‘This vivid circumlo- 

1 See on 322, 124, 2 On this use of é&:a with the inf. and art., see Win. 44, 6. 
8 See Win. 44, 7. 
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cution for the impf. is characteristic of Mk. The forcible descrip- 
tions of the violence and frenzied strength of the demoniac are 
also peculiar to Mk. Mt. tells us simply that no one could pass 
that way, and Lk. that he went about naked. Two qualities in 
Mk. lead to this: first, his vividness of narration, and secondly, 
his desire to emphasize the greatness of Jesus’ miracles. 

6. do paKxpodev — from a distance.' rpocexivnoey aitd — he 
made obetsance to him.’ ‘The verb in the N.T. denotes prostration 
before another in token of reverence, but properly it denotes 
reverence by kissing the hand towards another. 

This act of homage seems inconsistent with the expostulation 
which follows. It is evident, throughout the narrative, that Jesus 
has to deal with a hostile attitude in the man, dominated, as he is, 
by the demon. But the demons, nothwithstanding, recognize 
Jesus’ mastery over them, and adopt a suppliant rather than a 
defiant attitude. The zpooexive. is not inconsistent with the 
dpxilw, OF wapexdde, Vv. , 

Aeyet, says. The historical present, characteristic of Mk. 

This reading, instead of elie, sazd, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCKLM A 
Harcl. etc. 

7. Ti éuot kat coi; —What have I to do with thee? This repro- 
duces the language of 1™, a more or less suspicious imitation. 
The language of the expostulation is exactly the same as in Lk. 
In Mt. it is Té nyty Kai cot, vié tov @eov; As this is probably a 
reproduction of what was spoken originally in Aramaic, the resem- 
blance points strongly to the interdependence of the Synoptics. 
The man speaks here under the influence of the demons possess- 
ing him, identifying himself with them, but not so as to represent 
their plurality stated in v.*. It was such addresses as this which 
led Jesus to prevent the recognition of himself by the demoniacs. 

pn pe Bacavions — torment me not. ‘This would easily imply 
that Jesus’ command to them to vacate the man implied remand- 
ing them to the place of torment. And Lk.’s account follows this 
out in the a@Bvacov, 8". Also Mt. in zpo xatpod, 8”. But Mk. is 
not constructed on that basis, as he substitutes é€w trys xdpas for 
eis Tv GBvooov. According to him, this would represent therefore 
the man’s insane terror of being driven out of his haunts. 

8. édeyev yap — The reason of the protest of the demons against 
Jesus’ interference with them was his command to them to vacate. 
It is difficult to find a place to put this in, as the man’s action 
and words in the preceding verse seem to succeed each other 

1 paxpo@ev. The prep. expresses the same relation as the termination of the 
adv. On this redundancy, belonging to later Greek, see Win. 65, 2. The adv. 
itself belongs to the same period. ; 

2 This use of the dat. is peculiar to later authors, the regular construction being 
the acc. See Win. 4, 31,14. 
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immediately in such a way as to make one act, occasioned appar- 
ently by his sight of Jesus at a distance. But evidently this 
sequence must be interrupted somewhere to introduce this. 
avito— to him. Only the man has been mentioned before, 

which would lead us to refer this to him. But the command is 
evidently addressed to the demon. ‘The confusion is due to the 
identification of the two. 

"EfeXOe, 70 rvetpa TO axabaprov — Come out, thou unclean spirit. 
9. Ti ovona co ;—Whatis thy name ?* It is a curious question, 

why Jesus asked this question of the demoniac, and it has been 
curiously answered ; e.g. that Jesus saw the state of the case, and 
wished to bring it out in order to impress on the witnesses the 
greatness of the miracle. This ostentation we know to be far 
from the spirit of Jesus, who performed his miracles for beneficent 
purposes alone, and with secrecy, instead of ostentation. We are 
in the region of conjecture here, but we can guess at it somewhat 
after this fashion. May it not be, that the purpose of Jesus was 
hindered by this identification of the man with the demons, lead- 
ing him to resist the cure? In that case, Jesus might ask the 
question in order to bring before the man the nature of the power 
holding him in thrall, so as to make some break in the terrible 
sympathy and alliance of the two. But it is all mixed up with 
the question as to the nature of this possession, and how far the 
account of the cure has been modified by the view of it taken by 
the narrators. It is comparatively useless to discuss details where 
the main facts are so much in doubt. 

kat A€yet ait Aeyiwv — And he says to him, Legion. 

éyer avr G@, instead of dmrexplOn, \éywr, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCKLM 
AII text, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. 

Aeyiay, instead of Aeyedv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s* B* CDL A Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. 

Legion is the Roman name for a body of soldiers numbering, 
when full, 6000 men. Of course, it is a rhetorical and exagger- 
ated statement by the man of his state, as if he had said, / feel as 
if IT were possessed by a thousand devils. 

ott ToAAOL eopev — because we are many. Lk. puts this state- 
ment into the mouth of the Evangelist, saying himself that it was 
because many demons entered into the man. But it seems that 
Mk. is more correct, as he is certainly more effective, in making 
the demoniac say this; for it traces back to the man himself the 
hallucination which gives shape to the story. In Lk. the plural- 
ity, which formed a part of the man’s delusion, is transferred to 
the statement of facts. 

1 On the use of the nom., instead of the voc., see Win. 29, 2. 
2 On the omission of the art. with dvoua, see Win. 19, 24. 
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10. kai wapexdder aitov roAXG iva py aita droote(Ay — And he 
besought him much that he would not send them. 

aura, instead of adrov’s, Tisch. Treg. WH. BC A etc. But atra looks 
like an emendation. 

Here, again, the man identifies himself with the demons, but 
not so as to protest any longer against their expulsion. Only one 
demon has been mentioned before, vv.**. But with v.°, it begins 
to be assumed that there is a host of them, and the plural is used. 

efw THS xwpas — out of the country. Lk. says eis ryv &Bvacor, 
into the abyss, t.e. into Gehenna, the place of evil spirits. And it 
has been supposed that our phrase means out of the earth, mak- 
ing it equivalent to this. But plainly, yx#pa does not mean the 
earth as distinguished from the under world, but one part of the 
earth as distinct from another. jf is the proper word for earth, or 
world. But just as plainly, the translation, owt of the country (put 
into the mouth of the demons, so to speak), creates another diffi- 
culty. What preference they should have for one country over 
another is one of the mysteries connected with these stories of 
demoniacal possession. It can be explained only as part of the 
hallucination of the demoniac, to be referred possibly to his terror 
of city or town, and his unwillingness to be driven out of the soli- 
tary wild district haunted by him. Lk.’s statement is probably an 
attempt to remove the difficulty. 

ll. zpos Ta Oper — on the mountain side.” 

T@ Spe, instead of ra dpy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. and about all the 
principal sources. 

xoipwy — swine. The presence of these unclean animals, so 
abhorrent to the Jews, indicates, what we know from other 
sources, that the region was inhabited by a mixed population, in 
which Gentiles predominated.® 

12. kai wapexddcoav aitov—and they besought him* Were the 
subject changes from the man speaking for the demons to the 
demons speaking through the man. 
mépwov — Lk. says, iva éxitpeyy, that he would permit, a modifi- 

cation which Mk. introduces in his account of Jesus’ answer. 

Omit rdvres of daluoves with mapexddXeoar, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLA 
I, 13, 28, 69, 118, 131, 209, 251, 346, Memph. 

13. Kai érérpeweyv — and he permitted them. 

Omit ev0éws 6 Inaots, zmmediately Jesus, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.8 BCLA 
I, 28, 118, 131, 209, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

1 On the use of éw as a prep., see Win. 54, 6. 
2 On the use of zpos with dat., see Win. 48¢. The art. denotes the mountain 

in the vicinity. 8 See Schiirer, V. Zg. I]. 1, 121. 
4 The meaning deseech belongs to wapaxadeiy Only in later Greek. 
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cionAOov «cis Tots xoipovs — entered into the swine. Itis evidently 
the intention of the writer that the man was possessed by a host 
of demons, and that this host of demons —no less would be re- 
quired — entered into the herd of (two thousand) swine. This 
literalizing of the demoniac’s Zegzon, the multiplication of the 
difficulty of possession by the thousands, and the addition of the 
difficulty of demoniac possession of swine, makes this part of 
the story a tax upon our belief. Demoniacal possession is in 
itself such a tax, but this story shows whereto such belief in a 
credulous age tends. The facts in this case are the cure and the 
rush of the frightened swine. The traditional account connects 
them in such a way as to make Jesus responsible for one as well 
as the other. Leave out now the elements of the story con- 
tributed by the idea of possession, and substitute the theory of 
lunacy, and the rational account of the fright and destruction of 
the swine is that it was occasioned by some paroxysm of the 
lunatic himself. 

Kai apyunoe 7 ayeAn Kata TOU Kpnyvod eis THY Oadaccay, os 
SurxiAvco.— and the herd rushed down the declivity into the sea, 
about two thousand (of them). 

Omit foav dé, and there were, before as diox tio, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BC* DL A 1, mss. of Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

kpyuvov, a perfectly good Greek word, occurs in the N.T. only 
in the parallel Synoptical accounts of this event, and the verbal 
resemblance is an important item in the proof of the interde- 
pendence of the Synoptics. 

w3 OurxfAtot in the reading adopted is in apposition with 7 dyeAn 
— the herd, about two thousand (of them). 

14. Kai oi Bockovres aitois Epvyov Kal arnyyeAav— And those 
Seeding them fied and brought the news. 

Kat oi, instead of Oi 6¢, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDLM A two mss, 
Lat. Vet. Syrr. avrovs, instead of rods xolpous, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BCL A 13, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Memph. Pesh. d7yyerAay, instead of 
avyyyedar, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDKLM II etc. 

cis Tiv 7OAW Kal eis TOs dypovs — to the city and to the farms. 
modu is the city Gergesa (Gerasa) in the neighborhood.’ dypots 
denotes the farms or hamlets in the vicinity. Kal 7A@ov — and 
they came, viz. the inhabitants generally. 

HdOov, instead of €&@AOov, they came out, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x¢ 
ABKLMU II* 33, etc. Memph. Harcl. 

15. xal Bewpodtor tov SapovrCopevoy Kabjpevov ivaticpévov — and 
they behold the demoniac sitting clothed. Oewporor, they behold, 
expresses the kind of sight directed towards notable objects.” 

1 See on v.1, 2 See Thay.-Grm. Lex. Synonyms of Gewpeiv. 
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SawoviCouevoy is timeless. The temporal relation would be 
expressed by the aor. daonobara.! inaricpévov — clothed. This 
implies what Lk. states, that the man in his previous state had 
torn his clothes from him. Lk. 8%. rov éoxnxora Tov Aeytova — 
who had the legion. We have already seen how it is implied that 
Mk. accepts the man’s account of himself in telling the story of 
the swine. Here he does it expressly. kai époByOnoav — and 
they were frightened. ‘The thought of the miracle alone produced 
this effect. 

16. kal dupynoavro— and... reported in full, rehearsed. The 
verb denotes the fulness of the account— “hey went through tt 
all, 

7s THEY BESEECH HIM TO DEPART 

This is the only case in our Lord’s ministry in which his mira- 
cles operated against him in this way, and it is to be accounted 
for by the strange element in this case, the mixture of gain and 
loss in the result. Men welcome a beneficent power, and so we 
find the multitudes following Jesus. But they are repelled from a 
destructive power, and all the more, if it is supernatural. This 
explains the singular treatment, but the infraction of our Lord’s 
rule, to use his power only for beneficent purposes, is itself to be 
accounted for. And it enforces the question already raised, if 
this is not one of the cases in which we have to separate between 
the facts and the explanations and inferences of the Evangelists. 
The facts are the cure of the man and the destruction of the 
swine. But is Jesus responsible for the destruction? The whole 
idea of possession is beset with serious difficulties, and in this case, 
the substitution of lunacy for possession removes not only these, 
but also this anomaly in the action of Jesus. 

18. éuBaivovros — As he was entering. ‘The present part. de- 
notes action contemporaneous with that of the principal verb. 

éuBalvovros, instead of éuBdvros, was come, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
ABCDKLM AIL 1, 33, 124, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

6 datpovicbets — He who had been possessed with demons. The 
aor. part. denotes a state preceding the action of the principal 
verb. 

iva pet avtov 7 — that he may be with him? 
19. Kai ov« addjkey aitov — and he did not permit him. 

cal, instead of 6 6é€ "Inoots, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCKLM AII 1, 
33, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. 

1See Burton, V. 7. Moods and Tenses, 123. 2 See on cov dasmoviZeutvov, v.19, 
3. On the use of ive with subj. after a verb of asking, see Win. 44, 8. Clearly, 

the clause with ive expresses the contents of the petition, not its purpose. 
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Kai dmayyeAov daa 6 Kipids cou reroinxev—and report how 
much the Lord hath done for thee. 

dmdyyedor, instead of avdyyerdov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BC A etc. 
mwemoinkev, instead of érolyce, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCL II etc. 

This command, the exact opposite of the injunction of secrecy 
usually enforced by Jesus, is due to the fact that this was a region 
not frequented by him, and in which, therefore, the ordinary 
reasons for such silence were inoperative. His enemies were not 
here, nor his injudicious friends, nor the people to be blinded by 
his miracles to his more spiritual work. But it was a region rarely 
visited by him, and out of which he himself had just been driven, 
where therefore the story told by this man would be the only 
message of glad-tidings brought to the people. Moreover, the 
message which Jesus gives him does not concern our Lord him- 
self, but God, to whom 6 Kyupios evidently refers. The effect pro- 
duced would thus be, not a false Messianism, as in Galilee, but a 
sense of God’s presence and pity. The demoniac’s story would 
counteract the impression made by the destruction of the swine. 
And it would be kept in Decapolis, where it would do no harm, 
and away from the already excited Galilee. 

ova 6 Kupids cou reroinxev, kal qAenoé ce — how much the Lord 
hath done for thee, and pitied thee. 

6 Kvpros — is evidently used of God, as neither the man himself 
nor his friends would understand its application to Jesus. And 
besides, this is a case in which Jesus would especially desire to 
call attention to what God had done for him. Lk. says 6 @eds, 8. 

20. ty AexaroAe — Decapolis, the ten city district, is the name 
applied to the cities, east of the Jordan, liberated by Pompey from 
Jewish rule, which united in the ten city alliance. These cities 
had been Hellenistic since the Syrian conquest, had been con- 
quered and subjected to Jewish rule by the Maccabees, and were 
finally liberated by Pompey. Schiirer, II. 1, 23, 1. 

RAISING OF THE DAUGHTER OF JAIRUS, AND HEAL-— 

ING OF THE WOMAN WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD 

21-43. Jesus, repelled by the people of Decapolis, returns 

to the western shore of the lake, and there raises the daughter 

1 The translation gives just the slight irregularity of the Greek; ‘how much” is 
the object of the first verb; and an adverb modifying the second, which is pre- 
cisely the double us* of daa. So Meyer, who calls it zeugmatisch. On the con- 
junction of the perf. and aor., see Win. 4o. 4. The perf. suggests the present 
condition as well as the past act, while the aor. denotes only the past action. 
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of a synagogue ruler by the name of Jairus. On his way to 

the house of Jatrus, he is approached in the crowd by a 

woman with an issue of blood, who ts healed at the touch 

of his garment. 

21. cis TO wépav tadw ovwynxXOn — having crossed over to the other 
side, again there was gathered. 

els TO wépay maduy, instead of maddy eis Td wépav, Tisch. 8 D mss. of Lat. 
Vet. Syrr. It is more in Mk.’s manner to connect raXuv with cuv}x On. 

kal nv Tapa THv Oddacoay — And he was by the sea. According 
to Mt., Jairus came to Jesus while he was in the house. He places 
the events after the crossing of the lake in the following order: 
first, the healing of the paralytic, and the dispute about forgiveness 
of sins ; then, the call of Matthew; then, the question of John’s 
disciples about fasting ; and then, while he was saying these things, 
the coming of Jairus. And these events are connected all the way 
through by marks of time, fixing the chronological connection. 
Metroh*: 

22. Kat épxerat els tay dpyicvvaydywv '— And there comes one of 
the synagogue-rulers. 

Omit (dod before épxera:, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 102, mss. of 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

According to Schiirer, the dpxy:ovvaywyos is to be distinguished 
from the apxwyr, the officer having general direction of the affairs 
of the synagogue ; and he is not an official conducting the worship, 
for which no special appointment was made ; but he is the officer 
entrusted with the care of public worship, including the appoint- 
ment of readers and preachers. Mt. calls Jairus an apywy, and 
Lk. uses the two names interchangeably, which is explained 
by the fact, that the two offices, though distinct, might be com- 
bined in one person. Generally, there was only one dpy:ovvaywyos 
in each synagogue, and eis tév apxiovvaywywv May mean one of 
the class simply. S. Schiirer, IT. 2. 27. 

23. mapaxadei — beseeches. 

mapakanel, instead of rapexdder, besought, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ACL 
33, etc. 

éxet eoydtws — 7s at the point of death.’ 
Mt. says dpru éredevrnocer, just died, evidently confounding this 

1 Gpxtovvdywyos is found in profane writings only in Inscriptions, _ 
2 éoxaTws 1s found in the N.T. only here. Its use to denote at the point of death, 

in extremis, is condemned by Atticists. See Thay.-Grm, Lex. 
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with the message brought later by members of his household. Lk. 
says awéOvnokev, was dying. iva éAOwv émOns — that you may come 
and lay. iva owOy Kat Coon — that she may be saved and live. 

iva cwOH Kat (joy, instead of brws... (joerat, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BCDL A 13, 69, 346, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

24. jnKodovder... OyAos..., Kal cvvéOALBov—a crowd followed, 
and they pressed.” 

THE WOMAN WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD 

There is a peculiar turn given to this story by the statement of 

Mk. and Lk. that Jesus recognized that power had gone forth from 

him. Mt. treats it as an ordinary miracle, in which Jesus con- 

sciously exercises his healing power. But Mk. and Lk. represent 

it as a miracle in which the woman herself, unknown to Jesus, 

draws upon his healing power, and Jesus knows it only by the 

departure of the power, of which he becomes conscious as he 

would be of any bodily change happening to him. It would seem 

that this is a case in which the miracle was performed directly by 

God, without the intervention of Jesus, of which Jesus becomes 

aware by the touch of the woman, but not by the loss of power. 

This makes an opening, as Mt.’s account does not, for the expla- 

nation of Mk. and Lk. The fact for which they try to make way 

in their account is the cure of the woman without the intervention 

of Jesus. But here again, we have to distinguish between the fact 

which they preserve for us, and their explanation, arising from 

reflection on the fact. The one is a matter of testimony, and the 

other of judgment. 

25. Kai yuvy otoa — And a woman being. 

Omit tis, a certain, before otca, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCL A mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Harcl. 

ovoa ey poe aiparos érn bwdexa— being in an issue of blood 
twelve years ‘There is nothing in the language, which is quite 

1 This is explained by Win. as a weakened form of imp. 43,54. My prayer is 
that you may come. On the laying on of hands, see on 141, 

2 gvvé@ABov is found in the N.T. only in this passage. The change from the 
sing. #xoAovGer to the plur. is due to the crowding being thought of, not as the act 
of the crowd collectively, but individually. 

3 The prep. denotes the state of the woman. The pres. part. odaa is used here 
of a past state continuing into the present, a temporal relation properly expressed 
by the perf. Burton, WV. 7. Moods and Tenses, 131 ¢. 
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general, not technical, to denote the nature of this hemorrhage, 
but it was probably menstrual. 

26. roAda tafovca id TroddAGY tatpav — having suffered many 
things at the hands of many physicians.’ 8aravyocaca ta rap’ éav- 
THs twavta — having spent all that she had? 

pndev odednbeioa — seeing that she was no way benefitedS pndév 
is used, instead of otdév, because of the writer’s way of conceiving 
what is nevertheless stated as a fact. He is giving here not only 
the facts, but the facts as they lay in the woman’s mind and 
became her reasons for coming to Jesus. He suggests that she 
knew all this, and reasoned it out this way, and this subjective 
view is implied in the use of pydév. Win. 55, g, B. 

27. dxovoaca Ta rept Inoodt — having heard the things concerning 
Jesus. 

7a is inserted before epi by Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. x* BC* A 
etc. 

The things concerning Jesus were the reports of his miracles. 
So far, the participles have denoted the particulars of the woman’s 
state, previous to her coming to Jesus, and this identity of relation 
has led to the use of xai or dAAa to connect them. Now, the narra- 
tive passes over to a new relation, and the conjunction is dropped. 
€\Motca— having come. Here, the long line of participles ceases to 
be elegant, and should have been replaced by 7A6e kal, she came 
and. 

28. "Or. éay awa Kav Tov twatiav— Lf T touch his garments 
onlys 

éav dwua kav rdv luaridy, instead of cay rOv iwarlwy... dwar, 
Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A etc. 

The woman seeks to be cured in this surreptitious way because 
of her uncleanness.* 

29. éyvw 7 c&pati.—she knew in her body. The changed 
condition, like the disease itself, would make itself known physi- 
cally. dru tara dd THs paotvyos — that she has been healed of the 

1 j7d differs from amd in such cases as denoting uxder, or at the hands of, an effi- 
cient cause, while 475 means merely from, an occasional cause. Win. 47 4. p. 364, 
368, Thayer’s Translation. 

2 zap’ éavtys is a case of attraction, the prep. taking the gen. after it, instead of 
the dat., as if it were connected with Saravyaaca. See Win. 47 3. 66, 6. 

3 On the absurd medical treatment of such cases, see Geikie, Life of Christ, 
chap. 42. 

Fiterally, if I touch if even his garments, It is a case of condensed structure, 
with aWwoua repeated after cay, understood. ér: introduces a direct quotation. In 
translating the clause, ox/y or even belongs with garments, not with touch.— // J 
touch his garments only, 

5 See Lev. 155-27, 
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scourge.' paorg is used in Greek writers to denote any calamity 
providentially, a paor€ Geod. But the providential view does not 
appear in the N.T. use, but only.a figurative designation of the 
effect of disease. 

30. €v éavra—in himself. Denotes the inwardness of his 
knowledge, proceeding from his own feelings, not from his 
knowledge of what the woman had done. This feeling is where 
Jesus’ knowledge of the facts began, and signifies that he had no 
conscious part in the miracle. Also the expression ri é& airod 
dvvapmwy eEeXOovoav, the power gone out from him, indicates that the 
writer conceives of the cure as effected not by the conscious exer- 
cise of power by Jesus, but by power that went out from him 
involuntarily, and of which he became conscious only afterwards. 
Lk. relates the story from the same point of view. Mt. tells us 
that the woman expected to be cured in that way, but that Jesus 
felt the touch, and sought the woman out, after which the miracle 
proceeded in the ordinary way. It is possible that the cure took 
place without Jesus’ intervention, but by a direct Divine act, as in 
the other cases in which the throng about him sought to touch 
even the hem of his garment, and as many as touched were healed. 
Only, in this case, Jesus knew in some way that there had been a 
touch on him different from that of the crowd, and chose to trace 
it and bring himself into personal contact with the person from 
whom it proceeded, instead of allowing it to remain in the imper- 
sonal form which was necessary in the case of numbers doing the 
same thing. This has been interpreted by Mk. and Lk. into a 
miracle done not by Divine intervention, but coming from a spring 
of power in Jesus, which could be drawn on, but not without his 
feeling the efflux, the loss of power. While Mt. has reduced it to 
a miracle of the ordinary kind. 

32. tiv TovTo Toncacayv — her who aid this. This is anticipat- 
ing the result of his search. Jesus was ignorant who had done it, 
and so of course, whether it was man or woman. 

33. ghoBnbeioa x. Tpeuovoa — the aor. pass., denoting a past act, 
and the pres., denoting a present state ; having been frightened and 
trembling. 

34. Unraye eis elpyvnv—zgo in health. An exact translation of 
the Heb. Diowie J), the salutation used by them in saying fare- 

well. eipyvq does not have its Greek meaning, feace, but one 
imported directly from the Heb., general wellbeing, or in this case, 
health. ‘This is the primary meaning of the Heb. word, and eace 
only a secondary meaning, whereas feace is the only meaning of 
the Greek word. Our version translates it always peace, which is 
misleading. 

liara is a perfect pass. of the deponent verb idoua:, which has a passive signi- 
fication in the perf., aor. pass., and 1 fut. 
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kal ich iyuns — and be well, This must not be taken to mean 
that the cure was performed now for the first time, as everything 
in the story points to the fact that the cure was effected when she 
touched Jesus, v.™. 

THE DAUGHTER OF JAIRUS. 

This is the only case of raising of the dead related by all the 

Synoptics. Only Lk. tells of the case at Nain, 7". The words, 
she did not die, but sleeps, lend themselves so readily to the sup- 

position that this was not a case of raising the dead, that it is no 

wonder that they have been so used. Beyschlag treats it as a case 

in which the state ordinarily called death has been reached, but 

in which there has been no final separation of soul and body, so 

that there is a possibility of awakening, which there would not be, 

if the connection between the two had been actually severed. 

Holtzmann treats the language more rudely as a contradiction 

within the story itself of its miraculous intention. Everything 

else in the three accounts favors the hypothesis of death. The 

announcement in Mt. is that the child is dead, in Mk. and Lk., 

that she is dying, and later, that she is dead. Lk. says that they 

knew her to be dead, an expression which is inappropriate, if it was 

their mistaken supposition. And Jesus signifies his sense of the 

momentousness of the occasion by taking with him only the three, 

a selection reserved for the critical periods of his life. On the 

other hand, the explanation of Jesus’ words, which makes she aid 

not die, but sleeps mean that this was not an ordinary case of 

death, though really death ; but resembling sleep, since the child 

was to be raised, does not seem quite adequate. And Beyschlag’s 

explanation is worthy of serious consideration. But it is purely an 

exegetical consideration. His general objection to miracles of 

resurrection is a question by itself, and the theory of miracles to 

which it belongs discredits many of Jesus’ miracles without suffi- 

cient reason. He attributes the genuine cases to the immense 

influence of Jesus’ personality on other men, with its reaction on 

the body, and of course excludes all miracles on nature, and of 

actual reanimation of a dead body. When once the soul and body 

are finally severed, the possibility of reanimation ceases. Mean- 

time, it seems quite certain that the narratives themselves treat 

this as a case of raising the dead. 
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35. Epxovrat dvd TOD apxicvvaywyou — they come from the syna- 
gogue’s ruler’s house. ‘Vhe Greek says from the synagogue ruler, 
but he was with Jesus, and they bring the message to him. 

éru  Ovydrnp cov amébave* ti ert oK’AAES Tov biddcKadrov ; — thy 
daughter has died; why troublest thou the teacher further ?* 

36. “Inoots wapaxovoas — Jesus having overheard, t.e. heard 
what was not addressed to him. 

Omit ev@éws before rapaxotcas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 1, 28, 
40, 209, 225, 271, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. etc. mapaxovcas, 
instead of dxovoas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x* &e> BL A one ms. Lat. Vet. 

povov wiareve—In accordance with the ordinary use of the 
present imp., this means, hold on to your faith, do not lose it.” 

37. per avtod ovvakoAovOnoa: — Literally, 70 accompany with 
him. The ordinary construction is the dat. 

per’ a’rov, instead of atr@, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A one ms. 
Lat. Vet. Pesh. 

Tlérpoy, ::. "IdxwBov, x. ’Iwavyny — The prominence here given to 
these three is repeated at the Transfiguration and in Gethsemane 
(9? 14%). The reason for admitting only these in this case is the 
same which led him to enjoin secrecy in regard to his miracles 
generally, but which is enhanced by the extraordinary nature of 
this miracle. His miracles generally earned him an undesired 
notoriety, but this would startle even one accustomed to them, and 
would excite a furor among the people. Note on 1®. 

38. kal Epyovrar . . . Kai Gewpe? OdpvBov Kai KAaiovras —and 
they come... and he sees a tumult and persons weeping. 

épxovrat, instead of épxerar, he comes, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDF A 
I, 33, some mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. «ai before xAalovras, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. s ABCLMU AII mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Syrr. B* wodXds. 

dAaddlovras — wailing, is an onomatopoetic word, coming from 
dAaXd, a cry uttered originally by soldiers going into battle, but 
afterwards adapted to other cries expressing various feelings. 
Elsewhere, in the N.T., it is used only in 1 Cor. 13', to denote 
the clanging of a cymbal. It is used very appropriately of the 
monotonous wail of hired mourners. 

39. Ti OopuBeicbe kai xralere; —Why do you make a tumult and 
weep? Mt. also speaks of the crowd as Oopyovuevov, and intro- 
duces aiAnrds, flute-players. There was the exaggerated noise 
and ostentation of hired mourners. 

1 x¥AAers Means properly fo flay, and is used in the weakened sense, #o trouble, 
only in the Biblical and still later Greek. In the N.T. it is a rare word, and its 
use here and in the parallel passage, Lk. 849, is one of the strong indications that 
the Synoptical Gospels are interdependent. 2 See Win. 43, 34. 
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TO Tmatoiov ovK amébavev, dAAG Kabevder — the child did not die, but 
sleeps. This may be said from the standpoint of Jesus, who 
knows that she is to be raised, so turning her death into sleep. 
But see note at beginning of paragraph. 

kai xateyehwv avtov — and they laughed him down. They under- 
stood him literally, and Lk. says that they knew the child to be 
dead. 

40. airds d¢ éxBadwv ravtas — but he, having put out all. 

avrés dé, instead of 6 6é, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL A 33, Lat. Vet. 
except one ms. Vulg. Memph. 

Kal Tovs per avtod —and those with him, viz. Peter, James, and 
John. 

Orov Hv TO Taidiov — where the child was. 

Omit dvakelyevov, lying, after radlov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDL A 
102, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

41. TadiOa, xovp — Maiden, arise. Tadrsba is the Chaldaic 
xmroy, fem. of x10, @ youth. xovp is the Heb. imp. oxp. xodpe 
of the TR. is the proper fem. form. xovu is the masc. used as an 
interjection. The language of Jesus reproduced here is an indi- 
cation that he spoke in Aramaic, the language of Palestine at the 
time. 

Kot (Kody, Treg.), Tisch. WH. 8 BCLM 1, 33, 271, one ms. Lat. Vet. 
€yetpe, instead of éyecpar, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDL AII etc. 

Td xopdéovov — Maiden." 
42. i yap érdv dddexa —for she was twelve years old, This is 

introduced to explain the walking, nothing having been said about 
her age before. é&eornoav eifis exotdce peydrAn — they were 
amazed immediately with a great amazement.” 

evOus after é&éornoav, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 8 BCL A 33, 
Memph. 

43. Suecreitatro — he commanded. iva pnfdeis yvoi — that no one 
know. 

vot, instead of yv@, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL. 

Weiss contends that the words of Jesus, maiden, arise, do not 
mean that she is to awake from the sleep of death, but that the 

1In the earlier writers, this word is used disparagingly, belonging, as it does, 
only to colloquial speech. It isa rare word in the N.T., and its use here and in 
the parallel account, Mt. 974, points in the same direction as the use of oxvAdets, 
v.35, 

2 This is a weakened sense of both noun and verb, which denote the actual 
putting one out of his senses, beside himself, and it belongs to later Greek. On 
the use of the dat. akin to the acc. of kindred signification, see Win. 32, 2, at end. 

8 The nearest approach to this meaning in earlier Greek is ¢o decide or deter- 
mine, This meaning belongs in the main to Biblical Greek. 
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maiden already raised from the dead by the power of God, is to 
rise from her couch. But this is pure assumption, there being 
nothing in common linguistic usage to justify this distinction. 
And it leaves out of sight the plain fact that the words of Jesus on 
such occasions are the signal for the performance of the miracle. 
Weiss is theory-bound in his treatment of the miracles. 

REJECTION AT NAZARETH 

vi.1-6. Jesus visits Nazareth, and teaches in the syna- 

gogue. fis countrymen express their surprise at the wis- 

dom and power displayed by one so obscure in his origin, 

and Jesus ts prevented by their unbelief from the usual 

exercise of his healing gifts. 

1. Kai é&rAOev éxetOev— And he went out thence. With these 
words Mk. connects this visit with the events of the preceding 
chap. 

Mt. places this visit after the parables, saying expressly that it 
was after he had ended these parables! (13°°*8). Lk. tells us of a 
visit to Nazareth at the beginning of his ministry, 4’, in which 
Jesus quotes the same parable as in this visit, of the prophet not 
without honor except in his own country. And the position in 
which he places this rejection at the beginning of the ministry in 
Galilee, and just before the record of the beginning of Jesus’ resi- 
dence in Capernaum, seems to indicate a connection between 
these events in the author’s mind. However, Lk. inserts in v.” 
a reference to works done in Capernaum, which is inconsistent 
with the place which he assigns to the visit, previous to the set- 
tlement in Capernaum. Mt. also notes the leaving Nazareth and 
settling in Capernaum, but places this present event after the par- 
ables. The accounts cannot be harmonized, except on the suppo- 
sition of a repetition of the visit to Nazareth, and his rejection 
there. It is easy enough to suppose that Jesus visited his family 
several times, and met this ungracious reception at the hands of 
his countrymen, but it is also quite evident that the Evangelists 
have got hold of one story, marked by the same details through- 
out, and have placed this one rejection in different parts of the 
Gospel. Two things are evident in regard to the chronological 
arrangement of the Gospels; first, that the Evangelists intended 

1See Note on Relation of Synoptical Accounts at beginning of ch. 5, for the 
place of the parables in Mt.’s account. And notice how Mt. thus connects the 
visit to Nazareth with the healing of Peter’s mother-in-law, which Mk. and Lk. 
put at the beginning of the Galilean ministry, while Mt. , though connecting the 
two events as they do, puts them both at a late ‘period. 
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to make such an arrangement, and secondly, that their several 
arrangements do not always agree. 

Thy Tatpioa avtov—his own country. Nazareth is the place 
meant, the residence of his family, and where he had lived him- 
self up to the beginning of his public ministry. 

Zpxerac comes, instead of #AGev came, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLD 
Harcl. marg. 

2. npéato SidaoKew ev TH ovvaywyn. There was no regularly 
appointed person to perform this office in the synagogue, but the 
dpyicwdywyos might select any one to read the lessons and to 
preach! If any Rabbi was present, they would avail themselves 
of him for the purpose. Jesus used this opportunity as long as 
it was open to him, but he seems to have been denied the syna- 
gogue after a time. 

Kal OL TOAAOL dkovovtes — and the many hearing him. 

Insert of before oAnol, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. marg. BL 13, 28, 
69. 

The many means here the multitude, all except a few.’ 
Tlofev tovrw tatta ;— Whence to this man these things? The 

demonstratives bring into sharp contrast the man and the things 
done by him; chs man of whom we know everything and nothing 
great, and these wonderful things. The same thing is repeated in 
the next clause, where rovrw replaces air@ in the Crit. text. They 
imply by their question, which is evidently contemptuous in its 
tone, that these things are unaccountable, and their inference is 
not creditable to him, as it might easily be, from such facts. 
They reason that anything legitimate of this kind would have shown 
itself in his early life. xat duvdmers Tovadrar .. . yvomevat. With this 
reading, the question in this v. resolves itself into three, or rather 
two questions and an exclamation. The substitution of the parti- 
ciple y.vdpevar for the verb in the last part makes it an exclamation. 
The picture is of several groups of objectors, of which one throws 
out the sneer, “Whence to this one these things ?”’ another takes 
it up in the same tone, “ And what is the wisdom given to this 
one?” and a third exclaims, “And such miracles done through his 
hands /” 

rovrw, instead of air@, after dofetoa, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCL A 
Memph. (most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 7/2). Omit 67+ before cal duvdpers 
x*etec ABC2 EFGHLMSUV AI, 13, 28, 33, 69, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 
yivdpevat, instead of yivovra, Treg. WH. RV. x* ee BL A 33, mess. Lat. 

Vet. Memph. 

3. 6 téxtwv — the wood-worker. Mt. says 6 Tod téxtovos vids, — 
the son of the carpenter, 13”. The word réxrwv, which is found in 

1 See Note on apxiauvaywyos, 57%. 2 See Win. 18, 3, end of section. 

11 
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the N.T. only in these two parallel passages, means any worker in 
wood, rarely in any other substance. 6 vids t7s Mapias — the son 
of Mary. The dropping out of Joseph in the gospel narrative 
probably indicates his death before this time of Jesus’ ministry. 
kal adeAhos — and brother. On the nature of this relation, see on 
38. It should be added, in proof of the improbability that these 
adeXpoi were anything else than brothers of Jesus, that Lk, 27 
speaks of Jesus as the first-born son. ‘There is no more baseless, 
nor for that matter, prejudiced theory, in the whole range of Bibli- 
cal study, than that which makes Jesus the only child of Mary. 

kal ddedpds, instead of ddeApos Sé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 
one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

éoxavoariloyto év aitoa — they were made to stumble in him, pre- 
vented from proper action by what they saw in him. On the 
meaning of the verb, see on 4”. The prep. denotes the person 
in whom the stumbling block is found. But its use in such a con- 
rection is unusual in Greek. And the repetition of the exact 
language in Mt. 13” furnishes another item in the linguistic proof 
of the interdependence of the Synoptical Gospels. 

4. Kai eAeyev atrois 6 Incots — And Jesus said to them. 

Kal @\eyev, instead of édeyev Sé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL A 33, 
most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

mpopytns — @ prophet. The word means in classical Greek an 
interpreter of the gods, or of their oracles, and then in general, a 
seer. In the Biblical usage, it denotes an inspired teacher. 

ovyyevedow — kinsmen.' 

ouyyevedouy, instead of cuvyyevéor, Tisch. Treg. WH. B* D? EFGHLUV 
A I, 33, 69, 124, 209, 262, 271, 346. Insert avdrod after cuyyevetouy, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. BC* KLM? (A éavurod) 28, 71, 218, 235, most mss. Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. 

This proverb has various forms, among them the one stating the 
principle on which they are all based being Familiarity breeds con- 
tempt. It applies exactly to the case of our Lord at Nazareth, 
where he was brought up, and in that early private life showed no 
signs of the supernatural powers of his public ministry. There is 
always some difference that separates public from private life, a 
man not being called upon for the same exercise of his powers in 
the one as in the other. And to the unthinking person, this is a 
defect, because it seems to indicate something unreal, put on for 
the occasion, in the greatness of the man in whom it appears. 
And of course, if there is any real descent, the charge is true. 
But in the case of our Lord, there was only the difference that 

1“ A barbarous declension,” Thay.-Grm. Lex, 
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naturally belongs to the difference of the two spheres. In the 
same way, a statesman does not continually air his wisdom in 
private, which may be a sign of his greatness. 

5. ovx édvvato— he could not. Of course, this was a moral 
inability. Jesus required faith for the performance of his mira- 
cles, and that was wanting here; nay, there was a positive dis- 
belief, no mere doubt. He found elsewhere a poor wavering 
faith, but not enough lack to hinder his work of physical healing, 
though it kept him out of men’s souls. But here the general 
unbelief of the nation reached its climax, and prevented even this 
one good that his countrymen generally permitted him to do 
them. 

ei un COeparevoe — except that he healed." appwortous — sick folk 
EV.’ 

6. Javpacey Sa tiv amotiav aitav—he marvelled at their 
unbelief? 

éGavpacer, instead of éOavuate, Tisch. WH. s BE*. 

Jesus’ wonder was a part of his humanity. He had a wonder- 
ful intuitive knowledge of men, and his proverb shows that he 
traced this unbelief to its source ; he could account for it, that is 
to say: but it exceeded his expectations, and excited his wonder. 

mepinye Tas Kopas—he went round about the villages. Jesus 
had left Capernaum for a time, and being rebuffed at Nazareth, 
he does not return to the former place, but makes a tour of the 
villages about Nazareth. 

MISSION OF THE TWELVE 

7-13. Jesus sends out the twelve to aid him in his more 

extended work. His instructions to them. 

Jesus is now engaged in one of those journeys through Galilee, 

in which he branches out from his more restricted work in the 

neighborhood of Capernaum, and instead of keeping the twelve 

with him after his ordinary custom, he sends them out in groups 

of two to help him in his work of proclaiming the kingdom, and 

preaching repentance, and healing the sick. His instructions, 

which are evidently practical in their nature, not ascetic, nor 

1 The regular construction would require the inf. here, this verb being in the 
same construction as wo.joar, and not éedvvaro. 

2 This is exactly our word inva/id, or infirm. 
3 $a Thy amotiay is an unusual construction with é@avuacer, in fact, the only case 

of itinthe N.T. (It seems quite improbable, both from the position and from the 
course of thought, that 64 rovro in J. 722, belongs with v.21.) 
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involving any important principle, are that they should not encum- 

ber themselves with any unnecessary outfit, nor spend their time 

in finding better entertainment than that which first offers itself in 

any place that they enter. 

7. Kal mpookaXeirat Tovs dudexa — This statement belongs imme- 
diately with the preceding zepupye tas Kopas KiKAw didacKkwv. Evi- 
dently, this mission of the twelve is for the purposes of this wider 
work undertaken by him. In this going around from place to 
place, this attempt to cover more ground than usual, he calls in 
the aid of his disciples. »péaro arooréAXev — Since the appoint- 
ment of the apostles, this is the first mention of such a general 
circuit as this, and hence this is designated as the beginning of 
Jesus’ sending them forth. So Meyer and others. Morison treats 
it as an idiosyncrasy of Mark’s, a part of his vividness of style. 
And I am inclined to agree with him, that the general use of this 
verb in the Gospels is periphrastic and peculiar, many of the 
cases not yielding to treatment. But it is not peculiar to Mk., 
and this is a case in which there is evidently a beginning pointed 
out. 

dvo0 dvo— two by two. ebovoiav tr. rvevpatwv Tov akabaprov 
— authority over the unclean spirits. This is to Mk. the repre- 
sentative miracle, being mentioned by him frequently as if it were 
by itself, where it is evident that it must have been accompanied 
by other miracles. See 1° 3”, Tex. Crit. It was so accompanied 
in this case. See v.¥ 

8. «i py paBdov povov— This was to be the only addition to 
their home outfit, the only thing that they were to take for the 
road. Mt. and Lk. do not make this exception, but expressly 
include the stick among the prohibited things. xx) aprov, wy 7Hpav 
—no bread, no wallet (or haversack). This order, adopted by 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. is the natural order. The words belong 
together, as do févnv and xaAKov. aypayv is a leather sack, haver- 
sack, used to carry provisions. {vyv is the girdle or belt, in 
which they carried money. yadxev means dvass, or copper, and 
secondarily, money of any kind. 

dprov uh whpav, instead of mypav wh dprov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BCL A 33, Memph. 

9. irodedeuevovs — The participle is put in the acc. asif to agree 
With a preceding acc. with an inf. The command to wear san- 
dals seems superfluous, but it is really a part of the injunction 
against any luxury in their outfit, being contrasted with shoes pro- 
tecting the upper part of the feet as well as the soles. ‘There is 

1 $¥o0 5o— is a Hebrew fashion of expressing the distributive idea, where the 
Greeks would say ava or kata dv0. - 
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no contradiction between this and the command not to buy san- 
dals for the journey, Mt. 10%, the latter being directed against the 
purchase of extra sandals over and above what they were wearing. 
But, while there is no contradiction, there is a difference ; they 
are two orders about this same matter of sandals. All that we 
can gather about it is, that Jesus gave some direction about san- 
dals in connection with the general direction for simplicity of 
equipment, of which the several Gospels have preserved different 
accounts. pa) évdvonobe Sv0 xitOvas — do not wear two tunics3 
Mt. and Lk. say that they were not to have or provide two tunics. 
But this forbids their wearing two, referring to a custom of dress 
belonging to persons of distinction, who wore two yrdvas, an 
inner and an outer. See 7d. Dic., article Dress, and Dic. of 
Anugq., article Tunica. In general, these directions are against 
luxury in their equipment, and also against their providing them- 
selves with what they could procure from the hospitality of others. 
Evidently, if they took no food and no money, this dependence 
on others would be their only resort. See Mt. 10”. 

Treg. marg. WH. read évévcac@a:, which is also the reading of Beza 
and Elzevir, with B? S If*. L and some others read évdedve6a:. Improba- 
ble and unsupported. 

10. éexel . . . exeiDev — there . . . thence. The first of these 
refers to oixéay in the preceding, and the second to dov. They 
were to remain in the one house until they left the place. This 
injunction is directed evidently against a restless and dissatisfied 
changing from one house to another. They were to be satisfied 
with the hospitality offered them. See Lk. 107. 

ll. ds dv témos pi déEnrat, unde dxovowow — With this reading, 
the subject changes in the second clause, so that it reads, “ what 
ever place does not receive you, and they do not hear you.” 

ds dv réros uy SéEnrat, instead of Sco dy uh SéEwvra, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. sx BL A& 13, 28, 69, 124, 346, Memph. Harcl. marg. 

extivagate Tov xovv'— This was a symbolical act, signifying that 
the actor considered even the dust of the place as defiling. See 
Lk. 10". eis paptuptioy aitots — for a testimony unto them, not 
against them. It was to testify to the men themselves what the 
act signifies, viz. that these heralds of the Kingdom of God shook 
off all association with them as defiling. The rest of the verse is 
to be omitted. It is evidently copied from Mt. 10”. 

Omit dunv Aéyw butv, Verily I say unto you, to end of verse, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. s BCDL A 17, 28, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

1 On this change from the indirect to direct discourse, see Win. 63, II. 2. The 
RV. indicates the change of structure by inserting said ke. And the change in 
umodedenevous by inserting Zo go. 
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12. éxynpvéav iva peravodow —they made proclamation that men 
should repent. On the meaning of the verbs, see on 1%. iva with 
the subj. denotes the contents of their proclamation, the same as 
the inf., not its purpose. See Win. 44, 8, a.) 

éxjpusay, instead of éxijpvocor, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A Pesh. 
Harcl. marg. 

13. 7Aehov eAaiw— they anointed with oil. This is the only 
place in the N.T., except James 5%, in which anointing and healing 
are mentioned together. Anointing was a frequent specific, how- 
ever, in ordinary medical treatment, and this would suggest its use 
in the symbolism of supernatural healing. dpjworovs — this word 
occurs only four times in the N.T., and two of these, the only ones 
in Mk., are this and v2 In this account of what the disciples 
did, we have the purpose of their mission, which is only implied 
INS View 

HEROD’S CONJECTURE 

14-16. Herod hears of the miracles performed by the dis- 

ciples, and explains them by the supposition that Jesus is 

John the Baptist, whom he has beheaded, and who has risen 

Jrom the dead. 

Herod Antipas, the tetrarch of Galilee, from his residence at 

Tiberias on the southern shore of the lake, would not hear much 

of Jesus. Our Lord never went there himself, owing probably to 

the unsympathetic attitude of the court, and its corrupting influ- 

ence on the Jewish element of the population.” But it is possible 

that the disciples, in this more extended tour, had come near 

enough to attract the attention of Herod, who was usually careless 

of the religious, or even of the possible political aspects of Jesus’ 

work. And the king, so called by courtesy, conscience stricken 

by his execution of John the Baptist, thinks that these miracles 

of which he hears are the work of the resurrected prophet. 

14. 1Kxovcev — the object of this verb is evidently the things just 
narrated, the work accomplished by the twelve. ¢avepov yap 
éyéveto TO dvowa — this explains the preceding statement, showing 
how the works of the disciples led to these conjectures of Herod 
and others in regard to Jesus himself. Jesus became known 

1 Morison makes a curious mistake in supposing that the aor. subj. of the TR. 
means might, while the pres. sub. means may. ‘This difference is expressed in 
Greek by a change of moods, not of tenses. 2 See Schiirer, II. I. 23, 33. 
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through the works of his disciples, and hence Herod found it 
necessary to account for him in some way. 

The Herod who beheaded John was Herod Antipas, son of 
Herod the Great and Malthace, and in the partition of his father’s 
kingdom, he was made tetrarch of Galilee and Perea.’ 

kat €Aeyey Ot. “Iwavvys . . . éynyeptar éx vexpov—and he said 
that John... has risen from the dead, 

Kai €deyov, and they said, Treg. marg. WH. RV. marg. BD 6, 271 mss. 
of Lat. Vet. Improbable, as it makes Herod take up a common rumor, 
v.16, whereas it is evident that this strange conjecture started with the 
king’s conscience. éy7yeprat €k vexp@y, instead of ék vexpOv nyép6n, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 33, Latt. Memph. Pesh. 

Herod’s superstition and his guilty conscience raised this ghost 
to plague him. It has been suggested that Herod makes the state- 
ment in regard to John’s resurrection in order to account for the 
difference between his natural life, in which he performed no mira- 
cles, and this report of wonderful works. But it seems doubtful 
if Herod went so curiously into the matter as this. Rather, he 
wishes to account for these phenomena, and he does it by attrib- 
uting them to a man who had proved himself so far above mortal 
man by his own resurrection, that any other wonders seemed 
natural for him. évepyotow ai dvvapes 2v attra — the powers work 
in him, are active in him. In conjunction with a verb like évepyod- 
ow, dvvapets returns to its proper meaning of Jowers. 

15. “AdAox d& eAeyov — And others sata. 

Insert dé after d\Aoe Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDEHKLS ATI Latt. 
Memph. Harcl. 

‘Hivos — Referring to the expectation that Elijah would return 
to the earth before the great day of the Lord (Mal. 4°). ore 
mpopyrys us els Tov tpopytav — that it is a prophet like one of the 
prophets. The words do not express the idea that he was just a 
prophet, like one of the ordinary prophets, in distinction from the 
great prophet Elijah. This would require the idea of ordinariness 
to be more definitely expressed. It is the likeness to the old 
prophets, rather than unlikeness to some special one of them, that 
is meant to be emphasized. We do not need to suppose that these 
different opinions were expressed by people in conversation with 
each other, which would lead us to dwell on the points of con- 
trast. But it is quite probable that they were isolated statements, 
uttered at different times, and brought together here. 

Omit écrly after rpopjrys, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* L At, 28, 33, 
209. Omit 7, ov, before és, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCL II zzss. Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

1 On the genealogy of the Herodian family, see B73, Dic. 
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16. 6 ‘Hpwdns eAcyev, “Ov éyw drexepadrica — Herod said, John, 
whom I beheaded. 

Z\eyev, instead of efrev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.s BCL A 33, one ms. 
Lat. Vet. Omit 67: before 8», Tisch, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 1, 28, 33, 67, 
124, 209, Latt. Syrr. 

Herod’s conjecture does stand in contrast with these others, of 
which he has heard. ov éyw amexepadioa — Herod dwells upon 
the thought, that this prophet who has now risen from the dead 
was beheaded by himself. Hence the relative clause, which con- 
tains this statement of the beheading, is placed first and éyw is 
expressed. 

"lwdvvnv, ovtos ny<pOn — John, this one was raised 

Omit ésriv* avdros, after otros, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8*&¢ BDL A 69, 
106, 346, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. (Memph.). Omit éx vexp@v, from the dead, 
after 7yép6n, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A 33, Memph. Hier. 

ovros WyepOn — this one was raised. The pronoun, which is not 
necessary to the construction, is introduced in order to continue 
the solemn emphasis of the whole statement. Lk. 9’® says that 
Herod was perplexed by the report that John had risen from the 
dead, and said, “John I beheaded, but who is this?” exactly 
reversing the positions of Herod and of the other parties to this 
discussion in our account. 

IMPRISONMENT AND EXECUTION OF JOHN 

17-29. Zk. tells the story of John’s imprisonment and 

death at the hands of Herod, in order to explain Herod’s 

atluston to his beheading of John. 

Mk. has alluded to the fate of the Baptist, and now proceeds to 

tell the story of it. Herod Antipas had been married to a daughter 

of Aretas, king of Arabia, but on a visit to Jerusalem he had become 

enamoured of Herodias, the wife of his disinherited brother, and 

herself a member of the Herodian family, and had contracted an 

adulterous marriage with her. Here is where Mk. takes up the 

story, with John’s reproof of this adultery. It incensed Herodias 

especially, and though Herod imprisoned the brave prophet, he 

was so impressed with John’s saintliness, and even a sort of super- 

stitious fear of him, that he protected him against his wife’s fury. 

1 This is a case of the noun being attracted from the principal into the relative 
clause, and taking its construction. 
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But Herodias, who was biding her time, took advantage of a birth- 

day feast given by Herod, and sent her daughter to dance before 

the king, and when the gratified king swore to give the girl any- 

thing she might ask, Herodias instructed her to ask for the head 

of John. The king was fairly trapped, and though sorely against 

his will, he sent a soldier and beheaded John in prison. 

Philip, commonly known as Herod, was son of Herod the Great 

and Mariamne, the daughter of the high priest Simon, and was 

disinherited by his father, living as a private citizen in retirement. 

Secular history tells of only one Philip, the tetrarch of Gaulanitis 

and other districts E. of Galilee, and Volkmar and Holtzmann 

contend that the Evv. have confounded him with the disinherited 

brother, who was known only as Herod. Winer, Meyer, Weiss, 

and others answer that there may have been two Philips, as there 

were two Antipaters, especially as they were only half-brothers. 

Herodias was niece of both her husbands, being daughter of 

Aristobulus, another of Herod’s sons. It was on the occasion of 

a feast given by Philip to his brothers at Jerusalem, that Antipas 

became enamoured of the beauty of Herodias, and she of his power, 

and they began the intrigue which ended in their adulterous mar- 

riage. Antipas became involved in a war with Aretas, king of 
Arabia, his father-in-law, on account of his desertion of his first 

wife for Herodias. The marital relations of the Herodian family 

were a most extraordinary mixture, though belonging to the gen- 

eral license of the age. This is one of the places where the Gospels 

bring us into contact with the Gentile world, the Herodians being 

Gentile in their extraction and spirit, though nominally Jews in 

their religion, and the note of that Gentile world was open vice 

and profligacy, while of the Jewish leaders it was hypocrisy. 

17-29. 17. Airos yap “Hpddns— for Herod himself. airos 
serves to keep up in Mk.’s account the emphasis which Herod 
had put on the éyw, v."°. éxparnoe— seized.’ tu adtnv éyapnoev 
— for he had married her. This states more particularly the 
connection between Herodias and the imprisonment of John, 
already denoted by da ‘Hpwéiada. It is an independent statement 
of cause, usually introduced by yap.? But strictly, the causal 
conjunction is out of place, except in connection with John’s 

1 Qn the use of the aor. for the plup. in Greek, see Win. 40,5 a@. Burton, 52. 
Both of these, however, fail to accuunt for the infrequency of the plup. in the N.T. 

2 See Burton, 232. 
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rebuke, of which it is the cause, and not of John’s imprisonment. 
Properly, this is one of the steps leading up to the imprisonment, 
and would be denoted by a relative clause, nv éyapuyoev. 

18. "EXeye yap “lwavvns — for John had said. “Or oix é&eori 
co.— it is not lawful for thee. See Lev. 18 20%. But John 
would emphasize not so much the departure from Jewish law, for 
which Herod had slight regard, but the broader ground of com- 
mon morals. 

19. évetyev airo— AV. had a quarrel against him. But it is 
doubtful if the words had this meaning. It requires the ellipsis 
of rov xoXov to explain it, and it is unusual to leave so specific a 
word to be implied, though the use of tov yoAov with the verb is 
quite frequent. On the other hand, it would be quite common to 
supply a word like rév votdy with the verb, and that would give us 
the meaning, she kept her eye (mind) on him. But the phrase, 
though quite natural, does not seem to occur. A third supposi- 
tion is, that the verb may be used, like the Latin z#szo, intransi- 
tively, she followed him up, did not relax hostility against hin. On 
the whole, this seems the best rendering. Thay.-Grm. Zex. kat 
nOerev . . . Kal ovK. HOvvaro— and wished... and could not. 
This representation, that Herodias was restrained from her ven- 
geance by Herod is not borne out by Mt., who says that Herod 
wished to put John to death, but feared the people (14°). Verse® 
says that he was grieved by Salome’s demand, but this was evi- 
dently, in Mt.’s account, for the same reason, viz. that he feared 
the people. 

20. The statement of Mk. is that John’s righteousness made 
Herod afraid, and what John said both perplexed and delighted 
him, so that he preserved him. édofetro— feared. The kind of 
fear that Herod had of John is shown by the superstitious idea 
that he had of John’s resurrection. The prophet’s righteousness 
and holiness made him seem, even to Herod’s worldly sense, a 
man of God, and his fear therefore was of the God back of the 
righteous man. xal cvverype aitdv—and guarded him, viz. from 
the hostile intentions of Herodias. RV. kept him safe* wodda 
nropec— was much perplexed. The perplexity arose from the 
conflict between his fear of John and his entanglement with Hero- 
dias. kai 4d¢ws — The peculiarity of the Hebraistic use of Kai to 
tie together variously related statements is here curiously exem- 
plified. The gladness with which Herod heard John is the trib- 

1See Burton, 29. In this case, the impf. contains an element of repeated 
action, not expressed by the plup. We combine both in Ae Aad kept saying. 

2 AV. observed him. This comes probably from the meaning &cep zn mind, but 
it is not a legitimate derivation, nor is the meaning consonant with the context. 
See Morison’s Note. Also Meyer. 

3 Win. 53,34. It is to be said, however, that while xai itself is never strictly 
adversative, it is used to connect statements more or less adverse. Only xaé does 
not express the opposition. 
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ute which the moral sense, even in bad men, pays to the truth, 
and to boldness and freshness in the utterance of it. 

TOANG Hrdper, was much perplexed, instead of moda role, did many 
things, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BL Memph. 

21. uepas evkaipov— an opportune day, viz. for Herodias’ pur- 
poses. ots yeveriors —on his birthday feast. This word is used 
in Greek for a service in commemoration of a dead friend. yeve- 
@Ata is the word for a birthday celebration.’ peyworaow — gran- 
dees. Alater Greek word. ytAtdpxos — chiliarchs. If we render 
the word literally, it means commander of a thousand, and its 
equivalent in our military phraseology is colonel. ‘rots mpwrots Tt. 
TadtAatas — the first men of Galilee. His retainers, and especially 
his military officers, would be foreigners. These would be the 
men of the province. 

érolncev, instead of érole, after detrvov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.x BCL 
A 13, 28, 69, 124, Latt. 

22. rijs Ovyatpos airs tT. Hpwoiados — the daughter of Herodias 
herself (RV.).2. The intensive pronoun is used here because such 
dancing was an almost unprecedented thing for women of rank, 
or even respectability. It was mimetic and licentious, and per- 
formed by professionals. npeoev—it Pleased, rather than she 
pleased. ‘The latter would require the subject of the verb to be 
the noun of the preceding gen. abs., a quite unnecessary gram- 
matical irregularity. 

hpecev, instead of cal dpecdons, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BC* L 33, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. avrod, instead of at’rjs, after @uyarpds, WH. RV. 
marg. * BDL A 238. This means that it was Herod’s daughter Herodias, 
who performed the dance, and involves a curious historical error. But this 
is no reason for rejecting a reading so well attested. Meyer and Tisch. 
slight the evidence. Weiss and Holtzmann condemn it as an exegetical 
impossibility, since Herodias with the art. must be the Herodias of v.1%. 
But in spite of all this, the reading itself is not to be lightly set aside. 

6 8& Bactreds trey — and the king said. This reading is neces- 

sary with the change from the part. to the indicative in pecev. 

6 6€ Bactdeds elev, instead of elev 6 Bacideds, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
BC* LE A 33. 

xopactw— girl. See on 5". 
23. dyocev — he swore. This oath of Herod is the same that 

Ahasuerus made to Queen Esther, the éws #ydcous 7. BactAeias pov, 

to the half of my kingdom, being the exact language of the Sept. 

in the O.T. story (Esther 5*° 7”). 
24. Kal é&edOotca — And having gone out. 

1See Win. 2,1d. Thay.-Grm. Lex. 

2 Of the said Herodias, AV., would require the art. before adrijs. 
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Kal, instead of ‘H 6é, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 33, Memph. 
airjowuat,! instead of alrjoouwat, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.s ABCDGL A 28, 
33, 124, 346. Bamrlforros, instead of Bamriorov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BL A 28, Harcl. 

25. cifis pera orovdns — immediately with haste. Evidently, 
this haste was lest the king’s ardor should cool. She and her 
mother both knew that nothing but the king’s oath would make 
him do a thing so contrary to his own desires. ‘This urgency is 
shown also in her request that it be done éfaurjs, forthwith. 
rivaxt —a@ platter. The word charger used to transiate it in the 
EV. is practically obsolete in this sense. 

26. zepidvros yevouevos —the part. is used here concessively, 
though he was grieved, yet. Kat Tovs dvaxemevovs —and those 
reclining at table. 

Omit cvv — with, in cvvavaxemévous, reclining with him, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. BCs il A 42, Pesh: 

derjoa aityy — to refuse her. The verb belongs to later Greek. 
27. oexovAdtopa — this is a Latin word, and means @ scouz#, or 

secondarily, a member of the body-guard. 

omekovNdTopa, instead of -rwpa,  ABL II 1, 108, 124, 131,157, Harcl. 
marg. grk. 

eréragey évéeyxac — commanded him to bring. 

évéyxat, instead of évexOjvat, to be brought, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BC 
A etc. 

28. Kal are\Oav — And having gone out. 

Kal, instead of 6 6é, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCL A 1, 28, 124, most mss. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. ed. Pesh. 

arexeparicey — beheaded, a later Greek word. gvAaKy — prison. 
Josephus tells us that John was beheaded in the castle of Mache- 
rus, and as this was one of Herod’s favorite resorts, it may well be 
that the feast, which was the occasion of the tragedy, took place 
there. And the whole story is framed on the supposition that the 
prison was near enough to the banquet hall to have the head 
brought immediately. Machzerus was a ridge a mile long, over- 
looking a deep ravine, at one end of which Herod had built a great 
palace, while at the other end was the citadel in which John was 
confined. It was situated at the southern end of Pera, and east 
of the northern end of the Dead Sea. Some have supposed that 
Tiberias was the scene of both the feast and the execution, and 
others that the feast was there, and the execution at Macheerus. 
But there does not seem to be any sufficient reason for setting 
aside Josephus’ testimony about the beheading of John, and in that 
case the narrative favors the supposition that the feast was in the 

1 This is the subj. of deliberative questions, in which advice is asked. 
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same place. It is a piece of poetic justice that Aretas, the father 
of Herod’s rejected wife, made war upon his faithless son-in-law, 
and defeated him, so that Herod was saved only by the interven- 
tion of the Roman Emperor. 

29. mrGya—means a fall, or secondarily, something fallen, 
and with vexpov,—a corpse. But the omission of vexpod in this 
sense belongs to the later Greek. Mt. 14” adds to this the state- 
ment that the disciples of John came and told Jesus. 

RETURN OF THE TWELVE. FEEDING OF THE FIVE 

THOUSAND 

30-44. Mk. now resumes his narrative of the mission of 

the twelve with an account of thetr return, and of their 

report to Jesus. On their return, probably to Capernaum, 

they are so beset by the multitude that they have no leisure 

even to eat, and Jesus seeks retirement with them on the 

other side of the lake. But the multitudes see them and 
follow on foot around the head of the lake. Jesus allows 

his compassion to get the better of his original purpose, and 
begins to teach the crowd which he found gathered when he 

landed. It is already late when it ts brought to his atten- 
tion by the apostles, that the multitude, in their eagerness 

to hear him, have failed to provide themselves with food. 
Whereupon, Jesus himself feeds them out of five loaves and 
two fishes which the disciples have brought for themselves. 

30. dzdcroX\o — it is noticeable that the twelve, who are gener- 
ally called disciples, are here given the name which describes their 
official work instead of their discipleship, and that the occasion, 
the only one in which the name is used in Mk., is one in which 
they were returning from that apostolic work. dca éroincay, x. doa 
edidagav — whatever they did, and whatever they taught.’ 

Omit Kal, doth, before the first 60a, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDELV 
A 1, 28, 33, 131, Latt. Memph. Pesh. etc. Tisch. omits second éca with 
x* C* 1, 271, Latt. It is more in Mk.’s manner to retain the doa. 

Kal A€yer adtois — And he says to them. 

1 See footnote v.17. This is one of the cases, where, owing to the close conjunc- 
tion of this with the principal verb, the absence of the plup. is most marked. But 
in relative clauses, the Greek rarely uses the plup. Win. 40, 5 4, B. 
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révyet, instead of efrev, said, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 33, etc. 
dvaratcacGe,! instead of dvaravecde, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. ABCM A 40, 
69, 108, 238, 346, 435, etc. 

31. ipels atrot car’ idiav —you yourselves apart. The language 
is selected to emphasize as much as possible the privacy which 
Jesus wished to secure for them. evxaipovv —This verb belongs to 
the later Greek. It means 70 have opportunity or leisure for any- 
thing. As to the occasion of this departure, Mt. gives another 
account. According to him, Jesus took the disciples away to a 
solitary place across the lake when he heard the death of John the 
Baptist. Here, it is to give the disciples rest after their missionary 
journey, which it was impossible for them to get with the multi- 
tudes crowding about them and preventing even their eating. 

evkalpouy, instead of nvxalpouvy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x ABEFGHLV 
IVA; etc: 

32. kai drnrAOov — and they went away. The point of departure 
was probably Capernaum, as it was on the lake, and it would be 
the most likely place for a rendezvous after their journey. eis 
épnov torov — Lk. says that they went to Bethsaida, meaning the 
city on the east side of the lake. But when he comes to tell the 
story of the feeding of the multitude, he also says that it was a 
desert place (Lk. 9°”). 

33. xal eidoy airovs trayovras, K. éyvwoav toAXoi — and they 
saw them going, and many knew (them). 

Omit of dyXo1, the multitudes, after brdyovras everything except a few 
cursives. €yvwoay, instead of éréyvwoav, Treg. WH. B* D 1, 118, 209. 
Omit atrév, him, after éyywoay Treg. WH. RV. BD 1, 13, 28, 118, 131, 
209, Vulg. Substitute a’rods, Tisch. 8 AKLMU AII two mss. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. Syrr. 

nel —on foot. They went around the head of the lake, and 
crossed the river at some ford. ovvédpayov — they ran together. 
The prep. describes the coming together of the crowd from the 
many starting-places to the point for which they saw the boat 
heading. zpo7Oov aito’s —outwent them. The verb means 
properly zo go forward, to advance, or with the gen. % go before 
another. This use with the ace., meaning 7 reach a place before 
another, belongs to later Greek. The rest of the verse is to be 
omitted. 

Omit Kal cuv®\Oov rpds abrév, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 13, Vulg. 
Memph. 

34. Kal e£eAOdv eldev rodiv dyAov— And having come forth, he 
saw a great multitude. The part. refers to the disembarking 
from the boat. J., who is here parallel to the Synoptics for the 
only time between the account of the ministry of the Baptist and 

1 The aor. differs from the pres. imp. here, as denoting beginning, instead of 
continuance. Get rest expresses it, 
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the final coming to Jerusalem, says that Jesus spent some time in 
the mountain with his disciples before the multitude came to him. 

Omit 6 Inoods after efdev Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL 1, 20, 33, 69, 124, 
209, one ms, Lat. Vet. Memph. avrovs, instead of avrots, after ém’ Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. & BDF 245, 253, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

eorAayxvicOn — had compassion. 
py €xovta trowweva — py is used here, instead of ovx, because it 

denotes Jesus’ conception of the people, his thought about them. 
It is the fact, but the fact transferred to his mind.? This expres- 
sion is used also by Mt. 9”, in the passage which leads up to the 
account of the appointment of the twelve, and the sending them 
forth to supply the lack. It seems as if this feeling of Jesus 
towards the multitude had somehow impressed itself on the minds 
of the disciples especially at this period of his life, the period just 
preceding the close of the ministry in Galilee. ‘The figure itself 
denotes the lack of spiritual guidance. Then, as always, there 
was no lack of official religious leadership, but the officials, the 
priests, and rabbis, were blind leaders of the blind. Notice also the 
human quality of Jesus’ action here. He seeks a quiet place to 
escape from the crowd for a time; is defeated in his purpose by 
the multitude invading his retreat; and he yields to their impor- 
tunity and to his own exacting pity. It is a distinctly human 
change of purpose, such as foreknowledge would have prevented, 
and as an attestation of his humanity it brings him blessedly near 
to us. 

35. wpas modAjs yevouevns — much time of day having passed. 
The only other instance in the N.T., in which wpa is used to 
denote daytime is the parallel passage in Mt. 14%. See Thay.- 
Grm. Lex. 

Tisch. WH. marg. read ywwoudvns, coming to be a late hour, with & D 
Latt. 

ot pabyrai adrod eXeyov — his disciples satd. 

€\eyor, instead of Aéyouc., say, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL A 33, 
Memph. 

€pypids eat 6 témos — the place is desert; and so there is no place 
here for them to procure food. 767 dpa modAAy — already it is a 
late hour, and so there is short time for them to supply their wants. 
In their haste and eagerness to follow Jesus, they had neglected to 
bring anything with them, and in their absorption in his teaching, 
they had forgotten their ordinary wants. According to J. 6’, this 
conversation was started by Jesus. 

36. dyopdowow Eavtois Ti paywow — they may buy for themselves 
somewhat to eat. The subj. is that of a deliberative question. 

net 

1 On the form and meaning of this verb, see on 141, 2 See Win. 55, 52 Be 
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Omit dprovus after ayopdowow Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.s BL A 28, 102, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. ‘yap and ovk €xovowy after 7 are to be omitted on 
substantially the same authority. 

37. dyvaptwy diaxociwy — two hundred shillings’ worth. The 
Revisers do a somewhat curious thing in translating this word 
penny, and then explaining in the margin that it means ezght pence 
halfpenny (RV. Mt. 18%). The actual paying power was much 
greater than our shilling, as it represented a day’s wages. The 
sum is evidently suggested here as their hasty guess at the amount 
required to purchase a frugal supply for the crowd. It would also 
be a sum quite beyond their means, so that the question is meant 
to imply the absurdity of the whole thing. ‘This question is not 
given in the other Synoptics, and in the fourth Gospel it takes the 
form of a statement that what is absolutely a large sum is quite 
inadequate for even a small supply of so big a crowd. 

Sdowper ators — give them. 

ddowpev, instead of dOuev, Tisch. & D 13, 33, 69, 124, 229**, 346. 
ddcouev Treg. WH. RV. ABL A Latt. External evidence balanced 
between d&cwuev and d&couer, internal slightly favors découev, owing to 
the change of mood, which makes subj. an apparent emendation. 

38. tmayere, ere — go, See. 

Omit kal, and, between trayere and Were Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 
I, 33, 102, 118, 240, 244, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

Kai yvovres — and having ascertained. The verb is used here 
in its inchoative sense zo /earn, instead of wo know. The EV., 
and when they knew, leaves out the process which the Greek 
expresses. 

39. dvaxdOnvar — to recline. 

avaknOjvat, instead of avaxNival, WH. RV. & B* G1, 13, 28, 69. 

cuptécia cvprocia— by partes. The repetition of the noun 
to express the distributive idea is Hebraistic. The word itself 
means a drinking party, z.e. the entertainment, not the guests. 
This present use belongs to the later Greek. ézi to xAwpe xopTw 
—on the green grass. This isa characteristic touch given by Mk. 
alone, with his eye for pictorial details, but it is more important 
than that to us; for the grass is green in Palestine, especially in 
this hot Jordan valley, only at the time of the Passover. And so, 
here is one intimation in the Synoptics of more than one year’s 
ministry. And this is also the place where the fourth Gospel 
inserts a passover between the first and the last. 

40. kal avérecav mpactal rpactat, Kata ExaTov Kal KaTa TEVTHKOVTA 
—and they reclined in (regular companies like) garden beds, by 
hundreds, and by fifties. 

1 Jn this sense of reclining at meals, the use of compounds with ava belongs to 
later Greek. Win, 2,14, 
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dvérecay, instead of avérecoyv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BEFGHMV A 
I, 28. xara, instead of ava, before éxardv and mrevtyxovra Tisch. Treg. 
WH. & BD Memph. 

This descriptive word zpaotai, garden beds, gives an admirable 
picturesque touch. The disposition of the people in orderly 
groups was for the more convenient distribution of the food. 

41. cidoynoe — he blessed. ‘This word in Greek means 4/0 praise, 
and only in Biblical Greek does it signify fo invoke a blessing ona 
person or thing, copying from the Heb. use. 

Kat katexAace — and he broke in pieces. kai €didov tots pabntats 
iva mapatiOaowy avrots — and gave to his disciples to set before them. 

Omit avrod after waénrats Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BL A 33, 102, two 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. apari@Go.v, instead of rapad@owv, Tisch. Treg. 
marg. WH. x* BLM * AII* 42, 63, 122, 229, 251 **, 253. 

wao.— to all, In this, and the zavtes éxoptacOyoav, all were 
filled, and d0dexa kopivwv tAnpwpata, fillings of twelve baskets, and 
finally the wevraxiryiAror avdpes, five thousand men alone, are enu- 
merated the several things that point to the greatness of the 
miracle. 

42. éyoptdcOnoav — they were filled, or satisfied”  K«ddopara 
(-rwv) dudexa kopivwy tAnpwpata — fragments (or of fragments), 
fillings of twelve baskets. xddopata is put in an emphatic posi- 
tion, drawing attention to the quantity of fragments even. It is 
noticeable that xdduvox is used in all four accounts of this miracle, 
while in both accounts of the feeding of the four thousand, orupides 
is used. There does not seem to be much difference, if any, 
between the kind of basket, and the identity of language in the 
Gospels in each account is the more remarkable. 

kAdopare, instead of xAacudrwy, Treg. marg. WH. RV. BLA. kdacpd- 
Twy & 13, 69, 124, 209, 346. Kodlywy, instead of kodlyvous, Tisch. Treg. 
marg. WH. RV. & B 1, 13, 69, 124, 209, 346. mAnpdyara, instead of 
m)npes, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 1, 13, 69, 124, 209, 346. 

44. revraxirxidio avdpes —five thousand men alone. avdpes is 
the Greek word for men, distinct from women and children. See 
Mt. 14”. The whole number then was much greater. 

This is, with the exception of the raising of the dead, the most 

remarkable of all the miracles recounted in the Gospels, being the 

one in which secondary causes are out of the question, making it 

a purely creative act, a creation out of nothing. The rest of the 

provision did not come somehow out of the five loaves and two 

fishes, but was added to it by the mere creative word. All talk 

1 The prep. in composition denotes the separation of the bread into parts by 
the breaking. See Thay.-Grm. Lex. ‘ 

2 Properly yoptagew is used of the feeding of animals. 

12 
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about acceleration of natural processes is mere talk, because there 

is here nothing to start from in such a process. Of course, this 

has led to all kinds of rationalizing. Paulus, and after him Holtz- 

mann, suppose that Jesus set the example of utilizing such provis- 

ions as they had, those who had sharing with those who had not. 

And even Weiss, in order to preserve the historicity of the account 

in the face of an increasing skepticism in regard to so stupendous 

a miracle, admits the possibility of this explanation, only insisting 

that we have here a miracle of providence in bringing together 

such supplies even in a natural way, and that Jesus relied with 

serene confidence upon it. Schenkel explains it as a materializa- 

tion of Jesus’ feeding of the multitude with spiritual food. But 

fortunately, we have here, as Weiss points outs, a concurrence of 

three eye witnesses, the Logia of Mt., the oral testimony of Peter, 

and the witness of John being all represented in the several 

accounts, and there is no doubt whatever of the fact that they 

represent it as an actual feeding of the multitude with five loaves 

and two fishes, after which there remained twelve baskets of 

fragments. 

OUR LORD WALKS ON THE WATER 

45-52. Immediately after the feeding of the multitude, 

and probably owing to the excitement caused by that, Jesus 
dismisses his disciples with some urgency to embark in the 

boat for Bethsaida on the west shore of the lake, while he 
himself dismisses the multitude. Having taken leave of 

them, Jesus goes up into the mountain in the neighborhood 
to pray. Meantime, the disciples were having a hard time 
with a contrary wind on the lake, and it was past three 
o'clock in the morning, when Jesus came to them walking 
on the water. They thought that it was a ghost, but were 
reassured by his announcement of himself. With his coming, 
the wind ceased, and they were filled with an unreasonable 
amazement, not being prepared even by the miracle of feed- 

ing the multitude for this fresh wonder. 

45. eiOis qvdyxace — immediately he compelled. This language 
expresses haste and urgency, for which, however, Mt. and Mk. 
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give no reason. But the fourth Gospel states a fact, which would 
certainly account for this urgency, telling us that the people were 
about to come and seize him to make him a king (J. 6”). Accord- 
ing to this, Jesus knew that his disciples would side with the mul- 
titude in this design, and therefore dismisses them with this abrupt- 
ness and imperativeness. ByOcaiday — Lk. 9” tells us that this 
was the name of the place where the miracle was performed. 
There were two places of the name, one on each side of the lake. 
See Bib Dic. ws airos arodAver— while he himself dismisses. The 
avros emphasizes the fact that Jesus himself, having forced his dis- 
ciples away, dismissed the multitude. It was an emergency in 
which he would trust no one but himself. 

dronvet, instead of drodvcy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.8 BLr. E* KT 28, 
69, etc. read drodvcet, 

46. droragdpevos aitois—having taken leave of them. The 
verb is not used in this sense in the earlier Greek writers, who 
said, instead, domaleoOa. 10 dpos — the mountain, viz. in that 
place. zpocevgac0a— to pray. Mt. adds to this only the scene 
in Gethsemane as an occasion when Jesus retired to pray. This 
Gospel gives, besides these two, the occasion of his first day’s 
work in Capernaum (ch. 1*). Lk. gives several others. The 
two mentioned in Mt. and the three of Mk. were crises in his 
life, two of them growing out of a sudden access of popularity, 
and the third out of the impending tragedy of his life. Prayer 
with Jesus was real, growing out of his human needs. 

47. éWias — evening.’ It was already evening (Mt.), or late 
(Mk.), or the decline of day (Lk.), when the question of feeding 
the multitude came up. That was, therefore, the early evening, 
from three to six o’clock, and this the late evening, from six o’clock 
till night. 

48. idwy . . . épxerat— And seeing them... he comes... 
instead of he saw them .. . and comes. 

idav, instead of eldev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. Memph. Omit kai, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BLA. 

Bacavilopévovs — distressed. This is one of the words in which 
the notion of trial or testing has run over into that of distress, 
since difficulty and hardship are so frequent forms of testing. The 
verb is formed from fdcavos, @ touchstone. édavveww—literally, 
driving. But the word is used frequently of rowing or sailing a 
boat. rerdpryv dvdrakiyy — the fourth watch. The Jews at this 
time divided the night into four watches of three hours each, and 
this was therefore the last watch, from three to six o’clock. They 
had been having a hard time therefore, having been, at a moderate 
estimate, some eight hours in rowing three miles. Cf. J. 6”. 

1 See on 182, 
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éxi rns Oadkdoons—on the sea. It is one of the absurdities of 
rationalizing exegesis, that this has been made to mean on the 
shore of the sea, or in view of the obvious fact that the author 
cannot possibly have meant that, that the story, as it stands, is 
supposed to have arisen from a mythical handling of so common- 
place an event as walking on the shore. The miracle is one of 
those, moreover, that cannot, in our present state of knowledge, 
be explained away. Jesus’ miracles of healing can, most of them, 
be attributed to his extraordinary influence over the minds of 
those healed, though it may be doubted if the exceptional cases, 
such as the raising of the dead and the healing at a distance, do 
not so give the law to the rest as to turn even this possibility into 
an improbability. But here is a miracle upon inanimate matter, 
overcoming the difference in specific gravity between water and 
the human body, so that the water will support the heavier body. 
This miracle will yield to no rationalizing treatment, and in it, 
therefore, we are confronted with the problem of the miraculous 
without any alleviation. Nor does it yield any more to a legiti- 
mate historical criticism, which leaves our Lord’s miracles un- 
touched, unless we accept it as an axiom of that criticism that the 
miraculous does not happen. And so it is with the problem of 
the miraculous as a fact, with which the life of our Lord con- 
fronts us. 

kal nOeXe raupeAbety aitovs—and he purposed to pass by them, or 
was on the point of passing by them. See Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
Would have passed by them, EV., would be expressed by the aor. 
ind. of zapépxouat, with dv. This was what he was on the point 
of doing when he was interrupted by their cry. His purpose at 
the time was that, and he waited for some demonstration on their 
part to change it. 

49. én davracpa éoriw— shat it is an apparition. ‘The lack of 
substance, or material reality, is emphasized by the word. In the 
dark, they did not recognize Jesus, and they could attribute the 
appearance on the water to nothing solid. 

br ddvracud éoriy, instead of Pdvracua eivat, Tisch. WH. RV.& BLA 33. 

50. wavtes yap avtov eldav— for all saw him." 
eiday, instead of eidov, Tisch. Treg. WH. B. D and mss. of Lat. Vet. 

omit the clause. 

6 dé evOis EAdAnoe— and he immediately spoke. 

6 dé, instead of xal, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 33, one ms. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. ev6vs, instead of ev@éws, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BLA. 

€y® eiut—T am tt, where we say, 7¢ 7s 7. The language of 
jesus is reported in the same words by all the evangelists, except 
that J. omits Oapceire. 

1 On this use of the vowel of the first aor. in the sec. aor., see Win. 13, I a. 
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51. xai dvéByn . . . cis tT. trAotov—and he went up . . . into the 
boat. J. says, 6", that they purposed receiving him into the boat, 
but were prevented by the boat’s immediate arrival at the land. 
éxoracey 6 avenos— the wind abated. ‘This is evidently to be taken 
as a part of the miracle, as it is connected immediately with his 
coming to them. 

kat Alav év éavtois ekictavro—and they were exceedingly amazed 
in themselves. Their amazement was inward; they kept it to 
themselves. 

Omit éx mepicood, beyond measure (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A 1, 28, Pesh. 
Omit kal €Bavpafov, and wondered, Tisch. Treg. (Treg. mang.) WH. RV. 
x BL A1, 28, 102, 118, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

52. él rots dprous—this does not denote, as in RV., the object 
of the verb, concerning the loaves, but the ground of understand- 
ing, on the ground of the (miracle of the) loaves. ‘The miracle of 
the loaves and fishes should have led to an understanding of the 
present miracles, but it did not have this effect.’ dAX’ jv airav 7 
kapodia Terwopwpevy — but their heart was hardened. ‘This hardness 
of heart is something quite different from our use of the same 
words, denoting blunted feelings and moral sensibilities. The 
Biblical xap8éa denotes the general inner man, and here especially 
the mind, which is represented as so calloused as to be incapable 
of receiving mental impressions. 

ad’ iv, instead of #v yap, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BLM? S A 33, 

Memph. Harcl. marg. 

JESUS CROSSES THE LAKE AGAIN TO GENNESAREBT, 

AND MEETS AN IMPORTUNATE AND ENTHUSI- 

ASTIC MULTITUDE WHEREVER HE GOES 

53-56. On their return to the western side, Jesus and his 

disciples land in the district of Gennesaret, and are no sooner 
landed, than the people recognize them, and there is a popu- 

lar uprising throughout the region. Those who first recog- 

nize him spread the report from village to village, and 

wherever Jesus goes, they bring their sick to him, and beg 

that they may as much as touch the hem of his garment as 

he passes. And as many as touched were healed. 

53. éxt ri yhv HAGov eis Tevvnoaper— they came upon the land 

to Gennesaret. Gennesaret was a fertile plain on the west side 

i On the meaning of this verb, see on 2!”. 
2 Win. 48, Mey. explain this by the German dei, as a temporal adjunct — zz 

connection with, at the time of. 
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of the lake, about three miles long and a mile wide, lying just 
south of Capernaum. See 47d. Dic. This landing place was 
several miles south of Bethsaida, for which they had started origi- 
nally, showing how much they had been driven out of their course. 
mporwppiaOnoav — they moored. 

érl riv ynv HNOov els, instead of #APov ert rHv Tevvynoapér, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. 8 BL A 28, 33. 

55. zepiedpapov dAnv tiv xwpav éxeivnv, Kal npgavto— they ran 
about all that country, and began. 

meptéOpauov... kal, instead of mepidpaudrres, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
BL A 1, 13, 33, 69, Memph. Pesh. Omit éxe? in clause d7rov fKovoy bre éxet 
éott, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A 102, Pesh. 

kpaBarros — pallets.) 
56. kal dou ay civeropevero cis Kwpas 7) els 7OAELS 7) Eis GypOvs 

—and wherever he entered into villages, or into cities, or into 
hamlets. 

Insert efs before méXecs and dypovs, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDFLA 
most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Harcl. érl@eoay, instead of éri@ouy, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. SN BLA. 7avro, instead of yrTovTo, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD& L 

A I, 13, 28, 33, 69, 124, 346. 

Kpaomédou— the fringe or tassel appended to the hem of the 
outer garment, which served to remind Jews of the Law. But 
probably this ceremonial use is not in mind here, and it means 
just the edge of the garment, as if that slightest touch would be 
healing. J. gives a different account of what followed the storm 
on the lake, viz. that he landed at Capernaum, and delivered the 
discourse on the bread of life in the synagogue (J. 6”). 

2 

DISPUTE WITH THE PHARISEES ABOUT EATING 

WITH UNWASHED HANDS 

VII. 1-23. Certain Scribes and Pharisees from Jerusalem, 
seeing the disciples cating with unwashed hands, complain 

of the violation of tradition. Fesus denies the force of 
tradition, and the possibility of material defilement of the 
Spirit. 

This dispute is occasioned by the disregard of the disciples for 

the ceremonial law about eating with unwashed hands. But the 

Pharisees, who make the attack, signalize it by complaining of 

1 See on 24, 
2 The N.T. uses dy to denote indefiniteness in a relative clause with a past tense 

of the ind., where the Greek uses the opt. without av. Burton, 315. 
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this unconventional act as a violation of the tradition of the 

fathers. And Jesus’ answer is at first directed towards this feature 

of their complaint. It is a case, he says, of the commandments 

of men versus the commandments of God, of tradition against 

law. They even set aside the law of God, in order to keep their 

tradition. But then, taking up the more immediate question of 

unwashed hands, Jesus strikes at the root not only of traditional- 

ism, but of ceremonialism, saying that it was not what a man took 

into his stomach, but what came out of his heart, that defiled him. 

And this, Mk. says, had the effect of cleansing all foods. And of 

course, as the distinction between clean and unclean belonged 

not to tradition, but to the written law, this made a breach in the 

law itself. It released men from the obligation of a part of the 

law said to have been given by God to Moses. And it affirmed 

the distinction between outward and inward in religion. It was 

no wonder that Jesus’ fate hastened to its end, and that the next 

record of him marks practically the end of his Galilean ministry. 

1. cuvdyovta zpos atrov ot Papicato.— there gather together to 
him the Pharisees The distinction made between the Pharisees 
and certain of the Scribes would seem to mean that the Scribes 
were not so well represented. 

This renewed activity of the Scribes and Pharisees against 
Jesus is another indication that there was a Passover at some time 
just before this, at which either the presence of Jesus himself, or 
the reports brought from Galilee, drew fresh attention to him. It 
would not be enough of itself, but it adds to the strength of other 
indications of the same thing. See on 6™. 

2. Kat iSdvres Twas TOV pabynTav avrod drt Kowwals XEpot, ToT’ eorLy 
avintous, éoOiovaw Tovs dptrovs — Omit éuéuwavro—with this omis- 
sion it reads, they gather to him, having come from Jerusalem, and 
having seen that certain of his disciples are eating with common 
hands, that is, unwashed. 

bre. . . €xOlovory, instead of éolovras, Tisch. Treg. RV. 8 BL A 33 
(Memph. Pesh.). Omit éuéuparvro, found fault, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
ABEGHLVX IA one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

xowats — literally, common. In the Greek, it denotes simply 
what is common to several people, as common property. It is 
only in later Greek, that it comes to denote what is ordinary, or 
vulgar, or profane, as distinguished from select or sacred things. 
Under this general head, it comes to mean ceremonially unclean. 
_— nw 

1 Are gathered, RV., would require the perf. pass. This is the historical present. 
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The Pharisees did not seek by these washings to remove dirt, but 
the defilement produced by contact with profane things. 

3. Papicaio kal waves ot lovdatoe — The Pharisees and all the 
Jews. This custom had become general among the Jews, though 
it originated with the Pharisees. avyun— this means with the fist. 
But the awkwardness of the process has led to doubt from the 
very first, whether this is the meaning intended. But the doubt 
has not led to the substitution of any justifiable alternative ren- 
dering. The meanings, wp /o the wrist, or elbow, RV. marg. are 
both linguistically and grammatically disallowed. With a fist full 
of water needs too much read between the lines, and, besides, the 
word denotes the closed fist. Finally, /reguently, or diligently, 
RV., was probably taken in the first instance, in the Lat. Vet. and 
Syrr., from the reading wuxva. The supposition that mvypy had 
come to have this figurative meaning, seems forced, and besides, 
there is no warrant for it in actual usage. Edersheim quotes from 
the Jewish ordinance the provision that the hands should be held 
up in order that the water might run down to the wrist, and says 
that the provision that washing should be performed with the fist 
is not found in the Jewish law. ‘This is, of course, a serious con- 
sideration, but does not seem to compare in importance with the 
other fact, that the Greek word does not mean this, nor the Greek 
case. The custom was not necessarily a part of the law, and 
may have been merely a usage arising from a desire for scrupulous 
observance. ‘The very fact that the reading rvypy occasions this 
difficulty, makes the strong external evidence for that reading 
still more convincing, and with this reading the only translation 
possible seems to be wth the fist. 

mukva, Tisch. & mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Syrr. 

tiv mapadoow — the tradition. It is the Greek etymological 
equivalent of ¢vadition, and denotes what is passed along from 
one to another, and among the Jews, the body of Rabbinical 
interpretation of the written law, preserved by oral transmission 
from one generation to another. The word occurs in the Gos- 
pels only in this account and in the parallel passage in Mt. In 
attacking this, Jesus was assailing the very citadel of the Judaism 
of his time.’ 

tov tpecBurépwv — the elders. The word is used here in the 
sense of fathers, or ancestors. 

4. eav pn Barticwvrar— unless they bathe, Amer. Rev. The 
contrast between this and the preceding case is indicated by the 
aro ayopas, from the market place. ‘These words are put first, in 
order to indicate that this is a special case, inasmuch as in the 
market place they would contract special defilement, owing to its 
—— 

1 See Schiirer, WV. Zg. II. I. 25, on Scribism. 
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being a place of public resort, where they would meet all sorts 
and conditions of men. ‘This case would require special treat- 
ment, denoted by the difference between viwwvra 7. xeipas, and 
Barricwvra, they wash their hands, and they wash themselves all 
over. This case required the washing of the whole body. For 
imistaneesy of ‘such washings, see Lev. 14°? a5 o@ 8 10dk 18.16. 2022 2 
16* 75 228, Moreover, Edersheim says that immersion of the 
things washed was the Jewish ritual provided in such cases. 
Dr. Morison contends that sprinkling was the ritual method pro- 
vided in such cases, and attempts to overthrow the plain meaning 
of the word by the supposed custom. But he does not prove the 
custom, only the supposed impossibility of wholesale bathing. 
Moreover, the contrast would be a very lame one in that case, 
since the custom required careful washing of the hands, and so an 
actual removal of defilement, but in the case of extreme defile- 
ment, only a sprinkling of the body for form’s sake is supposed. 
And his argument, that words constantly undergo such changes, 
amounts to nothing, as it is unaccompanied by proof that this 
word has gone through the process of change. 

WH. non marg. RV. marg. pavticwrtat, sprinkle, instead of Bamrl- 
gwvrat, with & B 40, 53, 71, 86, 237, 240, 244, 259. A manifest emendation. 

rapedaBov — the counterpart of zapadoow, denoting the process 
of receiving a thing by transmission, as the latter does its giving. 
motnpiwv K. SeaTav K. yaAkiwy —cups, and wooden vessels, and 
brazen vessels. x. kAwav,—and of beds, is omitted.' Edersheim 
shows that the Jewish ordinance required immersions, Barticpovs, 
of these vessels. 

Omit cal kXvdv, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BL A 102, Memph. 

5. kat érepwtaow— and they question. mepiratotow — walk ; 
the figurative use of this word to denote manner of life, conduct, 
is Hebraistic. 

kal, instead of @recra, then, before érepwrGou, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BDL 1, 33, 209, Latt. Pesh. Memph. 

kowats xepoiv — with unclean hands. 

owvais, instead of dvtmros, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD 1, 28, 33, 118, 
209, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

6. xadds— well; t.e.,in this case, “uly. tadv troxpirov — the 
hypocrites. This is the only passage in Mk. in which this word 
occurs. It means properly a f/ay-actor, and hence a person who 
is playing 2 part in life, whose real character is not representea 
by what men see. This secondary meaning belongs to Biblical 
Greek. 

ee ee ee 

LAV. tables! 
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Omit droxpiGels, answering, at the beginning of this verse, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. & BL A 33, 102, Memph. Pesh. Omit 67: before xad@s, Tisch. 
(Treg.) WH. 8 BL A 33, 102, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Pesh. émpopirev- 
gev, instead of mpoepyrevoer, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 B* DL A 1, 13, 33, 

124, 346. 

ws yéypartat ott 6 Aads obtos — literally, as it has been written, 
that this people. 

Insert 67c before 6 Aads, Tisch. WH. & BL Pesh. 

This quotation is from Is. 29%, and conforms for the most part 
to the LXX., which reads “Eyyi€ee pot 6 Aads ovTos ev TO oTdpare 
avTov, Kal €v Tats xeiAeow adTov Tindal pe, 7 S€ Kapdia aitav roppw 
aréxa am €uod; parny dé céBovrai pe didacKkovres evtdApata dvOporwv 
k. didackarias — This people draws near to me with tts mouth, and 
with thetr lips they honor me, but their heart is far from me. 
But in vain they honor me, teaching commandments and teach- 
ings of men. ‘The Heb. is translated in the RV., Forasmuch as 
this people draw nigh to me, and with their mouth and with their 
lips do honor me, but have removed their heart far from me, and 
thetr fear of me is a commandment of men which hath been taught 
them. ‘The principal difference is in this last clause, which in the 
original charges them with fearing God only in obedience to a 
human commandment; while in our passage and in the LXX.,, it 
states the vanity of their worship, owing to their substitution of 
human commands for the Divine law. It is this misquoted part 
which makes the point of the quotation, and it is the misquotation 
which makes it available. 

7. dwacKovres — the part. gives the reason for the vanity or use- 
lessness of their worship, and may be translated, while ‘teaching. 
d.dacxaAcas — is in apposition with ¢evraAwara, and may be trans- 
lated for teachings. évrdApata avOpirwv’— commandments of 
men. ‘These two words contain the gist of the charge, and it 
is this inculcation of human teachings for the Divine law that is 
developed in what follows. 

8. “Adevtes tHv évtoAnv Tod Ocod — Leaving the commandment 
of God. 

Omit yap after dgévres, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BL A* 124, 
Memph. 

This statement, that the Scribes and Pharisees leave Divine 
commands for human, is a singular comment on their attempt to 
build a hedge about the Law. The oral tradition was intended 
by them to be an exposition of the Law, and especially of the 
application of its precepts to life. They devised it so that men 
should not by ignorance and misunderstanding come short of the 

ne 

1 éyrdAuwara belongs to Biblical Greek, évrodA7 is the Greek word. 
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righteousness prescribed in the Law. But, in the first place, their 
method of interpretation was fitted to bring out anything except 
the real meaning of the Scripture, being to the last degree fanciful 
and arbitrary ; and then in the second place, they proceeded to 
make this interpretation authoritative, so that really a human word 
got to be substituted for the Divine in most cases. ‘Their mistake 
does not stand by itself ; it has been repeated in every age. Every- 
where, the same fatality attends authoritative exposition, nay, is 
involved in its very nature. The human exposition gets substi- 
tuted for the Divine word, and so the worship of man becomes 
vain. 

Omit last part of this verse, beginning Bamricuols, washings, Tisch. 
(Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A 1, 209, 251, Memph. 

9. Karts aberetre’— well do you set aside. KaX@s is used here 
ironically, like our word dravely. 

10. For quotations, see Ex. 20” and 21%. Oavarw teXevtatw — 
let him surely die (RV. marg.), a rendering of the Heb. inf. abs. 
which simply intensifies the meaning of the verb. This last com- 
mand, affixing the capital penalty to the sin of reviling parents, is 
adduced by our Lord to show how seriously the Law takes this fifth 
commandment. 

11. With the omission of xai, avd, at the beginning of v.”, the 
two verses belong together, and read, But you say, “Tf a man say 
to his father or his mother,‘ Anything in which you may be profited 
by me is Corban (that is, an offering),’” you no longer permit him 
to do anything for his father or his mother? 

Omit cal, and, at beginning of v.12, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD A1, 13, 
28, 69, 102, 346, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

xopBav is the Hebrew word for an offering. It is the predicate, 
having the antecedent of the relative for its subj. The meaning 
is, that a man had only to pronounce this word over anything, 
setting it aside to a Divine use, in order to escape the obligation 
of giving it for the relief or comfort of his parents. Even when 
said in good faith, this contravenes the Divine Law, since the duty 
to the parent takes precedence of the obligation to make offer- 
ings. The choice in such cases is not between God and man, but 
between two ways of serving God, the one formal and the other 
real. Offerings belong to the formal side of worship, whereas God 
is really served and worshipped in our human duties and affections. 
But it was not necessary that the banning should be carried out 
on its positive side. The word having once been uttered, the 

1 aGeretre is a later Greek word. 
2 This is an anacoluthon, as the condition belongs to the saying of the Jews, 

and the conclusion to the statement of Jesus, 
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man was freed from the human obligation, but needed not to 
make the offering. Nay, he was positively forbidden to use the 
article any longer for the human purpose with reference to which 
the Korban had been uttered. The regulation was not invented 
for this purpose, but was intended to emphasize the sacredness of 
a thing once set apart, even by a thoughtless word, to Divine uses. 
But it failed, as the uninspired mind generally does, to define 
Divine uses, and left out what was of real importance, while em- 
phasizing and retaining the unimportant. 

Omit avrod after rarpi, Tisch. Treg. WH. BDL A 28, 69, 240, 244, 
245, 346, mss. Lat. Vet. Omit avrod after untpi x BDL 1, 13, 28, 56, 69, 
240, 244, 346, Latt. 

13. dxupotvres — invalidating is an exact translation of the 
Greek word, which means to deprive a thing of its strength. 
Tapadoce tuav 7 Tapedwxate — the tradition which you handed 
down. It is impossible to render into English the paronomasia 
here. ‘The verb describes the handing along from one generation 
to another which constitutes tradition. apoyo — nearly like) 

14. zpocka\ecduevos radi tov oxrov — Having called up the 
crowd again. It seems that the previous conference has been 
held with the Scribes and Pharisees alone. But Jesus wishes 
what he says now about the matter to be heard by the people. It 
is a matter, not of private conference or debate, but of the utmost 
importance for the popular understanding of true religion. 

maXuv, again, instead of rdvra, all, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 
mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

’Axovoaré pov mavres x. ovvere— This is no formal introduc- 
tion, but calls on his hearers to lend him not only their ears, but 
their understandings, in view of the special importance of what 
follows. He may well do so, since what he says abrogates the 
distinction between clean and unclean, which forms so essential a 
part not only of tradition, but also of the Levitical part of the Law 
itself. 

dxovcare, instead of dxovere, Tisch. Treg. WH. BDHL. cuvere,? instead 
of cuvlere, Tisch. Treg. WH. BHL A 238. 

Oder éorw whey rod dvOpwrov eioropevopevov eis adtov, O Svva- 
Tal Kolv@oat avtov — There ts nothing outside the man entering into 
him, which can defile him. The reason that Jesus gives for this 
statement shows that he meant to make the distinction between 
outward and inward in the sense of material and spiritual. The 
things from outside cannot defile, because they enter the belly, and 

1 This word, which is common in classical Greek, is found only here in the N.T; 
2 This form, sec. aor. imp., occurs only here in N.T. The aor. imperatives here 

are appropriate to the beginning of-discourse. 
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not the heart, while those from within are evil thoughts of all 
kinds. This has nothing to do, therefore, with the question, 
whether, among spiritual things, it is only those from within the 
man himself that can hurt him. Inwardness in this sense belongs 
to things within the man himself and within others, and externality 
is to be taken in the same sense. dAAd ra éx Tod dvOpurov exzo- 
pevopeva €or Ta KoWorvTa Tov avOpwrov— but the things coming 
out of the man are the things which defile the man. The repeti- 
tion of the noun man, instead of using the pronoun, which here 
amounts to inelegance, is quite in Mk.’s manner. 

€k Tov dvOpwrou éxmopevdueva, coming out from the man, instead of 
éxmopevéueva am’ adtov, coming out of him, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDLA 
33, Latt. Memph. Omit éxetva, shose, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. 8 BL A 102, 
Memph. 

Verse 16 is omitted by Tisch. WH. RV. (bracketed by Treg.) s BL A 
28, 102, Memph. 

17. thy mapaBorjnv— the parable (riddle). From the use of 
this word to represent the Heb. word 5v, it loses sometimes its 
proper sense of similitude, and comes to be used of any sententious 
saying, or apothegm, in which the meaning is partly veiled by the 
brevity, but especially by the material and outward form of the 
saying. Here, entering from the outside, and coming out, are used 
to express the contrasted ideas of material and spiritual, and what 
the saying gains in pungency and suggestiveness it loses in exact- 
ness. Hence it is called a tupafoAn. 

Thy mapaBorny, the parable, instead of wept THs mapaBodhs, concerning 
the parable, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 33, Latt. 

18. Kal duets — You too, as well as the multitude. Jesus’ saying 
was a riddle to them, not only because of the concrete form of 
statement, but also because of its intrinsic spirituality. They had 
been trained in Judaism, in which the distinction between clean 
and unclean is ingrained, and could not understand a statement 
abrogating this. It was all a riddle to them. 

mav TO eLwOey . . . ov SvvaTar . Kowwaoa— nothing outside can 
defile. 

19. This verse gives the reason why outward things cannot 
defile. They do not enter the inner man, the xapdia, but the 
kotAia, belly, belonging to the outward man, and are passed out 
into the ddedpwv, the privy.’ 

kaBapiLwy mdvra Ta Bpwpata— RV. This he said, making all 
things clean. The part. agrees with the subj. of Aé€ya, he says 

1 grav ov Svvata, everything cannot, is the inexact, Hebrew form of the universal 
negative; the logical, Greek form being ovédev dvvarar, nothing can. Win. 3¢, I. 

2 thy xapdtay is the heart, in the broad, Scriptural sense of the inner man. ade- 
Spava is a barbarous word, probably of Macedonian origin, the proper Greek 
equivalent being adosos. 
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(v.8). That is, the result of this statement of Jesus was to abro- 
gate the distinction between clean and unclean in articles of food. 
The use of quotation marks would show this connection as follows : 
He says to them, “ Are ye so without understanding also? Do ye 
not perceive that nothing which enters into the man from without 
can defile him; because it does not enter into the heart, but into 
the belly, and goes out into the privy,” so making all foods clean. 

With the reading xadapl{ov, the part. agrees with the preceding state- 
ment; thatis, the going out into the privy purifies the food, as that receives 
the refuse parts which have been eliminated in the process of digestion. 
With the masc., it is possible to connect it with agedp@va, but the anacolu- 
thon involved is rather large-sized and improbable, as only a single word 
separates the noun from its unruly adjunct. The only probable connection 
is with the subject of Aéye: (v.18). 

kabapifwr, instead of ka@aplfov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABEFGHLSX 
A 1, 13, 28, 69, 124. 

20. 70 €x T. dvOparov éxropevopev, éxelvo Kowot— what cometh 
out of the man, that defileth the man. Coming out is used here to 
denote the spiritual, as entering in is to denote the material. 
Spiritual things can defile the man, and these only, not such 
material articles as food. And of course, this means that the real 
man is the spiritual part, and that defilement of the physical part 
does not extend to the spiritual part, which constitutes the real 
man. That can be reached only by spiritual things akin to itself. 
This principle, that spiritual and spiritual go together, and that 
the material cannot penetrate the spiritual, which is impervious to 
it, is needed in the interpretation of Christianity, as well as in the 
reform of Judaism. 

21. of diaAoyicp0i — The article denotes the class of things col- 
lectively, whereas the anarthrous noun denotes them individually. 
This is the general term, under which the things that follow are 
specifications. ‘The noun denotes the kind of thought which 
weighs, calculates, and deliberates. It is used here of designs or 
purposes. It is in accordance with our Lord’s whole course of 
thought here, that he designates the evil as residing rather in the 
thought than in the outward act. The order of the first four 
specifications is as follows: ropveiat, kAoral, povor, poryetat, fornt- 
cations, thefts, murders, adulteries. The arrangement of the TR. 
is an attempt at a more studied order, bringing together things 
that are alike. The only principle of arrangement in Mk.’s 
enumeration is the distinction between these grosser, more out- 
ward forms of sin, and the more subtle, inward manifestations 
which follow in v.”.! 

mopvetat, KAotal, Pdvor, morxetat, instead of potxyelat, mopvetar, Pdvot, 
kNoral, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BL A Memph. 

_ + On the use of the plural of the abstract noun to denote the forms or manifesta- 
tions of a quality, see Win. 27, 3. - 
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22. sovnpiat — In general, this is a generic term for evi. Where 
it is used specifically, as here, it probably denotes madice as a dis- 
tinct form of evil. 400s — deceit does not convey the flavor of 
this word, which, starting from the idea of Jazz, comes to denote 
any “rick, and abstractly, trickery, cunning, craft. éoédyea— 
Here also, the EV. /asciviousness, fails to convey the meaning. 
The word denotes in a general way the absence of self-restraint, 
unbridled passion, or cruelty, and the like. License, or wantonness, 
may be used to translate it. dpOarpuos rovnpos —an evil eye — 
a Hebrew expression for envy. Bdaodnuia —a general word for 
evil or injurious speech, either of God or man. Toward the 
former it is blasphemy, toward the latter, s/ander. In this con- 
nection it is probably slander. trepndavia—a common Greek 
word, but found only here in the N.T. It includes pride of self 
and contempt of others, arrogance. afpooivn —folly translates 
this better than foofishness, as it denotes the morally foolish. 

23. écwlev— from within. These things are morally unclean, 
while only the physically unclean comes from without. 

What Jesus says here is directed specially against the traditional 
law, but the thing condemned, the distinction between clean and 
unclean, belongs also to the written law. Plainly, then, the distinc- 
tion between the word of God and the word of man has to be 
carried within the Scripture, and used in the analysis of its con- 
tents. The thing that Jesus calls a word of man here is found also 
in the O.T. itself, and is fundamental in the Levitical law. 

HEALING OF THE SYROPHGNICIAN WOMAN'S 

DAUGHTER IN THE VICINITY OF TYRE AND 

SIDON 

24-30. Jesus leaves Galilee and comes into Syrophenicia. 

A woman of the place asks him to heal her daughter, and 
overcomes Jesus’ apparent reluctance by her shrewd wit and 

faith. 

The account reads simply that Jesus departed from that place 
into the borders of Tyre, where he wished to remain unknown, 

but could not hide his presence. For a Gentile woman, a Syro- 
pheenician, found him out, and begged him to cast the evil spirit 

out of her daughter. Jesus was not there for the purposes of his 

work, and in general confined himself to the Jews in his ministra- 

tions. But he feels the irony of the situation that makes the Jew 

plume himself on his superiority to the Gentile, and reflects it in 
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his answer, that it is not a good thing to cast the children’s bread 

to the dogs. ‘The quick wit of the woman catches at these words, 

and her faith feels the sympathy veiled in them, so that she answers, 

yes, and the dogs eat the crumbs. That word is enough; Jesus 

assures her of her daughter’s cure, and she goes home to find the 

evil spirit gone. So far the account. But when we find in the 

succeeding chapters that Jesus’ excursion into the Gentile ter- 

ritory is not confined to this case, but that he continues there in 

one place and another, rather than in Galilee, that his teaching 

is restricted mostly to his disciples, and that he begins to warn 

them of his approaching fate, it is evident that this journey marks 

practically the close of our Lord’s ministry in Galilee, and that 

this dispute with the Pharisees about clean and unclean marks a 

crisis in his life. These are not missionary journeys, but are 

undertaken to enable Jesus to be alone with his disciples. 

24. “Execibev d¢ dvactas! awndAOev eis Ta dpta Tipov— And from 
thence he arose and went into the coasts of Tyre. 

’Exe?@ev dé, instead of Kal éxet@ev, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. BL A 
Harcl. marg. dpa, instead of pe@dpia, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL AI, 13, 
28, 61 marg. 69, 209, 346. Omit kcal Zcddvos, Tisch. (Treg. marg. WH.) 
RV. marg. DL A 28 mss. Lat. Vet. It is a case in which a copyist, used 
to the conjunction of the two places, might easily insert the words, but the 
omission is improbable for the same reason. And Mk. evidently meant to 
discriminate, since he says afterwards that Jesus left the region of Tyre, and 
came through Sidon, v.*! (Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.). 

Ta opta — The word denotes primarily the boundaries of a terri- 
tory, and then the country itself included within those limits. It 
has been contended that the original meaning of the word is to be 
retained here, and that Jesus did not penetrate Gentile territory, 
but only its borders, that part of Galilee which bordered on Syro- 
pheenicia. But this would be the single case of this restricted 
meaning in the N.T., and the universally accepted reading, da 
uddvos (v.*'), shows that he did penetrate the Gentile territory. 
Mt., however, in accordance with the plan of his Gospel, seems to 
represent this event as taking place on Jewish soil (15”). Tyre 
and Sidon belonged to Syrophcenicia, a strip of territory on the 
Mediterranean, noted for its antiquity, wealth, and civilization, 

1 This use of avagras corresponds to the Heb. 271), and belongs to Oriental ful- 

ness, if not redundancy, of speech. -Win. 64, 4, Note at end, contends that it is not 
redundant in all cases, but admits its redundancy here. Thay.-Grm. Lex. denies 
its redundancy altogether. And it is not redundant in one sense, since it is 
included in the action. But so is the straightening out of the limbs. It is so far 
redundant that the Greek, with its finer sense of the needful in speech, would 
omit it. : 
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which had remained practically independent of Jewish, Greek, 
and Assyrian rule, though subject to the Romans since the time of 
Augustus. 

Kal eioeA Ou eis oikiav, ovdeva 7OeAe yvOvat, Kai odk ndvvacbn Aabeiv 
—And having entered a house, he wished no one to know tt, and 
he could not be hidden. 

Omit tH before ofxiav, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABLNX I AII Pesh. 
Hovvagbn,! for 7duvndy, Tisch. WH. 8 B. 

ovdeva 1OeX€ yvOvar —he wished no one to know it. This was in 
accordance with his purpose in resorting to this unaccustomed 
place. Morison makes a foolish distinction here between the wish 
of Jesus and his purpose, evidently with the idea that a purpose 
of Jesus could not be defeated. But aside from the fact, that N.T. 
usage does not bear out such a distinction, it would be difficult to 
draw the line between a wish that one is at pains to carry out, and 
a purpose. No, this is one of the cases in which the human 
uncertainty belonging to action based on probabilities, not certain- 
ties, appears in the life of Jesus. otx jdvvacbn Aabeitv—he could 
not be hid. ‘The inability is put over against the wish. ‘This state- 
ment, which prepares the way for what follows in regard to Jesus’ 
unreadiness to perform the miracle, is peculiar to Mk. 

25. ddd ciOds dxovoaca — but immediately having heard. Jesus 
had no sooner arrived than this took place. 

This reading, instead of dxovcaca yap, for having heard, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. s BL A 33, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. edd. Harcl. marg. 

Hs exe TO Ovydrptov aitis — whose daughter had.’ 

Tisch. reads eiceNOodca, having entered, instead of éMotca, having come, 
with x L A most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. A very probable reading. 

26. “E\Anvis, Svpodowikicoa tH yever —@ Greek, a Syropheni- 
cian by race. That is, she was in general a Gentile, and more 
particularly a Syrophcenician. 

‘EAAnvis is literally, @ Greek, but used by the Jews to designate 
any Gentile, owing to the wide diffusion of the Greek race and 
language. Syrophcenician is a more particular designation of the 
race to which she belonged. The prefix denotes that part of 
Pheenicia which belonged to Syria, in distinction from Libo- 
pheenicia, or the Carthaginian district in the north of Africa. 

Tvpopowvixicca, instead of Svpopoimaca, Tisch. WH. éx¢, 8 AKLS marg. 
V marg. All 1. 

1 On the form, see Thay.-Grm. Lex. : 
2 This is a literal translation of the Heb. idiom, which inserts the personal 

pronoun after the relative. 

13 
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kal Mpwta avrov iva . . . éxBddn—and she asked him to cast 
out. 

éxBdd7, instead of éx8add7, Tisch. Treg. WH. s ABDE, etc. 

27. Kal éheyey — and he said. 

This reading, instead of 6 6¢’Ingods elrev, and Fesus said, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. x BL A 33, Memph. 

"Ades tpOtov xoptacOnvar ta tTéxva — let the children be fed first. 
In this word, firs, Jesus hints that the time of the Gentiles is 
coming, as he frequently does in the course of his teaching, while 
he restricts his own work to the Jews. Mt. omits this, and makes 
Jesus’ refusal to be much more definite and positive. +. rexvwy 

. T. Kuvaplots — By these terms, Jesus distinguishes between the 
Jews, who are the children of the household, and the Gentiles. 
Dogs is a term expressing the contempt of your true Jew for the 
heathen, and sounds strange in the mouth of our Lord. Weiss 
denies the contemptuous use of the term dog, and makes it 
merely a parable, in which an arrangement of the kingdom of 
God is expressed in the terms of household economy, in which 
the contempt for dogs plays no part. But this is to ignore the 
fact that “dog” is always a term of contempt, especially in the 
East ; that as such, it was applied by Jews to Gentiles ; and that, 
if Jesus did not mean to express contempt, his language was 
singularly ill-chosen, as the woman would be sure to understand 
him so. See 476. Dic. But I am inclined to believe that Jesus 
did not use the term seriously, but with a kind of ironical con. 
formity to this common sneer, having felt in his own experience 
how small occasion the Jews of his time had to treat any other 
people with contempt. He had good reasons for confining his 
work to the Jews, but they did not arise from any acceptance of 
their estimate of themselves or of others. It is as if he had put 
in a “‘ you know,” to indicate a common opinion. 

28. Nai, xipie* kal Ta Kuvapia . . . eodiovow — Yes, lord; ana 

We“ HOGS | 3 anak. 

Omit yap before ra xuvdpia, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BH A 13, 28, 33, 
69, Memph. Pesh. éc@lovacy, instead of éo@ie, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDLA. 

This use of Jesus’ own words to neutralize the force of his 
seeming rebuff has been regarded rightly always as a unique com- 
bination of faith and wit. But it is not simply a trick of words ; 
the beauty of it is, that it finds the truth that escapes superficial 
notice in both the analogy and the spiritual fact represented by 
it. It means, there is a place for dogs in the household, and 

_ 1 There is a double irregularity here: first, in the use of jpa7a to denote a request, 
instead of a question; and secondly, in the use of iva with the subj., instead of the 
inf., to denote the matter of the petition. Burton, 200, 201. 
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there is a place for Gentiles in God’s world. And further, her 
faith was quickened by what she saw of Jesus. She knew intui- 
tively that he was a being to take a large and sympathetic view 
of things, not the hard and narrow one, and that he had really 
prepared the way for her statement. This is of the essence of 
faith, to hold fast to what your heart and the highest things in you 
tell of God, in spite of all appearances to the contrary. 

30. 1d ratdiov BeBAnpévov emi tr. KAiVnY — the child thrown upon 
the bed. Probably the cure had been attended by violent convul- 
sions, as in other cases of the same kind in the Gospels." 

To madlov BeBAnuévov éerl THY KAlyyy, kal 7d Saiudmov éednduGbs, instead 
of 7d daymonov éfeAndubds, kal 76 wadloy BeBAnuévoy él THs KAlvns, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. s BDL A most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

CURE OF A DEAF AND DUMB MAN IN THE 

REGION OF DECAPOLIS 

31-37. From the region of Tyre, Jesus went still further 

north, through Sidon, and then south again to Decapolis, on 

the SE. shore of the lake. Here they bring him a deaf 

man, whose speech has been impaired by his deafness, to be 
cured. Jesus 1s not here for the purposes of hts mission, 

and in order to call as little attention to the cure as possible, 

he takes the man aside from the multitude. And as the 

man ts deaf, and Jesus needs to establish communication 
with him in some way in order to draw out his faith, he 

employs signs, thrusting his fingers into his ears, and put- 

ting spittle on his tongue, and casting his eyes to heaven. 
The man ts cured, and then Jesus enjoins silence in regard 
to the cure. But in vain, as they are more eager to tell the 

story of his beneficent power, the more he tries to prevent tt. 

31. Frey &a BSdvos eis rv Oddacoav — he came through Sidon 
to the sea. 

dca SudGvos ets hv Oddaccay, instead of cal DidGvos, HAGE pds THY 
Oddaccav, and of Sidon, he came to the sea, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDL 
A 33, Latt. Memph. 

This reading establiskes the fact that Jesus entered Gentile ter- 
ritory in this visit, and also that Mk. does not mean by ra opia 

1 See 126 926, 
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Tupov (v.™), the Galilean territory adjoining Syrophcenicia. The 
two statements taken together show that he means to distinguish 
between two districts of Syrophcenicia, the one about Tyre, and 
the other about Sidon. 

ava pecov Tov dpiwv AexarroAews — into the midst of the region 
of Decapolis' (through the midst, EV.). But plainly Jesus came 
to, not through, Decapolis, as he went by boat to the west shore 
of the lake after the feeding of the multitude (8'"). Jesus had 
been in this district before, at the time when he healed the 
Gadarene demoniac, and had been driven away. He meets with 
a different reception now. 

Kwpov Kal poytAddov, deaf and having an impediment in his 
speech. soytAadov is a Biblical word, found in the Sept., but only 
here in the NT. Literally, it means speaking with difficulty ; but 
in the LXX., it is used to translate the Hebrew word meaning 
dumb. In this case the cure is said to have resulted in the man’s 
speaking rightly, implying that before he had spoken, but de- 
fectively. 

Insert kal before poy:Addoy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BD A Latt. 

33. kai droAaBopevos aitov dzd Tod OxAov Kat’ idtav—and hav- 
ing taken him aside from the crowd by himself. ‘The AV. gives 
the meaning of xar’ idav better than the RV., which translates it 
privately. It means apart, by himself. €Bakew—he thrust. Put, 
EV. does not give the force of the word. Our Lord’s symbolic 
action here is intended to convey by signs to the deaf man’s mind 
what Jesus means to do for him, and so to give him something 
for his faith, as well as his intelligence, to act upon. 

In explaining Jesus’ action in taking the man apart from the 
multitude, we have to consider two things: first, the condition of 
the man, and the necessity of concentrating his attention on what 
Jesus was doing. It goes along with the other signs employed by 
our Lord to convey his purpose to the man, cut off from other 
means of communication. And secondly, Jesus’ unusual reasons 
for desiring secrecy. He was engaged with his disciples on this 
journey, not with the multitude, and he did not want the one 
miracle to grow into his ordinary engrossing work. ‘The peculiar 
methods of this miracle have to be coodrdinated with those of 
8” and it is evident that, in both cases, this motive of secrecy 
is strong. Jesus avoided publicity in all his miracles, but espe- 
cially in this period of retirement. 

Kat mTV¥oas Hato THs yAwoons adTod, Kal dvaBAEdpas eis TOV Ovpa- 
vov éorevage— and having spit, he touched his tongue (with the 
spittle), and having looked up to heaven, he groaned. ‘This is 
a part of the language of signs employed by our Lord, and is 

1 On Decapolis, see on 51-20, 
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intended to convey to the man’s mind, first the help that he is to 
receive, the loosening of his tongue, and secondly, the heavenly 
source from which his help was to come. The groan was an ex- 
pression of his own feelings, stirred to sympathy by the sight of 
human suffering, of which there was so much that he could not 
relieve. "Edédaba!— Be opened. This is addressed to the man, 
who was himself to be opened to sound and speech through the 
opening of his organs. 

35. Kal qvolynoav” airod ai dxoat — And his ears were opened. 

Omit ed6éws, Tisch. Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 8 BDL A 33, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. jvolyncar, instead of dinvoixPnoav, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
x BD AJ, etc. 

dxoai— literally, hearings, but applied by metonymy to the 
organs of hearing. decpos tis yAwoons — bond of his tongue. 
Probably, as this was a case in which deafness and dumbness 
went together, the dumbness was occasioned by the deafness, and 
deouos denotes figuratively whatever stood in the way of his 
speech, and not necessarily a defect in the organ of speech itself. 
The bond in this case would be the deafness which tied his 
tongue. 6p0as — rightly. This confirms the view, that the defect 
has been primarily in his hearing, and that this had resulted in 
partial, but incomplete loss of speech. See on poytAddor, v.”. 

36. kal duecre(Aato aitots iva pndevt A€ywow? cov dé abrois 
SueareAAeToO, avTot paddAov TEpiaadrEepov Exnpvoecov—and he com- 
manded them to tell no one. But the more he commanded them, 
the more exceedingly they heralded tt. 

Aéywouv, instead of efrwour, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BL A 28, 33. Omit 
avrds after écov dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. x ABLX A 1, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 
Memph. Insert avrol before uaddov, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 B(D)LN A 33, 
61, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

Jesus accompanies this miracle with the ordinary injunction of 
secrecy, but it only inflamed their zeal to publish it. The con- 
duct of the multitude is a good example of the way in which men 
treat Jesus, yielding him all homage, except obedience.’ 

37. treprepicoas —a word not found elsewhere, and expressing, 
like the double comparative paAdov zepisadrepov, the excessive 
feeling and demonstration of the people. é£erAjooovro— another 
strong word, meaning literally were struck out of their senses.® 

Kat dAdAovs AaAdetv — and dumb to speak. 

Omit rov’s before ddd ous, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 33. 

1°E¢aed represents the Aramaic N257x, the ethpael imper. of the verb n25, 

Heb. 128. 

2 Both the augment on the prep., and the sec. aor. in jvotynoav belong to later 
Greek. 

3 The regular form of stating this proportion is rocovrw éaov, with a comparative 
in each member. jaAdov strengthens a comparative with which it is joined. 

4 See on 1#4, Cf. 519-43, Note; 64, Note. 6 Seer Sam. 1572.27, 6 See on 122. 
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MIRACULOUS FEEDING OF THE FOUR THOUSAND 

vill. 1-9. The report of the miracle performed on the 

deaf and dumb man seems to have gathered a multitude 

about Jesus in Decapolis, reproducing the effects of his 

Galilean ministry. They had been with him three days, 
enough to exhaust whatever provisions they had brought 
with them, when Jesus proposes to his disciples, as in the 

preceding miracle, that they feed them. They meet his 

proposition with the same incredulity as before, but he 
simply inquires how many loaves they have. They answer 

seven, and with these and a few fishes, Jesus proceeds to 
feed the multitude, numbering four thousand men alone. 

The objection to the repetition of this miracle seems to be 

based on a misconception of our Lord’s miracles. If they were 

acts of thaumaturgy, intended to reveal Jesus’ power, the repeti- 

tion of this miracle would seem improbable, and the similarity of 

the two accounts would point with some probability to their 

identity. But if the real object of the miracles was to meet some 

human need, then the recurrence of like conditions would lead to 

a recurrence of the miracle. And, in the life of Jesus, with its 

frequent resort to solitary places, and the disposition of the multi- 

tude to follow him wherever he went, the emergency of a hungry 

crowd in a place where supplies were not to be obtained would be 

certain to recur. Weiss objects that there was nothing to bring 

the multitude together, and that the miracle occurred at a time 

when Jesus had definitely closed his ministry in Galilee. But 

both Mt. and Mk. lead up naturally to this event, the one stating 

directly that he was healing the sick of all kinds of a great multi- 

tude that had resorted to him (Mt. 15°), and the other narrat- 
ing the report of his healing of the deaf and dumb man circulated 

by his friends throughout the region, and the excitement created 

by it. Moreover, we have here, as Weiss himself admits, the 

results of Jesus’ previous visit to this region, and of the cure of 

the Gadarene demoniac, which the healed man had spread abroad 

in accordance with Jesus’ express command. Do we not have 

here a solution of the real difficulty underlying Weiss’ objection? 
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It is true that we have in the gathering of the multitude, and the 

stay of three days, in which Jesus must have taught and healed, 

an episode in this period of retirement that is out of harmony with 

its evident character and design. But is not the exception justifi- 

able? Here was a region where Jesus had been prevented from 

exercising his ministry by the opposition of the people, and now, 

on his first return to it, he finds the people in a different mood. 

This causes him to deflect from his purpose of retirement for a 

time, in order to exercise the ministry from which their previous 

unbelief had kept him. This seems more natural than to suppose 

that the evangelists created a second miracle out of certain minor 

variations in telling the story of the first, and then, having a mira- 

cle on their hands, proceeded to make a place for it in their nar- 

rative. 

This account is found only in Mt. and Mk. The verbal resemblance of 
the two accounts is remarkable, the following words being identical. 
mpookadecduevos ToUs uabynTas .. . omdayxvifoua ert Tov dxXov, Ste HON 
Tpets Nuepat mpocpuévovol pot, kal ovK Exovor Th Pdywor. . . dmodva(w) 
avrovs vyorels, ExAvO(joovTa) év TH 66M... of uadnrai... wéfev... 
xoptdcar dpr(wy) . épnul(as) ... mbcous €xere Aprous; of dé elwov, érrd. 
kal mapnyyeire TY SxAW avatecety érl THs Y7s, Kat AaB Tovs érTa Aprous, 
evxapioThoas, xAacev, Ka) €dldov Tots uadnTalis .. . TH SxAY.. « (x OddLa 
éAlya, kal payor kal éxopradcOnoay... wepicced(uata) KNacudTwY érTa 
omuploas ... TeTpaxicxtdiot. Among these words, vyores, éxAvOjcovrat, 
épnutas, and /x@vdca are peculiar, and especially the construction of 7uépat 
tpets. Indeed, the occurrence of this peculiar nominative in both accounts 
would be enough to prove their dependence or interrelation. 

1. wddw TodAod dyAov dvtos — there being again a great multt- 
tude. The reference is to the previous feeding of the five thou- 
sand (6%); and the representation is that in this respect, the 
circumstances were similar. In both cases, there was a great 
multitude. x. uy éxovtwv ti paywor'— and not having anything 
Zo eat; this is another circumstance in which the two events were 
similar. 

maAty roAdod, instead of rauoAXod, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.s BDGLMN 
A I, 13, 28, 33, 69, etc. Latt. Memph. 

mpookadecdpmevos Tovs paOytras A€ye. — having called his disciples, 
he says. 

1 The participle here is plural, because it belongs with a noun of multitude, 
which is taken distributively. In 7é ¢aywo., we have the pronoun and the mood 
of direct discourse. +i is irregularly substituted for or, the indirect interrogative. 
The mood is quite regular. See Win. 25,1. Goodwin, Greek Moods and Tenses, 
71. 4» relates this not only as a fact, but as it lay in Jesus’ mind and influenced his 
action. 
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Omit 6 ’Inoots after mpockaderduevos, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABDK 
LMN AII 1, 33, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. Omit avrod 
after Tovs wadynras, Tisch. Treg. WH. s DLN A 1, 28, 209, Latt. Memph. 
Harcl. 

2. SrrayxviCopar ert tov dyAov OTe HON HLépar TpEls mpocpevovat 
pot'—TI have compassion on the multitude because already they 
remain with me three days. 

nucpat, instead of nuépas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x» ALNX III etc. 
B nuépas Tpici. 

This three days’ stay of the multitude means of course that 
Jesus had been deflected from his purpose of retirement during 
this time, and had been drawn into his ordinary work of teaching 
and healing. And the sequence of events would indicate that the 
gathering was caused by the report of the miracle upon the deaf 
and dumb man. 

3. vnoters —fasting.  éxrvOnoovrar— they will be exhausted? 
Kal TlWes AVTOV aro pakpdbev ® yKaor*— and some of them have come 
Jrom a distance. This is an additional reason for not sending 
them away, not the reason of their exhaustion, as in TR. 

kal rives, instead of rivés yap, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BLA 1, 13, 28, 
33, 209, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Insert a6 before pakpdbev, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 1, 13, 28, 33, 69, 209, 346 (Latt.). 

4. “Or. rofev Tovrovs Suvycetal Tis Wde YopTacal apTwy ex epypias 
— Whence will any one be able to feed these with bread here in 
the wilderness? ‘This failure of the disciples to recall the pre- 
vious miracle is one of the really strong reasons for doubting the 
repetition of the miracle. The objection is valid; the stupid 
repetition of the question is psychologically impossible. But this 
does not disprove the repetition of the miracle, only this incident 
init. All things considered, it is very much more probable that 
the accounts got mixed in this particular, than that one miracle 
should be multiplied into two. So Meyer. yopracau® ér épypias 
—literally, on a desert place; i.e. an uninhabited place, where 
there are no supplies to be bought. 

5. Kai jpdta — And he asked. Oi de erav — And they said. 

jpwra, instead of érnpwra, Tisch. Treg. WH. BL A.  elzay, instead 
of eiroy, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BN A. 

1On ordayxvigoua, see on 741, jmépar tpeis is an elliptical construction for the 
acc. of duration of time. We say, “it is three days, they remain with me.” Win. 
62, 2 

2 Both these words are peculiar. vzjorecs is a good Greek word, but is found in 
the N.T. only here and in the parallel passage, Mt. 1582, The same is true of 
éxAv@joovrat in this sense of exhaustion. 

8 This adverb itself belongs to later Greek, and the combination of prep. and 
adverb is also late. With an adverb of this ending, moreover, the prep. is super- 
fluous. Win. 54, 1. 65, 2. 4 This perf. from jxw is late. Thay.-Grm, Lex. 

5 See on 62. - 
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6. Kat rapayyeAXa— And he gives orders for the multitude to 
recline. The. verb is used to denote the transmission of orders 
through subordinates." 

mapayyédXet, instead of rapyyyete, gave orders, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BDL A one ms. Lat. Vet. 

evyapiotynoas — having given thanks. We have in this word one 
side of the invocation at meals, and in edAoyjoas below, the other, 
the invocation of blessing on the food.’ 

iva wapatiOaow — fo set before them. 

mapaTiOGcuv, instead of tapafaor, s BCLM A 13, 33, 69, 346. 

7. Kai elyav ixOvdia* 6Acya kal eddAoyynoas aita ceive Kal Tatra 
mapatilcva.— And they had a few little fishes; and having blessed 
them, he commanded to place these before them also. 

eixay, instead of eixov, Tisch. Treg. WH. BD A. Insert aira after 
evdoyjoas Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCL A 6, 10, 28, 116, Memph. xai 
TavTa mapatidévat, instead of mapaéetvac kal adrd, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL 
A, also DM marg. waparifévat, and C 115, one ms. Lat. Vet. kai ratra. 

8. Kai épayov — And they ate. 

kal payor, instead of payor 6é, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 1, 
28, 33, 40, 124, Latt. Memph. Pesh. 

repiooévpata KAacpatwy — literally, remnants of fragments ; 1.€. 
consisting of fragments. ozvpidas— On this, and the xodiwa0 
used to collect the fragments in the feeding of the five thousand, 
see on 6%. 

9. foav d€ ws TerpaxioxiAvor— and they were about four thousand. 

Omit of @dyovres, those eating, Tisch. (Ireg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A 33, 
Memph. 

JESUS CROSSES TO THE WEST SHORE OF THE 

LAKE TO DALMANUTHA, AND THE PHARISEES 

RENEW THEIR ATTACK ON HIM, DEMANDING A 

SIGN FROM HEAVEN 

10-13. After finishing his work in Decapolts, Jesus gets 
into the boat kept for his use by the disciples, and crosses 

to the region of Dalmanutha, several miles south of his 

usual vesort. But he does not escape the hostile vigilance 

1 Thay.-Grm. Zex., under cedevo. ~ 2 See on 641, 
3 On the form ctyav, see Thay.-Grm. Zex. iy@véia is found in the N.T. only 

here and in the parallel (Mt. 1534). 
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of the Pharisees (Mt. says, Sadducees also), who gather 

about, demanding a sign from heaven, different from the 

terrestrial signs to which he has confined himself. Jesus 
asks merely, why this generation (of all generations) asks 

for a sign, and solemnly declares that no sign shall be 
given tt. 

10. 16 tAotov — rhe boat constantly in attendance on him, 3° 4% 
6”. Aadpavovda — Nothing is known of this place, which is not 
mentioned elsewhere. Probably, it was a small village near Mag- 
adan (Magdala), which is the place mentioned in the parallel 
account, Mt. 15°®. This would make it on the west shore of the 
lake, and in the southern part of the plain of Gennesareth. 

11. e&)AGov ot Papicato. — the Pharisees came out. Jesus has 
been absent in Gentile territory since his dispute with the Phari- 
sees about the washing of hands, 7’sqq., and now, immediately on 
his return, they are on his track again. They came out, Meyer 
says, from their residences in the neighborhood. But see Mori- 
son’s Note. All explanations are conjectural and uncertain. Mt. 
couples together Pharisees and Sadducees, and the same in the 
warning against their leaven which follows. This is ominous of 
the final situation in Jerusalem, when the combination of the 
party of the priests and of the Scribes brought about his fate. 
ouvenretv aitd — to discuss with him." 

OnMElov aro TOD ovpavod —a sign from heaven. ‘This was one of 
their cavils, like their attributing Jesus’ casting out of demons to 
the power of the prince of demons, by which they sought to dis- 
credit the miracles performed by him. ‘They made a distinction 
between miracles that might be explained by reference to some 
supernatural power operating here in the world, and distinct from 
God, and those which came visibly from heaven, 7.¢. from the sky. 
The kind of signs demanded by them we find in the eschatological 
discourse, ch. 13, this being what they had been led to expect in 
connection with the Messianic period. See 13%”. The miracles 
performed by Jesus were none of them, they thought, from this 
source. They were walking on the water, creating earthly food, 
healing human diseases, and so confined to this world. What 
they wanted was a voice from heaven, or anything coming from 
above. zetpalovres attov— testing him. They wanted to put his 
power to perform miracles, or to produce them, to the test, and 
to see if he was able to give them a sign in which there should be 
no possibility of collusion with the powers that rule this lower 

1 The proper meaning of ovénrety is to search or inquire in company. This 
meaning discuss is peculiar to the N.T. 
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world. The uniform use of mf to translate this verb is very 
misleading. 

12. dvactevaas TH mvevyat. — having groaned in spirit, i.e. 
inwardly, not audibly. Ti 7 yevea attn Cytet onuciov ; — Why does 
this generation seek a sign? 

¢nret onuetov, instead of onuetov émifnre?, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BCDL A 1, 28, 33, 118, 209. 

ei OoOnoerae . . . onuciov— if a sign shall be given / This 
is a case of suppressed apodosis, and is a common Hebrew form 
of oath or asseveration.’ By onetoy is meant a work which has 
either for its object, or result, the proof of the Divine presence 
and power. This is a denial that his own miracles had this pur- 
pose. All of them were uses of Divine power, but not displays 
of it. Any self-respecting man will refuse to show himself off, but 
he will constantly do things having other Jegitimate objects, which 
do show incidentally his intelligence, or strength, or goodness 
This is the attitude of Jesus. He refuses to do anything merely 
as a sign, and yet his life was full of signs ; nay, it was a sign, he 
himself was the sign. Indeed, the only element about his mira- 
cles which will save them from the general disbelief of the mirac- 
ulous is the consonance of their objects with the character of 
Jesus. No one could have devised the story of a miracle-working 
person, and have kept the story true to Jesus’ principles and char- 
acter. The wonderful thing about the miracles is that the Divine 
power shown in them is kept to uses befitting the Divine Being. 
TH yevea tavtn— to this generation. Jesus refuses especially to 
give a sign to that generation. It was an age full of signs ; it was 
the period of the Incarnation, and yet its leaders went about ask- 
ing for signs, and refused to believe the self-witness of the Son of 
God. 

WARNING AGAINST THE LEAVEN OF THE PHARI- 

SEES AND OF HEROD 

13-21. Jesus does not remain in this hostile region, but 

crosses again to the east side. On the way, he warns the 

disciples against the unspiritual influences of the Pharisees 
—men who ask him for a sign—and, in order that they 

may not go from formalism to trreligion, also against the 

leaven of Herod. The disciples, who had forgotten to take 

bread, think that he is speaking of literal leaven. Where- 

1See Win. 55, Note at end. 
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upon, Jesus asks them tf they are as dull as the rest to his 

spiritual meanings, and wf they have forgotten how easily 

he provided for the lack of material food. 

13. éuBas rad, arndOev — having embarked again, he departed. 

Omit es 76 mAotov, 22 the boat, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BCL A mss. of Latt. 

‘Opare, Br€rere ard THs Couns — Take heed, beware of the leavens 
The word vy is used figuratively in Bib. Greek for a pervasive 

influence, either good or bad, though generally the latter, owing 
to the ceremonial depreciation of leaven among the Hebrews. 
The leaven of the Pharisees is their general spirit, including 
hypocrisy, ostentation, pride, formalism, pettiness, and the like; 
cf. Mt. 23. Here, where Jesus is fresh from his controversy with 
them about signs, the thing specially in his mind would be the 
spirit that leads them to ask for a sign, when his whole life and 
teaching was a sign. It would be, in a word, their unspirituality, 
their blindness to spiritual things, which led them to seek outward 
proof of inward realities. The leaven of Herod, on the other 
hand, was worldliness. The Herods were professed Jews, who 
sought to leaven Judaism with the customs of heathenism. They 
represented the escape from the rigors and scruples of Pharisaism 
into the license and irreligion of the world, instead of into the 
freedom of a spiritual religion. But the escape from spiritual 
blindness does not lie that way. 

16. Kai dueAoyiCovro rpos dAAHAOVvS, “Ore dprous odk Exopev (Exovcwv) 
— And they reasoned with each other, (tt ts) because we have (or 
they have) no bread. Probably, with either €youwey or €xovarv, ott 
is causal, and there is an ellipsis of the principal clause. 

Omit Aéyovres, saying, after mpds ddd7jous, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BD 1, 
28, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. xovorv, instead of Exouev, Treg. WH. RV. marge. 
B 1, 28, 209, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph., also D mss. Lat. Vet. (quod 
panes non haberent). 

The disciples were themselves so blind spiritually, that they 
attributed a material sense to Christ’s spiritual sayings. They 
thought that he was warning them, in the very spirit of the 
Pharisees themselves, against food contaminated by them. ‘Their 
thoughts were on their neglect to take bread, and so leaven, or 
yeast, suggested to them bread. 

17. Kai yvovis A€yer atdrois, Ti duadoyileaOe, ore apTous ovK éxere ;— 
And perceiving tt, he says to them, Why do you reason (tt ts), 
because you have no bread ? 

Omit 6 “Ingots, before éyer, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. 8 B A* one ms. Lat. 
Vet. Memph. 

1 This meaning of 6Aérew is foreign to the verb in earlier Greek, and the con- 
struction with azo is borrowed from the Heb. It is a pregnant construction, and is 
resolvable into look to yourselves, and so keep from. Win. 32, I, note. 
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TETWPWLLEVNV EXETE THY Kapdiay buov ;— have you your understand- 
ing dulled ?* 

18,19. Tisch. punctuates these verses so that they read, Having 
eyes do you not see, and having ears do you not hear, and do you 
not remember, when I broke the five loaves among the five thousand, 
and how many baskets full of fragments you took up? WH. read, 
Having eyes do you not see, and having ears do you not hear? 
And do you not remember, when I broke the five loaves among the 
five thousand, how many baskets full of fragments you took up? 
This latter punctuation is the most probable. 

Insert xal before mécous, Tisch. s CDM A 1, 33, mss. of Latt. 

By his reference to the miracles of feeding the five thousand, 
and the four thousand, Jesus means to remind them that he has 
shown them his ability to provide for their lack of bread in an 
emergency, so that they need not fix their thoughts on that, nor 
think that his mind is occupied with it. The question about the 
baskets of broken pieces is intended to suggest the bounty of the 
provision made. It is noticeable that the distinction between 
orvpides and xodivo in the two miracles is kept up here in Jesus’ 
allusion to them. 

20. Kai A€yovow (aire), “Exra — And they say (to him), seven. 

kal A€yovory, instead of Oi dé eirov, and they said, Tisch. 8 one ms. Lat. 
Vet. Pesh. kal Aéyoucw airg, Treg. marg. WH. RV. BCL A 115, two 
mss. Latt. Memph. 

21. Ovrw cuviere ;— Do you not yet understand ? 

Omit 7és, How, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 CKL ATI 1, 118, 127, 209, one ms. 
Lat. Vet. ovmw, instead of ov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ACD# LMNUX 
ATI mss. Lat. Vet. Syrr. 

HEALING OF A BLIND MAN AT BETHSAIDA 

22-26. Jesus and his disciples land at Bethsaida, on the 

east side of the lake. There a blind man ts brought him 
to be healed with the usual touch. But Jesus, still in quest 

of retirement, and so more than ever anxious to avoid the 

notoriety attending his miracles, takes the man outside of 

the village. He employs the same signs to tell him what ts 

being done for him as in the case of the deaf and dumb 

man in Decapolis. But here, for the first and only time, 

there is something to obstruct the tmmediateness of the cure, 

t On the meaning of zwpodv Thy KapSiav, See ON 3°, 
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and at first, the man sees only men looking like trees walk- 

ing about. Jesus laid his hands again upon his eyes, and 

the man saw clearly. Then Jesus, in order to prevent the 

story spreading, ordered him not even to enter the village 
where he ts known. 

22. Kai épyovrat eis Byfoaidav — And they come to Bethsaida. 

kal €pxovrat, instead of pxerat, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 13, 
28, 33, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Memph. 

23. enveyxev aitov é£w THs KOuns—he brought him outside of 
the village. In the only other miracle recorded by Mk. alone 
(7°), there is this same privacy observed. The two coming 
together at the same period of our Lord’s life would seem to 
indicate that there was some reason for the peculiarity common 
to them both, arising from the critical character of the period in 
his life. It was not the period of his miracles, nor of his public 
teachings, but of retirement with his disciples; and hence the 
even unusual secrecy attending such miracles as he did perform. 
mrvoas — having spit. This also is peculiar to this pair of 
miracles. 

éfnveyxev, instead of é&jyayev, he led him out, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
8 BCL 33. 

ernowra avtov et te BXrE€res;—he asked him, do you see any- 
thing ?* 

This reading, instead of ef re Bdéret, tf he sees anything, Treg. marg. 
WH. non marg. RV. BCD*8"™ A Memph. 

24. Brérw Tors avOpwrovs drt, etc. —The AV., 7 see men as 
trees walking, ignores this ort. RV., 7 see men; for I see them as 
trees walking. ‘That is, what would otherwise be taken by him 
for trees he knows to be men by their walking around. This 
indistinctness of vision is due not to the confusion of his ideas 
arising from his previous blindness, but to the incompleteness of 
his cure. This is the single case of a gradual cure in our Lord’s 
life, and the narrative gives us no clue to the meaning of it. But 
we have no right to argue from this single case that gradualness 
was the ordinary method of Jesus’ cures.’ 

25. Hira wadw éreOnxe (€Onxev) — then again he laid. 

€Onxev, instead of éréOnxe, Treg. WH. BL. 

1 This use of ci in direct questions is not found in classical Greek, but belongs 
to the N.T. period. Win. 57, 2. 

2So Weiss, Life of Fesus, 2,97. 3, 23- 
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kat SeBrAeWev, kal drexatéorn, kal évéBderev Syravyds aravTa — 
and he looked fixedly, and was restored, and saw all things clearly. 

5€BAeWev, instead of érolncev adrov avaBhéyar, he made him look up, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BC* L A 1, 28, 209, 346 (one ms. Lat. Vet. 
Memph.). dmexaréorn, instead of dmoxarectd0y, Tisch. Treg. WH. & 
BCL A. dndavyés, instead of tyAavyds, Tisch. WH. marg. s* CL A 
(33 dndAws). dravra, all things, instead of dmavras, all men, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. x BC* DLM ? At, 13, 69, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Syrr. Memph. 

dveBAeWer denotes the act of fixing his eyes on things, by which 
he would be able to distinguish them. dyAavyas is compounded 
of djAos and avyy, and denotes clearness of vision. ryAavyds, 
TR., denotes distant sight.’ 

26. Mnédé cis tHv kdpnv eiceAOys — do not even go into the village. 
The man was to return to his house, which was outside of the 
village, and so far from publishing his cure in the village, he was 
not even to enter it. 

Omit pnde efrrys Tivl év Kun, nor tell it to any one in the village, Tisch. 
(Treg. marg.) RV. WH. x* #"¢¢ BL 1, 209, Memph.? 

Attention should be called to the characteristics of the two 

miracles narrated by Mk. alone, both of which, moreover, belong 

to the period of Jesus’ retirement, and to localities inhabited by 

a mixed Jewish and heathen population, and unfrequented by 

him in his previous ministry. In both the healing of the deaf and 

dumb man in Decapolis, and that of the blind man at Beth- 
saida, Jesus takes the man aside before performing the cure, and 

uses spittle on the parts affected. In the second, the healing of 

the blind man, the cure is gradual. As to the withdrawal from the 

multitude, the purpose is obvious. The miracles belong to the 

period of retirement, and Jesus takes more than usual pains to 

guard against notoriety. A secondary effect, if not purpose, in 

the case of the deaf and dumb man, would be to fix his attention 

on what Jesus was about to do for him. As to the use of the 

spittle, it is commonly regarded as extraordinary, and naturally so, 

as these are the only cases in the Synoptical Gospels in which 

Jesus employs any other means than the laying on of hands. In 

the case of the deaf and dumb man, the reason for this excep- 

tional treatment appears in the condition of the man. The 

thrusting of the hands into the man’s ears, the spitting into them, 

1 $yAavyas is a rare word. : PAT? 

2 The translation of pydé . . . unde, neither... nor, AV., is wrong. nde 1S dis- 

junctive, and the first unde is to be rendered Not even. Win. 55, 62). 
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the looking up to heaven, are the language of signs, by which 

Jesus seeks to awaken the faith of the man necessary to his cure. 

Certainly the thrusting of the hands into his ears is that, and the 

rest goes along with this symbolical act. In the case of the blind 

man, extraordinary conditions are not lacking, though not of the 

same kind. Jesus is in an unfamiliar region, and the man’s blind- 

ness withdraws him more or less from even the knowledge that 

those about him would have of this extraordinary personage. In 

these circumstances, Jesus uses something more than the ordinary 

laying on of hands, which would tell its story so quickly to a Jew 

accustomed to his ordinary procedure, and substitutes what we 

may call a more elaborate and significant ritual of cure. The 

gradualness of the cure in this case would arise out of the same 

extraordinary conditions. Jesus is contending here against a dull, 

slow-moving faith, which hinders the ordinary immediateness of 

the cure. This explanation matches the extraordinary methods 

and process of the cure with the extraordinary conditions of the 

case. 

On the other hand, Weiss, ignoring the peculiar conditions, 

treats both the process and the gradualness of the cure as repre- 

senting Jesus’ ordinary method and the rationale of the miracles. 

These are the two cases, he says, in which Mk. goes into details 

in telling the story of the miracles, and the matter contained in 

them, therefore, is to be read into the other accounts. The diffi- 

culty in this is to account for the choice of these two isolated 

cases for the introduction of these details. It is easy to account 

for them as peculiarities belonging to an exceptional period in the 

life of Jesus, but not at all easy to account for the choice of these, 

the very last of the miracles, to bring out material belonging to 

them all, but hitherto unrelated by Mk., and omitted altogether 

in the other evangelists. Moreover, it is very singular that this 

gradual cure occurs in the Gospel which emphasizes most the 

immediateness of the cures. Out of the eleven miracles of heal- 

ing recorded in Mk., five speak directly of the immediateness of 

the cure, and of the rest three give circumstances implying the 

same. And yet, we are told that in this Gospel, the one account 

of gradual cure establishes the form to which the others must be 

conformed. As for the use of the spittle, that is treated as an 

actual means of cure, not asa symbol or sign. So Meyer. How- 
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ever, it is allowed that the curative power infused into this came 

from above. And this again is normal, telling us what really hap- 

pened in the other cases. A means, which yet has no power in 

itself, only what is infused into it supernaturally. This is truly a 

tertium quid, and as long as it introduces into the miracles noth- 

ing of the nature of a secondary cause, it may be ranked among 

the curiosities of religious speculation. 

JESUS GOES WITH HIS DISCIPLES INTO THE 

REGION OF CHSAREA PHILIPPI. PETER’S CON- 

FESSION OF JESUS AS THE MESSIAH 

27-30. Jesus having landed at Bethsaida, proceeds to 

Cesarea Philippi, at the foot of Mt. Hermon, a region hither- 

to unvisited by him. On the journey here he gains the privacy 
for which he had been seeking, and questions the disciples 

as to what men say about him. They tell him that he ts 

called variously John the Baptist, Elijah, and one of the 

prophets. Then comes the question for which all his life 

with them had prepared the way, what title they are ready 

to give him. Peter, speaking for the rest, says, Thou art 
the Messiah. But Jesus, having drawn this confession 

from them, charges them to tell no one else. 

27. eis rt. kdpas Kacapias ths Bidirrov— into the villages of 
Cesarea Philippi. Mt. says, into the parts of Casarea Philippi. 
The district is called here by the name of its principal city, and 
the villages were those belonging to that district. The city is near 
the sources of the Jordan, about 25 miles north of the lake of 
Galilee. Panium was the original name of the city, from the god 
Pan, who had a sanctuary here. The town was enlarged and 
beautified by Herod Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitis, to whose terri- 
tory it belonged, and was given its new name in honor of the 
emperor and of himself. Ac/ipf7 distinguishes it from Czesarea on 
the coast. It marks the most northern part of our Lord’s journey- 
ings, except Tyre and Sidon. His coming here was for the general 
purpose of his Jater Galilean ministry, to talk with his disciples in 
retirement of the approaching cris's in his life. Tiva pe A€yovow ot 
dvOpwrot etvar ;— Who do men say that Lam? ‘This is the first time 
that Jesus has approached this question, even in the circle of his 
disciples. The characteristic of his teaching has been its imper- 

14 
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sonality. His subject has been the Kingdom of God, its law, the 
conditions of membership in it, but not the person of its King. 
He has made approaches to this personal subject in the announce- 
ment of the coming of the kingdom, implying the presence of the 
King, and has made a veiled claim to the title in calling himself 
the Son of Man, but these hints and suggestions have been all. 
We should be inclined to call his styling himself the Son of Man 
something more than a veiled claim, if it were not that the people 
and rulers were manifestly in doubt, as this very event shows, as 
to the nature of his claim. This constitutes the great difference 
between the Synoptical Gospels and the fourth Gospel, since in 
the latter, Jesus discourses principally about himself and his claim. 

28. cizav aitw €Eyovtes — they told him, saying. The verb and 
the participle are so nearly identical in meaning, that their juxta- 
position here is quite difficult to account for. On the different 
answers to the question of Jesus, —John the Baptist, Elijah, one 
of the prophets, see on 6%. 

elayv instead of dmexpl@ncav, answered, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. elroy 
RV. x BC* #24d2 T, A one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. Insert air@ é- 
yovres, Tisch. Treg: WH. RV. 8 BC* DLA 13, 28, 69, 124, 282, 346, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 6ér: els trav rpopyrar, instead of éva 7. 7. Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. x BC* L Memph. 

29. Kai airos érnpwra attovs — And he asked them. 

érnpwéra avrovs, instead of Aéyer avrots, he says to them, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. 8 BC* DL A 53 miss. Lat. Vet. 

‘Ypets Sé riva pe A€yere eva ; — But who do you say that Lam? 
‘Yes is emphatic in itself, and by its position.. When the 
announcement of Jesus’ Messianic character is made, it does not 
come from himself, but is drawn out of the disciples by this ques- 
tion. He would have them enjoy the blessedness of not receiving 
it from flesh and blood, z.e. by oral communication, even from 
himself, but of that inward reception by silent communication 
from the Father which is the only source of true knowledge of 
spiritual things. See Mt. 16”. He manifested himself to them, 
admitting them to an intimate companionship and intercourse 
with himself ; and when he had made his impression on them, he 
drew from them the confession made under the guidance of the 
Spirit, that he was no inferior and preparatory personage in the 
Messianic Kingdom, but the King himself. Here, as everywhere, 
Jesus’ method is the truly spiritual one, that depends very little on 
external helps, but on the silent movings of the Spirit of God. 
6 Ilérpos A€ye.— This is the first time in the Gospel that Peter 
appears as the spokesman of the disciples. vd @ 6 Xpiords — 
thou art the Christ. On the meaning of Xpucrds, see on 11. 

1 Win, 22, 6. 

a 
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30. iva pydevt Aeywouw — that they tell no one. The silence that 
Jesus enjoins on them is due to the same reasons as his own 
silence up to this time, and his breaking it only when he was 
alone with them. It was esoteric doctrine as yet, that only those 
could receive, who knew something about the Messianic office on 
the one hand, and about the person of Jesus on the other. In the 
prevalent misconception of the Messiah, such an announcement 
would work only disaster. The time was coming for it, but when 
it did come, the tragedy of Jesus’ life followed immediately. 

JESUS PREDICTS HIS CRUCIFIXION. PETER REBUKES 

HIM, AND JESUS REPELS THE EVIL SPIRIT WHO 

SPEAKS THROUGH HIM 

31-33. After drawing out from his disciples the confession 

of his Messianic claim, Jesus proceeds to tell them how that 

claim will be treated by the authorities. In general, tt will 
bring him much suffering, and finally hts rejection and 

violent death at the hands of the Sanhedrim, from which, 

however, he will be raised after three days. Peter, who 

evidently regards this as a confession of defeat, and as 
vacating the claim just made, takes Jesus aside, and begins 
to rebuke him. But Jesus, recognizing in this the very 
spirit of the Temptation, meets rebuke with rebuke, telling 

Peter that he is acting the part of the Tempter, and that 
he reflects the mind of men, not of God. 

31. ypgato SiddaoKxew — he began to teach. This is a true begin- 
ning, being the first teaching of this kind.’ de?— ¢¢ ts necessary. 
The necessity arises, first, from the hostility of men; secondly, 
from the spiritual nature of his work, which made it impossible 
for him to oppose force to force ; and thirdly, from the providen- 
tial purpose of God, who made the death of Jesus the central 
thing in redemption. But in order to take its place in the 
Divine order, his death must come in the human, natural order. 
That is to say, his death is the natural result of the antagonism of 
his holy nature to the world; it is the martyr’s death. But it has 
also a Divine purpose in it, and it is necessary to the accomplish- 
ment of that purpose. The Divine purpose can use, however, 
only the death that results from the human necessity, the martyr’s 

1 Thay.-Grm, Lex, 
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death. Jesus must be put to death by man. ov vidv rod avOpo- 
rov+ roAAa rabetv — that the Son of Man suffer many things. ‘This 
is the general statement, under which the rejection and death are 
specifications. 76 trav mpecBurépwy Kai Tov dpxlepéwy K. TOV ypap- 
paréwv — by the elders and the chief priests and the Scribes. 

rd, by, instead of dré,? Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDGKL II. _ Insert 
tay, the, before dpxvepéwy Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDEHMSUVX, and 
before ypauuaréwy Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDEFHLSMUV I. 

Elders was the general term for the members of the Sanhedrim, 
and when used as it is here, with the names of classes comprised 
in that body, it denotes, of course, the other members outside of 
these classes. The chief priests were members of the high-priestly 
class, z.e. either the high priest himself, those who had held the 
office, or members of the privileged families from which the high 
priests were taken. The three classes together constituted the 
Sanhedrim, or supreme council of the Jews, by which Jesus pre- 
dicts that he is to be rejected and put to death.? kai pera tpels 
Huepas dvacrnva—and after three days rise again. ‘This is one 
of the psychological problems with which we are confronted in a 
history generally answering with considerable exactness to such 
tests. For when we come to the account of the resurrection, this 
prophecy plays no part. The event, when it takes place, does 
not recall the prophecy, and is met with a persistent unbelief 
which does not seem in any way consonant with the existence of 
such a prophecy. It would seem as if Jesus must have used lan- 
guage here, which the disciples did not understand, until after the 
resurrection itself, to refer to that event. That Jesus predicted 
the crucifixion and resurrection, there does not seem to be any 
reasonable doubt. But we find variations in the details, which 
suggest that these were supplied by the writers, post eventum, and 
that the prediction itself was general in its character. Moreover, 
we find in the eschatological discourse, that Jesus’ language needs 
a key, and we seem forced to the supposition that the utter failure 
of the disciples to understand the present prophecy must have 
been due to a like enigmatical use of language. zappyoia—with- 
out any reserve, using entire frankness of speech. Now that the 
time had come for Jesus to speak about this, he spoke out frankly. 

32. rpocAaBouevos aitov—having taken him aside. Peter 
could not understand plain speech about a matter to be spoken 
of only under his breath. Metaphorically, he puts his finger on 
his lips, and says Hush. He does not wish further open discus- 
sion of so dangerous a topic, and so he takes Jesus aside even to 

1 See on 228, 
2 On the distinction between ixé and amé after passives, see Win. 47 4) Note. 
8 See Schiirer, V, Ze. II, I. III. LV. 
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remonstrate with him. émiryuav— so rebuke. Such an idea as 
his master had announced was not only to be refuted, but rebuked 
as unworthy of him. This would be the way in which he would 
reconcile it with his sense of his Lord’s dignity to rebuke him; a 
thing that he would not think of doing except as he thought that 
Jesus was himself underrating that dignity. He had just allowed 
the Messianic claim made for him by the disciples, and now he 
seemed to be predicting defeat, whereas it belonged to the Mes- 
siah not to be defeated. 

33. éristpade’s — having turned, that is, upon Peter. But as 
he turned on him, it brought the rest of the disciples to view, 
and having seen the effect of Peter’s action on them, he was 
moved to special plainness of speech. ézreriunoe Iérpw kai A€yer — 
he rebuked Peter and says. Notice the repetition of the émitiav of 
v2. Peter had assumed to rebuke him, and now he rebukes 
Peter. 

kal Aéyet, instead of Aéywy, saying, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BCL A two 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

°"Yraye éricw pov— Yraye denotes withdrawal, getaway. And the 
whole phrase means, Get out of my sight. Xatava— Satan. Our 
Lord is not calling names here, but indicating in strong language 
the part that Peter is playing. He is putting temptation in our 
Lord’s way, and is so acting the réle of Satan. Jesus recognizes 
that it is not Peter 7m propria persona that is speaking, but the 
Spirit of evil speaking through him, just as he recognized the 
invisible Tempter in the wilderness (Mt. 4”). qpovets— thou 
thinkest not, thou dost not regard. povetv ta Twos means 4 side 
with one’ Peter did not keep in mind God’s purposes, but 
men’s. He did not look at things as God looks at them, but as 
men regard them, and hence he played the part of the Adver- 
sary, the Tempter. And it was not a minor and incidental 
temptation, but the great thing that separates God’s ways and 
man’s, the temptation to consider himself, instead of imitating 
God’s self-sacrifice. 

JESUS TEACHES THE MULTITUDE THAT THE SELF-— 

SACRIFICE PRACTISED BY HIMSELF IS THE NEC- 

ESSARY CONDITION OF DISCIPLESHIP 

341x. 1. Jesus now calls up the multitude, having 

closed the purely esoteric part of his teaching, relating to 

his own fate, and teaches them that the condition of disciple- 

1 Thay.-Grm, Lez. 
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ship ts self-denial, and following him even to death. He 

bases thts on the general principle that to lose life ts to save 

zt, and to save it ts to lose it. And there 1s no profit in 
gaining the whole world and losing one’s life, because that 
zs an irreparable loss. Nothing will buy tt back. These 

ultimate gains and losses follow a man’s attitude towards 
Him because the Son of Man ts to return in the glory of 

his Father, and will then be ashamed of the man who is 
now ashamed of Him. 

34. tov dxAov— the multitude. It seems from this, that in 
spite of his being away from his usual place of work, and in 
heathen territory, Jesus was surrounded by a crowd of people. 
And his language implies that they had some knowledge of him. 
Ei tis OeAeu drriow prov axoAovbetyv — Lf any one wishes to follow after 
me. A figurative expression of discipleship.’ 

Ef rts, instead of 8o71s, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* DL A Latt. Harcl. marg. 
dxoNovbety, instead of édGetv, Tisch. Treg- C* DX 1, 28, most mss. Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. The rare combination, found elsewhere only Mt. 10%, is fairly 
conclusive of the originality of the reading. 

drapvncdacOw éavtov—let him deny himself. The person is 
made here the direct object of the verb, not the indirect. He is 
not to deny something to himself, but he is to renounce himself. 
He is to cease to make himself the object of his life and action. 
The verb is the same that is used to denote Peter’s denial of his 
Master, and means to deny that one stands in a supposed relation 
to another, and hence to reject, or renounce. To deny self is 
therefore to deny the relation of self-interest and control which 
a man is supposed to hold to himself, in the interest of humanity 
and of God ; in other words, to renounce himself. It is the nega- 
tive side of the command to love, and like that, does not refer to 
special acts, but to a change of the fundamental principle of 
life. x. dpdrw tov oravpov abrov-—and take up his cross. This 
is a phase, the extreme phase of the self-denial which Jesus has 
just demanded. Let him deny himself, and carry out that self- 
denial even to death. The cross does not mean here any dis- 
agreeable thing, but the instrument of death. The criminal 
carried his own cross to the place of execution, and so, to take 
up the cross means to go to the place of death. The equivalent 
of it in our language would be % go to the gallows or the stake. 

1 See on 117-20. The use of omiow after axoAovéety is a Hebraism, Win. 33, 
Note, Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
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The idea is, that a disciple is to follow the exampie of Jesus in 
giving up everything, even life itself, that belongs to the selfish 
interests, sooner than anything belonging to the higher purposes 
of life. «. dkoAovbeirw po.—and follow me. This is not a third 
thing added to the self-denial and cross-bearing, but a repetition 
of the éaicw pov axoAovbety of the conditional part of the sentence. 
The meaning is, that in these two things, self-denial and cross- 
bearing, is to be found the way to follow him. 

35. “Os yap éav OAn—For whoever wishes. os 8 av arod€oer — 
but whoever shall lose odoe aityy (omit ovros, this one) will 
save tt. 

éav before 6é\7, instead of av, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BCKM ATI 1, 28, 33. 
dmohécer, instead of arodécy, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCD? TA. Omit otros 
before cwoe, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x ABC* DLM* X ATI Latt. Memph. 
Syrr. 

Jesus has just bidden them to sacrifice even their lives, and this 
gives the reason for that bidding, showing them that this is really 
the way to save their lives. The paradox consists in the two 
meanings of the word “fe. In the first clause, it means the 
bodily life, and in the second, the true life of the spirit, which is 
independent of that bodily condition. ‘The general principle is, 
that there is no such thing as ultimate loss in the kingdom of God. 
And in this case, a man loses his life only to receive it again 
enriched and multiplied. He sacrifices himself so far as he is 
identified with lower interests, only to become absorbed in higher 
and larger interests, in righteousness and love, in God and man. 
Evexey €400 Kal Tod eviayyeAcov—for the sake of me and of the 
Gospel. ere we have the higher objects stated, for which a man 
sacrifices himself, and in which the merely personal life is ab- 
sorbed. He becomes absorbed, in the first place, in a higher 
personality, that of Jesus, the Redeemer, and the head of the 
Messianic kingdom, who represents interests human and universal. 
And all personal interests become merged in those of the Gospel, 
the glad-tidings that Jesus brings, that the kingdom of God is 
coming. This coming is involved in the advent of its king’ It 
is as a man loses himself in so great and high things, that he finds 
himself, and as he sacrifices his life in their behalf, that he saves 
it. Only in such things is there any true life. 

1 On the use of xy for &v after relatives, see Win. 42, Note at end. Also foot- 
note2, p. 158. ; 

2 On the fut. ind. with és av, see Burton, 308, who notes itas a N.T. use. Win. 

42, 34, cites only LXX. passages, as the IN.T. passages occur only in the various 
critical texts. There is a use of the future indicative in classical Greek with av, but 

not in conditional or relative clauses. And there is a use of the future in condi- 

tional relative clauses, but without av. This construction is therefore anomalous, 
See Goodwin, Greek Moods and Tenses, 61, 3, Note; 50,1, Note 1; 37, 2, Note 1. 

3 See on zl. 14. 15; cf, Mt. 423 92 244, 
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36. ri yap adhere? avOpwrov Kepdjoat . . . Kal CnpiwGpvar.. . ; 
—for what does it profita man to gain..., and to forfeit ...? 

apere?, instead of apeAjoe, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BL mss. Lat. Vet. Pesh. 
KepOjoat, instead of éay kepdjon, and (nuiwOjva., instead of éav (nuiwA7, 
Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BL. 

CnprwOnvar — to forfeit. The word commonly means to lose by 
way of penalty, to forfeit. The argument is carried forward here 
no longer in the contrast between the two lives, the Wvx7 in its 
two senses, but in the contrast between the Wvyy and the xocpos. 
And this is pertinent, because the earthly life is measured gen- 
erally by outward gains, while the spiritual life is valued for itself. 
In the one, a man is worth dollars and cents, in the other, his 
worth is a matter of his own excellence, the quality and range of 
his being. The question is thus between that life which consists 
mainly in having, and that which consists in being. And to be, in 
the true sense, means to have the life of God in us. The con- 
trast is made as strong as possible by making the gain the xdcyos, 
the sum total of things. 

37. Ti yap 80t'— For what shall a man give? dvraddAaypa— 
as an exchange. ‘The questions means, if a man has forfeited his 
life, by what price or ransom can he buy it back? It is the 
rhetorical form of saying that the loss is irrevocable. It is the 
irrevocableness of the loss that makes the gain to be nothing by 
its side. The whole world, if a man had it, would not buy back 
his life, if he lost it. 

tl yap, instead of 7 rl, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 28, one ms. Lat. 
Vet. Memph. 02, instead of dwoe, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8* B (xe L 
5@) édv, instead of ay, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCEFLMVX TA. 

38. os yap éav—for whoever? The argument does not con- 
nect this with the special statement that immediately precedes, 
but with the entire statement of which that forms a part. It 
shows how these general statements are to be applied to man’s 
relations to Christ ; how these relations can affect their lives so 
profoundly —a question that might easily be suggested to his 
listeners by the amazing character of his assumptions. The pres- 
ent situation, he says, is to be changed. He who seems to them 
now so easily to be set aside is to appear eventually as the Son of 
Man, coming in the glory of his Father, with the holy angels. 
Now, they are ashamed of him, it may be; then he will be 
ashamed of them. The announcement of Jesus’ Messiahship 
(v.”) is followed immediately by the prophecy of his humilia- 

1 An irregular form of sec. aor. subj. for a. The mood is that of deliberative 
questions. Win. 41a, 46. 

2 This use of éay for ay is due to the use of ay as a contracted form of éav, lead- 
ing to a mistaken use of the two as-interchangeable. See Thay.-Grm. Lex, 
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tion and death; and that by the statement that lite and death 
hang upon the acceptance and imitation of him ; now this is justi- 
fied by the prophecy of his reign. Verily, Jesus’ reticence about 
himself, that has been so characteristic of his teaching so far, is 
here broken. potyadid. — adulterous. The figure represents sin 
as unfaithfulness to the close relation in which God seeks to put 
man to himself. It is a favorite figure of the prophets. 

IX. 1. This verse belongs with the preceding discourse by the 
most obvious connection of thought. He has spoken of the 
coming of the Son of Man in the glory of his Father; and here 
he states the time of that coming. For the coming of the Son of 
Man is everywhere identified with the coming of the kingdom. 
Cf. Mt. 16%, where this coming is spoken of as the coming of the 
Son of Man in his kingdom. The reason for placing the verse in 
the ninth chapter is that those who made the division supposed 
that the glorifying of Jesus in the Transfiguration was the event 
referred to here. But that would not be described as a coming of 
the Son of Man in power; nor would an event only a week dis- 
tant be spoken of as taking place before some of those present 
should die. That language implies that most of them would be 
dead, while a few would live to see the great event. No, this 
coming of the kingdom is to be identified with the coming of the 
Son of Man. Nothing else will satisfy the context. And this 
coincides with everything that Jesus says about the time of that 
coming. See ch. 13”, and parallel passages in Mt. and Lk. This 
then lets in a flood of light upon the meaning of that coming, as 
it declares that it was to be before some of those before him 
should taste of death. If his words are to stand therefore, it was 
to be events belonging to the generation after his death which ful- 
filled the prophecy of his coming, and of the establishment of his 
kingdom. And in this case, the kingdom was to be spiritual, and 
the agencies in its establishment were to be the Spirit of God and 
the providence of God in human affairs. 

Here, as in the eschatological discourse, ch. 13, the coming is 
referred to as an understood thing, whereas there has been no 
teaching in regard to it. The same remark applies here as in the 
teaching about the death and resurrection. We cannot account 
for the expectation, which colored the whole life of the early 
church, without some prophecy of it. But on the other hand, 
the absence of expectation in the period between the death and 
resurrection is unaccountable if the prophecy was of this definite 
character. 
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THE TRANSFIGURATION 

Ix. 2-8. Jesus goes up into a mountain, with Peter, 
James, and John, and ts transfigured before them. The 
heavenly visitors. The voice from heaven. 

A week after the conversation with the disciples in regard to his 

death, Jesus goes, with the three disciples who stood nearest to 

him, up into the neighboring mountain, and was transfigured be- 

fore them. As it is described, this transfiguration consisted in an 

extraordinary white light emitted from his whole person. Accom- 

panying this was an appearance of Moses and Elijah talking with 

him. Peter, frightened out of his wits by the amazing scene, 

proposes to fix and retain it by building huts for Jesus and the 

heavenly visitors up there on the mountain side. But a cloud 

came over them, and a voice proceeded from it, as at the baptism, 

This is my beloved Son; hear him. And suddenly, looking around, 

they saw no one but Jesus. 

2. yuepas €€ — six days. Lk. says, about eight days. We can 
easily get rid of one of the two days which separate these two 
accounts, as the Jews confounded after seven days with on the 
seventh day by reckoning both the aes a guo and the dies ad quem 
in the former expression, as in the account of the resurrection. 
But the other day needs the woe of Lk., about eight days, to re- 
move the discrepancy. 

tT. [lérpov x. t. "IdxwBov x.(r.)’Ilwavvnv — These three formed the 
inner circle of the twelve, whom Jesus took with him on three 
great occasions, the raising of the daughter of Jairus, the Trans- 
figuration, and the scene in the garden of Gethsemane. eis dpos 
ivmAdv — into a high mountain. What mountain is meant, we do 
not know, except that it was probably in the vicinity of Czsarea 
Philippi, and so belonged to the Hermon range. See 8”. 

kat’ idiav povovs — apart alone. This account gives no reason 
for this privacy, and Mt. is equally silent. But Lk. tells us that 
Jesus went up into the mountain to pray. This gives a rational 
turn to the whole occurrence, leaving us to suppose that the trans- 
figuration was incidental to it, and not the purpose of our Lord’s 
going up into the mountain. He was glorified before the dis- 
ciples, but it is quite out of character for him to deliberately set 
about such a transaction. This opens the way for another sug- 
gestion as to the real character of the event. Jesus would be led 
to special prayer at this time by the events on which it seems that 
his mind was fixed, and which formed the subject of conversation 
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between himself and his disciples. The subject of his discourse 
at this period was the approaching tragical end of his life. And 
it is Lk. again, who tells us that this was the subject of conversa- 
tion between himself and the heavenly visitants at this time. It 
looks then, as if this was a case in which the mind of the writer 
was fixed on the surface of things, who has told his story too in 
such a way as to fix our attention on the mere physical accompani- 
ments of the scene, the shining of Jesus’ garments, rather than the 
glory of his countenance, while at the same time, he has himself 
given us the suggestions for a deeper reading of it. According to 
the ordinary view, arising from this emphasis of the physical side 
of it, the transfiguration was a gleam of our Lord’s true glory in 
the midst of the surrounding darkness, showing that he was divine 
in spite of his humiliation and death. But, according to our 
Lord’s own view, which he came into the world to set up, over 
against its superficial worldliness, his glory was essentially in his 
humiliation and death, not in spite of it. And here, his spirit was 
glorified by dwelling in the midst of these high purposes and re- 
solves until its glory broke through the veil of flesh, and irradiated 
his whole being. 

Kat perenoppwOn'—and was transfigured before them. All the 
particulars given are, in our account, the shining whiteness of his 
garments, and in Mt. and Lk. this with the shining or (Lk.) the 
change of his face. 

3. Kal ra iudria eyévero oridBovta,” NevKa Alav (OMIt ws xiwv) — 
and his garments became shining, exceedingly white. 

Omit és xlwy, as snow, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCL A 1, two mss. 
Lat. Vet. one ms. Vulg. 

ofa yadeds ext ris yis ob Stvarat ovTws Nevxavou — literally, 
such as a fuller upon the earth cannot so whiten. 

Insert ovrws, so, before Nevxdvae Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLN A 13, 
28, 33, 69, 116, 124, 346, two mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

4. ‘Hrclas ov Muoioet— Elijah with Moses. Elijah is gen- 
erally said to be the representative of O.T. prophecy, Moses 
of the Law. But this distinction is more apparent than real. 
Moses was a prophet, and the law that he gave was a part of his 
prophetic utterance; while Elijah had nothing to do with the 
predictive, certainly with the Messianic side of prophecy, accord- 
ing to the record, but it was his province to reveal to men the 
Divine law and make real to them the Divine lawgiver. But these 
were two men in the O.T. history who made a mysterious exit 

1 This Greek word is the exact equivalent of the Latin-English words fransjigure 
and transform. : 2 

2 This word does not occur elsewhere in the N.T. 
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from this world, and they are the ones selected for a mysterious 
return in the N.T.' The subject of their conversation with Jesus 
is not given in Mt., or Mk., but Lk. tells us that it was “his 
decease which he was to accomplish at Jerusalem” (9°). 

5. amoxpileis — answering. ‘That is, responding not to some- 
thing said, but done. What he said was drawn out not by the 
words of another, but by the occasion. Mwioce?. .. x. “HAea— 
Moses and Eljah. Peter would gather from the conversation 
who the men were. What he proposed to build was three huts, 
such as could be constructed out of the material found on the 
mountain. oxnvas—is the word for any temporary structure. 

6. ov yap woe ti droKxpiOq—for he did not know what to 
answer. ‘This implies the strangeness of his proposition. If he 
had known what to say, he would not have said any so foolish 
thing. The situation was not one to be prolonged. Heavenly 
visitors do not come to stay. éxkpoBou yap éyévovro—/for they 
became completely frightened? 

This reading, instead of joav yap expoBor (secame, instead of were), 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 33, most mss. Lat. Vet. droxpi67, answer, 
instead of Aadijoy, say, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC*L A1, 28, 33, one 
ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

kal éyevero huwvy €x Tod oipavod, Otrds éoriy 6 vids pov 6 dyarnTos 
—And a voice came out of the cloud, This ts my beloved Son. 
These same words were uttered by the heavenly voice at the bap- 
tism, and they are repeated in 2 Pet. 1”, in referring to the trans- 
figuration. See Mt. 3” 17° Mk. 1" Lk. 3% 9®. For the meaning 
of Son, see note on 1". 

éyévero, instead of 4c, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV, 8 BCL A Memph. 
Pesh. Harcl. marg. Omit Aéyouca, saying, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. » BCN 
X III one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

8. éédxrwa— suddenly’ The vision vanished suddenly, and 
things returned to their natural condition. There is a difference 
of opinion whether the adverb belongs with the participle or the 
verb. It can make little difference, since both denote parts of 
the same act, looking and seeing. But this very fact shows that 
the adv. belongs with the part., since to put it with the verb 
separates the two closely related parts of the same act. In 
accordance with this principle, we should say, suddenly they 
looked around and saw, not, they looked around and suddenly 
saw. And for the same reason, the Greek joins the adverb and 

1 See Deut. 346 2 K. 2H, 
2 The prep. in éxpofo. denotes completeness. (English, out and out.) Thay.- 

Grm, Lex. under ex. 
8 étamva is a rare, late word for ééaidvns, 
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the part. édzwa denotes the quick transition from the heavenly 
vision to ordinary conditions. 

el ui) before Tv *Incody, instead of d\\a, WH. RV. s BDN 33, 61, Latt. 
Memph. 4Ada is adversative, not meaning excef/, and irregular here, so 
that internal probability favors that reading. 

ELIJAH AND THE SON OF MAN 

9-13. Conversation with the disciples on the way down 
the mountain. They question him about the coming of 
Elijah. 

On the way down the mountain, Jesus charges the disciples not 

to tell any one what they had seen, until the Son of Man is risen 

from the dead. ‘This strange saying about the resurrection of the 

Messiah they seized upon, and debated its meaning. Then this 

appearance of Elijah suggests the question, why the Scribes put 

that appearance before the Messianic advent, and this question 

they put to Jesus. He answers that it is true, Elijah does come 

first, and that this is a fulfilment of prophecy which points to the 

fulfilment of the other prediction in regard to the suffering and 

rejection of the Son of Man. And to clinch the matter, he says 

that John’s fate is only carrying out another writing. 

9. kat xataBawovtwy éx Tov dpovs— And as they were coming 
down out of the mountain. 

Kal xaraBatvdvTwy, instead of karaBacvévtwy 6é, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BCDLN A 33, Latt. Memph. Pesh. x, instead of dd, Treg. marg. WH. 
BD 33. 

iva pydevi, etc. — that they tell no one. This command is given 
for the same reason as the injunction of secrecy in regard to his 
miracles. These external things are misleading to one who has 
not attained something like the inner point of view of Jesus. It 
coincided also with the charge to keep silence about his Messiah- 
ship. The misconception of the Messianic idea among the people 
led them to misunderstand everything that might point to his 
Messiahship. The people were excited with false hopes, which 
this marvellous story would only intensify. After the resurrection, 
when his death had put an end to false expectations, and the res- 
urrection had pointed to his true glory, then, in that new time, 
stories of his earthly glory and power would help forward the truth. 

1 We say out of the mountain in Eng., thinking of it as something to be 
penetrated. 
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ei py) OTav — except whenever. dtav, whenever, is intended to 
leave the time of the resurrection indefinite and contingent. 

10. tov Adyov éxpatnoav —not to be connected with zpos éavrods, 
— they kept the saying to themselves, which does not give éxparynoav 
a proper meaning, and does not accord with the fact that Jesus 
restricted his announcement of the resurrection only to the twelve, 
not to the three ; nor is it to be translated, they kept the saying, in 
the sense of obedience ; but the meaning is, they seized this word 
about the resurrection, it clung to them, they did not let go of it. 
mpos €avTovs ovvlynrovvres TL €oTL TO Ek VEeKPOV avacTHVal, — gueston- 
ing among themselves what the rising from the dead ts. Not what 
the resurrection means in general, which they as orthodox Jews at 
this time would know well enough ; but what it meant in the case 
of Jesus, involving, as it did, his death. 

Ll. “Ore A€yovew of ypappartets — why do the Scribes say... ? 
The difficulty with this rendering is, that the direct question, 
rendered necessary by the introduction of Aé¢yovres, is introduced 
by the indirect interrogative or. An alternative rendering is, the 
Scribes say, the demonstrative 67: being used to introduce a direct 
quotation. The difficulty with this is, that it is a statement, instead 
of the question required by érypaétwv. But the question is easily 
implied. However, the rendering of it as a question is on the 
whole more probable. It is suggested by this appearance of 
Elijah on the mountain, which leads them to ask how it is, that 
Elijah’s appearance is treated by the scribes as a sign of the 
advent of the Messiah, while this appearance follows the advent, 
and Jesus commands them to keep his appearing silent. apdarov 
—jirst, that is, before the manifestation of the Messiah. 

12. ‘O d¢ épy — And he said. 

pn, instead of dmroxpibels, elev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A Memph. 
Pesh. 

‘“HAeias ev —The particle here is concessive ; J grant you Elijah 
does come; and ddAa introduces the modifying statement about 
the manner of his coming, which was not in keeping with their 
expectation. He comes, to be sure, but not as a mere appearance 
that keeps him out of the hands of men and the grasp of fate, but 
in such a way that men do as they please with him. dzoxa@iorave. 
mavta—restores all things. 

droxabiordve, instead of droxahiorg, Tisch. Treg. s¢ AB? L A 1, 28, 33, 
118. dmoxarierdve, WH. B*. dmoxardorave, x* D. 

This is Jesus’ brief rendering of the prophecy (Mal. 3°°), that 
Elijah will turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and of the 

1 See Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
2 See Win. 18 a, 3, for the use of the art, with the inf.; also Burton, 392, 393. 
3 See Burton, 349; Win. 24, 4. 
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children to the fathers. His coming, too, is put in connection with 
an injunction to remember the law of Moses, meaning that it 
signifies an enforcement of the Divine law. Such a restoration, 
bringing things back to their standard in the law, was accom- 
plished in the work of John the Baptist, to whom evidently Jesus 
refers. Mt.17" says that the disciples understood him to refer to 
the Baptist. x. 7@s yéypamtas ert Tr. vidv r. avOpwrov; — the ques- 
tion probably ends here—and how has tt been written about the 
Son of Man? The answer is given in tva rodAa TaOy k. Eovdevwh7, 
— that he suffer many things and be set at naught... Jesus matches 
their prophecy quoted by the scribes with another in regard to the 
Son of Man, meaning to imply that the fulfilment of the one makes 
probable the fulfilment of the other. The prophecy that the 
Messiah should suffer (in the prophecy itself it is the Servant 
of Jehovah) is found in Is. 53. éf0vd(@)evw(n) 04° — de set at 
naught. 

13. ddAXAG A€yw tpiv dre x. “HAcias EAjrAvOev — but I say unto you, 
that also Elijah has come. kai before “HAeéas means a/sa, he too, 
as well as the Messiah. This contains the minor premise of the 
argument, which runs as follows: Zhe fulfilment of the prophecy in 
regard to Elijah makes probable the fulfilment of that in regard to 
the Son of Man; the former prophecy has been fulfilled, therefore 
look for the fulfilment of the other. k. éroincav aire, etc.,— and 
they did to him whatever they pleased, as tt has been written in 
regard to him. Here is another fulfilment in regard to the same 
man, which increases the probability just named. Moreover, this 
prophecy in regard to his fate puts his case on precisely parallel 
lines to that of the Messiah. He too, like the Messiah, is the sub- 
ject of expectation on the one hand, and of prophecy on the other, 
which are entirely inconsistent. In his case it is the adverse 
event of prophecy that has been accomplished, which strengthens 
the conviction that the like will happen to the Messiah. daa 76cAov 
— whatever they wished. This might seem an inconclusive state- 

ment, without the addition of what it was that men wished. But 

in reality, this is a striking statement of the way in which the 

Divine plan differs from the human, which made the fate of John 

and of Jesus certain. Men expected it as a part of the Messianic 

programme that God would interpose in behalf of his servants, so 

that men could not do to them what they pleased. But in God’s 

spiritual kingdom, force is not opposed to force, and so men did 

to John what they pleased. The inference is, they will do to the 

Son of Man likewise. Only now, with the introduction of this 

#Oedov, instead of 70éAncay, Tisch. Treg. WH. & Bee DE: 

1 The answer in full would be, /¢ Aas been written that he suffer, as if it said, 2 

has been decreed, that he suffer. It is this idea of decree that explains the use of 

iva. Burton, 212 (a), 223. 2 A Biblical word. 
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daa 7eAov, it becomes no longer a mere fulfilment of prophecy, but 
an application of the immutable Divine principle to parallel cases. 

xaOus yéypartat — as it has been written. This might refer to the 
general statements in regard to the maltreatment of the prophets. 
But it is perscnal, something written about him, and this makes it 
more probable that the reference is to Elijah, who suffered for 
righteousness’ sake in the same way. It is this concrete case of 
such maltreatment that becomes a prophecy of the fate of the 
man who has succeeded to his spirit, and so to his fate. See 
1 K. 18" sqq. 19’ sqq. ‘This becomes thus a good example of the 
broad way in which Jesus treats prophecy. 

A DEMONIAC HEALED 

14-29. Healing of a demontac, on the return from the 

mountain, whom the disciples left behind had failed to heal, 
owing to their lack of faith. 

On his return from the mountain, Jesus finds a multitude 

gathered, and a dispute going on between his disciples and some 

Scribes about a failure of the disciples to heal a demoniac boy, 

whom his father had brought to them. Jesus cries out against 

the unbelief which had caused this failure, and orders the boy to 

be brought to him. After some inquiries about the case, prompted 

apparently only by his interest in it, Jesus assures him that all 

things are possible to faith, which draws from the father the 
pathetic plea that he believes, but begs for help even in case of 

his unbelief. Whereupon Jesus orders the unclean spirit to leave 

his victim, which he does with a final convulsion, which seemed 

like death. But Jesus took him by the hand, and raised him up. 

14. Kai €AOovres . . . eldov (-8av) — and having come, they saw. 

éNOdvres ... eldov (WH. -dav), instead of éXMOav... elder, having come, 
he saw, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A one ms. Lat. Vet. 

Kal ypappates cuv¢ntovvtas mpos a’trovs — and Scribes disputing 
against them. The prep. denotes the hostility of the Scribes 
better than the dat. 

mpos avrovs, instead of avrots, with them, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x*e¢, 
BCGIL A 1, 28, 118, 124, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

This incident of the Scribes is introduced by Mk. alone, who, 
as usual, brings the scene before us, and not the bare event. 
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The cause of the dispute was the failure of the disciples to cure 
the demoniac, which gave the Scribes a chance to throw doubt on 
their healing power. 

15. was 6 dxAos idovres atrov, e&eBapBnOnoav— all the crowd, 
having seen them, were utterly astonished} 

iddvres éeBauBHOnoay, instead of ldav, éeAauB%On Tisch. Treg. WH. 
x BCDIL A 1, 13, 27, 28, 33, 69, 124, 209, 346, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
Pesh. Harcl. marg. 

Different reasons are given for this astonishment. Either Jesus’ 
person still retained some of the glory of the transfiguration, or 
the people were astonished at his sudden and opportune appear- 
ance. Against the former it seems conclusive that he treats the 
transfiguration as an esoteric event, which would not have per- 
mitted him to make his appearance among the people until the 
effect had entirely passed away. ‘Their surprise was a joyous sur- 
prise at this unexpected coming, so that they ran and greeted 
him. 

16. érypwitycey attrovs — he asked them. The pronoun evi- 
dently refers to the multitude just mentioned. 

avrovs, instead of rods ypauparets, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.» BDL A 1, 
28, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

Ti ovvénreire mpos aitovs ;— What are you disputing with them ? 
avtovs here refers to the disciples. 

17. Kai dzexpi0n aire eis — And one .. . answered him. ets 
—one made answer, though the question was addressed to the 
crowd. eis is not like the indefinite zs, but calls attention to the 
number. 

amekplOn adt@, instead of dmoxpidels . . . elme, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BDL A 28, 33, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

mvevpa arakov—a dumb spirit. For other instances of this 
accompaniment of the disease, see Mt. 9” 12™. 

18. ozov €av — wherever. 

édy,? instead of av, Tisch. Treg. WH. x¢ ABK ATI, 

pyooe — convulses. This meaning of the word is not very well 
established, but in ozapaoow, the meaning “ear passes over into 
that of convulse, and it is so used in v.”. This establishes a pre- 
cedent for the like transformation in this word. The congenital 
relation of these two verbs makes it improbable that they would 
be employed in a different sense about the same matter, and is so 
far against the Revisers’ Translation, dasheth him down. &npaive- 
Tat —?s wasting away. The symptoms mentioned are those of 

1 See on éxpo8or, v.® 2 On this use of éav, instead of av, see on 838, 

15 
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epilepsy. The pyoce, x. appile x. tpige. are connected with 
drov €av KatadaBn; but Enpaiverac is a general symptom of the 
disease. The Eng. Ver. connects adpi€e, x. rpile, x. Enpatverat, 
and puts pyooe by itself. It should read, whenever it seizes him, 
it convulses him, and he foams and gnashes his teeth; and he is 
wasting away. tots wabyraits — As the man did not find Jesus, he 
brought him to the disciples. See v.”. 

Omit avrod after 666vras, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* DLA 1, 13, 33, 
59, 69, 73, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

Kal elma Tols wabnrats cov iva ato éexBartaGor — and J spoke to thy 
disciples that they should cast it out. 

cima, instead of elroy, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BFL 1, 28, 209. 

19. ‘O d& dmoxpiHeis adtois, Xéyee— And he answering them, 
says. 

avrots, instead of air@, him, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.» ABDL AII* 1, 
28, 33, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. 

avtots — to them. Jesus’ reply is not addressed to the man, 
who seems not to have shown any lack of faith, but to the 
disciples, who have just been mentioned by the father, and to 
whom the words specially apply, since it was their unbelief that 
led to the fiasco. Later, the man seems to have lost heart over 
the failure of the disciples, so that he puts an z/ you can into his 
appeal to Jesus (v.”). 

°Q yeved Gmiatos, ews woTE Tpds twas coma; ews MOTE avetopar 
tov; — O unbeheving generation, how long shall I be with you ? 
how long shall I suffer you ? 
yevea — It is possible to translate this ~ace, meaning men of a 

certain stock or family ; but it is more in accordance with almost 
invariable N.T. usage to translate it gexeration, men of that time. 
ar.sros — the translation fazthless, EV., means generally wn/faith- 
Jul, perfidious, and is therefore ambiguous. It should be trans- 
lated unbelieving. éws wore —literally, wnt when? ampos tas 
écouar; — shall I be with you? The question, as appears from 
the next question, arises from the almost intolerable nature of his 
intercourse with a generation so spiritually dull and unsympa- 
thetic. It is the question of one who feels that his surroundings 
have become almost unbearable, and who wonders how long they 
are going to last. dvéfouat tuav ;°>— shall [ bear with you ? 

20. idwyv— having seen. Regularly, the part. agrees with neither 
TO mvevua, Nor avrov after cvverrapagev. According to the sense, 

1 On the use of iva after a verb of entreaty, see Burton, 200. ; 3 
2 This use of éws with a temporal adverb is rare in classical Greek. Win. 54, 6. 
8 The acc, is the regular construction after avéyoua 
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since the action of the verb belongs to the spirit, and is occa- 
sioned by the action denoted by the participle, it would be the 
spirit which is described as having seen Jesus. But he does this 
with the eyes of the man, and hence the masc. form of the part. 

In all these stories, the man and the evil spirit get mixed up in 
this way. The outward acts belong to the man, but the informing 
spirit is sometimes that of the man, and sometimes the evil spirit. 
ovverrapagey — convulsed him." 

cuveomdpaéev, instead of éomdpatev, Tisch. Treg. marg.x BCL A 33, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Syrr. 

éxvrAtero — he rolled around. Wallow suggests things not im- 
plied in this verb. 

21. ws TovTo yeyovey aita — since this has come to him, ‘This 
conversation with the father has been preserved by Mk. alone, 
with his customary fulness in the narration of events. All attempts 
to discover special motives for this question of Jesus, aside from 
the general interest of a sympathetic person in the case, are un- 
availing. It has no special bearing on the cure to be performed. 
"Ex rrardi0bev — from childhood. 

Insert ék before ma:diddev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDGILN A 1, 33, 
118, 209. 

22. kal eis Tip... K. eis VOata — both into fire and into waters. 
The plur. = dodies of water. «i tt divy —if you are at all able. 
There is no inf. implied here, the pronoun being construed with 
the verb immediately according to the Greek idiom.® 

23. To «ci dtvn*— (omit mcretoa). Lf thou canst. Jesus re- 
peats the father’s words in order to call attention to them, and to 
the doubt expressed in them, which would stand in the way of his 
petition. The art. adds to the emphasis with which he points to 
these words, as we say, Zhat “if you can.” ayvta dvvata TO 
muorevovrt— Over against the father’s doubt, the Lord puts the 
omnipotence of faith, which places at man’s disposition the Divine 
power. 

Omit micredoa, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* L A 1, 118, 209, 244, 
one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

24. EiOis xpdéas 5 rarip Tov raidiov eXdeye, Tio TEvw, BonFe pov TH 
dmuctia— Immediately the father of the boy cried out and said, I 
believe ; help my unbelief. This does not mean “help me to turn 
my unbelief into belief,” but ‘help me out of my trouble, in spite 

1 See on v.18, The compound verb is found elsewhere only in Maximus Tyrius, 
a writer of the second century B.C. . 

2 On the pleonasm, see Win. 65, 2. mardcobev is a late word. The Greeks said 

€x tra.dds. 
8 See Win. 64, 4. dvvp is a rare poetical and later form for dvvacat. 
4 On the use of the art. with ei dvvy, see Win. 18 a, 3. 
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of any unbelief that you may find in me.’ He claims at first, 
that he does believe, notwithstanding any appearance to the con- 
trary in his language. And yet, he does not rest his case there, 
but pleads with Jesus to show him mercy in any case. He pleads 
the compassion of Jesus, instead of his own faith, and so uncon- 
sciously showed a genuine faith. 

Omit xal Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. x¢ BL A one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
Omit pera daxptwr, with tears, s A* BC* L A 28, one ms. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. Omit Kvpie, Jord, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABC* DL 346 mss. 
Lat. Vet. one ms. Vulg. Syrr. 

25. ore émusuvtpexet (6) 6xAos — that a (the) crowd ts running 
together besides (those already gathered). ‘The evidence for the 
insertion or omission of the art. is evenly divided. The anarthrous 
noun is more consistent with the meaning of érucvytpéya. eat — 
adds to ouvrpéxet, 1s running together, the meaning Jesides, z.e. in 
addition to those already collected.’ The part. idm is causal ; 
it was because Jesus saw this, that he rebuked the demon. 
He did not wish to attract a larger crowd by prolonging the 
scene, and so, without any further delay, he proceeded with the 
cure. It is his usual avoidance of any notoriety in his mira- 
cles. 16 dAadov kal Kkwhov rvetpa— thou dumb and deaf spirit. 
The story has grown by so much, since the first mention of the 
spirit. Then it was dumb, which was more than the other Gos- 
pels tell us, now it has become deaf and dumb. 

TO ddadov kal kwpdv rvedua, instead of 7d mvedua Td Adadov kal kwHdy, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. s BC* DLA 1, 33, 73, 118, Latt. Memph. 

26. kal Kpagas Kal woAAG orapagas, e&nrAOe — And having cried 
out and convulsed (him) wolently, he came out. 

kpdéas kal . omapdéas, instead of the neuter, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BC* DL(A). Omit airéy, Aim, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x oor BC* DL 
A mss. Lat. Vet. 

Kpagas k. orapagas— The masc. gender shows that the writer 
thought of the spirit as a person. 

éyevero aoel vexpos — he became as if dead. It is impossible to 
account for this final convulsion. If Jesus, ¢.g., were restoring a 
drowned person, would the horrible feelings attending a natural 
restoration be avoided ? And whether any such violent wrench 
of mind and body would attend a sudden cure of insanity, we do 
not know. 

wate TOUS ToAAOUs A€yew > — So that the most said. 

Insert ro’s before moAdov’s Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABL A 33. 

1 This compound occurs only here in the N.T. and nowhere in profane authors. 
2 On the preference of N.T. Grk. for the inf. to express result after dare, see 

Burton, 235, 369-371. 
ae Sc pote 
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27. Kpatyoas THS xElpos avtod — having taken his hand. 

THs xeipds avrod, instead of adrov rhs xeupds, him by the hand, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. s BDL A1, 13, 28, 53, 69, 118, 209, Latt. Memph. 

28. xai eiaeAOovtos avtod | — And he having entered. 

else ObvTos avrov, instead of the acc., Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDLA 
I, 13, 28, 69, 118, 209, 346 (Latt.). 

OTL Hels OvK HOvVHOnuev —Why could notwe? On the use of 
ért, see on v.. There seems to be no reason whatever here for 
supposing that this is a statement, instead of a question. There 
is a kind of challenge in the statement, that is evidently not in 
their minds. They mean simply to ask the question, why they 
could not perform this miracle, when Jesus had given them power 
over unclean spirits. 

29. rodro ro yevos — this kind of thing, t.e. the genus evil spirit ; 
not this kind of spirit, as if this was a specially vicious kind of 
spirit, that it took a good deal to exorcise. év mpooevxn — in 
prayer. kai vynoreia, and fasting, is an evident gloss. It is one 
of the things that a later asceticism imported into the spiritual 
teaching of Jesus. It seems to be implied in the question of the 
disciples that they had expected to cast out the demon, so that 
their lack of faith in the matter had not taken the shape of doubt 
of their power. But what was lacking was prayer, which is the 
expression of faith considered as dependence on the Divine 
power and confidence in that. It is the sense of God that con- 
veys all kinds of spiritual power. But this power was not sub- 
jective, it did not reside in themselves, but was power to move 
God, and this precludes the idea that a special degree of this 
power was necessary in the case of so stubborn a demon as this. 
But it is a general statement that miracles of any kind are possible 
only to him who prays. 

Omit cal vyorelg, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 8* B one ms. Lat. 
Vet. It is one of the things that would stand no chance of omission, if 

found in the original. Evidence shows that it was interpolated in a like 

passage (1 Cor. 7°). 

SECOND PREDICTION OF DEATH 

30-32. Jesus returns through Galilee, and again seeks to 

hide his presence, in order to convey to his disciples the eso- 

teric teaching about his death. The same particulars are 

1 On this use of the gen. abs., instead of the participle agreeing with its noun or 

pronoun found elsewhere in the sentence, see Win. 30, 11, Note. 
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given as in the previous announcement, that he will be 

delivered up, and put to death, and will rise again after 
three days. But they did not know what he was saying, 
and were afraid to question him. 

30. xdxeiBev eSeAOdvres (map) éropevovro— and having gone out 
rom that place, they were coming. The place which they left 
was the vicinity of Czsarea Philippi. Their journey through 
Galilee to Capernaum would take them on the west side of the 
Jordan. 

érropevovro, instead of raperopevovro, Treg. WH. B* D8&- mss. Lat. Vet. 

Kal ovk OeXev tva tis yvot—and did not wish that any one 
should know it. Jesus’ desire to escape notice is a continuation 
of the policy pursued by him since his departure to Tyre and 
Sidon (7%). Since that time, he has been mostly in strange places, 
accompanied by his disciples alone, and preparing them for the 
approaching crisis in his life. 

yvot, instead of yr, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCDL. 

31. édidacKev yap etc.—for he was teaching his disciples. This 
esoteric teaching was the reason of his desire to escape observation. 
Prediction of things to be done by men is apt to prejudice the 
event. It was necessary that the disciples should be prepared for 
so startling an issue, but the world is left wisely to the tutelage of 
unforeseen events. mapaddédorac — is delivered over. The present 
is used to denote the certainty of the future event.? pera tpeis 
npepas — after three days. The resurrection was really on the 
third day. But the usage of speech allowed this to be spoken of 
in either way. 

32. jyvoovwy To phua— they did not understand the word. ‘This 
passage and the parallel (Lk. 9*) are the only ones in which this 
verb is used with the meaning understand, and the peculiar use in 
passages relating to the same event is strongly corroborative of the 
interdependence of the accounts. édoPotvro airov érepwrncat — 
they feared to question him. They were afraid that further ques- 
tions would not alleviate, but only aggravate, the situation, and 
they feared to know the worst. 

1 yvoc is an irregular form of the sec. aor, subj. iva with the subj. after 7@eAev is 
one of the signs of the degeneracy of the language, in which the distinctive meaning 
of yore is gradually weakened, and finally disappears. Burton, 191, 203; Win. 

44, 8. 
2 See Burton, 15; Win. 40,2. Win. admits the use of the historical present, but 

inconsistently denies the use of the pres. for the fut., which involves the same prin- 
ciple. Future is still future, though conceived as present, 

> fiat 
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MEANING OF GREATNESS 

33-37. Dispute among the disciples over the question of 

precedence among them. Jesus defines true greatness for 

them. 

The journey from Cesarea Philippi brings them to Capernaum, 

where Jesus begins to question them about a dispute which they 

had had on the road, and which they evidently desire to con- 

ceal from him. We learn elsewhere that James and John actu- 

ally asked him for first and second place among his followers, 

when the time should come to distribute these honors (10*). 

And probably, this was an outcropping of the same spirit. The 

first three places were conceded to these two and to Peter. But 

which was to be primus? Jesus answers this question by putting 

before them the paradox of the kingdom, that last is first, and 

service is greatness. Then he takes a child, and teaches them that 

the spirit of the child is the mark of the king, to receive one such 

is to receive him, and to receive him is to receive God. 

33. Kat 7ADov cis Kadapvaovip — And they came to Capernaum. 

HdOov, instead of #AGev, he came, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 B(D) 1, 118, 
209, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Pesh. 

yevouevos — being (AV.), and when he was (RV.), do not trans- 
late this verb, which denotes decoming not being. Having come 
to be, or having come, translates it. Ti év ty 680 dueAoyilere — 
The verb is impf. and means were disputing. 

Omit pds éavrods, among yourselves, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL 
mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

34. éoiudrwv — were silent. But kept silent is better, which is 
another meaning of the impf. The merging of all these different 

shades of meaning into the simple past tense is one of the imper- 

fections of the AV. This silence was due to their shame. They 

knew Jesus’ opinion of such disputes. SueAéynoav— they had 

disputed ris peiLwv — who is greatest? That is, which of them? 

Winer contends, that the compar. is used here with perfect regu- 

larity, since the object with which the comparison is made is really 

only one.? But this would make it possible to substitute the com- 

par. for the superl. in all cases, since the greatest is always greater 

1 On the plup. element in the aor., see Burton, 48, 52. 2 35, 4. 
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than all the rest, the comparison being made always not with 
individuals, but with all taken together. But this confusion is one 
of the signs of degeneracy in a decadent language. 

35. mavTwv €oxaros Kal 7. Staxovos — he shall be last of all, and 
servant of all, ‘Vhis is the way to be great among the disciples of 
Jesus. It does not point out the penalty of ambition, as we might 
gather from the certain disapproval of the ordinary ambition by 
Jesus, but the way of satisfying Christian ambition. But the 
method is a paradox, like the beatification of sorrow. The 
Christian way to be first is to be last, to fall to the rear, to efface 
yourself. But it is not only humility that is demanded, but service. 
This again is a paradox, since primacy means dominion, the fac- 
ulty not of serving, but of levying service on others. But these 
things, humility and service, in the kingdom of God, not only lead 
to greatness, they are greatness, z.e. they are the supreme marks 
of the Christian quality. And it is one of the signs that the world 
is becoming a seat of the kingdom of God, that rulers, leaders, 
employers, and others, are beginning to recognize this idea of 
service as the meaning of their position. 

36. évayxahicapevos—a Biblical word, corresponding exactly 
to our embrace, en bras, for which the Greeks said év dyxaAats 
Aap Bave. 

37. €v Tav raldiwy Toovrwy —one of such little children. The 
child meant by our Lord is not a child in years, but in spirit, a 
person possessed of the childlike quality. The child is the best 
example of the type just held up before the disciples by our Lord, 
and he is himself the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. When 
he says then, that to receive such a childlike person is the same 
as to receive him, he is affirming again, in his striking way, that 
humility and service are the marks of greatness in his kingdom; 
they are, that is, the things that identify a man with him." 

ds ay, instead of ds éay, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 ABCDL A 1, 13, 28, 69. 
In the second clause the same, Tisch. Treg. WH. BDL A. 

érl TO dvouati pov — upon my name, i.e. on the strength of my 
name. ‘The prep. denotes the basis, the ground of the reception. 
This use of the word évoua to denote the various things about a 
person recalled by his name, especially in the phrase éy or émt ro 
évouatt, is not Greek, but Hebrew. ‘The phrase indicates that a 
person is so connected with another, that he receives whatever 
consideration belongs to that other. The connection of thought, 
however, shows that, just as the personal consideration is excluded 
by this phrase, showing that the man is not received for himself, 
but because of Jesus ; so it cannot be a mere outward connection 
with our Lord, but because the man’s childlikeness makes him 

1 Cf, Mt. 182, 
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like Jesus, so that men are reminded of Jesus when they see him. 
ovk ene d€xeTat, dAAG Tov drrooTeiAavTa pe — receives not me but him 
who sent me. Christ did not represent himself in the world, but 
the Father, a fact developed at great length in the fourth Gospel. 
This representative character belongs to him as the one sent by 
the Father into the world. But in this case also, the connection 
is not outward, but inward. ‘To be sent by God is to be inspired 
by him, to be filled with His Spirit, and so the spirit of humility 
and service, in the disciple, and in Jesus himself, is here carried a 
step farther back, and is shown to be that of the Father. In such 
a child, Jesus says, you see me, yes, and God himself. 

EXCLUSIVENESS CONDEMNED 

38-50. The disciples tell Jesus of thetr interference with 

one casting out demons in his name, but not following them. 

Jesus’ reply. 

The belief of the disciples in the near approach of the kingdom 

seems to have wrought in them other effects than ambition. So 

far, the power to work miracles had been confined to themselves. 

And it seemed to them a mark of superiority to which they had 

the exclusive right. So we find John, apparently in the course of 

this same conversation, telling Jesus of the case of an outsider 

who had used his name in casting out demons, and had been for- 

bidden by them any further exercise of a power appropriated to 

them. Jesus’ answer is substantially that they are right, that the 

work of a disciple does belong to a disciple ; but that they have 

turned this the wrong way. It does not lead to officialism, but 

just the opposite. It follows, not that any one who is outside 

their circle should be forbidden their work, but that the doing of 

the work shows that he is like them inwardly, though not out- 

wardly. Their complaint is, that he is doing their work. Very 

well, Jesus says, that shows that he is on your side. It is not 

necessary to do a miracle to show this; a cup of water given to 

them because they are disciples shows the same thing. But if 

any one causes the fall of one of the humblest of these disciples, 

it would be better for him to be cast into the sea, with a millstone 

round his neck. And since to fall away is so grievous an evil, 

they would better cut off hand, or foot, or eye, than have any 

member cause their fall, since this means Gehenna and its fires to 
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them. Fire is to salt them all, either the fire of affliction here, or 

the fire of Gehenna there. Fire is salt, and salt is good ; but if 

any salt loses its flavor, how is salt to be salted? Hence they 

must have salt in themselves to render these outward purifiers 

effective, and especially must be at peace among themselves, an 

injunction which their jealousies and rivalries rendered necessary. 

38. "Edy ait® 6 “Iwavvys, Avdacxade, eidouev tiva ev TO dvoparti 
cov €xBadAovra Saipovia, Kal ExwAevouev adTov, OTL OvK HKOAOVOEL HMiV 
— John said to him, Teacher, we saw one casting out demons 
in thy name, and we forbade him, because he was not following us. 

"Epn, instead of drexpl6n dé... Aéywv. And... answered, saying, Tisch. 
Treg. (who, however, retains \éywv) WH. RV. s B L Memph. Pesh. In 
sert év before 7. dvduare Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCDLN A 1, 69, etc. 
Omit os ovk dkodovde? Hutv, who does not follow us, WH. RV. BCL A Io, 
II5, 346, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. éxwAvouev, instead of -Avca- 
pev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD&" L A 1, 209. xKodovGe:, instead of 
akodovée?, after 871 ovk, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BA. 

Avdsaoxarke — Teacher, not Master. The word in the vernacu- 
lar used by him would be addi. év te dvopati cov— in thy name. 
See on v.*”. In this case, it means, by the authority of Jesus. 
6rt ovK NKorovbe. — because he was not following. The impf. takes 
us back to the time of the transaction, when the disciples saw him 
casting out demons. ‘They were right in assuming this to be an 
abnormal case, because the proper place for the disciple assuming 
such powers was with Jesus. The Master kept such in his imme- 
diate company for instruction, and even his immediate disciples 
he sent out on such errands only very rarely. But all such restric- 
tions are themselves limited by the method of the Spirit’s working, 
which is like the wind, blowing where it will. The disciples had 
a right to expect that one who had come under the influence of 
Jesus would, like them, desire to be with him. But they did not 
take into account the fact that one might, under the influence of 
such a life, be awakened himself to the want and wretchedness of 
the world, and wish to put the mysterious power that he felt 
within him to the test, and that this might overpower even the 
desire for the companionship of the Lord. 

39. kaxoroynoat— to speak evil.’ Jesus puts the matter imme- 
diately upon its proper footing, showing the disciples that, reason- 
ing from the facts within their possession, they ought to have 
drawn a favorable conclusion. To be sure, it was so far against 
the man, that he did not company with them; but that was not 
conclusive. Whereas it was conclusive, that he was able to per- 
form the miracle. The test whether one is fit to perform an act 

1 xaxoAoyjoac Comes within the classical period, but xaxas A¢yecy is More usual, 
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is the performance of the act. A man’s fitness to write poetry, to 
preach, to paint, to perform miracles, is proved by his perform- 
ance in each case. Can he do the thing? But here there was a 
further question involved, whether the man really belonged to the 
disciples of Jesus, and so had a right to use the name that he had 
used in casting out the demons. The fact, that he did not follow 
the disciples, seemed to be against his own right as a disciple, but 
this was entirely overborne by the effect that followed his use of 
the name. He could not cast out demons, actually cast them out, 
in the name of Jesus, and then turn around and revile it. Or, as 
Jesus says, he could not do it rayv, guickly. The two things are 
incongruous, so that they could not follow each other rapidly. 

40. Os ovk éorw Kal nudv izép Yuav — he who ts not against us 
is for us. This is not the opposite of “he that is not with me is 
against me,” but its complement (Mt. 12°°). There Jesus is talking 
about this same matter of casting out demons, which he had been 
accused of doing in the name of Beelzebub. But he answers that 
the act is one of hostility to Satan, and cannot therefore proceed 
from Satan himself. One cannot be for and against at the same 
time. Then he applies the same principle to himself, saying that 
he who is not for him is against him. Here, he shows that this 
same act of casting out demons is friendly to himself, as it is 
hostile to Satan, and that he who shows himself thus friendly, can- 
not be at the same time hostile. The use which is often made of 
Mt. 12”, to show that there is no such thing as indifference to 
Jesus, but that seeming indifference is real hostility, is unwarrant- 
able. The real meaning of both passages is, that friendliness and 
hostility are incongruous, and cannot therefore exist together. 

Huav, us, instead of bua, you, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCA 1, 13, 69, 
209, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

41. ds yap dy rortoy ipas rorypiov vdatos €v évopate ore Xptarov 
éore— For whoever gives you a cup of water to drink on the 
ground that you belong to Christ. dvopare is used here like the 

Latin nomen to denote cause or season. RV. because ye are 

Christ’s. This confirms the preceding by showing that even a 

small service done in his name will be taken as showing friendli- 

ness to him, and so will not lose its reward. It gets its character 

from its motive of attachment to him. 

Omit r@ before éyéuare Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCLNX IIL. Omit 

pov, my, after dvduarc Treg. WH. RV. x° ABC* KLN II* 1, 229, 238, 

435, Pesh. Harcl. ¢ext. Insert you Tisch. x* C? DX PATI? Latt. Memph. 

Harcl. marg. The pleonasm favors this reading, as Tisch. says. Insert 

drt, that, before ob wh arodécy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BC* DL A mss. 

Lat. Vet. one ms. Vulg. Syrr. Memph. 
a lad A id 

42. xal 6s av oxavdadiocn eva TOvTwY TOY piKp@Y TOV TLOTEVOVTWY, 

Kadov éotiv adr@ pdAdov, ei mepixettat pvdos dviKos — And whoever 
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causes the fall of one of these little ones who believe, it is well for 
him rather, tf an upper millstone 1s hung around his neck. 

Insert rovTwy, these, before T&v pixpOv, Little ones, Tisch. Treg. (Treg. 
marg.) WH. RV. 8 ABC*#d2 DLM? N A 1, mss. of Lat. Vet. Memph. 
Harcl. Omit els éué, ix me, after Tav mictevdyvTwy, who believe, Tisch. WH. 
RV. (Treg. marg.) » A mss. Lat. Vet. also C* D one ms. Lat. Vet., which 
read mlativ éxovtwy, have faith, without els éué. pvdos duixds, upper mill- 
stone, instead of AlOos wudcKds, a millstone, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL 
A Latt. Pesh. 

This presents the other side, the result of injuring one of his 
disciples. But it is noticeable that the injury is a spiritual one. 
Not that other hurts inflicted on them would not be taken as indi- 
cating hostility to him, but that Jesus, when he thinks of such 
injuries, singles out those inflicted on their spiritual nature as the 
only ones that will really harm them, though others show the dis- 
position to harm them. kadcv éorw aira padrrAov — tt ts well for 
him rather Regularly, the form of conditional sentence em- 
ployed would correspond to the assumption that the condition is 
contrary to the fact ; z.e. past tenses of the ind. would be employed. 
The English Version indicates this by its translation, z¢ were defter, 
were hung, and were cast. The present construction, making it a 
pure condition, leaves out of sight that the clause os av cxavdadion 
has already assumed cxavdarlew, — causing to fall, as the actual 
case. pvdos dvikds — an upper millstone. Both words are Biblical, 
and évxds is found only here and in the parallel passage (Mt. 18°). 
This is another case, therefore, in which only the interdependence 
of the written accounts will account for the identity of the lan- 
guage. The grist was ground in a mill between an upper and 
under stone, the under one being stationary, and the upper one 
turned by an ass, whence the name éyikos. 

43. Kal éav oxavdadion ce 7 xE(p Gov, aroKoWov aitnv* Kaddv éoriv 
oe kvAXOv etc. — and tf your hand causes you to fall, cut tt off; it 
zs well for you to enter into life maimed, etc. 

oxavdanrion, instead of -f7, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BL A mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 
éotly ce, instead of co éori, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 13, 28, 69**, 

346. 

oxavdadicn — This word forms the connection between this and 
the preceding discourse. Jesus has begun by speaking of what it 
is to be identified with him, and incidentally has introduced the 
subject of the injury inflicted on him by causing the fall of one of 
his disciples. And in connection with this has come up the ques- 
tion of comparative values, spiritual and material. This leads him 
to speak of the things in the man himself that would lead to his 
fall, and to continue the subject of comparative values in connec- 

1 The comp. of xadds (or adds) is found only once in the N.T. (Acts 251°). 
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tion with that. It is well to cut off hand, or foot, or eye, sooner 
than run the risk through either of them of absolute spiritual 
loss. ciceAOety eis t. Cwnv— to enter into life. Life is the word 
used in the Bible to express the reward of righteousness. And 
it is the word which expresses the natural, instead of the imposed 
consequence of conduct. Conduct reacts on the life, the being of 
the man, and right conduct conduces to health and fulness of life. 
eis t. Téevvav —into Gehenna. This is the Grecized form of 
pin °y the Vale of Hinnom, which is the valley on the SE. side 
of Jerusalem. This valley had been desecrated by the sacrifice 
of children to Moloch, and had been used as an accursed place, 
for the refuse and garbage of the city. Here worms consumed 
the dead matter, and fires were kept burning to destroy the refuse. 
Hence it came to be used as a name for the place of future punish- 
ment. eis ro wip To adoBeotrov—into the unquenchable fire. This 
is borrowed from the continual fires of Hinnom spoken of above. 
And the material figure expresses the idea of destruction, as life 
denotes the opposite side of retribution. The contrast with Conv 
would indicate that this is the meaning of the figure here, rather 
than torment. Jesus follows here his usual habit of borrowing 
current language, which lends itself, however, to the expression of 
more radical spiritual ideas than it conveyed to the common 
understanding. ‘This is not a necessary deduction from the lan- 
guage, but its aptness for the expression of the deeper thought, and 
the aptness of Jesus for the deeper thought, combine to create a 
strong probability of its correctness. 

Omit v.44, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 1, 28, 118, 251. 

45. xadov éotiv oe — it ts well for you. 

éorty ce, instead of éort co, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCEFGHKLVX 
AI. Omit eis 7d rip 7d doBeorov, into the unguenchable fire, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. x BCL A 1 28, 118, 251, two mss. Lat. Vet. Pesh. 

Omit v.46, same authorities as v.*. 

47. xaddv oé éorw povodbarpov cicedOeiv eis THv Bacirciay Tod 

@cod, 7 S¥0 6fOadpors Exovra PAnOjvar cis tiv yéevvay, drov, etc. — 

It is well for you to enter one-eyed into the kingdom of God, than 

having two eyes to be cast into Gehenna, where, etc. 

cé éaruy, instead of co éorl, Tisch. Treg. WH. (RV.) 8 B; éoriv ce of 

LA. Omit rod rupés, of fire, after yéevvav (Gehenna of fire, not hell fire), 

Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 1, 28, 118, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

Kingdom of God is substituted in this case for “fe. The con- 

trast with yéevvay shows that it is the future, rather than the 

present form of the kingdom, that is strictly meant. But in the 

mouth of Jesus, such a term as kingdom of God has a permanent 
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meaning, which is never lost among the minor changes. To him 
it meant simply the realm in which the will of God is done. It is 
well,’ he says, to enter that realm at any cost. 

48. drov 6 oxwdAnfé aitdy ov TeAEvTA, Kal TO Tip Ov GBevvyTaL — 
where their worm dies not, and the fire is not quenched. Both 
worm and fire are here destructive forces, and belong in the 
same category as life and death, denoting natural and not imposed 
penalties. Of course, it is the soul that undergoes punishment, 
and the punishment consists in the forces that prey upon it and 
destroy it. 6 oxwAn§ airav— their worm; the worm, ze. that 
preys upon the inhabitants of this dread realm. 

ov TeAeuTa, Kal . . . ov oBevvuTac— dies not, and... ts not 
quenched. It is the permanence of the retribution that is ex- 
pressed in these material figures. This is characteristic of natural 
penalties as distinguished from imposed penalties. Whippings 
and imprisonments are subject to limitations of time, but the 
wounds inflicted on the man himself by his sins, the degradation 
and deterioration of his being, have no such limitation. The 
worm that gnaws, and the fire that burns inwardly have no limits. 
They propagate themselves. 

49, 50. was yap wupi addicOyoerat. Kaddv Td GrAa(s) — For every 
one shall be salted with fire. Salt is good. 

Omit kal mwaéca Ovola art addicOjoerat, and every sacrifice shall be 
salted with salt, Tisch. Treg. marg. (Treg.) WH. RV. x BL A 1, 61, 73, 
118, 205, 206, 209, 229, 251, 258, 435, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. edd. 

This is confessedly one of the most difficult passages to inter- 
pret in the N.T. In the first place, it seems necessary to con- 
nect zvpi with wip, v.8, and ddwobyoerae in v. with ddAas in 
v.». And it is this connection with what precedes and follows 
that makes trouble. For zvpi is also connected with ddioOyoe- 
tat, and ddwcOyoera, from its connection with dAas, gets a good 
meaning, and zvpi, from its connection with zip, gets a bad 
meaning. ‘That makes the crux of the situation. Meyer is 
about the only one who faces this, and gives us a key that fits into 
all the wards of the lock. ‘This he does by obtaining his interpre- 
tation of dAic@yoerae from Lev. 2'%, where it is called the salt of 
the covenant. To be salted would mean, therefore, for any one 
to have the covenant fulfilled on himself. aas would refer thus 
to those who suffer the doom of Gehenna, and the meaning would 
be that every one of these shall have the covenant fulfilled on him 
by its fires. And on the other hand, every sacrifice, such as those 
make who cut off hand or foot, or eye, to preserve themselves 
from spiritual loss, will have the covenant fulfilled on them by the 

1 On this use of the pos, instead of the comp., we//, instead ot detter, see Win, 
AGhiesce 
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salt of purifying wisdom. The difficulty with this very ingenious, 
and otherwise satisfactory interpretation is, that it involves a re- 
condite allusion to the usages and meanings of ceremonial law, 
which is entirely foreign to our Lord’s manner of speech. And 
then, it gives also a double meaning to ddas, one in the verb 
dAvoOnoerat, and another in the noun itself. This breaks up the 
connection made by the recurrence of the same keywords, not so 
badly, to be sure, as when different meanings are assigned to zip 
in v.**, but still enough to constitute a difficulty. Another very 
serious difficulty is, that it requires the retention of the second 
clause of v., x. aca Ovoia, etc. This clause is, to say the least, 
extremely doubtful. And yet, it furnishes the only use of aAas 
giving us a transition to the ddas of v.”, as the meaning of 
édicOyoerat makes no connection with that. No, we shall have 
to find an interpretation that will enable us to pass right over from 
the first clause of v.* to v.”, and that at the same time will preserve 
the connection with v.%. Salt in that case will have to denote a 
purifying element, to connect “ and *, and fire will have to de- 
note a destroying element, to connect “ and *®. ‘That is, we have 
brought together in this v.” the purifying element salt, and the 
destroying element fire, and the statement is that the destructive 
element performs a purifying part. The object of all retributions, 
even of the penal retributions of Gehenna, is to purify. They 
serve, like sickness in the physical being, to warn man against 
violations of the law of his being. But the statement is not re- 
stricted to these, but is extended, as the unlimited vas naturally 
suggests, to the cutting off of hand and foot and eye also. Every 
one shall be purified either by the loss of parts, self-inflicted to 
preserve the whole, or by the destroying fires of Gehenna. This 
is the law of our being, and every one has to submit to it, in one 
form or another. 

kadov To dAas!—saltis good. The special form of purification 
meant is that of affliction. But the statement is general — shat 
which purifies is good. dvadov— literally saliless. dpticere? — 
will you season? The meaning of the proverb is, that there are 
certain things in the world having special qualities which they can 
impart to other substances ; and if they lose these qualities, what 

can impart them to the very things which possess them as their 
special character? In other words, what can perfume the rose? 

what can salt salt? spice spice? or restore grace where it is lost? 

So, if loss loses its power to chasten, what will chasten loss? ro aAa. 

1 g\a in the last clause is formed regularly from ads, which is regular, but not 

found here; also from aaa, the reading of Tisch. in the first two clauses, and a later 

form. But it is not to be formed regularly from aAas, though the two are conjoined 
in the authorities followed by Treg. WH. Aas is also a later form. _ 

2 This word means strictly o prepare food, and only in comic writers and the 

Bible, zo season it. 
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exere év Eavtots GAa — have salt in yourselves. Our Lord’s injunction 
is that they have the purifying element in themselves, instead of 
being dependent on outside agencies, such as loss and retribution, 
for it. This is the condition of purifying power in the outward 
agencies. ‘Taste in the man himself is necessary to the savor of 
salt, feeling to the heat of fire, faith to the grace of God. cipnvev- 
ere €v ad\AnArots | — cultivate peace, or be at peace, among yourselves. 
This injunction is the special form of the previous general admoni- 
tion fitted to the present case. They had been disputing about 
precedence among themselves, and about rights with another man, 
whose place among themselves they ought to have recognized. 

das in the first two clauses of v.59, ABCDNX II etc. dda, Tisch. s*L A. 
da in last clause, Tisch. Treg. WH. s* AB* DL A 1, 28, 2009. 

This discourse is evidently one in which the connections of 

thought have been obscured, and interpretation hindered, by the 

imperfectness of the report. But our Gospel has preserved for 

us, however imperfectly, thoughts and connections both charac- 

teristic and valuable. In Mt. the setting of the discourse is the 

same, in Capernaum after the return from the mountain of Trans- 

figuration. And the connections of thought in the conversation 

are the same, until we come to Mk.’s peculiar ending. Instead 

of this, we have the parable of the lost sheep, and from that it 

runs on into different discourse. Lk. introduces the discourse in 

the same way, but carries it on only through the part relating to 

the man healing in hisname. The danger of leading astray a dis- 

ciple he introduces elsewhere. But Mk.’s ending, however peculiar 

and difficult, has an air of verisimilitude, not in form, but in matter. 

JUDHA. MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE 

X.1-12. Jesus departs from Galilee, and comes to Judea 
and Perea. The Pharisees try him with one of thetr test- 
questions, in regard to divorce. Jesus answer. 

Jesus’ ministry in Galilee is at an end, and he goes into the 

region of Southern Palestine. Between this beginning and the 

controversy about divorce which Mk. introduces immediately, 

there is a gap, which Lk. fills in with his most characteristic 

matter. This question of divorce was one of the puzzles of the 

1 To make this phrase consistent, either the pron. should be changed to the 
reflexive, or the prep. to pera. 
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schools, arising from the ambiguity of the law. Jesus, in his 

answer, interprets the law in accordance with the liberal school, 

which allowed laxness of divorce ; but says that this license was 

due to their spiritual dulness. From the beginning, 7.¢., originally 

and essentially, marriage, being based on the sexual distinction 

and act, and therefore a Divine institution, is indissoluble, and 

divorce involves adultery. 

1. Kai éxetOev— And from this place. The place meant is 
Capernaum. See 9”. xat mépay rt. lopdavov—and across the 
Jordan. The general district, ra dpia, into which he came was 
Southern Palestine, including the region on both sides of the 
river. adAw dxyAo.— multitudes again. During the last part of 
the time in Galilee, he was alone with his disciples. See 9”. 
But now, in Judza, he is entering on a new phase of his general 
mission, the multitudes gather around him again, and he is teach- 
ing them as usual. The Impf. édédacxev denotes not a single act, 
but a course of action, and should be translated, was teaching. 

Kal, instead of d:a Tod, before wépay, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BC* L 
Memph. 

2. Kai rpoceAOovres Papicaiar érnpwtwv atrov— And Pharisees 
came to him and asked him. repalovres aitov— testing him. 
This was a test, not a temptation. He claimed to bea Rabbi, and 
they proposed to put him to a test by propounding to him one of 
their puzzles. The law of divorce itself allowed it in case of the 
wife’s coming into disfavor with her husband because of his find- 
ing something unseemly in her. The school of Shammai, which 
was in general the stricter school, interpreted this to apply only 
to cases of adultery, while the opposite school of Hillel licensed 
divorce under it for any cause. See Deut. 24’. The ambiguity 
of the passage, and the disputes of the Rabbis, made it a cause 
célébre, fitted to test, and possibly to discredit, the superior wis- 
dom claimed by Jesus. 

Omit ol, the, before bapicato, Treg. WH. RV. ABL TAII, two mss, Lat. 
Vet. érnpdrwy, instead of érnpwrncay, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDLM A. 

3. Ti ipiv évere(Aatro Mwiions ; — What did Moses command you ? 
Jesus recognizes that this is to them primarily a question of the 
Mosaic Law, and so, in order to get the matter properly before 
them, he asks for the law. 

4. Bi@dov1— means a roll, the form in which all written docu- 
ments were prepared at the time. dmocraciov* — of divorce. This 

1 BiBAvov is a diminutive from 8iAos, which denotes primarily the papyrus plant, 
the bark of which was prepared for writing. Se , 

2 This word is rare, and in the sense of divorce it is peculiar to the Bible. 

16 
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reply does not contain the condition of the divorce in the original, 
which made the subject of dispute between the two schools, viz., 
that the wife had come into disfavor because the husband found 
something unseemly in her (Deut. 24'). This is an indication 
that Jesus’ questioners belonged to the school of Hillel, which 
found in it practically no barrier to absolute freedom of divorce, 
so that in citing the law, they would ignore this as having no bear- 
ing on the case. Mt. 19°” gives a different version of the affair, 
which, however, defines their position still more distinctly as the 
liberal position. According to that, their question is, whether it 
is lawful for a man to divorce his wife for every cause. Jesus 
answers this by defining his own position forbidding divorce, when 
they ask, why Moses allowed it then. The order is unimportant, 
and there is nothing to choose between the two accounts. 

5. 6 8& “Inaods eizev airois, pds tr. oxAnpoxapdiav tpav eypawev 
tuiv thy évtoAnv tavtnv'— And Jesus said to them out of re- 
gard to the hardness of your heart, he wrote you this command. 
oxAnpokapdia *— coarseness of spirit. oxAnpds means hard, in the 
sense of rough or coarse, rather than unimpressible. xapdia is the 
common word for the inner man generally, in the N.T. The 
whole word denotes the rude nature which belongs to a primitive 
civilization. This principle of accommodation to the time in 
Scripture is of inestimable importance, and of course limits finally 
the absoluteness of its authority. We find that the writers were 
subject to this limitation, as well as their readers. See also J. 16”. 
This answer of Jesus admits the correctness of the interpretation 
of Hillel and his school, as far as it was a matter of interpretation. 

‘O 6é, instead of Kat daroxpiels 6, And answering, Tisch. Treg, WH. RV. 
x BCL A Memph. 

6. do S€ dpyns xticews — But from the beginning of creation. 
Jesus goes back from the Mosaic Law to the original constitution 
of things, for which he cites Gen. 1”, in connection with 2™. 
This connection, instead of basing marriage on the taking of 
woman from man, puts it on the much broader and more rational 
ground of their sexual relation. 

dpoev kal OnAv eroinoev aitovs — male and female he made them 

Omit 6 Qeés, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
This conforms to the original, in which 6 Qeés belongs to the preceding part 
of the statement, and is omitted here. 

7. €vexey TovTov— on this account, viz., because of the physical 
relation, pointing to an even closer union than that between 
parent and child. Both belong to the perpetuity of the family, 

1 On this meaning of pds, see Win. 49 4, c). It is not common Greek usage, 
2 oxAnpoxapéia is a Biblical word. . 8 Gen, 177, 

——e 
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but the relation of husband and wife is, in the nature of things, 
more intimate and compelling. With the omission of the last clause, 
and shall cleave to his wife, stress is laid on the separation from 
father and mother, and so on the superiority of the other union. 

Omit cal rpockoddrAnOjcerat rpos THY Yuvaika avrod, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) 
WH. RV. marg. 8 B. 

8. Kx. éxovrat ot dv0 eis capxa piav—and the two shall become 
one flesh. oi dvo is not found in the Heb., but was introduced into 
the Sept. It adds nothing to the meaning, though it strengthens 
the expression of it. écovrat eis is a Hebraism, denoting the 
coming into a state. The union pointed out is a physical one, 
being that to which the sexual relation points — they shall become 
one flesh. ‘The sexual act unites them, makes them one, the same 
as the junction of two streams make one river, the union of hydro- 
gen and oxygen in certain proportions makes one substance, water, 
the mechanical joining of different parts fitted to each other makes 
the one structure. ore ovkére eici dv0, dAXAG pia cdpé—so that 
they are no longer two, but one flesh. This is our Lord’s inference 
from the preceding quotation. The duality no longer exists ; it 
has been replaced by this structural unity. Before, there had 
been two beings structurally fitted for each other; now, their 
union makes this new structural unity. If they had remained two, 
they would be separate; but being now structurally one, they 
belong together. 

9. 0 ovy 6 Weds ovvelevéer, avOpwros pi xupilérw— what therefore 
God joined together, let not man separate. The act of joining 
together is God’s, since the constitution that underlies it is His ; 
divorce, on the other hand, is a matter of human legislation; and 
the human is not to set aside the divine. God has not only 
created this structural unity in the original creation of man; he 
has made man himself to recognize this purpose of his structure, 
and has written this law of his physical being in his spiritual nature, 
so that what tends in brutes to indiscriminate intercourse, tends 

' in man to the indissoluble and sacred bond of marriage. Jesus 
nowhere shows the absolute rationality and verity of his thought 
more than here. Spirituality is the very core of that thought, but 
it never misleads him so that he misses the material facts. And 
it is the insistence on these here, that saves him from an immoral 
sentimentality. Whatever may underlie marriage in the realm of 
the feelings, it is itself physical, and produces structural unity. 
And about that, for the profoundest reasons, God gathers all the 
holiest feelings, and by solemn sanctions, confines them within 
that circle. Except for that confinement, the feelings themselves 
lose their sacredness, and become unhallowed and profane. 

1 Gen, 274, 2 Heb. > mn. 
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10. Kai cis tiv oikiav’ radu, of pabytal wept tovrov érynpwtwv 
avtov — And (having come) into the house again, the disciples asked 
him about thts. 

els Thy olxlav, instead of év 77 olkla, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A. 
Omit avrodv, hts, after of wa@nral, the disciples, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BCL A 28. rovrov, ¢his, instead of rot av’rod, the same, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s ABCLMNX [A mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. érnpwrwy, instead of 
érnpernoav, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A. 

11. “Os dv arodvon — Whosoever puts away his wife. 

ay, instead of éay, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A. 

Jesus states now what takes place in case of a second marriage 
following a mere formal divorce. It is to be inferred from the 
previous statement of the indissolubility of the marriage bond. 
Any formal sundering of the tie leaves it really whole ; the union 
being of this natural, physical kind, not accomplished by any for- 
mal procedure, but in the sexual act uniting man and woman, no 
formal procedure can break it, but simply leaves it as it was. And 
so, if any man divorces his wife and marries another, the second 
marriage goes for naught and the connection is an adulterous one, 
simply because the divorce is nil; it does nothing towards dissolv- 
ing the marriage. 

12. x. éay airy drodvoaca T. avdpa aitns yaynon aGA\Xov — and 
if she, having put away her husband, marries another. Under 
the Jewish law, the wife could not put away her husband, and 
while Jesus goes outside of Jewish law and develops general prin- 
ciples in his teaching, he does not travel outside of Jewish custom 
in finding the occasion of that teaching. This is one of the things 
that point to the Gentile surroundings and destination of this 
Gospel. Though evidently written by a Jew, it grew up in Gentile 
soil, and there this appendix to Jesus’ own teaching became per- 
fectly natural. The exception to this prohibition of divorce — 
except for the cause of adultery — stated in Mt. 19? is really implied 
in our Lord’s statement of principles as recounted in our Gospel, 
because adultery is the real dissolution of the marriage tie, as dis- 
tinguished from the formal divorce. Precisely as divorce does not 
break the marriage tie, adultery does break it. But the state- 
ment is not full and clear without this, and in this respect the 
account of Mt. is to be followed. 

avTH amodtcaca, instead of yurhy arodicyn... kal, a woman puts away 
... and, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A Memph. yapjon dddor, instead 
of yaundy addy, is married to another, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.8 BC* DLA 
I, 13, 28, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Memph. 

1 This use of cis without even any verb like s/t or stazd, implying previous 
action, or motion to a place, is tobe noticed. ‘The return to the house is implied 
without any verb to suggest it. 
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LITTLE CHILDREN BLESSED 

13-16. Jesus blesses little children, and rebukes his dis- 

ciples for repelling those bringing them. 

Jesus meets with opposition here, but also with trust. They 

bring to him little children, that they may receive that wonderful 

touch which has healed so many. ‘The disciples, whose thoughts 

are busy now with the important affairs of the kingdom, which 

seemed to them so near, rebuke them for intruding so slight 

matters on the Messiah. But Jesus became very angry, and bade 

the children to be brought to him, as representing the very spirit 

to which the kingdom belongs. 

Mt. and Mk. are parallel in their account from the close of the Galilean 
ministry to the final entry into Jerusalem. Lk. introduces, between the 
departure from Galilee and this point, much of his most characteristic 
matter. But beginning here, with the events immediately preceding the 
entry into Jerusalem, the three accounts become parallel. The following is 
a synopsis of these events: 

MATTHEW. MARK. LUKE. 

Question of Divorce. Same. 
Blessing of Children. A Same. 
Rich Young Man. ss “ 
Parable of Householder. 
Prophecy of Death. Same. Same. 
Petition of James and John. « 
Blind Men at Jericho. a Same. 

13. iva d&yto aitav — that he may touch them. The symbolic 
action accompanying the blessing was the laying on of hands. 
See v.16. Zouch gives the rationale of that conventional form. 
The mere touch of that wonderful being had cured, restored, 
raised. His method in conveying these blessings had been the 
laying on of hands, and they saw in this the effect of contact with 
so marvellous a man. érretijwv aitois — rebuked them. This re- 
buke was directed against the presumption of those persons in 
bringing mere children to the attention of so great and busy a 
person as Jesus. 

abrots, instead of rots mpocpépovory, those bringing them, Treg. marg. 
WH. RV. x BCL A two mss. Lat. Vet. It is against this, that adroés is the 
reading of Mt. and Lk. 

14. #yavdk«rnoe— was indignant. Or rather, in accordance with 
the use of aor. to denote the entering on a state denoted by the 
verb, Zecame indignant| The composition with dyay makes this a 
strong word. 

1 Burton, 41. 
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"Adere Ta matdia EpxerGar mpos pe* pn Kwdvere atta — Suffer 
the little children to come to me; forbid them not. The omission 
of the conjunction between the two clauses gives abruptness and 
force. 

Omit kal, and, before wh kwdvere Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BM* NX 
TAIL Memph. 

Tov yap ToLovTwy éotiv 7 Baoreia, etc.—for to such belongs 
the kingdom of God. ‘The gen. is possessive, which is not denoted 
by of such is, AV.and RV. rév rovovrwy denotes those possessing 
the childlike spirit of docility and humility. Cf. Mt. 184. The 
spirit is one that belongs to them as children, and is the result of 
their position of dependence and subordination, the same as the 
discipline which belongs to the condition of a soldier. But those 
who show that disposition, when it is no longer the effect of posi- 
tion, but a manifestation of character, belong to the kingdom of 
God. In children therefore, as children, appears the very quality 
of the kingdom, and this gives them a special distinction in the 
eyes of its members. ‘They are not to be turned away as unworthy 
the attention of its king. The kingdom of God in the world con- 
sists of those who substitute for self-will and independence the 
will of God, and trust in his wisdom and goodness. And this is 
the attitude of childhood. What children feel towards their 
parents man should feel towards God. 

15. ds dv pi deEnrat r. Bacrrelay Tr. Ocod ws wardiov ov pH ciovedOy 
eis attnv — whoever does not receive the kingdom of God as a little 
child, shall not enter into it. The kingdom of God is in its idea, 
its essence, the rule and the authority of God, and then the sphere 
in which he bears rule, either the spirit of the individual man, or 
the assemblage of its subjects, the society constituted by them. 
When Jesus speaks of its acceptance, it is the rule itself which is 
meant; that is to be accepted with unquestioning obedience, as — 
the child accepts the parental rule. And on the other hand, when 
he speaks of entrance into it, he means the society of its subjects, 
the perfect state and order which results from doing the will of 
God. 

ay, instead of éayv, after 6s Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BCDLA 1. 

16. Kai évayxadioduevos’ attra, karevdoyer® TiHels Tas xelpas er 
aita— And having taken them in his arms, he blessed them, put- 
ting his hands on them. 

Katrevdoye. TiOels Tas yxetpas ém’ avrd, instead of rifels Tas xeElpas er 
aurd, nvAdye: avrd, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A Memph. 

1 See on 986. The word occurs only in these two passages, and in the Sept. 
2 xarevAdyer is a compound found only here in the Bible, and not at all outside. 

On the Hebraistic meaning of ebdAoyetv, to invoke blessings on, see on 641, On the 
augment of verbs beginning with ev, see Win, 12, 3. 
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THE STUMBLING BLOCK OF WEALTH 

17-31. Jesus 1s asked the way to obtain life by a rich 

young man, and points him the way of the commandments. 

The young man professes to have kept these, and then Jesus 

shows him the way of self-renunctation. His disappoint- 

ment leads Jesus to speak of the danger of wealth, and of 
the reward of renunciation. 

The young man addresses Jesus as Good Teacher, and asks 

what he shall do to inherit eternal life. Jesus takes up this address 

first, and asks why he calls him good, when only God is good. 

And he points him to the commands of God for the answer 

to his question. The young man claims to have kept these, and 

as Jesus looks at him, he loves the evident feeling for righteous- 

ness that leads a man of manifestly moral life to dissatisfaction 

with himself, and seeing that it is his wealth that stands in the way, 

he bids him sell out, give to the poor, and follow him. It is evi- 

dent that he has probed the difficulty, for the man has too much 

to give up and sadly turns away. Jesus then turns to his disciples, 

and shows them that riches are a stumbling block in the way of 

life. This excites their astonishment, as wealth and respectability 

go together. Whereupon, Jesus tells them that it is no easy thing 

to enter into the kingdom of God anyway, and for a rich man 

next to impossible ; in fact, impossible with men, and only possible 

with God. Peter, conscious (perhaps a little too conscious) that 

this demand of self-renunciation has been complied with by the 

disciples, asks what their reward will be. Jesus answers, rewards 

in kind here, with persecution; and in the future eternal life. 

But, lest they should think of themselves as having any exclusive 

right, or even necessary preéminence in the kingdom, he warns 

them that many first shall be last, and last first. 

17. Kal éxropevopévov abrod! eis rv 68ov — And as he went forth 
into the road. See v.", where he is said to have gone into the house. 
els — The numeral is used sometimes, especially in late writers, in 
the sense of the indef. rus. The usage is so rare, however, as to 
warrant its rejection, except in sure cases. Here, it means that 

1 On this use of the gen. abs., where the noun or pronoun belongs to the structure 
of the sentence, see Win. 30, 11, Note. 
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one man came by himself to consult Christ... yovurernoas * — 
having kneeled to him. {unv aidvov xAnpovounow— to inherit 
eternal iife.® Eternal life was the term in common use among the 
Jews to denote the blessings of the Messianic kingdom, both here 
and hereafter. 

18. Ti pe A€yets dyafov ; — Why do you call me good? ye is not 
emphatic, as is shown by the use of the enclitic form. The reason 
of this question, and of the denial of goodness to any one but God 
which follows it, is that God alone possesses the absolute good. 
He is what others become. Human goodness is a growth, even 
when there is no imperfection. It develops, like wisdom, from 
childhood to youth, and then to manhood. And it was this 
human goodness which was possessed by Jesus. See Lk. 2%, 
Heb. 2” 5%. This has a bearing, too, on the question propounded 
by the young man, since it was not to the good teacher as such, 
but to the absolutely good God, that questions in regard to the 
real good that brings the promised reward should be addressed. 
And this is the form in which question and answer are put in 
Mt. 19” as follows: ‘What good thing shall I do to inherit eter- 
nal life?’””? “Why do you ask me concerning the good thing? 
One is good, God.” 

19. Tas évroAas oidas — You know the commandments. This is 
connected immediately with the preceding statement about God. 
These commands belong to the law of the one only absolutely 
good Being, and it is therefore in these commands that the young 
man is bidden to look for the answer to his question. Moreover, 
he is familiar with these commands, and why therefore seek any 
further for his answer. There is, however, an answer to this seem- 
ingly unanswerable question of Jesus. Though the commands 
are divine, and as divine would be a ne plus ultra, they were 
revealed through men, and this human element in them makes it 
possible for men belonging to a more spiritual time, or themselves 
more spiritual, to go further in revealing the ways of God to men. 
That is what Jesus himself did in the Sermon on the Mount, set- 
ting in contrast the imperfect commands of the ancients and his 
own perfect injunctions. This is one of the cases therefore, in 
which Jesus suggests more than appears on the surface, viz., that 
there is a chance that even so-called divine commands may not 
be ultimate. The suggestion itself is pertinent to a time of transi- 
tion from one era of divine revelation to another, and the method 
of suggestion is not absent from the teaching of Jesus, who fre- 
quently gave men something to think of, some riddle to solve, 
instead of always throwing so much light himself as to save them 

1 Win. 18, 9. 2 yovurerety is a later Greek word. y ; 
3 In classical Greek, this verb is restricted to the meaning, to obtain by inheri- 

tance, and it governs the gen, 
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alltrouble. In this very case, Jesus proceeds to add something to 
what he has cited as the divine commands, showing that these do 
not contain the last words in the matter. The commands cited 
by him are those of the second table of the law, except the tenth, 
and with the command defraud not, added. ‘This addition is not 
to be referred to a single passage like Deut. 24", but is a remi- 
niscence of many such passages, besides being a self-evident part 
of the law of righteousness." 

20. Kai én, ratte ravta épvAakapnv — And he said, all these L 
kept. This claim of innocence on the part of the young man was 
evidently not intended to be absolute, but was simply that this had 
been the general course of his life, viz., a course of observance of 
the divine law. The cause of his dissatisfaction with himself was 
not that his obedience to these commands was not perfect, a per- 
fection which was not expected by Judaism, as their system of 
sacrifices showed, but a secret feeling that this was not enough. 
epvrakduny — L kept? 

Omit droxpidels, answering, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. B A 
Memph. é¢7, instead of efrev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC A Memph. 

21. éuBrApas ait, Hyarynoev attov—the look was evidently to 
confirm the impression made by the words of the young man. 
Here was a constant observer of the law, who yet was not satisfied 
with himself. Would his looks bear out the impression created 
by this? Would sincerity, purity, and thoughtfulness appear in 
his face and bearing? Yes, for Jesus having looked on him, loved 
him. “Ev ce iorepet—One thing you lack. 

ge, instead of oo, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BCM II* 28. 

The commands of the law which had been cited were mostly 

negative ; they forbade a man’s doing any harm to his neighbor, 

and in the matter of his goods, they forbade stealing and defraud- 

ing. And so far in the path of righteousness the young man had 

gone. The thing which was lacking in him was the positive side, 

to contribute to his neighbor’s good, and for this purpose, to sacri- 

fice his own. This was not enjoined by Jesus as an extraordinary 

goodness, not required of other men (supererogation, counsels of 

perfection), nor was it intended to apply a test to him, which 

should reveal to him an entirely different righteousness (Pauline 

doctrine of faith); but it was just what it purported to be, the 

discovery to him of a serious defect in an otherwise lovable char- 

acter. Jesus saw that he clung to his wealth in a way quite incom- 

patible with any just estimate of the higher good ; that there was 
a 

1 See Mal. 35, Ex. 2119 LXX. 
2This sense of Aeeping, by way of observing, is in classical Greek confined to 

the active, and is attached to the middle only in Biblical Greek. 
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hidden in that love of riches a luxurious self-love and a lack of 
sympathy with the want of men, that made it endanger the very 
roots of character. The counsel that he gives him, therefore, is 
adapted to his individual case. There are evidently two grounds 
for it: one the need of the man himself, and the other the desire 
of Jesus to attach this choice spirit to himself, to have him in the 
inner circle of his disciples attending immediately upon himself. 
He needed to cut away all his attachments to the world, all his 
temptations to luxurious, self-indulgent living, for his own good, 
but specially in order to follow the hard and self-denying life of 
Jesus. This requirement of personal discipleship was what the 
first disciples had met themselves of their own motion, but they 
did not have the temptation of wealth to overcome. See 11°, 214, 
0s (-rots) mrwxots — Without the art. it means, give fo poor people, 
individualizing it. This meets another side of the young man’s 
lack, his want of sympathy with the poor. ees @yoavpdv év ov- 
pave — This is related, first, to the question, what he should do 
to inherit eternal life, with which he approached Jesus; and 
secondly, to Jesus’ requirement; he should sell earthly posses- 
sions in order to obtain treasure in heaven. kal detpo, dxoAovde 
poo.— and come, follow me. This means in this case, evidently, 
become my personal follower, attached to my person. Here was 
a lovely but weak character, not inured to self-sacrifice nor heroic 
living ; and it needed, on the one hand, to be initiated into such 
living, and on the other, the companionship of the strong and 
sympathetic Master. 

Omit rots before rrwxots, Treg. (WH.) RV. ABNX TA. Omit dpas 
Tov oraupby, having taken up the cross, after dxodovde wo, follow me, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. » BCD A 406, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. edd. 

22. ‘O d& orvyvacas'— And his countenance fell, RV. The 
word denotes the outward sign of sorrow, gloom. 

Rv yap €xwv KTypata toAAa— for he had great wealth. The 
grief was caused by his having to go away without obtaining his 
object ; the going away was caused by what seemed to him the 
impossibility of Jesus’ conditions. It might be comparatively easy 
for a man having only small or moderate possessions to give them 
up, but it involved too great a sacrifice in his case. 

23. Ilas dvoxdAws of Ta xpjpata éxovtes eis Tr. BaciAciav Tod @eod 
eiveAXcvoovta ; —With what difficulty will those having wealth enter 
into the kingdom of God? Jesus generalizes here, and the case in 
hand goes far to confirm what he says, because there is nothing to 
complicate the conditions ; we can see the working of wealth by it- 
self. Here is a lovely character, with no other adverse conditions, 
and yet just the possession of wealth is enough to undermine it. He 

l orvyvacas is a rare word, even in the Bible, and is found outside only in 
Polybius, 120 B.C, 
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had gone along through life, choosing purity instead of lust, honesty 
instead of fraud, truth instead of falsehood, but in all this he had 
not been called upon to make the supreme choice, his wealth had 
not stood in the way. But now, he is confronted with a wisdom 
that is able to show him what is for him the supreme good, and 
there wealth gets in its deadly work. The lower good proves to 
be stronger than the higher, and the latter is set aside. There is 
the difficulty ; the kingdom of God does not consist in the practice 
of this or that separate virtue, but in the choice of the highest 
good, which regulates individual acts ; and wealth has the power, 
beyond most other things, of making itself appear the greatest 
good. 

24. Of SE pabynrat eOapBotvro emi tots Adyos airod'— And the 
disciples were astonished at his words. ‘The disciples were amazed 
at these words, the same as every one is amazed now; or rather, 
their amazement then corresponds to the entire disuse into which 
sayings of this class have fallen now. ‘Then, as now, there was an 
established religion, in which wealth enabled its possessor to come 
to the front, and occupy the most prominent positions. So far 
from disqualifying them, it gave its possessors prestige, and always 
wealth leads to culture and respectability, while poverty is the 
parent of vice and crime. The ordinary condition of the world is 
that of routine morals, and it has no ear for revolutionary words 
like these. 

25. ras Svoxodov éorw eis tr. B... eiceAOciv— how difficult tt ts 
to enter into the kingdom of God. ‘The internal evidence is quite 
in favor of the shorter reading, because it is short, and because it 
is one of those cases in which a brief and somewhat puzzling 
saying is a constant temptation to copyists and commentators to 
introduce something explanatory and alleviating. The longer 
reading would be intended to modify the preceding statement 
by showing that it was not the possession of wealth, but the trust 
in it, confidence in its power to procure all the necessary satisfac- 
tions and goods of life, that prevented entrance into the kingdom. 
The shorter reading generalizes still more the preceding state- 
ment, making the difficulty of entering the kingdom to be inherent 
in its nature, and so universal, instead of locating it in the class, 
rich men. It involves the choice of the highest good, which in 
various ways, and not merely on the side of wealth, interferes with 
what men consider the more immediate and practical good. 

Omit rods reroiObras ert rots xphuaciv, those who trust in riches, Tisch. 
Treg. marg. WH. RV. marg. 8 BA one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. ed. 

eixorérepov éort Kkdépndov dua tpypadrias padidos SueADety * — It ts 

easier for a camel to go through a needle’s eye. The proverb is an 

1 On the use of éni to denote the cause of emotion, see Win. 48 ¢, ¢). 
2 cixomwtepov and tpumadrias are both Biblical words, 
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exaggerated rhetorical statement of the difficulty. In the parallel 
accounts in Mt. and Lk., some mss. have the reading kapuAov, 
meaning @ cad/e, which is much more apposite. Using the shorter 
reading in v.“, as on the whole more probable, the whole would 
mean, t¢7s hard for any man to get into the kingdom of God, and 
for a rich man next to impossible. He is in the position of having 
the lower good which other men want, and this is more of an 
obstacle to the perception and choice of the higher good. 

Omit rs before rpuuadlas Treg. WH. RV. s ACDFKMNU TAIl.  Be- 
fore padldos Treg. WH. RV. s ACDGKMNU AII Memph. d:ed@ety, 
instead of eloeNOetv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BC(D)K II, 1, 13, 124, 346, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Syrr. 

26. wepicods eLerAnocovro — before, they had been astonished ; 
now, they were excessively beside themselves with amazement. This 
making the difficulty of entering the kingdom universal, and 
increasing it in the case of rich men to almost an impossibility, 
fairly took away their breath. For one of the promises in regard 
to that kingdom had been, that prosperity and righteousness were 
to become common in Israel, and even to be extended to the 
Gentiles. And Jesus seemed to be making it more and more 
inaccessible than ever. 

A€yovtes pds Eavtov’s (abrov) — saying to themselves (him). 

avréyv, instead of éaurous, Treg. marg. WH. RV.8 BCD Memph. Tisch. 
urges against this the usage of Mk., who never says Aéye.v mpds, except 
with éavrov’s or dAA7Aous. 

Kai ris dvvarat cwOjvar;— Who then (And who) can be saved ? 
kal, with interrogatives, makes an abrupt rejoinder to what has 
been said.’ 

27. Iapa avOpwros adivarov — With men tt is impossible. Sal- 
vation is impossible with men; but in salvation, we are dealing 
not with men, but with God. The incarnation and the Holy Spirit 
are not within the category of human agencies, but of the Divine, 
and given these, even the impossibilities of human nature have to 
give way. zavra yap dvvata. mavta is emphatic. AM things are 
possible with God, not because he can travel outside the ordinary 
agencies, and bring things to pass by a simple fiat, but because he 
has limitless command of all the forces in any department. In 
the moral and spiritual sphere, he brings things to pass, not by 
recourse to other than moral and spiritual agencies, but by the 
word, the Spirit, and the Christ, all of them agencies charged with 
spiritual power. 

Omit 6é, and, after éuBdélas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BC* A 1, 
Memph. Omit 7@ before G6eg Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCNX TA. Omit éori 
after 6uvard Tisch. Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. » BC. 

1 Win. 53,34. Yhay.-Grm. Lex, I. 2g 

—— 
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28. "Hpgéaro' déyew 6 Lerpos aird, Sov, jets ddbyjxapev? mavra, 
Kal HKoAoVOnKapev* cor — Peter began to say to him, Lo, we left all, 
and have followed thee. 

Omit Kal, And, before npéaro, began, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.s BCX TA. 
HkodovOj Kaper, instead of -capev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCD. 

Hpeis — we is emphatic, contrasting their conduct with that of the 
rich young man. Mt. adds what is implied in the other accounts, ru 
dpa éorat ipiv; what shall we have therefore? This seems to bea 
most incongruous and unspiritual question to ask in the religious 
and moral sphere. What we shall get for our self-denial, is a 
question which shows that the disciples were entirely unable to 
understand their leader’s ruling ideas. And yet from their posi- 
tion, the question was inevitable. Because their Scriptures and 
ecclesiastical writings, which they regarded as authoritative in these 
matters, are full of descriptions of the prosperity and bliss of the 
Messianic kingdom, of the temporal and material rewards of the 
faithful. And so far they had met with nothing in their associa- 
tion with the man whom they believed to be the Messianic king, 
but privation ; instead of adding to their worldly good, this asso- 
ciation had diminished, if not destroyed it. They-had borne 
everything for him ; what return would he, in his greatness, make 
them ? 

29. “Edy 6 ‘Inoois, Apuny A€éyw tbyiv, odde’s Eat os abjxer oikiar, 
H adeAgors, 7 adeAGds, 7) pyTEpa, 7) TaTEpa, 7} TEKVA, 7) Aypovs, Evexev 
€“ov Kal evexey TOU evayyeXiou— Jesus said, Verily I say to you, 
there ts no one who has left house, or brothers, or sisters, or mother, 
or father, or children, or fields, for my sake, and for the sake of the 
glad-tidings (of the kingdom). 

"Edn 6 ‘Inoois, instead of dmroxpibels dé 6 Inoots cirev, and Fesus answer- 
ing said, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV.x B A Memph. unrépa 7 rarépa, 
instead of the reverse order, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BC A 106, mss. Lat. 
Vet. one ms. Vulg. Memph. Omit 7 yuvaixa, or wife, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. 8 BD A 1, 66, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Insert évexev before 
Tov evayyedlov Tisch. Treg. (WH.) RV. & B?er3 CDNS? X TAIT mss. Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Memph. Syrr. 

It is misleading, here as most everywhere, to translate evayye- 
Aiov, gospel. It means glad-tidings, and the special message 
intended is that of the kingdom of God. Men who make sacri- 
fices for the benefit of the Messianic king, and of the news of the 
kingdom, will receive the blessings of the kingdom. éxarovrAa- 
ciova — a hundredfold; there is a reminiscence in this word of the 

1 Began to say, instead of merely said, is best explained here as a mere fashion 
of speech, into which the writer falls, without any special reason for it. 

2 The aor. and perf. are here to be distinguished from each other, the aor., we 
deft, as denoting simple past action, the perf., we have followed, as denoting action 
continuing into the present. 
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apocalyptic character of the familiar descriptions of the blessings 
of the Messianic kingdom. But Jesus uses such language from 
the religious idiom of this time only to idealize it. To be sure, 
his words imply that the reward will be in kind; they will give up 
these things only to receive a hundredfold of the same. But, 
evidently, hundreds of brothers and sisters and mothers is meant 
to be taken ideally, and means that he will receive what will 
replace the lost relatives in that degree. ‘The relationships of the 
kingdom take the place of natural kindred.1. And the member 
of the kingdom is an heir not only of heaven, but of earth.’ 
Jesus had nowhere to lay his head, and yet he was conscious of 
a lordship and possession of the earth, into which every true fol- 
lower of his can enter. They have nothing, and yet possess all 
things. peta Stwypav — with persecutions. These, Jesus had 
already predicted in his talks with his disciples previous to leaving 
Galilee. ‘The new element introduced by him here is the other 
side belonging to this ideal life, the compensations and rewards 
even in this life, belonging to the Christian. év T@ aiwm te épxo- 
pevw—in the coming age. There is only one passage, Heb. 1’, 
where aidy is used by metonymy, of space, instead of time. The 
reference is to the future life, in which the world, as well as the 
time, is new, but there is no reason why the meaning of aidy 
should be changed, any more than that of xkatpds, “me, in the 
corresponding clause. wiv aiwyvov—on the use of this term 
among the Jews, see on v.”. But it is evident that Jesus, in 
adopting, spiritualized it. Only, in this case, he found the word 
made ready to his use which expressed in itself just the state 
intended by him, though. encumbered with alien meanings in 
common use. It is characteristic of his method, that he used the 
word without any explanation, leaving it to clarify itself as men 
got into the drift of his teaching. 

31. roddol 8& écovrar tparor éxyaro.— but many first shall be 
fast. This is a warning to the disciples that the mere fact, that 
they were the earliest disciples and nearest his person, does not 
necessarily give them preé€minence, nor any exclusive right to the 
blessings promised by him. The parable of the Laborers in the 
Vineyard, each of whom received his shilling without regard to 
the time that he had worked, is inserted by Mt. to enforce this 
saying. 

THIRD PREDICTION OF DEATH 

32-34. On the journey to Jerusalem, Jesus again foretells 

his death and resurrection. 

1 See 335, 2 See Mt. 55. 8 See 2 Cor. 61°, 
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They are now on their way to Jerusalem. And there is evi- 

dently some feeling of fate overhanging them. It is evident 

enough that they had not understood Jesus’ predictions of the 

violent death awaiting him in the city. But on their own con- 

struction of events, the approach to Jerusalem meant the crisis 

in their fate, the decision of the Messianic claim. They were a 

mere handful, and the authorities were against them. Would the 

people be with them? And if they were, what of the Roman 

power? It is no wonder that they were astonished as Jesus put 

himself at their head, and that some turned back, while others 

followed with fear. Then Jesus takes the twelve aside, and 

repeats, with some additional details, the prophecy of his death 

and resurrection. ‘The prophecy is given here with clearness and 

particularity, describing the whole course of events. And then 

follows the clearly impossible request of James and John for the 

first places in the Messianic kingdom. It is evident that the 

subsequent history has been read into what must have been at 

the time distinctly veiled prophecy. 

32. jv mpoaywv — was preceding them. The introduction of 
this apparently commonplace item shows that attention is drawn 
to it as something out of the common. And in connection with 
mapadaBwy mad, in the following clause, it evidently means that 
Jesus was not mingling with his disciples as usual, but was going 
before them. xai ¢6apPotvro—and they were amazed. We are 
not told by what, but the very simple zpodywy is evidently put 
forth by the writer as containing the key of the situation. Some- 
thing in the manner of that invested the whole proceeding with 
mystery, and brought to their minds the fateful character of this 
progress to Jerusalem, the tremendous issues to be decided, and 
the odds against them. And somehow, with all their confidence 
in Jesus, the question might arise, whether it was confidence for 
such a crisis. 

ot 8& dxoNoGoovres — and those following. Without the art., this 
would refer to the disciples. But with the art., it picks out some 
from among them, who followed Jesus, while the rest were left 
behind, too much perplexed to follow him. The statement is, that 
those who followed him did it with fear. Kati rapaAaBov radwy — 
and having taken to himself again. This is opposed to zpodywv 
(v.), which represents him as separating himself from them. But 
it is only the twelve, not the multitude generally, to whom he joins 
himself, as the teaching that follows is esoteric. He joins himself 
to them again, after he sees the effect produced on them by his 
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going on before them, and explains to them what it is that has 
produced the strangeness of his manner. 

Oi Se, instead of kal, before adxoNovGodvres Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. » BC* 
L A 1, Memph. 

33. dvaBaivoper cis TepoooAvpa — we are going up to Jerusalem. 
This is what makes this journey so fateful. In Jerusalem, they 
will be confronted with the authorities, both Jewish and Roman. 
dpxvepevou . . . ypappatetor.— the chief priests and the scribes. 
These two classes represented the Sanhedrim, the Great Council 
among the Jews, before which were tried all the more important 
cases coming under their own law, though the Roman government 
reserved to itself the right of capital punishment. kat zapadacov- 
ow avtov t. €Oveo.— This delivering him over to the Gentiles, z.e. 
the Roman government, has not been mentioned in the account 
of the preceding predictions of his death. It was rendered 
necessary by the determination to put him to death, a power 
which the Roman government reserved to itself. They could not 
execute him, they had to procure his execution. 

t. €Oveot — the nations. The term by which the Jews designated 
all foreign nations. ‘They were the nation; all others were just 
the nations. 

34. éuraiovow . . . éumticovow . . . paotrywoovow — they 
will mock... spitupon . .. scourge. These details correspond 
exactly to what we are told of the event. The scourging was an 
invariable accompaniment of crucifixion. The general fact of 
mocking was to be expected, since his supposed claim to be a 
king would naturally excite the ridicule of Roman soldiers. Jesus 
might easily, therefore, have put these into his prophecy in a gen- 
eral way; but the exact form which the prophecy takes, and 
which is reproduced for substance by the other accounts, is in all 
probability a reflection of the event, put in by the original narra- 
tor. Kk. mera TpEls NuEpas dvactnoerat— and after three days he 
will rise. The prediction of the crucifixion would rest on some- 
thing more than ordinary foresight, since the action of the Roman 
governor must have remained an incalculable element in any such 
forecast. And the resurrection, in the form in which it actually 
took place, and on a set day, was necessarily a revelation. This 
precise prediction, moreover, makes the total want of preparation 
for the event on the part of the disciples a curious psychological 
problem. 

kal €umticova.y a’t@, kal paoctivymocovory avréy, instead of the reverse 
order, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 237, 259, 406, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 
Memph. Harcl. Omit adréy after dmoxrevodo.w Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 
x BL A 1, 209, two mss. Lat. Vet. pera rpets 7uépas, instead of 77 Tplry 
nuépg, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCDL A most mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
Harcl. marg. 
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GOD’S IDEA OF GREATNESS 

35-45. James and John ask for first and second places in 

his kingdom. Jesus assures them that they will share hts 
lot, but that the decision of precedence does not rest with 

him, but with the Father. He shows that the conditions 

and nature of greatness in the kingdom are exactly the 

reverse of the earthly conditions. 

The noticeable thing about this event is not only the generally 

extraordinary character of the request, coming from the disciples 

of Jesus and just after his prediction of his death, but its ignoring 

of the claims of Peter, who was given the precedence, so far as 

there was any, by Jesus himself and by the disciples. This shows 

a painful state of things among the disciples, who exhibit not 

merely a desire for the material rewards of discipleship, such as 

was exhibited in Peter’s question — what shall we have? but the 

rivalries and jealousies that spring up as the natural fruit of such 

desire. Our Lord’s method, on the other hand, is conspicuous, 

not only for the careful and consistent elimination of any such 

unspiritual element from his kingdom, but equally for the patience 

with which he dealt with the unspirituality of his disciples, until 

he had refined it into something like his own spirituality. In this 

case, he asks them first, if they know what they are asking, and 

shows them that to be next to him means to share the conspicuous 

dangers and sacrifices of his position. Then he shows them again, 

as in their previous dispute over the same matter, that greatness 

in the kingdom of God is the reverse of earthly greatness, the 

great one being he who serves, just as the Messianic king serves 

and is sacrificed. 

35. A€yovres aird, Ardacxade, FeAouev iva 6 ay airnowpey Ce TOL- 

jons quiv.i— Saying to him, Teacher, we wish that you do for us 

whatever we ask you. 

Insert air@ after A¢yorres Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A one ms. 

Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. Insert ce after alrjowpev Tisch. Treg. WH. 

RV. x¢ ABCL A mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. 

eens th Se SS SS 

1 This use of iva with the subj., instead of the inf., after verbs of desire and 

command, is common in Hellenistic Greek, but not in the classical writers. See 

Win. 44,8. Burton 304. 

17 
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36. Ti Oér\ere roijow tyiv;— What do you wish me to do for 
you? Literally, what do you wish, shall I do for you?» 

mowmjow, instead of rojoal ue, Treg. WH. CD, 1, 13, 69, 209. Add pe 
Tisch. WH. marg. x© B. Versions also favor the subj. 

37. Ot d€ eirav aire, Ads piv tva* eis cov ex defiadv Kai efs* e& 
dpiotepay cabiownev ev TH 80m covt'—and they said to him, give 
us to sit, one on thy right hand, and one on thy left hand, in thy 

glory. 
dpisrep@y, instead of edbwrtuwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. BL A, Omit cov in 

this place, Treg. WH. RV. BD A 1, mss. Lat. Vet. 

éx deftGv . . . €€ adptorep@v—these are the positions of honor 
next to the throne itself, the right hand having the precedence. 
This leaves Peter out. év r7 806) cov—=in thy glory. The glory, 
that is, of the Messianic king. 

38. Ovx oidare ri airetobe — You know not what you ask. They 
did not know how absolutely this is a question of being first, and 
not of standing first, which makes it a question, not of appoint- 
ment, but of achievement. Nor did they know that it meant suf- 
fering, instead of honor, and that this would increase with the 
advanced position attained. ety td aorypiov—adrink the cup. 
The figurative use of the phrase to denote a man’s portion in life, 
his hard or easy lot, belongs to other languages than the Greek. 
See Is. 517’, Jer. 49%, Ps. 16°, 23°. Christ means to ask them if 
they are able, if they have the necessary fortitude and proper 
appreciation of values, to share the sacrifices of his position. 
Being baptized with his baptism is another figurative expression 
of the same thought, coming from the power of calamity to over- 
whelm. Can you, he asks, de immersed in that which has over- 
whelmed me? They have looked at only the glory of the coming 
kingdom. Jesus directs their attention to the sacrifices incurred 
in establishing that kingdom. 

, or, instead of Kal, and, before 7d Barricya, the baptism, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. x BC* DLN Aut; 13, 28, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Memph. Harcl. 
marg. 

39. To rornpiov ... riecbe* Kal ro Barticpa . . . BarticOnoecbe 
—The cup... you will drink; and with the baptism... you 
will be baptized. Of this Jesus can assure them, that they will 
share his sufferings. 

Omit pév before rorjpiov Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BC* LA mss. Vulg. 
Memph. Pesh. 

1 Here, we have the subj. without iva, which is still more anomalous, being an 
elliptical combination of two constructions. See Win. 414,44. Burton171. The 
subj. is probably in this case the deliberative subj. 2 See note 1, p. 199. 

3 The Greeks use els pév, els 5é, to express this correlation. Win. 26, 2a. 
4 $6ta is confined in Greek writers to its proper subjective meaning, opinion, 

praise. The meaning, glory, majesty, as an objective state, comes from the Heb. 

oes Bh a ee ee ere 
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40. 76 S€ KaBioa ex defdv pov 7 e& ebwvipwv' odk ~orw epov 
Sodvar — But to sit on my right hand, or left hand, is not mine to 
give. 

7, instead of Kal, before é& edwvdpwv Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BDL A 
73. Lat. Vet. Memph. Omit pov after é& edwv. Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
and almost everything. 

This statement of Jesus it is very easy to interpret superficially, 
as if it meant simply that the bestowment belonged not to one 
person, but to another—not to himself, but to the Father. But 
there is little doubt that Mk. has preserved for us the true form 
of statement in omitting mention of the Father, and so the con- 
trast between persons. They cannot have position in his kingdom 
by applying to either, as if it were a matter of personal preference. 
Position, it is not in his power to bestow ; it belongs to those for 
whom it has been prepared. The meaning is, that this is a matter 
already disposed of, and so no longer in his power. The verb 
expresses nearly the idea of ordained. But it adds to this the 
thought of the preparation of the place. Each one is to have a 
place prepared and adapted for him. It is not therefore a ques- 
tion that can be settled as they were trying to settle it, by influence 
used with him personally. Fitness, and not influence, decides it. 
This becomes especially clear, when we consider the definition of 
greatness that follows. It consists in service, and he who serves 
most is greatest, a greatness already determined by the service, 
and not to be changed by any personal equation. 

41. of deka npavto dyavakreiv® — the ten began to be indignant. 
There was reason for this strong feeling on the part of the other 
disciples. The condition seems to have been, that Peter, James, 
and John were singled out by Jesus himself for such eminence 
among the twelve, as the twelve had among the other disciples. 
If there was any jealousy caused by this, it would be allayed by 
the fact that the Master selected those manifestly fit, and that it 
was unaccompanied by any outward advantage. But, now, there 
was an attempt to secure places in the coming kingdom and its 
glory, and Peter, the real leader of the twelve, was left out of the 
scheme. It was the introduction of political methods, such as 
invariably go with the materializing of ideas, the use of principles 
to secure power, and of power to advance principles in the world. 

42. kai mpooxarerapmevos aito’s 6 "Incots—And Jesus having 
called them. 

This reading, instead of 6 dé *Incous mpock. a’rovs, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. x*¥ ee. BCDL A mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

1 chwvv¥uwv is used in the taking of auguries to denote euphemistically those of 
evil origin, the word itself meaning just the opposite. And so it comes to denote 
the left hand, that being the hand of evil omen, the sinister hand. 

2 See on v.}4, 
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ot Soxotvres dpxetv — those who seem to be chief. Jesus has in 
mind evidently the difference between their primacy and the 
ideal. dpyetvy is a word that lends itself to such ideal treatment, 
as it contains in itself the notion of leadership, which is the only 
proper basis of rule. Men rule by force, by heredity, by fickle 
choice, by flattery, but how few are real leaders, ruling because 
possessing the qualities of leadership. kataxvptevoovow — lord it 
over them (RV.). They become kvpuo, lords or masters, and the 
people become their servants, doing their will, and ministering to 
their pleasure. _karebovordlovary * — exercise authority over them. 

43, 44. ovx ouTw d€ éoti ev bpiv’ GAN os av Gedy peyas yeveo Gan 

év tpiv, €orat tay SiaKovos* Kal os av BéXy €y vpiv €lval TpWTOS, 

écrat ravtwv dovAos — But it is not so among you, but whoever 
wishes to become great among you, shall be your servant; and 
whoever wishes to be first among you, shall be bond-servant of all. 

éoruv, 2s, instead of érrat, shall be, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BC* DLA 
most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. av, instead of édy, after first 6s Tisch. Treg. 
WH. s BDL A 33, 60, 299. év vuiv, instead of Updy, before eivat Tp@Tos 
Treg. marg. WH. RV. x BC* LA Latt. Memph. eivac mp@ros, instead of 
yevécbat tp@r., Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* LA Latt. Memph. 

ovy ovTw d€ éorev— but so it ts not. ‘This is not the state of 
things that obtains, as a matter of fact, among you as members of 
the kingdom of God. The ideal is the essential principle of that 
kingdom. peyas yevéoOar— to become great. ‘There is such a 
thing as ambition, the desire for greatness, in the kingdom of 
God, but it is the exact opposite of what goes by that name. 
dudxovos — servant. ‘The word denotes the performer of services, 
without indicating his exact relation to the person served. dovAos 
—bond-servant. There is a climax in the statement. To be 
great requires service, to be first requires bond-service, and this 
dovreia is to wavrwy, all. Here is the paradox of the kingdom of 
God. Instead of being lords, its great ones become servants, and 
its chiefs the bond-servants of all. One has only to watch the 
progress and present condition of things, to see that this state of 
things is coming to pass, but that it is yet far from accomplish- 
ment; and furthermore, that in this respect at least, the field is 
the world, and not the church. 

45. Kal yap — for also. The Son of Man himself is not exempt 
from this rule. His kingship is also that of service, and not that 
of lordship. He is the Head of humanity, and yet he serves men, 
and not men him. ov diaxovyOyva, dAAa Siaxovncar— not fo be 
served, but to serve, and to give his life a ransom in exchange for 
many. The vicarious idea is expressed here, but it is not strictly 

1 This is a Biblical word, and is not found in the N.T. outside of this and the 
parallel passage in Mt. , making another strong proof of the interdependence of the 
written accounts, 
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that his life takes the place of other lives that would have to be 
sacrificed otherwise in expiation of their sins. All that is required 
by the statement, not in the way of minimizing it, but to fill out 
its meaning, is that his life becomes the price by which men are 
freed from their bondage. The soldiers in the American civil 
war gave their lives as a Avrpov for the slaves, and every martyr’s 
death is a Avrpov. There may be more than this involved in the 
death of the Redeemer, but more than this is not involved in his 
words here. In this, he carries his service of men to the utmost, 
and becomes their Head. 

HEALING OF A BLIND MAN NEAR JERICHO 

46-52. Jn the course of his journeys in Judea, Jesus comes 

to Jericho, and Bartimeus, a blind man, asks him to take 

pity on him. The crowd around Jesus seek to repel him, but 

Jesus calls him and heals him. The blind man follows 
him. 

This is the only visit of Jesus to Jericho. The connection of 

the narrative makes this a stage in the journey to Jerusalem, 

begun v.”, and ended in the next chapter. The cry of the blind 

man, Jesus, Son of David, is the first note of the Messianic 

acclaim with which Jesus enters the city. And his healing at 

this crisis brings Jesus as the wonder-worker freshly before the 

minds of the multitude, and raises still higher their excited 

Messianic hopes. 

46. Kal exropevopevov aitov ard ‘lepeyw — and as he was coming 
out from Jericho. Lk. says, as he was approaching Jericho, and 
in the account of Zacchzeus which follows, that he entered, and 
passed through Jericho. Mk. says that they come to Jericho, and 
that this happened as he was coming out from Jericho. It breaks 
up the continuity of both accounts to try to reconcile them in this 
trivial detail. Kai d6xAov ixavo0— and a considerable crowd. There 
is, probably, this deviation from the meaning grea? given to it in 
the EV. 6 vids Tipatov, Baptipatos, tupAds zpocaitns,” éxdOnro mapa 
tyv ddov— the Son of Timeus, Bartimaeus, a blind beggar, was 
sitting by the side of the road. 56 vids tod Tyaiov, the Son of 
Time@us, is a translation of Bartimzeus = "NID 7S ; but it is evi- 

1 This use of ixavos in the sense of gveat, rather than sufficient, is characteristic 
of Lk. (Lk. and Acts). The only other instance is x Cor. 1189, Mt. 2812 is at 
least doubtful. 2 zpocairns belongs to later Greek. Plutarch, Lucian, 
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dently not introduced here for that reason. Bartimzeus is the 
name, and Son of Zimeus denotes the relation. There was prob- 
ably some reason for noting this relation, as that Timzeus was a 
disciple. 

Insert 6 before vids Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDLS A. Omit 6 before 
tugdds Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BDL A 124, Memph. -zpocalrys after 
Tupnds, instead of mpooair Gy after oddv, a blind beggar, instead of a blind 
man... begging, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x B?L A one ms. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. 

47. Kat dxovoas ort “Incots 6 Nalapyvds éeorwv, ypéaro xpdew Kat 
A€yerv, vie Aaveid, “Inaod, eAénoov pe — And having heard that it is 
Jesus the Nazarene, he began to cry, and to say, thou Son of 
David, Jesus, have mercy on me. 

Nafapnvés, instead of Nafwpatos, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BL A 1, 118, 
209, most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. vié, instead of 6 vids, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
x BCLM marg. A. 

Jesus of Nazareth, and Son of David are both unfamiliar titles, 
the former occurring now for the first time since 1“, and the latter 
only here. Jesus of Nazareth is intended by the multitude to 
identify him. Son of David is a distinctly Messianic title, the use 
of which here, however, we must not suppose is individual and 
peculiar. It reflects the sentiment of the multitude, who mean to 
make this a triumphal progress to Jerusalem, though as yet they 
are preserving a policy of silence. 

48. iva owrnon— that he keep silent. It does not seem prob- 
able that they would want to prevent the miracle. Rather, they 
wanted to enforce silence about this premature Son of David, 
which they meant to reserve for the entry into Jerusalem. 

49. dhuwvyjcate aitov —call him. 

duvicare avrdy, instead of abrov pwrnbAvat, that he be called, * BCL A 
7, 209, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

eyerpe — 775. 

éyeipe, instead of &yecpar, 8 ABCDLX I'll. 

50. dzoBadwv 76 iudriov — having thrown off his garment. The 
outer garment, or robe, is meant. dvarndyoas — having leaped 
up.” Both these acts are introduced to show the man’s eagerness. 

dvar7djoas, instead of dvacrds, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDLM marg. 
A Latt. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

S51. Kai droxpiGels aire 6 Inaots crev, ri cor OAs rojow ; — 
And Jesus answering said to him, What do you wish me to do for 

3 you ? 

elev, instead of Aéyet, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 115, mss. Lat. 
Vet. one ms. Vulg. Memph. : 

1 See 1235, 2 A common Greek word, but not found elsewhere in N.T. 
3 See on v,35. 36, 
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‘PaBBovvi,’ tva dviBrAebw? — Radbboni, that I may recover my 
sight. Rabboni is apparently a more dignified title than Rabbi. 

52. Kai ecids aveBrcle, cat AxodovOa aitd év tH 686°— And 
immediately he recovered his sight, and followed him in the way. 

arg, instead of r@ *Inaod, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDLM marg. 
A Latt. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

JESUS’ ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM 

XI.1-11 Jesus comes to Bethany, where he procures a colt, 

on which he rides into Jerusalem. The multitude strew 

their garments and layers of leaves in the road, and shout 

Hosanna, invoking blessings on the coming kingdom. Jesus 
goes immediately to the temple, and satisfying himself for 

the present with a look at things, goes out to Bethany for the 

night. 

Jesus has told his disciples that he is going to Jerusalem only 

to meet his fate, and be put to death by the authorities, and yet 

he enters it amidst the acclaims of the multitude, who hail him 

as the coming King. This acknowledgment, repelled before, he 

now accepts. But, the claim once made, he proceeds as before, 

with his merely spiritual work. The key to these apparent incon- 

sistencies is to be found in the splendid self-consistency of Jesus’ 

procedure, and in its absolute inconsistency with worldly ideas 

and policies. Jesus knew that the Messianic claim in Jerusalem 

meant death, and that death meant the ultimate establishment of 

the claim, not defeat. Every part of his life, but especially its end, 

means that he aimed to establish the ideal as the law of human 

life, and that he would use only absolutely spiritual means in the 

accomplishment of his end. 

Meantime, everything points to the fact that Jesus deliberately 

used the enthusiasm of the multitude for the purposes of his entry 

into Jerusalem, intending to make it the means of a public proc- 

lamation of his Messianic claim. ‘That proclamation was neces- 

1 Apparently, there is a confusion of two Chaldee words in this title, }12 and 

ial both of them meaning about the same, /ord or chief. 

2 ava- in composition has the sense of the Latin 7e. 
8 The distinction between the momentary action of the aor. and the continued 

action of the impf. is preserved in these verbs, 
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sary, because men must understand definitely the issue that he 
made. The acceptance of him as King, and not merely as 

Prophet, was what he demanded. And in the events which fol- 

lowed, it immediately became apparent that the question thus 

raised was not only a question of his personal claim, but of the 

nature of his kingdom. ‘The multitude who followed him thought 

that, with the announcement of the claim, the programme would 

change. But the unchanged programme meant that Jesus, just as 

he was, claimed kingship, and would be king only by spiritual 

enforcements. 

1. Kai dre éyyilovow eis ‘IepovedAvpa, kal eis ByOaviayv — And 
when they draw near to Jerusalem, and to Bethany. 

kal els BynOavlay, instead of els BnOpayh kal BynOaviav, Tisch. Treg. marg. 
WH. marg. D Latt. The shorter reading seems probable, the longer read- 
ing having crept into the text from Lk. 

kal eis BnOaviav — We have here a case of abbreviated expres- 
sion, which obstructs clearness. The exact statement is, that they 
approached Jerusalem, and had come on the way as far as Bethany 
on the other side of the Mount of Olives. Bethany is mentioned 
here for the first time in Mk. In fact, according to this account, 
Jesus is now approaching Jerusalem for the first time. And hence 
places enter into the account which have not appeared before. 
Bethany was a small village on the other side of the Mount of 
Olives, about fifteen furlongs from Jerusalem. In approaching it, 
therefore, they would be on the way towards the Mount, zpos ro 
opos. 

2. tiv Kony Tiv Katevavt.’ tudv— the village that is over 
against you. Bethany is the village meant here, as Bethphage is 
the one designated in Mt. 21’. In both cases, the village named 
is the only one mentioned. The implication evidently is that the 
road did not pass through the village, but was off one side. 
moAov —a colt. Mt. specifies a she-ass and its colt, and as the 
ass was the more common beast used for domestic purposes, there 
is no doubt that the colt here was an ass’s colt.? é¢’ dv ovdels ovr 
avOpuTwv exdbicev — on which no one of men yet sat. Lk. also 
has these words. But they are extremely improbable in the mouth 
of Jesus. They evidently belong to the narrator, who very likely 
took a fact that he had discovered about the colt, and which had 
an undesigned significance, and made it a part of Jesus’ design, 
an intentional effect in the pageant. ‘There is no indication that 

1 xarévav7e is not found in profane writers. In the N.T., it is found in the 
Synoptics, and in the epistles of Paul. 2 Mt. 212% 
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Jesus cared for the ceremonious trappings of an event. Such 
care belongs to homage, not to the person receiving it. On this 
demand of newness for sacred purposes, see Num. 19’, Deut. 21°, 
2 Sam. 6°. It is evidently the intention of the writers of the Gos- 
pels here to imply a supernatural knowledge on the part of Jesus. 

Insert ovxw before dvOpérwy Treg. WH. RV. ABL A mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. After dv@pwrwy, Tisch. 8 C 13, 69, Egyptt. (Pesh.). éxddicev, 
instead of kexd@ixe, Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A. dvoare airdyv xal, in- 
stead of Avcavtes a’rdv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCD Latt. Egyptt. 
(Syrr.). épere, instead of ayayere, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL Latt. 
Egyptt. (Syrr.). 

3. ‘O Kuptos airod xpecav éxet, kal evOds adrov drooréAAe rdw ade 
— the Master has need of tt, and will send (sends) it here again 
tmmediately. 

Omit “Or: before 6 Kupios Tisch. Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. B A 239, 
433, mss. Lat. Vet. dmoorédXer, instead of drogrede?, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RY. and most authorities. Insert racy, again, after amooré\Xer Tisch. 
Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 8 BC* DLA. 

6 Kuiptos — the Master. ‘This title was so frequently applied to 
Jesus by himself and others, that there is little reason to suppose 
that there is any special significance in its use here. It indicates 
in general his relation to his disciples, and not any special phase 
of that relation. It would not be used here, ¢.g., to indicate that 
he has assumed his Messianic position, since it is a title common 
to this with the time before. xai evOds airov drooréAAe wadw woe 
—and will send (sends) him here again immediately. With this 
insertion of again, these words make a part of Jesus’ message to 
the owner of the animal, instead of his announcement to the dis- 
ciples of what the owner will do in response to the message. He 
promises to return the animal immediately. 

4. Kai dafAGov, cai ebpov maXov Sedenevov pos (THY) Opa fw 
érl tod dudddov— And they departed, and found a colt tied at a 
(the) door upon the street outside. 

Kal drfdOoy, instead of drANOor dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A, one 
ms. Lat. Vet. Omit rdv, the, before mG oy, colt, Treg. WH. RV. ABDLX 
TIl Memph. Omit 1%», the, before @vpav, door, Treg. WH. BL A Egyptt. 

mpos (tiv) Otpav ew emi tod audpddov— These details are evi- 

dently the report of an eyewitness. The first part, at the door 

outside, is easy of explanation. The better class of houses were 

built about an open court, from which a passageway under the house 

led to the street outside. It was at this outside opening to the 

street, that the colt was tied. But the dudddov is more difficult. 

Probably, it differs from 600 simply in denoting a roundabout 

road. The AV. where two ways met, confounds the prep. audi 
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and dudw meaning doth.’ The village may have been built on 
such a rounding road, that lay off from the straight highway, and 
the narrator places this in the story of the event in his dudodov. 
Such a descriptive touch is quite in Mk.’s manner. 

5. Ti wovetre Avovres t. TOAOv ;— What are you doing, loosing 
the colt? his ti moire we use very frequently in asking the 
meaning of an action; only we leave it by itself. What are you 
doing ? we say. It asks the question, what the act really is, the 
outward form of which appears in the participial clause. Oi & 
clrav adtois, kafus eirev 6 “Inoots — And they told them, as Jesus 
said, 

elev, said, instead of évetelhato, commanded, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BCL A 1, 28, 124, 209, one ws. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

6. kal ddpnKxav avitovs — and they permitted them, put no hinder- 
ance in their way. The expression is elliptical, the full statement 
including the thing permitted. 

7. Kat dépovow tov wddov ..., Kal émiBaddAovow aire Ta twaria 
avtov, kat éxabicev ex avtov — And they bring the colt. ..,and 
put their garments on him, and he seated himself on him. 

gépovory, instead of nyayor, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8° BL A. érreBaddov- 
o.v, instead of éréBadoy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 1, 28, 91, 201, 
299, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. avrdy, instead of adr@ after éx’, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A. 

Ta ivatia — the outer garments. On this form of royal homage, 
see 2 K. 9”. 

8. dAdo Sé oriBadas Kdavtes €x TY aypov—and others layers 
of leaves, having cut them out of the fields. oriBadsas is the object 
of the preceding éorpwoayr. 

oriBddas, instead of croBddas,? Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDEGHKL 
MU AIl. xépavres, instead of €xorrov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 B(C) 
LA, Theb. dypayv, instead of dévépwy, trees, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 B 
(C)L A Theb. Omit last clause of v., same authorities. 

atias is any layer of leaves, twigs, rushes, and the like, used 
for bedding, or to make a road easy of travel. This throwing 
their garments on the horse, and strewing the road with garments 
and layers of leaves, is all in the way of smoothing the road as a 
part of the homage rendered. 

9. éxpalov, Qoavva — cried Hosanna. 

Omit Aéyorres, saying, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 115, mss. Lat. 
Vet. Egyptt. 

‘Qoavva — Hosanna® This cry is not an acclamation, but a 
prayer, meaning, save now, and it means either that Jehovah 

1 Vulg. divium. 
2 oriBadas is the proper form. groiBddas is a case of mis-spelling. 
8 The full form of the original is xy7Aywin, the Hiph., of yw, with the suffixed 

particle 8) = zow. 
r 
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shall be propitious to some one else, conspicuous in the scene, or 
in connection with him, to the people uttering the cry. In the 
Ps. 118*-* from which this invocation is taken, it is probably a 
prayer that Jehovah will be propitious to his people. While in 
Mt. 21°, where it reads, ‘Qcavva 7. vid Aave’d — be propitious now 
to the Son of David, the prayer is for the one whom the multitude 
recognize as the coming Messiah. Probably, here it is the prayer 
of the people that the expected salvation may be accomplished 
now. evAoynpevos 6 Epxopevos év dvou. Kup. — Blessed is he that 
cometh in the name of the Lord. It is a question of feeling, 
whether éori or €oTw is to be supplied here ; whether it invokes a 
blessing on the coming king and his kingdom, or pronounces him 
blessed. Either is grammatically allowable. On the whole, I 
incline to the latter view. See RV. Kvpéov is a translation of 
min, Yahweh, in Ps. 118”, from which all this acclaim is taken. 
év oven. Kupiov, in the name of the Lord, means that the kingdom 
of the Messiah is to be a vicegerency, in which the Messiah rep- 
resents and takes the place of Jehovah. 

10. evAoynuéevn 7 Epxopévn Bactreia Tov maTpds Muay Aavei’d — 
Blessed is the coming kingdom of our father David. The coming 
kingdom represents it as already on the way, and drawing near. 
It is no longer in a postponed and indefinite future, but in sight. 
It is represented as the kingdom of David, because the promise 
of it was made to him as a man after God’s own heart, and the 
king was to be in his line and to succeed to his spirit. The 
kingdom was to be a reproduction, after a long collapse, of the 
splendors of the Davidic kingdom.’ 

Omit év dvéuare Kuplov, in the name of the Lord, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BCDLU A 1, 13, 69, 115, 124, 209, 238, 346, Latt. Egyptt. Pesh. 

‘Ocavva ev rots tiiorors — Hosanna in the highest (places). ta 
tyora is a translation of a Heb. word for heaven.’ This addition 
indicates that Hosanna is not here a mere acclaim, a sort of 
Hurrah! It is a prayer for God to save them in the highest 
places, where he dwells. 

This entry into Jerusalem, with its accompaniments of shout- 

ing multitudes and spontaneous homage, can have only one mean- 

ing in our Lord’s life. It is his public announcement of himself 

as the Messiah, or rather his public acceptance of the title that 

his disciples had been so long anxious to thrust upon him. And 

yet, after it, his life lapses again into its quiet ways, and he 

1 Messianic prophecy proper starts with the promise of the perpetuity of the 
kingdom in the Davidic line. 2 Sam. 716 Zech, 121° 13, One of the Rabbinical 
titles of the Messiah was David. 

2 The Heb, word is 9017p, oD/1D. Job 1619, Is, 5715, LXX. 
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becomes once more the teacher and benefactor. And so, the 

distinct claim to be a king is followed immediately by the revolu- 

tionizing of the whole idea of kingship. But then, this is only in 

accordance with what he has already said to his disciples who 
wished to occupy the places in the kingdom next to the king. 

“He who desires to be first, let him be least and servant of all.” 

His teaching and life needed the distinct announcement of his 

Messianic claim in order that men might understand that this is 

what is meant by the claim to be Aing of men. 

1l. Kai ciondOev eis ‘Tepooddvpa, eis To iepov — And he entered 
into Jerusalem, into the temple. 

Omit 6 Incods, kai before els 7d iepdyv Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCL A 
Lat. Vet. Memph. 

Jesus makes his way immediately, not only into the Holy City, 
but into the Holy Place, where his claim to lordship over the 
place can be put to the test. 

Kai repiBrapapevos ravta, oye 48n THs pas — And having looked 
round upon all things, the hour being already late. 

éye, instead of éWlas, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. 8 CL A. 

This look took in those things which were to receive the next 
morning so sharp attention from him, but as the hour was already 
so late, he went out to Bethany. This differs distinctly from Mt., 
who places the cleansing of the temple immediately after the 
entrance into the city, and mentions the cursing of the fig tree as 
on the morning after the cleansing. This is the first time that 
Bethany appears in the Synoptical narrative, but the appearance is 
of such a kind as to imply a previous history, or rather a previous 
appearance of the place in the life of our Lord. John gives us 
the clue to Jesus’ freedom of the place in the story of the raising 
of Lazarus, but at the same time, he places the intimacy further 
back by calling Lazarus the one whom Jesus loved. 

THE BARREN FIG TREE 

12-14. Jesus leaves Bethany the next morning, and on his 

way to Jerusalem, he sees a fig tree, whose leaves give 

promise of fruit. But when he comes to tt, he finds only 

leaves. He dooms the tree to perpetual fruitlessness. 
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12. Kai rq éravpiov’ . . . éretvace?— And on the morrow... 
he became hungry. 

Jesus’ leaving Bethany in the morning and coming to Jerusalem 
indicates his habit during this last week. His place of action 
during the day was Jerusalem, his place of rest at night was 
Bethany. 

13. kai idwv cuKnv ard paxpobev*® — and having seen a fig tree at 
@ distance. 

Insert d76 before paxpdGev Tisch. Treg. WH. RV., and most authorities. 

éxovoav dvAAa — having leaves. This presence of leaves con- 
stituted the false appearance of the tree, as on the fig tree these 
are the sign of fruit. «i dpa tu etpnoe: — (to see) whether then he 
will find anything on it’ dpa is illative, and means here, “ since 
he saw leaves, whether the fruit that accompanies leaves was 
there.” * 6 yap Katpos ovk Hy aikwv —for the season was not that 
of figs. This gives the reason why there were no figs, in spite of 
the presence of leaves. It was about April, whereas the season of 
figs was not until June for the very early kind, or August for the 
ordinary crop. 

6 yap Kaipds ovk nv ctKwy, instead of ob yap nv Katpds cUKwy, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC * LA Memph. Pesh. 

14. Kai droxpibeis eirev airy — And answering, he said to it. 

Omit 6 "Ingots before eiev Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 1, 33, 91, 
124, 238, 346 mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

Mykért eis tov aidva éx cod pndeis Kaprov ayo. — The position 
of the words and the double negative make this curse weighty. 
The reason of it is to be found in the false pretence of leaves 
without fruit on a tree in which leaves are a sign of fruit. The 
apparent unreason is in cursing a fig tree for anything. The prin- 
ciple that you must not only judge a person by his acts, but some- 
times judge his acts by the person, applies here. The act appears 
wanton and petulant, but what we know of Jesus warrants us in 
setting aside this appearance. Jesus was on the eve of spiritual 
conflict with a nation whose prime and patent fault was hypocrisy 
or false pretence, and here he finds a tree guilty of the same 

1 7H émavprov — this use of éravpiov as a single word is Biblical. Properly, it is 
éx’ avptov, which means on the morrow by itself. The art. is out of place therefore, 
much as if we should say, on the to-morrow. If anywhere, it belongs between ex 
and aiprov. See Lk. 10% Acts 45. 

2 The aor. denotes the entrance upon the state denoted by the vb. Burton, 41. 
3 »axpd0ev is itself late, and the prep. redundant, as the adv. itself means /rom a 

distance. Win. 65, 2. 
4 On the mood of indirect questions, see Burton, 341 (4), 343. 
2 See Win. 53, 8a. 
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thing. It gives him his opportunity, without hurting anybody, to 
sit in judgment on the fault. He does not complete the parable 
by pointing out the application, but leaves this, as he does his 
spoken parables, to suggest its own meaning, and so to force men 
to think. Such acted parables were not without precedent among 
the Jews. See Hos. 11° John 4°" Mt. 13’*%. And in Jesus’ own 
teaching, the recourse to enigmatical methods that should force 
men to think, was not uncommon. 

CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE 

15-18, Ox arriving in Jerusalem, Jesus goes to the temple 

again, and finds the customary traffic in animals for the 

Passover sacrifices, and in small change for the purposes of 

this traffic, going on. Jesus drives out the traffickers, and 

overturns thetr tables and chatrs. 

15. Kal cicedOwy cis TO tepov npato exBadXew Tovs TwAodvTas Kal 
Tovs ayopalovras —and having entered into the temple, he began to 
cast out those selling and those buying. 

Omit 6 “Ingots after elteX@av Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A I, 33, 
QI, 124, 238, 346 mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Insert rods before dyopd- 
govras Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8s ABCKLMNU II. 

This buying and selling went on in the Court of the Temple, 
and the merchandise consisted of the animals, incense, oil, and 
other things required for sacrifice, the demand for which was very 
great at the time of the annual feasts. trav xoAAvBiordy — this is a 
word found in the N.T. only in these accounts of the cleansing of 
the Temple. The word, like its companion xeppatiorns, denotes 
one who changed money for the convenience of the buyers and 
sellers, of course for a consideration—a dealer in small coin. 
It is supposed by some that these money-changers exchanged for 
the foreign coin brought by the pilgrims the shekel in which alone 
the Temple tax could be paid. But the words used both denote 
dealers in small coins, which is more consonant with the above 
explanation. The doves were the offering of the poor, who were 
not able to offer sheep and oxen.? 

16. Kai ovix jdpuev® iva tis dueveyxy oxedos da Tod tepod — and 
would not allow any one to carry a vessel through the temple. 

1 There is no sufficient reason for emphasizing the beginning of the act in this 
case. It belongs to the Heb. idiom of the writer. 

2 Lev. 57 1268 1514. 29 Num. 610, 
3 See on 134, for form fduev. 
4 On this use of iva with subj., see Win. 44, 8. Burton, 210. 
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axetos — vessed. Used generally for utensils or gear of any 
kind, even the sails of vessels. The outer Court, and especially 
the Court of the Gentiles, where this traffic went on, was looked 
on as a kind of common ground which men might use as a short 
cut, carrying across it various oxevn. 

17. Kai édidacKe, Kat édeyev adtots —and he taught and said to 
them. 

kai Edeyev, instead of Aéywr, saying, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCL A 6, 
13, 69, 346, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. 

olkos mpocevyns maou tois eOveow —a house of prayer for all 
nations. The quotation is from Is. 56’, a passage which predicts 
the admission of strangers who worship God, as well as Jews, to 
the privileges of the Temple. The rebuke is specific therefore, 
denouncing not only the misuse of the Temple, but of that part 
which made it the seat of a universal worship. It was the Court 
of the Gentiles which they had thought just good enough for these 
debased uses. omnAaov Anordv—a cave of robbers, not thieves. 
These words are quoted from Jer. 7". The context in Jer. shows 
that the name is given there not because of the desecrating uses 
to which the Temple was put, but because of the character of 
those who used it. Their use of the Temple was legitimate, but 
they themselves defiled it by their character and conduct outside. 
Here, on the contrary, it is their illegitimate use of the Temple 
which is condemned. The use of this term rodéers by our Lord 
adds an unexpected element to the denunciation of their practice. 
Evidently trade as such desecrates the Temple, making its pre- 
cincts and sacrifices the place and occasion of personal gain. It 
is the incongruous and unhallowed mixture of God and mammon 
that Jesus elsewhere condemns. But when he calls it roddery, it 
is evident he means more than the condemnation of trade in itself 
in the Temple precincts. And yet, we have no reason to suppose 
that there was anything extraordinary in this traffic. Jesus would 
need only to see the opposition of all actual trade in principle to 
the Golden Rule, to condemn it in this strong language, when it 
invaded the courts of the Temple. It is the principle of trade to 
pursue personal advantage alone, and leave the other man to pur- 
sue his interests, in other words, competition, which makes trade 
robbery. 

memroinkare, instead of éroijoare, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BLA. 

This was an exercise of Messianic authority on the part of 

Jesus ; but it did not transcend his rule of purely spiritual king- 

ship, since the power that he used was simply that of his personal 

1 ;pocevxis — It is significant of the changes in the language, that this word is 
not found in the classics, and that the good Greek word evx7 is found in the N.T, 
but once, 
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ascendency. It was an impressive example of the authority of 

truth and goodness. Men are easily overawed by the indigna- 

tions of righteousness. We should expect such an access of 

authority in the action and speech of Jesus after the announce- 

ment of his Messianic claim, but the element of force, which is 

the idea of government, is left out. 

18. of dpyxtepets x. of ypayparets — the chief priests and the 
scribes. These were the constituted authorities, who had licensed 
this desecration of the Temple. They sold these rights to the 
traders, and they resented this invasion of their constituted rights. 
Together, they constituted the main body of the Sanhedrim.! The 
overthrow of evil everywhere, which was the evident mission of 
this daring innovator, menaced them. 

oi apxepets Kal of ypaumarets, instead of the reverse order, s ABCDKL 
ATI Latt. Memph. Pesh. mds arodécwow, how they may destroy, instead 
of r&s amodécovewy, how they shall destroy, Visch. Treg. WH. and most 
sources. 

€poBortvto yap avtov* mas yap 6 dxyAos eLerAnooeTo® eri TH didayn 
avtov*—for they were afraid of him, for all the multitude was 
amazed at his teaching. 

mwas yap, instead of 87t mas, because all, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCA 
I, 13, 28, 69, 346, Memph. 

The power that Jesus had to carry the multitude with him, so 
that they stood amazed at the strength and authority of his teach- 
ing, made the rulers fearhim. ty didaxy — Ais teaching. Doctrine 
is a poor translation, first because it omits everything belonging to 
the manner, and secondly, because it has acquired a technical 
meaning that does not belong to d:dax7. 

THE FIG TREE WITHERED 

19-26. The morning of the third day, as they are passing 

by, they see the fig tree which Jesus had cursed, withered. 
Jesus commends faith to them, as able to remove not only 

trees, but mountains. Mk. introduces here the irrelevant 

matter of forgiveness as the condition of answer to prayer. 

19. K. drav dye eyevero— And whenever it came to be evening. 
This may be taken in two ways, either of which involves an irregu- 
larity. (1) It may be, And whenever evening came (R V.), every 

1 See on 831, 2 See Win. 33 4, for this use of emi. 3 See on 12%, 
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evening; involving the irregularity of the aor. for the impf. Or 
(2) it may be, dnd when tt came to be evening, referring to a single 
evening, involving the irregularity of érav for ore. The latter use 
is found in Byzantine writers. See Win. 42°. But in judging an 
irregular style like this, the anomalous use of the aor. seems more 
easily accountable than that of the more striking 6rav. Moreover, 
the translation zhenever is more accordant with the impf. in the 
principal clause. 

éray, instead of dre, when, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.& BCKL AII* 28, 33. 
éferopevovro, they would go, instead of éteropevero, he would go, Treg. 
WH. RV. marg. ABKM * AII 124, two mss. Lat. Vet. Pesh. Harcl. marg. 

21. yv xatnpacw — which you cursed.' 
22. Kat droxpiOeis 6 “Incots A€yer adrots, “Exere moti Ocov? — 

and answering, Jesus says to them, Have faith in God. 

Insert 6 before "Incots Tisch. Treg. WH. and most authorities. 

Jesus answers here to the wonder expressed in Peter’s statement, 
pointing out the source of the wonderful thing, and showing how 
they too may attain the same power. tw dpe tovrw— this moun- 
tain. Primarily, this would be the Mount of Olives, which was in 
their sight all the way. Jesus’ statement is climacteric. The faith 
in God by which he has dried up this tree can remove mountains 
too, and, for that matter, can accomplish all things. But in the 
language of Jesus, who repudiated all mere thaumaturgic use of 
miraculous power, moving a@ mountain is not to be taken literally, 
but stands for any incredible thing, as stupendous as such mov- 
ing, but not so out of line with the miracles to which Jesus con- 
fined himself. It is enough to say that neither Jesus nor his 
disciples ever removed mountains, except metaphorically. 

kai pi SiaxpiOy év tH Kapdia abrod,® GdAAa motevy* dre O Aaret 
yiverat, Eotat aite’—and does not doubt in his heart, but believes 
that what he speaks comes to pass, tt will come to him. 

Omit yap, for, at the beginning of this v. Tisch. (Treg). WH. RV. 8 
BDN 1, 28, 51, 106, 124, 157, 225, 251, Latt. Pesh. morevy, instead of 
mistevoy, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. BL A. 4, instead of 4, before 
Aade?, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BLN A 33, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 
Pesh. Aade?, speaks, instead of Aéyer, says, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BLN 
A two mss. Lat. Vet. Omit 6 éav ely, whatever he says, after €orat atTg, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCDL A 1, 28, 209, 346, three mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. Memph. 

1In earlier Greek, catapéouac takes the dat. Win. 32,14,8. Win., however, 
fails to note the irregularity. 2 @eov is obj. gen. Win. 30, I. 

8 StaxpOq é€v TH Kapdia — Doudt is a Biblical sense of dvaxpivoua:, but comes natur- 
ally from the proper meaning, #0 de divided. This is a good example of the use of 
xapsia to denote the seat of the intellect rather than the affections. On the evil of 
doubt, see Jas. 16, 

4 The aor. dcaxpc64 and pres. morevn are to be discriminated something 71 this 
way — does not entertain a doubt, but holds fast to his faith. 

5 See Thay.-Grm, Lex, ciui 1V.¢. 
18 
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24. dua trovro—on this account, referring to what he has just 
said of the efficacy of faith. He generalizes from the extreme 
case of the mountain. zavra doa rpocevyecOe x. aireioe, rurrevere 
Stu ela Bere — all things whatever ye pray and ask for, believe that 
you received them, ‘The aor. is a rhetorical exaggeration of the 
immediateness of the answer: it antedates even the prayer in the 
mind of the petitioner. 

mpocevxecbe kal, instead of av mpocevyduevor, pray and ask, instead of 
praying ask, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A mss. Lat. Vet. Pesh. éAd- 
Bere, instead of AauBavere, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A Memph. 

It is noticeable that here, and in the case of the demoniac fol- 

lowing the Transfiguration, Jesus seeks to turn the thought of the 

disciples to faith, as a matter of dependence on God, and to the 

absoluteness of the power thus invoked by them. If we add to 

this the desire to impress on them the reality of prayer as a 

means of securing for themselves the exercise of that power, we 

shall have the substance of Jesus’ teaching on the subject. The 

power that we invoke is not an impersonal cause, that grinds out 

its results with the absoluteness of a machine, but a Person whose 

limitless power is available for him who fulfils the conditions im- 

plied in faith. 

25. Kai drav ornxere’ rpocevxdpevot, adiere — And whenever you 
stand praying, forgive. 

ornkere, instead of orjknte, Tisch. Treg. WH. ACDHLM2 VX 1, 124, 
etc. The subj. is an apparent emendation. Omit v. 26 Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. 8 BLS A 2, 27, 63, 64, 121, 157, 258, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. edd. 

This injunction to forgive can be joined logically with the 
injunction about faith in prayer, since the Divine forgiveness of 
sins, of which it is the condition, is itself the condition of the 
Divine favor, without which answer to prayer becomes impossible. 
But it is, notwithstanding, inapposite and diverting here, where 
the subject is not prayer, but faith in God, prayer being adduced 
as an instance of the places in which faith is needed. It is found 
in its proper place in the discourse on prayer, Mt. 6 sq. More- 
over, it is still further limited here, being placed in connection 
with the special prayer for forgiveness, and not with prayer in 
general, which removes it still further from the general subject. 
This limitation of the Divine forgiveness is not as if God limited 
himself by the imperfections of our human conduct. But forgive- 
ness is a reciprocal act. In its very nature, it cannot act freely, 
but is conditioned on the state of mind of the offender. And the 

1On the use of érav with the ind. see Win. 42, 5; Burton, 309¢. On the atti- 
tude in prayer, see Mt, 65 Lk. 1811, - 
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unforgiving spirit is specially alien to that state of mind. It 
shows the offender to be lacking in the proper feeling about sin 
and forgiveness, which can alone warrant his asking forgiveness. 
This is an important text in the discussion of justification by faith. 

JESUS’ AUTHORITY QUESTIONED BY THE REPRE- 

SENTATIVES OF THE SANHEDRIM 

27-33. On Jesus’ return to the city, he comes again to the 
temple, where the representatives of the Sanhedrim question 

him as to his authority to cleanse the temple. Jesus an- 

swers them with a counter-question, whether John’s baptism 

was human or divine in its origin, which will test their 

authority to decide such questions. This puts them in a 

dilemma, as they had discredited John, making tt necessary 

for them etther to sacrifice consistency or to put themselves 

out of favor with the people, who believed in John. They 

are unable to answer, and so Jesus refuses to recognize their 
authority to sit in judgment on him, and remains silent. 

27. mpecBvrepo. — elders. The word denotes the other mem- 
bers of the Sanhedrim, outside of the chief priests and scribes. 
It is the general word for a member of that council. The whole 
expression means ¢he chief priests and scribes and other members 
of the Sanhedrim.’ 

kat éAeyov ait® — and said to him. 

Zdeyov, instead of Aéyousw, say, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 1, 209, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

28. "Ev rota ééovola.— By what kind of authority. It is more 
specific than simply what authority. ‘They knew that Jesus 
claimed a certain kind of authority, but it seemed to them just 
the vague and uncertain thing that personal, as distinguished from 
official authority, always seems to the members of a hierarchy. 
radra mro.eis ;— do you do these things? things, such as the cleans- 
ing of the temple, which took place only the day before. 7% ris 
cou tT. eEovciav Tavrnv dwxev, va Tadra wows ;°—or who gave you 
this authority, to do these things ? 

, instead of xal, and, before ris, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BLA 
124, Memph. Harcl. marg. 

go ESS al ce aN ae A heer Seria Pe 2 te 91 Baie Sill a Ta 

1Schiirer WV. Zg. II. I. § 23, III. 
2 On the instrumental use of év, see Win. 48, 3 d. 
8 On the use of iva with subj., for the inf. see Win. 44, 8. Burton 216 (a). 
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The second question, who gave thee this authority? is different 
in form, but substantially the same. The idea of a divine au- 
thority, communicated directly to the man by inward suggestion, 
and showing its warrant simply in his personal quality, was outside 
the narrow range of men who recognized only external authority. 

29. ‘O d€ "Inooits elev adtois, Erepwrycw tuas eva Xoyov— And 
Jesus said to them, I will ask you one question (word, literally). 

Omit droxpiéels, answering, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 33, two 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Pesh. Omit kaya, J a/so, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
BCL A, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

30. Td Bdrricpa “Iwavvov, e& oipavod nv, 7 && avOpwruv ;— Was 
the baptism of John from heaven, or from men? ‘This question 
of Jesus was not meeting their question with another harder one, 
as if he were matching his wits against theirs. But the question 
is on the same line as theirs, and is intended to show whether they 
have the same standards as he for testing the question of Divine 
authority. It is as if he had asked, How do you judge of such 
things? If Divine authority is communicated externally and 
through regular channels in your judgment, I have no such cre- 
dentials. But tf it comes inwardly and is attested by tts fruits in 
your opinion, then you are in a condition to judge fairly of my 
authority. The case of John is a test of this fitness to judge the 
matter of Divine authority. His authority came out of the clouds, 
so to speak, having only an inward, not an external warrant; and 
his influence was owing to his restoration of the spiritual note in a 
fossilized, external religion. Worshippers of the external and 
regular see in this the mark of subjectivity, and self-constituted 
authority, and reject it, and the hierarchy seek to destroy it, 
whether in John, or Jesus, or Paul. Recognition of it on the part 
of the scribes and chief priests would have shown their fitness to 
judge the claim of Jesus. 

31. Kai dueAoyiLovro pos éavtovs, A€yovtes — And they dehiber- 
ated among themselves, saying. 

dieXoylfovro, instead of édAoyl{ovro, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x** BCDGK 
LM AI. 

Atari otv otk émorevoate atta ; — Why then did you not believe 
him? On this rejection of John by the rulers, see Mt. 37 sq. 11% 

35 

32. ddAG cizwpev, EE dvOpwrwv ; éfoBortvro tov Aadv. — but shall 
we say, From men? they feared the people. 

Omit éay, zf, before efrwyev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCL A 33. 

1 The structure here is very rugged, and without the excuse, or the capacity for 
hiding defects that belongs to a long sentence. Having started with a question, the 
only way to state the conclusion is to include it in the question, ¢.g. Shall we say, 
Jrom men, and so bring upon us the dislike of the people? Instead of which the 
writer proceeds with a statement in his own words. Win. 63, II. 2. 60, 9. 
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Lk. says, the people will stone us.1 Herod seems to have had 
the same wholesome fear of John’s popularity.? dzavres yap exov 
évtws Tov Iwavvyv, ote rpopytyns Hv —for all verily held John to be 
a prophet? A prophet is in Greek an interpreter of oracles, in 
the Biblical language a speaker of Divine oracles, an inspired 
man. ‘This dilemma of the authorities was owing to the fact that 
the case cited by Jesus was one in which their verdict did not 
agree with the popular verdict. The authority of John was 
approved by the people, and disallowed by them, and the popular 
feeling was too strong about it for them to defy. 

bvrws Sri, instead of sre byvTws, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8° BCL 13, 69, 
346. A dyrws ws rpopyTny. 

33. Kal 6 “Incods Aéyet aitois, Ovde * eye Aéyw duty év rola eLovola 
tavta mow — And Jesus says to them, Neither do I tell you by what 
authority I do these things. 

Omit droxpiels, answering, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLN TA 33, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

We must remember just what is involved in this refusal. These 
were the constituted authorities in both civil and religious matters, 
and Jesus’ refusal to submit his claim to them is a denial of their 
authority. He refuses because they have confessed their inability 
to judge a precisely similar case, which involved an abdication of 
their authority. It is well to carry this in mind in considering 
Jesus’ silence at his trial. 

PARABLE OF THE VINEYARD 

12. 1-12. Jesus, having denied the authority of the rulers, 

proceeds to show them ina parable the unfaithfulness to 
their trust which has lost for them their authority. The 
story is that of a vineyard let out on shares to cultivators, 

who maltreat the servants sent by the owner to collect his 

share, and finally kill his son, and whom the owner de- 

stroys, and turns over the vineyard to others. He also cites 

the proverb of the stone rejected by the builders which 

becomes the corner stone. The rulers see that the parable 

is aimed at them, but fear of the multitude holds them in 

check for the present. 

1 Lk. 206, 2 Mt. 145, 
3 On the attraction of "Iwdvyny from the subordinate to the principal clause, see 

Win. 66, 54. ; 
4 On the use of ovd¢ without a preceding negative, see Win. 55, 6, 2. 
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1. Kai npgaro avrois év mapaBorais Aaketyv — And he began to 
say to them in parables. 

Aade?v, instead of Aéyerv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BGL A 1, 13, 69, 118, 
124, 346, mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. Harcl. marg. 

avtois evidently refers to the representatives of the Sanhedrim, 
the parable being a continuation of Jesus’ conversation with them.! 
Mt. says that the chief priests and the Pharisees knew that the 
parable was directed at them ; but he also represents Jesus as say- 
ing that the kingdom is to be taken from them, and given toa 
nation producing its fruits.? But this confusion of rulers and peo- 
ple must not obscure the plain fact that in Mt. the parable is 
against the rulers. Lk. says that the parable was spoken to the 
people, but that the rulers knew that it was spoken against them, 
two things that are not at all inconsistent.2 év zapaPoAats — in 
parables. This use of the plural indicates that Mk. had other 
parables in mind, though he gives only one. Mt. gives three, all 
bearing on the same general subject. Mk. states the general fact 
of teaching in parables, and selects one from the rest. This is one 
of the facts which seem to indicate that Mk. had the same collec- 
tion of the teachings of Jesus as Mt. and Lk. to draw upon, zzz. the 
Logia. “ApureAdva avOpwros épitevaev— A man planted a vine- 
yard. This figure of the vineyard is taken from Is. 5:7. Even 
the details are reproduced. In the LXX.we find ¢payyov zepte- 
Onxa . . . wKodounoa mipyov . . . TpoAnviov wpvéa. 

gpaynov —is any kind of fence, or wall, that separates lands 
from each other. tzoAjvov— is the receptacle for the juice of 
the grapes, placed under the Anvos, or winepress, in which the 
grapes were trodden.* zvpyov—is the tower from which the 
watchman overlooked the vineyard. It was also used as a lodge 
for the keeper of the vineyard. yewpyots — means “#/ers or cultt- 
vators. é&édero*° — arednunoe— went abroad. Far country, AV. 
is an exaggeration. 

é&é5eTo, instead of -doro, Tisch. WH. x» AB* CKL. 

2. to xaipo —at the season, at the proper time. As this vine- 
yard was equipped with a winepress, this would not be at the 
grape harvest, but any time following the winemaking. AdBy aro - 
T. kapra@v — The vineyard was let out on shares, the owner receiv- 
ing a certain part of the product. 

TGv KaprGy, instead of rod xaprod, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLN A 
33, 433, three mss. Lat. Vet. Pesh. 

1 See 1138 1212, 2 Mt, 2143. 45, 3 Lk. 20%. 19, 
4 AV. wine-fat. Fat is an old English word for vat. RV., pit for the winepress. 
5 This vb. is common in Grk., but occurs in N.T. only in this parable in the 

Synoptics. The irregular form, éé¢Sero for -Soro, is also repeated. 
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3. Kai AaBovres airov e€epav'— And they took (him), and beat 
him. 

kal, instead of oi dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL A 33, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. 

4. Kaxelvoy éxepadiwoay® kal ATipwacav—and that one they beat 
about the head, and insulted. 

Omit oBodjoavres, having stoned, before éxedadlwoay, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. BDL A 1, 28, 33, 91, 1178, 299, Latt. Egyptt. éxegarlwoayp, 
instead of -alwoav, Tisch. WH. RV. BL. 7rimacay, instead of dréore- 
Aay 7Tiuwpévov, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. 8 BL 33, Latt. Egyptt. q7lun- 
oav Treg. RV. D. 

5. Kai addov arecreXe — And he sent another. 

Omit radu», again, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 33, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Egyptt. ovs before wév instead of rovs, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL A 1, 33, 
and before dé same except D. 

Kat 7oAXovs aGAAous, ovs pev Sépovres, ods S& droKTévvovtes — and 
many others (they maltreated), beating some, and killing some. 
The verb to be supplied here has to be taken from the general 
statement of the treatment of the messengers by the cultivators 
of the vineyard, as the participles must agree with of yewpyoé 
understood, and denote the several kinds of maltreatment. 

There is no doubt that Jesus has in mind here the treatment of 
the prophets by the rulers and people, of which there is frequent 
mention by the O.T. writers. The parable is thus not an analogy, 
but an allegory. 

6. "Ere eva cixev, viov adyarntov’ amécreA€ aitov éoxatov pos 
avtovs — Still (after losing all these), he had one (other to send),a 
beloved son: he sent him last to them. évtpamnoovrat Tov vidv pov 
— they will respect my Son’ The Son in the allegory represents 
Jesus himself. The nation, which had rejected God’s servants, 
the prophets, will finally put to death the Son himself, the 
Messianic King. 

elxev vidv, instead of vidy éxwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC? L A 33, 
Harcl. (Pesh.). Omit adrod Azs after d-yamnrév, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
BCDL A mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Vulg. Pesh. Omit kal after dméoreihe 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BLX? A 13, one ms. Lat. Vet. Pesh. 

1 gSetpav means they flayed him, literally. This modified meaning, they deat him, 
does not belong to the best usage, though it is found sometimes from Aristophanes 
down. 

2 éxepadiwoay is evidently a corrupt form of éxedadaiwoay, and that word is treated 
as if it came from xefadv, instead of xedddAacov. Properly, it means fo bring under 
heads, to summarize, but here, apparently, 40 wound in the head. It occurs only 
here in the N.T. Thay.-Grm. Lex. _ 

8 2 Chr, 3615.16 Neh. 96 Jer. 25°7. } 
4 On the use of the acc., instead of the regular dat., see Win. 32, 14, a, 
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8. kat é£éBadov airov ew Tov aumeAGvos'— and threw him out 
of the vineyard. ‘They put this indignity on his body, as this fol- 
lowed the killing. 

Insert avroy after é&éBadov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDMN II mss. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. Syrr. 

9. Ti roujoe 6 Kvplos Tod dumeX@vos ;— What will the master of 
the vineyard do? 

Omit ody, then, after rl, Tisch. WH. BL one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

€Xevoetat Kal arodeoe — he will come and destroy. According 
to Mt. 21, Jesus drew this answer from the chief priests and 
scribes themselves. 

10. Ovde* rHv ypadhny ravrnv avéeyvwre ;— And did you not read 
this Scripture ?* 

In the original, this stone, rejected by the builders, but become 
the head of the corner, is Israel itself, rejected by the nations, 
defeated and exiled, but destined by God for the chief place 
among them all. The Psalm was sung probably after the return 
from the exile, when everything indicates that the hopes of the 
nation were raised to the highest pitch ; when it seemed as if God 
was taking the first step towards the aggrandizement of the chosen 
people. 

eyevnOn cis* Kehadrnv ywvias°— became the head of the corner, 
denoting the corner stone, which binds together the two sides of 
the building, and so becomes architecturally the most important 
stone in the structure. The story that there was a stone in the 
building of the Temple which had such a history, is unnecessary 
to account for so natural a metaphor, and evidently arose from the 
metaphorical use here. 

11. rapa Kvupiov éyevéro av’ty — this (corner stone) came from 
the Lord. avtn evidently refers to xepadyy ywvias. In the orig- 
inal, the feminine is used, but obviously according to Hebrew 
usage, for the neuter, referring to the event itself as ordered by 
Jehovah. But the use of the fem. to translate this Heb. fem. is 
quite without precedent in the N.T., and is unnecessary here, as 
we have a grammatical reference to the fem. xedadyjv. The 
meaning is “‘ Zhis corner stone came from the Lord, and ts won- 
derful in our eyes.” 

This use of the passage from the Ps. by Jesus is a very good 

illustration of the Messianic application of O.T. writings. There 

1 On this use of the adv. as a prep., see Win. 54, 6. 
2 On the meaning of ovd¢ without a preceding negative, see Win. 55, 6, 2. 
3 The passage is Ps. 11822. 23, 
4 A translation of the Heb. 9 m7, Win. 29, 3 4. 

5 A translation of the Heb. 732 wn. 
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can be no doubt from the context that the historical reference is 

to the people of Israel. But what is said of Israel was a common 

and proverbial happening, that might come true of any one whose 

being contained within itself the promise of better things than 

belonged to his start in life, and is especially true of the truly reli- 

gious person or nation. Cf. the parable of the mustard seed, and 

Is. 53. Asa principle, therefore, it would apply especially to the 

Messiah. The question, whether Jesus used the passage accord- 

ing to a common view of his time as directly Messianic, or only as 

a statement of this principle, depends on our view of him. It 

seems to be a rational inference, from what we know of Jesus, that 

he had derived his idea of the Messianic office partly from the 

O.T., and that that idea is possible only with a rational treatment 

of the O.T., while the current view of his time would be derived 

from a literalistic and irrational treatment of it. And in general, 

we know that he so far transcended his age as to take a spiritual 

view of the O.T., and there is no reason to suppose that this 

would not include the rational treatment of a passage like this. 

That is, Jesus would see in it not a direct reference to himself, but 

only the statement of a principle applicable to himself. 

12. éyvwoav yap Ste mpds adrors tiv tapaBoAry elre—for they 
knew that he spoke the parable against them. ‘This is the reason 
for their seeking to take him, not for their fear of the people. 
But as the latter statement is the last made, Meyer makes the sub- 
ject of éyvwoar to be the dxAos just mentioned, in which case this 

would be a reason for their fear of the people. But there is a 

total absence of anything to indicate such a change of subject in 

Zyvwoay, and this is a greater difficulty than the one which Meyer 

seeks to remove. Meyer’s view also deprives the statement of its 

appositeness.” 

The statement that they knew that Jesus spoke this parable 

against them is conclusive in regard to the meaning of it, and falls 

in with the parable itself, and with its context, placed as it is in 

the midst of a controversy between himself and the authorities. 

It is directed against the Jewish hierarchy, pointing out their sin 

in rejecting one after another of the prophets, culminating in their 

murder of the Messiah himself, and predicting their fate in con- 

sequence. But Mt., while he makes the same statement, ve 
a EEE 

1 See Win. 61,74. 
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about the reference of the parable, makes Jesus say, v.*, that the 

kingdom shall be taken from them, and given to a nation produc- 

ing its fruits. This would seem to make the parable apply to the 

nation, and not to the hierarchy. Everything else, however, in 

Mt., as in Mk. and Lk., points to the hierarchy. It seems prob- 

able that Mt. therefore, in v.*, adds to the parable, post eventum, 

that the nation was to share the fate of its rulers, and be super- 

seded in their theocratic position by another (Gentile) nation. 

It plainly does not belong here, as the effect would be to bring 

rulers and people together against Jesus, whereas the statement is 

repeatedly made that, so far, it is Jesus and the people against 

the rulers. 

THE QUESTION OF PAYING TRIBUTE TO ROME 

13-17. Jesus ts approached by Pharisees and Herodians 

with the question whether tt ts authorized under the the- 

ocracy to pay tribute to the Roman emperor, hoping to draw 
Srom him an answer, compromising him either with the 
Roman government or with the people. Jesus answers by 

pointing to the image and inscription of the emperor on the 

coin as a proof of their obligation to him, and bids them 

pay to Cesar what belongs to him, and to God what belongs 

to him. 

13. Papicaiwy x. T. ‘Hpwdiavwy — These emissaries were chosen, 
because they occupied different sides of the question proposed to 
him. ‘The Pharisees owed their popularity partly to their intense 
nationality and their hatred of foreign rule. The Herodians, on 
the other hand, were adherents of the Herods, who owed what 
power they possessed to the Roman government. Neither party, 
however, took an extreme position. The Pharisees are not to be 
confounded with the Zealots; they submitted to the inevitable. 
Nor is it to be supposed that the Herods had any particular love 
for the government that had helped them to power, to be sure, 
but had taken advantage of their weakness to make themselves 
supreme, and the Herods only their tributaries. Still, as to the 
question of the paying of tribute, with all the corollaries, they 
would be divided, and Jesus must offend one, or the other, by his 
answer. daypevowor A\oyw— they may catch him witha word. ‘The 
word is to be not his own, but their question, artfully contrived to 
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entangle him. The figure is that of the hunter with his net or 
snare.! 

14. Kai éAOovres A€yovow aitd — and coming, they say to him. 

kal instead of of dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 33, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Egyptt. 

This address of his artful enemies is well described in the 
aypevowot. The question which they have to propose is one 
bristling with dangers, duv¢ then, they tell him, “haz is just what 
you do not care for. You have a sole regard for the truth, not for 
consequences nor persons. Awbdoxate— Teacher. They said Rabédz. 
dAnOins — true, 1.e. truthful. Kai ob peda cor rept ovdevds — and 
carest not for any one. This shows the particular kind of regard 
for the truth which they had in mind. It was one which did not 
stand in fear of man, would not be hindered by awe of kings, not 
even of the Roman emperor. ov yap PX€éres cis tpdcwrov — for 
thou dost not look at the person of men; dost not pay attention to 
those things which belong to outward condition, such as rank or 
wealth. ‘This is a widening of the meaning of zpécwzov, belong- 
ing to the Heb. rv dddv tr. Ocod — the way of God, the course pre- 
scribed for men by God.? éfeore kjvoov® Kaicapr * dotvar 7 ov ; — 
Ls it right to give tribute to Cesar or not? ‘This question took on 
a special form among the Jews, who claimed to be the members 
of a theocracy, so that paying tribute to a foreigner ‘vould seem 
like disloyalty to the Divine government. ‘The question of policy, 
or necessity, is kept in the background, and the problem is con- 
fined to the rightfulness of paying such tribute. 7 ov —7 py? 

15. ‘O d¢ cidws (dmv) attav tHv imoxpiaw — But he, knowing 
(seeing) their dissimulaton. 

iSwv, instead of efdas, Tisch. N* D 13, 28, 69, 346, mss. Lat. Vet. 

trdxpiow — this word has been transliterated into our word 
hyprocrisy at a great loss of picturesqueness and force. It means 
acting, from which the transition to the meaning asstmulation 1s 
easy. What Jesus knew about these men was, that they were 
playing a part in their compliments, and their request for advice. 
They were acting the part of inquirers ; really, they were plotters. 
They were trying to compromise him either with the government 
or the people. In his trial before Pilate we see what use they in- 

1 Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
2 This use of 6é0s is familiar in the Heb. but uncommon, though not unknown, 

in the Greek. 
3 xqvoov is the Latin word census, meaning a registration of persons and prop- 

erty on which taxation is based. In the N.T., it denotes the tax itself. 
4 Kaicapc —there is a mixture here of the personal and the titular use of this 

name. Asa title of the Roman emperors, it takes the article properly. 
5 oy is used in the first question, because it is one of objective fact. «yin the 

second, because it is a question of proposed action, subjective. Win. 55, 14. 
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tended to make of one of the two answers to which they thought 
he was reduced. Lk. 23%. rd pe wetpalere; — why do you try me ? 
Our word zempzé, in the sense of solicit fo evil, is out of place here.! 
What they were doing was to put him to the test maliciously. 
Snvapiov — a shilling. 

The point of Jesus’ reply is, that the very coin in which the 
tribute is paid bears on its face the proof not only of their sub- 
jection to the foreign government, but of their obligation to it. 
Coinage is a privilege claimed by government, but it is one of the 
things in which the government most clearly represents the interest 
of the governed. ‘Tribute becomes in this way, not an extortion, 
or exaction, but a return for service rendered. 

17. ‘O 8 “Inoots eirev airois, Ta Kaicapos arddore Kaicapt — 
And Jesus said to them, The things belonging to Ceasar pay to 
Cesar. 

‘O 6é, instead of Kal dzoxpidels 6, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A 33, 
Theb. 

awddore — pay. They had said, dotva, give. Jesus makes it a 
matter of payment. 7a Kaicapos — the things of Cesar. Strictly 
speaking, this means, fay to the Roman government Roman coin. 
They themselves were tacitly recognizing the government, and 
availing themselves of their privileges under it by using its coin, 
and that left them no pretext for denying its rights. The coin 
represents simply the right of the government. The image and 
superscription on it show the government maintaining to the 
people the position not only of power, but of rights. It is in 
this, as in all things, the defender of rights. This gives to the 
government itself rights, of which tribute is representative. But 
our Lord’s reply is entirely characteristic. It suggests, rather than 
amplifies or explains. x. Ta 7. @cod ro Oco — and the things be- 
longing to God to God. The way in which they had presented 
the question implied that there was a conflict between the claims 
of the earthly and heavenly governments. But Jesus shows them 
as each having claims. Czsar has claims, and also God; pay 
both. The difficulty with the Jews, and with all bodies claiming 
to represent God, is that they are zealous for him in a partisan 
way, jealous of his prerogatives, dignities, and the like, and make 
that do service for a real loyalty to him. These men were eager 
to assert God’s claim against a foreign king. Jesus was anxious 
that they should recognize his real claims, those that involved no 
real conflict, but belonged in the wider sphere of common duties. 
k. €&eBarvpalov — and they wondered. Well they might. Jesus 

1 See RV. American readings. Classes of Passages. 
2 Penny, EV. is specially misleading, since the denarius had not only the nomi- 

nal value of our shilling, but a far greater relative value, as it was a day’s wages 
The denarius was a Roman coin, equivalent to ten asses, a ten as piece. 
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had not only parried their attack, which was a small matter, but 
had thrown light on a very difficult question. The conflict of 
duties is one of the perplexities of life, and the question of the 
relation of the Christian to civil government is often one of the 
most trying forms of the general problem. Jesus’ answer is prac- 
tically, Do not try to make one duty exclude another, but fulfil one 
so as to consist with all the rest. As far as the special matter is 
concerned, it recognizes the right of civil government, the obliga- 
tion of those who live under a theocracy to be subject to civil 
authority, an obligation not abrogated, but enforced by their duty 
to God ; that the Divine obedience does not exclude, but include 
other obediences ; and finally, that human government, as included 
thus within the Divine scheme of things, is among the economies 
to be conformed to its perfect idea. 

éeOavuafov, instead of éGavuacav, Tisch. WH. RV.» B. 

JESUS ANSWERS THE PUZZLE OF THE SADDUCEES 

ABOUT THE RESURRECTION 

18-27. The next attack on Jesus comes from another 

source. The Sadducees, the priestly class, being disbelievers 

in the resurrection, bring to him what ts apparently their 

standing objection, of a woman having seven husbands here, 

and ask him whose wife she will be in the resurrection. 

Jesus answer is in two parts: first, that there 1s no mar- 

riage in the resurrection state ; and secondly, that when God 

calls himself the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, their 

continued life is implied. Anything else 1s inconsistent 

with that relation. 

18. SadSovcato. —The word denotes the sect as Zadokites. 

There is little doubt that the word itself comes from this proper 

name Zadok, and not from p™3, meaning righteous. Probably, the 

particular Zadok meant is the priest who distinguished himself by 

his fidelity in the time of David. 2 Sam. 15% sq., 1 K. 1 Sq: 

After the return from the exile, among the different families con- 

stituting the priesthood, the sons of Zadok seem to have occupied 

the chief place. They were the aristocracy of the priesthood, 

and Ezekiel assigns them exclusive rights to its functions. Ez. 

40% 43" 44% 48". The Sadducees, that is to say, were the party 

of the priests, and especially of the priestly aristocracy. As a 

school of opinion, they were characterized by the denial of the 
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authority of tradition, maintaining the sole authority of the written 
Scriptures. As corollaries of this, they denied the resurrection, 
and the existence of angels or spirits.’ xai érypwtwv atrov, Aeé- 
yovres — and they questioned him, saying. 

érnpwrwy, instead of érnpwrycay, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 33, 
Latt. Pesh. Memph. 

19. xal pi) aby Téxvov, va AaBy 6 adeAgos aitod THY yuvatka — 
and leave no child, that his brother take the woman. 

réxvoy, instead of réxva, Tisch. Treg. marvg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 1, 18, 
241, 290, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Omit avdrod after rv yuvatxa, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. s BCL A I, 61, 209, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

This quotation is from Deut. 25°°. It is introduced in order to 
show that the law itself provides for these successive marriages, 
thus expressly legalizing these successive relations, which the res- 
urrection would make simultaneous. Their question is, therefore, 
whether the same Scriptures teach this, and the resurrection, which 
is inconsistent with it. The quotation does not attempt to repro- 
duce the language. 

21. py Katadirov o7réppu? — not having left seed. 

Ly Karadurav, instead of cal ode abrés adijxe, and neither did he leave, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL 33, one ms. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

22. xal of éxra otk adjKxay oréppa —and the seven left no seed. 

Omit &\aBov airivy . . . kat before ovx adgjxav, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 
BCDL A* 28, 33, Memph. 

This childlessness is specified as the chief element in the inde- 
terminateness of the question, since if either of them had had 
children, that might have decided the question to whom the 
woman belonged. 

écxatov tavtwv® Kal 9 yuvy axeavev — last of all the woman died 
also. 

écxaroy, instead of éoxdarn, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCGHKL AIT 1, 
13, 28, 33, 69, mess. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. 

23. év TH avactdcet Tivos airy écrat yuvn ;—Ln the resurrection, 
whose wife shall she be of them? ‘This was probably the standing 
puzzle of the Sadducees, in which they sought to discredit the 
resurrection by reducing it to an absurdity. 

Omit od», therefore, before dvacrace, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* EF 
HLSUVX II two mss. Lat. Vet. Omit 57av avacraow, whenever they 
arise. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 28, 33, two mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. 

1 See Schiirer, II. 2, 26, II. 
® ui is used here, instead of ov, because the denial is in some way subjective. 

7a) Bives it something the tone of “so the story goes.’ 
8¢ €oxa7ov is here an adv. and denotes the last of a series of events, and its con- 

junction with ravrwy denoting persons is therefore incongruos Hexce the sub- 
stity ion of écxd7m by some copyist. Cf. 1 Cor. 158. 
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24. "Edy adrots 6 “Incots, Od Sia TodTo rAavacbe, pH «iddTEs Tas 
ypapas, pnde tiv Svvaptv Tod Oeod; Jesus said to them, Is tt not on 
this account that you err, because you know not the Scriptures, 
nor the power of God? &a rovro points forward to the pi eiddres,' 
the part. being used causally. What follows in v.”%, develops 
these two defects in their consideration of the matter. Their 
ignorance of the power of God is taken up first, in v.”. 

"Edn avrots 6 *Inoots, instead of Kal droxpibels 6 "Incods elev av’rois, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. KV. 8 BCL A 33, Memph. Pesh. 

25. This verse contains Jesus’ statement of the power of God 
in the resurrection. He has power not only to raise, but so to 
change the body, that marriage ceases to be one of its functions. 
It was because they were ignorant of this, that the Sadducees 
thought their case of seven husbands would be an argument 
against the resurrection. 

6rav .. . dvacraow — whenever they arise. orav leaves the time 
of the resurrection indefinite. yayifovra. — denotes the act of 
the father in bestowing his daughter in marriage.” as dyyeAor — 
the angels come as a race, not from procreation, but directly from 
creation. The power of God appears in this, in the transforma- 
tion and clarifying of the resurrection body, so that marriage is 
not a part of the future state. 

yaultovra:, instead of yauloxovra, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCDGLU A 1, 
124, 209. Omit of after &yyedo, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 COFKLMU 
AII Memph. Harcl. 

26. This verse shows their ignorance of the Scriptures, which 
speaks of God as the God of their ancestors, language which is 
inconsistent with their mortality. 

év TH BiBAw*® Mwicéws, eri Tod Barov' — in the book of Moses, at 

the place concerning the bush. 

rod, instead of rHs, before Bdrov, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 ABCLX TAII. 
mas, instead of ws, before efrev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLU A 108, 131. 
Omit 6, ¢ke, before Oeds “Ioadk, and Oeds *IaxéB, Treg. WH. RV. BD, 

two passages in Origen. 

27. Oix tori @eds vexpov addAL Lévrwv — Without the art., Oeds 
becomes the pred., not the subj., and vexp@v is also anarthrous, so 
that it reads, He is nota God of dead men, but of living. 

1 uy is the negative used, because the statement is made by Jesus asa conject- 
ure, of which he asks their opinion. 

2 See 1 Cor. 788. yauigovra: is a Biblical word. 
8 BiBAos is originally the name of the papyrus plant, from which paper was made, 

and then a book or scroll. The quotation is from Ex. 36. 
4 The use of éri is analogous to that with the gen. of persons or things to locate 

an event by its connection with some person or thing; af the passage which tells 
about the bush. Win. 47, &, @. 
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As this is commonly explained, it is made to hinge on the use 

of the present, instead of the past. ‘The statement is, he zs their 

God, not he was, and hence, they are still living. But this is a 

non sequitur, since it is a common expression in regard to both 

dead and living, and would be taken in the same sense, or used in 

the same sense, by either Pharisees or Sadducees. But it follows 

from the nature of God that, when he calls himself the God of 

any people, certain things are implied in the statement about 
these people, e.g. that they are righteous, not sinners ; blessed, not 

wretched ; and here living, not dead. That is, immortality may 

be inferred from the nature of God himself in the case of those 

whom he calls his. But Jesus applies it to the resurrection of the 

dead generally, and not simply of the righteous dead. What the 

Sadducees denied was the possibility of the resurrection on mate- 

rialistic grounds; at the basis of their denial of the resurrection 

was the other denial of spiritual being.’ But Jesus proves the 

possibility of the resurrection by examples.” Notice that Jesus 

does not reveal the fact of the resurrection, but argues it from 

acknowledged premises. Given, he says, the fact of God, and the 

resurrection follows. He recognizes the rational ground of im- 

mortality. And what is of more importance, he recognizes the 

validity of our intuition about God. We can say that certain 

things may be assumed about him on first principles. 

Omit 6 before Oeds, Treg. WH. RV. BDKLM marge. AII. Omit Oeds 
before ¢avtwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDFKLM marg. UX AIL 
Latt. Egyptt. Pesh. 

Todd rAavacbe — you make a great mistake. ‘This concise state- 
ment at the close makes an abrupt, but for that reason, forcible 
ending of the conversation. 

Omit tyets ody, you therefore, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL A one ms. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. 

A SCRIBE QUESTIONS JESUS CONCERNING THE 

FIRST COMMANDMENT 

28-34. A Scribe, apparently without the usual prejudices 
of his class, and impressed by his answer to the Sadducees, 

1 See Acts 238. 
2 Compare Paul's proof of the resurrection by the case of Jesus. 1 Cor. 1512 saq. 
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approaches Jesus with an honest question as to the first of 

the commandments of the Law. Jesus answers with the 

quotation from Deut. used at the beginning of morning and 
evening prayer, affirming the unity of God, and the conse- 

guent duty of loving him with an undivided heart. He 

adds a second command from Lev., bidding the people of 

God to love their neighbors as themselves. The Scribe 

assents to this, and adds that obedience to this law of love 
ts a greater thing than all sacrifices. Whereupon, Jesus 
assures him that he ts not far from the kingdom of God. 

But his enemies are evidently satisfied — they do not dare 
to question him further. 

Judging from the fact, that he was led to put this question by 
seeing how well Jesus had answered the Sadducees, and from his 

commendation of our Lord’s reply to himself, as also from our 

Lord’s commendation of his answer, it seems probable that the 

Scribe did not ask this question in a captious spirit. He thought, 

Here ts possibly an opportunity to get an answer to our standing 

question, about the first commandment. Mt. states the matter 

differently, making him one of a group of Pharisees, who gathered 

about Jesus with the usual purpose of testing him. He also omits 

the mutual commendation of Jesus and the Scribe.’ Lk. puts this 

scene at the beginning of Jesus’ ministry in Southern Palestine. 

He coincides with Mt. in regard to the purpose of the question, 

saying that the lawyer dvéeorn éxretpalov. 

28. idwy (cidas) dre KarA@s drexpiOn adrois, érnpwtnoe airor, 
Ilota €ori évtodky mpwtn tavtwv® — seeing (knowing) that he 
answered them well, asked him, What (sort of) commandment 
is first of all? 

idav, instead of eldas, Tisch. Treg. 8* CDL 1, 13, 28, 69, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. €vtod\7n tpdrn wdvTwy, instead of rpwryn racGy TSv évrodGy, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCLU A 33, 108, 127, 131, Memph. Syrr. 

mova asks about the quality of command, as if the scribe had in 
mind the different classes of laws. This is indicated also by his 
reply, v.*. 

1 Mt, 223440, 2 Lk. 1025-37, 
3 On the gender of ravrtwy, see Win. 27,6. On this use of raévrwy with superla- 

tive, the only case in N.T., see Win. 36, note. 

19 
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29. *ArexpiOn 6 “Ingots, “Ort tparn eoriv — Jesus answered, The 
first ts. 

’AmexplOn 6 *Ingods, instead of ‘O dé “Inoots drexplOn, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. x BL A 33, Memph. Pesh. Omit air, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. on 
same authority. éorlv, instead of macy rav évrod@y, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s BL A Memph. 

"Axove, IopanA, Kiptos 6 Oeds yudv, Kupios ets eori — Hear, O 
Israel, The Lord our God, the Lord ts one. These words, calling 
the attention of Israel to the oneness of Jehovah, were used at the 
beginning of morning and evening prayer in the temple, as a call 
to worship. Kvpwos, Zord, is the translation of the Heb. Yahweh, 
and it is probable therefore that the second Kypuos is subject in- 
stead of predicate.” This unity has for its conclusion, that worship is 
not to be divided among several deities, but concentrated on one. 

30. dyaryoes — thou shalt love. Love is the duty of man 
toward God, and this is in itself a revelation of the nature of God. 
It is only one who loves who demands love, and only one in whom 
love is supreme demands love as the supreme duty. He requires 
of men what is consonant with his own being. é& oAns THs Kapdias — 
Jrom all the heart. ‘The preposition denotes the source of the love. 
It is to be from all the heart on the same principle of the unity of 
God. Being one, he requires an undivided love. ‘This is added 
to the Sept. statement, which includes only the diavoias, puyjs, 
and icyvos. The Heb. includes the kapdcas, but omits dcavoras. 
kapoca 1s the general word for the inner man; yWvyz is the soul, the 
life-principle, éavoia is the mind, and icyis is the spiritual strength. 
There is no attempt at classification, or exactness of statement, 
but simply to express in a strong way the whole being. 

Omit ary mpérn évrodn, this is the first commandment, Tisch. (Treg. 
marg.) WH. RV. 8 BEL A Egyptt. 

31. Acvrépa avtn — The second ts this. 

Omit Kal, And, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BLA mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
Omit dpola, ike, Tisch. (Treg. arg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A Egyptt. 

The Scribe did not ask for the second commandment, but the 
statement is incomplete without it. Our Lord wished to show 
that this first commandment did not stand at the head of a long 
list of heterogeneous commands, among which it was simply g77- 
mus inter pares, but that it was one of two homogeneous com- 
mands, which exhausted the idea of righteousness. This second 
commandment does not stand in the O.T. in the commanding 
position of the first, but is brought in only incidentally in Lev. 

1 Deut. 645, This is quoted just as it stands in the Sept. 
2 See Deut. 64, RV. marg, 
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19'*, where, moreover, eighdor is evidently restricted to a brother 
Jew. Jesus puts it in acommanding position, and widens the mean- 
ing of neighbor to fellowman. ws ceavrdv—the degree of the 
love to God is expressed by “ from all thy heart’’; the degree of 
human love is “as thyself.” The love of God includes in itself all 
other affections, but this love of the neighbor has over against it a 
love of self, with which Jesus allows it to divide the man. This 
self-love is already there, monopolizing the man, and the com- 
mand is to subordinate it to the love of God, and to coordinate it 
with the love of man. 

32. kad@s, dudacKare* ex aAnOelas cies, Ott eis éeori —Well, 
teacher! you said truly that he ts one. AV. Well, Master; thou 
didst speak the truth; for, etc. Thisis not wrong, but what follows 
ote is so nearly what Jesus said, that it seems more natural to make 
it a repetition of that, than a reason for the scribe’s approval of 
it. RV. Of a truth, Master, thou hast well said, that, etc. 
The distribution of the words and of emphasis is against this. 
It would read éw’ aAnOeias KadGs izes. 

Omit @e6s, God, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABKLMSUX TAII one ms. 
Lat. Vet. many #ss. Vulg. Pesh. 

ovx é€otv GAAos wAnV attov— there is no other but he. This 
addition to Jesus’ words is taken by the Scribe from Deut. 4*°™. 
His enumeration of the parts of man entering into the love of 
God differs again from that of Jesus. ‘The following table shows 
them all together. 

Heb. xapdla, Yux7%, icxus. 
Sept. dravola, pux7, loxus. 
Jesus. xKapdla, puxy, diavola, loxus. 
Scribe. kapdla, ctvecis, loxus. 

But of course, this is a matter of no importance, tne two latter 
representing only the ovato variata of the writer. 

33. Omit kcal é& dns ris Yuxis, and from all the soul, Tisch. (Treg. 
marg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A 1, 118, 209, 299, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
mepioodbtepor, instead of rXetov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A 33. Omit 
tov before dvo.ay, Treg. WH. ABDX II. 

mepiscorepov — a more eminent thing. The positive expresses 
the idea of eminence, of surpassing other things, and the com- 
parative denotes a higher degree of this quality. dAoxavrwpa- 
twv'— whole burnt offerings.” These words of the Scribe are 
an addition to what Jesus says about the superiority of these two 
commands. Jesus had compared them simply with other laws. 
The Scribe compares them specially with the laws of sacrifice, 
after the manner of the prophets. 

1 The classical Greek has the verb dAoxavrdw, fo burn whole, but this word is con- 
fined to the Bible and to Philo. 2 See Ps. 408 5116 so*15 Is, 111 Hos. 59, 
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34. vovvexas — intelligently.’ od paxpav & ard THs Bactdelas TF. 
@cot — You are not far from the kingdom of God, ‘The evident 
enthusiasm with which the Scribe received the statement of Jesus, 
and his ability to enter into the spirit of it so as to develop it in 
his own way, showed that he himself could not be far from the 
kingdom, with whose law he has shown himself to be in sympathy. 
To be friendly to its ideas, and sympathetic with its spirit, was the 
next thing to actual submission to it. ovdels ovkére éroApa adrov 
érepwtnoat— no one dared to question him further. The question 
of the Scribe was friendly, but the whole series of questions to 
which it belonged was far from friendly; it was captious and 
hostile, having for its object to destroy the authority of Jesus by 
showing that he was no more tham any other teacher when he 
came to face the real puzzles of the learned men. But Jesus had 
shown in his answers no mere mastery of the usual weapons of 
debate, but a grasp of the principles involved in each case, so that 
the purpose of his enemies was foiled, and his authority stood 
stronger than ever. It was no use to ask him questions therefore, 
which only recoiled on the questioners. 

JESUS’ QUESTION, HOW THE MESSIAH CAN BE 

BOTH SON AND LORD OF DAVID 

35-37. Jesus now vatses a question himself. Their ques- 

tions have been really a challenge of his Messtante claim. 

His question 1s a criticism of their Messianic tdea. They 

call the Messiah Son of David, and Jesus asks how the 

exalted language of the Psalm in which David calls him 

Lord can be applied to one who ts only David’s son. 

35. dmoxpiOeis — Answering their questions now by propounding 
one in his turn. mas A€yovow ot ypappareis ; — How do the Scribes 
say... According to the statement of Mt., he asked the Scribes, 
What do you think about the Messiah? whose son is he? And 
when they answered David’s, then he raises his difficulty. This 
simply emphasizes what is stated also in our account, that this title 
is treated by him as Rabbinical rather than Scriptural. 

This is not a conundrum, a Scriptural puzzle, but a criticism of 

the Messianic teaching of the Rabbis. By emphasizing his descent 

from David as the essential thing about him, they were in danger 

of passing over the really important matter, which made him not 

1 This word does not occur elsewhere in the N.T, 
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so much David’s son, but his Lord. He felt that the title, Son of 

David, into which the Scribes compressed their conception of the 

Messianic position, misrepresented by its narrowness the pro- 

phetic statement of the Messianic kingdom, and involved in itself 

all the errors of current Jewish Messianism. And he was con- 

scious himself of a greatness that could not be ascribed to his 

descent from David, but was the result only of his unique relation 

to God. Hence his question, which does not intend to match 

their riddles with another, but is intended to expose the insuff- 

ciency of the Messianic idea taught by the Rabbis. For this pur- 

pose he selects a passage from Ps. 110, which was currently 

ascribed to David and was classed as Messianic. In this Psalm, so 

interpreted, David is made to address the Messianic king as his 

Lord. And the argument is made to hinge on this address — 

How can David call him Lord, when he is David’s son? Right 

here, then, we have the gravest difficulty to be encountered any- 

where in regard to the N.T. acceptance of the traditional view 

of the O.T. For criticism rejects the Davidic authorship of this 

Psalm. It does not allege plain anachronisms, as in many Psalms, 

é.g. the mention of the temple, or of the destruction of Jerusalem, 

in Psalms ascribed to David. But there are other signs which 

point plainly to the great improbability of Davidic authorship. 

In the first place, it belongs to a group of Psalms, Books IV. and 

V., of the Psalter, which is evidently of late date ; and the reasons 

would have to be special and obvious which would lead us to 

detach it from the rest. Whereas, it bears all the marks common 

to the class. Moreover, if it was written by David, then we have 

to suppose that there was some person occupying his own position 

of theocratic king, but so much more exalted than he that he 

calls him Lord. And this could only be the Messiah, the final 

flower of the Davidic line, whom David sees in vision. But the 

Psalm in that case would stand entirely by itself as being simply a 

vision of an indefinite future, having no roots in the circumstances 

of the times, whereas all O.T. prophecy is of an immediate future 

growing directly out of the present. This leads immediately to the 

conclusion that the Psalm is addressed by the Psalmist to some 

reigning king, who is also somehow a priest, and that the writer 

cannot himself be a king. And, finally, the Messianic conception 

in the time of David had reached no further than this, that his 
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royal line was not to fail, even if his sons and successors proved 

sometimes unworthy. But the idea of a Messianic king, who was 

to be the ideal and climax of the Davidic line, and whom David 

himself could call Lord, was the fruit only of a long period of 

national disaster, creating the feeling that only such a unique 

person could restore the national hopes. The idea of a personal 

Messiah belongs to the period succeeding the close of the canon. 

This is the essential reason for rejecting the Davidic authorship. 

How, then, if David did not write the Psalm, can we account for our 

Lord’s ascription of it to him? ‘The explanation that will account 

for all the other cases of this kind, viz., that the authorship is of 

no account, leaving him free to accept the current view as a mere 

matter of nomenclature and identification, without committing 
him to an endorsement of it, will not do here, since the argument 

turns on the authorship. But the real explanation of all the cases 

is, that inspiration, which accounts for whatever extraordinary 

knowledge belonged to Jesus in his earthly life, does not extend 

to such matters of critical research as authorship. Inspiration 

belongs to the sphere of the moral and religious intuitions, and 

did not keep even Jesus from ignorance of matters outside of its 

sphere. And here, in its proper sphere, it gave him a view of the 

deeper meaning of Scripture, that led to his declaration that Sox 

of David would come very far from adequately stating their view 

of the Messianic king. That would include the universalism of 

the prophets, and the suffering servant of Jehovah of Isaiah. 

Moreover, it would include a unique relation to God, and to 

universal manhood, that would place him in a different class from 

David, and an exalted position, which would be indicated by the 

titles chosen by himself, Son of Man and Son of God, rather 

than Son of David. 

36. abros Aaveid cirey ev ro Hvevpare to “Ayio, Elev (6) Kiptos* 
TO Kupiw wou — David himself said in the Holy Spirit, the Lord 
said to my lord. 

Omit yap, for, after avrds, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. BLT4 A 13, 28, 
59; 69, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Omit 0 before Kupios, Treg. WH. BD. 
B omits it in Sept. 

év to Hvevpate ro ‘Ayiwo— in the Holy Spirit. This phrase 
denotes inspiration. David said this with the authority that 

1 On xvpios without the art, See Win. 19, 1a. 
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belongs to an inspired man.’ (6) Kvptos— in the original, this is 
Yahweh (Jehovah), of which 6 Kupuos is the translation in the 
Sept? irorddiov trav roddv cov— a footstool of thy feet. 

broxatw, under, instead of bromédiov, WH. RV. mary. BDs T4 28, 
Egyptt. 

37. Airds Aaveld Xéyee atrov Kipiov— David himself calls him 
Lord. This makes the difficulty of their position — how lordship 
and sonship go together. 

Omit od», therefore, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDLT4 A 28, 106, 251, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

6 Todds dxAos — the great multitude present at the feast, the 
multitude being distinguished from the leaders. This statement 
is parallel to those which represent Jesus, all through this contro- 
versy, as carrying the people with him. 

WARNING AGAINST THE SCRIBES 

38-40. Somewhere in the course of his teaching on thts last 
day of public instruction, Jesus introduces a warning against 
the Scribes, the religious teachers and leaders of his time. 
He charges them with ostentation, an unhealthy craving for 
position and flattery, and a fearful inconsistency between the 

profuseness of their worship and the cruel meanness of their 

lives. Their condemnation, he says, will be greater than of 

they had been consistently wicked. 

38. év rH dSaxy aitod —in the course of his teaching. Mk. 
does not place this warning exactly. Nor Lk. Mt. says shen. 
All of them introduce it in this place. But the warning is not 
against those qualities of the Scribes that would be suggested by 
their misconception of the Messianic idea. 

Brérere dd — Beware of? év orodats repirareiv — to walk about 
in long robes. These oroAai were the dress of dignitaries, such as 
kings and priests — long robes reaching to the feet. dowacpovs — 
salutations of respect. 
89. mpwroxabedpias *— first seats. 

1 Mt. says év rvevuart. This is the only case of the use of this phrase in the 
Gospels. 

2 This. passage is quoted from the Sept. without change. See on 816, 
4 This word is found only here and in the parai'el passages from Mt. and Lk. in 

the N.T., and elsewhere, in ecclesiastical writings, 
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mpwroxrotas |— chief (reclining) places, not rooms, AV. What 
this chief place at table was, the varying custom prevents our 
saying. 

40. of xareoOiovres — If this is a continuation of the preceding 
sentence, the nom. is an irregularity, as its noun is in the gen.?_ It 
is better, therefore, to begin a new sentence here, making ot xate- 
obiovres the subj. of Anuovrac— those who devour, etc., shall 
receive This devouring of widows’ houses would be under the 
forms of civil law, but in contravention of the Divine law of love. 
mpopace.— for a covering. ‘That is, they tried to hide their 
covetousness behind a show of piety. See 1 Thess. 2°, where the 
meaning is, that the apostle did not use his preaching of the Gos- 
pel as a mere cloak of covetousness. epiocdrepov Kpiwa — more 
abundant, or overflowing condemnation. ‘The adjective is strong. 
The comparison is with what they would receive if they made no 
pretence of piety. Notice that the show, as it is commonly 
with men, is of religion, while the offence is against humanity. 
The warning is addressed to the people, and bids them beware of 
religious leaders who affect the outward titles and trappings of 
their office, and offset their lack of humanity by a show of piety. 

The exact verbal correspondence of Mk. and Lk. in this warn- 
ing is proof positive of their interdependence. 

JESUS’ COMMENDATION OF THE WIDOW’S OFFERING 

41-44. The day closes with a scene in the treasury of the 
temple. Jesus 1s watching the multitude casting their 
offerings into the trumpet-shaped mouths of this receptacte, 
and among them many rich men casting in much. But 

there 1s one poor widow, who casts in two small coins, worth 

about a third of a cent, and Jesus commends her as having 

given more than all the rest. They, he says, gave out of 

their excess ; she, out of her lack, gave all her living. 

41. Kai xaSicas xatévavte tod yalopadvkiov — And having taken 
@ seat over against the treasury. 

Omit 6 “Ingots, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL A two mss. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. 

1 This word is also found only in the parallel accounts of this discourse, and in 
ecclesiastical writings. 
3 2 See Win., who treats it as an annex with an independent structure. 59, 8 4, 
2 ’ 3: 

§ So Grotius, and following him, Bengel, Meyer, and others. 
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yalopuAakiov — ¢reasury.. The treasury meant is probably that 
in the outer court of the temple, having thirteen openings shaped 
like trumpets, for the reception of temple offerings and of gifts 
for the poor. yadxov—literally, dvass, but, like the Latin @s, a 
general word for all money. €BaddAov — were casting, denoting 
the repeated act. 

42. uia xnpa—one widow; contrasted with the many rich. 
dvo0 AerTd, 6 €oTL KoOpavtns — the Aerrov was the eighth part of an 
as, the value of which was one and two-thirds cents, so that two 
Aerra were about two-fifths of a cent. xodpavrys is the Latin word 
guadrans, meaning a quarter of an as. But the real value appears 
only from the fact that the denarius, or ten asses, was a day’s 
wages. 

43. elrev airots, Api A€yw bpiv, ote 7 XNpA adTy WY TTwXH TAEiov 
mavtwv éBarev tdv BadAdvrwv eis TO yalopvdAdktoyv — said to them, 
Verily I say to you, that this poor widow cast in more than all who 
are casting into the treasury. 

elrrev, instead of Aéyer, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABDKLU ATI, two mss. 
Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Syrr. @BaXev, instead of BéBAnxe, Treg. WH. RV. xe (x* 
ZBadd\ev) ABDL A 33. Baddédrrwy, instead of Baddvrwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s ABDLX TAlIl. 

. . . wAcov mavrov éBarev tav BaddAOvrwy — cast in more than 
all who are casting. This is a case where the use of the comp., 
instead of the superl., is misleading, as the superl. means most of 
them all, whereas the comp. strictly means more than all together. 

44. iarepjoews—This expression is the exact opposite of zep- 
wooevovros, one meaning more than enough, and the other /ss than 
enough; excess and deficiency. RV. superfiuity and want. ddov 
tov Biov — all her living, her resources. ‘The idea of repocevevov- 
ros is that they did not trench on their resources, but gave a part 
only of what they had over and above that, while the poor widow 
gave all her resources. Hence, while the real value of their gifts 
was many times greater than hers, the ideal value of hers was the 
greatest of them all. Money values are not the standard of gifts 
in the kingdom of God, but only these ideal values. It is only as 
the gift measures the moral value of the giver, that it counts with 
him who looks at the heart. 

It is noticeable that Mk. closes his account of this stormy scene 

in the Temple with this idyl. The connection is not the verbal 

and superficial relation to the widows of v., but the contrast 

between the outward meagreness and inward richness of the 

widow’s service, and the outward ostentation and inward barren- 

ness of the Pharisees’ religion. 
EW Ae ST JONES i ee eee eee 

1 A Scriptural word, of which the first part is a Persian word for treasure, 
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JESUS’ DISCOURSE ABOUT THE DESTRUCTION OF 

THE TEMPLE 

XIII. 1-37. As they are coming out of the temple, the 

disciples call Jesus’ attention to the greatness of the stones, 
and of the butlding ttself. Jesus predicts its complete de- 

struction. They ask him the sign of this, and Jesus shows 

them first, the danger that they will be deceived by false 
Messtahs, and by premature omens. They are not to be 

disturbed by these, but are to look out for themselves, 

exposed to great dangers, and burdened with the great re- 
sponsibility of making known thetr message to all nations 
(v..¥). But when they see the desolating abomination, the 
Roman army, standing where tt ought not, before the city 

itself, then they are to get out of the city, and not stand on 

the order of their going. That ts to be a time of unpar- 
alleled distress, of false and specially plausible Messtahs, 

and ts to be followed immediately by the coming of the Son 

of Man with the usual Divine portents (v.*”). As to the 
time of these events, tt ts to be within that generation, but 
no one, not even the Son of Man, knows the exact time. 

They need to be on the watch, therefore (v."”). 

There have been, up to recent times, two interpretations of this 

discourse. Both of them separate it into two principal parts: the 

prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem, and the prophecy of 

the consummation of all things with the advent of the Messiah in 

glory. But one of them, the traditional interpretation, postpones 

the latter part indefinitely, and is still looking for the world-catas- 

trophe which its advocates suppose to be predicted here. The 

difficulties in the way of this interpretation are grave and insuper- 

able. It ignores the coupling together of the two parts in the 

discourse, as belonging to one great event. Mt. v.”, says that 

they will follow each other immediately. Mk., that they belong 

to the same general period. It passes over also, or attempts to 

explain away, the obvious notes of time. All of the accounts wait 

until they have come to the end of the prophecy, including both 
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parts, before they introduce the statement of the time of all these 

events, and the statement itself is, that that generation was not to 

pass away till all these things came to pass. Further, it leaves 

unexplained the expectation of an immediate coming which colors 

all the other N.T. books, and all the life of the Church in the sub- 

sequent period. But especially, it runs counter to the historical 

interpretation of prophecy, which gives us the only key to its 

rational exegesis, by postponing to an indefinite future events 

which the prophecy itself regards as growing out of the present 

situation. 

The other interpretation, the common one at present, interpret- 

ing the prophecy itself in the same way, places the time of its 

fulfilment in that generation. ‘That is, they involve Jesus himself 

in the evident error of the other N.T. writings and of the Church 

in the subsequent period. The error of this interpretation, exe- 

getically not so serious as the other, is that it takes literally lan- 

guage which can be shown to be figurative. But the other and 
more serious difficulty is, that it commits Jesus to a programme 

of the future which is directly counter to all his teachings in 

regard to the kingdom of God. 

A third interpretation, the one adopted here, holds that the 

event predicted in the second part did take place in that gener- 

ation, and in connection with the destruction of Jerusalem. The 

event itself, and the signs of it, it interprets according to the 

analogy of prophecy, figuratively. It finds numerous instances of 

such use in O.T. prophecy. God coming in the clouds of heaven 

with his angels, and preceded or announced by disturbances in 

the heavenly bodies, is the ordinary prophetic manner of describ- 

ing any special Divine interference in the affairs of nations. See 

especially Dan. 7”, where this language is used of the coming 

of the Son of Man, z.c. of the kingdom of the saints, to take the 

place of the world-kingdoms. The prophecy becomes thus a 

prediction of the setting up of the kingdom, and especially of its 

definite inauguration as a universal kingdom, with the removal of 

the chief obstacle to that in the destruction of Jerusalem. 

1. Kat éxropevopévov x tod tepod — And as he was coming out of 
the temple. The previous scene was in the court of the temple. 
iepdv denotes the whole temple-enclosure. cls ray pabyrav — 
one of his disciples. We are not told who it was. Mt. says, Aes 
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disciples; Lk., certain people.’ moramot io. — what manner of 
stones.” Josephus gives the dimensions of these stones as 25 
cubits in length, 12 in breadth, and 8 in height. Ferguson, in 
Bib. Dic., gives the measurements of the temple proper, the vads, 
as about 100 cubits by 60, with inner enclosure about 180 cubits 
by 240, and an outer enclosure 400 cubits square, the enclosures 
being adorned with porticoes and gates of great magnificence. 

2. Kai 6 “Inoois etrev aire, Bréres Tatras Tas pweydAas oiKodopds ; 
ov py aheOn dde AMGos ext AMMov, Os od pH KatarAvby — And Jesus 
said to him, Seest thou these great structures? There will not be 
left here stone upon stone, which will not be destroyed. This is a 
rhetorical statement of utter destruction. It would not be a non- 
fulfilment of this prophecy to find parts of the original structure 
still standing. 

Omit droxpiGels, answering, after "Inoots, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL 
33, 115, 237, 255, one ms. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. Insert wWée, here, after 
agen, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDGLM? U A mss. Lat. Vet. Pesh. Tisch. 
objects to this insertion as being taken from Mt., where it occurs without 
variation. AlOov, instead of AlOw, after émi, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BGLMUX IAlIZ 1, 13, 28, 33, 69, etc. D and a number of mss. of Lat. 
Vet. add here, and after three days, another will rise up without hands ! 
See jez. 

3. kat KaOnuevov avrod eis TO dpos Tt. ehatww*— And he seating 
himself on the Mount of Olives. Mk. alone adds, over against the 
temple, as the situation would recall the previous conversation on 
coming out of the temple. ézypwra airov Kar’ idiav Ierpos xat 
"TaxwBos x. “Iwavvyns x. “Avdpéas — Peter and James and John and 
Andrew asked him privately. Mk. retains here the order of these 
names given by him in the account of the appointment of the 
twelve.* 

érnpwra, instead of érnpwrwy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BL 13, 28, 33, 
69, 229, Harcl. marg. elroy, instead of elré, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL 1, 

13, 28, 33, 69, 346. 

4, Eimov? qty, wore tavta éotar — Tell us, when these things will 
be. ravra refers to the destruction of the temple just mentioned.® 
But in giving the answer of Jesus, Mk. introduces false Messiahs 
in such a way as to seem to imply a previous reference to his own 
reappearance, so that Mk.’s report taken as a whole would imply 
more than this single reference of the ratra. But this appearance 

1 Mt. 241 Lk. 215. 
2 roramoi is a later form for the Greek modaroi. On the etymology of the word, 

see Liddell and Scott, Thay.-Grm. Lex, Properly, the word denotes origin — from 
what country?—but from Demos. on, it has also the meaning, of what sort? 
Here, it is exclamatory, calling attention to the greatness of the temple buildings. 

8 On this use of cis with a verb of rest, see Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
4 See 316-18, 5 The imper. eiréy is from sec. aor. ela. 
6 The plural is used because this event is complex, including in itself a multiplied 

series of events. 
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of false Messiahs in Mk.’s account may easily be explained as one 
of the premature signs of the catastrophe which makes the single 
subject of the prophecy so far. Moreover, the way in which the 
destruction of the temple, the reappearance of Jesus, and the 
consummation of the age are introduced in Mt. (24**) shows con- 
clusively that in that Gospel the three are all treated as parts and 
titles of the one event. 

5. ‘O d€ “Inoots npgato A€yew aitois, BAérere py '— And Jesus 
began to say to them, Beware lest. 

Omit droxpidels, answering, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BL 33, Egyptt. 
Pesh. 

6. zodXoi éhevoovrat eri To dvopati wou — Many will come in my 
name. 

Omit yap, for, Tisch. (Treg. maxg.) WH. RV. x* B Egyptt. 

This warning against false Messiahs coming in his name is oc- 
casioned apparently by a part of their question, given by Mt. alone, 
who states their inquiry thus — what ts the sign of thy coming, and 
of the end of the age? Nothing has been said by Mk. to lead up 
to this warning. ‘The prophecy has been the destruction of the 
Temple, and the question of the apostles has been when that is to 
take place. But nothing has been said of his coming. The ac- 
count of the previous conversation in Mt. would seem necessary 
therefore to supplement the account of Mk. But see note on 
tavra, Vv... Moreover, the zapovota, the coming, of Mt. has no ante- 
cedents, and yet it is introduced as something well understood by 
the disciples, of which they inquired only the time. Before this, 
the Gospels have taken us only as far as the resurrection of Jesus 
predicted by himself. And even that prediction they tell us that 
the disciples did not understand. And yet, here they are talking 
of his coming again as an understood fact. If it was, then their 
dismay at his death, and their unbelief of his resurrection, are un- 
accountable. éi T@ dvouati pov, 72 my name. Not his personal 
name, but his official title. They would not assume to be Jesus 
returned to the earth, but they would claim his title of Messiah. 

7. mode“ous K. akous moA¢uwy— wars and rumors of wars. 
Jesus speaks first of false Messiahs, against whom he warns them. 
Now, he comes to those commotions which are apt to be taken 
by men living in critical times and looking forward to great events, 
as signs of the future. x) Opocic be — be not alarmed.’ The reason 
of this injunction is given in what follows, de? yevéoOa, they have 
to come, although yap after de? is to be omitted.* These wars and 

1 On this unclassical use of BAérewv, see Thay-Grm, Lex, 
2 A late meaning of the word, which means properly, do not make an outcry. 
8 Notice the asyndetic character of the entire discourse, so peculiar to Mk.'s 

abrupt style. - 
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rumors of wars are necessary, being involved in the nature of 
things ; they are always happening, and so men are not to be dis- 
turbed by them as if they were things out of the ordinary course 
to be construed as signs. They are necessary, but they are not 
signs of the end; the end is not yet. 

Omit yap, for, after det, 2¢ ts necessary, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 
x* B Egyptt. 

8. "EyepOnoera yap eOvos ex eOvos — For nation will rise against 
nation. A confirmation of the preceding statement, that wars 
must be. écovrat cercpol Kata Tomous '— there will be earthquakes 
in divers places. €oovrar Aoi — there will be famines. The 
statement gains in impressiveness by the omission of kat before 
these clauses ; it reads, Hor nation will rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom; there will be earthquakes in divers 
places; there will be famines. 

Omit cal, and, before €oovrat ceicpol, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 28, 
124, 299, Egyptt. Omit cat before €covra: Aol, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 
xe BL 28, Memph. Omit kal rapayal, and cumults, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x*ande BDL mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

apxn wdivwv tatta — these things are a beginning of travails. 
The word wédvwv was in popular use to denote the calamities pre- 
ceding the advent of the Messiah, and the reason of the figure is 
to be found not only in the pains, but in the joyous event which 
they ushered in. But they do not mark the end, but the begin- 
ning of that process of travail by which the new birth of the world 
is to be brought about. ‘The whole paragraph, so far, is a state- 
ment of things which need not alarm them, since they are not, as 
men take them to be, signs of the end. 

apxv, instead of dpxal, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BDKLS* U AII* mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

9. Brerere de duels Eavtovs. tuels is emphatic. But do ye take 
heed to yourselves. They are not to go about after false Mes- 
siahs nor studying portents ; they will have their work to do in 
looking after themselves. apaddcovor ipas — they will deliver you 
up. oavvédpta— councils. ‘The word is used of the local tribunals 
to be found in Jewish towns, modelled somewhat after the San- 
hedrim, the great council of Jerusalem. xai eis cvvaywyas — and 
into synagogues. ‘The words belong to the preceding zapadwcov- 
ow, and dapyoeobe stands by itself. It reads, Zhey will deliver 
you up to councils and to synagogues. You will be beaten.” The 

1 On this distributive use of cara, see Win. 49 d, 4). 
_ 2So Erasmus, Tyndale, Meyer, Treg. Morison. The more common interpreta- 

tion makes cis cuvaywyas a pregnant construction after Sapycecbe— you will be 
(taken) into synagogues (and) beaten. Meyer points out that to leave dapyaecbe 
standing disconnected agrees admirably with the general asyndetic character of the 
iscourse, 
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synagogues were the ecclesiastical tribunal of the town, as the 
ovvédpia were the municipal court. 7yeuo0vwy — the word used in 
Greek to denote the Roman provincial governors. To sum up, 
cvvedpia and ovvaywyai were Jewish tribunals,’ and yyeuoves and 
Baotre’s were Gentile rulers. They were to be brought before 
both. eexev éuot — for my sake. It was to be because of their 
attachment to him, that they were to be brought to trial. <is 
papTuploy aitois — for a testimony to them. ‘Vhis was the Divine 
purpose of their appearance before earthly tribunals. They were 
to stand there to testify to Jesus. 

Omit yap after rapadwoovo., Tisch. (Treg.) Treg. marg. WH. BL 
Memph. 

10. K. eis ravta 7a €Ovn — And in all the nations must the glad 
tidings first be heralded. ‘This is suggested by the mention of 
Gentile rulers in the preceding. It is a part of that, moreover, 
which makes it necessary for them to look out for themselves dur- 
ing this period. They are to be subject not only to private 
persecutions, but to governmental oppositions, and under that 
pressure they are nevertheless to become heralds of the good 
news of the kingdom of God in every nation, before the end 
comes. Hence they have themselves to look out for, and not 
rumors and portents and signs. Moreover, this shows what he 
means by the care of themselves that he enjoins upon them. It 
is not care for their safety, but for their spiritual condition in the 
face of such opposition, and of so difficult a work. 

11. Kai érav dywow tpas rapadidovres — This is difficult to ren- 
der. It means, whenever, in the act of delivering them up, men 
are leading them to the authorites. 

Kal éray, instead of “Oray dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 33, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Gywouy, instead of dydywour, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. s ABDGHKLMUX II. 

py mpoueptmvare? ti AaAnonTE, GAN’ O edv S007 bulv ev exeivy TH 
wpa, Tovto AaAcire— do not be anxious beforehand what to say; 
but whatever ts given you tn that hour, this speak. The etymologi- 
cal sense of zpomepuyuvare fits in here ; do not be distracted before- 
hand ; do not let your attention be divided and drawn off from 
the more important matters before you. év éxeivy TH wpa — what 
to speak will be given you at the time of your trial, contrasted with 
mpopeptuvare. The fact, that it is the Holy Spirit which is to speak 
in them, shows that it is not their defence of which Jesus is think- 
ing, but of the testimony to the kingdom, v.*, which is the Divine 
purpose in bringing them there. ‘This title, Holy Spirit, which 

1 See Schiirer II. 1, § 23, II.; II. 2, § 27. : tat 
2 This verb is found only here in the N.T., and elsewhere only in ecclesiastical 

writings. 
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became so common in Christian phraseology, is found already in 
the Jewish writings (not the O.T.) Sap. 1°. See note on 1% 

Omit undé pederare, nor rehearse, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 1, 33, 
69, 157, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. 

12. Kai rapaduce adeAgpos adeApov eis Oavarov— And brother 
will deliver up brother to death. 

Kal rapadwoei, instead of apadwoe dé, 8 BDL mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

They will be subject not only to governmental opposition, but 
to private persecution, and this will extend even to members of 
their own families, so bitter will be the hostility awakened against 
them. 

13. 6 8 iropetvas eis TeAos — But he who has remained steadfast 
to the end. wtropévw denotes steadfastness under trial and opposi- 
tion. ‘This closes Jesus’ statement of the reason for their taking 
heed to themselves. They will be persecuted by the powers of 
the world, and hated by everybody, even in their own families, and 
in the face of this opposition will have to carry the Gospel to all 
nations, and the price of their salvation will be steadfastness under 
it all, even to the end. 

14. “Oray d€ idnre 76 BdeAvypa THs Epnudoews EoTyNKOTa Gov ov Set 
— Jesus comes now to the real cause of alarm, the sign of the 
end. It is the BddAvypa ts épnuwcews, the abomination of desola- 
tion, or the desolating abomination, standing where it ought not. 
This title is taken directly from the Sept. of Dan. 11° 12", where 
it refers probably to the idol altar placed on the altar of burnt 
offerings by Antiochus Epiphanes. But it seems probable here, 
that the words, as is frequently the case in N.T. quotations from 
the O.T., are to be taken not in their historical sense, but in a 
sense more applicable to the N.T. occasion, and easily contained 
within the words themselves. Lk. supplies us with this interpreta- 
tion, when he makes Jerusalem surrounded by armies to be the 
sign of the end. Jerusalem would be the holy place (Mt. 24”) 
where the abomination of desolation ought not to stand, and the 
abomination of desolation would be the abhorred and devastat- 
ing armies of Rome. Wars and rumors of wars, as long as they 
keep away from the holy place, are not signs of the end, but when 
they attack the holy city, then beware. 6 dvaywookwy voeirw — let 
him that reads understand. There has been much debate whether 
these words belong to Jesus’ discourse, or have been interpolated 
by the writer. The use of dvaywwdéoxwv, instead of dxovwy, decides 
this, as the omission of the words ro pybev da Aad, t. rpod, 
which was spoken of by Daniel the prophet, leaves nothing for 
avaywwokwy to refer to, except what Jesus himself says, and it is 
only after that has been committed to writing, that dvaywwookwy 
can be used in reference to it. Mk. intends to call special atten- 
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tion to this part of Jesus’ prophecy. And evidently this is because 
his readers stood in the shadow of this approaching event, and it 
became them therefore to read intelligently what Jesus has to say 
about it. If it is asked why attention is called to this particular 
part of the prophecy, it is because Jesus himself calls attention 
to it as containing the key to the situation ; this is the sign of the 
end. When that takes place, they need expect no other result of 
the siege, than that predicted. «is ta pn — into the mountains. 
Mountains are mentioned as the natural places of refuge. 

15. 6 (dé) emi Tod Saiparos pi KaTaBdrw, nde eiceAOaTw' dapat Te ex 
THs oikias avtov — (And) letnot him whois upon the house descend, 
nor go in to take anything out of the house. They are not to 
descend, but flee immediately by the external approach to the 
roof, instead of going down into the house for any purpose. The 
whole is an expression of the haste necessary to escape the im- 
pending event. 

Omit dé (Treg. marg.) WH. BFH, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Omit els 
Thy oiklav, into the house, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 BL two mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 
Pesh. elceN@dTw, instead of -bérw, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 ADL A 13, 28, 346. 

16. Kai 6 eis rov aypov pi émiorpaparw eis TA dricw Gpar TO ipa- 
tuov— and let not him who is in the field turn back to take his 
outer garment. The picture is of a man who has left his outer 
garment in the house for work in the field. 

Omit py after dypdv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDLA 1, 28, 209, 245, 
299, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

18. mpoce’xerbe St iva py yevntar xeyuovos — And pray that it 
may not take place in the winter time. The catastrophe is meant, 
and not their flight. The reason given, viz. the unheard-of great- 
ness of the calamity, shows this. 

Omit 7 guy) buar, your flight, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x**ndca BDL 
most mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. 

19. 2covrar yap ai Hucpar ex. Oris — for those days will be 
tribulation, instead of a time of tribulation. Wetstein translates 
the expression, one prolonged calamity. ia od yéyove ToavTn — 
literally, such as there has not been such.’ 

nv, instead of s, after xricews, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BC* L 28. 

20. Kal ef py exoddBwcer® Kiptos Tas Huepas, ovK av €odOy raca 
cdpé— And if the Lord had not shortened those days, no flesh 
would have been saved. The aor. tenses put this action in the 

1 On this form, see Win. 13, I. 2 On this redundancy, see Win. 22, 4 4. 
3 éxoAdBwoev is used in the Greek only of physical mutilation, In the Nee; it is 

used only here and in the parallel passage in Mt., of cutting short time. A striking 
instance of the interdependence of the Synoptics. 

20 
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past — if the Lord had not shortened the time, no flesh would have 
been saved. ‘The language is proleptic, stating the event as it 
already existed in the Divine decree.’ It is needless to say that 
éowOn is used of physical deliverance, though it has been inter- 
preted of the deliverance from temptation to unfaithfulness in 
such an hour of trial. rovs éxAextovs ovs efeXeLato — the elect, 
whom he elected.» There will be some among that multitude given 
over to destruction who are God’s own chosen ones, and on their 
account he shortened (in the Divine decree) these days. It 
would be the number, and not the length of those days, that God 
would shorten. 

21. Kai rore éay tis tyiv ely, “Ide, de 6 Xprords, ide, exet, wy 
motevere— And then, tf any one says to you, See, here the Messiah, 
see, there, believe tt not. tore, then, is added to the warning against 
false Messiahs appearing in the preceding period (v.*). 

"Ide, instead of the first (60v, Tisch. Treg. WH. BL. “Ide, instead of 
second ’Ido¥, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL 28. Omit 7, 07, before it, Tisch. 
WH. x LU 40, 69, 127, 131, 157, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. micrevere, 
instead of mictevonre, Tisch. Treg. WH. s ABCDEFHLYV A. 

22. eyepOnoovrar yap (d&) Wevddxpicra Kal Wevdorpodprat,? Kat 
Sacover (roijcover) onpela Kai Tépata,* mpds Td amomAavay, ei duva- 
Tov, Tos éxAextovs — for (and) false Messiahs and false prophets 
will arise, and will give (do) signs and prodigies, in order to 
deceive, tf possible, the elect. 

dwaover belongs especially to onpeta, rather than répara. A 
sign is something given in proof of one’s claim. 7épara denotes 
miracles as wonders, abortive, unearthly, and portentous phe- 
nomena, and thus corresponds most exactly to our word miracles. 
mpos TO aorAavav® may denote result, as well as object.6 But «i 
duvarov, if possible, points to the signification of object. éxAexrods, 
here and in v.”, does not have its dogmatic sense, but the literary 
sense of choice or picked men seems to accord with the spirit of 
the passage. ‘They are distinguished from the common crowd. 

This manifestation of false Messiahs and prophets is to be dis- 
tinguished from the one in v.®°, in the time before the end, being 
accompanied by these miracles and signs, so that the danger of 
deception is greater. 

Tisch. reads 6é, instead of yap, at the beginning of the verse with x C, 
regarding yap as copied from Mt., where it is the invariable reading. Also 

1 Win. 42,24; Mey. on Mt. 2422, 
2 On this redundancy, and the similar fulness of expression in xrticews fp éxticer, 

creation which he created, v.19, see Meyer's Note. 
3 Words compounded with wevdo- are common in later Greek, but not in the 

classical period. wevdduavrts is the Greek word for false prophet. 
4 +épara occurs only here and in the parallel passage in Mt., in the Synoptics. 

Its most frequent use is in the Acts. 
5 amorAavgv occurs elsewhere in the N.T. only in r Tim. 619, 6 Win. 49 4. 
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moimoovo.v, instead of Swaoover, with D 13, 28, 69, 91, 124, 296, 346, two 
mss. Lat. Vet., for the same reason. Omit cal before rods éxXexrovs, Tisch. 
(Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BDsk, 

It is singular to see David George (1556), Lodowick Muggle- 

ton (1746), John Cochran (1868), enumerated among the Mes- 

siahs foretold in this prophecy. (Morison.) Whatever opinion is 

held as to the contents of the prophecy, whether it refers simply 

to the destruction of Jerusalem with whatever significance may be 

attached to that, or includes also the visible coming of the Lord 

and the final judgment, there is general consent now that the 

prophecy is restricted in time to that generation, v.*. In general, 

the historical interpretation of prophecy is fairly settled. 

23. ipets dé BrAérere — But do you be on the lookout. The effect 
of the insertion of the pronoun is to emphasize it. The purpose 
of the false prophets and Messiahs is to deceive even the elect. 
But they, the elect, are to take heed. They do not belong to the 
unprepared multitude, but have been prepared by their Master. 
Those who divide the prophecy into two parts, one referring to 
the destruction of Jerusalem, and the other to the end of the 
world, make the division at v.”. But this ipets BAérere is strongly 
against any interpretation which makes the warning refer to a 
time when none of the disciples to whom it was addressed were 
living. The warning might include others besides these, but 
should certainly include them. 

Omit (do¥, Zo, before rpoelpnxa, J have told you beforehand, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. BL 28 one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

We come now to the coming of the Son of Man, with its accom- 

panying portents, v.*°. It is placed after the destruction of 
Jerusalem, but in the same general period: zx those days, after 

that affiction. The portents, the darkening of the sun and moon, 

and the falling of the stars, belong to that event, and not to the 

destruction of Jerusalem. This separation of the two events 

which might seem to belong together, means that the fall of Jeru- 

salem is a preparation for the Advent, which cannot take place 

without it. It is that end of the old order which must precede 

the beginning of the new. 

24. éy éxeivais Tats jepars — in those days. These words denote 
the general period which he is describing, the fall of Jerusalem. 
This coming of the Son of Man belongs to that epoch. pera ryv 
Orin éxelvyv — after that calamity. The Odus referred to is 
that of v.%; so that what follows is included in the period, but 
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placed after the calamity. 6 yAvos oxoricOyjoerar — the sun will 
be darkened. ‘Vhis disturbance of the heavenly bodies, and the 
prediction of the coming of the Son of Man, have been supposed 
to be decisive of the view that this prophecy looks beyond the 
fall of Jerusalem to the end of the world. But this darkening and 
fall of the heavenly bodies is so common an accompaniment of 
O.T. prophecy, and its place is so definitely and certainly fixed 
there, as belonging to the Apocalyptic imagery of prophecy, and 
not to the prediction of events, that it presents no difficulty what- 
ever, and does not even create a presumption in favor of the 
view that this is a prophecy of the final catastrophe. In Is. 13”, 
it reads, “ For the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof 
shall not give their light ; the sun shall be darkened in his going 
forth, and the moon shall not cause her light to shine. . . . I will 
make the heaven to tremble, and the earth shall be shaken out of 
her place.”’ But this is a part of the prophecy of the destruction 
of Babylon by the Medes. In Is. 34%, it reads, “And all the host 
of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled 
together as a scroll, and all their host shall fade away as the leaf 
fadeth from off the vine, and as a fading leaf from the fig tree,” 
where the event predicted is the judgment of Edom. In Ez. 
32'°, similar language is used of the judgment of Egypt, and in 
Amos 8°, of the northern kingdom. In Joel 2%-*!, 3%, where the 
subject is the judgment of the nations in connection with the 
return of Judah from captivity (see 3'), it says: “I will show won- 
ders in the heavens above, and in the earth blood and fire, and 
pillars of smoke. ‘The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the 
moon into blood, before the great and terrible day of the Lord 
come. .. . The sun and the moon are darkened, and the stars 
withdraw their shining.’ That is to say, this language is intended 
to portray the greatness of the doom of such nations as come 
under the judgment of God. When he comes in judgment, the 
earth and even the heavens dissolve before him. Butit is needless 
to minimize these words into eclipses, or earthquakes, or meteoric 
showers, or to magnify them into actual destruction of sun and 
moon and stars. They are not events, but only imaginative por- 
trayal of what it means for God to interfere in the history of 
nations. ai dvvapets ai év T. ovpavots. Stvayts is used frequently 
in Greek writers of armies, hosts, and hence it is used to translate 
the Heb. ovata sax che host of heaven, a phrase used of the stars 
(2 K. 17 23% Is. 34*). See Thay.-Grm: Zz 

€covrat €k Tod ovpavod, instead of Tod ovpavod %covrat, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. 8 ABCU II* mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. mimrovres, instead of 
éxmlrrovres, same editors, and s BCDL II* mss. Lat. Vet. 

‘\ , »” , 4 

26. Kal tore OWovTat Tov vidv T. avOpwrov Epxopevov ev vehedats — 
And then they will see the Son of Man coming in clouds. This 
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language is not to be taken literally, any more than that about the 
heavenly bodies. ‘That is, usage makes it unnecessary, and in 
this case, the immediate connection with the destruction of Jeru- 
salem makes it impossible. In Ps. 97'°, the reign of God on 
earth has the same accompaniment of clouds, darkness, and fire. 
In Is. 19', Yahweh is represented as coming on a swift cloud to 
Egypt. In Zech. 9, when God stirs the sons of Zion against the 
sons of Greece, he, himself, is seen above the combatants, send- 
ing forth his arrows like lightning, blowing the trumpet, and 
coming in the whirlwinds of the south. And in Ps. 18°", is the 
locus classicus, where all the powers of nature are made to con- 
tribute to the pomp of Yahweh’s coming to the rescue of his 
servant. But the passage from which this language is taken is 
Dan. 7'°, in which one like a Son of Man comes with the clouds of 
heaven, and the Ancient of Days gives him an everlasting and uni- 
versal kingdom. The writer has seen a vision of four beasts, 
which are four kingdoms, and then he has a vision not of a beast, 
but of a Son of Man, to whom is given not a perishable kingdom 
like that of the beasts, but an everlasting kingdom. And when 
he explains this kingdom like the others, it appears to be the 
kingdom of the saints of the Most High. But the point is, that 
in this vision, the clouds are not to be taken literally ; they make 
a part of the picture, intended to represent that this kingdom to 
be set up on the earth is after all not an earthly kingdom, but one 
coming down out of heaven, a theocracy. If any one had sug- 
gested to the writer, that it was to have a literal fulfilment, he 
would have said that that was not in his mind. Jesus then, in 
adopting this language, meant that this prophecy out of the O.T. 
was to be fulfilled in himself at the time of the destruction of 
Jerusalem. Then the kingdom of God is to be set up in the 
world, that unworldly and everlasting kingdom of which the sign 
is not a beast, but one like a Son of Man coming in the clouds. 
But here, we face the question, what there was in this catastrophe 
of the Jewish nation which can be described as a coming of the 
Son of Man in the clouds with power and great glory. All the 
marks of time in the chapter point to that one time and confine 
us to that; and, as we have seen, the language, which seems to 
point to a world-catastrophe and the consummation of all things, 
does not take us beyond that, since it is used elsewhere of events, 
such as the destruction of Babylon and the judgment of Edom, 
which have the same general character as this destruction of Jeru- 
salem. But what is there about this event that can be called a 
coming of the Son of Man with power and great glory? The 
answer to this is to be found in the fact that Christ is said in the 
N.T., to have assumed the seat of power at the right hand of God, 
and especially that the government of the world has been com- 
mitted to him. The same language that has been used in the 
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O.T., therefore, to represent a Divine intervention in the affairs of 
the world, especially in great national crises, is now applied to 
the Messianic King, who rules, not on an earthly but a heavenly 
throne. And neither in the one case nor the other is a visible 
coming implied. But Mt., in the account of the trial of Jesus 
before the Sanhedrim, uses a word which is decisive of the way in 
which the coming of the Son of Man isto be taken. Jesus says, 
Mt. 26%, da’ dpte oWeobe tr. viov tr. advOpdrrov kabnpevov ex dekiady T. 
dvvdpews, K. €pxouevoy eri T. vepeAav — Henceforth, from this time on, 
you will see the Son of Man seated on the right hand of the Power, 
and coming on the clouds of heaven. ‘This settles two things: first, 
that the coming is not a single event, any more than the sitting on 
the right hand of Power ; and second, that it was a thing which was 
to begin with the very time of our Lord’s departure from the world. 
Moreover, the two things, the sitting at the right hand of Power, 
and the coming, are connected in such a way as to mean that he 
is to assume power in heaven and exercise it here in the world. 
The period beginning with the departure of Jesus from the world 
was to be marked by this assumption of heavenly power by the 
Christ, and by repeated interferences in crises of the world’s his- 
tory, of which this destruction of Jerusalem was the first. With it, 
there was to be a consummation of that age, cvvréAcia Tov aldvos, a 
winding up of the Jewish period, and with it the removal of the 
great obstacle at that time to the setting up of the kingdom of 
God in the world. 

27... TOTE aTOOTEAEL TOUS ayyéAoUS, kK. eriouvaser T. exAEKTOUS, 

etc.—And then he will send forth the angels, and will gather 
(Ais) elect. This gathering of the elect is the process of estab- 
lishing the kingdom, and has been going on from the beginning. 
All the processes by which men are brought to the acknowledg- 
ment of Christ and the obedience of the kingdom belong to 
the gathering of the elect. The angels represent the invisible 
heavenly agencies in an earthly event. The introduction of them 
means that there is that invisible, Divine side to a human transac- 
tion. Back of all that men are doing for the conversion of the 
world, is the Lord Christ with the hosts of heaven, see J. 1°. 
As for the time, it begins then, at the time of the consummation 
of the Jewish age, because Judaism was the great obstacle at that 
time to the universal spread of the kingdom. Under its influence, 
Christianity threatened to become a mere appendage of Judaism, 
to have the particularism, formalism, and legalism of that religion 
grafted upon it in such a way that it could never become a uni- 
versal religion. With the removal of this obstacle, could begin, 
not the gathering of the elect, but the gathering of them from the 
four quarters of the world, the universal gathering. 

Omit ad’rod, Azs, after rods dyyédous, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BDL miss. 
Lat. Vet. Omit at’rod after éxXexrovs, Tisch. Treg. (WH.) DL 1, 28, 91, 
299, mss. Lat. Vet. Tisch. regards avrod as taken from Mt. 2431, 
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28. tiv rapaBorAnv — the parade, the illustration or analogy to 
be drawn from the fig tree. drav...6 KAddos . .. dards yevynrat 
— whenever tts branch has become tender. When the young 
branches, or twigs, that produce the leaves are softened by the 
sap flowing through them. These things are a sign of approach- 
ing summer, and signs are just as reliable in the world of events 
as in the physical world. But they are signs of the same kind. 
Causes are to be found in effects, and effects in causes in both 
spheres. 

29. ovTw kal tuets—the pronoun is emphatic, distinguishing 
the restricted tyets, addressed only to his disciples, from the 
general ipe?s implied in the preceding ywwokere. You know, and 
so does everybody, the natural sign; and you disciples are to know 
in like manner these signs of coming events. tatta— these things, 
the besieging armies, and the sufferings of the siege, see v.", 
éyyvs éorwv —?¢ is near, the subject is taken for granted as being 
in all their minds. émi @vpars — at the doors, a common figurative 
expression of nearness. 

30. 7 yevea atvtn — this generation. The word is always used 
by Jesus to denote the men living at that time. ‘This use is suffi- 
cient against the supposition that it means the Jewish race, or the 
human race, devices introduced to make it possible to interpret 
the prophecy as applying to the end of the world. But what 
meaning would either have as marks of time for the general wind- 
ing up of human affairs? No, the statement means that these 
events are to take place during the lifetime of Jesus’ contempo- 
raries, and the events are, therefore, what the whole prophecy surely 
indicates, those connected with the fall of the Jewish state and 
the destruction of Jerusalem. zavra tatra — Here is the answer 
to those who suppose that the prophecy is to be divided into two 
parts, one predicting the Jewish catastrophe, and the other the 
world-catastrophe. All these things, and not the minor part of 
them, are to take place within that generation. 

31. A proverbial statement of the inevitableness of his words. 
The most stable and enduring of all physical things, in fact the 
whole physical frame of things, will pass away, z.e. will perish and 
come to naught ; but his words are imperishable. 

maperevoorTat, instead of mapeXOGar, Tisch. Treg. WH xX BL. Omit yy, 
WH. BD*. 

32. epi d& THs Hucpas exeivns } THS Gpas — Jesus has given them 
the signs by which they may recognize the event when it comes, 
and has told them generally that it will be within that generation, 
but more specifically, the day, or the hour, no one knows. ovdé 

. ovde. The use of ovdé forbids our translating this nezther, nor. 
The first means mof¢ even and the second nor. ovde is disjunctive, 
whereas neither, nor, is conjunctive. The preceding verses have 
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fixed the time ; this declares it to be unknown. And from this an 
inference has been made favorable to the view that the prophecy 
is divided into two parts, the fixed and near time being assigned 
to the near event, and the unknown time to the far event of the 
general catastrophe. But the conjunction of day and hour in 
the statement serves to call attention to the exac/ time, and to the 
greater or less approximateness of knowledge which Jesus dis- 
claims in regard to it. This is emphasized, rather than a certain 
period contrasted with another. Moreover, here as elsewhere in 
the discourse, there is an absence of everything to mark off the 
two periods from each other. 

ovoe 6 vids — This denial of omniscience to the Son has caused 
all manner of theological tinkering. It means, say some, that he 
did not know it on his human side; or by a refinement, he did 
know it as man, but the knowledge was not derived from his 
human nature, but from the Divine; or he had no knowledge of 
it that he was authorized to impart, he was not supposed to know 
it; or the knowledge lay within his reach, but he did not choose 
to take it up into his consciousness ; and some go so far even as 
to make the passage an Arian interpolation. But the statement 
need create no surprise in those who accept the statement of our 
Lord’s humanity, especially when it is accompanied by statements 
of this particular limitation of his humanity; cf. Lk. 2°? Mk. 11778, 
ei py 6 mwatyp — literally, except the Father. ‘This belongs with 
ovdeis ofdev, and should follow it immediately — xo one knows, 
except the Father. The intervening clauses make an adversative 
statement more normal. ‘This limitation corresponds to what we 
know of the nature of inspiration. It increases human knowledge, 
but does not alter the nature of it. It conveys a knowledge of the 
future as contained in the present, and so an approximate knowl- 
edge of the time, e.g. that the fall of the Jewish nation would 
come in that generation. But it would not enable a man to pre- 
dict the exact time, the day, or the hour. 

h, instead of kal, before r#s wpas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. ABCEGHK 
LMS? UVW? X TAI mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Harcl. Omit of before év odpavg, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 DK* LUW 11, 28, 115, 262, 299, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

33. Brerere, dypunveire'— Take heed, be watchful. This duty 
of watchfulness arises from the uncertainty of the time. Knowl- 
edge of it would leave time for them to be off their guard. 

Omit kal mpocevxecbe, and pray, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. marg. BD 
122, mss. Lat. Vet. one ms. Vulg. 

1 aypurveire is compounded of a privative and tmvos, and means literally de 
sleepless, This and the parallel passage, Lk. 2136, are the only places where the 
word occurs in the Gospels, so that this is another instance of the quite certain 
interdependence of the Synoptical Gospels. 

mal 
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34. ws dvOpwros drddymos . . . Kal TH Ovpwpa éveretAato tva ypy- 
yopn, yenyopetre — There is nothing to be supplied before as like 
éoriv, but the correlative of ws is ypnyopetre. It reads— As a 
man away from home, having left his house, and having given the 
charge to his servants, also gave orders to the porter to watch, watch 
ye therefore. ‘The full statement of the comparison would be, so 
f say to you, watch. ‘The abruptness of the statement in its pres- 
ent form makes it more forcible. 

Omit kai before éxdorw, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. » BC* DL 238, 248, 
mss. Lat. Vet. 

OW, 7) pecovUKTLoV, 7 aAEKTOpopwvias,' 7 mpwt— either in the 
evening, or at midnight, or at cock-crowing, or in the morning. 
These words denote the four watches of the night, from six to six.? 

Insert 7 before 6yé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCL A one ms. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. Harcl. marg. pecovi«rior,? instead of -rlov, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 
BCL A. 

36. py eAOwv eLaipvys evpy tpas Kabevdoytas — lest coming sud- 
ee he find you sleeping. This clause depends on Yenyopetre, 
%__qwartch, lest he find you sleeping. The last clause of v.™ is 

SP rentiietical: 
37. 0 de iuiy A€yw, Tact A€yw, Tenyopetre— and what I say to 

you, I say to all, Watch. What Jesus had said before applied 
especially to the apostles, whose duties, like those of porter in a 
house, required special watchfulness. But in the kingdom of God, 
this watchfulness is required of all, though it is specially necessary 
in those left in charge of things. It is not intended to carry out 
the comparison any further than this, that the apostles, like a door- 
keeper in a house, needed specially to be on the watch. 

CONSPIRACY AND ANOINTING 

XIV.1-11. The Sanhedrim plan to arrest Jesus stealthtly, 

and to put him to death. He ts anointed by a woman at 

the house of Simon the leper. Judas conspires with the 

Sanhedrim to deliver him up to them. 

Jesus spends the last two days in Bethany. During his absence, 

the authorities consult about the ways and means of putting him 

to death, and decide to postpone it till after the feast, when the 

people, whom they know to be friendly to Jesus, will have left 

Jerusalem. At some time during these two days, Jesus is enter- 

tained at the house of Simon the leper, and during the supper, a 

1 This word belongs to later Greek. 2 See Thay.-Grm. Lex. adextpopwvria. 
3 On this use of the acc, to denote approximately the time of an event, see Win. 

36, 2. 
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woman (John says, Mary, the sister of Lazarus) anoints him with 

a costly ointment, worth upwards of three hundred denaries (shil- 

lings nominally, really more nearly dollars). Some of those pres- 

ent (Mt. says, disciples) were indignant at this waste. But Jesus 

justifies her act as befitting the time when he is about to be taken 
away, and when the act therefore acquires the unconscious signifi- 

cance of an anointing for his burial. And he prophesies that the 

beauty of the act will keep it alive in the memories of men wher- 

ever the glad tidings is proclaimed. Apparently from this very 

feast, Judas goes to the authorities, and conspires to deliver him 

up to them, causing another change in their plans, so that the 

intended delay till the close of the feast is given up. 

1. 756 macxya kai ta alvyua—Both of these words are used 
originally to denote the things entering into the feast of the Pass- 
over, the sacrifice of the paschal lamb and the eating of un- 
leavened bread, and then they came to be used, one or the other, 
to denote the feast itself. The unusual thing here is the use of 
the two terms to denote with fulness the character of the feast 
by the mention of both its characteristic marks. 

This is the first mention of the Passover in connection with 
these events. Probably, it is introduced to explain the conclusion 
of the authorities to postpone the execution of their plot till after 
the feast, as it was only two days to the beginning of it (v.”). ot 
apxvepets Kal ot ypapparets — the chief priests and the scribes. A 
designation of the Sanhedrim by the two principal classes com- 
posing it. éy d0Ae — dy cunning ; not openly. 

2. éXeyov yap —/for they said, etc. This is intended to prove 
the preceding statement that they plotted to take him by cunning, 
not openly. The determination not to take him during the Pass- 
over, with the almost necessary publicity which would attend that, 
shows the secrecy which made a part of their plan. My év ty 
éopty — LVot during the feast. The reason for this is given in 
what follows. ‘They feared an uprising of the people, whom they 
knew to be favorable to Jesus, especially the Galilean pilgrims, 
and so they postponed their attempt till after the feast, when the 
multitudes attending the feast would be gone, and they could 
accomplish their purpose quietly. This part of their plan they 
gave up afterwards, owing to the opportunity which Judas put in 
their way. pore éorat OdopvBos'!— lest perchance there shall be 
an uproar’ of the people. 

1 On the use of the future with pyrore, see Burton, 199. The meaning, Zest per- 
chance, belonging to wyrore in the N.T., is characteristic of later Greek. 

2 @cpvBos is used properly of the noise and disturbance of an excited crowd. 
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yap, instead of 6é, after €\eyov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BCDL, mss. 
Latt. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

3. Siuwvos tod Aexpov —The circumstances differ too much to 
permit the identification of this anointing with that at the house 
of Simon the Pharisee in Lk. 7*°°. The points of likeness are 
simply the anointing and the name of the host. But in Lk.’s 
account the salient features are, that the woman was a sinner, that 
Simon was lacking in ordinary courtesy to his guest, and Jesus’ 
answer to the charge of permitting such attentions from a woman 
of this character. Here, the extravagance of the act is the thing 
complained of. On the other hand, there is every indication 
that the event is the same as that in J. 12'*. The only difference 
is, that the Synoptists (Mt. and Mk.) give the name of the host, 
which is omitted in J., and J., on the other hand, gives the name 
of Mary, and connects her with Lazarus and Martha. But in case 
of the identity of these accounts, there is a difference of four days 
in the time, J. putting it six days before the Passover, and the 
Synoptists two days. This Simon the leper is not mentioned 
elsewhere. Evidently, his leprosy had been healed, and so he 
may have been one of those healed by Jesus. -yuvy —J. says that 
this was Mary, the sister of Lazarus. dAaBacrpov' pvpov vdpdov 
morikns ToAuTedovs — an alabaster box of costly ointment of pure 
nard, or spikenard. This word mortxys has caused much dispute. 
Our English version, sp:kenard, comes from the Vulg., mardi spi- 
cati, and that is probably a modification of the Old Latin, nardz 

pistici, which is merely a transliteration of a term which puzzled 
the translators. Fritzche and others translate it fofable, deriving 
it either from rivw or ruricxw. But while this etymology is defen- 
sible, the word does not occur in that sense. But the word is 
used in the sense of fersuasive, or in the latter language, ¢rust- 
worthy, which as applied to things, would come to mean genuine. 
This is, on the whole, the accepted opinion now, being supported 
by Grimm, Robinson, Meyer, DeWette, Morison, and others. 
There was a pseuvdo-nard, with which the genuine nard was often 
adulterated. ths xehadrqs— the head. J. says, the feet, following 
in this particular the account of the anointing at the house of 
Simon the Pharisee, Lk. 7**. It is not unlikely, though the two 
events are distinct, that the accounts have become a little mixed. 
ovwtpiWaca tiv (tov) dAdBactpov Karéxeev adtod THs Kepadns — hav- 
ing broken the alabaster box, she poured it upon his head. 

Omit xal before cuvtpivaca, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. & BL 
Memph. ov before aAdSacrpov, Tisch. x* ADEFHKSUVW? X III. 
Thy, Treg. WH. xe BCL A. Omit xara? before ris xepadajs, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. x BCL A 1, 28, 435. 

1 The proper form of this word is aAdBacvov, without the p. The usage seems 
to vary between the masc. and fem. iy 

2 On this omission of xara after verb compounded with it, see Thay.-Grm. Lex, 
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4. joav d€ Twes dyavakTodvTes pds EavTous, Eis ti 7 awwAELa avTH 
— And there were some indignant to themselves.—“Why this 
destruction,” etc.? mpos éavrovs means probably that they kept 
their indignation to themselves, though it may mean among them- 
selves, denoting an indignation which they expressed to each 
other! The omission of xai A€yovtes, and saying, adds to the 
force of the statement, while detracting from its smoothness. 

Omit cat \éyorres, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BC* L, one ms. Lat. Vet. 

Mt. 26° says that it was the disciples who expressed this indigna- 
tion. J.says it was Judas Iscariot, and attributes it to his peculat- 
ing habits, which this interfered with. It is a part of J.’s evident 
attempt to belittle Judas. Obviously, the true account is given by 
Mt., who gives us the ugly form of the fact. 

5. dyvapiwv tptaxooiwy — 300 denaries, or shillings. Or, since 
the real value of the denarius at the time was a day’s wages, it 
would amount to more than as many dollars. This explains the 
indignation. The act was extravagant, certainly. Here and in 
v.°, in the description of the ointment, J. betrays his dependence 
on the Synoptical source, by the same identity of language which 
shows the interdependence of the Synoptists. éveBpinavro— were 
very angry.” Both of the words used to express their feelings are 
very strong. 

Insert 7d pvpov, ointment, after totro, this, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
ABCKLU ATI, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. mavrg. 

6. kadov épyov npyacato évy éuoi—it is a good work that she 
wrought on me. kaXov épyov is emphatic, contrasted with their 
depreciation of what she had done. It is not estimated by our 
Lord according to a utilitarian standard, by which it would have 
little or no value. But he was at a crisis of his life when it was 
of the utmost value to him to know that he had won a place in a 
human heart. And for any one to be reckless or even extravagant, 
not calculating, in the expression of this was to him a good turn. 
It was the fragrance of a loving heart that was brought to him by 
the costly nard. Generally, Jesus would have men serve him in 
the persons of his poor. But such a vicarious transfer always in- 
volves reflection, and sometimes spontaneousness is worth more 
than reflection. 

npyacaro, instead of efpydoaro, Tisch. WH. 8* B* D 69, 150. €v Eyol, 
instead of els éué, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. and almost all sources. 

7. mdvTOTE yap TOs TTWXOUS ... ewe O€ Od mavtote— for the poor 
you have always... but me not always® This was the reason, 
not why the woman anointed him, but why such anointing was a 

1 Thay.-Grm, Lex. gives both meanings. 2 See on 143, 3 Deut, 15, 
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good work, which he therefore encouraged. The whole transac- 
tion, as appears also from the zpoéAaBe prpica that follows, is 
given a special meaning and value in the mind of Jesus by the 
approach of his death. If it had not been for that, if they could 
have had him always with them, as they had the poor, this 
would not have touched so tender a spot, would not have been so 
good a work on him. ov wayrore is a case of language gaining 
force from extenuated expression. 

8. 6 eoxev eroinoe — She did what she could.’ mpoédaBe pupioa 
— She anticipated the anointing. ‘This is an unintended meaning 
which the act gains from its place so near our Lord’s death. Un- 
consciously, she has rendered to him, while still living, the honors 
of burial. évradiacpov® — preparation for burial. J. says, “ Suf- 
fer her to keep it for the day of my preparation for burial,’ * a 
decided lowering of the meaning. 

Omit avry, this (woman), Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. BL 1, 13, 28, 69, 
209, 346, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. éoxev, instead of efxev, Tisch. 
Treg. WH. RV. and most sources. 

9. “Apny dé A€yw ipiv, "Orov eay KnpvxOq 76 evayyédvov eis Aov 
TOV KOT[LOV, Kal 6 eroinotev avtn AaAnOyoeTar— And verily I say to 
you, Wherever the glad tidings is proclaimed in all the world, also 
what this woman did will be spoken. Not shall be spoken of, as 
if Jesus meant to procure this mention himself in some way ; but 
will be spoken of, a thing that he foresees. He sees that the 
beauty of this act, unappreciated now by his disciples, is such 
that it will win its way to this universal mention. pyynudcvvoy — 
a memorial® WHoltzmann treats the use of evayyeAtoy in this verse 
as an instance of the meaning Gosfe/ in the sense of an account 
of Jesus’ life. But the use of xypvx67 is against this. 

Insert 5é after "Auijv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BD8" EGKLSVW? Pall, 
one ms. Lat. Vet. éav, instead of ay, after darov, Tisch. WH. 8 ABCLW? X 
TAI. Omit rodro, this, after evayyédov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL 13, 
28, 69, mss. Lat. Vet. 

10. Kat “Iov8as “Ioxapid6® . . . dxndOe pds Tovs apxtepets, tva 
airov mapadot aitois — And Judas Iscariot .. . went away to the 
chief priests, to deliver him up to them. is trav dudexa — one of 
the twelve. This is simply a necessary part of the story, and this 
accounts sufficiently for its insertion, without supposing any rhe- 
torical purpose in the writer. But its effect is tremendous. 

It does not appear from Mk.’s account that there was any con- 
nection between this and the preceding event, as if Judas was led 

1 On the use of éxw in the sense of fossum, see Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
2 Win. 54, 4. 3 A Biblical word. 4]. 127, 
5 A rare word, found only once besides in the N.T. The occurrence of it 

therefore, here, in both Mt. and Mk., confirms again the interdependence of the 
Synoptics, 6 See on 3)9, 
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by it to what he did, though J. does tell us that Judas was specially 
aggrieved by the waste of the ointment. But the council of the 
Sanhedrim, the feast and the anointing, and the conspiracy of 
Judas, are simply put together as the events of this day. It has 
been assumed that we must find a logical connection of these 
events, and considerable ingenuity has been expended in account- 
ing for the anointing on this ground. But the chronological con- 
nection explains everything. Notice that the chief priests become 
the leading actors in the proceedings against Jesus after his entry 
into Jerusalem, instead of the Scribes. 

Omit 6 before *Iovdas, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. ABCDELM TAIl. Omit 
6 before Icxap.H0, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8* BC* D. "Ickapi6, instead 
of -wrns, Tisch. WH. 8 BC* L mss. Lat. Vet. mapado?, instead of rapadg, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. BD. 

11. dpyvpiov— money. Mt. mentions the amount as rpidxovra 
apyvpta, thirty shekels, or twenty dollars. For curious parallels to 
this price, see Ex. 21” Zech. 11”, cf. Mt. 27°. edxaipws — oppor- 
tunely. Lk. states more exactly how he sought to deliver him up, 
Viz. dtep OxAov, 7” the absence of the multitude. 

mapadoc is substituted for rapad@ in this verse, on the same authority as 
in v.10, 

PREPARATION FOR THE PASSOVER 

12-16. On the first day of the Passover feast, the disciples 

ask for instructions in regard to their preparations for the 

Passover meal, Jesus tells two of them to go to the city and 

to follow a man whom they will meet there carrying a jar 

of water. At the house which he enters, they will find the 
owner prepared to show them a large room ready for their 
purpose. And there they will prepare for the feast. They 

follow his directions, and find everything as he tells them. 

12. tH mpoTyn Hepa Tov alipuwv— the first day of unleavened 
bread. Strictly speaking, the feast did not begin till six o’clock 
of the afternoon, z.e. not until the beginning of the next day, the 
fifteenth of the month.’ dre 70 racxa eOvov — when they sacrificed 
the paschal lamb? The killing of the paschal lamb was done by 
the priests at the temple, originally by the head of the family.’ 
OcAets Eroluaowpev — do you wish us to prepare ?* This celebration 
of the Passover among themselves, instead of with their families, 

1 Ex, 128, 2 The impf. denotes a customary act. 3 Ex. 1221 Deut. 165. 
4 On this use of the subj. without iva after @éAe.v, see Win. 41 a, 4 6; Burton, 171. 
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shows how their association with Jesus had come to take the place 
of ordinary ties with the twelve. 

13. dvo trav drocroAwy — Lk. 22° names Peter and John as the 
two. Kepayov — Etymologically, this word denotes any earthen- 
ware vessel, but in use, it is restricted to a jar or pitcher. It is a 
question, whether this sign of a man bearing a jar of water on his 
head had been prearranged between Jesus and the oixoderrorys, 
or whether this is an instance of Jesus’ supernatural knowledge of 
events. The manner of narration seems to imply that the evan- 
gelist meant us to understand the latter. There can be little 
doubt that the rest of the matter had been arranged with the 
host. 

14. oixodeordéry — master of the house.’ Wot éore 7d xatdéAvpd’? 
pov...3 Where is my aiming room... ? 

Insert ov after kardduya, Tisch. Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. s BCDL 
A 1, 13, 28, 69, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. Harcl. marg. 

15. kal abros tyiv Sefer dvdyatov® péya éotpwpevov Eroimoy* Kat 
éxet Erousaoate yuiv—and he will show you a large upper room 
furnished and ready; and there prepare for us. 

éotpwpéevov— spread or strewn. It is used of making up a 
bed or couch, and here of making up, or furnishing a room with 
couches. kal éxel érouudoare — kal connects éromacare with tnd- 
yete, dkodovOyoare, and eizare. 

dvdya.ov, instead of dvwyeov, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 AB* CDEFGHKLPV 
II. Insert cai before éxei, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCDL 346, two mss. Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. 

Kal é&AOov of pabnral, Kal yAOov-— And the disciples went out, 
and came. 

Omit avrod, Ais, after uaOnral, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL A Egyptt. 

AT THE PASSOVER, JESUS PREDICTS HIS 

BETRAYAL 

17-21. As they were reclining at the Passover meal, 

Jesus announces that one of them, a disciple who eats with 
him, and is near enough to dip into the same dish with him, 

will deliver him up to the authorities. This is only ful- 

filling his destiny, but gust the same tt 1s woe to the man 

who betrays him. He had better never have been born. 

1 The common Greek usage separates this word into its parts, oixov Seamérp. 
2 xaradvua is etymologically, a place to relax ; hence an inn, or a dining-room. 

The word belongs to Biblical Greek. See Thay.-Grm. Lex., catadvw (¢). 
8 This word is variously spelled — avayatov, avwyatov, avwyeov, avwyews, avwyewr. 

But these are all variant readings, as here. Liddell & Scott, avwyeov. 
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18. wapadwoca — will deliver up, to the authorities. The word 
for betrayal is rpodudovar. 6 écOiwy per é€uodv — he who eateth with 
me. This is not a specification of the one of the twelve who was 
to do the deed, but of that which he does in common with the 
rest. It is this which has led to the reading rév éofiovrwy, WH. 
marg. This is shown first, by the act itself, as they all ate with 
him; and secondly, by the questions which follow, which show 
that the traitor is still unknown. ‘The designation points out not 
the traitor, but the treachery of the act.’ 

TGv ébdvTwr, (one of you) who eat, instead of 6 écBiwv, (one) who eats, 
WH. marg. B Egyptt. 

ol 

19. "Hpéavro XvretcGat, kai A€yetv aitw eis Kata eis,” Myre eye 3? p ) F ’ i] Y® 5 

— And they began to grieve, and to say to him, one by one, ls 1t 1? 

Omit Oi 6é at beginning of verse, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BL Memph. xara, 
instead of xaé’, before eis, Tisch. Treg. WH.s BLA. Omit kcal &dXos, Myre 
éyw; and another, Is it I? Tisch. Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 8 BCLP 
A, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. Syrr. 

20. ‘O 8 elzev atrois, Eis tv Swdexa, 6 éuBarropevos per enov 
eis TO TpvBAcov*— And he said to them, One of the twelve, who 
dips with me in the dish. This comes nearer to pointing out the 
betrayer than the preceding 6 éo@/éwv per éuod, as this would be 
shared in only by those in his immediate vicinity. It adds to the 
sitting at table with him, nearness to him at the table. Mk. and 
Lk. do not relate that the traitor was more closely indicated than 
this. Mt., on the other hand, says that Judas was told himself that 
he was the betrayer. And in Mt., the 6 éuBawas . . . ovros is 
evidently intended to point him out to the rest, by indicating the 
one who dipped his hand into the dish with Jesus at a particular 
time. This difference between the two accounts is evidently 
intentional. Mk. does not mean to indicate the traitor, but only 
to emphasize the treachery of the act. Mt. means to relate the 
discovery of the betrayer. The individual handling of common 
material is evident. tpvfAdov is the dish containing the sauce of 
figs, dates, almonds, spice and vinegar, which is called in the 
Mishna notin, charoseth. 

Omit dmroxpiels, answering, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDL, mss. Lat. 
Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. Omit é« before rv Swéexa, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. 
x BCL 38, 60, 78, 127, Egyptt. 

21. ort 6 peév vids Tov avOpwrov traye. — because the Son of Man 
goes. This confirms the statement of the betrayal by that of his 

1 Cf. Ps. 419. 
2 On this construction, common in later Greek, see Thay.-Grm. Lex. els, 4.¢; 

Win. 37, 3. 8 On the distinction between ny and uy, see on 471, 
4 Both éufarréuevos and rpv8aiov in this statement occur only in this account in 

the N.T., and their use by both Mt. and Mk. is thus another strong confirmation 
of the interdependence of the Synoptics. 

ee — a 
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departure from this world, doubt of which would render the other 
doubtful. It is the general fact, the admission of which opens 
the way for belief in the betrayal. 

Insert 671, decause, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. s BL Egyptt. 

Kaus yeyparrat trept aitod — As it is written of him. Lk. says, 
Kata TO wplopevov — according to the decree. The O.T. prophecy 
to this effect is Is. 53. ‘The primary reference of the passage is 
to the suffering servant of Yahweh, who is defined in the prophecy 
itself to be the righteous Israel. But, as in the case of many of 
these prophecies, the principle involved makes it applicable to the 
fate of our Lord. This principle, that it is the fate of righteous- 
ness to suffer in this evil world, makes Jesus predict also the per- 
secution of his followers as well as of himself. The O.T. prophets, 
himself, and his followers are involved in a like fate. ovat 6¢— 
but woe. This is not a malediction, in the sense of a wish or 
prayer that this vengeance may follow the traitor, but a solemn 
announcement of the Divine judgment. It differs in this respect 
from the comminatory Psalms. 
6 vids TOU dvOpdrov t imdyer— 6 vids TOD dvOpuov mapadidorar — 

ovat TO avOpurrw € exeivo — el OUK eye} 6 oO avOpwiros €xetvos — The 

Son of Man goes — The Son of Man ts delivered up —woe to that 
man — if that man had not been born. ‘The repetition of the title 
6 vids Tod dvOpwrov 1s emphatic, and serves to bring it into tragic 
conjunction with zapadidora. 6 avOpwros éxeivos is repeated on 
the same principle, and with the same effect. Kaddv aira, ei ov 
eyevvn On — well for him, if... had not been born. ‘This puts the 
condition in the past, and the conclusion in the present. The ex- 
pression is evidently rhetorical, rather than exact. 

Omit 4», 7¢ would be, after caddy, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. BL, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

THE INSTITUTION OF THE LORD'S SUPPER 

22-25. In the course of the Passover meal, Jesus takes a 

portion of the bread from the table, and gives tt to the dis- 

ciples after the ordinary blessing or giving of thanks, saying, 

This is my body. <Axd the cup of wine he blessed in the 

same way, and gave it to them, saying, This is my blood of 

the covenant, which is poured out for many. Thzs zs the 

last time, he says, that he will drink with them, until they 
shave with him the new wine of the kingdom. 

22. Kai éo@tovrwy aitav— And as they were eating. In the 
course of the meal, therefore. But none of the evangelists state 

21 
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the time more exactly. AaBwv dprov etrAoynoas ekdave — he took 
bread, and having blessed he broke it. The object of etAoynoas 
may be God, in which case, it means having praised, its ordinary 
sense ; or it may be the bread, in which case, it means, having 
invoked a blessing on; a Biblical use. The former meaning is 

suggested by the use of edxapioryjoas in Lk. 22", and 1 Cor. 11™. 
As a matter of fact, the invocations at meals among the Jews in- 
termingled thanksgiving and blessing. Aafere, rovrd éort TO TOpa 
pov. Lk. adds 76 irép tydy diddpevov, which is given for you, and 
1 Cor. the same without d:dduevov. Both add rovro wovetre eis tiv 
éunv avanvynow. As to the meaning of the words, ¢his zs my body, 
it is enough to say that any insistence on their literal meaning is 
entirely contrary to linguistic laws and usage. They may mean, 
this represents my body, just as well as, chis ts Literally my body. 
Meyer refers for examples of this use of eivat to Lk. 12'— the 
leaven of the Pharisees, which ts hypocrisy; J. 10'—TI am the 
door of the sheep; 145 — Tl am the way, the truth, and the life; 
Gal. 4°! — these (two sons of Abraham) ave two covenants; Heb. 
10” — the veil, that is his flesh. But it is useless to multiply in- 
stances of so common and evident a usage. And yet, the one 
that evidently disproves the literal meaning, not merely establish- 
ing the possibility of the symbolic use here, but making the literal 
meaning impossible, is right at hand. For in the account of the 
consecration of the cup, Lk. 22”, 1 Cor. 11%, it reads rotdro 76 
ToTyploy 4 Kavi) OiabnKkyn €v TO alwari pov, This cup is the new 
covenant in my blood. No one would contend for the literalness 
of the language in this case, and yet it is perfectly evident that the 
copula is used in the same sense in both cases, giving the meaning 
of the bread in the one case, and of the cup in the other, but 
not saying that the bread is actually flesh, nor the cup a covenant. 
All this without taking into account our Lord’s manner of speech. 
We have some right to judge what any person says in a particular 
case by his habit of thought and speech. ‘This warrants us in 
saying that the literal meaning is impossible to Jesus. It would 
pull down all that he had been at pains to set up throughout his 
ministry — a spiritual religion. 

Omit 6 ’Inoots, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. x* BD, mss. Lat. Vet. Memph. 
Omit payere, eat, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDKLM* PU II 1, mss. Lat. 
Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. 

23. kai AaBwv motypwv— And having taken a cup. edxapio- 
tyoas —having given thanks. Like eidoyyoas, v.”, it denotes 
some form of thanksgiving for the good things of God. 

Omit 76, ¢he, before morypiov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s BCDLW? X A 1, 
eels zoe 

24. Todro éor. 76 aipa pov ts Siabyxns — this is my blood of the 
covenant. 6.a8y«y in classical Greek means @ wil, or testament. 
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But in the N.T., the only examples of this use are in Heb. g'*”, 
where by a play upon the double meaning of the word, the writer 
justifies his statement that a covenant (day«y) is ratified by 
blood by showing that a testament (d:a67xy) comes into force only 
with the death of the testator. Everywhere else it has the purely 
Biblical and ecclesiastical meaning, @ covenant. These words, the 
blood of the covenant, are borrowed from the institution of the 
Law, regarded as a covenant between God and the Jews (Ex. 24°, 
Lev. 17"). Moses sprinkled the people with the blood of sacri- 
fice, as a seal of the covenant between God and them in the 
giving of the Law. And now, the new covenant, see Lk. 22” 
1 Cor. 11”, in which the law is written in the heart, Jer. 317°, is 
established, and that is sealed with the blood of him who died to 
bring it about. It is through his blood that the law of God is 
written inwardly in the heart, and so it becomes the blood of the 
new covenant. 70 éxyvyopuevoy trép toAAOv — which is poured out 
Jor many. ‘This fixes the sacrificial meaning of the flesh and 
blood. The pouring out of the blood signifies a violent death, 
and izép zoAA@v denotes that this death was suffered in behalf of 
others. izép may be used to express the vicarious idea, zmstead 
of, but it does not necessitate it, as dvré does. Christ leaves this 
whole question of the exact part played by his death quite open. 
He does not anticipate any of the later lines of N.T. treatment of 
this subject. But one more element needs to be considered in 
estimating the meaning of the Eucharist, as it came from the 
hands of our Lord. The bread and wine were to be eaten and 
drunk. The meaning is thus a partaking of the Lord, the feeding 
of our spirit with the crucified Jesus. That is to say, it is Jesus 
our life, rather than the externally atoning aspect of his death, 
that is imparted to us in the sacrament (cf. J.*). 

Jesus’ use of the language of sacrifice in connection with his 
death does not indicate that he means to give to that death the 
current idea of sacrifice, but that he means to illumine the idea 
of sacrifice by his own death. As if he had said, “Here is the 
true meaning of sacrifice.’”” The Gospels do not give us any com- 
mand for the repetition of the supper, nor for its continuance as a 
church institution. That is implied in 1 Cor. 11°. 

Omit 76 before 79s (katvfs) dcabjxns, Tisch. WH. RV. s BCD? ELVW? X 
11, 157. Omit xacvs, zew, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL, one ms. Lat. 
Vet. Memph.*@: Theb. dzép, instead of wepi, before roAd@», Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. 8 BCDL A 13, 69, 124. 

25. yevyjpatos Tov duméAov — fruit of the vine. 

vyevhuaros, instead of yervjuaros, Tisch. Treg. WH. s ABCEFHLMSU 
VW? X AIl. The form yévnua is rare, not occurring outside of Biblical 
Greek, and yevyjuatos becomes thus an obvious correction. 
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Ews THS Nuepas exeivys Otay etc.— until that day when I drink it 
new in the kingdom of God. Lk. 22*"* makes Jesus say this in 
general of the Passover meal at the beginning, before the institu- 
tion of the sacrament. «xawvov is not the word for new wine, for 
which véoy is used, but xa:voyv denotes a new kind of wine. In the 
making of all things new, the dvaxaivwois, there is to be a new 
festal meeting and association of Christ and his disciples, a realiza- 
tion of these earthly feasts and symposia, which are brought to an 
end in this last supper. There is thus a note of sadness, a word 
of breaking up, closing these human associations, but a more 
solemn note of gladness, looking forward to the new spiritual 
associations and joys of the Messianic kingdom. 

JESUS PREDICTS THE SCATTERING OF THE DIS- 

CIPLES, AND THE DENIAL OF HIM BY PETER 

26-31. After singing the Hallel, they go out to the Mount 

of Olives. On the way, Jesus warns the disciples that they 
will all fallaway from him that night. He quotes a pas- 

sage from Zechariah, showing that scattering of the sheep 
follows the smiting of the shepherd. After his resurrection, 

he will go before them into Galilee. Peter protests that he 

at least will not prove unfatthful, whereupon Jesus predicts 
that before the second crowing of the cock, he will deny him 

thrice. Peter again protests vehemently that he will sooner 

die with him, than deny him, and the rest of the disciples 
join him. 

26. ipuvynocavtes —The hymn sung by the Jews at the Passover 
supper was the Great Hallel, consisting of Ps. 113-118, 136. It 
was the second part of this, 115-118, according to the school of 
Shammai 114-118, which they sang at this time, after the Pass- 
over meal. 16 dpos tay éAatwy—the name of the hill covered 
with olives, lying east of Jerusalem, and about half a mile from the 
city. 

27. “Ore wavtes oxavdadicecGe*' Gti yéyparrat, ardéw tov zot- 
péeva, Kal Ta mpdBata SiacKxopricOycovtac— All of you will fall 
away. For itis written, I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep 
will be scattered. The quotation is from Zech. 13. In the 
original, it reads, smzte the shepherd. But since it is Jehovah who 
invokes the sword against the shepherd in the original, this tard£w 

1 See on 417, 

ae eee 
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renders the sense of the passage. The whole passage in the 
original is involved in obscurity, but there is the same indication 
as in all the O.T. prophecies of the application to an immediate, 
and not a remote future ; cf. v... The application to this event in 
the life of Jesus is because the relation between shepherd and 
sheep leads to the same result in both cases. Probably the shep- 
herd in Zech. is the king, and the sheep are the people. 

Omit év éuol, decause of me, after cxavdadicecde, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BC* DHLSVW? X LAII?, two mss. Lat. Vet. Memph.e@4-, Omit év rq 
vuxtl TavTn, this night, about the same. diackopmicOjcovra, instead of 
-oeTat, Tisch. Treg. WH. s ABCDFGKLN A. 

28. éyep$jvoc — this is the common word for the resurrection, 
but it acquires here a special meaning from the preceding zaragw, 
denoting his rising from the earth to which he has been smitten. 
mpoaéw —this word also gets its special sense here from the figure 
of the sheep and shepherd. He will go before them, as a shep- 
herd leads his flock, z.e. he will resume toward them his office of 
shepherd, and go before them to the familiar scenes of his earthly 
ministry. See J. 10o*. The fact that there is no appearance to 
the disciples in Galilee in Mk. 16°”, in connection with this pre- 
diction, is one of the conclusive proofs that that passage is from 
another hand. 

29. Hi Kai rdvres oxavdadicOnoovrat, GAN ovk eyo — Even if all 
fall away, yet not I. Strictly speaking, ei xat does not strengthen 
the statement as much as Kai ei. But the difference is too minute 
for a style like that of the N.T. Greek.’ 

Ei kal, instead of kal ei, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCGL |, 13, 69. 

30. dri od onpepov tatty TH vuKTI, mpiv 7) Sis GA€KTopa Pwvjcat, 
tpis me drrapvnon — that you to-day, this night, before the cock crows 
twice, will thrice deny me. Peter in his boast emphasizes the 
mavres. Jesus in his rebuke emphasizes the ov— you who feel so 
confident. Peter had singled himself out as the one to be faithful 
in the midst of general defection. Jesus singles him out as the 
one out of them all todeny him. onpepov tatty tH vuKti— to-day, 
this night, the very day in which you have shown such self-con- 
fidence. dis dAéxtopa dwvjoa.— This is the only gospel in which 
this 8és occurs, both in the prediction of Jesus, and in the account 
of the denials. Those two fatal cock-crowings had stuck in Peter’s 
memory, and so find their way into the Gospel which gets its in- 
spiration from him. dwvjco.— this is a general word for sounds 
of all kinds. But the instances are rare in profane authors of its 
use for animal cries. daapvyon— thou wilt deny. As applied to 
persons, it means denial of acquaintance or connection with them. 

1 See Thay.-Grm. Le, ci, III. 6, 7. 
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Insert od before ovepov, Tisch. Treg. WH. ABEFGHKLMNSUVW? X 
TIl, two mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. Syrr. ravry 77 vuxri, instead of év 
Tq vuxti ravry, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL, mss. Lat. Vet. 

31. 6 de exrepicods eX\cka— But he spoke with utter vehemence. 
mepiooas by itself means zzordinazely, and is used of anything that 
exceeds bounds. é« adds to it the sense completely, utterly. 

éxrepioo Os, instead of éx mepiooot, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCD 56, 58, 
61. éAddex, instead of édAeye, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. Omit uddrov, more, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Vulg. Egyptt. Harcl. 

woavtws b& kal mavtes éXeyov—and so said also all. Peter, 
according to this, did not occupy a singular position, but simply 
took his place of leader and spokesman, speaking out what was 
in the minds of all, to which they all assented. 

THE AGONY IN GETHSEMANE 

32-42. Jesus comes with his disciples to Gethsemane, an 

olive orchard on the western slope of the Mount of Olives. 

Flere he leaves the rest of them, and retires with Peter, 

James, and John, to pray. Beginning to be oppressed with 
the approaching trial, he bids them watch, and retires still 
further, where he prays that his tmpending fate may be 
averted, submitting himself, however, to the Divine wll. 
Returning to the three disctples, he finds them asleep, and 
again bids them watch, adding as a reason this time that 
they themselves need to pray that they may be delivered from 

temptation. A second time, he prays, and returns to find 

them sleeping. The third time, finding them still asleep, he 
bids them at first sleep on; and then announces the approach 
of the betrayer. 

32. xwpiov —a diminutive from x#pa, denoting a small enclo- 
sure, a field. Te6onuavec—Greek form of a Hebrew name, 
meaning oz/-press. It indicates that the place was an olive orchard, 
with an oil-press as one of the appurtenances, like a sugar house 
in a maple grove. J. 18' locates it on the farther side of the brook 
Kedron. xaficate woe — sit here. The scene was one of those 
sacred things in a man’s life, in which his best instincts bid him 
be alone. ‘The other cases in our Lord’s life of which we are told 
—_— 

1 éxmepicoas Occurs only here. 
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were the temptation, the raising of the daughter of Jairus, and 
the transfiguration. Peter, James, and John were taken nearer to 
the scenes of his soul’s wrestling with impending fate, but even 
they were to remain outside, and watch. 

TeOonuavel, instead of PeOonuavy, Tisch. WH. (Treg. -ve?) 8 ABCDEFG 
HLMNSV Theb. 

33. Kai rapaAdapwBave tov erpov kat “TaxwBov kat “Iwavyny per’ 
avrov — And he takes with him Peter, and James, and John. 

Omit rdv before IdkwBoy, Tisch. Treg. WH. marg. s COEFGHMNSU 
VwW?X TAII?. per’ avrod, instead of pel’ éavrov, Tisch. Treg. WH. s BCD 

57) 69, 346. 

34. éxOapPBetoGar Kal ddnuovetv—Zo be utterly amazed and troubled. 
One derivation makes ddypovely from adypos, homesick, and the 
other from déciv, fo be sated. Either derivation makes it very 
expressive. The strong statement of his amazement opens before 
us a curious problem. His fate, as he comes to face it, is not 
only troubling, but amazing. His rejection by men, their fierce 
hatred of him, his isolation of spirit, even among his own—all 
these things coming to the Son of Man, the lover of his kind, 
whose whole life was wrought by love into the fibre and tissue of 
the common human life, and was individual in no sense — amazed 
him utterly. epiAvros — encompassed by grief. &ws Bavdrov — 
unto death. My sorrow ts killing me, is the thought ; 7¢ ts crushing 
the life out of me. ak ypnyopeire— and watch. It is possible to 
take these words in a merely external sense. He knew that his 
enemies were at hand, and he might want some one to be on the 
watch for them. But it seems more probable that, as Mt. puts it 
(26*), he wanted them to watch wth him, to share his vigil, not 
against human foes, but against the flood of woes overwhelming 
his soul. If possible, he would have companionship in his extreme 
hour. See also v.®. 

35. 4 dpa— che hour; the time used for the event with which 
it was big. There is a theologizing attempt to minimize it, as if it 
referred not to the sacrificial death, which our Lord had no desire 
to escape, but to the unnecessary incidents of it, from the denial 

by Peter, and the betrayal by Judas, to the crucifixion itself, as if 

these were not the very things that made his death sacrificial. It 
was the bitterness put into death by human sin that gave it its 
significance as a sin-offering. «i dvvardv éor.— if it ts possible. 
This possibility is limited only by the accomplishment of his work. 
If it is possible for him to do his work of redemption without that 
sacrificial death, he would escape that tragic fate. But it is not 

the bitterness of death itself, nor even the agonies of crucifixion, 

that he would escape, but the bitterness poured into it by the sin 

of men, which makes his cross to be the place where all the horror 
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of sin gathered itself together to strike him down, and made his 
torn and bleeding heart to become then and there the sin- bearer 
for the race. 

érurrev, instead of érecev, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 8 BL Memph. 
edd. 

36. "ABB& 6 azatyp. ‘This combination of the Greek and 
Hebrew words would not of course appear in the speech of 
our Lord, who used only the Hebrew. Neither is the 6 zatyp 
explanatory of the “A@a, as the Evangelists employ for this the 
formulas, 6 éore peOepunvevopevov, or simply 6 éor, Mt. 1% 27% 
Mk. 3” 5*115'**. But this is a combination of the two, belonging 
to the later usage, and put here by the evangelist into the mouth 
of Jesus. aavra dvvara oo. — all ¢chings are possible to thee. Here 
the condition, zf z¢ zs possible, is changed into the statement, a7 
things are possible to thee, and so, as for the matter of possibility, 
the prayer is left unconditioned, remove this cup from me. But 
the condition is made now the will of God. ‘This is Jesus’ wish 
and prayer, to have the cup removed. But, after all, he knows 
that not his will, but that of the Father, will be carried out, and 
with that he is content. 

37. Kal épxerac— and he comes. Jesus is not concerned about 
himself alone in this critical hour, but about his disciples as well. 
And so he interrupts even this agony of prayer, in order to see 
after their watchfulness. ‘This is the one attitude of mind neces- 
sary in them from this time on,—see his prophetic discourse, 
ch. 13,— and now, in the crisis of his fate and theirs, he is 
anxious to impress the lesson on them. He has just predicted 
that they will desert him, and that Simon will deny him this very 
night. But this prediction, like all prediction, is intended to 
avert whatever evil it foretells. If it could only become a warning 
to them, they would be aroused past all danger of sleeping, and 
might have watched past all danger of desertion and denial. 

38. ypynyopeire Kal zpocedxecbe, iva py EAOnTE cis Tepacpoyv +— 
watch and pray, that you come not into temptation. In v.*, he has 
enjoined watching on them in connection with his own awful sor- 
row. Now, without emphasizing the change, he enjoins it as 
necessary for themselves. And so now he adds prayer, and 
makes the object of both to be, that they enter not into tempta- 
tion. The temptation is located not in external conditions, which 
constitute only a trial or test, but in the internal conditions, the 
evil desires of the heart, the weakness of the flesh. The outward 
attack on their steadfastness was right on them, and was not to be 
averted. ‘They were to pray that this might not be an occasion 
of inward weakness, which would lead them into sin. To pev 

1 secpacuerv is a Biblical word, 
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mvevpa tpoOvpov, 7 de cap acdevns — The spirit ts willing, but the 
jiesh ts weak. ‘The rvetpa and the capé are not contrasted else- 
where in this Gospel, nor in the teachings of Jesus. They denote 
the two extremes of human nature, zvedua being the highest word 
used to describe the spiritual part of man, and hence, where dis- 
tinctions are made within the soul itself, being the word used to 
denote the higher part ; and cap being used to denote the animal 
nature with its passions, and hence everything that belongs to the 
lower nature, everything that is debased and weak, whether pro- 
ceeding from the flesh or not. The two terms cover much the 
same ground in this popular use as our terms higher and lower 
nature. Jesus is not pleading this as an excuse for his disciples’ 
sleepfulness, but as a reason why they should watch and pray. 
The spirit is tpoOvpov, eager, ready, to stand by me, even to death, 
as you have just shown in your protestations; but the flesh is 
weak, the lower nature fears death and danger, and that exposes 
you to temptation. 

Z\Onre, instead of eicéNOnrTe, enter, Tisch. WH. 8* B 346, one ms, Lat. 
Vet. 

39. rov airov Adyov — the same word. Xdyov is used here col- 
lectively of the language used by Jesus in his prayer. Mt. 
changes the prayer here, making it one of submission. Father, 
if it is not possible that this cup pass from me, except I drink tt, 
thy will be done. 

40. kal radu édOov evpev adtors Kabevsovtas* Foav yap avtay ot 
6pOarpot KxaraBaprvopevor'—and again, having come, he found 
them sleeping; for their eyes were (being) weighed down. The 
present part. xaraBapvvopevor denotes the process, not the com- 
pleted state. kal ovx 7decayv—this belongs with the principal 
clause, not with the subordinate introduced by ydp. He found 
them sleeping ; for their eyes were heavy; and they knew not what 
to reply to him. So in the AV. and the RV., though the Greek is 
pointed the other way. Both their shame and their drowsiness 
would make them dumb. 

xataBapvvouevor, instead of BeBapnuévor, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x° 
ABKLNU AII* 1, 11, 13, 69, 106. 

41. xabevSere TO AowTov k. dvaravecbe — sleep on now, and rest. 
This is a free, but not at all a bad translation. On expresses 

very well the meaning of the pres. imp., which does not command 

the beginning of an action, but the continuance of an action 

already begun. 7d Aovrdv means the rest of the time, and is con- 

trasted with the preceding time, when he has bidden them keep 

awake. Vow is thus not a bad translation of it. As for the feel- 

nS EE ee en eee ee a 

1 xaraBapvvouevor is found only here in the N.T., and is rare in Greek writers. 
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ing with which Jesus would say this, it is impossible to keep out 
of it a certain kind of sad bitterness. améyet — tis enough.' This 
meaning is found in only one, possibly two other passages. But 
the other meaning, ¢o0 de distant, is always used with some measure 
of distance. Morison supposes that the English version dates 
from the Vulgate, and that most everybody who has adopted it, 
has taken it from the Latin without much thought. But where 
did the Vulg. get it, and how does it happen that a mere hit, like 
that, should be justified by two recondite passages? It is shown 
to be a meaning of the word, it fits here, and it does not have 
against it the objection that Morison’s own translation has. This 
apparently abrupt disturbance of their sleep after he had just told 
them to sleep, would imply that there was some time between it 
and that permission. 7A0ev 7 wpa —literally, he hour came. The 
hour is that of the delivering up of the Son of Man, the announce- 
ment of which immediately follows. apad/do0ra.—zs delivered 
up.” The word for betrayal, zpodidova, is not used anywhere in 
connection with this event. tov duaptwrAav — the sinners. ‘The 
article denotes the class, not individuals of the class. The signal 
thing about the career of Jesus had been his non-assumption of 
the power associated with his position, while yet he claimed to be 
the Messianic king ; not simply a king, but the ideal king. And 
it seemed to be a sufficient answer to his claims to be a king, 
that he was not a king. But so far, he had at least kept out of 
the hands of his enemies, owing to their fear of the people and of 
Jesus’ influence over them. Now, the crisis of his fate had come ; 
the hour had struck ; and the Son of Man, personating as he does 
in the prophecy, the kingdom of the saints of the Most High, an 
everlasting kingdom, and an endless dominion, is actually to be 
delivered up into the hands of the opposing party, the sinners. 
To our ears, it has a familiar sound, and we are accustomed to 
the whole train of ideas associated with it. But to the disciples, 
it must have sounded like the stroke of doom. And Jesus does 
not even try to escape it; he goes forth to meet his fate. 

CAPTURE OF JESUS BY AN IRREGULAR FORCE 

SENT OUT BY THE SANHEDRIM, PILOTED BY 

JUDAS ISCARIOT 

43-52. The party that captured Jesus ts represented as a 
crowd from the Sanhedrim armed with swords and clubs. 

Judas had given them a sign by which they would recognize 

1 Thay.-Grm. Lex. : 
2 The pres. used to denote a certain future event. In this case, it is actually 

beginning with the advent of his captors, v.48, 
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Jesus, arranging that the one to whom he gave the kiss of 
salutation they were to take and hold fast. This meant 

simply that the one whom he saluted as master was the 

leader whom they were sent out to capture, and this pro- 

gramme was carried out. One of the disciples (John says, 

Peter), not yet convinced that all was lost, and carrying out 
his purpose to die with his lord, if necessary, drew his 
sword, and with a random blow cut off the ear of the high 
priest's servant. But Jesus says to his captors, Why do 

you use force against me, as if I were a highwayman? 
Why did you not take me quietly when I was teaching 
every day in the temple? But this treatment of me as a 
malefactor is only a fulfilment of the fate marked out for 
me by the Scriptures. <A? this, the disciples, seeing that 

Jesus does not mean to defend himself, and in that the 

destruction of all their hopes, forsook him and fled. One, 

however, a young man, who had been roused from his bed 

by the tumult, and had thrown a sheet about him, was taken 

by them, and escaped only by leaving the sheet in their 

hands. 

43. kat evus, ere airod AaXodvTos, wapayiverat ‘Tovdas (6 “Ioxapt- 
ats), eis TOV dwoeKka, Kal MET avTOD 6xAos mera paxatpOv Kat Evrwv, 
mapa TOV dpxlepewy Kal TOV ypaypatéewy Kat (Tov) rpecBuTépov— 
And immediately, while he was still speaking, there comes a crowd 
with swords and clubs, from the chief priests, and the scribes, and 
(the) elders. 

Insert 6 “Ioxapidrns after *Iovdas, Tisch. (Treg.) ADKMUW? II Latt. 
Syrr. Omit av, being, after els, one, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCDKLN 
SUW? II Latt. Egyptt. Pesh. Omit odds, great, after 8xXos, crowd, Tisch. 
Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. 8 BL 13, 69, mss. of Latt. Egyptt. Pesh. 
Omit rv, the, before mpecBurépwr, elders, Tisch. 8* AU 1, 69, I15, 131, 
251, 282, 346, Orig. 

els tov bSexa—one of the twelve. This is repeated from v.™, 
to keep this tragic element of the situation before us. 6yAos — 
a crowd. The apprehending force is shown by this word 6xAos 
to have been of the nature of a mob, an irregular and unorganized 
force. J. 18°, on the contrary, says that it was the ozetpa, the 
Roman cohort, or a detachment representing it, under the com- 
mand of the chiliarch, its commanding officer, together with the 
official attendants of the Sanhedrim. dpxtepéwy . . . ypapparéwv 
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. mpecButépwv — chief priests, scribes, elders. ‘This is the com- 
plete designation of the Sanhedrim by the classes composing it. 

44. civonpov'—a sign between them, a concerted signal. The 
need of this does not appear, as Jesus was a well-known figure. 
But in the darkness and confusion, there was the possibility of 
escape, and there was an evident desire to make everything sure. 
év av diAjow —This sign given by Judas had nothing unusual 
about it, but was the ordinary form of salute. kparjoate airov x. 
arayere aopadas — These directions were given by Judas to the 
crowd of which he had constituted himself the leader. dogaddas 
— securely, giving no chance for escape. Judas, having once 
entered into this affair, did not want a fiasco made of it. The 
motives of Judas in this extraordinary treachery are difficult to 
understand. In judging of them, we have to remember that he 
was one of the twelve chosen by Jesus to be his most intimate 
companions, and we must not undervalue that choice by ascribing 
to Judas motives of such utter and irredeemable vileness as would 
make him an impossible companion for any decent person. It 
may be that he had for his purpose in this extraordinary move to 
force Jesus to assume the offensive against his enemies. ‘This is, 
at least, vastly more probable than the mercenary motive hinted 
at in the Fourth Gospel. But, whatever his motive, whether he 
actually turned against Jesus, or only seemed to, in order to 
compel him to assume his power, he would want to make sure 
that his plan succeeded. 

amdyere, instead of dmaydyere, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BDL 28, 40, 69. 

45. e\Owv . . . tpoceAPinv — having come, he came up to. The 
first of these participles denotes an act precedent to that of the 
principal verb and the other participle taken together.? xare- 
pirnoev — he kissed. The prep. denotes a certain profuseness in 
the act.’ 

46. Oi de éréBadav Tas xelpas atta@— And they laid their hands 
on him. 

éréBaday, instead of -dov, Tisch. WH. 8 B. Tas xetpas adr, instead of 
ér’ aitov Tas xelpas addy, Tisch. Treg. WH. x* BDL 1, 11, 13, 69, 118, 
346, mss. Lat. Vet. 

47. Eis de. Itis probable that the numeral is used here, as it is 
commonly, to call attention to the number, not like the indefinite 
tis. The probability of this is increased if 71s is retained in the 
text. Only one of the disciples resorted to this extreme action, 
involving, as it did, a certain courage, and also blindness. ‘There 
was in it also an element of tentativeness, an initiative, in which 
all the prejudices of the disciples pointed to success, but in which 
the words of the Master must have raised bewilderment and doubt. 

1 A word belonging to Biblical Greek. 2 Win. 45,34. 8% Thay.-Grm, Lex. 
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Lk. 22* says that the disciples generally asked if they should 
strike with the sword, and that one of them, without waiting for 
an answer, sought to precipitate matters by taking the offensive. 
J. 18" gives the name, Simon Peter, and the incident is entirely 
characteristic. He also names the servant, Malchus. Lk. 22% 
adds the interesting fact, that Jesus healed the man. 

Omit ts, @ certain, after els, one, Treg. (WH.) » ALM, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Egyptt. Harcl. awrdpioy, instead of wrlov, Tisch. Treg. WH. BD 1, Harcl. 
marg. 

48. Anornv—a highwayman. The word for thief is xXerrys. 
Force would be unnecessary in capturing a mere thief. Jesus 
mildly resents the idea of lawlessness, implied in sending out an 
armed force to capture him. He is no highwayman, prepared to 
resist the law that he has violated. 

é&qdOare, instead of é&4j\Oere, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BD 1, Harcl. marg. 

49. kal’ nucpav nunv mpos tuas ev TO tepo Sidacxwyv —TL was 
daily with you in the temple teaching. ‘This protests against the 
secrecy which they have used in his arrest. There is in it again, 
the idea that they have a dangerous character to deal with. He 
had not sought to hide himself, nor to cover up his teachings. 
He had mingled with them daily, and taught in the temple. He 
implies that there must be some secret reason, involving the weak- 
ness of their cause, not of his, for their proceeding against him 
with both force and secrecy. dAd’ iva tAnpwhadow ai ypapai — 
The Scriptures that would be fulfilled in this instance were those 
that presaged his treatment as a malefactor, e.g. Is. 53°*". Our 
Lord must have entered very deeply into the inner meaning and 
heart of the Scriptures, to find them presaging his fate ; just as 
the Scriptures themselves nowhere vindicate their inspired quality 
as in that presentiment. 

50. kai adévres abriv Ebvyov mavtes — They had stood by him 
until his words and acts made it evident that Jesus was committed 
to a policy of non-resistance. After that, to stay was simply to 
involve themselves in his fate, and for that, not courage, but faith 
was lacking. This is the explanation of their conduct during this 
crisis; their faith had suffered an eclipse. To the rest of the 
Jews, his non-resistance and the failure of heaven to interfere in 
his behalf were conclusive proof of the falseness of his Messianic 
claim. To the disciples, whose simpler and less sophisticated 
mind was deeply impressed with the varied proof of greatness 
afforded in their intimate association with him, but who had the 
same Jewish ideas of the Messiah, these untoward events were an 
occasion of profound doubt and perplexity, but not of actual un- 
belief. But doubt removes courage; the disciples fled because 
their faith wavered. 
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51. veavioxos tis ovvykoAovJer—a certain young man accom- 
panied him. ‘This is a singular episode in the tragedy of our 
Lord’s betrayal, and it is still more singular that it should have 
found its way into the account, forming, as it does, a picturesque 
incident, but not an essential of the event. The linen cloth was 
a sheet which he had thrown around him, when he got out of his 
bed, probably aroused by the stir which the crowd made when it 
passed by his house. Evidently he was a disciple, but his hasty 
dress shows that he was not one of the twelve. The failure to 
mention his name does not show that it was unknown to Mk. ; see 
v.”, Rather, this, together with the mention of an event otherwise 
so trivial, might easily point to Mk. himself as the person. 

veavloxos Tus, instead of els ris veavloxos, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. Pesh. cuvnxodovée:, accompanied, instead of 4Kodod- 
Gea, followed, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL. 

52. kal kpatovow attov’ 6 b& katadizoy THY owddva yupvoes Epvyev 
—and they seize him, but he, having left the linen cloth, fled 
naked. 

Omit of veavloxot, the young men, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* DLA, 
mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. Omit dm’ airadv, from them, Tisch. 
Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. RV. & BCL, two mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. Pesh. 

JESUS BEFORE THE SANHEDRIM 

53-65. Jesus ts carried before the Sanhedrim, who ex- 

amine him in regard to his standing before Jewish law. 

This ts necessary in order to vindicate their procedure as a 

national tribunal. But tn this examination, they proceed as 

a prosecuting body, seeking testimony by which they may put 

him to death, instead of sitting as judges on the question of 
his guilt. They found, however, only false witness, and 

that not self-consistent, to the effect that he had threatened 
to destroy the temple built with hands, and to build another 
in three days, without hands. The first part of this was 

the only one containing any offensive matter, and that was 

false. The high priest then questioned Jesus in regard to 

this testimony, and Jesus by his silence implied that there 
was nothing to answer. Then the high priest asks him 
directly of he ts the Messiah, which is the real question at 
wssue. Jesus sees in this a question which he has no desire 

Zo evade, the matter about which he wants no mistake nor 
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doubt, especially before the highest tribunal, and he answers, 
Iam. He prophesies also that they will see the Son of 

Man occupying the postition of Divine vicegerent, and exer- 

cising his authority here on earth. This is taken as con- 

victing him of blasphemy out of his own mouth, and he ts 

condemned guilty of this capital crime. Then they begin 
to abuse him, spitting on him, and casting ridicule on his 

prophetic claims by vailing his face, and then after buffeting 

him, saying, Prophesy, who struck you. JMJeantime, while 

this sorry business ts going on, Peter, not wishing to tdentify 
himself with his Master, and yet unwilling to remain 
zgnorant of his fate, seats himself in the court with the 

under-officers of the Sanhedrim. 

53, Tov apxvepea — the high priest, who was ex-officio the pres- 
ident of the Sanhedrim. Mt. gives us the name of the high 
priest, viz. Caiaphas.’ J. tells us of a preliminary examination 
before Annas, the father-in-law of Caiaphas, for which the Synop- 
tics leave no room, and with which it is difficult to keep the con- 
sistency of John’s account.? oi dpyepets x. ot mperBvrepor k. ot 
ypapparets — These were the three classes composing the Sanhe- 
drim. This trial of Jesus before the Sanhedrim as the judicial 
body of the nation, was to ascertain his guilt under the law of the 
land. Probably, that would not be enough to procure his condem- 
nation before the Roman procurator, who would not be likely to 
put him to death except for some offence against the imperial 
government. But they knew that they would not be justified 
before the nation for procuring his death, unless they could find 
him guilty of some capital sin against the Jewish law. This meet- 
ing of the Sanhedrim must have been arranged in expectation of 
Jesus’ arrest. 

Omit atr@, to him, after cvvépyovrat, gather, Tisch. (Treg. marg.) WH. 
x DLA 13, 64, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Memph. 

54. dad paxpobev® ews ow, eis THY avAnv—literally, as far as 
inside, into the court. It seems better here to retain the proper 
meaning of avAjy, viz. the open space, enclosed by the walls of 
the palace, the court, though it probably has the meaning pa/ace 
in some places. tanperov— the attendants, or officials of the 
Sanhedrim, like the Roman lictors, or our sergeants-at-arms, or 
doorkeepers. zpos 76 fas — at the light of the fire. RV. Pos- 

1 Mt. 2657. 2 J, 1818.24. 3 On the pleonastic use of the prep., see Win. 65, 2. 
4 Mt. 263-58 Mk, 1516 Lk, 1121 J. 1819, 
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sibly, the light, instead of the fire itself, is named, because it calls 

attention to the fact that Peter was in sight, not hid away in the 

darkness. 
55. efnrovy waprupiav ... eis TO OavatGoar — sought witness... 

to put him to death. They did not act as judges, but having formed 

the purpose to put him to death, they sought witness against him. 

Nominally, they were judges ; really, they were prosecutors." 
56. zodAol yap eevdouaptipovy — for many bore false witness. 

This confirms the statement that they found no witness to put him 

to death. Such testimony, #.e. as would answer their purpose, 
since, though many bore false witness, their testimony did not 
agree. 

58. "Ey katradvcw tov vadov Todrov, etc.—JZ will destroy this 
temple made with hands, and after three days I will build another 
without hands. The nearest approach to this is found in J. 2”, 
“ Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it.’ This 
omits the only damaging part of the testimony, the “ 7 wll destroy 
this temple.” axetpoTointov ® — not made with hands. 

WH. marg. has the singular reading dvaorjow, Z will raise another not 
made with hands. tis found in D and four mss. Lat. Vet. 

59. Kal ovd¢ oTws — and not even so, implying that this was the 
nearest approach to definite and consistent testimony that they 

found, but that even in this, the testimony of different witnesses 

disagreed in essential particulars. Mk. calls it pevdouaprupia, but 

evidently in the sense that it misrepresented a saying of Jesus, not 

that there was no such saying. According to Mt., there were two 

witnesses who testified to this. 
60. Failing to find testimony, the high priest proceeds to ques- 

tion Jesus, as if the testimony itself had been of such a nature as 

to require an answer from him. The silence of Jesus is due to 

this fact. It is as much as to say, “There is nothing to answer.” 

Omit 7d before pécov, midst, Tisch. Treg. WH. and about everything, 

except DM Memph. ov« dmexplvaro ovdév, instead of ovdév dmexpivato, 

Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCL 33, Egyptt. 

The high priest then puts a leading question, seeking to make 

Jesus criminate himself. And the question is put in the form ex- 

pecting assent, Zhou art, art thou? 6 vios Tov evAoyntov — the 

Son of the blessed. This addition to the simple 6 Xpuords, the 

Messiah, is intended to bring out the solemnity of the claim, and 

thus the blasphemy that would be involved in the false claim. It 

was not something added to the claim of Messiahship by Jesus, 

involving blasphemy, whereas the claim of Messiahship by itself 

would not involve that: but it was a legitimate part of the Jewish 

description of the Messiah. «iAoynrds is not found elsewhere in 

1 See v.1, 2 A word found only in the N.T. 
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the N.T., except as a predicate of @eéds in doxologies. It means 
the one who is worshipped. 

62. Now, the high priest gets an answer. The time has come 
for Jesus to make his confession before the highest tribunal of the 
nation. To be silent now would wear the look of abdicating his 
claim at the critical moment of his life. And he proceeds to add 
to it even more of august and solemn circumstance than the high 
priest had maliciously invested it with. x. dWecOe +. viov— And 
you will see the Son of Man seated on the right hand of power, 
and coming with the clouds of heaven. He cites here again the 
language of Dan. 7", applying it to himself. It is as if he had 
said, you will see fulfilled in me the most august of the Messianic 
prophecies. Kxadnpevov x detav ths duvapews — occupying, z.e. the 
throne of God’s vicegerenr, the position next to the throne itself. 
This again is a legitimate part of the Messianic claim, according 
to Jewish expectation, but it shows, as the language of the High 
Priest had done, the blasphemy of a false claim. In the mouth 
of Jesus, it denotes the place that he was to occupy in heaven. 
Mt. adds, dx’ dpi, from this very time on, and Lk. dro rod viv, 
Jrom now on; and with this addition, it points evidently to the 
earthly evidences of this heavenly power. They were to see with 
their own eyes the advancing kingdom of the Son of Man in the 
world. With this limitation of time, the language cannot refer to 
what was to take place at the end of the world, but to what was 
to take place continually in the world from that time on. It was 
to become immediately the scene of the Messianic kingdom, in 
which the Son of Man was to rule over its affairs from his throne 
in heaven. k. épxdmevov pera TOv vepeXdv. See on 13°. This 
denotes more specifically the intervention of the Son of Man, the 
Messianic King, in the affairs of the world. The whole statement 
means, in connection with Jesus’ confession of the Messianic claim, 
that they would see him exercising the Messianic power. 

63. duappygas tT. yiT@vas — having rent his garments. yxvtdvas 
is used here of garments in general, not restricted to inner gar- 
ments. Mt. says iuatia (26"). 

64. jKovoate 7. BAacdyuias —you heard the blasphemy. The 
blasphemy did not consist in the terms in which he claimed the 
Messianic dignity, since he used simply the language of prophecy, 
but in what the high priest considered to be his false claim to so 
august a position. évoyov Gavarov — Liable to (the punishment of) 
death. ‘The high priest has named the crime of which they find 
him guilty under the Jewish law. This is the penalty of that 
crime of blasphemy. 

65. Kai npéavro twes eure attra — And some began to spit on 
him. Lk. says, those who held him." But he puts this in another 

1 Lk. 2268, 

AON 
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place. According to him, the Sanhedrim did not assemble till 
the next morning, and this reviling was done by those who held 
Jesus in custody during the interval. Upodyjrevcov — Prophesy. 
The subject of prophecy was to be, who smote him.’ ot imnpérat 
— the attendants, the officers of the Sanhedrim.?  pariopaow airov 
ZaBov — received him with blows. This marks the end of the 
present procedure before the Sanhedrim, when he would be 
turned over to the officials for custody. And this is the reception 
which they gave him. 

édaBor, instead of €BadXoy, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCIKLNSV TAI. 
DG 1, 13, 69, Memph. Harcl. éAduBavor. 

PETER'S DENIAL 

66-72. While the trial is going on, Peter ts at the fire in 
the court of the palace. One of the matd-servants of the 

high priest sees him there, and charges him with being a 

follower of Jesus. Peter dentes it, and pretends not even 
to understand what she says. But he sees that the situation 

is becoming dangerous, and goes out into the vestibule, lead- 
ing from the court into the street, when a cock crowed. 

There the servant repeats her charge, and Peter hts denial. 
Finally, after a short time, the bystanders detect the Galilean 
burr in Peter's speech, and renew the charge. Then Peter 

begins to protest with oaths that he does not know whom 
they ave talking about. It ts the third denial, and the cock 

crowed a second time, which brought to his mind Jesus’ 
warning, and having thought on it, Peter wept. 

67. Kai od pera tov Nalapnvod jo0a tov ‘Incot — You too were 
with the Nazarene, Jesus. «ai adds ov to the rest of the disciples, 
who have kept away from the place of danger. You too, who take 
your place so boldly here. The position of Naapyvot, and its 
separation from tov "Imaod, makes it emphatic. Zhe Mazarene 
concentrates in itself their notion of the absurdity of his claim. 

hoba Tod *Inood, instead of Incod foba, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BCL. 
Also x D A Latt. Syrr. insert rod before ’Inood. 

68. ovre olda ovte éerictapar— J neither know, nor understand 
what you say. Peter makes his denial as explicit as possible. It 

1 Mt. 2668 Lk, 2264, 2 See on v.54, 
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is a denial of all knowledge, or even understanding of what, the 
woman is saying. mpoavAwov'—the vestibule, or covered way, 
leading from the street into the inner court. xal dAextwp épuvnce 
—and a cock crowed, not the cock. 

oure . . . ovre, instead of ovk .. . ode, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x BDL, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. Omit cat addéxrwp épavnoe, and a cock crowed, 
WH. RV. marg. 8 BL, one ms. Lat. Vet. Memph. 

69. kai 4 raidicxn—and the maid, the same who had made 
the former charge. Mt. 26" says GAAn, another maid. L. 22% 
Says €repos, another man. J. 18” says éXeyov, they said. 

Tots mapest@o.v, instead of rots mapecrnkdc.v, Tisch. Treg. WH. & 
BCIKL AII*. 

70. jpvetro— dented. Mt. says pera dpxov, with an oath. The 
answer of Peter varies also in the several accounts. pera pxpov 
—L. says diacraons woel wpas pias, about one hour having inter- 
vened. J. says that the person making this third charge was a 
kinsman of Malchus, whose ear Peter had cut off at the arrest, 
and that he asks if he did not see Peter with Jesus in the orchard. 
The Synoptists agree in their account of this charge, all of them 
inserting dAnOas, Verily (L. éx’ ddnOecas), and giving substantially 
the same reason, viz. that he was a Galilean. Mt. adds, 7 AadAca 
gov dydov ce trovet — thy speech makes thee known. The best texts 
omit these words in Mk. 

Omit kal 7 Aadid cov duodfer, and your speech is like, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RV. x BCDL 1, 118, 209, mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. 

71. dvabeparileyv — to curse.” It does not denote, any more 
than épuviva, vulgar swearing, but the imprecation of divine pen- 
alties on the person, if he does not speak the truth. 

duvuvat, instead of duvdverv, Tisch. Treg. WH. BEHLSUVX I. 

72. Kai evOus éx devrépov ddextwp epwovnoe — And immediately, a 
second time, a cock crowed. 7 pnpa ws*— the word, how. x. ém- 
Badwv éxrAave— and having thought on tt, he began to weep. This 
meaning of the verb is clearly established now, and it is clearly 
the best rendering, if allowable.t The impf. denotes the act in 
its inception, he began to weep. Peter had lost his faith for 
the time, but that was no reason why he should lose his cour- 
age and honesty. But his courage was supported by his faith, 
and fell with it. Why should he run any risks for a hope that 
had failed him? This was his thought while he was under press- 

1 A rare word, found in the N.T. only here. 
2A purely Biblical and ecclesiastical word, found in the N.T. only here, and 

Acts 2312. 14. 21, 8 See Thay.-Grm. Lex. as, 1. 6. 
4 See Morison for best statement of different views. 
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ure. But now he remembers the warning of Jesus, and with it 
recalls all that Jesus had been to him, whatever might become of 
the hope that they had all associated with him, and he weeps over 
his own baseness. But he does not take back his denial. 

Td phua &s, instead of Tod pjuaros ot, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s ABCLA 
Egyptt. Insert ev@ds before é« devrépov, Tisch. Treg. (Treg. marg.) WH. 
RV. s BDGL 13, 69, 124, 346, Latt. Pesh. 

JESUS BEFORE PILATE 

Xv. 1-15. Zhe Sanhedrim have found in Jesus claim to 

be the Messiah a basis of procedure against him under 

Jewish law. The claim they judged to be blasphemy. It 

appears now that they made use of the same before Pilate. 
For the first question that Pilate asks is whether Jesus ts 

king of the Jews, evidently reflecting in this the charge on 
which Jesus has been brought to him. Jesus assents to this, 

but Pilate is well enough informed about the affairs of his 

province to know that the claim as made by Jesus does not 

amount to treason, and involves no harm to the state. Other- 

wise, the case would have been complete. The chief priests, 

seeing that it is not, proceed to make various charges, to 

which Jesus makes no reply. Just how the next step ts 

brought about we are not told, but probably it ts a device of 
Pilate’s to use the sympathy of the people against the malice 

of the authorities, and so justify himself in releasing Jesus. 

In a case like this, it would be the policy of the empire not 

only to decide the question on its merits, but to conciliate the 

people. At any rate, the question of releasing to the people 

a political prisoner being brought up, he asks them tif he 
shall release to them the king of the Jews. But the chief 

priests, knowing that the hope of the people had been for a 
political Messiah, and that Jesus had disappointed that hope, 

found it easy to stir up the crowd to demand the release of 

Barabbas, who had been in a political plot, and even the 

crucifixion of Jesus. And Pilate following the Roman 

policy, acceded to their demand. 
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1. Kai ev6is tpwt cvpBovrALov éroiuacavres — And immediately 
in the morning, having made ready a concerted plan of action. It 
is evident that their formal procedure had been the night before, 
resulting in the condemnation of Jesus, 14. On the contrary, 
this morning meeting was an informal gathering to decide on a 
plan of action before Pilate. ovpPovAoy with éroudfey denotes 
not a consultation, but the result of the consultation, a concerted 
plan of action.' This is the reverse of Jewish legal process, which 
would have allowed the informal gathering at night, but a judicial 
procedure only during the day.? Lk. makes this trial in the morn- 
ing to be the one in which they extract from Jesus the confession 
that he is the Messiah. In fact, in Mt. and Mk. the trial of Jesus 
before the Sanhedrim is at night, in Lk., on the contrary, it is in 
the morning.’ x. dAov 76 ouvédprov — The AV. translates here so 
as to make these words a part of those dependent on pera, with. 
But they belong with of dpyepets. The RV. translates properly ; 
The chief priests with the elders and scribes, and all the council. 
7# I:Adrw — this is the first time that Pilate has been mentioned 
in Mt. cr Mk. Lk. tells us that he was procurator of Judza at the 
time that John the Baptist began his work,* and we know from 
other sources that he had been procurator for three years at that 
time. Judzea had been a part of the Roman province of Syria since 
A.D. 6, and was governed by a Roman procurator, whose residence 
was Ceesarea. Pilate was sixth in the line of these. His presence 
at Jerusalem was on account of the Passover, and the danger of 
disturbance owing to the infiux of Jews at the feast. 

Omit éri 76 before mpwt, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDL 46, mss. Lat. 
Vet. Egyptt. éroiudoavres, instead of ro:noavtes, Tisch. WH. marg. 8 CL. 
Internal evidence favors this more difficult reading. 

2. odeié Bactreds tdv Iovdaiwy ; — Art thou the king of the Jews ? 
The pronoun is emphatic, and probably disdainful. Pilate ridicules 
the charge. 3d A€yers — Thou sayest. A Jewish form of assent. 
In Lk. 22", this formula is treated by the Sanhedrim as assent- 
ing to their questions. And in Mk. 14, éyd «iw is given as the 
equivalent of ov etwas in Mt. 26%. Nevertheless, the dre eyo eiys 
of Lk. 22”, and Jn. 18°’, dru BactAeds eiut, show that it is not the 
same as if he had merely assented, that the form of assent is such 
as to admit of adjuncts inappropriate to mere ordinary assent. 
On the other hand, it does not seem in any of the N.T. passages 
quoted to differ essentially from assent.2 Here, as in the trial 
before the Sanhedrim, this is the one question that Jesus answers. 
It is the only question on which his own testimony is important, 
and absolutely necessary. Left to the testimony of others, and of 

1 See Holtzmann. 2 See Edersheim, Life of Fesus, 11. ch. 13, 3. 

3 Lk, 22671,, 41k.31, 5 See Thayer, Art. in Fournal Bib. Lit. 1894. 
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his own life, this essential thing, which is the key to the whole 
situation, would be subject to the ridicule with which Pilate treats 
it. In spite of all appearances to the contrary, he says, J am 
King. It is another and entirely different question, whether his 
kingship interfered with the State, and so made him amenable to 
its law. And just because that question would have to receive a 
negative answer, and so would seem to deny kingship in any ac- 
cepted sense, he had to affirm that claim. 

air@ déyet, instead of elev adr@, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCD Memph. 
I, 127, 209, 258, read Aéyer adr@. 

3. Kai xatnydpovv avrod of dpxtepets roAAa — And the chief priests 
brought many accusations against him. ‘This was evidently because 
Pilate was not convinced by their statement that he claimed to be 
a king. Under the Roman system, the governor of a province 
was supposed to keep the central government informed of what- 
ever was going on in his jurisdiction, and this system was so per- 
fected that there would be little chance for a work like that of 
Jesus to go on without the cognizance of the Roman deputies. 
Pilate’s whole attitude shows that he understood the case, so that 
he was not alarmed by a charge, which in any other circumstances 
he could not have treated so cavalierly. Lk. tells us something 
about these charges.’ Of course, the principal one was his claim 
to be a king, the Messianic King, which Jesus admits. To this 
they added that he stirs up the people, and forbids to pay tribute 
to Cesar. This is what is needed to give a treasonable character 
to the main charge. If these acts could be proved, they would 
be overt acts of treason. And the fact that Pilate pays so little 
attention to them, and does not treat Jesus’ silence in face of them 
as an evidence of guilt, proves conclusively that he understood 
the facts. 

4. émypwra airov, (A€ywv) . . . Téca Gov Katnyopodow — asked 
him, (saying) . . . how many charges they bring against you. 

érnpwra, instead of -rnoev, Tisch. Treg. WH. BU 13, 33, 69, 124, two 
mss. Lat. Vet. Harcl. marg. Omit Aéywy, Tisch. (WH.) &* 1, 209, one 
ms. Lat. Vet.Theb. katnyopoto.v, instead of karauaprupoto.y, bear witness 
against, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCD 1, Latt. Memph. 

ovKere ovdev amexpiOn — no longer answered anything ; viz. after 
the first question. Jesus’ silence is due to the fact that his life is 
a sufficient answer to these charges. The fact of his kingship 
would seem to men to be denied or rendered doubtful by the 
events of his life, and to that, therefore, he needed to testify. But 
as to these questions, involving the interference of his kingdom 

1 Lk. 235, 
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with the State the facts were enough. And Jesus knew, moreover, 
that Pilate was cognizant of these facts. As to stirring up the 
people, he had done just the opposite, he had repressed them, 
and one of the significant facts given to us in the Synoptists is his 
wise silence in regard to his Messianic claim, lest the people 
should be stirred up by false hopes. And as to forbidding the 
payment of tribute to Czesar, he had, instead, commanded it. 
That is, he had used his authority to enforce that of the State, 
not to overthrow it. Pilate’s course throughout shows that he 
appreciated the situation, and that at no time in the trial did he 
consider the charges against Jesus of any weight whatever. 6av- 
palerv — No wonder that Pilate wondered. It is one of the places 
where the heavenly way seems not only unaccountable to men, 
but also somehow admirable. The Sanhedrim, knowing that they 
were weak on the side of facts, added to these protestations and 
clamor, and wily personal appeal, intent only on carrying their 
point. Jesus, strong in his innocence, brings no pressure to bear, 
beyond that of simply the facts, which he allows to do all the 
talking for him. There is no doubt which method secures im- 
mediate ends in this world. Jesus says about the men who use the 
worldly way, Verily J say unto you, they have their reward. But 
neither is there any doubt which secures large ends, and wins in 
the long run. It is not only the truth, but the method of truth 
that prevails at last. 

6. Kara d¢ éopriy aredkvev— Vow at the Feast he was in the 
habit of releasing. The AV. obscures everything here. This cus- 
tom is quite probable, and is in line with what we know of Roman 
policy. It was a part of the Roman administration of conquered 
provinces, a policy of conciliation. But there is no mention of it 
elsewhere. 

dv mapyTodvro, instead of Svrep yrodvTo, Tisch. Treg. marg. WH. RV. 
NAB *, 

7. otaciactav . .. orace.—insurgents ... insurrection. These 
words tell the story of Barabbas. He was just what the Jews ac- 
cused Jesus of being, a man who had raised a revolt against the 

- Roman power. He was a political prisoner, and it was only such 
that the Jews would be interested to have released to them. 
Their interests and those of Rome were opposed, and a man who 
revolted against Rome was regarded as a patriot. The fact that 
they asked for Barabbas shows that they were insincere in bring- 
ing charges against Jesus. 

ctac.acTay, instead of svcraciacray, fellow-insurgents, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. s BCDK 1, 13, 69, Theb. 

1 Cf. Is. 537. 
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8. Kal dvaBas 6 dxAos ypgaro aitelcbat, KaBws érote adrots —and 
the crowd, having come up, began to ask (him to do) as he was 
wont to do for them. 

dvaBas, instead of dvaBorjoas, having cried out, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 
x BD, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Egyptt. Omit del, 2/ways, Tisch. WH. RV. 8 
BA Egyptt. 

9. Oéd\ere drodVow tiv Tov Baca Tdv "lovdatwv — Do you wish 
me to release to you the king of the Jews? Pilate has been in- 
formed evidently by the chief priests, that it is the people them- 
selves who have invested Jesus with this title, on his entry into 
Jerusalem. And he uses the term here, expecting their sympathy.! 

10. da POovov — on account of envy. He knew that it was the 
popularity of Jesus with the multitudes that had aroused the 
jealousy of the rulers against him, and he hoped that he could 
make use of that now to secure his release. 

11. of d& dpxtepets dvéretcay Tov 6xAov, iva padAov Tov BapaffBav 
arodven attots — but the chief priests stirred up the multitude, that 
he should rather release Barabbas to them. ‘This was the first 
time in the life of Jesus that the people had turned against him. 
And while, of course, the fickleness of the crowd is always to be 
taken into account, there were other elements at work here, which 
made the people especially pliable. It was a case of regulars 
against an irregular, of priests against prophet, and popular pref- 
erence is always evenly balanced between these. But the great 
thing was the cruel disappointment of the people after the 
triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem. He had raised their 
hopes to the highest pitch then, only to dash them to the ground 
again by his subsequent inaction and powerlessness. It was no 
use for them to ask for the release of a king who had just 
abdicated. 

12. edeyev adrots, Ti otv (Oédere) roijow (ov) A€yere Tov Bacird€a 
tov ‘Iovdaiwy ;—said to them, What then shall I do (do you wish 
me to do) with him whom you call the king of the Jews ? Or, What 
then do you tell me to do with the king of the Jews? ‘The reading 
ov A€yere tT. Bactrdéea 7. Iovdatwy so evidently preserves to us an 
element of the situation, which a copyist would not think of, that 
it is to be retained. ‘The fact that it was the people themselves 
who had invested Jesus with this title Pilate would be certain to 
use here, so that the ov Aéyere evidently belongs to this transaction. 
But it is just the thing that a copyist would lose sight of, as out of 
harmony with the present hostile attitude of the people. It is 
because Pilate remembered this, that he still hoped that he might 
find in the people, if not a demand for the release of Jesus, at 
least some manifestation of indifference that would show him that 

1So Weiss. 
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the cry for his death was not a popular demand, and then he could 
afford to go against the rulers. He was evidently determined to 
yield to nothing except popular pressure, and that he hoped Jesus’ 
previous popularity might avert. 

€Xeyev, instead of elzev, Tisch. Treg. WH. ® BC Harcl. Omit 6é\ere, 
WH. RV. x BCD |, 13, 33, 69, Egyptt. Omit ov before \éyere, WH. B. 
Omit ov Aéyere, Treg. (Treg. marg.) AD 1, 13, 69, 118, Latt. Theb. 

13. Sravpwoov airév— Crucify him. An extreme probably to 
which they would not have gone except for the instigation of the 
priests. But having lost their confidence in Jesus, they were 
ready to follow their accustomed leaders. 

14. Ti yap éroinoev kaxov ; —Why, what evil did he do?' Pilate 
still hoped that by this unanswerable question he might confuse 
the people, and stop their clamor. epiocds éxpagav — they cried 
vehemently. ‘The previous statement is, they cried. Now, the cry 
becomes vehement. Pilate’s endeavor to check it only aaads vehe- 
mence to it. 

mepico@s, instead of mepiccorépws, more vehemently, Tisch. Treg. WH. 
RY. xs ABCDGHKM AII. 

This verse defines exactly the state of the case. Pilate insists 

so far that the people shall give him some ground for proceeding 

against Jesus, and even hints that he does not think that there is 

any good reason for it. That is, up to this point, he acts as the 

judge. The people, on the other hand, confess judgment by their 

refusal to answer Pilate’s question, implying that they have no 

case. And they fall back on popular clamor, simply reiterating 

their demand that Jesus be put to death. 

15. Bovdopevos TO OyAM TO txavov Torpoat— wishing to satisfy 
the multitude. The AV., willing to content the people, is weak, 
especially in its translation of BovAduevos. ppayeAAwoas *— hav- 
ing scourged him. This was a part of the procedure in case of 
crucifixion, and whether its object was merciful or not, its effect 
was certainly to mitigate the slow torture of crucifixion, by hasten- 
ing death.° 

This statement of Pilate’s reason is again a reflection of the 

Roman policy in dealing with the provinces. As a matter of 

policy, — and this would be the Roman method of dealing with 

1 On this use of yap in questions, see Win. 53, 8c). The answer to the question 
in such cases is causal with reference to what precedes, here with reference to 
Zravpwooy avrov, 2 The Lat. verb flaged/are. The Grk. verb is pagtiydw. 

3 Edersheim, Life of Fesus, p. 579- 
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such a case, — there would be no reason against the crucifixion 

of Jesus, now that the people had joined hands with the rulers 

against him; whereas, the popular clamor would constitute a 

reason of state which Pilate, under the Roman policy, would be 

obliged to consider. Pilate, that is to say, lays aside judicial 

considerations, and deals with it as a matter of imperial policy. 

So, substantially, Mt. and Lk. According to J. the Jews returned 

to the political charge, and insisted on the treasonable nature of 

Jesus’ claim to be a king." The two accounts are inconsistent. 

According to one, the charges are given up. According to the 

other, while the attempt to prove them is given up, the political 

effect of them is insisted on, and it is this which turns the scale 

against Jesus. 

JESUS MOCKED BY THE ROMAN SOLDIERS 

16-21. Jesus ts delivered up to the Roman soldiers for 
the execution of the sentence against him. They have 

learned the nature of the charge against him, and proceed 

to make sport of it. For this purpose they take him to the 

palace, and gather the whole cohort on duty in the city at 
the time. There they clothe him in mock purple, and put a 

crown made of the twigs of the thorn bush on his head, and 

pay him mock homage, saying “Hatl, King of the Fews.” 
Then they put on him his own garments, and lead him out 
to the place of crucifixion. As Fesus has been exhausted 
by the scourging, they press into the service one Simon a 
Cyrenian, the father of Alexander and Rufus, — probably 
names that afterwards became familiar in the circle of 

disciples, —and make him carry the cross. 

16. rod nyenovos — the procurator. Properly, it is the title of 
the “ legatus Czesaris,” the governor of an imperial province. But 
in the N.T., it is used of the procurator, Grk. ézirpozos, dvouxyntys, 
a subordinate officer of the province, who became practically the 
governor of the district of the larger province to which he was 
attached. Judza, being part of the province of Syria, Pilate was 
properly procurator, or ézitporos, but the N.T. gives him the 

1 J. 19216, 

_ 
’ 
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title #yeuav, which belongs strictly to the governor of the whole 
province." 

Zow THs aidAns — within the palace, which is the residence of the 
procurator during his stay in Jerusalem. The explanatory clause, 
which is the pretorium, t.e. the residence of the Roman governor, 
makes that meaning certain here.? omeipav—this word is used 
exactly for the Roman cohort, or tenth part of a legion, number- 
ing six hundred men. It accords with this, that yAdapyos, tribune, 
is used in the N.T. to denote the commander of the ozeipa. 

17. évddvocxovow — they put on. mopdipav — Mt. says xAapvea 
xoxxivnv — @ scarlet cloak, and this is probably the more correct 
account, owing to the military use of the chlamys.* op¢vpav 
represents the spirit of the act, to invest Jesus with the mock 
semblance of royalty: yAamvda tells us what they used for the 
purpose. dxdvOvov — made of the twigs of the thorn bush, not of 
the thorns themselves exclusively. 

évdvdt0exouc.y, instead of évdvoverv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BCDF A 1, 

13, 69. 

18. dordlecba. — to salute. This word, in itself, does not con- 
tain the idea of homage, but of greeting. It depends on circum- 
stances what the greeting is. Here, they greeted him with a Haz/, 
King of the Jews. 

19. They varied their abuse, sometimes paying him mock hom- 
age, and sometimes marks of scorn and abuse. pocexivowy avro 
— they did him homage. They paid him mock homage as a king, 
not mock worship as a God. 

20. Kal dre évéraéav airG — And when they had mocked him’ 
Ta (ida) ivaria aitot — his (own) garments. 

avrod, instead of ra f5ua, WH. RV. BC A. 74 téca twdria adrod, Tisch, 
8 (282, without avrod). oravpdcovor, instead of -cworv, Tisch. Treg. 
ACDLNP A 33, 69, 245, 25? Omit atréy, Tisch. 8 D 122** two mss. Lat. 

Vet. 

dyyapevovor — they impress® Kvpnvatov — Cyrene is the city in 
the north of Africa, opposite Greece, on the Mediterranean. 
There was a numerous colony of Jews there, and the name Simon 
shows this man to have been a Jew. It adds nothing to our 
knowledge of him to call him the father of Alexander and Rufus, 

1 See Thay.-Grm. Zex., B.D. Procurator. 
2 On this use of avaAy, see Thay.-Grm. Lex. 3 A biblical word. 4 Mt. 2728, 
5 See Burton, 48,52. ‘This seems to belong to the cases in which B. considers 

the plup. necessary to the Grk. idiom. The earlier event is necessarily thought of 
as completed at the time of the subsequent event. Goodwin, Gr. Moods and 
Tenses, says that the aor. is used, instead of the plup., after particles of time. 

6 A Persian word, meaning to press into the service of the royal couriers, dyyapot. 
See Mt. 541. 
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except to indicate that these were names known to the early church. 
It is the height of foolish conjecture to identify this Rufus with 
the one in Rom. 16”, and especially to take Paul’s ryv pyrépa 
avrov xk. €uov as literal, and so make him the brother of Paul. The 
criminal carried his own cross to the place of execution, but in 
this case, Jesus was probably so weakened already by his sufferings, 
as to be unable to carry it himself. 

THE CRUCIFIXION 

21-41. Arrived at the place of crucifixion, called Golgotha, 

they gave Jesus wine flavored with myrrh to drink, which 
he refused. The wine was probably given as a stimulant 
in his exhausted condition. After the Roman custom, his 

garments were distributed by lot among the four executioners. 

The crucifixion took place at nine o'clock in the morning. 
An inscription, “The King of the Jews,” was placed upon 
the cross as a statement of the charge against him. Two 
robbers were crucified with him, one on each side, and joined 
the crowd and the rulers in taunting him. The people 

wagged ther heads derisively, and challenged him, who was 
going to destroy and rebuild the temple, to save himself. 

The rulers taunted him with his mtracles, bidding him who 

had saved others to save himself, and to prove his Messianic 
claim by coming down from the cross. At twelve oclock, 

darkness fell over the land until three o'clock, when Jesus 
cried, ‘My God, why didst thou forsake me?” The re- 

semblance of the Heb. My God ¢o Elijah led certain to think 
that he was calling upon Elijah, and one man, having filled 
a sponge with sour wine which he gave Jesus at the end of a 
recd, cried out, “Let us see of Elijah comes to take him 
down.” Jesus expired with a great cry, and the vail of the 
temple, which separates between the holy place and the holy 

of holies, was rent in twain. The centurion in charge of the 

crucifying party, seeing the portents accompanying his death, 

said, “ Truly this was a son of God.” The account ends 
with a statement of the women at the cross. 

ee 
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22. tov Todyobav romov— the place Golgotha. The Hebrew 
word means, a skud/, not the place of a skull, The name probably 
comes from the shape of the place. 

Tov Todyodav rémov, instead of Todyo@& rérov, Tisch, WH. (7dr) 
Todyo6a, Treg. 7dv, 8 BC? FLN A 13, 33, 69, 124, 127, 131, 346. 
Todyoday, 8 BFGKLMNSUV ILA. 

23. Kai ed/douv aitw eopruppiopevov oivov— And they gave him 
wine flavored with myrrh. 

Omit miety, to drink, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC* LA, one ms. Lat. 
Vet. Memph. 

eopuppicpevoyv — mingled with myrrh. Mt. says, with gall 
Myrrh seems to have been used by Greek and Roman women to 
remove its intoxicating quality. But that could not have been its 
intention here. The common account seems to be that the myrrh 
was used as a stupefying drug, but no evidence for this appears. 
The wine was evidently used as a stimulant, and the myrrh adds 
to this effect, bracing and warming the system.! 

24. Kai oravpotow airov, kal dupepilovrac— And they crucify 
him, and divide. 

aravupodo. avréy, kal, instead of cravpwcavres abrby, having crucified 
him, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. BL, mss. Lat. Vet. Egyptt. d:auepifovrar, 
instead of dcewépifov, divided, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 ABCDLPX TAT. 

On the method of crucifixion, see 6.D. The cross was gen- 
erally just high enough to raise the feet above the ground. In 
this case it must have been higher. See v.%. The victim was 
placed upon it before the cross was elevated, his hands and feet 
being fastened to it by nails, and his body being supported by a 
peg fastened into the wood between his legs. The dividing of the 
garments among the soldiers who acted as executioners was cus- 
tomary. J. 19” tells the story of the lot differently. According 
to that, it was only the inner garment, the y:rwv, over which they 
cast lots, instead of dividing it, as they did the other garments. 

25. jv b€ wpa TpiTy, Kal €otavpwoay aitoyv— and tt was the third 
hour, and they crucified him? pa tpitn—g o'clock. Mk. is the 
only one who gives this hour of the crucifixion. 

1 See Art. Myrrh, Encyclopedia Brit. 
2 Meyer cites passages from Xen. and Thuc. to show that it was not uncommon 

to join a statement of time with the statement of what took place at the time by xai. 
But in all the passages which he cites, both the time and the event are additional 
matter, and may easily be connected in this way, the statement being the same as, 
when the time came, the event happened. But in this case, the time only is addi- 
tional matter, the event, the crucifixion, being just mentioned in v.%4, so that this is 
the same as, zt was three o'cl. when they crucified him. And for this, the indepen- 
dent statements connected by cai are not an idiomatic expression, 
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26. émiypady .. . émtyeypaypevn— the inscription was inscribed. 
The prep. does not denote the position of this over his head, but 
its inscription on the tablet. The EV. conveys a wrong idea, not 
of the fact, but of the meaning of the words. ‘O Baowreds trav 
"Tovdaiwy — The king of the Jews. Verse shows that Pilate’s 
verdict was that Jesus was innocent of any crime, and that he 
only yielded finally to the clamor of the people in sentencing him. 
But v.”* 18 show that this claim to be king was the charge on 
which the authorities asked for sentence. It was, that is to say, a 
charge of treason. 

27. Anotas — robbers, not thieves, AV. Men who plundered by 
violence, not by stealth. 

28. Omit. The quotation is from Is. 53”. Such quotations 
are not after Mk.’s manner. 

Omit v.28, Tisch. WH. RV. (Treg.) 8 ABC *#"d3 DX, one ms. Lat. Vet. 
Theb. 

29, 30. These taunts that follow have all the single point that 
now is the time to test all of Jesus’ pretensions, especially to 
supernatural power and aid, and that his powerlessness now at 
this supreme moment makes these pretensions absurd. Ova,’ 6 
Katadvwv Tov vaov, Kal oiKkodopav (ev) TpLolv Huepats, THoov cEavTov, 
karaBas azo Tov oravpov— Ha, you that destroy the temple, and 
build it in three days, save yourself by coming down from the 
cross. The part. xaraBas denotes the manner of cdcov. The 
populace seize on this claim, the only one that Jesus ever made 
of the same kind, and match its seeming pretentiousness against 
his powerlessness now. 

xaraBas, instead of kat kardBa, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BD8: L A, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. 

31. ‘Opotws Kal of dpytepets éurailovres mpos GAAnAovs — Likewise 
also the chief priests mocking to each other. RV. among themselves. 
The prep. denotes how the mocking was passed from one to 
another. 

Omit 6é, and, after duolws, Tisch. Treg, WH. RV. 8 ABC* LPX TATI, 
one ms. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Harcl. 

These mocking priests and scribes were touching here upon 

what to all his contemporaries was the great mystery in the life of 

Jesus, but was really its crowning glory. The great obstacle in 

the way of human obedience to Divine law is the sacrifice which 

it involves, especially in a world where everything works the other 

_ 1 An onomatopoetic word belonging to Biblical Greek, and not found elsewhere 
in the N.T, 2 See 1458, 
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way. And on the other hand, the value and importance of obe- 

dience are enhanced by this sacrifice. But our Lord’s sacrifice 

for righteousness’ sake is magnified again by the contrast stated 

here. His miracles were a standing proof of his power to save 

others and himself. But while he used that power in the behalf 

of others, when the crisis of his own fate came, he was apparently 
powerless. Evidently, there was no limitation of the power, and 

so, there must have been a restraint imposed upon himself. He 

not only would not compromise with evil, he would not resist evil 

by opposing force to force. The taunt of his enemies meant that 
here was the final test of his miraculous power, and the proof of 

its unreality. When that test came, it showed, as they thought, 

that God was not on his side, else how could his enemies triumph 

over him? Whereas, everything pointed the other way. His 

miracles were real, God was on his side, and yet neither he nor 

God would lift a hand to save him. And the evident reason was 

that he would not cheapen his righteousness by making it safe. 

If he lived the righteous life, but did not incur the risks of other 

men in such living, his righteousness would lose the power to 

produce righteousness in other men which he sought. And, 

instead of revealing and furthering God’s ways among men, it 

would obstruct them by introducing an alien principle at cross 

purposes with them. God’s way is to establish righteousness by 

the self-sacrifice of righteous men, and for the one unique and 

absolute saint to avoid that sacrifice would destroy the self- 

propagating power of his righteousness. 

82. 6 Xpioros 6 Bactreds “Iopaynr. These titles were intended 
to bring out the contrast between his claims and his situation, 
and the certainty that if his claims were real, he would be 
saved from the incongruity and absurdity of that situation. 4 
crucified Messiah, forsooth! Letus hear no more of it. If he is 
really the Messianic King, let him use his Messianic power, and 
deliver himself from his ridiculous position by coming down from 
the cross. He wants us to believe in him, and here is an easy way 
to bring that about. They could see the apparent absurdity of 
Jesus’ position, but not the foolishness of their idea that an act of 
power is going to change a Pharisee, a narrow-minded, formal, 
and hypocritical legalist, into a spiritual man, in sympathy with 
Christ’s principles and purposes. Here was the irreconcilable 
opposition ; on the one hand, that power can create the Kingdom 
of God; and on the other, that power is absolutely powerless to 
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do anything but hinder spiritual ends. Kat ot cvvecravpwpévor civ 
atta ...— And eG crucified with him reviled him. So Mt. 
Lk., however, 23%, says that only one took part in this railing, 
while the other by his confession of Jesus on the cross performed 
the most notable act of faith of that generation.’ 

Insert ody before avrg, Tisch. WH. 8 BL. 

33. Kal yevouevns wpas extys, oKoTos éyévero— And the sixth 
hour having come, darkness came. ‘This darkness was not an 
eclipse, since it was full moon, but like the earthquake and the 
rending of the vail of the temple, a supernatural manifestation of 
the sympathy of nature with these events in the spiritual realm. 
All the Synoptists relate this darkness. 

Kal yevouérns, instead of yevouévns dé, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDGLMS 
A I, 28, 33, 69, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

34. Kai ry évarn dpa eBonocev 6 Incots puvy peyady “EAot, Eat, 
Aapa caBaxGaved;*— And at the ninth hour, Jesus cried with a 
loud voice, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? The 
historical meaning of caBayOavei is not 40 leave alone, but 40 Leave 
helpless, denoting, not the withdrawal of God himself, but of his 
help, so that the Psalmist is delivered over into the hands of his 
enemies. So that, while it is possible to suppose that Jesus is 
uttering a cry over God’s withdrawal of himself, it is certainly 
unnecessary. Such a desertion, or even the momentary uncon- 
sciousness of the Divine presence on the part of Jesus, makes an 
insoluble mystery in the midst of what is otherwise profound, but 
not obscure. Interpreted in the spirit of the original, of the with- 
holding of the Divine help, so that his enemies had their will of 
him, it falls in with the prayer in Gethsemane, “ remove this cup 
from me,” and becomes a question, while the cup is at his lips, 
why it was not removed. 

Omit Aéywr, saying, before "EXwi, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL, mss. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. 

35. “Ide, HrAcdav dwvet — See, he ts calling Elijah. “Ie is used 
here as an interjection, calling attention to what is going on. As 
Jesus used Aramaic, and as Elijah was unknown to them, this 
cannot have been the soldiers, but some of the bystanders. And 
the misunderstanding was impossible, if they heard anything more 
than merely the name, or even that in any but the most indistinct 

1 Notice how exactly the language of v.29-82 corresponds to Mt. 2739-42, 44, 
2 These words are from Ps. 221. ’EAwi is the Syriac form for the Heb. bx, "HAci, 

which is the form given by Mt. 2746. cafay@avei is the Chaldaic form for the 
Heb, »3n31, azabtani. Mk. reproduces the language of Jesus, which translates the 

Heb. into the current language. The Grk, 6 Oeds jov, 6 eds mov, eis Ti (ivari) éyxater 
Aurés we; is from the Sept. 
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fashion. The prophetic association of Elijah with the day of the 
Lord would help this misunderstanding.’ 

36. Apapwy S€ Tis, yeutoas ordyyov d£ous, weptHeis KaAauw, érort- 
lev airov, X€ywr, “Agere, etc. — And one ran, and filled a sponge 
with sour wine, which he put on a reed, and gave him drink, 
saying, Let be; etc. This is evidently a merciful act, and the 
“A dere indicates that there was some opposition to it offered or 
expected, which this supposed call upon Elijah gave the man a 
pretext for setting aside. He said virtually, Let me give him this, 
and so prolong his life, and then we shall get an opportunity to see 
whether Elijah comes to help him or not. As Mt. tells it,’ these 
are probably the words with which the bystanders try to restrain 
his gracious act. They say virtually, Don’t interfere; let Elijah 
help him. 

tts, instead of els, the indef., instead of the numeral ome, Tisch. Treg. 
WH. RV. s BL A. Omit kai, and, before yeuloas, WH. RV. BL, one ms. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. Omit ve after wepiGels, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & BD# L 
33, 67, Memph. 

37. adeis hovyv peyadrnv *— having sent forth, or uttered a great 
cry. The final cry of his agony, with which he expired. 

38. 70 Katarétagj.a Tov vaod — the vail, or curtain of the sanctu- 
ary. vaos is the shrine of a temple, and in the Jewish temple, the 
Holy of Holies, in which was the Ark of the Covenant. The 
curtain was that which separated this from the Holy Place. 
The vads was the place where God manifested himself, into 
which the High Priest only had access once a year. The rend- 
ing of the vail would signify therefore the removal of the separa- 
tion between God and the people, and the access into his presence. 
It is narrated by all the Synoptists. 

39. Kevtupiwy° — centurion. ovrtw éérvevaev— So expired. The 
only thing narrated by Mk. to which the ovrw can refer is the dark- 
ness over all the land. So Lk. Mt. adds to this an earthquake. 
The portent(s) accompanying the death of Jesus convinced the 
centurion that he was vids Oeov, not the Son of God, but a son of 
God, a hero after the heathen conception. Lk. says Sccatos, @ 
righteous man. 

Omit xpdéas after ovrw, Tisch. WH. s BL Memph. It changes the state- 
ment from he expired with this cry to he so expired. The former would 
really give no reason for the centurion’s exclamation. 

1 See Mal. 45. 
2 The translation vinegar, EV., is incorrect, as it denotes the wine after it has 

passed the acetous fermentation; but this is simply the ordinary sour wine of the 
country, os would be procured probably from the soldiers. 

3 Mt. ape 4 Lat. emittere vocem. 
5 xevtupiwy is the Latin name of the officer in charge of the execution. Mt. and 

Lk. give the Greek name éxarovrdpxns. The centurion commanded a maniple, or 
century, sixty of which made up the legion, 

23) 
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40. 7 MaydaAnvn — the Magdalene, the same as we say, the 
Nazarene. It denotes an inhabitant of Magdala, a town on the W. 
shore of the Lake of Galilee, three miles north of Tiberias. The 
only identification of her given in the Gospels is in Lk. 8°, where 
she is said to be one out of whom Jesus had cast seven devils. 
There is absolutely no support for the tradition that she was the 
sinful woman who anointed the feet of Jesus (Lk. 7% sq.). Mapéa 
9 laxwBov rod puxpod K. Iwojtos — Mary, the mother of James the 
little, and of Joses. In the list of the apostles, James is called the 
son of Alphzus, while in J. 19”, the name of one of the women 
standing by the cross is given as Mary, the wife of Clopas. These 
coincidences have led to the conjecture that Alphzeus and Clopas 
are identical, both being Greek forms of the Aramaic ‘pdm, and 
that, therefore, this Mary was the mother of the second James in 
the list of the apostles. The further conjecture that she was the 
sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus, is based on the unnecessary 
supposition that Mapia in J. 19”, is in apposition with 9 ddeAdy. 
It involves the further difficulty of two sisters of the same name. 
It is connected, moreover, with the theory that the brothers of 
Jesus were cousins, the sons of this Mary, and apostles. This 
theory has against it, the fact that it is in the interest of the dogma 
of the perpetual virginity of Mary, the mother of Jesus. It also 
makes the brothers of Jesus apostles, which is clearly against the 
record.) SaAwp~n—the mother of James and John. This is not 
directly stated, but it is inferred from a comparison of Mt. 27% with 
this passage. A further comparison with J. 19” has led to the con- 
jecture that she is the sister of the mother of Jesus mentioned there. 
This might account for Jesus’ commending his mother to John, but 
it is conjecture only, and will remain so. James is called 6 puxpds, 
the Uitt#le, to distinguish him from the other “celebrities” of the 
name. But whether it designates him as less in stature, or in age, 
or of less importance, there are no data for determining. 

Omit 7» after év als, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 BL, mss. Vulg. Omit 
tov before "IaxwBov, Tisch. Treg. WH. 8 BCKU AII* 1, 11. “Iwo7ros, 
instead of *Iwo#, Tisch. Treg. WH. x¢ BD& L A 13, 33, 69, 346, two mss. 
Lat. Vet. Memph. 

41. al, dre Hv év tH TadtAaia, qxodovGovy aire — who, when he 
was in Galilee, followed him. These three had been associated 
with Jesus in his Galilean ministry, and the dnxovovv, ministered, 
shows that they had been the women who attended to his wants, 
the women of the family-group surrounding him. Besides these, 
there were others who had attached themselves to him in the same 
way, when he came up to Jerusalem. 

Omit xal after ai, Tisch. (Treg.) WH. RV. 8 B 33, 131, mss. Lat. Vet. 
Memph. Pesh. 

1 For statements of the two sides of this question, see 2. D. Art. James and Brother. 

~ ase 
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THE BURIAL OF JESUS 

42-47. Jesus died at about three in the afternoon, and as 

the Sabbath began with the sunset, it was necessary that 
whatever was done about his burial be accomplished before 

that time. So Joseph of Arimathea, who is represented in 
this Gospel, not as a atsciple, but as somehow in sympathy 

with him, summoned up courage to go to Pilate, and beg the 

body of Jesus. Pilate wondered at the short time which tt 

had taken the usually slow torture of crucifixion to do its 

work, and asked the centurion uf he had been dead any length 

of time. Having got this information, he gave the body to 
Joseph. He removed the body from the cross, wrapped tt in 

linen, and placed it in a sepulchre hewn out of the rock. As 

the women were intending to embalm the body after the Sab- 
bath, Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of Joses saw 
where tt was laid. 

42. érel jv rapaoKxevy — since tt was preparation day (for the 
Sabbath). This gives the reason why Joseph took this step at 
this time. The removal of the body would have been unlawful on 
the Sabbath. 6 éor tpooaBBarov'— which ts the day before the 
Sabbath. We are told by Josephus that this preparation for the 
Sabbath began on the ninth hour of the sixth day. It is not 
mentioned in the O.T. 

43. eGov “Iwonpd 6 amd “Apmabaias — Joseph of Arimathea, 
having come. Arimathea, the Heb. Ramah, was the name of 
several places in Palestine. Probably, this was the one mentioned 
in the O.T. as the birthplace of Samuel in Mt. Ephraim.? Mt. 
tells us about this Joseph that he was rich, and a disciple of Jesus. 
Lk., that he was a righteous man, and not implicated in the 
plot of the Jews against Jesus, and that he was expecting the 
kingdom of God. J., that he was a secret disciple. etoxyjpov? 
BovAeuvrns —an honorable member of the council (Sanhedrim). 
toApnoas — having gathered courage. Having laid aside the fear 
of the odium which would attach to his act. 6s kai adrds mpoc- 
dexopevos tiv Bacirciay tod @ecod— This language is inconsistent 
with the supposition that this account regards him as a disciple of 
Jesus. It evidently means that he was in sympathy with the dis- 

1 A Biblical word, found in the N.T. only here. 278. 11.19, 
8 eicx7jmwv Means primarily elegant in appearance. 
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ciples in this element of their faith. He was not a follower of 
Jesus, but in common with him he was awaiting the kingdom of 
God, and wished to do honor to one who had suffered in its 
behalf. 

Ov, instead of 7dOev, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. x ABCKLMU IAQ, 
Memph. Insert rdv before Me:Adrov, Tisch. Treg. WH. x BL A 33. Ile- 
AGrov, instead of Il:Adrov, Tisch. WH. 8 AB* A. 

44. 6 de TeaAaros ebavpaler(-cev) ei 4d TeéOvnke* Kal... exnpwrn- 
oev et taAat (75n) areOave— And Pilate was wondering (wondered) 
if he is already dead, and... asked him tf it is any while since he 
died. Generally, death was more lingering, the great cruelty of 
crucifixion being in its slow torture. The question which Pilate 
asked of the centurion who had charge of the execution was in- 
tended to remove the doubt by showing that sufficient time had 
elapsed to establish the fact of Jesus’ death. 

IlethGros, instead of II:AGros, same authorities as in v.48. é@adpuater, 
instead of -cev, Tisch. 8 D mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. The impf. is more in Mk.’s 
manner, the aor. more common. 767, instead of dda, Treg. WH. RV. 
marg. BD Memph. Hier. mddac is the more difficult reading to account 
for, if not in the original. 

45. Kal yvous aro Tov Kevtupiwvos, édwpyoato To rTOpa! To Iwond 
— And having found out from the centurion, he gave the body to 
Joseph. The information that he obtained from the centurion 
was the official confirmation of Jesus’ death, necessary before the 
body could be taken down. 

m7 @pa, instead of cua, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BDL. 

46. Kai dyopdcas ovvdova, kafeAwv adrov, éveiAnoe TH owwddvL, Kal 
€Onkev avdrov év pvnpat.— And having bought a linen cloth, he took 
him down, wrapped him in the linen cloth, and put him in a tomb. 
There was no time before the Sabbath for any further preparation 
of the body for burial.” J., however, says that he was embalmed 
at this time.* The synoptical account is evidently correct. 

Omit «al before xa@ehwv, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV.8 BDL Memph. €6nke», 
instead of xaré@nxev, Treg. WH. RV. 8 BC? DL. prjuati, instead of uvn- 
pelw, Tisch. WH. & B. 

47. ‘H 8 Mapia 4 Maydadnvy kai Mapia “Iwonros eOedpovv wrod 
tatrar— And Mary (the) Magdalene, and Mary the mother of 
Joses, were observing where he was laid. Beheld, EV., is inade- 
quate to translate the verb here, as it leaves out the idea of pur- 
pose. It is evident that they constituted themselves a party of 
observation. 

TéGerrat, instead of rl@era:, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. s* ABCDL ATI 33, 69, 
131, 229, 238. 

1 For this word, see on 629, 2 See 161, 8 J. 1939. 40, 

een 
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AN ANGEL ANNOUNCES THE RESURRECTION 

OF JESUS 

XVI. 1-8. With the end of the Sabbath, the women, who 

are the only ones left to perform the service, bought the spices 
necessary, and came at sunrise to the tomb to anoint the 

body of Jesus. On the way, they discussed among them- 

selves whom they should get to roll away the heavy stone 

From the entrance of the tomb. But they found tt removed, 

and on entering, they saw a young man seated at the right 

clothed in a long white robe. Naturally, they were amazed, 

but he tells them that there 1s no reason for their amazement ; 

that Jesus whom they are secking, the Nazarene, the crucified, 

ts not there, he is risen! And he points them to the place 

where they had put him, in proof. But he bids them an- 

nounce to the disciples, and especially to Peter, that he ts 

going before them into Galilee, and that they will see him 

there,as he had told them on the night of the betrayal. The 

effect of this on the women was fear and amazement, such 

that they fled from the place and were restrained by their 

Sear from telling any one. 

1. jydpacay dpwpata — they bought spices. Lk. says that they 
bought the spices on the day of his crucifixion, and rested on the 
Sabbath. As the day closed at sunset, they may have bought the 
spices that evening. ‘They went to the tomb at sunrise, which 
would not allow time to buy them in the morning. dareif~wouw — 
anoint. The process was not an embalming, which was unknown 
to the Jews, but simply an anointing. 

2. Kai Aiav rpwt (rH) pd Tov caBBarwv' Epxovrat ext TO pVy- 
pelov, dvaretAavtos Tov yAiou— And very early, the first day of the 
week, they come to the tomb, the sun having risen. Not at the 
rising of the sun. AV. 

TH pid, instead of ris uids, Tisch. RV. (Treg. marg. WH.) 8 LA 33, 
Memph. mag, without 77, Treg. WH. Br. Insert ray before caBBdrwy, 
Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. 8 BKL A 33, 69. 

3. édeyov mpos éavtas — they were saying to cach other. The 
impf. denotes what they were saying on the way. 

1+ wig Tov caBBatwy is a purely Hebrew phrase, using the cardinal for the 
ordinal, and the plural ca8farwy for the week. Win. 37, I. 

2 On this reciprocal use of the reflexive pronoun, see Thay.-Grm. Lex. 
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4. dvaxexvAtotat 5 AiOos* Hv yap péyas opddpa — the stone has 
been rolled back; for it was very great. The greatness of the 
stone is really the reason of their question, but he adds to the 
question the way that it turned out, as a part of the one event, 
before he introduces the explanation. 

dvaxexUhiorat, instead of dmoxexvdiorat, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. and 
practically all sources. 

5. eiaeAOovoa eis tT. povnwetov— having entered into the tomb. 
Mt. says that the angel was sitting on the stone outside.’ Lk., 
that there were two angels, who appeared to the women, not on 
their first entrance into the tomb, but in the midst of their per- 
plexity at not finding the body of Jesus.” J. speaks of only one 
woman, Mary Magdalene, who came to the sepulchre, and got no 
farther than to see the stone rolled away, when she turned back 
and told Peter and John, who came immediately and found the 
tomb empty. Mary meantime had returned and saw two angels 
in the sepulchre, and then Jesus himself.’ 
veavickov — a young man. ‘This is the form which the angel 

took. e&BayBnOncav — they were utterly amazed. éx in com- 
position means w/terly, out and out. 

6. “Incoty .. . tov Nagapnvov r. éotavpwyevov — Jesus the Naza- 
rene, the crucified. Mt. omits tov Nagapnvov.s Lk. makes the 
angels ask, why seek the living among the dead?’ The exact 
language is not preserved in such cases. The statement common 
to all the narratives is, that the one whom they are seeking is not 
there, but is risen. ide, 6 roxos — see, the place.® 

7. adda irayere, eimate Tots pabyntais aitod Kal to Ilérpw — but 
go, tell his disciples and Peter. Peter’s name is not mentioned 
separately because his denial puts him out of the group of dis- 
ciples, but it specifies him among the disciples as the one whose 
faith, having been most shaken, needs most the restoring effect of 
this announcement. spoaye tyas eis riv Tadtratav — he goes before 
you into Galilee. This is in accordance with our Lord’s predic- 
tion in 14%. KaOus etrev tutv— as he told you. He has not told 
them directly that they will see him, but that is implied in the rest 
of the statement, that he will rise and will go before them into 
Galilee. This does not absolutely rule out the appearances in 
Jerusalem, which are narrated in v.**’, but it makes it probable 
that they were not included in the scheme of this book. We can 
scarcely think of a writer recording this language who had in his 
mind several appearances in Judea before they went into Galilee. 
And especially, it is quite improbable that the promise should be 

1 Mt. 282, 2 Lk. 244, 8 J. 201-14, 4 Mt. 285, 5 Lk. 245, 
6 On this use of ise as an interjection,—in this case not governing the noun 

which follows, — see on 1535, 
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of appearances in Galilee, and that the appearances themselves in 
the same account should be all in Judea. 

8. Kal €£eAPovoat Efvyov dro Tod pyynpeiov’ exe yap aiTas Tpopos 
k. €xotacis — and having gone out, they fled from the tomb; for 
trembling and amazement possessed them. éxotaots is a transport 
of wonder, and amazement that carries men out of themselves, 
makes them beside themselves. époBotvro — for they were afraid. 
This shows the state of mind that produced the rpoyos xat éxora- 
ots. Mt. says that great joy, as well as fear, entered into their 
feelings. Here probably our Gospel ends. What follows comes 
evidently froma later hand, and is intended to remove the abrupt- 
ness of the ending of the original. All that Mk. tells us there- 
fore of the resurrection is the announcement of it by the angel, 
and the promise that Jesus would appear to his disciples in Galilee, 
showing that this appearance is included in the scheme of this 
book, though not narrated by it. The appendix contains no 
account of this appearance in Galilee, but only of appearances in 
Jerusalem and its vicinity. This confinement of the appearances 
of Jesus to Galilee is common to this Gospel with Mt.’ Lk., on 
the other hand, records only appearances in Jerusalem and its 
neighborhood, and while his narrative does not so definitely 
exclude appearances in Galilee, as Mt. and Mk. do appearances 
in Judza, it certainly leaves that impression. 

Omit raxd, guickly, before @pvyov, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. and most 
sources. ‘yap, for, instead of d¢, and, after elxe, Tisch. Treg. WH. RV. & 
BD, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Memph. Pesh. 

THE APPENDIX 

Verses*” are omitted by Tisch., double-bracketed by WH., 

inserted in the Revisers’ Text, but with a space between it and 

the preceding passage, and Treg. inserts in the same space xara 

Mdpxov. WH., in their Notes on Special Passages, pronounce 

against the genuineness. This is done primarily on the authority 

of & B, one ms. Lat. Vet. and mss. of the Arm. and A¢th. versions. 

L, 274 marg., the ms. of Lat. Vet. mentioned above, Harcl. marg. 

and 4éth.™*™*"44 give what is known as the Shorter Conclusion, 

as follows: Idvra 8 ra rapynyyeApeva Tots rept Tov Tlérpov cvvTopas 

éényyeiAav* peta 5 radra Kai airds 6 “Ingods dro dvaroAjjs Kai axpt 

Svoews earéorerrey &’ aitadv 7d tepov Kal dpOaptrov kypvypa THs 

aiwviov cwrnpias — And they reported briefly to Peter and those in 

Mt. 288, 2 Mt. 2810. 16-20, 
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his company all the things commanded. And after these things 

Jesus himself also sent forth through them from the east even to 

the west the holy and incorruptible message of eternal salvation. 

L virtually closes the Gospel with v.*, and gives this shorter end- 

ing as current in some places, and then the longer ending as also 

current. The testimony of Eusebius, Victor, and Jerome is that 

these verses were to be found in some mss., but not in the 

oldest or best. They are not recognized in the Ammonian 

sections nor the Eusebian canons. And there is an ominous 

lack of reference to them in those passages of the Fathers which 

treat, for instance, of baptism, the resurrection, and the ascension. 

It is very true that this external evidence is not enough by itself, 

though it is always to be remembered that 8 B are the most 

important witnesses to the text. 

But the internal evidence for the omission is much stronger 

than the external, proving conclusively that these verses could not 

have been written by Mk. The linguistic differences alone are 

enough to settle this, — enough to show, even if we had Mk.’s 

autograph, that they were not original with him, but copied 

directly from another source. éxeivos is used in the passage 

five times in a way quite unknown to the Synoptics, but common 

to the fourth Gospel. opevoua: is used three times, but does not 

occur elsewhere in the Gospel. This is the more remarkable, as 

it is in itself so common a word, and the occasions for its use 

occur on every page. In this section, it is the favorite word for 

going. Tots pet’ avtov yevouevors, as a designation of the disciples, 

is another unfamiliar expression. Q@edoua, as a verb of seeing, 

does not occur elsewhere in Mk., and is infrequent elsewhere, but 

is used twice in this passage. In fact, it is the only verb for seezng 

in the passage. dmicréw also occurs twice in this passage, but not 

elsewhere in this Gospel. Mera (é€) ratra is a phrase not found 

in Mt. or Mk. It occurs a few times in Lk., and constantly in Jn. 

“Yorepoy is another expression used to denote succession of events, 

not found elsewhere in Mk. @avacwpov occurs only here in the 

N.T. BAdmrw occurs elsewhere in the N.T. only in Lk. 4*. 

auvepyovvtos is a good Pauline word, and is found once in Jas., 

but only here in the Gospels. eBaotv is found in Paul’s epistles 

and in Heb., but not elsewhere in the Gospels. ésaxoAovOetv 

occurs twice in 1 Tim., and once in 1 Pet., but not elsewhere in 
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the Gospels. To sum up, there are in all 163 words in this 

passage, and of these, 19 words and 2 phrases are peculiar, not 

occurring elsewhere in this Gospel. There are 109 different 

words, and of these, 11 words and 2 phrases do not occur 

elsewhere in this Gospel. Of these, the use of zropevouat, éxet- 

vos, and Oedouat, would of themselves constitute a case, being, 

from the frequency of their use, characteristic and distinctive in 

this vocabulary, while the entire disuse of these common words is 
a peculiarity of the rest of the Gospel. 

But the argument from the general character of the section is 

stronger still. In the first place, it is a mere summarizing of the 

appearances of our Lord, a manner of narration entirely foreign 

to this Gospel. Mark is the most vivid and picturesque of the 

evangelists, abbreviating discourse, but amplifying narration. But 

this isa mere enumeration. ‘The first part of the chapter, relating 

the appearance of the angels to the women, is a good example of 

his style, and is in marked contrast to this section. 

But a graver objection arises from the character of the onpeta 

that are promised here to follow believers. The casting out of 

demons, and the cure of the sick, belong strictly to the class of 

miracles performed by our Lord. They are miracles of benefi- 

cence performed on others. And in the speaking with tongues, 

possibly we do not get outside of that sphere. But we do have 

an anticipation of the new conditions of the apostolic era and of 

the charismata which distinguish its activity from our Lord’s, that 

is, to say the least, unexampled in the teaching of Jesus. More- 

over, this refers either to the speaking with foreign tongues of the 

day of Pentecost, or to the ecstatic speech which St. Paul calls 

speaking with tongues in 1 Cor. If the former, then it is not re- 

peated. And if the latter, then St. Paul depreciates it, and for 

good reasons. Either would be against our Lord’s selection of it 

here as a representative miracle. But the taking up serpents, and 

the drinking of deadly things without harm, belong strictly to 

the category of mere thaumaturgy ruled out by Jesus. Our Lord 

does not exempt himself nor his disciples from the natural con- 

sequences of their acts. The very principle of his kingdom is, 

that he and they shall take their place in the ordinary conditions 

of human life, and shall there be exposed, not only to the ordi- 

nary dangers of that life, but to the extraordinary perils incident 
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to an uncompromising righteousness in an evil world, and with- 

out any miraculous safeguards. But here, that miraculous safe- 

guarding is promised as the condition distinctly supplanting the 

ordinary. 

But the most serious difficulty with this passage is, that it is in- 

consistent with the preceding part of the chapter in regard to the 

place and time of the appearances to the disciples, following 

Lk.’s account, whereas the first part accords with Mt.’s very dif- 

ferent scheme. The angels tell the women that Jesus precedes 

them into Galilee, and will be seen by his disciples there. But 

the appearance to Mary Magdalene was on the day of the re- 

surrection, and near the tomb. ‘The appearance to the two on 

their way into the country was evidently that to the disciples going 

to Emmaus, also on the day of the resurrection. And that to the 

eleven as they were reclining at table, was evidently also identical 

with that recorded in Lk. 24% sq., and was therefore in Jerusalem, 

and on the evening of the resurrection. Immediately after this, 

in both accounts, comes the ascension, and leaves no time for 

appearances in Galilee. In St. Matthew, on the other hand, there 

are no appearances in Judza, except that to the women on their 

way from the sepulchre. ‘They have received from the angels the 

same message as in Mk. 16’, that Jesus precedes them into Galilee, 

and in accordance with this, the disciples go there, and Jesus 

appears to them on the mountain. Plainly, then, the first verses 

of our chapter are framed on Mt.’s scheme of the Galilean 

appearances, and v.*” on Lk.’s scheme of appearances in Judza. 

And the two are mutually exclusive. On the other hand, the 

ending of the Gospel, with these verses omitted, is abrupt. But 

if this abruptness were foreign to Mk.’s manner, it would not 

show that this ending is genuine, only that the difficulty was felt 

by copyists, one of whom supplied this ending, and another the 

shorter ending. The existence of the two is presumptive proof 

of the original omission. But really, the brevity of this ending is 

quite parallel to the beginning of the Gospel, the beginning and 

ending being both alike outside the main purpose of the evangelist. 

It is not strange therefore, but rather consonant with Mk.’s 
manner.* 

1 See Introduction. 
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VARIOUS APPEARANCES TO THE DISCIPLES 

9-20. The first appearance ts said to be to Mary Mag- 

dalene, from whom he had cast out seven demons. Then 

there ts the appearance “in another form” to two of the ais- 
ciples on thetr way into the country. Both of these reports 

were brought to the disciples, and were received with in- 
credulity. The third appearance ts to the eleven as they were 

reclining at table, when Jesus rebukes their lack of faith 

and their spiritual obtuseness, and gives them his final tn- 
structions and promises. They were to go into all the world, 

and proclaim the glad-tidings to all creation. He who 

belteves their message and 1s baptized will be saved; and 

he who disbelieves will be condemned. Moreover, believers 

were to be accredited by certain signs done in his name. 
They were to cast out demons, speak with tongues, handle 

serpents and drink potsons with impunity, and heal the sick 

with the laying on of hands. After thts discourse, the Lord 

was taken up into heaven, and sat on the right hand of 
God. And the disciples went out everywhere with their 

message, the Lord helping them, and confirming their word 

wzth the promised signs. 

9. “Avacras 5¢ rpwi tpdty caBBarov épavyn tp@rov Mapia ty May- 
dadrnvy, tap’ ns exBeBAnke Extra Satpovia— And having arisen early 
on the first day of the week, he appears first to Mary Magdalene, 
Jrom whom he had cast out seven demons. This is not a calida 
junctura, and could scarcely have been written by Mk. himself, 
with what he had just written in mind. The identification of 
Mary Magdalene, after she had been mentioned three times in the 
preceding narrative, is especially inconsistent. ap’ 4s — this is 
the only case of the use of this prep. in describing the casting out 
of demons, and it is as strange as it is unexampled. This appear- 
ance to Mary Magdalene is given in J. 20%. The story of the 
different appearances, in this paragraph, though taken from differ- 
ent gospels, is told by the compiler in his own manner, with some 
marked variations, and in all cases in a condensed form. The in- 
cident of the seven demons is from Lk. 8”. 

map’ 7s, instead of ad’ 7s, Treg. WH. RV. CDL 33. It should be 
remembered that s B do not contain this paragraph. 
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10. éxetvy—this unemphatic use of éxetvos reminds us of the 
fourth Gospel, but is foreign to Mk. And yet, in this paragraph, 
it is found in v.*"-*, The use in v.’’, while it is more or less 
emphatic, is foreign to Mk.’s style. opevOeioa — Here is a more 
striking anomaly. For this word, though it occurs here three 
times, v.’°,—jin fact, is the staple word for gomg,—Jis not 
found elsewhere in Mk., though it is so common a word, and the 
occasions for its use are so frequent. This makes the striking 
feature, that this common word is dropped from Mk.’s vocabulary, 
and suddenly appears here. ‘The other evangelists use it con- 
stantly. rots per’ avrov yevouévors— to those who had come to be 
(associated) with him. ‘This paraphrase for hzs disciples is also 
unknown to Mk., and to the other evangelists. mevOovo.— weeping. 
This word zev@otor is also a word occurring only here in this gospel, 
but that does not count, as it is about the rate of its use in the 
other books of the N.T. 

11. Mark agrees with Luke that the first report of the resur- 
rection was disbelieved.! Mt., however, states that the message 
of Jesus was acted upon, and so implies their belief in the report 
of the resurrection.2 This appearance to Mary Magdalene is 
condensed from J. 20""*. The verbal anomalies are in the use of 
éxeivot, €Oed0n, and yriotnoav. éGeaOyn is used twice in the para- 
graph here, and in v."*, and nowhere else in Mk. yzioryoay is 
found here and in v.”® (twice in Lk.), and nowhere else in Mk. 

12,13. This appearance to the two on their way into the 
country is condensed from Lk.’s account of the appearance to the 
two disciples on their way to Emmaus.’ It differs from that in its 
account of their non-recognition of Jesus, and of the reception 
given to their story. Instead of the éy érépa poppy, in another 
form, Lk. attributes their failure to recognize him to the fact that 
their eyes were restrained from knowing him. And instead of the 
unbelief of their story told here, Lk., on the contrary, says that 
the eleven met them with the story of Christ’s actual resurrection 
(6vrws) and his appearance to Peter. The verbal peculiarities 
are in the use of pera radra and zopevopevors. pera Tadra is found 
in Lk., is very frequent in J., but is not found in Mt. and Mk. 

14. This appearance to the eleven on the evening following the 
resurrection is given in both Lk. and J.° It differs from both ac- 
counts again in the matter of Jesus’ reproach of their unbelief of 
the stories of his resurrection. In Lk. it is not this for which he 
chides them, but for their idea, in spite of their acceptance of 
those stories, that his present appearance was that of a ghost. 
J. records only their gladness. The verbal peculiarities are in the 

1 Lk. 241, 4 Lk. 2416. 34, 

2 Mt. 2810. 16, 5 Lk. 243649 J. 2019. 
3 Lk. 2413-34, 6 Lk. 2434. 37 J. 2020, 
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use of vorepov, and Geacapevors. vorepov is found in the other 
gospels, but not elsewhere in Mk. 

Insert 5é after vorepov, Treg. (Treg. marg. WH.) RV. AD, mess. Latt. 
Memph. Syrr. Add éx vexp@v, from the dead (Treg. marg. WH.) AC* X 
A Harcl. 

15. These last words in Mt. are given on the mountain in Galilee! 
In Lk., the farewell is said at Bethany.” These instructions in 
Lk. are given, the same as here, at the supper in Jerusalem, but 
they are separated from the ascension and the final words.*  zdoy 
ty ktiae.— fo all creation. Every creature, AV., would require 
the omission of the article. The two elements prominent in these 
instructions, the preaching and the baptizing, are common to Mt. 
and Mk. 

16. We have here a group of things common to the apostolic 
teaching, but new to the Gospels. This is the first mention of 
baptism since the baptism of John. In the fourth Gospel even, it 
is not mentioned after the early Judzean ministry of our Lord.* 
Then, while faith is enjoined in Jesus’ teaching, it is nowhere, in 
the Synoptics, singled out as the condition of salvation, as, of 
course, baptism is not, since it is not mentioned at all. In fact, 
if one should gather up into a single statement our Lord’s teach- 
ing about the condition of salvation, the necessary attitude of men 
towards the word, it would be odedience. This statement inaugu- 
rates and prepares the way for the apostolic teaching. 

17,18. Of the signs promised here, the healing, and the casting 
out of demons, are characteristic of our Lord’s activity ; the speak- 
ing with tongues is new, and belongs to the apostolic period ; and 
the taking up of serpents and drinking poisons with impunity is 
absolutely foreign to our Lord’s principle.® The verbal peculiari- 
ties are in the use of zapaxoAovOynoa(?), and Gavacipov, the former 
occurring only here in Mk., and the latter only here in N.T. 

dxoNovOjce, instead of mapaxodovOnce, Treg. WH. CL. mapaxodovéjce, 
AC? 33 (A pakodovénce:). There is a meaning of closeness of attendance 
which makes rapaxodov@joe much more individual and probable. Omit 
kawvais, new, after yAwooas, Treg. WH. RV. marg. CL A Memph. Insert 
kal év rats xepolyv, and in their hands, before d¢es dapotcr, Treg. (Treg. 
marg. WH.) C**42 LM marg. X A Gr. 1, 22, 33, Memph. Cur. Harcl. 

THE ASCENSION 

19. pera 75 AaARoat aitois — after speaking to them. This can 
refer only to the words spoken by our Lord at the supper in 
Jerusalem. If it had been after the entire event, and not a part 

1 Mt. 2816-20, 8 Lk. 2447-49, 5 See Note on the Appendix, 
2 Lk. 2450. 51, 4 J. 3% 41-2, 
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of the event coming after the discourse, something less specific 
than this wera ro AaAHoa would have been given as the mark of 
time. The ascension therefore, according to this, was on the 
evening after the resurrection. So Lk., even supposing that the 
omission of kai dvepépero eis Tov ovpavov (Tisch. omits, and WH. 
RV. marg. double bracket) is accepted.’ Mt., however, gives the 
appearance to the disciples on a mountain in Galilee.” kai éxaO- 
cev €x deétav TOD Mecod — and sat down on the right hand of God. 
This belongs to the creed, not to history. 

Insert *Incots after 6 Kupios, Treg. (Treg. marg. WH.) RV. CKL A 1, 
22, 33, 124, mss. Lat. Vet. Vulg. Syrr. Memph. 

20. The Lord helps the disciples in their subsequent work. This 
statement is introduced to show how both command and promise 
were fulfilled in the missionary activity of the disciples. The 
verbal peculiarities are in the use of éxetvor, tavtaxov, ovvepyovvTos, 
BeBaodtvros, and éraxoXovSovvrwy. mavraxod is not found elsewhere 
in Mk. (once in Lk.). ouvepyotvros, BeBaovvros, éraxoXovbowvTur, 
are not found elsewhere in the Gospels. They belong to the 
vocabulary of the Pauline Epistles. 

Omit Avy at the end, Treg. WH. (Tisch.) AC? 1, 33, mss. Latt. Syrr. 

THE RESURRECTION 

Mk. does not himself recount any appearance of the risen Lord. 

But he makes the angel at the tomb announce the resurrection, 

and promise that the Lord would meet his disciples in Galilee. 

The difficulty with this part of the history is that Mt. and Mk. 

give one version of it, Lk. another, the Acts still a third, and 

1 Cor. a fourth. The account in Acts coincides with Lk. in regard 

to the final appearance, but, in regard to the time, differs from it 

more radically than either of the others, while Paul differs from 

them all in regard to the persons to whom Jesus appeared. But 

these differences of detail do not invalidate the main fact. The 

testimony of Paul is invaluable here. He writes his account about 

A.D. 58, and we know that he had had intercourse with both Peter 

and John, and James, who are named by him as among those to 

whom Jesus appeared after his resurrection. This first-hand testi- 

mony to the fact of the resurrection entirely outweighs any dis- 

crepancy in the details. It puts the latter in the class of varieties 

1 Lk, 2451-53, 2 Mt, 2816-20, 
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of account which do not invalidate nor weaken the historicity of 

any record. There is a false impression made by the unusual 

consistency of the Synoptical Gospels which weakens unduly their 

testimony in the parts where they show more independence and 

variety. Of course, Mt. and Mk., on the one hand, and Lk., on 

the other, give independent and varying accounts of the resurrec- 

tion. But the variety is caused by the independence; it is no 

greater than the ordinary variations of independent narratives, 

and it does not therefore invalidate the main fact of the resurrec- 

tion. But the Synoptical Gospels, in the main, in their record of 

the public ministry of Jesus, are interdependent, and so there is 

an unusual sameness about them. This should not weaken their 

testimony, when they become independent, and so variant. 

THE ASCENSION 

The result of textual criticism is to render it doubtful if there is 

any account of the ascension of our Lord in the Gospels. Mt., 

Mk., and J. contain no account of it. And the passage in Lk. 

which gives it is put in the column of doubtful passages, being 

omitted by Tisch., and double-bracketed by WH. RV. On the 

other hand, there is no doubt that Lk. means by the déorn az’ 

attav, he was parted from them, a final separation from the disci- 

ples on that first day following the resurrection. And this brings 

it directly into conflict with the account of the forty days in Acts. 

Moreover, the story in Acts is the only one that relates, or even 

implies, a visible ascent. The dvepépero in Lk., and dveAnpOy in 

Mk., though their presence in the originals is impossible in Mk., 

and doubtful in Lk., can be traced back to first century sources 

through the old Latin and Syriac versions, so that they can be 

taken as witnesses to the event. But neither of them can be 

taken as independent witnesses to a visible ascent. That is sup- 

plied by the account in Acts. 
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ABBG 6 rarnp, 14°. 
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aypos, 514. 

dypurvéw, 13%8, 
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Bracdnuéw, 27 329. 

sracpnuta, 772. 

Brérw els mpdowroyv, 1214; 

tt dxovere, 4+. 
Bh, 13'3 

avopurdkioy, 1471, 

yeulferbat, 4°. 

"yeved, 99, 

yevéowa, 671, 

vyévnua, 142°, 

yewpyés, 121, 

ylvouat, 938; els, 1210, 

yovutreréw, 129 1017, 

Saipovlioua, 122. 

dépw, 123, 

dedre, 117, 

dnravyds, 8. 

Snvdpiov, 637 145, 

dia Brérrw, 82, 

SiadjKn, 1474. 

Siakplyouar, 1122, 

Siadoyiopds, 771. 

bibax7, 42 1138, 

dédos, 772. 

d¥vapus, 137°. 

éyelpw, 191 212, 

eyévero HAGev, 19. 

e¢ in oaths, $!2; in direct questions, 

828, 

elul eds, 10°, 

eipyvn, 5%. 
eis, 1219; oikov, 3%. 

els, 1210; 

for mp@ros, 16%. 

éxBadrw, 14. 

éxdexTbs, 1372. 

éxtrepigo @s, 1431, 

Kara els, 1419; — kal els, 1077; 

éxmAHoow, 172, 

ExpoBos, 9°. 

“EdAAnuis, 78. 

éuBarrw, 14, 

éuBpiudoua, 1* # 4tle 145, 

év mvevuart axkabapTy, 173; 
git. 

évayxaNlfoua, 9%, 

évddtoKxouat, 151, 

évéxw, 619, 

évéuatt, 

évyuxa, 1°, 
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éfdmiva, 9°. 

éfé5ero, 121, 

éEouodoyéw, 1°. 

éfouvcla, 172. 

éiw THs xwpas, 51°. 

éravpiov, TH, 1122. 
9 éri T@ dvomaTt, 9%". 

ériBaddw, 147%. 

emituvTpexw, 9. 

evayyéNov, 1-14, 

evdoKnoa, 111, 
EvObs, 123: 28.29.42 36, 

evkaipow, 671, 

evKom WTEpoy, 2°. 

evdoyeiv, 641. 

eddoynrés, 1489, 

evyapioréw, 8°. 

"Epgpadd, 734. 

éxw = possum, 148. 

fyutdw, 826, 

fopn, 8}. 
fw, 9* 10l. 

nyewar, 139 1516, 

npéaro, with inf., 67 1028, 

nguev, 1136, 

*Inoods, 11. 

ixavés, 17 rot, 

iuds, 17. 

iva, after verbs of desire, 10°. 

Kabus, 43°. 

kal with interrogative, 106, 

Kaicap, 1214. 

kakohoyéw, 929, 

Kavavator, 318. 

kapola, 2°, 

kap7és, 48. 

KkaraBapivw, 144°, 

KaTakupievw, 1042, 

KkaTaNupa, 1414, 

karagiréw, 14%. 

karévayTi, 11}, 

katezovordtw, 10%, 

INDEX 

Karevroyéw, 103%, 

kavpatifw, 4%, 

kepuatlorns, 111, 

Kepadaidw, 124, 

Kedar) ywvias, 1219. 

Kijvoov, 1214, 

knpvcow, 14-7 314, 

KAnpovoméw, 1017, 

Kodpavrys, 1242, 

kowvds, 72. 

koANuBiorns, 1145, 

KodoBdw, 137. 

KopBa», 711, 

KpaBBaropv, 24, 

kpdomredov, 6°, 

Kparetv Adyor, 919, 

Kpnuves, 538. 

kuNlw, 929, 

kUpwos, 13 519 113-2, 

hatray, 437. 
Aaréw, 134, 

Adxavor, 431, 

error, 12%, 

Anorys, 1448, 

doyos, 22. 

padnrhs, 215, 

pdorve, 310, 

peyioray, 671, 

perdvo.a, 14, 

un, 24. 

Enktvoua, 427, 

MATL, 471, 

pvijua, 5°. 
poyidd dos, 732, 

H0d.0s, 421, 

pros ovikds, 942. 

bvoTypiov, 411, 

vouvex @s, 1233, 

Oddy Trocety, 273, 

oi rap’ avrod, 321, 
oixoderrérns, 1414, 

oikov Oeod, 275, 

4 
1 

: 



INDEX 

dAoKatTwua, 123°, 

dfos, 15°. 

Os édv, 8%. 

bray éyévero, 1119, 

érav with impft. 311. 

3 7c in direct questions, 21°. 

ovd, 15°". 

ovat, 1471. 

dpOaduos tovnpds, 77. 

éwia, 6%. 

méduy, 21-13 31-2 gl, 

mavraxod, 178, 

mapdBacts, 71". 

mapaBodn, 37°. 

mapadéxouat, 47. 

mapadldwu, 14}8. 

mapador, 478, 

mapddocts, 7°. 

mapanuTikos, 2°. 
mapacKevy, 15%. 

maoxa, 14}. 

meipacw, 118 $1 1215, 

meipacpos, 14°. 

mepiraréw, 7°. 

mepioTepa, 11°, 

Ilérpos, 33°. 

meTpQdES, 4°. 

mucrevw, 11, 

mugTiKos, 14°. 

wAnpow, 145, 
avedua, 1428; aysov, 18; axdbapror, 123, 

moetv Swoexa, 3/4. 

mpacia, 649. 

apeoBurepos, 7° 117". 

mpoépxouat, 653, | 

mpouepiysvdw, 1314. 

mpoodBBaror, 154%. 

mpocairns, 10%, 

mpocavrxov, 14°, 

mpockapTepéw, 3°. 

mpockuvéw, 5° 1519. 
apopacis, 12%. 

mrpopyrns, 6%. 

mpwt, 1°, 

mpwrokriola, 125°. 
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mra@pa, 629, 

TUY LT, "e. 

ripwous THS kapdlas, 3°. 

‘PaBBouvi, 10°, 

pjoow, 9}, 

oaBBara, 171, 

Daravas, 113. 

cxavoanrt(ev, 417 63, 

oxedos, 1116, 

okAnpokapdia, 10°. 

oKUAAW, 5°. 

orapdcow, 176, 

oretpa, 151°. 

omekovAaTwp, 6". 

omhayxvitoua, 8. 

oriBas, 118. 

oToAh, 12°9. 

oTpwvvum, 14), 

orvyvate, 1072. 

ov eyes, 157. 

cuNduTréw, 3°. 

cupBovroy, 151. 

cupmrviyw, 41%. 

cupméctov, 6°%. 

cuvaywyn, 121 13%. 

cuvavakerpat, 2). 

cuvédpiov, 13°. 

réxTwy, 6°. 

Terwvioy, 214. 

Terwyns, 21°. 

re Svvauat, 972. 

rt hutv Kal col; 174. 

Te rvevpare yuwoKery, 2°. 

viol Tod vuuddvos, 2). 

vids Tod Geod, 111. 

brepnpaua, 7. 

brdkpiots, 1215, 

broKpit7s, 7°. 

brodhvoy, 12}. 

brouévw, 1333. 

pysbw, 179 489, 

poBetcFat poBor, 441. 
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